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ABSTRACT

England made a grave diplomatic and strategical error in the
fall of 1914 in alloying Turkey to drift into an alliance with the
Central Powers "by default.

When Turkey entered the war a few months

later the British belatedly realized the disastrous effect that the
closing of the Dardanelles would have on Russia's war effort, and
there followed in 1914-1915 the lamentably bungled but strategically
justifiable campaign to, reopen the Straits.

Once this costly attempt

had failed, England had no further reason for launching offensive
operations against Turkey, which was nowhere an active threat to her
security.
Nevertheless, from the first day of the war with Turkey Britain
conducted offensive operations against her in the area now known as
'Iraq.; from 1916 she also took the offensive in Egypt-Palestine.

By

the end of the war these operations which contributed nothing to the
crucial struggle with Germany had so swollen that they tied down
three-quarters of a million British troops.

In essence they were

campaigns for colonial expansion, waged in the midst of and to the
detriment of a war for national survival, and as such they speak vol¬
umes about the caliber of British political leadership at the time.
The campaign in Mesopotamia ('Iraq), the larger and longer of
the two, was initiated by the Viceregal government in India, and was
controlled from Delhi until early 1916.

Its immediate cause in 1914

was the fear that the Holy Weir declared by the Turks would spread by
way of Mesopotamia and Persia to India, leading to an uprising by
India's millions of Muslims, but always in the background was the
desire to expand Britain's holdings in the Persian Gulf.

The cum-

bersome division of decision-making responsibility between Britain
and India provides insights into the nature and capabilities of both
governments during the early part of the war, and India's incompe¬
tent direction of the military and logistical aspects of the cam¬
paign reveals very clearly the decrepit vide of the British raj.
Despite stubborn opposition from the Turks and Indian improvi¬
dence, the Mesopotamian campaign was brilliantly successful during
its first year; it was, in fact, the only theatre of the war in which
the British met with anything but reverses.

By late 1915 a swan

British-Indian force had advanced five hundred miles up country from
the sea and was within striking distance of Baghdad.

In spite of the

grave hazard involved in pushing this small and unsupported army even
further inland, the British cabinet,.seeking a propaganda victory
which would compensate for the forthcoming abandonment of the Gallipoli
campaign, ordered it to capture Baghdad.

The British were defeated,

driven back downstream, and besieged in the small town of Kut-el-Amara.
The next five months until Kut's surrender were a nightmare series of
increasingly hopeless and expensive attempts at relief, during which
time the forces in the country mounted from two to seven divisions.
The long agony of Kut and of the Relieving Force ended on 29 April,
1916, and the British thereupon ceased offensive operations in Meso¬
potamia for a long time.
This thesis deals therefore with two principal topics.

One

is the clandestine but decisive role played by Britain's imperial am¬
bitions in the war in the Near East up to the time that the SykesPicot Agreement of 1916 ratified them in an inter-allied secret con¬
vention, as exemplified in the largest campaign being fought in the

East at that time.

The other is a study of the strategy and tactics

of the campaign itself, -which attempts to provide a new and clearer
synthesis of the relatively scarce literature dealing with it.
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INTRODUCTION

Mesopotamia was the scene of one of the most remarkable mili¬
tary odysseys of all time.

In this great span of harsh land the

British and Indian invaders and the enduring Turkish defenders each
in turn experienced triumph and overwhelming disaster.

In the wings

of this drama Germans, Persians and Russians joined in to wage a
vastly complex military and political struggle for the control of
Persia and the routes to India.

In the end Britain’s industrial re¬

sources and good sea communications were brought to bear and the
Turkish Army in Mesopotamia bled to death in a hopeless resistance
against far superior numbers; with this British victory Persia as
well became secure.

But for better than two years, Britain and Tur¬

key were well matched (or perhaps equally handicapped) in this
struggle so far from their respective centers.

The balance could

easily have been tipped either way, and comparatively small forces
fought a war of manoeuvre and movement.

The ponderous and unargu¬

able arithmetic of men and guns and supplies was the final arbiter
of battle as always, of course, but in a war where mere individuals
counted for less than ever before the first years in Mesopotamia were
unique.

The opponents were like giants stretched full length but able

to grapple only with the fingers of one hand; so balanced were the
opportunities on both sides that generals and even lesser mortals were
not powerless to influence events.
The first British troops landed in Mesopotamia the day after
Britain declared war on Turkey.

The last shot was fired on the day
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Turkey signed an armistice with the Entente, almost exactly four
years later.

Despite this, serious fighting was not continuous;

there were in fact two separate campaigns in Mesopotamia.

The first

may he said to have ended when, after eighteen months of constant
battle and shifting fortunes, Indian Expeditionary Force "D" was
fought to a standstill and virtually annihilated.

After an eight

months' lull while the Turks turned their attention elsewhere and
the British patiently rebuilt their army, the fighting started up
again; henceforward the British were consistently successful against
weak and crumbling Turkish opposition.

Except in locale, however,

this second, better-known campaign under General Maude was different
in almost every respect from its forerunner.

It is with the first

campaign from November 1914 to April 1916 that this thesis deals.
In November of 1914 a small British-Indian force, not well
equipped even for frontier warfare, was flung into an immense coun¬
try without the most rudimentary land or water transport.

Ignored

by the home government, neglected by the unbelievable slow and incom¬
petent Indian bureaucracy whose responsibility it was, the force im¬
provised or did without, and somehow managed to maintain and expand
its hold over lower Mesopotamia.

The Ottoman defenders of Mesopo¬

tamia, deprived even of the peacetime forces stationed in the country
by Enver's desire to play Napoleon in the Caucasus, were at first in
as bad a situation or worse.

For the first months they were forced

to rely almost entirely on Arab conscripts and Bedouin irregulars for
their defense; under the circumstances they performed creditably.
as soon as the British invasion had begun they were sent what rein-

But
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forcements could "be spared (the Caucasian disaster, and soon after
the Gallipoli invasion, tied up most of the Turkish reserves).

Though

these reinforcements were delayed many months in arriving due to the
atrocious communications "between the Caucasus or Anatolia and Meso¬
potamia, they were ultimately to turn the scales.
By September, 1915, Indian Expeditionary Force "D", totalling
two divisions plus, had through a combination of fortune,;;skill and
fortitude succeeded in advancing hundreds of miles from the sea, as
far as the town of Kut. Dependent on the river Tigris for transport,
it had not one-fifth the number of river-craft necessary to supply
itself so far from the sea.

But to a cabinet in London in desperate

need of a propaganda victory in those days of defeat, and to a sick
commanding general on the scene feverishly eager to make a name for
himself before he was invalided out Of the war, Baghdad was only
another hundred miles on.

Despite the definite statement of the fight¬

ing general at Kut that his troops were not up to it, the advance was
ordered.

Tired, poorly equipped, poorly

fed, already four hundred

miles of treacherous river and more from the open sea, Townshend's
troops loyally advanced on Baghdad.

At the front there was concern,

but in London and Delhi and even at Basrah (Headquarters in Mesopotamia)
the sentiment was that, whatever the apparent risks of the advance,
"we were British and they were only Turks."1
But the Turks managed to get reinforcements through to the de¬
fenders of Baghdad at the last moment (in fact, during the actual battle
at Ctesiphon), and the British were defeated.

The retreat to Kut was

a nightmare; only superb discipline prevented rout in a pursuit which
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on one occasion saw the British and Turks make camp for the night
within 2000 yards of one another.

The agonies of the thousands of

wounded for whom almost no provision had "been made were sufficient
to cause the appointment of a Parliamentary Commission to investigate
and report—even in the middle of the war.
The Sixth Division was besieged in Kut.

In the forlorn attempt

to relieve it nearly five divisions were poured into the country in
the next five months, onto a line of communications that had been
grossly inadequate for one.

The Turks wisely chose to leave Kut to

starve and to fight a defensive battle against the Relief Force (though
matchless behind entrenchments, Turkish troops were only average in
the attack).

The Turks had serious supply problems too, fighting a

major battle so far from the nearest railhead, but nothing like those
which crippled every relief attempt by the British.

Finally, after

the Relief Force had suffered tens of thousands of casualties to no
avail, the Kut garrison was bombed and shelled and starved into sur¬
render on 29 April 1916.

Sensibly, the cabinet authorized the Relief

Force to withdraw as far as was necessary (the decision to launch a
second offensive on Baghdad was not made until months later).

The

expedition for which such high hopes had been entertained had ended
in disaster.

During the First World War Turkish troops fought on at least
seven fronts;

2

of these, Mesopotamia-Persia was neither the largest

nor the smallest.

Britain, besides her main front in north-east

France and Flanders, conducted military operations over substantial

V

periods of time on eight other fronts, of which Mesopotamia was perO

haps the most important.

It would he preposterous to claim (as his¬

torians of single campaigns unfortunately do at times) that Mesopotamia-Persia was nevertheless in some hitherto-unperceived way a
potentially decisive campaign.

To the contrary, it might he argued

that it would have heen better for hoth sides if the campaign had
never heen fought.

Turkey was forced to spend precious troops to

defend a territory alien in population and devoid of economic value,
while Britain in compensation for her losses gained neither strate¬
gic advantage nor even, as it turned out, the imperial expansion she
sought.

In the face of these facts the question naturally arises:

what special interest is there in the Mesopotamian campaign?
First, then, it was part of the great war which was at once
the culmination of the development of Europe in the later nineteenth
century and the curtain-raiser to our own violent time.

Like any

world-wide conflict, its outcome was determined hy the balance of suc¬
cess and failure of its various campaigns (with the predominant weight
being allotted to the Western Front, of course).

More specifically,

as a British-initiated campaign vhich witnessed Britain’s most startl¬
ing triumphs and most disgraceful and shameful defeat, Mesopotamia re¬
veals much about Britain's aims, att it tides and leadership.

It was

essentially a colonial campaign waged in the midst of and to the detri¬
ment of a national war: in itself this says much about the clarity
and determination of Britain’s leadership.
The courage and sacrifice of the soldiers in Mesopotamia stand
in stark contrast to the most incredible carelessness and dereliction
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of authority in India.

The bankruptcy of British rule in India is

nowhere more clearly delineated than in the history of the Indian
Expeditionary Forces, and particularly in that of I. E. F. "D" in
Mesopotamia (the only one over which India retained administrative
and operational control).

The pan-Islamic conspiracy with which

the Germans hoped to destroy British dominion over India played out
its remarkable history during the course of and under the influence
of this campaign.

Arab nationalism and pan-Arabism first became

serious factors in Near Eastern politics in these years, though the
most noteworthy developments took place to the south in Arabia.

And

finally, Mesopotamia was a campaign fought in places with ancient
and famous names by gallant men whose deeds are worth recording.

During the whole period of the war, the Entente and the Central
Powers conducted a military and political struggle for the control of
Persia.

The forces involved on both sides were miniscule by compari¬

son with those engaged in other

theaters, but in the state of com¬

plete helplessness and anarchy into which Persia had fallen since 1908,^
whichever foreign force succeeded in overcoming its rivals would con¬
trol the country.

The motives of the contestants were varied, and the

stakes were high.
The Germans aimed to utilize Persia as a corridcr for the spread
of pan-Islamism eastwards into India, where they hoped to provoke an
anti-British uprising among the seventy million Muslims of the NorthWest and Bengal.

They also propagandized within Persia and Afghani¬

stan in order to rally the Muslim populations of these countries to
the Central Powers and thereby to organize a descent on India's north-
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west frontier "by hundreds of thousands of fierce and fanatical tribes¬
men.
The British sought to protect their extensive oil developments
in western Persia against the Turks, and to maintain their traditional
control over the north shore of the Persian Gulf.

In addition, they

took a far more serious view of the pan-Islamic conspiracy and the
German-backed Holy War than was warranted hy the realities of geogrpahy, race and sect, and reacted violently to the German agitation
in Persia (the sahibs had always been hypersensitive about the secur¬
ity of the North-West Frontier).

Finally, the prevailing view in Delhi

that the western glacis of the Indian empire lay in Persia, Afghani¬
stan and even Mesopotamia was but a short step from the idea that out¬
right control of these areas was desirable.

Once British troops in

these countries had gained substantial successes, the idea of annex¬
ing them became not at all repugnant.
The history of the conflict in Persia is a fascinating and
extraordinarily complicated story of which much must lie outside the
boundaries of this thesis.

However, because British policy in Meso¬

potamia and in Persia was interlinked and was directed from the same
center, Delhi; because German and Turkish intervention in Persia was
directed from Mesopotamia and in 1916 came under the control of the
commander-in-chief of the Turkish armies in Mesopotamia; and because
of the proximity of the battlefields in the two countries, there will
be occasions on which it will be necessary to refer to Persian affairs.

The origins and motives of the campaign are extraordinarily
complex.

Mesopotamia's invasion was not part of any military grand
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strategy; to the contrary, it contradicted almost every strategic
principle of war.

If any generalization can safely "be made about

the complicated and changing tangle of motives that led Britain and
India into the country in the first place, and later lured them on
to over-extension and crushing defeat, it is that the single consis¬
tent thread running through that tangle was the drive for imperial
expansion.

Imperialism was far from dead in 191^ as a determinant

of national policy, although the expansion of Europe into new terri¬
tories had slowed in the early twentieth century as unoccupied land
grew scarcer.

Particularly in India, administered as it was by what

might be called professional imperialists, the sentiment for a further
expansion of British control in the Persian Gulf to thwart the sup¬
posed German drive through Turkey to India was the bedrock under¬
lying all the surface concern about the safety of the oilfields and
the loyalty of Britain’s Arab allies.
Much of the background of the campaign therefore lies in the
political balance in the Persian Gulf in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries—it would be quite legitimate to say that World
War I was more the occasion of the Mesopotamian Campaign than its
cause.

On the other hand, however, German penetration into Turkey

and the resulting conflict of British and Turkish interests generally
in the Near East were ultimately responsible for India's concern for
its position in the Persian Gulf.

The final decisions which sent a

British force into Mesopotamia were taken under the influence of the
Anglo-Turkish diplomatic confrontation in the months preceding the
declaration of war.

Therefore it will be necessary to unravel the
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origins of the campaign on two levels: first with reference to the
general realignment of Near Eastern diplomacy that preceded the war,
and second with reference to developments within the intricate and
unstable structure of Persian Gulf power politics.

NOTES ON USAGE OF WORDS IN THE TEXT
1. For the guidance of non-military readers, river hanks are named
right and left on the assumption that rivers face downstream.
2. The right and left flanks of a force remain the same even if in
the course of manoeuvring it should do a complete about-face.
3« References to Turkish and British troops include the respective
Arab and Indian contingents. On occasion the ethnic composition of
specific units will be given as well.
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It fell short of complete success, and the ruinous civil war which
ensued allowed the Russians and British to set up virtually independ¬
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EMPIRE:

The Young Turks Enter the World War

The Ottoman Empire was "built "by warriors.

In early modem

times it was the most centralized and progressive state and the
strongest military power in Europe, marching its armies into the
heartland of the continent, challenging Spain for the control of
the Mediterranean, and twice laying siege to Vienna.

But as a theo¬

cratic and essentially Asian despotism it did not participate in the
intellectual and technological developments "by the grace of which
Christian Europe, hitherto a relatively insignificant segment of
the human race, stole a crucial march on the rest of the world.

By

1700 the European monopoly on international power was nearly com¬
plete, and the rest of the world, including Turkey, had assumed the
passive role it was to play for the next two centuries.

Nevertheless,

vast areas of southern Russia and south-eastern Europe remained in
the Turkish grip as the no^longer-expanding state sank deeper and
deeper into squalour and somnolence.

To the north and to the west,

rising dynasties eyed the Ottoman possessions in Europe greedily.
Turkey's European Borders withdrew continually through the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries, as Austria and Russia expanded south.

The

Turks are a proud and martial race, and they never failed to give a
good account of themselves in the wars which preceded each territorial
loss;

nevertheless, courage is a poor armour against modem artillery,

and they always lost.

By 1875 all that remained of the once vast Otto¬

man holdings in Europe was the area today occupied "by Romania, Bulgaria

-
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and southern Yugoslavia - and even there the Turkish hold was tenuous
and restricted by local autonomies.

A multinational, polylingual

empire in an increasingly nationalist world, with less than half of
her population ethnic Turks, the Ottoman Empire was a creaking anach¬
ronism in immediate danger of extinction.

It was known as the "Sick

Man of Europe", and the heirs apparent were gathered impatiently
around the sickbed.

Yet this empire was to survive in its same es¬

sential form for forty-eight more years.

The reason for this remark¬

able survival is that the Dardanelles, the strait running between
European and Asiatic Turkey, was the most important strategic channel
in the world.

Without control of Constantinople and the Dardanelles,

Russia would always remain a land-locked power, for

her warm-water

ports of strategic significance are all in the Black Sea or in the
even more tightly-shut Baltic.

But if she could just control the

Straits, it would have been only a matter of time before the eastern
Mediterranean became a Russian lake.

The Swedish Vikings who founded

the first Russian state at Kiev mounted several unsuccessful expedi¬
tions on Constantinople in the tenth century, and control of the Straits
has remained a primary objective of Russian policy ever since, under
khans, tsars and commissars alike.
Unhappily for Russian ambitions, France and England, the es¬
tablished powers in the Mediterranean in the nineteenth century, were
equally aware of the strategic opportunities that possession of the
Straits would open for Russia, and they did not enjoy the prospect
at all.

England’s biggest war of the century after Waterloo, the

Crimean War of l853~l856, was fought (in alliance with France and Tur-
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key) to keep Russia from the Dardanelles.

England, France and Austria

(Russia's rival in the Balkans) could always cooperate to thwart a
Russian grab at Constantinople, while at the same time none of them
dared seize it unilaterally because of their mutual antipathy and dis¬
trust.

Turkey, weak and divided, despised and reviled by all the great

powers, was defended by all to prevent her falling into the hands of
their enemies.

So it was that she rode out the nineteenth century.

The internal government of the Ottoman Empire was an oriental
despotism of the worst order, harsh and arbitrary, its tyranny miti¬
gated only by its corruption and inefficiency.

However, Western ideas

of liberalism and nationalism had filtered into the Empire despite all
the bars raised against them.

Reforming Sultans had straggled since

1826 to break loose from the strangling grip in which traditionalism
and bigotry had held the Empire since its great days had ended with
Suleiman the Magnificent's death in 1566.
their success had been only mixed.

It was a crashing task, and

The Tanzimat (period of reforms)

ran out of steam after the Crimean War, and the forces of religious
and political reaction began to creep back into power under the me¬
dieval-minded absolutist Abdul-Aziz.

In despair at this turn of events,

the progressive elements in the Empire deposed him in 1876 and the liber¬
al Sultan Murad took his place.

This latter individual ms unhappily

a weak person who had a mental breakdown three weeks after he ascended
the throne, and the instinctively autocratic Sultan Abdul Hamid came
to power in his place.
As soon as possible the new ruler restored the arbitrary person-

- 4 al rule of the hated Aziz, hut to protect his position he was at first
forced to grant a constitution and to convene the first Turkish par¬
liament.

Only the outbreak of the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-1878

and the accompanying nationalist unrest in the Balkans allowed him
to revoke the liberal measures.

After 1880 Hamid's rule vas as un¬

yieldingly cruel and reactionary as that of his worst predecessors.
It lasted unchanged until 1908.^
Abdul Hamid's victory over progressive elements in Turkey coin¬
cided with, and vas largely responsible for the beginning of a major
change in the attitude of Great Britain towards the Ottoman Empire
and hence towards the question of the Straits.

For decades after

the success of Hamid's coup from above the British Foreign Office
maintained its traditional policy of support for Turkey despite the
universal Victorian abhorrence for Hamid's suppression of "liberalism" though only because noone could think of an acceptable alternative
to the Turks at Constantinople.

But all that backed this policy now

was a steadily diminishing fear of Russia; the British Turcophilism
which had been so strong in the days of the Tanzimat was dead.
In 1907 Britain and Russia settled their differences in Asia
by agreements on Persia, Afghanistan and Tibet, as part of the process
by which the Entente took shape, and suddenly it became very clear
that Turkey's historic defender at the Straits was no longer necessarily
on her side.

In the country's feeble condition, it was a frighten¬

ing thought, and politically aware Turks visualized a "settlement" of
the Straits question which would partition the Ottoman Empire between
Russia and Britain.

The reaction was not long in coming.

The English

- 5 King and the Russian Tsar met the following year at Reval on the
Baltic, and the (mistaken) certainty within Turkey that the meet¬
ing was intended to discuss the final liquidation of the Empire
triggered a revolution.
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Despite defeat and repression, literal ideas had not died in
Turkey under Hamid, and the utterly wretched conditions within the
Empire combined with endless Balkan disasters to recruit many new
adherents to the reformist cause.

Particularly was this the case

among young Army officers, and it was a group of these "Young Turks"
in the Third Army Corps in Salonika who issued an ultimatum demand¬
ing the restoration of the 1876 Constitution in July of 1S>08.
Threatened with a march on the capital, the aged Hamid capitulated.
Unfortunately for the future of a multi-racial Ottoman demo¬
cracy, the accession of "liberals" to control and the promise of
free elections throughout the Empire did not call forth a spirit
of brotherhood and cooperation.

Rather the racial minorities saw

a golden opportunity to seize their independence - in the chaotic
conditions immediately following the revolution of the Young Turks,
•Austria grabbed Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria declared its inde¬
pendence, and Crete united itself to Greece.

Good neighbor Italy

was only a little behindhand: in 1911 she declared war on Turkey
for the purpose of stealing Tripoli (Libya).

The effect of these

events was to discredit completely the more liberal wing of the
loosely organized Young Turks which favored a decentralized federal
state with a large measure of autonomy for the religious and nation¬
al minority groups.

In the wake of an abortive counter-revolution

-
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in 1909 Abdul Hamid vas deposed.

-

The nationalist wing of the Young

Turks gained complete control of the government, and proceeded to
press a policy of centralization and modernization.

National and

religious organizations with political aims were proscribed, and a
policy of Ottomanization and the repression of minority rights was
pursued ruthlessly.
The Young Turks' rule had grown so oppressive by 1912 that a
coalition of liberals (as opposed to Turkish nationalists) was
boosted into power by another coup engineered by young Army offi¬
cers.

Once again, however, the Balkan nations capitalized on the

Turkish disarray to attack her remaining European holdings, in the
First Balkan War.

As a result, the last attempt to create a multi¬

national, democratic state out of the old Ottoman Empire terminated
six months after its inception in the assassination of the Minister
of War and the resignation of the Grand Vizier at gunpoint.

With

this coup ended the last slim chance that the Ottoman Empire could
permanently avoid disintegration into its constituent national seg¬
ments - if indeed there ever was a chance.

The ruling triumvirate

of extreme nationalists that now emerged set up a virtual military
dictatorship within the forms of the constitution, and ruled without
interruption until the end of World Wax I.
The triumvirate, Talaat Bey, Enver Bey, and Djemal Pasha, the
last, tough survivors of the 1908 band of Young Turks, consolidated
their rule with the lavish use of torture, terror and murder.

Once

firmly in the saddle, the triumvirate embarked upon an opportunistic
career of Pan-Turanism and Pan-Islamism which led directly to Tur-

-
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key’s entry into the war in 1914 and the destruction of the Empire.

There is a myth which holds that Turkey was forced into the
war on the side of the Central Powers "by a horrendous offense to
its national honor perpetrated by Winston Churchill, when on the
outbreak of war he seized for the Royal Navy two Turkish battle¬
ships then being renovated in Great Britain - battleships which
had been paid for by public subscription by thousands of poor but
patriotic Anatolian peasants.

There is an equal and opposite

myth which contends that German penetration into Turkey by 1914
was so great as to make her nothing more than a German satellite,
and that therefore Turkey had no choice but to support her master.
Both views have an element of truth in them, but the real story is
more complex than either.

The latter legend has more substance to

it, and so will be dealt with first.
German penetration into Turkey started in the late nineteenth
century.

Despite a gallant and protracted defense of the fortress

of Plevna by Osman Pasha, Turkey had suffered complete defeat in
the War of 1877-1878, the most successful of a series of dismember¬
ment attempts by Russia.

As usual, Russia’s desire to reap the re¬

ward of her victory, Constantinople, had been thwarted by the other
would-be heirs at the Congress of Berlin.

Nevertheless, much Tur¬

kish territory was lost in the Balkans and the Caucasus, and the
need for a thorough-going reorganization of the Turkish Army was
apparent.

Accordingly, a German military mission was requested for

the task - the German Army then being widely regarded as the best

-
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in Europe - and from 1883 to 1895 General Colmar von der Goltz labored
to build a modern Turkish Army on the Prussian pattern.
At this time British commercial interests in Turkey were ex¬
tremely strong, and for more than a decade German economic penetra¬
tion into Turkey progressed very slowly.

A major reason for this

slow expansion was that the Germans in Turkey were on their own: they
received no active backing from their government.

It was not the usual

pattern of colonial domination that Germany was pursuing in Turkey: for
one thing, Bismarck did not wish to become embroiled with other Euro¬
pean powers in an area so far from Germany and so without value to his
foreign policy; for another, Turkey was not quite backward and weak
enough to submit to outright imperialism.

But Bismarck had no ob¬

jection to Germans investing their money for a profit, and at this
time Britain actually welcomed the boost that German investment gave
to Turkey, for it helped shore up a power whose disintegration would
throw the question of the Straits wide open.
With Wilhelm II’s accession to the Imperial throne in 1888 the
innocuous character of German penetration into Turkey underwent a
change.

The evil effects of Wilhelm's impulsive and neurotic person¬

ality played such a great part in European history from this time un¬
til the War that they are impossible to ignore.
grandiose and utterly impractical schemes.

He was much given to

One particularly silly plan

with which he fell in love was to expand German influence in the Near
East so as to threaten Britain's position in the Persian Gulf and India.
It was in this spirit that in 1888 he obtained the concession for the
Deutsche Levant Linie to build a railroad from Berlin to Constantinople.

- 9 From then on, German investment in Turkey increased at a great rate,
and the motives were openly political.
The erratic monarch's impulsive behavior alarmed the English,
for they had the most vital interest in securing their communications
with the Far East.

In 1892 Lord Grey, the British foreign minister,

received what was virtually a German ultimatum demanding that Britain
"cease competition...for railway concessions in Turkey.By 1900
there was a German-controlled railway all the way to the Hedjaz (with
a few gaps in the Taurus Mountains) and another planned to Baghdad and
eventually to Basrah on the Persian Gulf.

Between 1888 and 1905 the

value of Turkey's imports from Germany more than sextupled to 71 mil¬
lion marks and Turkish exports to Germany increased more than twentytwo times to 51*6 million marks, while Turkey's pattern of external
trade remained otherwise unchanged.

Twice Wilhelm paid state visits

to Turkey, as usual scattering ill-considered and inflammatory state¬
ments in his wake.

Yet the Berlin-to-Baghdad Railway and the challenge

to British hegemony in India and the Near East remained more threat
than reality.

Even Wilhelm's second visit in 1898 had to be arranged

through the British travel agency of Thomas Cook and Sons.
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Nevertheless, by the early twentieth century England had become
quite anxious about the much-mentioned threat to her communications with
her eastern Empire.

The final decade before the War saw German invest¬

ment in Turkey expanding more rapidly than ever.

As the international

crises came ever more frequently and the nations of Europe chose their
sides for the looming explosion, German influence at the Porte caused
much concern and despondency in the camp of the Entente.

-
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Turkey, however, was by no means committed to the Triple Alli¬
ance as late as 1913*

For one thing, she was not regarded highly by

anyone as a potential ally in a European clash of mass armies and in¬
dustrialized societies; she had neither the military reputation nor
the economic foundations of a great power, and she would more likely
than not be a liability as an ally because of her numerous enemies.
The British in 1911, and the Germans in early 191**-, both rejected proposals by various Turkish governments to conclude a military alliance.
Now, it is incontestable that the German foreign office and the General
Staff were quite right in paying no attention at all to the Kaiser's
babbling about Turkey being the gateway to the East - it was no such
thing.

But it is incredible that both Britain and Germany, in toting

up the numbers of Turkish troops and armament factories and dismissing
Turkey as a worthwhile ally in a European conflict, could have over¬
looked her one priceless asset - the Dardanelles.
In 1913 the triumvirate of Talaat, Enver, and Djemal were quite
pro-German, but still uncommitted in their own minds

as to Turkey's

best course of action if European hostilities broke out.

In the after-

math of her defeat in the Balkan Wars Turkey once again requested a
German military mission to reform her army, and the commander of this
mission, General Otto Liman von Sanders, was given command of the Tur¬
kish Army corps which guarded the Dardanelles.

But at the same time as

the German military mission arrived, a group of British officers under
Admiral Limpus reached Turkey to carry through reforms in the Navy, and
a French mission undertook to rebuild the police forces.

German in¬

fluence in Turkey was undoubtedly predominant, but Germams were still
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not making the decisions at the Porte.

The Turks were well aware of

Germany’s not-altogether-altruistic attitude towards them, and they
were acutely sensitive to the danger of becoming a "second Egypt".
Turkey was neither a German ally nor a German satellite even after
the arrival of the Liman von Sanders mission.

7

This fact was far from obvious to Russia at the time, however,
and Liman von Sanders' appointment to command the Straits was responsi¬
ble for a prolonged and heated international crisis.

The obviously

great influence Germany had at Constantinople and in the Turkish Army
caused deep concern at St. Petersburg, and stiffened the Russian atti¬
tude so much that they absolutely refused to accept a German in command
of the troops holding the Dardanelles.
Russia was keenly aware of just how vital the Dardanelles was
to her survival in wartime - the Turco-Italian

War had closed the

Straits to all traffic in 1911-1912, and the economic repercussions
in Russia had been staggering even though she was not herself a belli¬
gerent.

With the influence of Germany and hence that of Austria-Hungary,

Russia's Balkan rival, in the ascendant at Constantinople, the Russian
General Staff had come to favor an aggressive policy towards Turkey.
A pair of secret conferences were held in January and February 1914,
attended by the senior political, military, and diplomatic figures of
the Russian government, to effect a choice or a compromise between the
aggressive plans of the military and the hitherto moderate program of
the foreign office.

The decision arrived at by the meetings was that

the capture of the Straits was indeed vital to Russia, but at the same
time it was impossible since the attempt would certainly bring on a gen-
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eral European war which would require all of Russia's forces.
It is evident from this, that contrary to the allegations of
some writers, there was no direct threat to Turkey from any quarter
prior to the outbreak of war in 191^•

The decision of the triumvirate

of Young Turks to go to war was as free as such a choice can ever be far freer than that of any other power that fateful autumn.

It was

one part cold-blooded acquisitiveness and one part national and per¬
sonal megalomania on the part of the small ruling clique of Young
Turks that took the Ottoman Empire into its last war.

The characters

of the three rulers are the key to their decision.
They were the hardy survivors of six years of intrigue Balkanstyle, the veterans of a deadly game of coup and counter-coup in which
the losers were rarely granted the opportunity to grow old gracefully.
They were all three consummate opportunists - that was why they were
still alive and on top.
The ablest of the three - and primus inter pares - was Talaat
Bey, who made his home in the Ministry of the Interior.

He was a huge

and powerful man with an amazing appetite, and was reputed to be able
to put away a pound of caviar and two bottles of champagne at a sitting.
He was alone in not having come originally from the ranks of the Army
(he was an ex-telegrapher from Macedonia), and in his capacity as party
leader of the Committee of Union and Progress (the Young Turks) he had
a power-base outside the cabinet itself.

He was convinced that Turkey

had no future at all as a neutral in a war of the Great Powers; she
would wind up as the vassal of the winner.

So he felt compelled to

take the gamble of picking the probable winner and backing him to the

-

hilt.
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He thought Turkey could get a better price from the Central

Powers.
Djemal Pasha, the most tyrannical member of the trio, was in
charge of the police and security forces, and was soon to become Mini ster of Marine.

He was a dumpy figure of a man, with a henna-colored

beard and glittering eyes.

He was a rabid nationalist, and in 1916

was the organizer and moving spirit in the Armenian holocaust.

He

has been compared to Adolf Eichmann, but the comparison is unfair Djemal was not at all squeamish about bloodying his own hands.
Enver Bey, the most reckless and least intelligent of the three,
was a graduate of the War College, known to his own great delight as
the "Hero of the Revolution" for his role in the street fighting in
Constantinople in 1909.

He was known to his friends as "Napoleonlik"

(Little Napoleon) and fancied himself one of the Great Captains of
history.

At the age of thirty-two he was the Minister of War, and

soon to be chief of the Armed Forces.

Enver was ardently pro-German

and the strongest backer of a German alliance - he had been for a time
the Turkish military attache at Berlin and went so far as to affect a
spiky, upturned mustache in imitation of the Kaiser.

His slender body

concealed a headstrong and boundless ambition for himself and Turkey.
He oscillated between dreams of a Pan-Turanic empire and contradictory
proclamations of Turkey’s Pan-Islamic mission to "liberate" its reli¬
gious brethren from the infidel yoke.

When it became evident in late July 1914 that a general Euro¬
pean war was in the making, Turkey’s desperate need was a great-power
ally.

The decision for Germany was made mainly on the basis of self-

interest.

The pro-German sentiments of most of the Young Turks in¬

clined them to the belief that she -would he the winner, which is the
prime requirement of any ally.

Russia, the strongest and bitterest

Turkish enemy, was the nearest member of the Entente; once let her at
the Dardanelles under any pretense and she might prove exceedingly
difficult to get out again.

And most of all, in August of 191^ the

Central Powers were willing to pay a substantial price in military
and financial assistance for a Turkish alliance (the retention of the
German military mission, the aid of German troops if Russia invaded
Turkey, and an immediate loan of five millions pounds)?

They were

also quite willing to accept Turkish expansion in the Near East, since
an the threatened territories belonged to the Entente.

The Entente,

discounting Turkey’s value, would offer nothing tangible.
Nevertheless it does seem strange that feeble Turkey would
dare to league herself against the paramount power of the eastern Medi¬
terranean, when the ally upon whom she chose to depend was so far away
and lacking secure communications with her by land or by sea, however
irresponsible and expansionist her leaders may have been.

It would

seem equally strange that Britain, with her traditional concern for
the security of the Straits and of Jier sea-lines of communication with
India, should not have made a great effort to gain Turkey’s alliance or
at least her friendly neutrality.

The reasons why are most revealing

of how completely the old diplomatic concerns had been eclipsed by the
overriding claims of the confrontation of the alliances in Europe.
In 1913

a

t the London Conference which redrew the map of the

Balkans after the Second Balkan War, Britain had refused to act in
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Turkey's behalf without the support of the other powers even after
Turkey had offered her the outright cession of Egypt as an induce¬
ment.

In truth, the preservation of the precarious wider balance

between the overarmed European nations altogether overshadowed Britain’s
traditional concern for the Near East - and besides, Russia was not
now a threat to Britain's position in the East butvirtually an ally.
The old British Foreign Office concept of Turkey as an established
member of the state system was being challenged in

19lU

by a hostile

new attitude which no longer feared Russia and which contemplated the
approaching dissolution and division of Turkey with complete equanim¬
ity.

The new attitude scored a notable triumph in 191^ when Britain

participated in discussions carried on between all the Great Powers
which resulted in agreements dividing the Ottoman Empire into economic
spheres of influence
The old and the new attitudes were at best in balance in the
fall of 1914 when the crisis struck; probably the new view was pre¬
ponderant.

There was no official policy on Turkey which the British

Ambassador at the Porte could support, and he was ham-strung as a re¬
sult.

The closest thing to a coherent attitude on the Near East in

London was a complacent assurance that Turkey would see that her best
interests lay with Britain and act accordingly.

There was definitely

a coherent attitude at the Porte, however; Turkey's rulers could see all
too plainly that while the traditional British protector was gone, the
traditional Russian enemy remained.

Their urgent task was to find a

strong new protector, and the obvious choice was Germany.

- 16 Early in the month of July 1914 Germany had revived discussion
on a Turkish proposal of alliance from the previous winter that she
had left dangling at the time.

Turkey haggled about the terms, and

in truth had not yet made up her mind.

There was still a party at

Constantinople that favored buying off the Russians, and there was
widespread mistrust of the aspirations in Asia Minor of Italy, a
nominal member of the Triple Alliance.

Even the nonGermanophile mem¬

bers of the cabinet, however, could not shake the conviction that
Russia, having healed her differences with Britain, would hold the
Straits open by force in a war with Germany if she could, and that
only German aid could stop her.

Enver carried the day for the pro-

German majority of the cabinet, and on July 23rd sent a feeler on the
topic of a defensive alliance through Wangenheim, the German Ambassador
at the Porte.

The Kaiser, frantic with worry at the prospect of a

two-front war, practically gibbered with joy at this unexpected good
fortune.

In the margin of the message from Wangenheim he scribbled:

She makes a direct offer of herself'.'.*.... Wangenheim
must express himself...with unmistakably plain compli¬
ance, and receive their desires and report them* Under
no circumstances at all can we afford to turn them away.-1-1
On the 27th of July, the day before Austria declared war on
Serbia, a definite offer of a defensive-offensive alliance with Ger¬
many to beODme operative if either party went to war with Russia was
communicated to Berlin.

Within one day a draft treaty was made up in

Berlin, signed by the Chancellor, and sent back to Wangenheim.

Even

though only Talaat and Enver were fully aware of the treaty's terms and
of the inevitability of Turkey* s involvement in the war then getting
underway if it were signed, others in the cabinet knew enough to be
thoroughly scared, and they began to baulk.

Moreover, the treaty would

- IT "be difficult to sell to the public, for the average Turk had looked
upon Britain as the friend and protector of his nation for nearly a
century.
At precisely this juncture, Britain shoved Turkey over the
edge.

Completely unaware of the German-Turkish negotiations then

underway, Winston Churchill, the First Lord of the Admiralty, ordered
the "requisition" of the Turkish battleships Sultan Osman and Resh&die
on 29 July, having already delayed their departure on completion of
their reconstruction earlier in the month.

He further ordered with

unmistakable relish that any attempt on the part of the Turkish crews
waiting on a transport in the Tyne to take possession of the ships be
repelled, "by armed force.; if necessary".

England, in her "apology"

for this piece of piracy, did not even have the good grace to offer
compensation for the loss.

This understandable but completely illegal

act swung the Turkish cabinet and nation wholeheartedly behind Enver,
and the treaty with Germany was signed on the 2nd of August.
Two days later came Britain's declaration of war on Germany.
It scared the Turkish cabinet out of its wits, for the British fleet
in the Mediterranean was a potent threat to Turkey - at any time up
to February, 1915 it could have forced the Straits and taken Constantinople had it been willing to take substantial losses in the process.

1^

Enver and the pro-Germans still did not control the cabinet absolutely
at this time, and the shock of Britain's belligerency elicited a truly
astounding response from the cabinet.

Despite the fact that a pact

had been signed with Germany only a week before, and despite the fact
that Germany and Russia were now locked in battle in East Prussia, Tur-

- 18 key offered Russia a military alliance.

It was an unsought-for

chance to make good all the diplomatic "blunders of the pre-war
years, an opportunity for Russia to re-open a channel through which
her Western allies could send her the munitions she was shortly to
need so desperately.
The offer was a last-minute revival of a Turkish attempt to
gain a firm alliance with the Entente that had teen pressed with no
success through the early summer of 191^ (though even then Turkey
had teen hedging her tets ty negotiating with the Central Powers as
well).

This last incredible attempt, made after the outbreak of war

had clarified the issues at stake, should have teen welcomed ty the
Entente with heartfelt thanksgivings.

Grey (and Delcasse), while

agreeing to guarantee Turkey's territorial integrity in return for
a promise of neutrality, rebuffed the Turkish offer of alliance, con¬
sidering that the reconstitution of a Balkan bloc directed against
Turkey would provide a surer guarantee of Turkey's cooperation.

Ik

As

for Russia, she bluntly refused even to consider a Turkish alliance
now.

Her ambition even in this war for her very survival was still

the Dardanelles, and she preferred isolation to abandoning this im¬
practical dream.

Within a few days the Turks recovered their nerve,

and Germany's stock again stood high at the Porte.
Turkey was now in an excellent diplomatic position.

She had

extracted an alliance from Germany on her own terms, and she felt
herself under no compulsion to go to war at once despite the fact that
a casus foederis existed even when the treaty was signed as Germany
was already at war with Russia.

Turkey mobilized immediately (on the
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plea that war in the Balkans endangered her borders) "but made no
move that would otherwise compromise her neutrality.

The British

fleet and her Russian foe were right on her doorstep, and her allies
were far away.

Germany discovered that it was going to require more

than an alliance to make the Turks fight.

So she determined to pro¬

vide the added impetus that Enver needed to carry his confreres into
the war.
When war was declared, there were two German warships in the
Mediterranean under the command of Admiral Wilhelm Souchon, the Goeben
and the Breslau.

They could not get home, for both exits

Mediterranean were in British hands.

from the

The only choice they had was

to be bottled up in the Austrian naval base at Pola at the head of
the Adriatic, or to accept internment at some neutral port.
denly a third alternative materialized.

But sud¬

The two ships provided a

ready-made opportunity for Germany, with Enver's connivance,to push
Turkey into war.

On August 3rd the German Admiralty wired Souchon:

"Alliance with Turkey concluded.

Proceed at once to Constantinople".”^

After various adventures the two ships presented themselves
at the entrance of the Dardanelles on August 10th, closely pursued by
the British.

On his own initiative Enver ordered that they be ad¬

mitted, and gave instructions to the forts at the entrance to fire
on the British if they attempted to follow.

To soothe the nervous¬

ness of Enver's colleagues and to avoid the necessity of having to
intern the ships, Turkey went through the
and adding them to the Turkish Wavy.

fiction of buying the ships

However, the German crews were

not replaced and they remained under the command of Admiral Souchon.
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This purchase cut the ground from under the feet of the cabi¬
net moderates -who wanted disarm the belligerent warships or send them
away within the time limit prescribed by international law.

The Tur¬

kish public was ecstatic at this unexpected acquisition of two warships
from Germany just a week after Britain had stolen the two that had been
bought by public subscription, and enthusiasm for Germany knew no bounds.
It would require almost three months more for Germany to bring Turkey
openly into the war, but from this time on she had the instrument at
hand in the shape of the warships under German command for whose ac¬
tions Turkey would bear the full responsibility.
Throughout October Souchon carried out repeated sweeps through
the Black Sea with Enver's support and the cabinet's acquiescence,
trying to provoke a Russian attack.

The Russians were not buying any.

It had finally dawned on the Entente governments that a hostile Tur¬
key would be disastrous for Russia, and they were ostentatiously over¬
looking Turkey's repeated breaches of neutrality in the hope of strengthen¬
ing the peace party and keeping her out of the war.

Enver and the

Germans at Constantinople were forced to take increasingly extreme
measures to bring on an Allied declaration of war that would carry the
divided cabinet and nation along willy-nilly.
Finally, on October 29th, Enver extracted official sanction from
the Grand Vizier for Souchon to lead the Turkish fleet on a raid agaist
several of Russia's Black Sea ports.

The order was dispatched to the

German Embassy for forwarding to the Admiral.
once, Souchon made straight for Odessa.

Slipping his lines at

Several torpedo boats with

German crews entered the harbour, sank two ships and shelled installa¬
tions ashore.

The Turkish government as a whole was caught off guard
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"by this event, and even the Grand Vizier, who had authorized the raid,
sought to draw hack from the precipice at the very brink of war.

Grate¬

fully believing the false first report that the Goeben had been sunk
in the raid, and therefore thinking that the incriminating authoriza¬
tion had gone down with the Admiral, the Vizier denied any knowledge
of the deed and sought to conciliate the outraged Russians.
This time he did not get away with it.

The German Embassy had

sent Souchon only a copy of the order, and while the Goeben was still
at sea the Ambassador contemptuously informed the weak-kneed Grand
Vizier: "The order of which you deny the existence, because you think
it was sunk with the Goeben, is in a safe place...at the German Embassy
....Pray cease to deny that the Turkish government has given the order
to attack Russia."

He ceased forthwith.

On November 3rd, somewhat anticipating the normal sequence of
events, two British and two French cruisers under Admiral Carden shelled
the Dardanelles defenses for ten minutes.

IT

On the 4th Russia declared

war on Turkey; on the next day Britain and France followed suit.
Turkey's belligerency and the permanent closing of the Straits
changed the whole complexion of the war - the frightful and forlorn
campaign at Gallipoli, Russia's military collapse and the subsequent
revolution,
drawal in

3.0

the prolongation of the war attendant on Russia's with¬

1917 all followed from the decision of the political brigands

in charge of Turkey to ally themselves with Germany.

Enver's thirst

for military glory and unlimited expansion, and to a lesser extent
Talaat's willingness to gamble on the outcome of the war, were the
catalyst that got the alliance signed and afterwards levered Turkey

-

into open hostilities.
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But it is false to depict them as evil geniuses

who single-handedly betrayed an innocent nation into the hands of its
foreign ravishers.

There was little doubt that the majority of the

politically dominant Army officers (the backbone of the Young Turks)
was wholeheartedly in favor of the German alliance and hoped by Ger¬
many's victory to recoup the losses of centuries past.

In mitigation

of Turkey's war guilt, however, it should be pointed out that there
was a great deal of truth to Talaat's view that a neutral Turkey in a
World war would have been the helpless victim of both sides.

The only benefit Germany had a legitimate right to expect from
Turkey's adherence to the Central Powers was the closing of the Straits
and the isolation of Russia - and benefit from this she did in full
measure.

Turkey's army was neither very large nor very competent in

the offensive, all the borders of the Empire which fronted on Allied
territory in Palestine, Mesopotamia and the Caucasus were far from the
center, and her lines of communication with these areas were unbelieva¬
bly bad.

Successful Turkish offensives on any of these fronts (despite

Enver Bey's dreams of conquest) were considered impossible by German
strategists, and they were right.

There never was a Turkish offensive

in Asia Minor which met with more than transitory success.
Wilhelm himself was much more sanguine about what results could
be expected from Turkey's entrance into the war, but

his optimism was

that of a wide-ranging imagination which refused to recognize geographi¬
cal and political realities.

He had great hopes that the hundreds of

millions of Muslim subjects of Britain and France would be rallied to
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his side by the proclamation of a holy war by the Caliph in Constanti¬
nople.

But of course news that a jihad (crusade against the infidel)

had been declared by the nominal religiious leader of orthodox Islam
was never made public to the Muslims of British India

19

other territorities with substantial Muslim minorities.

or of the
There seems

little likelihood that there would have been much response even if the
news had been published; Islam is not a monolithic faith, and the au¬
thority of the Caliph was atenuous and theologically questionable do¬
minion untested for centuries.
The Kaiser also had grandiose schemes for penetrating through
the Ottoman Empire and Persia (in which German agents were very active
throughout the war) to India, there to foment a rebellion which would
at last overthrow the hated British raj.

It looked great on paper,

but in fact it was just another example of the geopolitical clap-trap
of which Germans seem so inordinately fond.

India was not restive in

1914; the declaration of war on Germany elicited a great wave of sup¬
port among all classes for the supposedly despised British rule which
startled even those who knew India well.

To suppose that Muslim Turks

would be welcome in Muslim Persia showed an amazing lack of knowledge
about Islam - there could have been few more bitter or longer-lasting
religious feuds on Earth than that between the Shiite Persians and the
Sunni Arabs and Turks.

Finally - and decisively - a thousand miles

and more of thirsty deserts, savage mountains and more savage tribes¬
men interposed between die Turkish-Arab Hear East and India's North-West
Frontier.

Nothing could more clearly demonstrate how impossible this

project was than the fact that after the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk re-
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moved Russia from the war nothing except geography lay between Ger¬
many and India.

In 1918 there were German divisions on the shore

of the Caspian Sea and Turkish troops all over the Caucasus and
North-West Persia - yet hardly a stir of discontent or a murmur
of disloyalty was heard in India.
Wilhelm was out of his mind in supposing that he could lead a
jihad or subvert India, and his own politicians and generals knew
it.

There was no German threat to India: even if German agents

had been successful in raising Persia and Afghanistan (and they
tried hard), the three Indian divisions stationed on the NorthWest Frontier throughout the war were quite sufficient to hold the
few narrow passes against ill-armed tribesmen.

There was not even

a serious military danger to British interests in Egypt and the
Persian Gulf from the Turkish Army.

Minimum forces at Suez, at

the head of the Gulf, and along Russia's Caucasian frontier would
have been quite sufficient to contain any Turkish offensives.

The

only serious military consequence of Turkey's entrance into the war
was the closing of the Dardanelles, and only at the Dardanelles
could an offensiveagainst Turkey justify by its success the with¬
drawal of large numbers of troops from the crucial European battle¬
fields.20
For the rest, the Allies would have done best to stand quietly
by and let Turkey rot from within.

If Turkey posed no threat beyond

its borders, and required few troops to contain, why employ large
numbers of troops to overcome it when there was need of them on the
European battlefields on which the fate of nations was being decided?

- 25 Turkey was quite satisfactorily pulling her weight for the Central
Powers Just "by "being "between the Black Sea and the Mediterranean,
and this was also the sum total of the menace she represented to
the Allies.
There were many in the camp of the Entente who shared this
view; their aversion to draining off strength from the Western
Front to pursue ephemeral goals in the trackless wastes of Asia
and Africa gave them the name of "Westerners".

But the frustra¬

tion of stalemate on the main fighting fronts and the irresistible
lure of Turkey’s manifest weakness gave the "Easterners" their chance.
Until the Revolution Russia kept an entire army wandering about
in the barren mountains of eastern Anatolia, chasing an elusive Tur¬
kish enemy who could depend on the impossible Russian supply situa¬
tion to prevent a Russian penetration deep enough to be dangerous.
Far worse, Britain conducted two separate campaigns in the equally
barren wastes of Mesopotamia and Palestine for the whole duration
of the war, nibbling away at the extremities of the Ottoman Empire.
By 1918 the wasting effects of these campaigns had drained away all
of Turkey's meagre strength, and she was the first of Britain's main
enemies to surrender - but she had never been a serious military
threat anyway.
Yet in late 1917 Britain was maintaining a ration-strength of

3U0,000 troops in Palestine and of 400,000 in Mesopotamia, with a
net gain of trying down less than one division of German and Aus¬
trian troops.

They were not even occupying all of Turkey's troops;

the Turks were also maintaining extensive committments in the Cauca-
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These forces represented

better than one-fourth of the -whole strength of the Imperial and

. .
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Dominion armies.

What it amounted to was that Britain was conducting two oldstyle colonial wars even in the midst of a struggle on which her
survival as a great power depended.

Whenever the strategic aim¬

lessness of these campaigns is criticized, however, the "Easterners"
of the present day have a ready reply.

They claim that whatever

territorial expansion and limited military advantages accrued to
the Empire during these large-scale campaigns in the Near East were
pure gain, since in the siege conditions of warfare on the Western
Front in 1914-1918 manpower was not a key factor.
This contention has some shadow of substance for the early
phase of the war, but in the early stages of the war the British
commitment in the Near East was not at all large (except at the
Dardanelles, which would have been a most worthwhile investment
if successful), though it was already unjustifiable.

By the latter

stages of the war, when it had swollen to the monstrous proportion
of one-fourth of the Imperial armies, the statement about manpower
and the Western Front no longer holds true.

The Entente very nearly

lost the war in the spring of 1918, and the principal reason was
that it lacked the reserves to counter the German divisions which
were shifted west after the armistice with Russia and to counter¬
balance the effect of the new German tactics.

With its potential

reinforcements all committed to battle against Turks and Bulgars,
the strength of the British infantry in France dropped from 754,000
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tayonets in July, 1917 to 5^3,000 in mid-June, 1918 - with what
nearly disastrous results to the Entente*s cause became only too
clear in the frightening four months from March 21st to July l4th,
1918.

Almost certainly it was only the presence of the newly-

arrived American divisions which saved the day.
From a strategic point of view the Near Eastern campaigns
from start to finish were a criminal violation of the first princi¬
ple of war, that of Economy of Force.

They did not hasten the con¬

clusion of the war by as much as one week.

But from a tactical

point of view they were the most interesting of all the campaigns
of the Great War; they had all the traditional adventure and gla¬
mour of war in far places that was smothered in the stultifying
stalemate

on the Western Front.

Here there was scope for sur¬

prise, for manoeuvre, for individual enterprise; here men of genius
like Townshend, Maude, Allenby, and Lawrence were not trapped in
the anonymous trenches.

Great gambles were taken, and sweeping

victories were gained.
The most remarkable Near Eastern campaign of all was the strug¬
gle for Mesopotamia - modern-day Iraq - during the first two years
of the war.

The triumphant advance of one single, unsupported

British division almost three hundred miles inland up the Tigris
to Baghdad against bitter resistance is virtually unparallelled in
military annals; its eventual encirclement, siege and surrender to
the Turks is a paradoxical tragedy of too much, too late.

The sur¬

render of Townshend's Sixth Indian Division at Kut-el-Amara in April
of 1916 was without precedent in the history of the British Army;

- 28 the nearest parallel was Cornwallis* surrender at Yorktovn in the
American Revolutionary War with 7>073 men - half as many as were
lost at Kut.

And the force attempting to relieve Townshend suffered

casualties twice as great as the entire strength of the beleagured
garrison.
In the later years of the war, armies many times the size of
Townshend's force won through to the goals he had been set, after
bitter and costly fighting.

But few Imperial campaigns have ever

stirred the British public as did the gallant fight against odds
of Indian Expeditionary Force "D" from November 191^ to April 1916.
This is an account of that ill-starred campaign.
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CHAPTER

II

PERSIAN OIL AND IMPERIALISM:
The British in the Persian Gulf

The Persian Gulf, unlike the Mediterranean, has never Been it¬
self the site of a great civilization, "but it is surrounded hy lands
whose lenghty histories and enduring cultural contributions have had
a great part in the molding of the mind and the life of modern man.
It is a relatively insignificant body of water stretching north-vest
from the Indian Ocean towards the Mediterranean; from the mouth of
the Shatt-al-Arab it is only five hundred miles to the Strait of Ormuz,
■which constricts its egress into the open Gulf of Oman to only twentyfive miles.

But to the north-west at its head, where once it reached

above Baghdad, lies the -flat alluvial plain of Mesopotamia, the first
civilized country on Earth, where for millenia great civilization suc¬
ceeded great civilization in an unbroken line of brilliance.

Along its

northern and eastern shores the great plateau of Iran rises suddenly
to an average height of some five thousand feet within a few miles of
the coast; it is a land no whit less wealthy than Mesopotamia in the
richness of its history and culture.

To the south is the wide desert

plain of northern coastal Arabia, behind which the land rises gently
to the fairly low plateau of central Arabia.

This anomalous country,

never itself wealthy or even for the most part civilized at all, has
had an influence beyond its boundaries unmatched in history except by
that of Europe in the past few centuries.

Its religion, and much of

its culture, have spread as far as the Java Sea and the Atlas Moun¬
tains .

In the sixteenth century Europeans made their first appearance
in the Gulf, and about the same time the Ottoman Turks conquered Meso¬
potamia in a last wave of expansion.

By the late nineteenth century

Britain had established herself securely as the paramount power of the
Gulf, exercising a greater or lesser degree of control over all the
states bordering it except Mesopotamia.

British policy was directed

not from London, however, but from Delhi - a relic of the time before
the Indian Mutiny when it had been the Honourable East India Company
which had policed the Gulf.

From India, which was semi-independent in

its policy because of its distance from London, the Persian Gulf was
seen as India's western line of defense, and Persia as an outerwork
against the Russians who were expanding through central Asia.

This

was an attitude guaranteed to seek the expansion of British influence
in the Gulf, and one which would not be averse to judicious territorial
accretions in the area.
Though the Russo-British stand-off kept Britain from gaining
much control over central and northern Persia, her influence in the
lands nearer the Gulf continued to wax through the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries.

In the years

1863-1864

a land line link¬

ing London and India was laid across Mesopotamia and southern Persia.
Between l86l and

1888

a monopoly of the business of river transporta¬

tion in Mesopotamia and south-western Persia was acquired by the British
firm of Lynch BrothersIn Mesopotamia, which was held only loosely
by the Turks and was months of travel away from Constantinople, it looked
around the turn of the century as though a gradual extension of British
control would lead to a more-or-less peaceful detachment of the country
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Then a new factor entered the picture.

In accordance with

Wilhelm II's policy of Drang nach Osten, German traders and consuls
"began to show up in the Gulf.

In 1900 a German mission tried un¬

successfully to negotiate the lease of land from the Sheikh of Kuwait
for a terminus on the Gulf for the Berlin-to-Baghdad Railway.

Ger¬

man trade with Persia's interior was pushed aggressively, and in 1906
the German Hamburg-Amerika Line established a regular service to Basra
which broke the virtual British monopoly of shipping in the Gulf.

p

Britain was concerned by this intrusion into her private pre¬
serve, and put strong diplomatic pressure on the Ottoman Empire not
to cooperate with the German aim of establishing a railhead on the
Gulf.

But it must be remembered that Anglo-German relations, while

not good, were not unremittingly hostile in the first decade of the
century.

This colonial squabble can not be considered a serious fac¬

tor in exacerbating relations between the home countries.

All out¬

standing areas of disagreement between the British, the Turks and the
Germans were made the subject of Anglo-Turkish and Anglo-German nego¬
tiations in 1912, and by fall 1914 all the differences had been ad¬
justed and the treaties were ready for signature.

On the main point

of conflict, it was agreed that the Berlin-to-Baghdad Railway would
not be extended to Basrah on the Gulf without British consent (this
project was at least a decade in the future), and that when it should
be built two British representatives should sit on its Board.^
In 1907> for reasons of European security which overrode their
conflicting aims in the East, Britain and Russia composed their Asian

quarrels.

That Persia's previous semi-independence had wholly depended

upon her ability to play them off one against the other was made strik¬
ingly apparent in their 1907 agreement over that unfortunate country.
The country was divided into 'spheres of influence'; the northern
third went to Russia and the southern third along the Gulf to Britain.
Between these a 'neutral zone' vas established.^

The Persians were

informed of what had been done with their country, and the previously
mentioned revolution broke out against the regime that haplessly ac¬
cepted the situation.

In failing of complete success, the revolution

destroyed what powers of resistance remained to Persia.
In despair, the Turkish democrats turned for succour to the
Young Turks and to the obliging Germans, both of whom expressed sym¬
pathy and promised eventual aid.

The Ottomans were motivated in this

mainly by pan-Turanic and pan-Islamic sentiments.

The Germans, while

professing pan-Islamism more fervently than the Turks, in actuality
had their eye on the main chance, India - and the only potentially
available land route to India was Iran.

During the years immediately

prior to the war the Germans opened consulates all over Persia and
intrigued with the Persian liberals at Teheran.^
A development even more important to the future of the Gulf
and the strategic plans of the British was the discovery of oil in
Persia.

The British government ultimately got direct control of the

great oilfield in Persia near the Mesopotamian (Turkish) border, and
it became the primary source of supply for the Royal Navy.

When the

war came the protection of this oilfield vital to her sea-power was
Britain's avowed reason for entering upon the Mesopotamian campaign.
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Royal Navy's fuel supply was undeniable; but this does not explain
how the Navy's source of fuel happened to have been located in such a
vulnerable place.

It will be contended that the acquisition of the

oilfield in the Bakhtiari hills by the British government was intended
to expand British influence in western Persia.

It may be further in¬

ferred (though not proved conclusively) that the government investment
in the oilfields was intended to provide a vital British interest
which would serve as an excuse to take over Mesopotamia in 'self-de¬
fense', whenever in the future Turkey might either fall apart or be
on the wrong side in wartime.

The fact that Winston Churchill, who

was an dedicated imperialist, was the moving spirit behind this de¬
cision makes the presumption far more tenable.
The matter of the oil concession must be gone into in detail
in order to show that, although in the emergency of fall

191^ the

British motive in going into Mesopotamia may have been largely de¬
fensive, the reason that there were vital interests to defend there
was Britairfs

long-term expansionist plans in the area.

Of course,

once the troops had established a foothold there tactical reasons
could always be found to justify a further advance, and the expansion¬
ists in Britain and India more and more got their own way until the
Sykes-Picot Agreement on 16 May, 1916 ratified their aims in Meso¬
potamia in an inter-allied understanding.^
The first concession to search for oil in Persia was obtained
in 1901 by William Knox D'Arcy, an Australian financier.

His First

Exploitation Comapny received a sixty-year monopoly to develop oil

- 36deposits in Persia, and the search began in the Bakhtiari hills near
the Turko-Persian border.
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In 1905, when money began to run short

and there had still been no strike, D'Arcy determined to sell his
monopoly to Dutch or American interests (which between them con-

g

trolled most of the world’s supplies at the time).
At this point the story becomes fascinating, though much of
it still remains muddled and obscure.

The extraordinary and color¬

ful Lord Fisher had become First Lord at the British Admiralty in
the previous year, and had at once embarked on a flamboyant crusade
to convert the Royal Navy from coal to oil.

The many advantages

of oil-fuelled ships were incontestable, but it was argued against
Fisher that in converting to oil the RN would be placing its fuel
supply in the hands of foreigners.

Fisher accordingly set up a com¬

mittee under the chairmanship of Mr. Pretyman, civil lord of the
Admiralty, to make recommendations for procuring secure oil supplies
for the Navy.
When Pretyman learned of D'Arcy’s intention to sell to for¬
eigners he was determined to save the Persian oil for the Navy.

He

was unable to obtain the government's cooperation at that time, so
he approached Lord Strathcona, a Scotch-Canadian financier who con¬
trolled the Burmah Oil Company, and appealed to his patriotism.
Strathcona agreed to help, and in May, 1905 Concessions Syndicate
Ltd., a subsidiary of Burmah Oil, provided fresh capital and took over
the First Exploitation Company.

At last, on

26 May, 1908, when the

new funds had been almost exhausted, a well blew in at a depth of
ll80 feet at Mesjid-e-Suleiman.

Other finds followed in the same

- 37 area almost immediately.
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Since the Persian government was unable in its revolt-weakened
condition to protect the British and Canadian oil-prospectors from
the turbulent Bakhtiari tribesmen who controlled the area, the British
government had in December 1907 dispatched a detachment of Indian
troops to the site.

After oil was found in the next year the Anglo-

Persian Oil Company wasformed to exploit the finds, and development
proceeded at a rapid pace.

By 1912 a 14 O-mile pipeline had been

constructed to bring the oil down tothe bank of the Shatt-al-Arab,
and a refinery had been built on Abadan Island in the Shatt.

Thirty

wells were producing a quarter-million tons of refined oil a year.
The Company was equally successful in gaining political con¬
trol of western Persia.

With the aid of the British Political Agent

at Mohammerah, the two Persian provinces (with a population of two and
a half million) in which the oilfields and pipeline were situated
passed under the exclusive control of the Company.

In Bakhtiari the

Bakhtiari Khans (Turks), and in Arabistan the Arab Sheikh of Mohammerah,
Khaza'al, were put on Company payrolls to provide protection for the
oilfields, and were supported in their rebellion from the central gov¬
ernment.

All government appointments in the two provinces were made

with the consent of the British consular officers and 'advisers' in
the area.

.

troops.

By 1909 it had proved possible to withdraw the Indian

10
Before examining the British government's purchase of a con¬

trolling share of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company in 1914 with a view
to determining what its motives really were, it would be well to re¬
capitulate the possible advantages to be derived from an imperial ad-
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There vere of course the old rea¬

sons: to secure India’s western flank, to stymie the Russian desire
for a warm-water port on the Gulf, and to thwart the German drive into
the East.

Also it was well known that, though Mesopotamia was at the

time an -unproductive desert, it had been in earlier centuries one of
the most fertile and richest areas on Earth due to the intensive irri¬
gation and flood-control measures of the ancient inhabitants.

A new

and potent factor was the realization that the area was among the rich¬
est in the world in oil.^
Meanwhile Lord Fisher's campaign to convert the Royal Navy to
oil had taken hold.

By 1914 the RN had already built or was building

fifty-six destroyers and seventy-six submarines which were solely de¬
pendent on oil fuel.

To continue to build oil-burning ships would

mean that in a few years British naval supremacy would be dependent
upon oil fuel - of which, unlike coal, not a ton could be produced
within the British Isles.

At the same time the British Empire con-

trolled oil-producing areas within its own territories

12

sufficient

to fill only twenty percent of its annual needs (which were obviously
TO

going to rise astronomically in years to come).

J

The British Navy had been dependent for its oil supplies dur¬
ing the first decade of the twentieth century almost entirely upon
the Mexican oil holdings of Lord Cowdray.
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But the catastrophic Mex¬

ican Revolution which broke out in 1910 and continued past the outbreak
of the war had made this source unreliable; in 1913 the Royal Navy used
instead 240,000 tons of fuel oil from Abadan (2/3) of the output)
In this year Winston Churchill, then First Lord of the Admiralty, sent
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out a committee to look over the Persian oilfields; its report stated
in part:
the existing field is capable, with proper development, of
supplying a large proportion of the requirements of the Ad¬
miralty for a considerable period, while the whole conces¬
sion, judiciously worked, would probably safeguard the fuel
supply of His Majesty's Navy...^°
Accordingly, on 20 May, 1914, an agreement was concluded be¬
tween the Admiralty and the AnglO-Persian Oil Company whereby the gov¬
ernment purchased 53j> of its shares for 2.2 million pounds, and acquired
the right to seat two ex-officio members on the board of directors with
a veto on all resolutions.

17

While the strategic implications of this

have yetto be considered, one result was immediate and permanent: for
the next four decades the Royal Navy was able to purchase its fuel at
an average of one-fourth the world market price.

lO

It was ostensibly to protect this oil concession from Turkish
attack that Indian Expeditionary Force "D" landed in Mesopotamia in
November of the same year.

In the attempt to determine to what extent

oil was the reason for the invasion and to what extent imperialism,
there is one point in particular which inclines the weight of evidence
toward the latter.

Overt, open imperialism was politically out of

favor with a substantial segment of British opinion by 1914; it had
led only to wars and insurrections in distant countries.

Convinced

imperialists like Churchill nevertheless believed expansion in the
Near East was essential to put a halt to the‘Russian and German threats
to British hegemony.

However, partisans of this view would be well ad¬

vised to arrange events so that this expansion would appear to be sim¬
ply intervention to protect vital existing British interests threatened

- 4o by internal anarchy or external invasion.
In expounding his oil policy to the Commons in 1914, Churchill
declared that it was governed by three principles.

First, a wide geo¬

graphical distribution of the Royal Navy's sources of supply was essen¬
tial to prevent local, events having an undue influence on its fuel
supply.

Second, independent and competitive sources of supply must

be patronized and maintained so as not to put all the Navy's eggs in
one basket.

Third, the Navy should as far as possible draw its sup¬

plies from British-controlled areas having secure sea-communications
with Britain.^
Then in June he announced to the House the government's acqui¬
sition of the Persian oilfields to fill the Navy's needs.

He was con¬

tradicting himself on every count - a fact which the opposition was
not reticent in pointing out.

The government's majority ratified

the agreement eventually, but the debate made it quite obvious that
Churchill's aim in Persia could not be that of assuring the RN a secure
fuel supply, according to his own criteria.

He was committing the Navy

to dependence on a single source in a single location; he was abandon¬
ing all independent sources of supply; and the source of supply he
chose was not altogether under British control, nor was it secure from
attack, nor were its sea-communications with Britain as secure as, say,
those with the Caribbean.

20

It seems clear that, besides the cheapness of oil from the Per¬
sian fields, Churchill was interested in the political potential of
this commitment.

This seems even likelier when one considers that the

whole business about a "secure source of supply" was a red herring of
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After all, a government major¬

ity on the board of directors of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company did not
guarantee the safe movement of oil from Iran to Scapa Flow; it was
precisely the supremacy of the Royal Navy which guaranteed it a secure
fuel supply and not vice versa.

With control of the seas the RN could

buy oil from anywhere in the world; without it the ownership of every
oilfield in the world would do it no good at all.
In the face of this evidence it must be admitted: the only thing
protected by the 1914 landings in Mesopotamia was an investment of 2.2
million pounds and the availability of oil well below market prices.
This was enough, when suitably embellished, to silence those squeamish
about old-fashioned imperialism, but when one considers that

150 mil-

lion pounds is a conservative estimate of the campaign's cost,
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and

that no fatal damage could possibly be done to Turkey in Mesopotamia,
the conclusion is inevitable.

Though the extent of Britain's imperial

ambitions in the Near East was not clearly defined in 1914 (she con¬
tinually raised her sights as new horizons opened out), Mesopotamia
must be considered a campaign fought for expansionist motives from be¬
ginning to end.
Confirmation of Britain's intention to annex permanently at
least the lower half of Mesopotamia was given privately to her Arab
allies even before the invasion.

22

Nor was Persia neglected; the two

oil-rich western provinces of Persia were occupied militarily by a de¬
tachment of IEF "D" in early 1915*

Later in the year the British di¬

gestion of Persia went a step further when, in return for giving to
Russia the right to seize Constantinople when she could, the Russians
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British sphere of influence.

The Russian right to incorporate the

occupied sections of north Persia into their empire was conceded,
with (presumably) reciprocal rights for the British in their zone.2^
Though Persia had proclaimed her neutrality on 1 November, 1914,2^
by the end of 1915 every square mile of her territory was occupied
by one or another of the belligerents.
Thus long before the Sykes-Picot Agreement of 1916 and the
cabinet decision to advance on Baghdad the expansionist policy of
the British in Persia-Mesopotamia was clear and unmistakeable.

But

for these early years a qualification must be made; the active Brit¬
ish authority in this campaign and in these decisions and proclama¬
tions was largely the government of India.

One historian of British

strategy during the First World War believes that had the Mesopo¬
tamian campaign been brought under central control from the beginning,
it "would in all probability have been brought from the outset into
perspective with the main operations of the war,"2^ i.e., would have
been fought with strategic rather than imperialist goals.
Such a statement seems rather extreme, as there was no lack of
imperialists in the home government, but there was reason in what the
author, Lord Hankey, said.

Before the home government had definitely

and formally decided to follow an expansionist policy in the Near
East mid-way through the war, there was undeniably a divergency of
aims between London and Delhi.

This divergency was most notable in

the conflict over policy towards the Arabs which developed between the
Arab Bureau in the home-directed Egypt-Palestine theatre and Sir Percy
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Cox, the Political Officer of the India-directed Mesopotamian theatre.
The former envisaged "an Arab State or Confederation of States" (in
the words of the MacMahon pledge) which would keep the French out of
the Near East after the war.

The Indian government saw Arab relations

only in terms of the security of India, and had in mind a post-war
Mesopotamia administered from India along lines similar to India it¬
self, surrounded by British-protected sheikhdoms like the ones on the
Persian Gulf.

It considered the propaganda about Arab unity emanating

from Cairo dangerously irresponsible and feared that it was undermining the post-war British empire of the Wear East.

26

This qualification does not alter the stated conclusion that
Britain’s aims in Mesopotamia-Persia were fundamentally expansionist
throughout the war, however.

Though the central government left con¬

trol over IEF "D" to India during the first period of the campaign,
it cannot be construed thereby to have abdicated responsibility for
its actions, nor can it be thought that India would have been per¬
mitted to pursue a policy which directly conflicted with Britain's
goals.

The cabinet left control of the Mesopotamian campaign to India

because of the extraordinarily independent relationship with the home
government which India always enjoyed and because of the cabinets own
divisions and weakness, but in the final analysis India’s aims were
identical with its own.
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CHAPTER III
THE CRADLE OF THE WORLD:
Mesopotamia
The campaign about to "be entered upon was fought by singular
armies in an extraordinary land.

In order to understand the cam¬

paign and its remarkable reversals of fortune, it -will therefore be
necessary to describe as briefly as possible the geography and cli¬
mate of the Mesopotamian environment.

The unique composition of the

Indian Army will then be examined, as well as the vicissitudes it had
experienced in the years preceding the war.

Finally, the make-up of

the Turkish Army, the conscription muddle, and the change in the strar

tegic plans of the Turks between August and November will be surveyed
to give a rough picture of Turkey's ability to deal with the invasion.

There are few countries on Earth that compare with Mesopotamia
in the famous names they evoke.

The land is the repository of the

ruins of great Babylon, of Ur of the Chaldees, of Nineveh of the Assyr¬
ians, of Sumer and Akkad, of the fabled Baghdad of Haroun-al-Ras chid,
of half of mankind's ancient capitals.

But little remained to her ex¬

cept names in 1914.
Islamic tradition places the Garden of Eden, from which man was
driven six thousand years ago, near Qurnah in Mesopotamia.

In 1914

this seemed not too unlikely, for six millenia of neglect were scarcely
sufficient to account for the dessicated, almost uninhabitable state
of the region.

Yet in fact Mesopotamia, owing to its great fertility

when irrigated, was the site of the first city civilizations of man-
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kind. Throughout ancient history it was always a wealthy, populous,
bountiful land.
Mesopotamia has been the battleground and prize of conquering
armies from time out of mind. Asshur, Cyrus the Great, Xenophon's
ten thousand and Alexander all fought across its fertile plains.
Byzantium finally conquered it after centuries of effort, only to go
down before the advance of Islamized Arabs decades later. As the
seat of the Baghdad Caliphate, Mesopotamia became again the center
of the most advanced civilization of the West.
By the twelfth century AJ). the Caliphate had weakened consider¬
ably, but Mesopotamia remained one of humanity's great centers. Then
in just two years, 1258 and 1259> it 'was destroyed. The population
was virtually wiped out, the irrigation works - the fruit of the labor
of a hundred generations - were deliberately demolished, an empty shell
was added to a cardboard empire, and the Mongols of Hulaku Khan moved
on. The Mongols did not last, but when the human plague had passed
and the survivors returned to their homes, they were too few, too weak
and perhaps too numb to restore the land. The desert patiently began
to reclaim its own. By the twentieth century the process was nearly
complete.
From the head of the Persian Gulf to Baghdad, the upper limit
of Mesopotamia for our purposes, is only three hundred miles as the
crow flies, but it is twice that as the river runs. The latter was
the important of the two measurements in 1914. Between the mountains
of Persia to the north and the sands of Arabia to the south, the Tigris
and the Euphrates meandered in great, infinitely repeated switch-backs
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through a dead-flat plain, uniting finally with the Karun flowing
south from the Persian oilfields to empty together into the Persian
Gulf as the Shatt-al-Arah.
The Mesopotamian campaign was a river war, fought out over
the length of the Tigris, and to a lesser extent along the Euphrates
and the Karun.

Rivers were the only means of transportation; there

were neither roads nor railroads in the country.

And in any case

away from the rivers there was nothing; neigher people nor food nor
water - just desert and occasional Bedouins.

Throughout the ■war

there was never a large engagement fought more than ten miles from
a river.
The Karun was of minor importance, since it could take only
small craft very far upstream, and it figured as an important fac¬
tor only in the first six months of the campaign.

The Euphrates was

greatly deteriorated, having "burst its "banks in a more-or-less per¬
manent manner several years "before the war; for many miles it wandered
through the Chaldean marshes and huge, shallow Haraar Lake "before re¬
uniting into two main channels, the Old and the New Euphrates, which
ran into the Shatt-al-Arab at Qumah and forty miles "below there at
Kurmat Ali (six miles above Basrah) respectively.

It was not vani-

gable to boats of any respectable size, and was never an effective
line of communications.

The Tigris, on the other hand, was naviga¬

ble at all times for boats with a three-and-one-half-foot draught up
to forty miles above Baghdad.

Unfortunately during the autumn and

winter low water its sand banks were constantly changing; during the

period of high water the current was strong and the "banks disappeared
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entirely.^
Supplies were mainly carried in country sailing "boats known
as baylums or be Hums,
weight.

2

which ran from five to twenty-five tons gross

The only steamers on the Tigris were a small fleet belonging

to the old British firm of Lynch Bros., of which only some were cap¬
tured by the British.

A few of them could tow two 200-ton barges

3

alongside.
The Tigris was by far and away the main artery of British and
Turkish communications alike throughout the war, but the British be¬
gan to suffer from a marked disadvantage as soon as they advanced upcountry.

Between Qumah and

f

Amarah the Tigris passed through "The

Narrows", where three large canals led off much of the water and made
the river so narrow that two steamers with barges alongside could
only pass if one was moored to the bank.^

This factor operated only

against the British, since all their supplies had to pass through this
bottleneck, and they were therefore limited in the size of boats which
they could use far up-river.
In addition to the rivers there were four main routes for travel,
all unimproved tracks unsuited even to donkey-carts•

The central artery

(if such a term can be applied to a footpath) ran from Mosul through
Baghdad to Basrah along the left bank of the Tigris.

Subsidiary routes

led up the left bank of the Karun from Mohammerah on the Shatt to Ahwaz
and the Persian oilfields, and up the left bank of the Diala (a tri¬
butary of the Tigris flowing in from the east just below Baghdad) from
Baghdad into Persia.

Mesopotamia's only regular line of communication

with the rest of the Ottoman Empire was a track leading from ~Rg»ghdaa
along the right bank of the Euphrates to Aleppo (whence a railway of
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sorts linked up to Turkey proper and to Palestine).'*

Along these

tracks the numerous canals leading off from the rivers made a satis¬
factory rate of movement on foot impossible, and vastly complicated
the task of building roads.

Movement by land was further compli¬

cated by the fact that the soil immediately became liquid at the
threat of rain.
Between Baghdad and the Persian Gulf the whole country
is one vast, level plain, an expanse of clayey loam
which is entirely without any natural features except
the rivers and the marshes which border them in part.
It is treeless, except for a few palm trees dotted along the banks; south of Baghdad, it is entirely stone¬
less. The characteristics of this plain are dust in
the hot, dry weather, ... and after rain a thick, sticky
mud which renders the movement of troops and transport
impossible. Small parties of infantry can struggle
short distances with difficulty; horses and transport
are rendered immobile.6
The overwhelming flatness of the country is responsible for the laby¬
rinthine windings of the rivers, and the alienness of both features
is reinforced by the treeless aridity of the land.

When Admiral Wemyss

journeyed up the river in 1916 he wrote:
As the 'Snakefly* ...emerged from the forest of palm trees
with which the banks of the lower reaches of the Tigris are
clothed, there opened out a vast, brown plain unbroken by
hill or mounds, tree or shrub, stretching away as far as
the eye could see and conveying to the onlooker a sense of
melancholy desolation....The river, wriggling its way
through this barren waste, possesses none of the features
generally characteristic of running water; its banks of
uniform height? are productive of nothing green and the
muddy waters, harmonizing with the prevailing brownness,
give no relief from the monotony of the view. So toruous are its windings that a vessel making its way in
one direction will in a short time have steered a course
from every point of the compass...°
But it is not always an ugly land.

"At times Mesopotamia can

be very beautiful; except in high summer when the sun turns the sky a
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too-"bright "blue and the earth glaring yellow and purple, it is an
almost featureless "blend of "browns and "blues whose delicate shadings
and gradations give an entrancing effect in the morning haze.

Its

short-lived sunsets are justly famous for their fierce and fantastic
„9
colors.
In such flat country the rivers overflowed their "banks for
much of the year.

N<3Tonly numbers of helpless wounded, "but fit men

also were to drown during this campaign in the midst of what looked
on the map to "be desert.

Both the Tigris and the Euphrates followed

a fairly reliable cycle.

They were increasingly full from January

to March of each year, at which time the snow-water came down from
the mountains far to the north-west.

In April and May the rivers

flooded their "banks, and the country-side was almost completely under
water for miles on either side.

Through July and August they slowly

receded, and during the autumn were so shallow as to make navigation
a process of constant groundings and refloatings.
At the height of the floods in mid-May at least ten thousand
square miles were under water.

For the whole season there were three

districts where the inundation was permanent - an large area forty
miles south of Baghdad; an area forty "by fifty miles north and north¬
west of Kut-el-Amara (which was of crucial importance during the siege
in 1916); and the whole area "bounded by the Shatt, the Old Euphrates,
and the New Euphrates (one hundred miles by forty) and about half as
much territory on the left bank of the Shatt around Qurnah.

Since the

whole of lower Mesopotamia was beneath the water level of the two main
rivers in full flood, towards the height of the flood season in May
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one hundred and fifty miles away Mesopotamia was one vast, reedy

sea"
There were furthermore large areas of marsh and shallow lakes
that persisted all year round.

Curiously, these areas were not usu¬

ally immediately along the rivers, hut would instead he found from
one-half to four miles out from the river-hanks, extending from that
point for many miles into the desert.

The lakes and marshes were not

fixed as to location; the wind could move the entire volume of these
shallow bodies of water over a distance of miles in a short period.
(On one occasion, the edge of a lake approached a British camp at a
rate of twelve to fifteen yards a minute, necessitating a rapid
change of locale.)

The land between the marshes and the rivers was

dry except during prolonged spells of had weather.

These dry belts

were very flat and totally devoid of cover, and were cut by frequent
canals and irrigation channels sufficiently deep and broad to require
bridging.

These phenomena are stressed because most of the fighting

in Mesopotamia occurred on the narrow stretches of dry land between
river and marsh, as this was the only location from which a force
could have access to more-or-less drinkable water and to its shipborne supplies.^
The climate was brutal.
at times hit 130° in the shade.

In the summer the stifling heat would
Near the coast round Basra it was al¬

ways damp, and the combination of heat and wet was almost too much to
be borne; in the north the heat was drier, but was often accompanied
by a scorching wind which caused heavy dust-storms.

In the winter

(from December to early March) the weather was cool at night, and, after
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At the height of summer, almost any operations became impossi¬
ble; flying vas only possible before 9 a.m. or after 5 p.m. because
the aircraft could not climb through the super-heated and rarified
layer of air which danced above the ground in the middle of the day.
Even with sun-helmet and spine-pad movement out of doors at midday
could mean possibly fatal sunstroke in minutes.

The mirage was con¬

stant for most of the day during the summer, but even in the winter
it caused crippling problems in intelligence, artillery observation,
and reconnaissance.

12

As much as terrain and climate hampered operations singly, the
effect of their interaction upon communications was even more extreme.
During the flood months, the rivers were the only possible means of
travel - but during this period their banks were ill-defined or non¬
existent, and navigation became a function of the hunch.

The non¬

flood months were the season for torrential rain, during which the
ground became liquid to a depth of several feet and was utterly im¬
passable to wheeled traffic.. Since the rivers were mainly snow-fed,
however, they were at their lowest level during this rainy period in
the fall and winter, and were nearly choked off entirely by sand banks.
The only time of the year when even river travel could be counted on
was a period of about two months in the late summer.

In fact,

It is not too much to say that operations were al¬
ways liable to be hindered - in the winter by mud,
in the spring by the floods from the swollen rivers;
in summer by extreme heat; and in the autumn by the
aftereffects of the summer (great heat still, and
very low rivers).^3
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The inadequacies of the British line of communications "became
potentially disastrous as the expeditionary force advanced further
and further into the country without any serious attempt being made
by authorities on the spot or in India to improve on the existing
means of transport.

Even more unfortunate for the British was the

fact that:
the (only) port of Mesopotamia is Basra, which in 1914
possessed neither facilities for disembarking troops
and landing stores, nor suitable accomodation for them
on land. Vessels had to be unloaded into small native
craft in mid-stream, where at one time there were as
many as forty ships lying at a period when the maxi¬
mum discharging capacity of the port was from six to
nine ships per month. Labor was very scarce locally.
Every article required for a military campaign, in¬
cluding even firewood and road-metal, had to be im¬
ported from overseas .14
Onto this port and line of communications was to be thrown in
1916 the task of provisioning better than four divisions more than
five hundred miles upstream.

Naturally, it broke down under the strain,

and a British reverse became instead a British disaster.

The hygienic

conditions in Mesopotamia were terrible.
Heatstroke, flies, sandflies and mosquitoes an helped
to spread diseases, among which may be enumerated dy¬
sentery, cholera, sandfly fever, malaria, smallpox and
typhus, and the comparatively harmless but painful and extremely undecorative - "Baghdad boil". Previous
to 1917* the sick rate was...far higher than that...on
the Western Front.15
To all this about the Mesopotamian environment might be added
a word about its human inhabitants.

There were two and a half million

of them, spread out over 180,000 square miles.

Those in lower Mesopo¬

tamia were almost all Arabs, and two-thirds of them were Shiites.

They

were fairly evenly divided between sedentary and nomadic ways of life.1^
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The fighting in Mesopotamia was done mainly hy British and
Indians against Turks with Arab and occasionally Kurdish auxiliaries,
but the uncommitted civilian population, nomadic or urban, could not’
be categorized as "innocent".

In the local Arabs- views, a success-

ful act of treachery was not a disgrace but a noteworthy achievement,
and the one great goal of life was loot.

Whenever they though they

could get away with it, the nomadic tribes would attack British or
Turkish detachments indiscriminately to get their precious firearms.
Less adventurous, the urban populations rejoiced in battles, as not
only did this give them a chance to loot if the town was the object
of fighting, but the ample supply of dead and wounded left lying
about were heaven-sent sources of wealth and amusement.

Casualties

not brought in by nightfall would be naked, dead and probably unre¬
cognizable through mutilation at dawn.

In the fighting for Nasiriya

the depredations of the Arabs were so cruel and incessant that "it
res said that they (the Turks) had desired a truce during which the
17

Arabs might be exterminated and the fight then resumed."

In many

ways the Mesopotamian campaign in the early stages bore less resem¬
blance to the general pattern of World War I than it did to fighting
on the Indian Ilorth-West Frontier.

The soldiers of both sides had

at times good cause to recall Kipling’s advice:
wounded and left on Afghanistan's plain
And the women come out to cut up your remains
yoUr rifle and bl
°v out your trains
And go to your God like a soldier.
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British India, by far the largest colonial possession in the
world, could not he governed hy a handful of career civil servants
•under the direct control of the Colonial Office.

The arrangements

which were made for its government after the Indian Mutiny of 1857,
when the British government took direct control of India from the
defunct Company, were still in effect in 1914.

The Secretary-of-

State for India (Lord Crewe) was a member of the British cabinet
and the effective head of the Government of India.

Since he had to

remain in London, however, the Viceroy, who was the highest authority
in India, carried out the day-to-day work of administration.

The re¬

lationship between the Secretary and the Viceroy was not clearly de¬
fined, but the practice was that in the case of a serious difference
between them the Viceroy had to give way or resign.
Though increasingly rapid means of communication had ended
the days when the Viceroy was an almost completely independent supreme
power in India, he was still, in Balfour’s words, "a great officer de¬
pendent indeed upon the Home Government for his tenure, but with a
large measure of practical freedom both from Parliamentary criticism
and Cabinet control as regards administrative details."

1 ft
0

The Vice¬

roy from 1910 to 1916 was Lord Hardinge of Penshurst, a competent
though rather opinionated man who had come to the office after a dis¬
tinguished career in the Diplomatic Service.
Below the very highest level, Indian government and defense
was organized in complete separation from the Imperial government and
army.

There was a separate Indian Civil Service, and there was (very

much to the point) a separate Indian Army.

So separate was the Indian
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separate declaration of war "by India on Germany and Austria in August
19

of 1914.

The Indian Army (which furnished two-thirds of the troops with
which Britain finally overcame Turkey),

20

consisted in peacetime of

an entirely professional and volunteer force of 236,000 men.

Indian

troops were recruited from the traditional "fighting classes" (Hindus
of Kshatriya—warrior—caste [Sikhs, Mahrattas, Jats, Rajputs and
Brahmins]; Muslims [Pathans, Afghans, Punjabis, Baluchis, and Brahuis];
and Mongols from the Himalayan foothills [Nepalese, Gurkhas, and Dogras]
in the proportion of

3/7,

3/7* l/7*

They served in homogeneous units,

for reasons of racial and religious prejudice and caste and food ta¬
boos, hut they were systematically mixed in larger formations.

There

was added to all formations a one-third "leaven" of British units on
long-term loan from the British Army.

21

Despite India's population

of more than three hundred million, it was not an army that could easi¬
ly he expanded in wartime.

It had heen calculated that, because of

caste restrictions, racial prejudices of the "fighting races" who made
up the professional army, and the pacifist religious beliefs of much
of the population, all but ten million men of military age were in some
way unacceptable for military service.
The system by which the Army was officered was an even greater
bar to expansion.

The officer corps was made up of British Army offi¬

cers permanently attached to the Indian Army, specially selected and
provided with larger salaries, longer holidays, and earlier retire¬
ment.

The principal language of India is Hindi, but less than half
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the people speak it; the rest speak one of a dozen other major tongues.
Recruits in the Army -were taught to read and write, hut only in their
own language; as a result, every officer serving with the multi-lingual
army had to have a working colloquial knowledge of Hindustani and at
least one other dialect.

To lead his soldiers effectively he also had

to understand their ways and their taboos.

The old type of Indian

Army officer knew and respected his men's beliefs, he went home on
leave with them, he almost shared their opinions and prejudices so
closely was he associated with them.

One result of this was a very

real and very valuable spirit of cameraderie between officers and men;
another and most unfortunate result was that when these officers were
all killed (and the survival rate of junior officers in European-style
warfare was almost nil in the long run), their replacements, however,
well-intentioned, could not fill the gap.

It took years to learn the

languages and the men's ways, and years were not available.

This meant

that the Indian Army's efficiency and fighting value declined with every
serious battle and its attendant losses in British officers.

22

There were native Indian officers, but no matter how old and
experienced they were, they were all subordinate to the most junior
British subaltern.

They could not be used to fill the gaps left by

fallen British officers; they were excellent junior leaders, but most
had been promoted from the ranks and spoke little or no English.

Di¬

rect commissions were available to Indian gentlemen but were rarely
granted, for an educated Indian could do far better almost anywhere
else than he could in the Army.

93

The peacetime establishment was 77* 000 British troops with 4-74
guns, and 159*000 Indian troops.

There were an additional 38*000 Eng-
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. oil-

imperial Service, Police, reservists, etc.)*

This peacetime army, amounting to nine divisions (for composi¬
tion of Indian and Turkish divisions see Note at end of chapter), vas
designed for service on the frontier against tribal (or, before 1907,
Russian) attacks, and vas not intended for service overseas.

As a

result, the divisions vere almost entirely without heavy artillery and
aircraft, and vere short of field artillery by European standards.
Their medical services, equipped to care only for a frontier-varfare
scale of casualties, vere to prove grieviously inadequate to the needs
of the expeditionary forces.

The Mesopotamian expeditiorts medical

establishment, even according to its organization orders, vas lover
than that laid down for a frontier campaign, and for long periods of
time the actual numbers of personnel available fell far below even
this meager scale.
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The presence of a large proportion of Hindu troops in the army
(and to a lesser extent the Muslim troops) required a most cumbersome
baggage and "tail".

Special food vas required to conform vith the

various dietary rules of the many races present in each brigade.

Hindu

doctors vere necessary to care for the Hindus, and all cooks had to be
brahmins of the highest caste so that no-one should lose caste by eat¬
ing contaminated food.

All humping of stores and other degrading physi¬

cal labor had to be done by low-caste Labor Corps personnel and divisional
"followers”.

In an Indian division there vere as many non-combatants

as there vere combatants.

Furthermore, a large number of the lover

ranks in this professional army where every private vas a career soldier vere rather old.
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- 6o However, there were great advantages to he derived from com¬
manding an army made up entirely of long-service professionals.

Under

good leadership, they could accomplish things impossible to conscripts.
India eventually expanded her army to meet the demands of the war; in
all one and a half million men were enrolled, of whom two-thirds were
send overseas.
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But almost none of these new troops found their way

into Mesopotamia before mid-1916.

The campaign there was fought on

the British side mostly by professionals until after the fall of Kut.
In the decade before the outbreak of the war the Indian Army
was caught up in an unfortunate-series of political and administra¬
tive changes which adversely affected its efficiency in 1914.

From

1903 to 1909 Lord Kitchener was the Commander-in-Chief in India, and
he carried out a full-scale re-organization of the army.

The basis

of Indian preparation for war under these reforms was that India should
make the utmost effort on the Frontier, and that she would be reinforced by men and supplies from England.
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In the event precisely

the reverse occurred, and this serves partially to explain the lack
of available supplies in India to provision and equip the expedition¬
ary forces.
Even more important, in 1905 Kitchener suggested the abolition
of the system of dual control over the army by a Commander-in-Chief
and a Military Member of Council representing the Viceroy.

He wished

to substitute one person in both capacities (to be called the CinC).
The suggestion was adopted over the protests of the Viceroy at the
time, Lord Curzon.
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This shift of control away from the Viceroy was

the origin of the break in communications whicy by the war had made
the Indian Army almost totally independent of political control, and

•which led Lloyd George to call Mesopotamia the "Paradise of the Brass
Hat", the "ideal professional soldiers’ campaign, lacking even a minimum of supervision from the meddlesome politician.
In 1907 the Russo-British accommodation in Asia removed the
long-standing Russian threat to the North-West Frontier, and thence¬
forward the parsimony of the Indian government in defense expenditures
was crippling.

191^.

The government continued to starve the army even after

In March, 1915>

a

member of the Council at Simla "boasted that

although it was a war budget, military expenditure had not been in*<
creased and was, in fact, below the original estimate.

The Indian

military authorities went so incredibly far as to send troops know¬
ingly into Mesopotamia in the winter of 1914 in shorts and tropical
kit, trusting at first to private benevolence to provide warm clothing.
This mania for economy in the Indian Army (and it was nothing
less) had ramifications extending beyond mere material shortages.

De¬

cades of starvation budgets had bred an attitude in the Array which
hesitated to ask for necessities even if they might be available.

The

prevailing opinion among Indian Army officers even of senior rank was
that to bother the authorities with persistent requests for what was
necessary was to curry disfavor to no purpose.

The feeling was that

nothing new would be sanctioned unless a corresponding saving could
be shown somewhere else, and that even in very small matters anything
asked for would be cut down by half.

32

The Official History observes

that:
Economy had become a tradition, and the inherent military
risks attached to such a policy had also become a tradition
...consequently British officers had always been found ready
to take the risks, whose dangers as professional soldiers
they thoroughly understood, in the firm belief that it was
a necessary part of their British birthright.33

- 62 This remarkable combination of reluctance to provide the military
with necessities on the part of the authorities and of reticence
about their needs on the part of the forces in the field was the
primary cause of the total breakdown in the lines of communication
in

1916 and the strategic disasters and medical horrors attendant

upon it.
O’Moore Creagh succeeded Kitchener as CinC in 1909, but he
failed to continue the army reforms because of the unavailability
of money and because of the bitter personal hostility which developQll

ed between him and the new Viceroy, Hardinge.

In reaction to this,

the General Staff of the Indian Army acquired habits of secretiveness
and non-cooperation with the Viceroy which were to outlast Creagh*s
•35

tenure.

A Royal Commission under Field-Marshal Lord Nicholson ex¬

amined the chaotic affairs of the Military Department at the behest
of the Viceroy in 1912 as a skirmish in this battle, and Hardinge*s
worst suspicions were confirmed.

Nevertheless, nothing was done to

re-organize the department, nor to bring it back under the Viceroy’s
effective control.
In March, 191k, Creagh was replaced by Hardinge's own appointee,
General Sir Beauchamp Duff.

Even this failed to re-open the lines of

communication between the military and the responsible political author¬
ity.

This was a tragedy, £>r as the war progressed there was no one to

check on the blunders of the Military Department and its glaring neg¬
lect of the stated needs of the force in Mesopotamia.

The certainty

that no civilian had the knowledge to contradict him encouraged Nixon,
the commander in Mesopotamia, to distort his position in order to gain

-
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permission for the disastrous advance on Baghdad, and flatly to lie
about the horrors which were inflicted on the -wounded from Ctesiphon.
Duff, unlike Creagh, had to make no concerted effort to keep
Indian military affairs under his exclusive control.

At the beginn¬

ing of the -war the Viceroy’s health was beginning to break down, and
during the summer of 1914 his wife died.
ember of wounds received in France.

His eldest son died in Dec¬

He gave all his aides-de-camp

permission to rejoin their regiments at the war’s outbreak and retained on his staff only one military officer.
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Crushed by personal

tragedies and isolated from the military, he made little attempt to
ascertain the true state of affairs from Duff and Nixon.
When war came in 1914, the Indian government immediately offered
London two infantry divisions and one cavalry brigade for service over¬
seas; the offer was accepted.at once.

They were an essential element

of the BJH.F. in the crucial fall battles in Flanders.

Simultaneously

three divisions were mobilized on the Afghan frontier to ward off the
attacks expected to be stimulated by the proclamation of the jihad at
Constantinople and the pan-Islamic propaganda of the Germans (there
were minor tribal disturbances for a year, but Habibullah, Emir of
Afghanistan, gave them no encouragement and they eventually petered
out).
In the first six months of the war India sent overseas 80,000
British and 210,000 Indian officers and men.

They were replaced by

Territorial troops sent out from England, but for several weeks be¬
fore they arrived the total garrison in India, a country larger than
Europe, was 15,000 British soldiers - so much for the pan-Islamic
threat.

At the same time India sent to Britain seventy million car-

tridges, sixty thousand rifles, five hundred and fifty modern guns,
enormous amounts of military equipment, and every military aircraft
and aviator in the Indian Air Force.
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She -would have need of them

herself not too far down the road.

No census was ever taken of the Ottoman Empire, hut its popu¬
lation was probably between 23 and 25 million.

The non-Muslim

minorities (Greek, Armenians and others) numbered no more than four
or five million, but the Muslims of the Empire were of three distinct
and mutually antipathetic races.

The million or so Kurds were primi¬

tive mountaineers and pastoralists who derived a large proportion of
their income from brigandage.

The six million Arabs could not be so

easily classified, for they ranged from nomadic Bedovin through marsh¬
dwelling agriculturalists to relatively sophisticated townsmen.

The
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nine or ten million Turks'" of Anatolia, the backbone of the Empire,
were tough, hardy men.

Few were anything other than peasants; they

were devout but by no means fanatical Muslims, much attached to the
old ways and resistant to change.

The only segment of the popula¬

tion which was really available to bear the military burden were the
ten million rural Turks - the "soldier mines of Turkey" - and to a
lesser extent the urban Arabs and Kurds who were influenced by their
religious loyalty and their economic ties.
The "soldier mines of Turkey" were just about played out.

For

five centuries the rural Turkish population had fought the wars of the
Empire under desperately unpromising conditions, and in the long run
the effect on the population showed up.

In 1914 the Turkish popula¬

tion of the Empire was falling, as it had been for decades.

The birth
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rate was low, infant mortality was extremely high, and all over Anatolia
one came upon abandoned villages.

lj-0

World War I hid fair to he the

last blow that would hasten the extinction of the Turkish-race.
The Turkish regular army (nizam), including the two active classes
of 1913 and 1914, numbered about 200,000.

It was organized into thirty-

six divisions, which were immediately expanded to forty-five with the
call-up of the reserves.

(For the composition of Indian and Turkish

divisions, see Note at end of chapter.)

On mobilization elite and well-

trained para-military forces like the police, the f rontier guards and
the Constantinople Fire Brigade added 80,000 more.

The next sixteen

classes were the reserve or ihtyat, who were expected to fill the fivethousand-man divisions up to their wartime complement of 11,000-12,000
(after the first few months, however, a Turkish division of 6,000 men
was a rarity).

Finally there were seven classes of territorials

(mustah-fiz) from 38-45, who were to be used as laborers and guards.
The military potential of Turkey was about 1.2 million men, but only
in
a third that number were trained.
The infantry was the army’s main strength.

Its cavalry was not

on the whole good, and the auxiliary forces could not be considered
troops.

The army’s officer corps had been weakened in 1913 by a purge

conducted by Enver Bey which had retired some two thousand politically
unreliable officers, and it was not unusual to find divisions commanded
"by 35-year old lieutenant-colonels.

The NCO’s were solid and were al-

most all long-service men, but two-thirds of them were illiterate.

ho

Ottoman troops were excellent on the defensive - in trenches they were
as good aa any anywhere - but in open fighting their discipline and
initiative left something to be desired.
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The Turkish military leaders, like everyone in Europe before
August, 191k, were planning for a short war -which would he decided
by battle within the first few weeks or months.

Accordingly, they

subordinated all consideration for the maintenance of the economic
life of the Empire to immediate military necessity.

In Turkey, which

was gravely handicapped vis-a-vis other European states because of its
industrial and financial weakness, absolutely everything must be de¬
voted to military purposes at once.

Therefore, when Turkey mobilized

on 2 August, every man between twenty and forty-five was ordered to
appear within three days at the nearest recruiting station, supplied
with three days food.
It was insane.
many in three months.

The infirm would be weeded out later.
The recruiting stations could not process that
For weeks millions waited, not yet eligible for

military rations, though their own food was exhausted.
there was widespread misery, hunger and sickness.

In every city

Those who did not

stay and wait their turn were later condemned to death in absentia as
deserters, and had no choice but to turn bandit.

And the economic

consequences were even worse.
The good harvest of 1914 was largely lost as a result, and fa¬
mine was never again far from the Empire's door.

Everything imagina¬

ble was requisitioned by the army, including silk hosiery and children's
boots.

Merchants sold at any price to avoid requistion, and thousands

were wiped out.

In the general desperate drive to obtain cash within

two weeks to escapte military service ($135) the weak sources of credit
dried up entirely; one large bank broke, and a moratorium had to be de¬
clared by the government to gave the others.

Internal trade was almost

- 67 stopped by the military's monopolization of road and rail transport.
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Business life was permanently dislocated.
At mobilization in August, 'Iraq and Syria were stripped of
troops.

Ten army corps (including the 10th from Mosul) were formed

into thelst and 2nd Armies around Constantinople.

They were to hold

the Straits against the British and the Russians, and to guard the
borders against possible Greek or Bulgar attacks.

Should neither of

these threats eventuate, the five corps of the 1st Army would be lent
to the German right wing in Russia, either by sending them overland
if Bulgaria and Romania came in or the German side, or otherwise by
shipping them across the Black Sea to the area around Odessa.

The

3rd Army in the Caucasus was left only two corps (one of which was
the 13th Corps from Baghdad); its role was to be purely defensive.
Mesopotamia was left utterly defenceless; of the two corps stationed
?i )i

there, one was sent to Constantinople and one to the Caucasus.
As the fall of 1914 went on Turkey's strategic arrangements
began to change.

The Russian menace in the Caucasus and a strong surge

of Turkish irredentism were responsible for the recall of three army
corps from the Straits to the Caucasus, where Enver began to prepare
his disastrous winter offensive.

The plan to send Turkish troops to

help the Germans in Russia was dropped.
dropped.

The Germans in Russia was

The Germans instead persuaded Enver to attack the Suez Ca¬

nal, for which purpose a new 4th Army was created in Syria and given
two corps from the Straits.

The British threat to the Shatt-al-Arab

occasioned the return of the 38th Division (almost entirely Arab) to
Mesopotamia.

(Appendix I details the disposition of the 38 divisions
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of the Turkish Army in November, 1914.) This single division was not
only to defend Basra; its commander was also ordered to prepare for
an eventual invasion of Persia by part of his division accompanied
by irregulars, which was to raise the Persians and Afghans and march
across Iran to India!
its strength.

Even the first of these tasks was far beyond

45

NOTE ON COMPOSITION OF TURKISH AND INDIAN DIVISIONS
A normal Turkish infantry division consisted of three infantry
regiments each of three battalions.

A Battalion contained four com¬

panies each with an establishment of 266 men.

A machine-gun company

was attached to each regiment, plus a varying number of field and
mountain (heavy and light) batteries.

The nominal average strength

of a division was 8,000-9,000 rifles, twelve machine-guns, and twentyfour to thirty-six field or mountain guns.

All Turkish divisions were

however much below their establishments of artillery, as the Army had
lost most of its guns in the recently-past Balkan War.
The standard Indian division was larger by half, with an author¬
ized strength of about 13,000 combatants (not to mention its myriads of
followers).

It was divided into three brigrades (corresponding to Turk¬

ish regiments though a thousand men stronger), which were in turn divided
into four battalions.

From the beginning of the war the battalions were

re-organized on the British pattern, having four companies each of four
platoons.

The division was accompanied by a brigade of field artillery

(three batteries of 18-pounder QF's) and two mountain batteries (10pounders), plus two companies of Sappers and Miners, a battalion

of pioneers, and a signal company.
The Turkish establishment of artillery was larger (since Turk¬
ish divisions were designed for European warfare), but in their 1914
condition Turkish divisions were about on a par with Indian as regards
guns.

Both armies were old-fashioned, having no motor-transport, air¬

craft, or portable radio equipment at the beginning of the campaign or
for some time thereafter.
British cavalry brigades and Turkish cavalry regiments were
both about 1,500-2,000 strong, with two four-gun batteries of horse
artillery (Turkish) or one six- or eight-gun battery (Indian)

"Sloberly, Official History, I, pp. 29-30, 63-4; W. D. Bird, A Chapter
of Misfortunes (London, 1923), p. 49.
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CHAPTER

IV

THE JIHAD AND INDIA:
The Origin of Indian Expeditionary Force "D", Autumn 1914

It was stated earlier that the political moves made hy Britain
in the pre-war period in the Persian Gulf were intended to lay the
ground-work for a future expansion of British control in the area,
and that Britain's and India's motives in Mesopotamia during the war
were imperialistic rather than strategic.

Despite the general accu¬

racy of these conclusions, in the period September-November 1914 when
the Mesopotamian expedition was planned, organized and dispatched the
British were not pursuing their long-term expansionist goals in the
Gulf.

They were reacting rather than acting.

Official India, tradi¬

tionally more eager to expand than the home government, was terrified
"by the threat of a Turkish-launched Holy War which raise the country
against it.

This reaction - ill-disguised panic - was Indian offi¬

cialdom's invariable response to any threat from outside, however re¬
mote and unlikely.

It seems as though the strain of administering a

conquered country whose inhabitants outnumbered the conquerers by one
thousand to one induced a mild form of paranoia in every Indian civil
servant and army officer.
Delhi communicated its fears to the India Office, together with
the conviction that the Arabs of the Gulf area were the key to the suc¬
cess or failure of the .jihad.

The preposterous fear of a general up¬

rising seemed altogether to paralyze India's initiative; it fell to
the India Office to make the obvious suggestion that, if the Arabs
were the key to the threatening jihad's success, then something ought
to be done to assure their loyalty to the British or at least to neu-

-

tralize them.
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It was this impetus from London which led to the organi¬

zation and dispatch of Indian Expeditionary Force "D" to Mesopotamia.
IEF "D" did not sail under false colors; it really was a reac¬
tion to a supposed Turkish threat to India, and its instructions were
purely defensive.

Its main purpose was simply to create an impression

among the Arabs at the head of the Gulf which would counter-balance
the effects of the declaration of a Holy War; the defense of the oil¬
It was only in 1915,

fields was a distinctly secondary objective.’*'

when India had recovered its nerve and had been presented with a series
of overwhelming victories against second-rate troops by its expedi¬
tionary force in Mesopotamia, that the government at Delhi took heart
and dared to push for what it desired: the annexation of Mesopotamia.
It might be observed,however, that the Government of India's
attitude in the fall of 1914 was not one of simple fear; it was some¬
thing more complex - a blend of timidity and aggressiveness.

The Vice¬

roy himself was a prime exponent of this inconsistent attitude; he
continually forecast dire consequences if India were to be denuded of
troops, but the prospect of a spectacular success against Asiatic Tur¬
key at a cheap price induced him to release these troops he claimed to
need so desperately.

He proclaimed unceasingly to all who would listen

the unanimous and magnificent loyalty of India, but fretted that these
loyalists might rise and exterminate the British community.

It was in

such a divided state of mind, understandably averse to further commit¬
ments but not at all averse to some ambitious coup that would bring
credit to the country and its administration, that India drifted into
the enterprise of the invasion of Mesopotamia.

P

- 75 Tensions "began to mount in the Persian Gulf and Mesopotamia
■when Turkey declared general mobilization in early August.

The

British consul at Baghdad reported that he feared for the safety of
British residents in Mesopotamia and of the refinery at Abadan.

On

the 17th of August the Turks requisitioned all the coal at Basrah,
thereby immobilizing the Lynch Bros, fleet of river steamers.

In

London Admiral Slade representing the Admiralty and General Sir E.
Barrow, the Military Secretary of the India Office, had already held
several conferences.

On the 18th Lord Crewe, the Secretary of State

for India, telegraphed the Viceroy asking him to consider, in view
of the possibility of an early rupture with Turkey, -what measures
could be taken in the Persian Gulf, Nejd, and Yemen to create an im¬
mediate diversion and secure Britain's ultimate position in the area.
The Viceroy did not reply until

h

September, at which time he said

that he felt the presence of another British warship in the Gulf be¬
sides H.M.S. Odin was imperative.^
Meanwhile concern had grown in London.

On 29 August Admiral

Slade urged on the India Office that troops be sent for the protec¬
tion of the oil works at Abadan, to which the Navy attached great im¬
portance.

However, on the 1st of September Churchill, the First Lord

of the Admiralty, gave the game away.
be used at the decisive point.
where."

He said: "Indian troops must

We shall have to buy our oil from else¬

The real reason Britain felt an expedition to the Gulf was

necessary even at this time when she was facing defeat in France was
made clear in a memorandum written on 2 September by Sir A. Hirtzel,
the Political Secretary of the India Office.

He wrote:

-
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...the political effect in the Persian Gulf and in
India of leaving the head of the Gulf derelict will
he disastrous, and we cannot afford, politically, to
acquiesce in such a thing for an indefinite period
while the main issues are being settled elsewhere.
From the military point of view a Turkish diversion
in that region is doubtless negligible...but it will
be worked for all it is worth for the sake of the
political effect which the Turks and Germans hope to
produce through it on Moslem feeling in India.
General Barrow, the Military Secretary, in minuting this memorandum,
painted a grim picture of what would happen at the head of the Gulf
if war came.
The oil tanks and installations in Abadan island and the
pipeline from the oilfields are exposed to instant de¬
struction. British interests at Baghdad and Basra will
be swept out of existence. Our allies the Shaikhs of
Mohammerah and Kuwait will be threatened and may conse¬
quently be either attacked or seduced, in which case ai1
our prestige and all our labor of years will vanish into
air and our position in the Gulf itself will become pre¬
carious .
Barrow concluded that Force "B", then waiting to sail from Bombay for
East Africa, should be sent instead to Abadan or Mohammerah.^
Though the India Office, the Foreign Office, the Admiralty and
the Indian Government were all now in agreement that action should be
taken in the Gulf, the cabinet remained to be convinced, and Force "B"
proceeded in due course to German East Africa.

In the Gulf the news

was bad; there were 6000 troops reported at Basrah instead of the usual
1000 (this was inaccurate), the Turks had sunk a blockship upstream of
Mohammerah in the Shatt and had posted four guns by it, and the British
consul at Baghdad was recommending the immediate evacuation of British
women and children from Mesopotamia.

On the 8th of September General

Barrow revised his estimate of the troops necessary to dominate the
situation upward from a brigade to a division.

Two days later the Ad-
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in response to the Viceroy's request of the 4th) to enter the Shatt
and patrol it from Mohammerah to the sea.

On the l6th Odin arrived

at Mohammerah, and a smaller -warship, H.M.S. Lawrence, moored at

5
Abadan.
On the 18th of September the Senior Naval Officer Persian Gulf
reported that the Turks were throwing up earthworks along their hank
of the Shatt-al-Arah (below Mohammerah the north hank of the Shatt
is Persian), and that they had already protested his presence.

He

also reported that there were eight thousand Turkish troops now at
Basra, ^ which was utterly false.
ordered the

38th

Even in November, after Enver had

Division to return to Mesopotamia, there were only

from five thousand to sixty-five hundred troops at Basra; at this
time there were far fewer.

7

The reason Indian intelligence on this

and many other occasions was so wrong was quite simple: Mesopotamia
was not within India's sphere of responsibility despite the fact that
any wartime operations in the area were certain to devolve upon her.
For purposes of collection of intelligence, a line had been
drawn across Asia Minor to separate the territories in which India
and the War Office were responsible.

India got Basrah, but the whole

of Mesopotamia above that port was the province of the War Office.
The collection and collation of information on a territory implies
also the preparation of plans.

Unsurprisingly, the General Staff in

India had a plan for-the occupation of Basrah, but none for operations
beyond there.

The War Office, of course, having no way to get at its

portion of Mesopotamia in a military sense, had made no plans for oper-

g
ations there either.

This remarkable division of responsibility frad

a most unfortunate effect once the campaign was launched, for since no

- 78 plans had "been made for operations in Mesopotamia proper by the Staffs,
there had been no previous serious examination of the conditions under
■which a military force would have to operate there.
On the 26th of September General Barrow produced an apprecia¬
tion of the situation in the Gulf, entitled "The role of India in a
Turkish war", which proved to be the decisive influence in making up
the cabinet’s mind to act.

In view of its clear and comprehensive

statement of the expedition’s aims in the fall of 1914, it deserves
to be quoted at length.
All the omens point to war with Turkey within a few weeks
or even days. Such a contingency need not alarm us unless
the Turks succeed in drawing the Arabs to their side. In
that case they will proclaim a Jahad and endeavor to raise
Afghanistan and the frontier tribes against us, which might
be a serious danger to India....This shows how important it
is to us to avert a Turco-Arab coalition.
Barrow feared that the Turks were having great success in winning over
uncommitted Arabs and in seducing Britain's allies in the Gulf.

Oper¬

ating on this assumption, he saw a simple solution to right the balance:
...we have only to give some sure sign of our intention to
support...the Arabs generally against the Turks to turn
the balance in our favor....My solution of the problem is
that we must give the signal before war breaks out or it
may be too late, and that the best way of doing so is to
send a force from India to the Shatt-al-Arab at once....
Troops and ships are in readiness at Bombay. The...expedi¬
tion, if dispatched under sealed orders, could arrive at
the mouth of the Shatt-al-Arab without a soul knowing any¬
thing about its dispatch for this purpose.
On arrival the troops could be landed on Persian soil at
Mohammerah or at Abadan island, ostensibly to protect the
oil installation, but in reality to notify to the Turks
that we meant business and to the Arabs that we were
ready to support them. So startling and unexpected a
sign of our power to strike would at once determine the
attitude of the Shaikhs of Mohammerah and Kuwait, as well
as Ibn Saud, and the support of the Arabs would utterly
destroy all prospect of Turkish success either in Mesopo¬
tamia or in Egypt. With the Arabs on our side a Jahad is

-
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impossible, and our Indian frontier is safe from attack
....Such results seem to justify fully the proposed
action.
He therefore recommended the dispatch of one brigrade of the 6th Indian
Division (then mobilized in readiness to follow the 3rd and 7th Divi¬
sions to Egypt and France), the other two being held in reserve in
India to help take Basrah if war came.

9

Lords Crewe and Kitchener, the Secretaries of State for India
and for War, saw this appreciation the same day, and that evening they
wired to the Viceroy: "The situation as regards Turkey is most menac¬
ing. .. .Should Cabinet decide [to land forces at Abadan or Mohammerah]
one brigade of the 6th Division with two mountain batteries and Sappers
should be shipped at once as if they were urgently required for Egypt,
but with sealed orders to proceed to Shatt-al-Arab."

Before the cabi¬

net had an opportunity to discuss this question, even more meancing
news arrived from the East.

On the 28th of September the Viceroy for¬

warded a message ibn Sa’ud had received from Enver and passed on to
the British which warned the Arab king to prepare for war, and promised
him arms and officers

The Viceroy also reported messages from Enver

to the Vali of Basrah Vilayet (Governor of Basrah Province) informing
him that thirty-two secret emissaries, including German officers, were
on their way through his province to preach a jihad in Persia, Afghani¬
stan and Baluchistan, and that the Turkish government was preparing to
help Germany

On the 27th, Turkey closed the Straits.

The cabinet met on 2 October and, under the influence of these
events, decided to send a force into the Shatt.

The Viceroy received

his instructions on the 2nd and 3rd, to the effect that a brigade was
to sail on October 10th along with Expedition "A" bound for France,
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on Persian territory.

India replied on the 3rd that it was sending

the 16th Brigade of the 6th Division together with the 23rd and 30th
Mountain Batteries under General Delamain, but that Force "A" would
not sail until the 12th or l4th.

Still not quite clear as to the ex¬

pedition’s purpose, India also asked whether one brigade would be
sufficient to accomplish whatever tasks were assigned the force, and
whether London or India was to have control of.it.
On the 5th Crewe replied to India’s questions: "The force under
orders is only intended to occupy Abadan, protect oil tanks and pipe
line, cover landing of reinforcements if these should be necessary,
and show Arabs that we intend to support them against Turks

Should

Turkey become a belligerent, management of expdeition will devolve on
you, but instructions as to scope of operations will of course come
from me."

He concluded: "Shall be glad to have a full expression of

your views."

During the next week much further traffic passed between

Crewe and Hardinge, for India feared that a landing at Abadan in Pers¬
ian territory, which would be sure to call forth a Persian protest and
would have the appearance of an unprovoked attack on Turkey, would have
a most unfortunate effect on Muslim opinion in India.

Instead India

proposed that the brigade be sent to Bahrein Island, which was British
territory and only five hundred miles from the head of the Gulf, to
await the outbreak of hostilities.

When war came, India felt, Espiegle

(which had replaced Odin at Mohammerah on the 29th) could drop down
the river and protect Abadan pending the arrival of the force from
Bahrein unless the Turks brought up guns from Basrah.

On the 13th of
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Meanwhile, the strained situation

in the Shatt continued to edge closer to war.

Turkish protests at

the presence of British warships in the river, as a violation of her
neutrality, were renewed after Espiegle replaced Odin off Mohammerah
and HMS Dalhousie took up station off Abadan at the end of September.
On the 7th of October a note in Turkish and English was delivered
abroad Espiegle by a Turkish naval officer which explained that the
whole of the Shatt was a Turkish river and requested "Please you leave
Shat before 2k hours."

Legally the British position was uncertain,

but in view of Turkey's gross violations of neutrality at the Straits
the Espiegle was merely ordered by the Admiralty to move up into the
Karen a half-mile into indisputably Persian waters, and the Dalhousie
was instructed to leave Abadan and join Odin on the outer bar at the
mouth of the Shatt.
The Vali again warned Espiegle to leave on the 13th, warning
that if she did not comply within eight days her passage of the Shatt
would be resisted, and he began to fortify the bank and to mount guns
opposite Mohammerah.

He then proposed to the local Sheikh, Khaza'al,

a man whose entire fortune was committedto his alliance with the Brit¬
ish, in a secret letter on the 20th, that he allow a large body of
Turkish troops in disguise to enter Mohammerah and be put on the house¬
tops on either side of the Karen where the Espiegle was lying.

Two

Turkish guns on Dabba Island in the mouth of the Karen would then open
fire on Espiegle, and when the ship had manned her guns the force on
the rooftops would open fire "especially at the gunners - thus, there
will be an unexpected slaughter.

When no one can defend the gunboat

they will board it, killing everyone they can find and seizing the gun-
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Needless to say Khaza'al did not comply.

J

But the shooting

obviously could not be postponed much longer.
Another and more dangerous plan was afoot at Constantinople.
Oskar Niedermayer, the German leader of the mixed German-Turkish mis¬
sion that was to preach the jihad in Persia and Afghanistan, had re¬
mained behind waiting for the expedition's baggage when the rest of
his group set out for Baghdad on the l6th of October.

While there

he thought of a diversion which he thought so worthwhile that he went
to see Enver and demanded that it be carried out at once.

There was

a German steamer Ekbatana at Basrah as well as the Turkish gunboat
Marmariss, and with these two ships he proposed to seize Abadan at
least temporarily, fire the refineries, and so excite the population
of Arabistan against the English that they would destroy the pipeline.
He planned to hold off Espiegle until he had accomplished Abadan's
destruction by sinking Ekbatana across the mouth of the Karun.

Enver

fell in enthusiastically with this scheme and made arrangements for
Niedermayer and some equipment to go to Baghdad even before clearing
it with the Germans.

Berlin was a long time answering, and Nieder¬

mayer was almost insane with impatience.

When an answer finally did

come, it was no.
Berlin

had decided that it would be wiser to abstain from any

action at Abadan for the moment; shortly a separate expedition would
set out to capture the valuable place, not merely to destroy it.
Niedermayer's rage was boundless.
all the furniture in his room.
nation refused.
refinery.1**’

For several hours he kicked apart
He resigned, only to have his resig¬

Thus passed the one and only threat to the Abadan
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the Gulf now.

The British government recognized formally the autonomy

of those chieftains -whom it had been subsidizing in their resistance
against the Persian government, and the British ambassador to Persia
requested a subject of neutral Persia to attack the Ottoman Empire.
In a letter to Sheikh Khaza’al of Mohammerah, the influential Arab
who controlled the Persian province which bordered lower Mesopotamia,
the ambassador said:
I am ordered by my exalted government to request from
your generosity to endeavor, in cooperation with our
precious friends, viz., [the rulers of Kuwait and Nejd],
to attack the town of Basreh and relieve it from the
Ottoman government... .Further, I have to promise you, on
behalf of the British authorities...that they will accord
to you all necessary assistance for the solution of any
difficulty which may arise between Your Excellency and
the Persian government in the future in consequence of
her aggressions against your government or her molesta¬
tion of your accepted rights or her high-handedness
against your properties and lands situated in the Pers¬
ian territories.15
On the l6th of October Force "A" left Bombay, and with it went
Force "D", ostensibly also bound for France.

On the 19th the four

transports carrying "D" parted company with the huge convoy and pro¬
ceeded to the Gulf under escort of HMS Ocean.

They anchored off

Manama at Bahrein on the 23rd, and for the next week the troops alter¬
nately practized boat-handling and landing operations and sweltered in
the steel ovens turning at anchor which had become their homes.

On

the 28th intelligence was received that only the 38th Turkish Division
was still in Mesopotamia of its peace-time garrison, and a plan was
issued for a landing at the old mud fort of Fao at the mouth of the
river where the Turks were believed to have some guns.^
On the 31st of October the Admiralty and the India Office sent
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out their war telegrams to the force at Bahrein, ordering it to ap¬
pear at the Shatt's outer "bar on the 3rd of November.

Espiegle at

Mohammerah got her war telegram at midnight; it contained general
instructions to protect British interests and property at Mohammerah
and Abadan and to reassure Sheikh Khaza'al.

On the night of the sec¬

ond, she quietly dropped downstream, stern first, with the ebh tide.
Passing unnoticed within three hundred yards of the battery on Dabba
Island, she anchored in midstream at Saihan, some four miles above
Abadan, and sent a party ashore to cut the telegraph cable linking
Basrah and Fao.
"D" left Bahrein on the second, arriving off the bar on the
evening of the third.

While at sea on the second Delamain had re¬

ceived orders that he was not to advance to Mohammerah or Basrah un¬
til the rest of the division arrived.

The force delayed two days

off the bar while an officer was sent ashore at Kuwait to inquire as
to Turkish strength at Fao (so little intelligence did India have
about Mesopotamia); he returned on the fifth with the information
that there were about four hundred men with seven or eight guns near
Fao, but the fort itself was in ruins.

The landing opposite the fort

was bad, according to the Sheikh of Kuwait, and Delamain therefore de¬
cided to land on the next day at and below Fao village instead, some
four miles above the fort.

After Odin had silenced the guns at the

fort, a force of about three battalions would land upstream and march
on the fort.

This was largely a wasted effort, for British intelli¬

gence was again in error: there were only four guns and 110 men at the
squalid little fort

- 85 On the morning of the 6th of November at 6 a.m. Odin moved
upstream with two small boats minesweeping three cables ahead, leav¬
ing the transports anchored just inside the bar.

At 10 a.m. the guns

at the fort opened fire, and Odin replied at 5500 yards.

The Turkish

guns were dug in behind raised bands 500 yards south-east of the fort,
and they were very difficult to locate in the featureless, dun-colored
landscape.

The four Krupp 15-pounder field-pieces were well served,

scoring two hits on Odin, but by 10:45 a.m. she had closed to 1700
yards and silenced them.

As she steamed on, standing even closer in

to the shore, the whole force abandoned the guns and fled through Fao
village towards Basrah.

The first troops were got ashore at 3:45 p.m.,

and overnight they marched down to the fort and threw the abandoned
guns in the river.
Espiegle, which had dropped down further from Saihan to right
opposite Abadan early in the morning, had come under heavy rifle fire
from trenches on the Turksih bank across from the refinery about noon.
She replied with guns and rifles, and in a two-hour engagement she
killed forty-six Turks at the cost of two wounded.

When she dropped

downstream still further to enfilade the trenches the Turks fled.

By

evening, the Shatt was in British hands from Abadan to the sea.
On the morning of the seventh most of the British landing force
at Fao re-embarked, leaving one company as a garrison, and the little
flotilla steamed upriver to Abadan.

l8

The campaign had begun.
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CHAPTER

V
0
INVASION:

November 1915

While the landing force was being re-embarked at Fao, Delamain steamed sixteen miles upriver with the rest of the force and
joined Espiegle off Abadan, which was nothing more than a cluster
of circular tanks, chimneys and a few square houses on the arid, mono¬
tonous plain. ^

On the next day reconnaissance revealed a firm, high

bank with deep water close inshore at Sanniya on the Turkish side of
the river some two and a half miles upstream of the refinery, and
disembarkation commenced that evening.

No opposition was offered

to the landing, and reconnaissances on land and up the river dis¬
covered few Turks and no organized resistance..As little baggage and
stores were brought ashore as possible, for an early forward move¬
ment was planned and the force had absolutely no land transport, but
it was the evening of the 10th November before the whole brigade was
landed due to the strong winds and tides encountered and to the lack
of suitable landing craft.

2

The Turkish response thus far had been extremely sluggish.
Though Turkish Army Headquarters was well aware of the naval threat
from Britain at the head of the Gulf, it did not anticipate that troops
would be landed until it was almost too late.
the

38th

At the end of September

Division on the march to the Caucasus was ordered to turn

around and return to Mesopotamia, and the few troops still at Baghdad
were sent south to Basrah by forced march.

It wa% however, only by

the narrowest of margins that there was any Turkish resistance south
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38th Division ms much too far distant

to arrive in time and even the troops from Baghdad, gravely deficient
in river transport, took six weeks to cover the
between Baghdad and Basrah.

502 miles of river

They arrived at the latter place about

the same day that the British advanced force went ashore at Sanniya.^
The area command now set up for the defense of 'Iraq (the Arabic
name for Mesopotamia) under the command of Sulaiman Askari Bey, the
Vali of Baghdad Vilayet, disposed of only 17,000 infantry,

380 cavalry,

Ij.

and forty-four guns,
Baghdad.

and the bulk of this force was still north of

The force sent to Basrah amounted only to 4700 rifles, eight¬

een guns and three machine-guns, which was substantially inferior even
to the single advanced brigade of the British invasion force which had
landed on the

8th.^ Under the circumstances, the Turks would have to

rely mainly upon rallying the local Arabs to their cause in order suc¬
cessfully to defend Basrah.
Outnumbered as they were, the Turks above all should have avoided
committing their forces for the defense of Basrah piecemeal, and from
a strictly military point of view which ignores political considera¬
tions should not have tried to hold below Basrah at all.

But this is

an unrealistic requirement of a commander who is tinder orders to de¬
fend an area, and as soon as the Turkish troops from Baghdad reached
Basrah they were deployed to attack Delamain's brigade at Sanniya.

On

the evening of the 10th the Sheikh of Mohammerah reported that
Bey with a strong combined Turk-Arab force had arrived opposite Mo¬
hammerah from Basrah and intended to attack.
At

3 a.m. on the 11th Sheikh Khaza'al reported that .gami Bey

started for the camp at Sanniya, and the British troops were turned out.
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At 5^30 in the morning the Turks struck out of the desert against
an old mud fort seven hundred yards south-vest of the camp, held
as an outpost by a company of the 117th Mahrattas. They got to
vithin fifty yards before a counter-attack by the 20th Duke of Cam¬
bridge's Own Infantry (Brownlow's Punjabis) drove them off.

In

their retirement they lost heavily, admitting to eighty casualties.
British losses were only two dead and eight wounded. The Turks
fell back to a position along the river bank four miles away at
Saihan.^
Delamain's orders of 1 November had not stated what was his
final objective, and his freedom of action was circumscribed by the
categorical instruction that he was not to advance above Shamshamiya
[about eight miles above Mohammerah] until reinforcements arrived.^
It had been his intention to advance to that place as soon as his
entire brigade was ashore, but he had no news of when his reinforce¬
ments would arrive (a message was sent from India informing him of
the dispatch of the 18th Brigade under the division's commander,
General Sir A. Barrett, on the 10th, but he did not receive it due
to severe thunderstorms' cutting radio communications), and this
evidence of the arrival of a Turkish force to oppose him decided him
to stay put and guard Abadan. The unseasonably early onset of the
winter rains in any case made land movements almost impossible.

g

General Barrett arrived at Sanniya on the morning of l4th
November, bringing with him in five transports his own staff, the
l8th Infantry Brigade, the 10th Artillery Brigade, two squadrons of
cavalry and divisional troops. Disembarkation began at once. Al¬
most as important as the reinforcements of men and guns, he brought
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Transport Corps, which gave the force the ability to move at least
short distances on land.

With his arrival the force took on an ag¬

gressive role, for he had received at last definite instructions as
to the force's objective: it was Basrah.

He received the telegram

at sea on the 13th; it read in part "If after discussion with and
taking over from Delamain, you consider your present force strong
Q

enough, you will move on Basrah.
Barrett assumed command immediately, and after conferring with
Delamain ordered him to attack the Turks four miles distant at Saihan
the next morning to protect the disembarkation.

Delamain marched out

of camp at 6 a.m. on the 15th with a force made up of two infantry
battalions, the 2nd Dorsets and the 104th Rifles, and the 30th Moun¬
tain Battery; the 23rd Mountain Battery and the 20th Punjabis were
held ready at Sanniya to reinforce him if he became engaged.

His

orders were to dislodge the Turkish advanced force at Saihan (the
main body was dug in five miles further back at S'ahil opposite Mohammerah), but not to become seriously engaged.

He marched west

parallel to and 1200 yards from the edge of the date-palm plantations
across the desert until at 7 a.m. he came opposite Saihan village and
creek.'1'0
At 7:10 the Turks opened up with rifle and machine-gun fire
from two positions running along the southern edge of the date groves
on the advanced guard, and their artillery began dropping shells into
the main body some half-mile behind.

The 104th Rifles were sent at

once to turn and capture the first line (to the east) and to work west
through the data plantations against the second line.

While the Turks
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the first position was stormed by the 104th Rifles at 8:30.

At

this juncture the reinforcements arrived from Sanniya.
A general advance was now made by the 2nd Dorsets and half
of the 20th Punjabis, while the 104th Rifles worked west through the
palms.

At 9:30 the second position was rushed; the Turks did not

wait for the bayonet but made off north through the date plantations,
taking considerable losses from the artillery.

A fortified village

on the Turkish right was still holding out, however, and reinforce¬
ments could be expected to arrive at any time from the main Turkish
position at S’ahil, so Delamain ordered a withdrawal.

The sloop-of-

war Odin, which had attempted to cooperate by steaming up the river
parallel to the troops, but whose fire support had been minimal be¬
cause the date-palms screened the Turks from her view, also with¬
drew to Sanniya.

British casualties were only nine killed and fifty-

three wounded; Turkish losses were about one hundred and eighty-five
excluding lightly wounded.^
The Turks did not re-occupy SaihanJ they now based their main
force at Baljaniya five miles up-river from Mohammerah, where they
had blocked the river, with an advanced force at S’ahil.

They re¬

mained inactive while the British completed the disembarkation of the
l8th Brigade, and by the evening of 16 November all of the cavalry
and infantry had been brought ashore (though only one artillery bat¬
tery).

Barrett now faced a difficult decision.

Even if he were to

land all his supplies and make a permanent base out of Sanniya, he
had not sufficient land transport (in spite of what he had brought

with him) to support his force even one day’s march from the camp.
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Neither did he have river transport available; the ships which had
brought him were ocean-going steamers, from which to disembark even
one brigade in Mesopotamian conditions took days.

The shallow-

draught river steamers he needed to make his force mobile were avail¬
able, if he could get at them; the river fleet of Lynch Bros, had
taken refuge at war's outbreak in the mouth of the Karun River at
Mohammerah, in neutral Persian territory.

But to advance there and

lay his hands on them he would probably have to fight the Turks
opposite at S1ahil; without effective land or water transport he
could not move around this force by the desert or the river.

He

would thus have to attack it frontally, by far the least desirable
way of overcoming it - and if he did so at once, it order to become
mobile and gain the upper hand before the Turks were reinforced, he
would have to fight without a real base or stock of supplies at
Sanniya to fall back on if he were defeated.
Barrett estimated that the Turkish forces below Basrah were
numerically inferior to his; his inclination was therefore to go to
Mohammerah and get hold of the transport which would let him exploit
his superiority even if it meant dislodging the Turks at S'ahil by
frontal attack.

The news that the Sheikh of Mohammerah was threatened

with attack by a Turkish force on the left bank decided him.

On the

evening of the l6th he issued orders for an advance by the whole force
to S'ahil, his remaining artillery to land and follow him as quickly
as possible.

He was not deliberately seeking battle, but he realized

that setting up a new camp at S'ahil would probably involve a fight to
evict the Turkish force in residence and made his plans on that basis.^
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The Turkish force holding S'ahil was estimated hy the British
at 3,500 infantry of the 26th Regiment (Turks sent to Mesopotamia
as a punishment for bad conduct) and four battalions of the 38th
Division (Arabs), plus two hundred gunners and perhaps a thousand
Arab irregulars.

They had four QF guns, eight mountain guns, and

three machine guns.

The detachment at S'ahil was commanded by Bim-

bashi Adie Bey, and the whole force below Basrah by Subhi Bey, the
Military Governor of Basrah Vilayet.1^
The Turkish line ran along the edge of the date plantations
as at Saihanj both its left and its right were refused (see map).
Barrett intended to turn the Turkish right and drive him through the
palm groves onto the river, so that Odin and Espiegle might lend ar¬
tillery support.

The whole British force began its advance at 6 am

on the 17th across the open desert still muddy from recent rain.

At

7:30 the advanced guard - most of the l8th Brigade voider Major-General
C. I. Fry - reported patrols near the old mud fort near Ruwais.

At

8:50 Fry reported that the Turkish position extended from that fort,
visible to the right of the British line of advance, north-west through
Hassanian to Zain (correct with the major exception that the line
actually extended three-quarters of a mile south of the ruined fort
along the edge of the palm belt).

Fry directed his advance on the

mosque at Zain, crossing the Turkish front at a safe distance, in
order to leave room for the main body to deploy on his right.
Barrett reinforced the l8th Brigade and ordered the l6th Bri¬
gade into line on its right, the two to advance together at 10:30.
The artillery was positioned between the two brigades (three batter¬
ies plus three guns), the cavalry was stationed out on the left, and
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the two sloops were on the river to the right, their masts visible
over the trees.
The attack was to be made on the entire front, with the ex¬
treme right of the British line directed on a point one hundred
yards south of the old fort where it was thought it would flank the
Turks on their left in conjunction with the main turning movement
on their right.
10:00 a.m.

The Turkish guns opened fire on the British at

lU

The night and early morning had been "bitterly cold, "but "by
mid-morning it was uncomfortably hot.

As the British line advanced

at 10:30 a steaming rainstorm suddenly burst upon the opponents,
turning the powdery surface of the desert into a quagmire of slippery,
clinging mud in which men on foot sank ankle-deep.

Visibility shortened

to some dozens of yards, the artillery of both sides ceased fire for
lack of targets, and the advance ground almost to a halt.

After a

half hour the cloudburst ended and the advance resumed, but only at
a

snail's pace.

The going was so heavy that the gun-teams could not

be brought up and the guns had to be man-handled across absolutely
flat desert suddenly become swamp.

While they were being brought

forward the Turks simultaneously opened fire with everything they
had at 11:45; luckily their shrapnel, though well-aimed, burst high,
and the rifle fire was at first exceedingly high.
The right of the Turkish line in front of the l8th Brigade
was held by Arabs using old rifles with black powder, and the re¬
sulting line of smoke made an excellent target for the British guns;
here the advance proceeded steadily.

In front of the l6th Brigade

on the British right, however, were Turkish regulars using smokeless
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It soon became evident that the left of the Turkish line ex¬

tended well beyond the old fort, but this part of the line was in¬
visible from the British gun positions, and the progress of the l6th
Brigade became very slow under the enfilading fire from its right
and from the Arab-held trenches to its left.
Although the advance was for the moment making better progress
on the left, as the division closed to 1000 yards and came under ac¬
curate rifle-fire Barrett realized that he would have to abandon his
original intention of turning the Turkish right, for it extended be¬
yond the British left and was echeloned back into broken ground and
palm groves.

"The key of [the Turkish] position," he noted, "appear¬

ed to be the old mud fort."
kish left.

Accordingly he decided to turn the Tur¬

He ordered Fry’s 18th Brigade to continue its frontal

attack on the Turkish center and right, and, reinforcing Delamain
with one battalion, directed him to get around the Turkish left flank
and capture the fort.
The artillery was still unable to support the British right
because of the flat terrain and the annoying mirage, and Delamain's
turning movement with the 117th Mahrattas and the 104th Rifles ran
into considerable difficulty.

There were unsuspected Turkish de¬

tachments thrown back on the left rear amidst date palms, thick scrub
and deep creeks, and the British flanking attack was checked.
were the forces in front now making much progress.

Nor

At close range

the Turkish fire had become dangerously accurate, and the mirage
grew so bad as the heat of the day increased that it was often im¬
possible to see the Turkish trenches.

"At one moment the desert ap¬

peared to be a sea of shimmering water, then gradually it resolved
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show from a trench apparently suspended in the sky."1'’
General Delamain now threw in his last reserves on the right
and went forward in person to coordinate the flanking attack with
the original frontal attack on the fort.

At 1:15 p.m. parts of

five battalions finally dashed across the last two hundred yards
and took it, and with that the remaining Turks in the left-flank
trenches retired northward.

At the same moment, just as the 18th

Brigade was about to commence its final assault from four hundred
yards, the enemy facing them in the center and right of the Tur¬
kish position jumpted out of their trenches (most of them were
Arabs in dazzling white robes) and fled through a hurricane of
shrapnel and bullets.

The British had managed to get a battery

up to where it enfiladed theright of the Turkish line, and the
rout streaming back in the open, struggling through the mud at a
pace no faster than a •walk, faced certain annihilation.

Then,

miraculously and silently, the Arabs disappeared from view into
the mirage and the guns ceased fire.
Granted what must have been to "them an incomprehensible re¬
prieve, the Arabs and the Turks regained some semblance of organi¬
zation and withdrew rapidly to the right rear into the broken ground
and palm trees Under the cover of their guns (a mirage is not neces¬
sarily reciprocal).

When the British could see them again they

were being skilfully withdrawn from successive positions to the
north-west under the cover of long earthen embankments.
Pursuit was attempted for a time, but the sodden ground made
rapid movement impossible and there were numbers of wounded to be
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"brought in and an entrenched camp to "be made "before dark (sunset 4:55
p.m.), so it was halted at 2:50.

In any case a severe sandstorm

soon struck out of the desert which lowered visibility to zero.
Bivouac was made on the river "bank.
British losses had "been 489> of whom only fifty-four were
killed, "but more than one-third of all these losses were taken by
a single battalion, the 2nd Dorsets, which had been caught in the
cross-fire before the fort.

Turkish losses had been two hundred

in dead and one hundred and fifty prisoners, with presumably a
normal ratio of wounded.

With regard to the wounded, it may be

noted that S'ahil made it evident just how difficult clearing away
the wounded in such a flat country as Mesopotamia was going to be.
In this and succeeding battles it proved impossible to pick' up most
of the hurt until the action died down or ended; if fighting lasted
till nightfall many would have to lie out all night with Arab ma¬
rauders for company.^
Even without pursuit or an impressive haul of prisoners, the
battle had served its purpose.

The river steamers holed up in the

mouth of the Karun (Medjidieh, Blosse Lynch, mid Malamir) gladly
turned themselves over to the British, and the army became capable
of movement at a faster pace than a walk.

Though Barrett did not

realize it at once, the victory had accomplished much more than that.
In induced the Turks to abandon the Shatt entirely.
Barrett kept busy at S’ahil from the 18th to the 20th of Nov¬
ember landing supplies from his ships and reconnoitring the Turkish
position five miles upstream at Baljaniya, where four guns on the
bank commanded an obstruction sunk in the river.

On the 19th the
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sloops sailed up along Dabba Island and engaged these guns from be¬
low the obstruction, and succeeded in putting a shell right inside
the battery; an attack was planned by land and river for the 22nd.
But on the 20th Subhi Bey abandoned Basrah with unseemly haste,
and retired upstream to Qurnah and beyond in considerable disorder.
The three battalions at Baljaniya were left in the lurch, but succeed¬
ed in withdrawing to Nasiriya ninety miles west across the desert
after great hardships.

The Sheikh of Mohammerah, learning of this

at once through his excellent intelligence net, sent Barrett the
news; it was only then that he realized how sweeping his victory
had been.
The Espiegle had previously gone to within 1000 yards of
the sunken blockships at Baljaniya and had reported that the channel
did not seem entirely blocked.

Barrett’s advance to Basrah was

hastened by the arrival on the morning of the 21st of a small boat
bearing some British residents and Docal notables, informing him
that the semi-civilized Arab auxiliaries whom Subhi had left behind
in his retreat had availed themselves of the disappearance of the
authorities to loot Basrah.

They begged him to hurry and prevent

the complete destruction of the town.

In response he sent the two

sloops ahead to negotiate the obstacle if they could, hastily em¬
barked two battalions on shallow-draught steamers to follow, and
ordered the rest of his force to commence a forced march at 8 p.m.
that evening.

Odin and Espiegle quickly found the gap and sailed

through; they arrived at Basrah at 5 P*ni. to find the Custom house
and warehouse in flames and the city in the hands of looting tribes¬
men.

A few shells quelled the disturbance and saved the rest of
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the waterfront and the lives of all the Europeans; the two "battalions
arrived at 9 am on the 22nd after it was light enough for their
steamers to negotiate the "block and restored order completely.

The

main force arrived "by land about noon, and made a ceremonial entry
into town the next day.

The population, threatened in their lives

and livelihood "by the tribesmen, were extremely glad to see them.

Ancient Basrah had been a might and fabled city.

17

It was the

capital of Mesopotamia under the Caliphate until the completion of
Baghdad in

j66,

a city of two hundred mosques, of colleges, librar¬

ies and palaces, a place famous for its theologians and philosophers.
But Baghdad eclipsed it and the Shatt moved away; it withered and
died.
The twentieth-century Basrah was a teeming, filthy and alto¬
gether typical Oriental town.

There was nothing along the river

bank - not even a road - but a quarter mile up a creek on the right
bank was the grubby

port of Ashar, and two miles inland from there

was the marshy market town of Basrah proper.

The tiro ran into each

other to form a noxious, disease-ridden metropolis of some
people of every race under the sky.

30; 000

The whole area was cut up by

tidal creeks, and the ground was completely waterlogged - much of
it was under water every spring tide.
Little as it had to recommend itself as a camp, it had even
less to offer as a port and supply base for an overseas expedition.
There was no deep water alongside, and there was nowhere to store
what was got ashore.

Unloading of supply vessels was primitive;

the steamer would simply stay in mid-channel and unload by hand
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into a native craft, •which would then drift with the current un¬
til it got within poling distance of the "bank.

As early as 24
■jO

November there were fifteen transports hacked up in the Shatt. °
On the 23rd of November the Union Jack was hoisted in a
ceremony at Ashar Creek, and Sir Percy Cox, the Political Officer
with the expedition, read a proclamation which seemed to promise
that Britain would occupy the area permanently hut in fact said no
such thing.

The tribes along the Shatt, impressed by the British

victories, now hastened to make their submission, and the begin¬
nings of an administration were set up.^

Those Arabs more dis¬

tant from the Shatt and more dangerous because of their nomadic
way of life were not so easily over-awed, however.

Despite the

ties of religion, they were probably at least as sympathetic to
the British as they were to the Turks, for they had had long and
unhappy experience with the latter's government and spent much of
their time in revolt against it.

But as long as Britain would

not openly announce that she was in Mesopotamia to stay (which
she could not do because of her agreement with the other members
of the Entente to leave territorial claims till the end of the war),
they refused to support her openly for fear of Turkish reprisals at
the end of the war.
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The most remarkable example of the effect of this inability
on the part of the British to say what they all believed was the
failure of negotiations with 'Ajaimi al Sa'dun, the one great Arab
leader of the war and the leader of the Muntafiq. Bedouin, the most
powerf\il tribe in Mesopotamia.

'Ajaixni began the war with a decided-

- 101 ly anti-British attitude for personal reasons.

His father, at a

time -when the Muntafiq confederacy was in rebellion against the
Turks, had been betrayed by one Saiyid Talib and had subsequently
died in a Turkish prison.

Before the war Talib exercised more

power in Basrah Vilayet than the Vali; he was so openly anti-Tur¬
kish as to have ordered the assassination of the Turkish commandant
at Basrah, and so powerful as to escape punishment.

The CUP de¬

cided to get rid of him permanently; when he got wind of this he
offered himself to the British as the post-war Amir of a semi-inde¬
pendent Arab Mesopotamia.

When Delhi found this proposal unac¬

ceptable he fled to central Arabia, and, at war’s outbreak, to
India.

Ironically, 'Ajaimi's hatred for his father's betrayer

forced the chieftain into an unhappy alliance with the Turks.

When

the invasion came, he reluctantly supported the Ottomans; he was
present at S’ahil with two hundred and fifty horsemen.
After the occupation of Basrah, however, he thought things
over carefully and entered into negotiations with Sir Percy Cox.
Cox tried his best to get permission for the announcement of the
permanency of the British occupation - on 27 November he tele¬
graphed the Viceroy for permission to announce publicly what was
already planned privately, and the Viceroy supported him in a com¬
munication with the home government - but the cabinet refused to
permit it as its allies would regard it as a breach of faith.

As

Cox predicted, this made cooperation between the Arabs and the Brit¬
ish on a large scale impossible.

The negotiations with the most

influential Arab chief of Mesopotamia, a man who could deliver ten
thousand armed horsemen into battle, broke down because the British
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could not guarantee publicly to "be there after the ■war to protect
their allies from reprisals.

Subsequently the Turks offered him

all the Crown Lands in the Basrah Vilayet for his support, and he
threw in his lot with them instead.

21

Although by their own calculations this failure to win over
the mass of the Arabs of Mesopotamia should have spelt disaster in
the Gulf and insurrection in India, the British found themselves
instead in a most advantageous position after the capture of Basrah.
It was already beginning to be suspected that the military value of
Arab auxiliaries, such as it was, was outweighed by the disadvantages
of operating with them.

In part this was due to tactical, factors -

European cavalrymen did not stand up well to machine guns and modern
artillery either - and in part to the fact that they murdered their
ally's prisoners if their ally won and, with a fine impartiality,
fell upon their ally instead if he lost.

Even the Turks, who were

more successful in attracting Arab auxiliaries because the British
were hamstrung in the field of making promises, gradually grew leery
of using them in battle.
The strategic situation was favorable to the British after
S’ahil and its aftermath.

They had accomplished most of the goals

they had aimed for, and the Turks' next defensible positions above
Basrah were far away at Qurnah and Suq-ash-Shuyukh.
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Barrett had

fulfilled his instructions, and felt himself "at rather a disad¬
vantage in not having received before leaving India some indication
of our probable future policy."

On the 23rd of November, the day

Basrah was officially occupied, Sir Percy Cox drafted a telegram to
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India -which in large part -was intended to elicit a reaction from
London -which would give the clue as to what the government's in¬
tentions were.

Though General Barrett concurred in its dispatch

for the above reason, it obviously expressed only a political
viewpoint and not a military appreciation.

It read:

.. .Turkish troops engaged with us were completely panicstricken and are very unlikely to oppose us again. Arab
element in Baghdad is already friendly and notables have
volunteered opinion that we should be received in Baghdad
with the same cordiality as we have been here and that
Turkish troops would offer little or no resistance....It
is hoped that the neutrality if not the afctive coopera¬
tion of the tribes [between Basrah and Baghdad] can be
secured... .Effect of the recent defeat had been very
great and if advance can be made before it wears off and
while cool season lasts Baghdad will in all probability
fall into our hands very easily. After earnest consid¬
eration of the arguments for and against I find it diffi¬
cult to see how we can well avoid taking over Baghdad.23
How could a man with a decade's experience as a political
officer in the Persian Gulf, who had only months before been Sec¬
retary of the Foreign Department of the Government of India, make
such a suggestion, knowing that Baghdad was five hundred and two
miles above Basrah?

The answer seems to be that the easy and crush¬

ing British victories and the Turkish flight upstream had created
the impression that there was little opposition left.

This was

the first time the British had fought the Turks (Gallipoli was still
in the future), and to a certain extent they may have been basing
their opinion of Turkish fighting qualities on the performance of
the largely Arab troops at the battles of S'ahil and Saihan.

The

military realities which plainly required that a single division
with only limited transport base itself on Basrah, perhaps estab¬
lishing outposts at Qurnah and Nasiriya, seem to have escaped him

- 1C 4 entirely.
Cox's opinion vas favorably received in India and by the
Political Secretary of the India Office, who remarked that Baghdad
was "so desirable as to be practically essential."

In fact, Bagh¬

dad quickly became almost an obsession in the political branches
at Delhi and London.

Military opinion agreed as to Baghdad's de¬

sirability, but was less optimistic about its availability.

General

Barrow, the Military Secretary, while deprecating a passive policy
which would fail to impress the Arabs and the population of India,
considered any though of an immediate advance on Baghdad premature.
He recommended instead a step-by-step advance to approach it grad¬
ually and to impress the Arabs, the first step to be the capture
of Qurnah.

On the basis of this the Secretary of State for India

decided on

2J November that there was to be no advance on Baghdad

"at present", and ordered Barrett to consolidate at Basrh and to
move forward only to Qurnah.

There was much to recommend the oc¬

cupation of Qurnah on strictly local strategical grounds, and this
decision met with Barrett's approval.

The really significant thing

about this proposal of Cox's, however, was that it planted in a nunber of places the idea of the conquest of Baghdad.
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While the fall of Basrah gave birth to all sorts of grandiose
ambitions in India and Britain, it startled Enver into the realiza¬
tion that he had been badly mistaken in stripping Mesopotamia of all
its troops.

He quickly ordered large reinforcements sent to the

theatre, but they could not be expected to arrive there for sometime.
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In the meantime the Turkish War Office instructed Headquarters in
Mesopotamia "to avoid dispersion...Until the arrival of sufficient
reserves warrant a counter-move, the enemy is to he afforded no
opportunity of gaining a decisive result."
These instructions were disregarded.

Much of the Turkish

force which had fled from Basrah had fetched up on either hank at
Qurnah, where a reconnaissance hy Odin and Espiegle found them on
the

25th

of November.

Two or three battalions were a dozen miles

further upriver at Sakrichiya, and the commander with still other
forces was further upstream at Ezra's Tomb.

The detachments at

Qurnah and across the river from there at Muzaira'a were danger¬
ously exposed, and were not mutually supporting because the river
fringe of palms screened them from each other's view.
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The weakness of this position, and its potential value as
a block to a Turkish advance down either the Tigris or the Old
Euphrates, were strong incentives to General Barrett to avail him¬
self at once of the permission he had received to capture Qurnah.
On the

30th

November, at a time when he estimated Turkish forces

in Qurnah at five hundred infantry and five hundred cavalry only,
he issued orders for a force of about three battalions and two guns
to proceed there by ship and seize it.

The commander, Colonel

Frazer, was ordered to land on the left bank at some place a few
miles below Qurnah and, in cooperation with the naval flotilla, to
clear the left bank of the enemy up to and beyond Qurnah.

After

that he was free to cross the river if he felt strong enough, or
to wait for reinforcements.
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The transports began disembarking the troops south of Urn Rash
village at 6:45 am on 4 December.

An artillery duel started at once

between the warships and Turkish guns at Qurnah and Muzaira'a; the
launches Miner, Lawrence and Lewis Pelley were sent forward to with¬
in a thousand yards of the Turkish position at 1 p.m. to give close
cover to the troops who were then nearing the Turkish trenches.
All the diips were taking numerous hits, and at 1:40 Miner was holed
at the water-line by a shell which exploded in her engine-room and
wounded everyone in it; she returned downstream in a sinking condi¬
tion but succeeded in running herself aground near Espiegle♦

Mean¬

while however, the troops drove through the Turkish line and pursued
the fleeing Turks north.

The Turks managed to break contact with

their pursuers in the tangle of creks and trees along the river, and
were later successful in crossing the river to the right bank further
up.

The British lined the bank across from Qurnah and tried to lay

down enough fire to cover a crossing, but they were met with heavy
rifle fire from the town three hundred yards distant.

Their ar¬

tillery was no longer able to support them because it could not
be got through the date plantations onto the bank, and they were
unable to quell the Turkish fire.

The ships were unable to come

up to give close gunfire support since at low tide (the Shatt is
tidal all the way up to Qurnah) the river was too shallow, and
Colonel Frazer decided he would have to wait for reinforcements.
Being completely without land transport to bring his supplies for¬
ward, Frazer was oblized to abandon the captured trenches and with¬
draw to Shwaiyib Creek where he had landed that morining.

This

- 10T movement was completed by 5 p.m., and at the same time the warships
were withdrawn below the bend and out of sight of Qurnah.2^
The Turkish troops were badly shaken by their succession of
defeats and were not fighting well.

The force which had been driven

out of Muzaira'a had been two thousand strong and had slightly out¬
numbered its attackers, while neither the troops across the river
in Qurnah nor those upstream at Sakrichiya had had the stomach to
come to their aid.

The British moved quickly to reinforce their

detachment below Muzaira’a.

On the 6th Generaly Fry arrived with

two and a half battalions, a mountain battery, and

320 mules

which would allow the British to hold any ground they won.

Once

again at 11 a.m. on the 7th the British advanced across the bare
plain on Muzaira’a.

The Turks had re-occupied the trenches there,

but they only had 1500 men with six guns to resist a British force
now 3700 strong with twelve guns ashore and as many more on the
ships.27
The pattern of the 4th was repeated: the ships advanced above
the bend and kept the Turkish guns at Qurnah busy while the field
artillery silenced the guns at Muzaira’a; the infantry turned the
north of the village and stormed the Turkish trenches; the Turks
fled without waiting.for the bayonet and shook off their pursuers
in the palm groves.

This time, however, they did not cross the .

river but instead embarked in boats and fled towards Ezra's Tomb.
A fire-fight raged all afternoon across the river at Qurnah, but
no attempt to cross was made in the little daylight left.

Turkish

casualties were over six hundred, and they lost three guns; British

- 108 casualties in "both engagements had been barely two hundred.

The

river craft again suffered from the artillery in Qurnah; in parti¬
cular the launch Shaitan took a direct hit onthe bridge and was
generally knocked about.
An estimated eight hundred regulars with four guns were
still in Qurnah; they hesitated to retreat on foot for fear of
being massacred by their Arab friends, and the force that fled
from Muzaira'a had left in panic with all the Turkish ships.

Fry

decided to cross the river above Qurnah the next morning to try
and trap them.

Two battalions and the artillery were moved down

to t;he river bank to distract Qurnah's attention, while the 110th
Mahratta Light Infantry were to move to the edge of the palm groves
about a mile north of the town and rig a flying bridge on which
they would then cross.

The 104th Wellesley's Rifles were to re¬

connoitre and cover the operations further to the north.

The navy

would engage Qurnah's guns as before.
At 11 am on the 8th the Espiegle and the Lewis Pelley suc¬
cessfully passed a lighter sunk by the Turks to block the river
and closed to within short range of Qurnah, where they anchored
and showered lyddite on the houses and guns.

The artillery and

troops opposite there also maintained a steady hail of fire on
the town.

While the town's attention was so engaged, at 11:30,

Havildar Ghulam Kabi and two companions swam the fast-flowing
river a mile upstream with a log line.

A half-inch wire cable

was then pulled across, and a dhow found along the bank was at¬
tached.

Incredibly, the Turkish commander in Qurnah, Subhi Bey,

- 109 had no one in observationto watch for attempted crossings above the
town.

The three sappers and an officer who had followed them spent

two hours alone on the right bank before the first boatload of seven¬
ty troops landed under distant fire at 1:20.
The 104th Rifles upstream found three dhows with friendly
crews and crossed in them.

They advanced south and linked up with

the right of the 110th Mahratta L. I., which was all across before
nightfall, and together they advanced south on the town.

There was

skirmishing on Qumah’s northern edge before dark, but Colonel Frazer,
in charge of the detachment on the right bank decided that it was
too late in the day to storm the town with the probability of street
fighting.

He dug in along its northern limit for the night.

Turkish morale had dropped completely out of sight.
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Bey had a thousand troops in Qumah the night of the 8th and there
were only fourteen hundred British on the right bank north of him;
he could have almost certainly broken through and escaped
of his force.

with much

Furthermore, there were still large Turkish detach¬

ments at Sakrichiya and Ezra’s Tomb with river craft to move them;
had they attacked Fry's divided and exposed force the Qurnah garri¬
son might have been saved and the whole force withdrawn safely up¬
river to await reinforcements.

Instead, those who were free to flee

did so; those trapped in Qurnah did the next best thing.
Early in the middle watch the ships in the river below saw
a small steamer coming down from the direction of the town, all
lights burning and its siren blowing to attract attention.

Aboard

was a deputation of three Turkish officers come to discuss sur¬
render terms.

At 8:30 am on the 9th December General Barrett met

- no them aboard Espiegle to make arrangements; the only terms available
■were unconditional surrender.

Accompanied by his staff he landed at

the mean, unhealthy little town at 1:30 p.m. and received the Vali's
surrender, returning his sword though he can scarcely be said to
have deserved the honor.

The Turkish force of better than a thousand

men fell in the open square at the south corner of town and piled arms;
within an hour they were loaded aboard Blosse Lynch for the trip down
to prison camp.

When Thomas Atkins marched in and surveyed his prize,

he was most unimpressed.

Local rumor identified Qurnah as the site

of the Garden of Eden; if this were the case, he remarked, "it wouldn't
take no blinkin' fiery sword to keep me out of it."
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All the aims of the expedition as they had originally been
formulated had now been achieved.

Though the force had not much to

do with its prevention, no Holy War had set the East alight.
Turks were cut off from ■the Gulf entirely.
safe.

The

The oil seemed to be quite

At a cost of 809 casualties^ the whole length of the Shatt-al-

Arab had been cleared of the enemy.

Any further forward movement

would be unjustified; as a secondary theatre Mesopotamia must assume
the defensive while a decision was sought elsewhere.
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CHAPTER

VI

THE TURKISH COUNTER-OFFENSIVE:
December 1915-April 1916

The British position at the head of the Gulf was well adapted
to a defensive strategy.

Though Basrah was a travesty of a port,

the sealines of communication which connected IEF "D" with the out¬
side world could bring it supplies and reinforcements far faster
and in far greater quantities than the tenuous Turkish line of com¬
munication stretching across a thousand miles of roadless desert and
swamp could bring aid to their advanced forces.

Detachments at

Qumah on the Tigris, at Ahwaz on the Karun and at Nasiriya on the
Euphrates'^ could guard all possible lines of approach to Basrah,
and the main body of the force at Basrah could quickly reinforce
any of these detachments should they come tinder attack.

Since they

enjoyed an interior position and rapid means of shifting their troops
via the rivers, both of which advantages would be denied their attack¬
ers, the British could expect to defend Basrah successfully even against
a superior force.
It would not be long before they would have to put these ad¬
vantages to use, for a major Tuikish counter-offensive was building.
When Enver had heard of the disaster of S'ahil and the evacuation of
Basrah, he had at once ordered the dispatch from Constantinople of
two battalions (two thousand men) of the crack Fire Brigade Regiment.
Recognizing his mistake in stripping Mesopotamia of its garrison,
during December he ordered the

Xllth and XEIIth Corps to return to

Mesopotamia from Syria and the Caucasus.

2

But given the state of

Turkish communications they would take a long time to arrive, and he

- 115 was unwilling to wait so long.

Hoping that the spirit of jihad would

make up for the lack of regular troops, he ordered the levy of con¬
tingents from the warlike tribes to fill the gap.

As commander of

the counter-offensive-cum-Holy War he appointed Sulaiman Askari, the
energetic Vali of Baghdad, and on January 3rd issued him orders to
reconquer the delta and drive the British into the sea.
Sulaiman Askari only held the rank of bimbashi (major) in the
regular army, but he was a competent commander.

His plan was to

launch a three-pronged offensive down the three rivers which con¬
verged round Basrah, the main thrust to strike at Shu'aiba and Basrah
from the west.

His

38th Division had been virtually destroyed at

S'ahil and Gumah and the 35th, which would be the only part of
the Xllth Corps to arrive on time, had not yet assimilated its re¬
cruits and was very shaky, so he was dependent mainly on aid from
the sheikhs.

In the name of Islam he asked aid from the sheikhs of

Baghdad, Kerbela and Najaf; through Djemal Pasha he requested assis¬
tance from the sheikhs of Nejd and Shammar (who fell under the admin¬
istration of Syria)
By the 28th of November 1914 the remainder of the 6th Divi¬
sion (mainly the

17th Brigade) had arrived in the Shatt, giving

Barrett a total fighting force of thirteen battalions of infantry,
five batteries of field or mountain artillery, two sapper companies
and one cavalry regiment.

After the capture of Qurnah, therefore,

Barrett, India and the India Office were all sanguine about the pros¬
pects for further advances.

The main Turkish force had retired to

•Amarah on the Tigris, and some remnants of the

38th Division from

Basrah and ’Ajaimi with his Muntafiq following were, around Nasiriya;
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were four battalions from Constantinople and two from Mosul.

Barrett

advocated an advance on 'Amarah as a first step in an advance on
Baghdad; the India Office suggested instead the seizure of Nasiriya.
On the 23rd of December, however, Barrett received an erroneous re¬
port that the Turkish IVth Army Corps was moving on the Euphrates
line to deliver a counter-attack, and agreed to the capture of Nasiriya
instead to block this force.

This report was proved false, but in

the next few days accurate intelligence was received on the movement
of the Xllth Corps from Aleppo towards Mesopotamia.

The shape of

the counter-offensive was not yet clear, but there was obviously
one brewing - and India had warned Barrett that he must not expect
reinforcements.

On 4 January the decision was taken not to advance

in any direction until the situation became clearer.
Towards the end of December the Turkish force at 'Amarah moved
down the river and began to close up to Qumah.

The British had to

reinforce the garrison there to almost two brigades (half their force)
as a result.

The 17th Brigade under General Dobbie carried out a

successful reconnaissance in force towards the Turkish camp at Sakrichiya
on 1 January, 1915* at a time when there were not as yet many Turkish
troops so far forward.

Another armed reconnaissance made on the 20th

met much firmer resistance, for there were now five thousand Turks
above Qurnah.

Nevertheless the operation was a success, the rein¬

forced British brigade causing several hundred Turkish casualties be¬
fore withdrawing within its trenches again.

The Turkish commander

himself, Sulaiman Askari Bey, had both legs taken off by a shell in
this action and was brought back to Baghdad.”*
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strength.

The concentration of Turkish troops at Qurnah was not the

prelude to an attack; rather it was intended to attract British re¬
serves to that point, and was at first quite successful in that aim.
The main "blows were to he delivered on the wings.

A Euphrates Column,

"based on Nasiriya, would strike directly at Basrah from the west.
It would "be the strongest column, with a nucleus of seven thousand
regulars, and would "be accompanied "by over 18,000 Arab tribesmen
(3,700 mounted) under 'Ajaimi and other Arab leaders.
planned to command it himself.

Sulaiman

A so-called Tigris Column under

Mehmed Fazil Pasha would strike into Persian Arabistan at the same
time, destroying the oil pipeline and raising Sheikh Khaza'al's sub¬
jects in revolt by preaching the jihad, and would then drive down
to the Shatt below Basrah from the north.

Cut off from the sea and

assaulted by its desert back door, Basrah would fall.

Qurnah, iso¬

lated seventy miles from the sea with Turkish forces before and behind it, would have to surrender without fighting.
It was an ingenious plan, the best that could have been made
given the Turkish deficiencies in regular troops and in transport,
but it could not be expected to work.

Its great fault was not with

the planners but with their material.

To place one's reliance on the

military effectiveness of undisciplined, untrained tribal auxiliaries
as the Turks were forced to do was to build on sand.

Some of the Arabs

fought extraordinarily well, but most of them broke at the first on¬
set of British regulars.
Even had Sulaiman Askarl's plan to tie down much of the British
force by threatening Qurnah continued to work until he got within
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striking distance of Basrah from either wing, it would have taken
only a day or two to transfer the British garrison of Qurnah to
Basrah By ship.

To move the Turkish troops at Qurnah to either

of the other lines of advance to counter this would take at least
a month.

The extent of the Turkish threat was not clear to Barrett
in January; he reacted to the Turkish move on Qurnah but had not
yet realized that he was facing an all-out Turkish effort to re¬
take Basrah.

This is understandable, since he had had no reports

of regular reinforcements on their way to Mesopotamia in sufficient
numbers to undertake such a project.

On 2 January he did request

additional river transport, and on the 9th he applied to India for
aircraft to ease his reconnaissance problems, but as late as 22
January he reported to India that there seemed no urgent necessity
of reinforcing him as the Turks seemed to be adopting a defensive
policy.

7

At the end of the month he was abruptly disabused.

Mehmed Fazil Pasha, famed through Arabistan as Mohammed
Daghestani, was on the move to the north.

A Turkish cavalry regi¬

ment and a battalion of infantry were reported to be moving eastward
from ’Amarah to Bisaitain, and the two great tribes of the middle
Euphrates, the Bani Lam and the Bani Turuf, had responded to the call
of jihad and were sending large numbers of tribal cavalry to accompany
them.

It was all, the more a cause for concern because if those two

tribes, who were deadly enemies, could be persuaded by their reli¬
gion to join the Turks and accept Sheikh Ghazban of the Bani Lam as
their leader, then it was highly probablethat the Arabs of Persian
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At the same time it was re¬

ported that two thousand Turkish troops with five guns and fifteen
thousand Arabs under 'Ajaimi intended to advance at once across the
desert and attack Basrah from the west.

Deeply concerned, Barrett

on 26 January requested reinforcements from India; Delhi replied
that the 12th Infantry Brigade would be made ready immediately and
would leave for Mesopotamia by 1 February.

Meanwhile Khaza'al mo¬

bilized his forces to deal with Ghazban and Barrett sent a small
O

force to Ahwaz by river steamer.
Lord Hardinge paid a visit to Mesopotamia in early February.
He had already been in touch with the India Office, and Lord Crewe
and he had concurred in the necessity of raising IEF "D" to two
full divisions to meet this threat.

On his way to Basrah Sir Percy

Cox met him at Kuwait and was given a definite promise of another
division.

(Cox, who had to deal with political side of affairs,

was most deeply disturbed by the likelihood that all the Arabs of
Lower Mesopotamia and Arab is tan would join the Turks - like every¬
one in the early days he greatly overestimated their military signi¬
ficance.)

But when the Viceroy arrived at Basrah on the 4th he met

with an entirely different outlook.

Q

The threatened attack from Nasiriya had not materialized,
and it seemed likely that Khaza'al could take care of Ghazban.

The

Turks showed no sign of moving at Qurnah in the near future, and there
was already on the sea headed for Mesopotamia a fourth infantry bri¬
gade for the force (the 12th Brigade) and two squadrons of cavalry
and a horse artillery battery to make up the force's cavalry to a
full brigade.

After the bad scare of 26 January everything was under
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control, and Barrett told Hardinge that he felt he could deal with
the situation with the four Brigades of infantry he would soon have.
The Viceroy then spent several days visiting the defences at Qumah
and Shu'aiba (which had Been put in a state of defence in DecemBer
But was still only lightly garrisoned).

He felt so reassured By

what Barrett had told him and By what he saw that he telegraphed
India cancelling the dispatch of a fifth Brigade to the force
He did this against the wishes of the India Office, though it ac¬
quiesced in his decision.
It had Been a deceptive security which he had foundthe force
enjoying; Barrett's troubles Began to mount the moment he left.

The

floods Began to make the Qurnah position uninhabitable towards the
middle of the month, and on 8 February water from the New Euphrates
had swept across the desert Between Basrah and Shu'alba up to six
feet deep, making Basrah an island and rendering the supply of Shu'alba
most difficult.

Early in February Daghestani reached Ilia on the

Karkha, only twenty miles from Ahwaz, with seven hundred Turkish
troops, two guns and about a thousand Arabs.

On the 5th the pipe¬

line was cut By a German officer, Lt. Ltihrs, who had Been sent with
Daghestani for that purpose.

On the 7th more than a thousand of

Khaza'al's troops and a British Battalion joined the detachment sent
to Ahwaz earlier, But the Cha’aB and the Bawi in Khaza'al's own ter¬
ritory to the east of Ahwaz declared for the Turks.

On the other wing,

'Ajaimi's irregular cavalry made an appearance at Nukhaila only ten
miles from Shu'aiBa on February 9th.

By the 17th, there were fifteen

hundred Turkish troops with six guns and three thousand Arab tribes¬
men there
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In response to these developing threats, the entrenchments
at Shu'aiba were occupied by a full brigade of British troops on
February 24th, and reinforcements were sent to Ahwaz, arriving on
the 15th, ■which brought the strength of the force there to two
battalions with artillery and cavalry support.
drawn from Qurnah and held in reserve at Basrah.

A brigade

was with¬

By the end of Feb¬

ruary there were at Nukhaila one thousand Turkish cavalry, eight
battalions of infantry and fourteen guns, plus a very large number
of Arabs.

The situation in Arabistan had eased somewhat with the

arrival of further reinforcements under General Robinson on the 15th,
but on the 20th Wassmuss and the German mission to Persia had passed
through Shuster on their way to south Persia and Afghanistan, and
their propaganda soon counteracted the calming effect of the British
show of strength.

The British were hand-pressed to prevent the

spread of the jihad down to the east bank of the Shatt.

12

The Viceroy's visit had been distinctly unfortunate, for as
the threats to the Mesopotamia Expedition's security grew and spread
he remained adamant in opposing the dispatch of reinforcements and
clung to his notion that all was well.

He was willing to see the

force made up to two divisions if the War Office could provide the
troops, but he absolutely refused to send any reinforcements from
India despite the insistent urging of the India Office.

As was al¬

ways the case under his administration, he and his Commander-in-Chief,
General Duff, regarded vague and unlikely rumors of internal subver¬
sion in India as more worthy of attention than very real and immed¬
iate threats to the existence of a military force in the field, and
India's minor problems of internal security as having a prior
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call on troops to London's world-wide needs in a straggle for ex¬
istence.

The only suggestion he offered Barrett was a near-sighted

remark to the effect that Daghestani's move around the force's stra¬
tegic right flank need not he countered, and that Barrett could thus
economize on troops and would not require reinforcements.

1^

It was observed at the beginning of this chapter that IEF

11

D"

was in an excellent defensive position and had little to fear from
the Turkish counter-offensive, but this was based mainly on the fact
that it could be reinforced so much more quickly than its attackers.
If through stubborn unwillingness to recognize its peril India re¬
fused to reinforce it, however, then the force was in serious trou¬
ble, for its resources were spread dangerously thin by the Turkish
double envelopment.

It took the two near-disasters of March 3rd to

shake loose the needed reinforcements.
By the beginning of March there was a large Turkish force
concentrated at Nukhaila, the advanced base for the attack on Shu'aiba.
It was being supported and reinforced by mahelas (the large sailing
vessels used by the Arabs) which plied the New Euphrates, and the
British decided to disrupt the Turkish build-up by sending an armed
steamer up the river to attack them.

A simultaneous reconnaissance

in force by two regiments of Indian cavalry and a half-battalion of
infantry was organized to distract Turkish attention from this at¬
tack.

The British force advanced to within three miles of the Turk¬

ish camp without incident on the morning of March 3rd.

Large numbers

of horsemen moved out from the Turkish camp around the left flank of
the British, but no attack was made, and at 2 p.m. the British began
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At once the lightly equipped

Arabs began to close in and follow up the retirement, their numbers
swiftly increasing to several thousand.

Moving much more rapidly

than the encumbered Indian cavalry, they made constant attempts to
envelop the flanks of the retiring force.

The guns of the horse

artillery battery and incessant counter-charges by the outnumbered
Indian cavalry kept them at a respectful distance, however, and by
4 p.m. the force was within sight of Shu'aiba and the pursuit had
slackened.

The affair seemed over.

The force now had to make a half-turn to the left (near
Shwaibda), and in doing so the cavalry temporarily masked the guns.
Suddenly the mirage lifted, to reveal a great cloud of Arab horse¬
men closing in behind and spreading round both flanks as they came.
As the Indian cavalry faced around in a cloud of dust they looked
straight into the setting sun; in a moment the Arabs had thrust
through the l6th Cavalry and were hacking at the guns' crews.

The

order was passed to retire, and in the confusion the walk quickly
changed to a gallop.

The guns were abandoned and the Arabs pressed

in on three sides of the fleeing force.

A massacre was in the making

when, by sheer luck, the intermingled mass of horsemen bore down on
the half-battalion of infantry standing helplessly by.

It was im¬

possible to distinguish friend from foe in the roiling cloud of dust
that charged at the infantry, and they held their fire until the
horses came right through them.

Then, when most of the Indians had

passed, the infantry opened fire with rifles, guns and machine guns.
The Arabs, shocked and panic-stricken by the unexpected torrent of
fire, turned and fled.

British losses were not great, and the force
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returned the rest of the way to Shu*alba unmolested, hut it had
come within a hair’s-breadth of catastrophe.

14

A much more serious affair took place the same day near
Ahwaz.

Robinson, the commander there, had received information

that Ghazban with a large Arab force was about to unite with the
Turkish expedition voider Daghestani which was encamped ten miles
north-west of Ahwaz at Ghadir prior to attacking him.

He decided

to attack the Turkish camp before the two forces joined, apparently
in the belief that if he could get his guns within range of the
camp without warning his quick-firing artillery would force the
Turks to retire or disperse.

On the 2nd he issued detailed orders

for sin advance to Ghadir during the coming night, calculated to
bring the British force to within six thousand yards of the enemy
camp an hour before dawn.

He did not give any instructions for a

possible forced retirement, which was unfortunate, since unknown
to him Ghazban*s force reached Ghadir that night.
Having left a single company to protect Ahwaz, Robinson ad¬
vanced eight miles along a narrow valley in the hills, and arrived
at the selected point before sunrise on the 3rd with two Indian
infantry battalions, a platoon of British infantry, two troops of
cavalry and four guns.

The fires of the Turkish camp could be seen

clearly, and as soon as there was sufficient light the British guns
opened fireInstead of the expected sight of half-clad Turks
fleeing in every direction, the shocked British saw a horde of Arabs
boil out of the camp and move rapidly around both flanks of their
force

As the fleet Arabs pressed in on both flanks and closed in
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European cavalryman on horseback), Robinson ordered a retirement at
7:15*

The Arabs were all around the column and across the road

back to Ahwaz as the retirement began, and were closing to shoot
within fifty yards despite the efforts of the guns and the cavalry;
at the same time unsuspected Turkish grans opened fire.

There was,

bluntly speaking, a panic.
Half the Arabs were aimed only with knives and stones; had
the Indian infantry stood its ground the guns could have stopped
them cold with a few rounds rapid-fire.
almost smothered.

As it was, the column was

The teams of two of the four British guns were

shot, and the grans had to be abandoned.

The platoon of British in¬

fantry (Dorsets), some of the 7th Rajputs and a mixed force of medi¬
cal officers and stretcher bearers fought a desperate rearguard action
all the way back to Ahwaz, assisted by the steady cavalry which
charged whenever the Arabs got too close.
was too shocked to defend itself.

The rest of the force

And the Arabs did get close - one

medical officer shot twenty-four Arabs with his revolver and then
fired over two hundred rounds from a rifle at point-blank range
The Persian transport drivers fled, and most of the severely
wounded had to be abandoned to the Arabs.
once.

lO

They were all killed at

As the force struggled back to Ahwaz leaving behind it a

carpet of dead and wounded, it found that the Arabs had occupied the
last intervening ridge between it and the British camp five miles
away.

A desperate attack was thrown at this ridge at once, the cav¬

alry dashing round to the south of it while a handful of British in¬
fantry drove the Arabs off with the bayonet.

From here it was possible
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treat and Arab attacks soon died away.

The figures for British casu¬

alties in this confused action range between two and three hundred
out of an original force not much more than a thousand strong.

The

Arabs suffered even more severely, losing two to three hundred killed,
including many leaders, and about six hundred wounded.

19

These two British reverses finally shook loose the desperate¬
ly needed reinforcements from India, though only under duress.

On

the 4th Cox sent a report to the India Office in which he emphasized
that all but one of Khaza'al's tribes had deserted him to join the
jihad, and that the revolt had spread to the east and south-east of
Ahwaz.

There was substantial danger of the Turks’ getting down to

the Shatt to the north and east of Basrah, and the oil fields, which
had already been cut off, might be captured or destroyed.

On the

next day Lord Crewe, with the cabinet's support, peremptorily order¬
ed India to send another brigade to Mesopotamia.

The Viceroy was

informed that he and Duff were relieved of responsibility for the
consequences they feared this would bring in India.

20

On the 7th of March India reported that it was sending the
33rd Infantry Brigade and a howitzer battery to Mesopotamia at once.
At the same time the War Office agreed to provide two aircraft for
Mesopotamia, but they could not spare aviators, for which India would
have to ask Australia or New Zealand.

On the 10th Lord Crewe wired

that the 30th Infantry Brigade (also Indian) would be sent from Egypt
to reinforce "D", which would raise the force's strength in infantry
to two divisions, and asked if India could supply the deficiencies
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replied that it was impossible for India to do so.

Hardinge

On the 21st of

March the three undivisioned brigades which had been sent or were
on the way, the 12th, 30th and 33rd, were organized as the 12th In¬
dian Division under the command of Major-General G. F. Gorringe.
This division never did receive the auxiliary services and artillery
which proper divisions have, however, and this must be borne in
mind when references are made to it.

21

During the month of March the Turkish preparations for their
attack on Basrah moved toward Cbmpletion, but British reinforcements
were now on the way from overseas and the situation was no longer
critical.

The Tuiks were no longer tying down substantial numbers

of British troops at Qurnah because of the floods, so most of their
troops there were gradually withdrawn and sent to the wings before
the end of the month.

At Nukhaila on the right wing, from which

the main attack would come, there were

7,600

Turks with 12 guns and

lB, 000 Arab auxiliaries on 28 March, but they were not yet ready to
move on Shu*aiba.

The reason for this was that their supply line

down the New Euphrates had been partially interdicted by a force of
armed river steamers based at Kurmat Ali which the British had set
up in early March.

The Euphrates Blockade Force, as it was called,

had seized control of the river as far up as Ghabishiya, the head
of navigation for large ships, so supplies for 25,000 men had to
be borne by animals across the desert for the last forty miles. Ac¬
cumulating enough supplies and ammunition to fight a large battle
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would require about another fortnight,

Daghestani*s force near

Ahwaz had swollen to 1500 Turks, 3000 Arabs and two guns by April,
and there another 4000 hostile irregulars in the vicinity, but the
heavy losses the Arabs had taken on 3 March had made Ghazban tindesirous of mixing again.

Daghestani’s orders were to march on

Mohammerah, and the British detachment under Robinson was not strong
enough to stop him, but he was unable to do anything because of the
unreliability of his Arab allies.

22

Meanwhile British reinforcements were landing to bolster
the defenders of the Shatt.

The 12th Infantry Brigade had already

landed at Basrah in the first week of March; the 33rd Brigade from
India arrived for the most part between the 17th and the 25th, and
the 30th from Egypt disembarked on 6 April.

The cavalry reinforce¬

ments which arrived in early March justified the creation of the 6th
Cavalry Brigade.

Thus there were two infantry divisions and a

cavalry brigade in Mesopotamia by early April, and India therefore
decided that the force should be organized as an army corps (on 18
March).

OO
0

This raised the problem of providing a senior commander

and a larger staff.
Lieutenant-General Barrett had proved a cautious soldier, as
befitted a commander in a distinctly secondary theatre whose main
duty was not to get into

a situation which would require that he be

reinforced unless absolutely necessary.

Hardinge and Duff were not

pleased with this - the "On to Baghdad" movement had gained a power¬
ful hold over the Delhi staff wallahs - and took the opportunity to
replace Barrett with a more aggressive man.

General Sir John Nixon

arrived at Basrah on April and took over command from Barrett, "whose
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health had "been failing."

Nixon asked for Major-General. Sir

Charles V. F. Townshend as the new commander for the 6th Division,

25
which position Barrett’s departure also left open. '

India's

changed attitude toward Mesopotamia, and Nixon's orders, and the
extraordinary personalities of these two men were to have the
most sweeping effects on the future course of the campaign.

How¬

ever, they had little or none on the denouement of the Turkish
counter-offensive which was now approaching, so they will "be left
till later.
On the 11th of April, the British had most of a Brigade at
Qurnah, a "brigade at Ahwaz, and a "brigade and a half at Basrah.
At the crucial point eleven miles west of Basrah at Shu'aiba there
were the l6th and the 18th Infantry Brigades, the 6th Cavalry Bri¬
gade, the 10th Royal Field Artillery Brigade and a mountain "battery
plus some divisional troops.

Qurnah was flooded out and Daghestani

was unable to move in Arahistan "because of his allies* timidity; the
three-pronged counter-offensive would "be settled "by a single "battle
at Shu'aiba.

The Turks were virtually "beaten "before they started.

The interior lines of the British had allowed them to leave two of
the three attacking columns dangling foolishly, at the end of long
and difficult supply lines while they concentrated their strength
against the only dangerous column.

The Turks at Nukhaila were at

the end of a ninety-mile supply line, half of it across the desert,
while the British were only eleven miles from their seaport "base.
Furthermore, all the British troops were regulars, while the major¬
ity of the Turkish force was undependable Arab tribesmen.

There is

a feeling of unreality to the Turkish attack, as if they did not
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through the motions.

The British entrenched camp at Shu’alba, with a perimeter of
three and a half miles, was situated on level ground which rose to
a slight elevation at its western face, and it had its rear towards
Basrah securely guarded by the overflow of the New Euphrates.
map.)

(See

Within the perimeter, which consisted of an irregular line

of entrenchments behind barbed wire, the only noteworthy features
were an old walled serai known as Shu'aiba Fort at the center of
the western face, and a brick kiln sixty feet high known as Kiln
Post just south of the point where the entrenchments bent east to
form the northern face.

A few hundred yards north of the Shu'aiba

trenches was a grove of palm trees and a half-dozen houses (the
summer residences of Basrah's prominent citizens), and about nine
hundred yards north was a small hillock known as North Mound.

A

little more than a mile south-west of the south salient of Shu'aiba
was a similar feature called South Mound.
Except for these features the ground around Shu'aiba was al¬
most featureless and altogether treeless.

But Shu'aiba lay on the

edge of the rolling country which was desert proper, and some two
miles to the west there was a scarcely perceptible ridge, marked at
its southern extremity by the Watch Tower of Zubair.

This ridge con

cealed a slight depression at the bottom of which was Barjisiya Wood
beyond the wood the ground rose again gradually to a featureless
plain.

To the south and south-east of Shu'aiba respectively were
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The spring floods had posed a severe problem for the line
of communications between Shu’aiba and Basrah, for by April the
whole intervening distance was under from six inches to six feet
of water.

There were two ways of crossing the lagoon; men and

mules could wade six miles to Old Basrah and then march four'to
Shu’aiba, and bellums (nothing bigger) could be poled across eight
miles direct to Shu’aiba.

Men on foot could not use the latter

route, as it was crossed by a creek too deep to wade.
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The forces in Shu’aiba, mainly the 6th Division, were under
the command of Major-General C. I. Fry, the senior brigade com¬
mander, in the absence of the new divisional commander.

On the 9th

a party of horsemen reconnoitred the camp at daybreak, but were
driven off by British cavalry; on the 11th four thousand Turkish
infantry were seen advancing to Shwaibda and Turkish cavalry oc¬
cupied Barjisiya Wood.
were driven in.

During the afternoon British cavalry patrols

An attack was obviously imminent; the Turks had

at last completed their concentration.

The British force in Shu’aiba

numbered about 5,500 regular soldiers; the Turks had more than six
thousand (but many recruits) and three times that number of Arab
auxiliaries
Nixon in Basrah decided to send the 30th Brigade to Shu’alba
the next day with a mountain battery; the brigade’s commander, MajorGeneral Melliss, would take command on arrival as the senior officer.
He placed the 6th Division staff at Melliss’s disposal.

Fry reported

from the camp that he considered the troops seen on the 11th as the
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Major Leachman, an experienced traveller in Arabia, was the
Political Officer with Divisional Headquarters at Shu'alba, and by
maintaining close touch with his desert friends through Zubair he
was successful in obtaining the latest information on Turkish move¬
ments and intentions before the battle.

Before nightfall on the

11th, he was able to furnish Fry with detailed information on the
Turkish plan of attack for dawn on the 12th.

The attack would be¬

gin at 5 a‘in* with the main blow-being struck by Turkish troops
against Shu’aiba Fort from the south-west.

Arab irregulars would

attack on both flanks of the Turkish advance.

All tents were struck

and the troops were stood to arms, the l6th Brigade holding the
northern half of the perimeter and the l8th the southern.^
The attack began according to plan at 5 P*m* , when a heavy
rifle fire was opened on the Fort from the south and west.

Skirm¬

ishers appeared on the desert, backed at a distance by dense columns,
and the British picquets wepe withdrawn.

Shu'aiba’s guns began drop¬

ping shrapnel among the Turkish columns, and the advance halted at
nine hundred yards from the British wire while the Turkish guns be¬
gan to search for the British batteries.

Twelve Turkish guns distri¬

buted in an arc from west to south of Shu’aiba opened fire on the
camp at 5s^5 (sunrise); they were mostly on the forward slopes of
Barjisiya Ridge and South Mound and were without shields, while the
British artillery was well dug in and concealed.

Within fifteen min¬

utes the British artillery had located and silenced most of them,
causing severe loss to their crews.

They were withdrawn in the middle
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At 6:10 the Turkish infantry made a determined advance
against south salient extending around vest of the Fort up to
Kiln Post, but most of their artillery had already been silenced
and by 7:00 a.m. the attack had been repulsed -without difficulty.
Leaving small parties in observation the Turks retired and dug in
at 1700 yards from the British lines.

At nine a.m.the enemy ap¬

peared on the north face for the first time.

A large body of Arabs

occupied North mound, from which during the next day and night they
made half-hearted attempts to advance which were easily broken up
by small-arms fire.
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The rest of the morning was quiet at Shu'aiba.

When in obe¬

dience to his orders of the previous day General Melliss arrived at
the Zubair Gate of Basrah with the 30th Brigade to proceedto Shu’aiba
by bellum just after the first attack on the camp, it was. found that
all the local boatmen had prudently disappeared. Without boats it
was impossible to reach the battlefield (which could be seen easily)
by the direct route, and so at 8:15 Melliss was ordered to leave his
artillery behind and wade across to Old Basrah with the 30th Brigade.
Two hours later, when Melliss’s brigade had made it one-third of the
way across through water up to their knees, Fry at Shu'aiba sent a
message to Nixon at Basrah urging that it turn back as he was in no
great danger.

He could only send two battalions to cover the land¬

ing of the 30th at Old Basrah, he said, and warned that Melliss might
easily be cut off and overwhelmed.

Melliss was recalled about noon,

and the 30th Brigade was all back at Basrah by 3 p.m.^2
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The lull in the fighting at Shu'alba continued until 2 p.m.,
the only incident being an unsuccessful attempt by thirty Turkish
mahelas to sail into the area between Shu’aiba and Basrah.

The Turks

came on in strength against the south salient at 2:15, and Arabs ex¬
tended the attack right down to the water-line on the British left
on this occasion.

The Turks again showed great determination, but

the Arabs displayed no zeal to close the British.

By 3 p.m. the
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Turkish attack had again withered away.
By 4 p.m. eighty be Hums had been collected at Basrah to ferry
Melliss and as many troops as possible to Shu'aiba, but the boatmen
would not man them for any price.

Volunteers from an Indian battal¬

ion were vised instead, and at 4:30 Melliss, his staff, and most of
the 24th Punjabis pushed off in the bellums for Shu’aiba.
than a battalion could be taken in the boats.

No more

The first part of the

trip was easy, but officers and men spent the last hour pushing the
boats through glutinous mud under fire.

Melliss and the leading boats

arrived at 8:30 p.m. as the day’s third attack, which had been launched
against south salient at dusk, was just dying away.

On the return

journey the bellums were attacked by hostile boats in force and twentytwo men were lost.

The Turks now established control of the lagoon

between Basrah and the besieged camp, and no further convoys got through
34

to it during the three-day battle.
Melliss did not take command at once, for it was dark and he
did not know the lay-out of the camp well.

Turkish wire-cutting

parties made bold attempts to. get into the trenches all night, but only
one succeeded and it was quickly exterminated.

At 3:30 a final, fourth

attack was thrown against the entrenchments and was repulsed.

Melliss
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The great

counter-offensive which had "been "building for months had shot its
"bolt, and British casualties in Shu* alba only amounted to five killed
•35

and sixty-six wounded.'

It remained to drive the Turks away from Shu’alba and the
whole Basrah area.

It has "been observed before that the Turks ex¬

celled at infinitely stubborn defensive fighting, and this was what
they would now be doing.

Once the British were out of their trenches

in the open, any reverse might be fatal; the hordes of Arabs were not
a danger to a cohesive force, but they were past masters in falling
on defeated forces, cutting them in pieces and massacring them.

The

worst fighting was still to come.
Sulaiman Askari was in command of the Turkish force at Shu'aiba,
but he had to be carried about on a stretcher.

His second in com¬

mand, 'Ali Bey, therefore assumed most of the duties of executive com¬
mander, and after the abortive attack on the night of 12 April ’Ali
urged a withdrawal to Barjisiya Wood before daylight.

If the Turks

entrenched there and awaited a British counter-attack they would have
a much better chance, he felt.

He was right, but Sulaiman had his

career staked on the success of the counter-offensive and probably
feared that the Arabs might desert if the Turks abandoned the attack
on Shu’aiba.

He ordered

f

Ali to renew the attack the next morning.^

From Melliss's headquarters at Kiln Post numbers of Arabs could
be seen at dawn on the
light.

13th advancing from North mound on the British

Soon after a large number of bell-urns filled with Arabs and

Turks were seen moving on Old Basrah as if they intended to advance
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on the northern perimeter was only a diversion.

It was a risky mano¬

euvre that the Turks were attempting, hut if it had succeeded it would
have meant the fall of Basrah, "D" 's only link with the outside world,
and all the scattered detachments at Shu* alba and Ahwaz and Qumah
would have succumbed automatically.

Once discovered the Turks quick¬

ly turned hack, however, and the British turned their attention to the
troublesome Arabs on their northern perimeter.

vj

At 7:00 a.m. the whole cavalry brigade moved out through the
northeast corner of the camp's defences and trotted north along the
edge of the flooded area.

Its orders were to clear North mount of

Arabs if possible, but not to become committed against heavy opposi¬
tion.

The cavalry advanced along the flooded shore to a small wood

and wheeled left; it then came under heavy fire from troops advanc¬
ing from North mound.

The lead squadron, the 7th Hariana Lancers,

charged and scattered them but came under a murderous fire from strong¬
ly-held trenches behind the mound.

The order was given to wheel about,

and the cavalry withdrew under severe enfilading fire, taking heavy
casualties.
Melliss now ordered De] amain to attack North mound with his
16th Brigade, his advance to be supported by the whole of the British
artillery.

The advance commenced at 10:30, and though the Arabs on

the mound held out with extraordinary tenacity (ninety dead were
found there alone) the mound was in British hands by 11:00 a.m. and
the Arab garrison was in full retreat.

The Turks to the west of the

camp were now beginning to show some signs of life, and desultory at-
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so Melliss decided to continue the clearing movement vhich the l6th
brigade had begun.

He put the cavalry brigade under Delaraain's

orders, and sent out tvo more battalions to him.

Delamain vas or¬

dered to vheel right around so that his right flank vould rest on
North mound and his line vould be facing south-vest; he vas then to
advance right across the front of the camp clearing the enemy avay
as he vent, the cavalry brigrade operating vide on his right.

Ar¬

tillery support vould be provided him from the camp.
The advance commenced early in the afternoon, and soon ran
into stiff resistance.

Dislodging the Turks from successive lines

of veil-constructed trenches, Delamain drove across the British
front; by

2:30 he had cleared avay all enemy forces from the vicin¬

ity of the camp and had taken four hundred prisoners and captured
tvo mountain guns.

He now proposed to advance on South mound three

miles distant, vhere the Turks and Arabs seemed to be concentrating.
His troops vere exhausted, however, having been under arms contin¬
uously since the previous afternoon.

Melliss decided it vas too

late in the day to begin a general engagement with the main Turkish
forces, with the attendant risk of being caught by the Arabs in the
open after dark, and ordered Delamain* s force to withdraw to the camp
at 3:00 p.m.

This they did without further fighting, and the night

passed undisturbed by Turkish attacks or harassment.

British casu¬

alties for the day had been only 132, and the Turks lost an esti¬
mated thousand men besides the four hundred prisoners.

Furthermore

the Arabs had been badly shaken up, and did not support the Turks
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At dawn on the l4th of April Melliss saw considerable bodies
of Turks near South mound, and noted that the immediate vicinity of
Shu'aiba was clear.

Sensing that the Turks had been badly shaken by

the events of the previous day, he decided to continue the offensive
at once without waiting for the 30th Brigade.

He had received re¬

ports that the Turks were beginning to withdraw to their base, and,
knowing that the line of advance from Old Basrah to Shu* alba was
still closed, he was unwilling to risk the Turks' getting away while
waiting for reinforcements which would probably be delayed.

He

ordered the whole force less two battalions as camp guard to start
out at 9 a.m. for South mound.

The enemy was to be engaged wherever

found.

’-30,

The British force actually moved out at 9

the l6th Bri¬

gade in the lead with its left directed on a point just west of South
mound.

Because Melliss suspected the possibility of an attack from

Old Basrah or Zubair to his left, he echeloned the 18th Brigade back
at a sharp angle on the left of the l6th.
flanks and the front of the force.

The cavalry covered both

As the British moved on South

mound numerous groups of infantry advanced on their right from the
direction of Barjisiya Wood, only to be driven out of sight behind a
fold of ground by Melliss*s cavalry.

The mounted troops holding South

mound evacuated it before the British cavalry reached it, and Melliss
established his divisional headquarters there at 10:30 a.m.

Ln

The Turks had formed no definite plan of action for the l4th.
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of it were driven hack from the right of MeHiss's force during the
morning they dug in at the eastern edge of the wood and awaited at¬
tack.

The trenches they dug were shallow and did not provide pro¬

tection from shell-fire - they were in fact little more than lines
of rifle-pits.

They were extremely well-sited however.

The first

line was at the bottom of a glacis-liKe slope leading down seven
hundred yards from the crest of the ridge, and was thus screened from
direct artillery observation; the second was five or six hundred
yards further back on rising ground and was difficult to spot amid
small shrubs and against a monochrome background.

Both lines had

an excellent field of fire against troops advancing from the east.
There was not time to dig communication trenches, however, so that
lil
reinforcement or ammunition re-supply would be most difficult.
On occupying South mound Melliss had realized the position
of the Turksih main body and had satisfied himself there was no dan¬
ger to his left from Old Basrah.

While his brigades realigned them¬

selves to face west (the 18th Brigade now moving up into line with
the l6th and shifting to its right) Melliss rode out to reconnoitre
the Turkish position.

He was able to deteimine that its right flank

lay north of the Watch Tower, but in the mirage he could not discern
its left.

Returning to South mound around 11:00 p.m., he ordered

the 16th Brigade to direct its left on the Watch Tower and engage the
Turkish right and center.

With the 18th and Cavalry Brigades he hoped

to drive back the Turkish left and threaten the enemy’s line of retreat
on Nukhaila

b2

- i4o By 11:15 it became evident that the Turkish line overlapped
the British right considerably and extended right down to the water’s
edge at the north of the woods. Melliss had to abandon his plan to
turn the Turkish left and order the 18th Brigade into line on the
right of the l6th. Suddenly at 12:20 the advancing troops topped
the slight ridge east of the Turkish line, at distances from it vary¬
ing from four hundred yards on the British right to nine hundred on
the left. They were met by such a volume of well-directed fire as
they moved silhouetted against the skyline that the advance halted
at once. A large proportion of the British casualties occurred at
this point.
The British firing line had been checked before it had reached
the edge of the slope, with the result that for some time the men
could only see to fire by sitting, kneeling or even standing. The
British then attempted to advance by short rushes, but Turkish fire
discipline was excellent and each rush was met by massed, accurate
rifle fire as from a tap, turned off again immediately there was no
target. The British artillery concentrated all its fire on the Turk¬
ish trenches, ignoring the opposing guns altogether, and between 1:00
and 2:30 p.m. half the reserves and the dismounted cavalry brigade
were thrown in on the right, but by 3:00 p.m. the fight had become
virtually stationary. The British right was pinned down from the
first by enfilading fire from the overlapping Turkish left; the l6th
Brigade had made some progress earlier but when it got to within four
hundred yards it too was stopped.

ILO

The British position was now becoming extremely serious. Little

- l4l time was left if the British were to take the Turkish line before
dark, and if they did not, then they faced the prospect of a sixmile retreat to the camp at night carrying large numbers of wounded,
with the Arabs taking the hindermost.

The heat of the day was in¬

tense and the soldiers pinned to the "bare slopes were desperately
thirsty and tired.

Commanders reported the extraordinary phenomenon

of officers and men, many of whom had never before been under fire,
taking ten or fifteen minute naps as their units were being gradually
decimated.

"The general condition was that of alternate men sleep¬

ing, while their next door neighbors fired with slow deliberate aim:
there was a complete absence of rapid fire."

Men and guns were run¬

ning low on ammunition, and orders had already been written for a
withdrawal to Shu’aiba via South mound.
The tenacious resistance of the Turks was also nearing the
breaking point.

It was impossible to get reinforcements or ammuni¬

tion up to the front trenches across the bullet-swept slope behind
them, and the rain of British shrapnel had gravely thinned the strength
of the force holding them.

At 4 p.m. the Turkish guns ceased firing.

Part of the British firing line, which by now had advanced to within
two hundred yards of the Turks, realized the situation.

Led for the

last time in Mesopotamia by officers brandishing swords, parties of
infantry dashed forward at 4:15 p.m. into the Turkish lines.

The

rest of the British line followed, and the front trenches opposite
the whole line were iron and numbers of Turks captured by 5 p.m.
remained the second line.

There

The British were on the point of attacking

that when its garrison put up a white flag.

Almost immediately a

mass of fugitives were seen to leave the far side of Barjisiya Wood,
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and the Turks and Arabs from the second line followed at once in a
disorderly rout.

The British troops were too exhausted to pursue

and the artillery had hardly any ammunition left, so they got away.
There was just enough daylight left to gather upihe wounded and return to Shu’alba, where the force arrived at 8:30 p.m.
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In Barsijiya Wood ’Ali Bey imployed Sulaiman Askari to give
orders for a general retirement.

At last the general agreed, very

reluctantly, and 'Ali turned and went to pass the word.

Before he

had gone a couple of hundred yards he heard the report of a revolver:
Sulaiman Askari had blown his brains out on his stretcher.
buried at Nukhaila.

He was

4s

British casualties on the l4th were 1,062, a rate of loss of
twenty per cent.

Turkish losses for the three days were about six

thousand, of whom two thousand were Arab tribesmen, and the British
took seven hundred and forty-two prisoners.
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By this criterion a-

lone Shu' aiba-Barjisiya was a tremendous victory for the British,
but there are more meaningful criteria by which it may be judged.
Never again did the Turks threaten Basrah, and never again was the
British hold on the delta region of lower Mesopotamia imperiled in
any way.

Shu'aiba determined that the British were in Mesopotamia

to stay.
The Arabs had been generally useless to the Turks during the
battle.
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During the retreat to Nasiriya they proved just hov dan¬

gerous they could be.

The British Euphrates Blockade Force captured

the Turkish mahelas and blocked the river, so the fleeing Turks had
to take the desert route.

As they labored along the southern shore

- 1U3 of Hamar Lake they were set upon and butchered by their erstwhile
allies, the Arabs, and it uas only with a remnant of his force that
'Ali Bey won through to Nasiriya.
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CHAPTER

VII

"TOWNSHEND’S REGATTA:"
The Conquest of Basrah Vilayet, May-July 1915

By April 20th, one veek after Shu’aiba, there were no Turkish
troops within one hundred miles of Basrah.

The initiative passed, in¬

to British hands, and Nixon, the new commander, was free to choose
from several alternatives.

He could advance on Nasiriya, where there

were six to seven thousand Turkish regulars with twenty guns, hut
where he could expect to meet with little resistance because of the
disorganization and demoralization caused by the recent retreat from
Shu’aiba.

He could advance up the Tigris from Qurnah to 'Amarah, in

which case he would be opposed only by four Turkish battalions with
eight guns.

Or he could concentrate a force at Ahwaz with which to

operate against the Turkish force of eight infantry battalions, two
cavalry regiments and seven guns under Muhammad Daghestani.

In every

case he could expect to enjoy a superiority of force; in every case
his operations would be hampered bythe steadily increasing heat and
by severe transportation shortages on land and water.^
He had another alternative: to stand upon the defensive and
impose upon the Turks the supply problems of advancing to attack.
Certainly something would have to be done in Arabistan to start
the oil flowing again, but it would require only a couple of bri¬
gades to drive Daghestani back from Ahwaz to a point from which he
could no longer threaten the oil or unsettle the tribes.

Any major

advance would ease the Turkish supply problem to the same extent that
it would exacerbate the British, and it would grant the Turks the
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privilege of fighting on the defensive from prepared positions.

The

British could not afford to give away such advantages when fighting
O

Turkish troops as well trained and "better armed than they were.

The

aims of the expedition had teen accomplished, and Nixon's responsi¬
bility now was to establish a sound defensive position and make as
few demands as possible which would divert troops or supplies from
•3

strategically significant operations elsewhere.
Nixon chose instead to launch a major operation in Arabistan
as a preliminary to an advance to 'Amarah.

On the 17th of April he

began preparations for shifting a large force up the Karun to Ahwaz
by evacuating Shu'aiba and concentrating a striking force at Basrah.
On the same day he asked India to expedite the despatch of more river
steamers which would allow him to advance on Nasiriya at the condu¬
it
sion of his Arabistan and 'Amarah operations.

It was obviously a

decision based on other than strictly military considerations.

In

was the result of a recovery of nerve in India, and of her return to
an expansionist policy.
The continued tranquillity of India and the lack of serious
trouble on the Frontier had conspired with a succession of cheap and
spectacular victories in Mesopotamia to tempt the Commander-in-Chief
in India with ideas of conquest.

General Sir Beauchamp Duff, a sold¬

ier foribrty years, was under Kitchener's reformed system not only the
senior military officer who executed the decisions of civilian politi¬
cal authorities, he was also a shaper of. policy himself as the military
5
member of the Viceroy's Council.

Thus he knew that the Indian gov¬

ernment would welcome the conquest of Mesopotamia and its conversion
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into an Indian dependency if it were possible.

The poor Turkish

showing before the battle of Shu'aiba made this seem not unreason¬
able, and so on

2k March 1915 Duff draughted a fateful set of in¬

structions for Nixon, who was then on his way to Mesopotamia to
assume command.

They read:

Your force is intended to retain complete control of the
lower portion of Mesopotamia, comprising the Basra
Vilayet...and such portions of the neighboring terri¬
tories as may affect your operations.
2. So far as you may find feasible without prejudic¬
ing your main operations you should endeavor to secure
the safety of the oil-fields, pipeline and refineries
of the Anglo-Persian Oil Company.
3. After acquainting yourself on the spot with the
present situation you will submit: (i) a plan for the effective occupation of
the Basra Vilayet;
r
(ii) a plan for a subsequent advance on Baghdad.
These instructions implied that a decision had definitely
been reached by the Indian government systematically to conquer
Mesopotamia.

As a matter of fact, no such decision had been taken;

Duff was acting on his own.

The Viceroy maintained (to the Mesopo¬

tamia Commission) that he never saw these instructions before or after
they were given to Nixon.

7

Duff finally mailed the India Office a
O

copy on T April; it did not reach there until 2 May.

The Commander-

in-Chief later claimed that he was only doing what seemed prudent to
anticipate probable future instructions from London; that the plans
were only meant for execution if London issued orders to that effect,
and until this should happen telegraphic orders could restrict the
scope of operations to the desired extent.

9

However, Duff intended

the instructions to be taken, there is no doubt as to the way in which
they were taken.

General Nixon took his instructions to mean that he
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■was to take the offensive rather than stay on the defensive; he in¬
terpreted them as indicating a change of policy.

He did not know

that they had originated solely from Duff
Even had Nixon known this, however, it is unlikely that he
wDuld have acted differently.

He knew that the Viceroy was keen on

advancing further into Mesopotamia, and believed that he had been
selected for command in Mesopotamia because of his reputation for
aggressiveness and dash - as indeed he had.'1"1'

This was the turn¬

ing point of the Mesopotamian campaign: from the time of Nixon’s
arrival in Mesopotamia the initiative no longer came from the India
Office but from Nixon, acting in conformity with his offensive-minded
instructions from the government of India and with his own inclina¬
tions.

For the next eight months India, insulated from the grim

reality of Britain’s precarious position by a buffer of distance and
perspective, would pursue an irresponsible policy of expansion in
Mesopotamia, without receiving any reinforcement to the two divi¬
sions in the country and without making any improvement in the lines
of communication.

The result would be military disaster, disgrace

for those responsible, and the taking-over of the Mesopotamian cam¬
paign from India bythe War Office.

Nixon bears much of the responsi¬

bility for this reckless and ceaseless advance, but he must be excused
the blame for its initiation; that belongs to the Viceroy and the
Commander-in-Chief.
In General Nixon the Viceroy certainly obtained all that he
had hoped for by way of an aggressive commander.

Nixon, a cavalry

soldier and an avid sportsman, was a man of enormous energy.

He had

been a highly successful Army Commander in India and had got a name

- 152 for his daring at manoeuvres and tactical exercises.

As one of

his subordinates said, he "revelled in responsibility." He was given
to making far-reaching decisions without taking into account the
logistical and administrative side of the question; a natural leader
rather than a trained staff officer, he had little interest in or
understanding of the drudgery of detail which must support the opera¬
tions of modern armies.

He prided himself upon being a practical man,

and took the view common among the uninitiated that staff work was an
unnecessary frill - a man with ordinary "common-sense" who was will¬
ing to accept personal responsibility could match wits with a staffcollege education any day.

12

His close friend and subordinate commander, General Sir Charles
Townshend, a student of military history and strategy, summed him up
very well when he remarked that "Sir John Nixon was an excellent commander for savage wars."

J

But for a campaign against a civilized

enemy in which logistics was at least as important as tactics, Nixon
was less well suited.

Confronted with India's parsimony and with a

crippling lack of transport, he simply concentrated on the fighting
and left his administrative problems to cure themselves.

He com¬

municated his attitude to his staff, together with his secretiveness
about his intentions which extended even to those whose jobs required
them to know in advance, and he contrived to ignore the shortcomings
of his line of communications in making his bold offensive plans un¬
til at last they caught up with him
In

1915

he was nearing the close of his career (he was

57),

when he found himself suddenly presented with an opportunity which had
come the way of few of his contemporaries in the Army: supreme command
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in what showed every prospect of becoming an important and poten¬
tially brilliant campaign.

He arrived in Mesopotamia confident that

he had been chosen to convert a holding action into a great offen¬
sive, and he at once set at work planning a vigorous forward move¬
ment.

In this project he found a constant ally in Sir Percy Cox,

who was always anxious to increase British prestige in the eyes of
the Arabs.

With Cox verging valid political motives for further ad¬

vances and Nixon eager to set a victorious capstone on his military
career, it became almost impossible for authorities not on the scene
to resist the opinions of the senior military and political officers
in Mesopotamia as to the desirability or advisability of a forward
policy.

Combined with the territorial ambitions of the Indian gov¬

ernment, their opinions ultimately did become irresistible.

Nixon's plan after Shu'aiba, in fulfillment of Duff's instruc¬
tions, was to begin the conquest of the Vilayet by clearing Arabistan
of the Turks.

He was also considering an offensive aimed at 'Amarah

to begin in late May.

There might be a chance, he thought, of co¬

ordinating these two if the Arabistan operation went well, for the
Turkish forces above Qurnah and those near Ahwaz both had supply lines
running through 'Amarah.

An advance towards 'Amarah along either line

by the British would threaten to cut the other line and so endanger the
security of both forces.

But at the time the Arabistan operation be¬

gan he was not yet sure that he could break through at Qurnah during
the period of high water which would last until June or July.
On the 19th of April General Davision, in command at Ahwaz with
a little over a brigade of infantry, reported that Daghestani's force
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of two infantry "brigades and three to five thousand Arabs was still
in camp at Ghadir north-west of Ahwaz.

On the 21st Nixon began to

transfer the striking force he had assembled at Basrah for the Arabistan operation to the left bank of the Shatt; his decision to clear
Arabistan first had been strengthened on the 19th by the despatch of
a cable from the Secretary of State intimating that the Navy had
changed its tune and was now seriously concerned at the continued
closing of the pipeline.

But while the India Office sanctioned and

even requested the clearing of Persian Arabistan, it made it clear
that it was not in favor of an offensive policy.
Lord Crewe had not yet received a copy of Duff's instructions
to Nixon, but he nevertheless made his opposition to a major advance
clear.

In a telegram on 24 April, he directed that the present sphere

of operations was not to be extended except, perhaps, by local offen¬
sives on the Karun or towards 'Amarah, if these would contribute to
the security of the oil-fields.

He ended the telegram: "Strategi¬

cally our present position is a sound one, and at present we cannot
afford to take risks by unduly extending it.
in Mesopotamia."

We must play a safe game

Crewe added privately to Hardinge that though he was

ultimately in favor of occupying all of Basrah Vilayet, he thought
that to undertake offensive operations in the summer with little trans¬
port was unwise, and that he thought Nixon was inclined to a too am¬
bitious extension of operations.^
Nixon was every bit of that.

He had already orded prepara¬

tions begun for an attack at Qurnah the day before this message was
sent authorizing it.

In his operations in Arabistan and on 'Amarah

he was obeying the letter of the Secretary of State's message, but he
can hardly be said to have behaved in the spirit of it.

- 155 The operations in Arabistan lasted long enough to overlap
the Qurnah-’Amarah attack at the end of May, but it will be possi¬
ble to treat them without much reference to this other, more impor¬
tant offensive.

The clearing movement began with the march of

General Gorringe*s force up the Karun between 24 and

2J April.

Gen¬

eral Gorringe in over-all command of the operation had under his
command the 6th Cavalry Brigade and the 12th Infantry Division (two
brigades with him on the Karun and one at Ahwaz).

Daghestani, whose

force now amounted to only five ill-trained infantry battalions,
four grins, and a reliable core of one hundred regular cavalry, had
been ordered to retreat after the Shu'alba defeat, and by the 27th
of April when Gorringe reached Braika on the Karun (sixty miles
north of Basrah), the Turks had reached Ilia on the Karkha.
Gorringe did not continue north to Ahwaz to unite with the
third brigade of his division on receiving this news, but instead
began preparations to move directly on Ilia from Braika. So short
was he of land transport for a march across the desert, however,
that he had to send a part of his force ahead to form an advanced
depot and then fill it with sufficient supplies to last through any
projected operations before he could bring up the main body of his
force.

While he was so engaged the Turkish force crossed the Karkha

in flood and began to withdraw on 'Amarah.

The undisciplined Turk¬

ish infantry (they were almost all new recruits) was so disorganized
that a vigorous pursuit must surely have destroyed it, but Gorringe
was incapable of swift movement.

The gallant old cavalryman Muhammad

Daghestani (he was seventy years old) succeeded in keeping his near¬
helpless force together and ahead of the British with the assistance
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him.
The British reached the Karkha on the 7th of May and re¬
quired six days to cross; hy this time the Turks were reported at
Khafajiya.

On the 14th the British advanced west along both fai-nVa

of the Karkha to attack the mud-hut village of Khafajiya, the tribal
stronghold of the Bani Turuf who had murdered and mutilated the
British wounded in the action near Ahwaz on 3 March, and to try to
locate the Turks.

No Turks were found, Daghestani having fallen

back on 'Amarah, but on the 15th Khafajiya was destroyed.
using a sledge-hammer to crack a nut.

It was

The Bani Turuf fought re¬

markably well before being overcome by artillery and machine-guns
and masses of men.
times that number.

British dead were fifteen and Arab about ten
These were the only battle casualties suffered

during the entire Arabistan operation, for the British had now reach¬
ed the point furthest forward at which they could maintain a large
force.

Most of the force was now withdrawn to Ilia again, and one

brigade was sent back to Basrah for the forthcoming attack at Qumah.
Nixon ordered Gorringe to carry out demonstrations towards ’Amarah
in order to prevent the Turks from withdrawing troops from 'Amarah
to strengthen their front at Qurnah, so three battalions and a field
battery were left at Khafajiya.

Reconnaissances were car¬

ried out to Bisaitin and Umm Chir until the 29th, after which most
of the force returned to Ahwaz.

'Amarah having fallen to General

Townshend on 3rd June, however, one brigade was orderedto proceed
there instead to act as a garrison, and arrived on 14 June after a
harrowing march in intense heat through the salt marshes.1^

- 157 Though there vas no serious fighting in this operation, a
very heavy toll vas taken hy disease.

The hardships endured vere

extreme; the temperature at that time of the year in the Arahistan
desert -would have been 115° in the shade had there been any shade in the sun it vas l6o°.

Away from the Karkha there vas hardly any

drinkable water, though there vere brackish marshes all around.

The

less acclimatized troops had to be sent back, and there vere numerous
fatal casualties from sun-stroke, heat-stroke,

fever and dysentery.

Of 12,556 men with the force that set out across the Karkha on 24
April, over three thousand,had to be hospitalized.
units with the force vere "totally unable to cope."

The few medical
1 ft

The operations in Arabistan vere completely successful.

The

Turks vere cleared out of Persian Arabistan and the menace to the
oil-fields vas removed.

As soon as a large British force had mndp

an appearance the Bani Lam and the Bani Turuf had gone home, and the
rebellious Bawi bombastically offered to protect the pipelines and
the caraban routes.
ing again by 13 June.

The pipeline had been repaired and oil vas flow¬
The demonstrations made from Khafajiya toward

Bisaitin and Umm Chir had so effectively detained Muhammad Daghestani's
force that Townshend came up the river and reached ’Amarah before they
could retreat through it.

When the Turks finally reached 'Amarah and

found the British in possession, the advanced guard surrendered with
the loss of two guns.

The retirement turned into a disorderly rout,

and, harassed by murderous Arabs, the remnants of the force finally
straggled into Kut-el-Amara in small groups.^
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and Nixon laid plans for his next advance at Qumah, further corre¬
spondence vent on between the Viceroy and the Secretary of State
vhich reveals the growing divergence of their motives and aims.

To

Crewe, Mesopotamia remained a theatre whose limited goals had al¬
ready been mostly achieved and which was only suited to a defensive
strategy; to Hardinge and to most senior figures of the Indian gov¬
ernment it became a territory to be won by an offensive strategy.
The safety of the oil-fields, the only reason which the Secretary
had considered a justification for an advance to 'Amarah, bad al¬
ready been assured by the Arabistan operations, so in the Viceroy's
telegram to Crewe on 23rd May requesting permission for an advance
to there several ploys were used.

To make the advance more accept¬

able, a guarantee was solicited from Nixon in advance that he would
need no reinforcements to occupy the Basrah Vilayet.

The telegram

was not sent to London until one day before the proposed start of
the attack, though Nixon's plans had been firm since the 11th of
May.

20

India was quite obviously applying a combination of pres¬

sure and promises to get its own way.
This tactic worked and the Secretary of State sanctioned the
operation, on the condition that Nixon was satisfied that he could
maintain a sufficient garisson there over the summer when low water
would hamper the movement of what little transport there was.

But

Nixon must understand clearly that no more troops vouldobe sent to
Mesopotamia.

Crewe rebuked India for its tardiness in not consult¬

ing him before the last moment and reiterated that "Questions jointly
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Cabinet."^"
Crewe was not yet fully aware of the changed attitude of Delhi
towards Mesopotamia and had still not seen the crucial instructions
Duff had given Nixon which had marked the change.

To Nixon, who

knew India’s attitude, the contrast between the policies of Delhi
and home now became apparent from the much different tone of the
Secretary’s telegram, and on 25 May he queried India as to whether
the occupation of the Vilayet were still intended.

Army Headquarters

replied that Crewe’s telegram of the 24th did not conflict with Duff's
earlier instructions and that it was to be interpreted merely as a
warning not to depend upon reinforcements.

22

Nixon, reassured, con¬

tinued his preparations for the attack.
On 27 May 1915 a Coalition Government was formed and Crewe
resigned.

In his place came Sir Austen Chamberlain, who at once in¬

formed India that the policy of his predecessor was to remain in ef¬
fect.

Chamberlain, a perspicacious man, recognized at once the pecu¬

liar danger in Mesopotamia of being drawn further and further into the
country in order to disperse Turkish concentrations successively fur¬
ther back.

The flaw in this is, of course, that there is always a

point of concentration for potential attackers inland of the most ad¬
vanced outpost, and this coupled with Nixon's tendency to add to his
conquests could spell almost unlimited advance.

In his first letter

to Hardinge, Chamberlain wrote: "There is always the danger that the
General on the spot [i.e. Nixon] will see his own needs and opportu¬
nities so strongly that they will not take their place in the perspec-

- l6o tive of the -whole scheme of the war....But this is a danger against
which no man is "better fitted to protect us than yourself."2^
Chamberlain was quite right in his first remark: his only omission
was not to include the Indian govemement and Harding? himself in
the same category with Nixon.

When General Townshend arrived in Mesopotamia on 22 April to
t

assume command of the 6th Division, he went at once to see Nixon at

his headquarters in the British Consulate at Basrah. There he was
told that he would have command of the coming Qumah- *Amarah opera¬
tion and was to make his preparations as quickly as possible. On
the 24th he went up to Qumah in a launch to have a look at his task.2^
It was an extraordinary task. The spring floods of the Tigris
and the Old Euphrates were nearing their maximum height, and east,
north and west of Qumah hardly anything could be seen but a vast ex¬
panse of water reaching to the horizon.

Qumah town was kept more-

or-less dry by means of* dykes and pumps which required constant atten¬
tion, but the only other objects projecting above the general inunda¬
tion were the sandhill islands held by the Turks to the North.
The garrison of Qumah were three infantry battalions of the
17th Brigade, a heavy artillery battery, a howitzer battery, a com¬
pany of sappers and miners, and the force*s bridging train.2-5 Most
were in the town or immediately north, with only a bridgehead being
held on the far (left) bank of the Tigris. The most prominent fea¬
ture of the British position was an obsrvation tower ninety feet high,
a rickety structure of wooden scaffolding with platforms at intervals.
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tensive view of the whole submerged countryside.
Looking north from the observation tower, Townshend found
the whole Turkish position laid out before him (see map and bird’s
eye view).

There was no trace of the Tigris in the general inunda¬

tion, but the main channel was known to have been mined by a group
of Germans under Lt. Muller who had been loaned to the Turks from
the Persian expedition.

The main Turkish positions were at Abu

Aran and Muzaibla at opposite ends of a long curved "island” (i.e.
sandhill) running five thousand yards north to south on the right
bank, and at their camp on the left bank just north of Ruta Creek.
All three of these positions which straddled the Tigris commanded
a bend of the river at close range, and the camp at Ruta in addi¬
tion covered an obstruction which had been sunk in the river just
below there.

Four to six thousand yards south of there a cluster

of five tiny sandhills projecting above the water served as a "cur¬
tain" position in advance of the main defenses.

Four of them were

on the right bank, the nearest one to the British outposts at Qurnah
being 3500 yards away, and only one was on the left bank of the in¬
visible Tigris.

The flood between Qurnah and the Turkish curtain

position was on the average not more than three feet deep, but wad¬
ing to attack the sandhills was out of the question as the area was
intersected by numerous irrigation channels and ditches as much as
twenty feet broad and ten feet deep whose location was hidden be¬
neath the inundation.

The floods were covered for the most part with

grass and weeds from two to five feet high, which gave sufficient
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cover to make a bellum invisible at five hundred yards.
The Turkish garrison was estimated to be only three batta¬
lions of regulars and a battalion of gendarmes, two thousand Arabs,
and ten guns
'Amarah.

It was commanded by Khalim Bey, -the Governor of

The Turkish position at low water would have been inde¬

fensible, but the floods made it most formidable.

Some fordable

route to the Turkish main positions might be discovered, but it
was extremely unlikely.

A turning movement around the left of the

Turkish curtain would be viseless, for the Tigris and deep Ruta
Creek would still shield the Turkish main positions from British
infantry.

A turning movement on the British left up A1 Huwair

Creek seemed a bit more promising, for it was navigable to

i

river-craft, but the Turkish gunboat Marmariss and more than a
thousand Marsh Arabs were stationed near the creek to prevent just
such a development.

Townshend left orders that a steamer was to

attempt to reconnoitre up A1 Huwair Creek to see how far it could
get and what kind of resistance it would meet, but he was not hope¬
ful.**
If it turned out that there was no way of turning the Turk¬
ish position, as looked most likely, then Townshend would be forced
to undertake a frontal attack by methodical stages as in siege war¬
fare.

Moreover, he would have to make all his movements by boat -

and only the unwieldy bellums of the country were shallow enough to
cross the flooded marshes and available in sufficient quantities to
make possible operations even with a single brigade.

Against every

tenet of his military training, in the first battle he had ever con-
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distasteful prospect of having to employ only frontal attacks against
the Turks without even the possibility of a credible diversion on a
flank.

The frontal attack, he grumbled, is "the most unsatisfactory

and costly manner of attack...[which] could not give decisive re¬
sults if the enemy stood to his guns."
Convinced that an attack across the flooded marshes in boats

•would be most unwise if any alternative would serve, Townshend re¬
turned to Basrah on 27 April and urged Nixon to combine a frontal
holding attack with his division at Qurnah with a strategic turning
manoeuvre by Gorringe's 12th Division from Ahwaz which would reach
the Tigris around Kala Salih.

This would automatically cause the

Turks to withdraw from Qurnah or face capture.

Nixon agreed that

the plan was a good one, and said that if Gorringe had a fight and
beat the Turks he might follow them all the way to 'Amarah.

This

was the origin of Nixon's order to Gorringe to demonstrate towards
'Amarah in mid-May which led to the capture of many of Daghestani's
men at 'Amarah early in June.

But, as we have already seen, the main

attack could not be made on this line because the British had insuf¬
ficient land transport to support Gorringe *s main force even half¬
way to 'Amarah at Khafajiya.

Townshend would have to continue his

preparations for the attack at Qurnah.

28

The longest part of the preparations was required to teach a
sufficient number of soldiers to handle the tricky bellums (which
carried ten men but were as a rule propelled by two punters - pad¬
dles being almost useless in the thick weeds).

A small training
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program had "been begun in March hy the 17th Brigade simply so it
could get around in its watery environment, so there were thirtytwo trained men per battalion on April l8th when a vastly expanded
training program was undertaken to turn out at least one hundred
and twenty-six boatmen per battalion and as many more as possible
to allow for casualties.

The men were told it was to deal with the

Arabs, but few were fooled.^
During April and May Qumah remained quiet, the only activity
apart from hundreds of soldiers spending their days poling back and
forth through the reeds being occasional night raids and incessant
sniping.

Once in a while a few mines were let loose in the river

by the Germans to float down and explode against the boom guarding
the bridge of boats at Qumah.

Eighty beiiinna were acquired per

battalion, and in addition rafts were obtained on which to mount guns
and machine guns to support the attack and floating field hospitals
to care for the wounded.

All this took time, but most of the larger

river craft which would have to be present were still up the Karun
supporting Gorringe’s force in Arabistan in any case.

On the 9th of

May the river steamer Shushan carried out a reconnaissance of A1 Huwair
Creek; Arabs concealed in the six-feet-high reeds maintained a heavy
rifle fire on the steamer from all sides at close range an^ severely
wounded the captain and other members of the crew.

When it became

evident that reeds eventually choked off this channel the Shushan
turned around and came back, bringing Townshend the news that there
was no way of flanking the Turks on the left either.
signed himself to carrying out a frontal attack.3°

Townshend re¬
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sive up the Tigris.

The object of the advance was "not only to drive

the enemy from his present positions...and capture his guns, but al¬
so to push him up river and occupy Amara, the operations to be con¬
tinuous."

On the next day Tovnshend submitted his plan as requested.

After dismissing the possibility of turning attacks and accepting the
necessity for a frontal assault first on the curtain positions and
then on the main position, Townshend outlined his plan.

He would have

available the l6th and 17th Infantry Brigades and two additional in¬
fantry battalions, a mountain battery, two heavy batteries and a
howitzer battery.

The Navy would provide its three sloops Espiegle,

Odin and Clio and the armed launches Shaitan, Lewis Pelley, Lawrence
and Miner plus two horse-boats carrying 4.7-in. guns.
Blosse Lynch and P.

Medjidieh,

1 would be available to transport troops upstream

once the breakthrough took place.
His principal mass would make a frontal attack on the islands
of the curtain line, which would betaken with massed artillery support
one at a time.

This movement would be assisted by an enveloping move¬

ment on the east bank by a minimum force to ■turn and take One Tree Hill
and enfilade the other positions from there.

The Navy sloops would

keep up with the progress of the bellum-bome troops towards the sand¬
hills, preceded by mine-sweeping launches.
A1 Huwair Creek to create a diversion.

A steamer would move up

It was anticipated that only

the isolated positions of the Turkish curtain would be taken on the
first day of battle, as much time would have to be spent moving the
artillery forward to within range of the main line of resistance.

Nixon
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this joint operation he should exercise command over the Navy as well
•51
as the Army.

Before describing the unique amphibious battle of Qurnah and
the brilliant pursuit which crowned its success, it is worth our
while to examine the singular individual, later so controversial,
whose flamboyant achievement it was.

Major-General Sir Charles Vere

Ferrers Townshend was a remarkable and most atypical soldier.
Townshend was born in England in l86l, and twenty years later
was gazetted to the Royal Marine Light Infantry as a subaltern.

His

most marked characteristic then and after was his open ambition even his biographer, a cousin, remarks on his "egoistical ’push'".
He was the most mobile young officer in the Army: as soon as he had
obtained one appointment by incessant importuning of everyone in a
position to do anything for him, he decided that he could do better
59

somewhere and began to agitate for another.

Wire-pulling among his

influential friends took him to almost every Imperial outpost where
action might be found.

From the Sudan in

1884

to the North-West Fron¬

tier in 1891 he managed to be in the right place at the right time,
and at the age of thirty he was appointed military governor of Hunza,
a post where he was completely on his own.

An uprising there in

1895

besieged him in the palace at Chitral for forty-two days, and his suc¬
cessful resistance brought him his majority and a CB.^
The "hero of Chitral" continued to seek out the battlefields of
Empire, fighting at Dongola, Atbara and Khartoum in

I896-I898 and get-
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ting an appointment to South Africa on the outbreak of war there,
where he distinguished himself at Bloemfontein.

•34

This very fact

that in a profession which more than any other dislikes "push" he
continued to find employment and rapid promotion is an indication
of his real worth.

But in the years "before the war his star "began

to shine less "brightly.
Many idiosyncracies, regarded with amused tolerance in
the young officer, proved less "becoming in the soldier
of standing and distinction. A passion for theatrical
society, gifts as an excellent raconteur and entertainer,
a constant flow of quips and quotations in French ob¬
scured some true merit. A remarkable knowledge of mili¬
tary history was warped by a lack of systematic training
and by a self-confidence which failed to impress. Townshend's abilities were thus, perhaps not unjustly, re¬
garded as unbalanced....35
Perhaps the most serious accusation his fellow officers could
bring against him was that he was un-British.

He was half a French¬

man, fluent in the language to the point of frequently writing his
diary in it, and married to the daughter of a French countess.
spent half of his leave in France.

He

His most striking defects were

those which an Englishman would complain of in the sterotype of a
Frenchman: his excitability, his flightiness, his love of talk, his
dramatic air.

Liddell-Hart struck closer to the bone: "...steeped

in Napoleonic lore, with Napoleon's example ever in his thoughts and
on his lips, he was a British Napoleon.

Endowed with a flamboyant

but undeniable genius, driven by a supreme egotism, with the same mag¬
netic power over his troops...he likewise [had] the same disregard of
his tools once they could no longer serve his purpose But that
came later.

The Townshend of 'Amarah was the man whom the Turks were

soon to regard as Britain's one great general^ and the man who was
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before.

Just before the first battle of Kut-el-Amara, and in the

midst of his phenomenal streak of victories, a pilot with the 6th
Division wrote:
'Alphonso', the troops call Sir Charles Townshend.
He sings "The Spaniard who blighted my Life" and is
a judge of champagne and of the dancing of the Gaiety
Chorus; also a master-strategist. The men love him,
and the Turks fear him, for he is lucky and victorious .38

The British plan of attack as it was finally formulated in
the operation order for the attack was Tovnshend*s creation: three
battalions of the 17th Brigade advancing from the northern outskirts
of Qurnah in fleets of be 11ms to take the Turkish sandhills on the
right bank one at a time under heavy artillery and naval support,
while the other battalion of the brigade (the 22nd Punjabis) seized
the lone Turkish sandhill on the left bank by surprise at dawn to
provide enfilading fire on the other islands of the curtain.

The

16th Brigade would be brought up from Basrah in ships just before
the attack and would not disembark (there was not room for them in
Qurnah, and nowhere else was there dry land); it would act as a mo¬
bile reserve for the attack on the Turkish main position on the se•50

cond day or as a pursuit force.
All this was Townshend's, but the idea of attacking in heliums
was not.

It was Nixon's idea, and Townshend did not like it.

Neither

he nor the 17th Brigade commander, Colonel Clirno, felt much confi¬
dence in the men's ability to manoeuvre the hundreds of heliums in
formation, and they feared this would aggravate to a dangerous degree
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the loss of control which officers always experience in "battle.
Against serious resistance it would he impossible to develop a
sufficient volume of fire from the infantry "boats, and a retreat
in case of failure, if it could he carried out at all, would cer¬
tainly involve leaving all the wounded.

The Navy was also most

concerned about its ability to stay abreast of the
the mined channel.

17th Brigade in

If the attack were imperative immediately, Town-

shend thought, then the gamble must be taken, but he was well aware
that within a few months all the difficulties of an amphibious at¬
tack would be obviated by the fall of the river, and he knew of no
good reason why the attack should be launched at once.

He deter-

llQ

mined to put the question to Nixon.
Nixon refused to postpone the attack, and shortly after set
the date of it as the 31st of May.

Had the Turkish position been as

formidable as Townshend thought it and had the defense been conducted
in a determined manner, then Townshend would have had the bitter ex¬
perience of being proved right by the near annihilation of his brigade.
The bellum attack across the flood was a brilliant piece of improvisa¬
tion, but improvisation is inherently inferior to careful preparation
and the employment of proven tactical formulae.

There was no urgency

to the advance to 'Amarah, and it could just as well have been done on
dry land two months later; under such circumstances improvisation was
reckless and wrong.
The British did not suffer for their recklessness because the
Turks at Qurnah were not at all the formidable force Townshend thought
he faced.

It was true that the flood season had made the Turkish posi¬

tion most difficult to approach, but it had also made it almost impossi-
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According to Turkish sources, there were seven

battalions of infantry, a battery of artillery, and a varying numIII

ber of Arab auxiliaries

to defend the Turkish position at Qurnah,

■which was more than the British expected to encounter.

In regular

infantry the Turks had only one battalion less than the British, and
they actually outnumbered the four British battalions who were to be
committed to the attack almost two to one.

But the position of the

Turkish troops, dotted about on islets in small groups without any
means of communication or supply except Arab boats, was quite hope¬
less.

The three Kurdish battsilions who held the curtain position

were beyond any possibility of aid from the main force around Ruta,
and the islands they held were not even close enough together for
mutual support.

They faced the certainty of being buried under ar¬

tillery fire without the capability of returning even a «rn«n frac¬
tion of it, and then of being taken one by one by a British force of
three battalions.

Recognizing the hopeless position of the Turkish

force at Qurnah, the Turkish Commander-in-Chief, had ordered the Tigris
detachment to retire about the 15th of May.

The thoroughly incompe¬

tent Turkish Commander at Qurnah, Khalim Bey, had replied that he had
not the means to do so and remained.

I»p

On the 28th of May the British held a full-dress rehearsal, and
the whole of the 17th Brigade was to be seen manoeuvring through the
reeds in its boats •

With the infantry be Hums were machine guns mounted

on specially constructed armoured rafts and the 30th Mountain Batteryon similar rafts, and light unarmoured rafts carrying the field ambu¬
lances.

All these craft were provided with light bamboo punt-poles,
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iary paddles. Townshend.; was agreebly surprised with the degree
of skill with which the boats were handled.

"It is not suggested

that all the hastily-trained punters were finished watermen, but
the general average was good enough to permit of the brigade de¬
ploying from line of march into line of quarter column, and ad¬
vancing thence to the attack in line of companies with a reason2|0
able amount of precision of manoeuvre.M J
On the 29th the l6th Brigade arrived from Basrah and lay
in the river in its ships.

It was over 110° in the shade ashore;

crowded between iron decks in the ships it was very bad. One hun¬
dred and seventeen men went sick from the heat that day. But on
the 30th Nixon arrived from his headquarters to observe the opera¬
tion, and that night everything was made ready for the attack to
be launched one half hour after sunrise at 5:30 a.m. on the 31st.
It was a still steaming night: at 4 a.m. a mashoof pushed off through
the clouds of mosquitos with a cargo of marker flags to mark the
channel that would avoid shallows to within wading distance of the
objectives. 44
The turning attack of the 22nd Punjabis had pushed forward in
its heliums lopg before and was now deployed in the marshes within
fifteen hundred yards of One Tree Hill. The column of warships lay
close below the bridge of boats at Qurnah, which would be opened to
let them steam through as soon as the advance started. The light
grew with tropical swiftness, and at five a.m. the sun shot up over
the horizon.

It was greeted with the roar of forty guns opening fire
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It was the first concentrated "bombardment

of the Mesopotamian campaign, and its effects were awesome.

The

Turkish troops in the curtain position were caught like rats in a
trap; the low-lying ground and the high water-level had not allowed
them to dig any deep trenches.

The heavy British howitzers were only

2650 yards from Norfolk Hill, on which they concentrated their fire,
and the tiny islet - it was only one hundred and fifty yards long was entirely hidden in rolling clouds of yellow fumes, from amid
which great mountains of earth shot up as the fifty-pound lyddite
shells plunged into the inferno in rapid succession.

To the wretch¬

ed Kurds cowering in their shallow trenches it seemed to be the end
of the world.^
At 6 a.m.

Espiegle steamed up through the bridge of boats,

preceded by the launches Shaitan and Lewis Pellev dragging a chain
between then to rake up the mines.

To everyone’s surprise only one

mine went off, and that just astern of Odin, the second sloop in line;
it later became known that the Turkish mines were electrically-fired
rather than contact mines, and the leads had become damp from long
immersion.

46

Townshend had made his headquarters in Espiegle.

As

the line of ships advanced up the Tigris sounding out the concealed
channel, the bellums of the main attack pushed forward from north of
Qumah, the Oxfords in advance to assault Norfolk and One Tower Hills
and the 103rd Mahratta Light Infantry moving out on the left to flank
these and take Gun Hill.

From a distance only the two punters of each

boat appeared, the other men and the boats themselves being hidden by
the three-feefe-high reeds through which they slipped easily.^
The sloops had been built a half-century before for the sup-
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and their thin armour was useless; one shell from a field gun below
the water line would sink them.

As they advanced they became the

main targets of the three Turkish guns on the sandhills which were
within range, and both Espiegle and Odin were hit several times.
But as the ships advanced further, keeping pace with the hundreds of
bellums moving through the reeds on their left, Turkish artillery
fire slackened and died away: not dreaming that the British would
attack across the flood, the Turks had dug their guns in too deeply
to depress enough to hit any target nearer than Fort Snipe.

At 6:30

the 22nd Punjabis on the left bank doubled the last four hundred yards
to One Tree Hill through shallow water under a straggling fire from
a handful of Arab irregulars and secured it; within minutes their ma¬
chine guns were delivering enfilading fire on Norfolk and One Tower
Hills.

The heavy guns had already switched their fire to the further

Turkish positions, but now the mountain guns were pushed forward and
swept the bald knob of Norfolk Hill with shrapnel, their rafts giving
a perceptible kick in the water every time they fired.

lift

At 7:00 the bellums carrying the Oxfords neared Norfolk Hill.
It seemed impossible that anything could be left alive on the little
patch of blasted sand and mud.
The boats were within three hundred yards when a ripple of
gray puffs ran along the crest of the hillock and the crackle
of musketry rang out, the bullets hitting the water with a
loud smack and ripping through the reeds; but the boats came
on and on their left two of the huts could be seen being
punted furiously forward, and soon the fevered stuttering of
two machine guns joined the general pandemonium. Within
fifty yards of the island the boats grounded, and the men
jumped out and splashed through the water towards the trenches.
Here and there one fell; but immediately, in a dark wave lit
by the flashing points of the bayonets, they seethed up the
dun-colored slope and over the crest, and the first position
was won.^9

-
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The trenches of the captured hill were half-filled with dead and
wounded; portions of bodies lay all around, dyed yellow by the lydd¬
ite.

Of twenty men left alive among the defenders, half were wounded.50
After the capture of Norfolk Hill Turkish resistance slackened

considerably.

The naval squadron had moved up the river and the guns

were all over the remaining Turkish positions; the Oxfords re-embark¬
ed and with the aid of the 119th Infantry took One Tower Hill by 9:30
at the cost of only two wounded.

Here a field gun and eighty-seven

prisoners were taken, most of the garrison having already fled.

The

103rd Mahratta L.1. meanwhile pushed steadily forward around the left
of One Tower Hill and approached Gun Hill through reeds so high they
could not see to deliver suppressive fire on their objective.

The

British artillery gradually asserted its superiority, however, and
by 11 a.m. the Turkish guns there ceased fire.

As the 103rd neared

the garrison ran up a white flag and surrendered.

It took the heliums

another half hour to reach the hill through the thick reeds; two guns,
one Turkish officer and one hundred and thirty-two Kurdish soldiers
waited to surrender.

51

The heat of the day was now extreme and the troops were ex¬
hausted from their long advance in the heliums.

Townshend decided

to suspend his attack until the morning, when he would assault the
main Turkish position from his newly captured islands.

Turkish losses

had been four hundred and twenty-eight men and three guns and "Townshend's Regatta" had a most successful first heat, but the main task
seemed still to be ahead.
While Townshend*s troops labored through the night preparing
for the new attack, Khalim Bey, the inept Turkish commander, lost his
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curtain position through his glasses without making any attempt to
save them, he now ordered an immediate retreat to ’Amarah. In the
retreat up the Tigirs he led the rout. 52
At dawn on the 1st of June all the British guns opened fire
on Abu Aran, and the 17th Brigade in its bellums began a turning move¬
ment around its western end. Townshend reports: "As we got under way
in the Espiegle, leading the ships and always preceded by the two
mine-sweepers, I noticed that the enemy's guns were strangely silent..
..in astonished silence we continued to approach Bahrah [Abu Aran].
An aeroplane approached

5-3

and, hailing the Espiegle, threw down a

message that the enemy had abandoned Bahran and were in full flight
northward."
The Abu Aran ridge was occupied, and troops pushing to its north¬
ern end fired on the last boat-load of Turks shoving off to embark in
their transports at Muzaibla. Townshend set about at once organizing
a pursuit, and in the meantime went up to Ruta to see if the iron
lighter sunk in the river as an obstruction really blocked the channel.
It was found that it did not, and a clear channel was swept of mines
and marked. After telling Nixon that he hoped to enter 'Amarah with
the Turks, giving them no breathing space to rally and organize a re¬
sistance, Townshend embarked, and just after 3 P*®* the naval flotilla
passed the obstruction and raced north after the Turks under full steam.

By evening the tail end of the enemy convoy was sighted, and
before 6:00 Shaitan in the lead had opened fire with her 12-pounder.
The three big sloops came up within range one by one during the next
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hour and joined in with their twin 4-in bow guns, concentrating their
fire on the big steamer Mosul and the gunboat Marmariss♦

Several hits

were made on each, and Mosul dropped the mahelas full of men and stores
it was towing to make better time.

Gradually all the other steamers

did the same, and by the time night fell about three hundred Turkish
troops, three field guns, and four lighters full of munitions had been
captured by the British.
By 8:00 p.m. it was pitch dark, and as the ships had now entered
the most difficult stretch of the Narrows it was decided to halt and
wait for moonrise before continuing.

The flotilla anchored just above

Ezra's Tomb close to some more Turkish lighters full of men and stores,
and their searchlights picked out the small steamer Bulbul submerged
in the river ahead, having been sunk by a shell from Shaitan.

The

pursuit got under way again when the moon rose at 2 a.m., the Odin
being left behind to guard the captures.

Townshend left his senior

general staff officer to unite the troops there as they came up the
river and send them on by brigades as soon as possible.
As the ships now proceeded higher up the river groundings be¬
came more frequent, for the sharp bends often left the 200-foot length
and nine-foot draught of the sloops little room to swing.
got off quickly, though.

They always

As the sloops steamed across the vast marshes

in the moonlight they had a most imposing and curious effect, for with
their masts and spars they looked more like great full-rigged sailing
ships than steamers.

About

k

a.m. the Marmariss was spotted ly¬

ing on its side ablaze; almost immediately Esplegle and Clio went hard
aground and could not be got off, and it became clear that this was al¬
so what had befallen the Turkish gunboat.^

Townshend and the Senior
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despatch steamer Comet and, after examining the burning gunboat,
continued the pursuit in company with the light gunboats Sumana,
Shaitan and Lewis Pelley♦

Two miles upstream they came upon the

Mosul tied to the bank and flying a white flag.

Aboard were sev¬

eral Turkish medical officers and a company of infantry who were
very glad to surrender, as they were in mortal fear of the Arabs
who were stripping and murdering the Turks who fell into their hands.
It was clear that the retreat had become a rout, and the four small
ships pushed on.
During the day they left behind the marsh country and humid¬
ity of the delta and entered a flat, grass-covered plain which stretch¬
ed endlessly away in all directions.

Arab villages were dotted along

the banks, and at 3*20 p.m. on the 2nd the ships arrived at Kala
Salih, having driven off some cavalry and a company of infantry out¬
side the place with a few shells from Comet1 s 12-pounder.

Kala Salih,

a town about the size of Qurnah, was decked out with white flags, and
as usual the Arabs gave every sign of friendship to the winner.

The

sheikh came aboard Townshend's vessel, and the British general, who
knew his Arabs, indulged in a clever bit of deception: "...1 ordered
him to collect supplies for 15,000 men....I said the 15,000 were hard
on my heels and would arrive shortly, hoping that... he would send on
the news to the Turks at Amarah by a camel-man directly I had left.
I thought that such information might dissuade the Turks from further
resistance, and induce them to abandon Amarah and continue their re¬
treat northward."The ships then steamed on until dark and tied up
for the night.

Only on this day did the first British troops arrive
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at Ezra's Tomb, "but in accordance with Townshend's instructions they
were landed there and the ships returned to Abu Aran for the other
"brigade.
On the morning of the 3rd the flotilla pushed on again, hut
Townshend called a halt at Abu Sidra twelve miles short of 'Amarah,
for there would surely he a defense at that town.

With a total force

of twenty-nine sailors and twelve soldiers he felt it would he ridic¬
ulous to proceed.

Captain Nunn wanted, to go on at once, hut Townshend

replied: "No, I won't do anything foolish."

Less than an hour later

he changed his mind and decided to dare it; sending the Shaitan on
two miles ahead, he followed with the other three ships at
Townshend was in luck.

9^5*^

Not only were the Turks in 'Amarah de¬

moralized, hut they had received word of Townshend's 15,000 phantom
troops and believed it.
remnants of the

38th

There were in the town not only some of the

Division from Qumah (others had steamed right

on past) with Khalim Bey, hut also an complete battalion of the Fire
Brigade Regiment; certainly enough troops to exterminate Townshend's
force ten times over.

The report of the closeness of Townshend's 'army*

had decided Khalim Bey to surrender, however, and those who world not
agree had to continue their flight up river.

57

Shaitan in advance rounded the bend below 'Amarah to see Turk¬
ish troops crossing the bridge of boats and embarking on a steamer on
the right bank.

At the sight of Shaitan (a launch with a crew of eight

sailors commanded by Lt. Mark Singleton) the bridge of boats was opened
and the steamer tried to get through.

A shot from Shaitan persuaded

the soldiers to abandon the ship, and Shaitan pushed on through the
open bridge of boats.

The town on the left bank was full of troops,
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two groups of one thousand and fifteen hundred soldiers could he seen
retiring northward.

Shaitan steamed right on without firing, and

none of those twenty-five hundred soldiers fired a shot either.

Then

she tied up to the hank and accepted the surrender of eleven officers
and two hundred and fifty men; the rest fled away from the river.

The

officers and the arms were brought aboard; the troops were ordered
to march downstream hack to ’Amarah keeping pace with the launch.
When the bridge of boats was reached the prisoners sat down in a coffeeshop on the right hank until time could he found to take them into
custody.*^
Townshend steamed up to the quay at ’Amarah at 1:30 p.m. in
Comet, to he met by Khalim Bey, the governor of the town, three or
four colonels and forty or fifty Turkish officers.

In a letter to

his wife he later said:
...[they] surrendered and gave up their swords and arms
to myself and twenty-two men, and I wondered why they
did not fall upon me and kill me. I gave them an awful
telling off in French for not having men’s rations and
biscuits in their stores at Amarah, because I said: Here
are all my troops arriving and I am short of food, and I
called them a lot of lazy Turks for not having proper food
management. You never saw such a scene as I made - and my
languaget All acted, for not a soldier could arrive for
nearly two days, and I was in a nice hole if they found
it out159
The Constantinople Fire Brigade battalion at the barracks now sent
word that it wanted to surrender.

A naval lieutenant was sent there

with a seaman, a marine and an interpreter; he found them drawn up
voider their officers, fully armed.
them down to the quay.

He took the salute and marched

Eight hundred prisoners were marched aboard

a lighter which was then anchored in mid-stream under the guns of the
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to surrender.^
During the afternoon the Shaitan was heard firing north of the
town.

It was though that she was harassing the Turks who had fled

earlier, "but when she returned it was found that she had spotted a
"body of two thousand troops approaching the town from the desert, ap¬
parently part of the force retreating from Arahistan.

When she had

opened fire the advanced guard of fifty surrendered and the rest of
the force fled north-west across the desert.

Portions of this force,

fearing to fall into the hands of the Arabs, later returned to the
town and surrendered also*

Messages had been received from downstream

that troops would arrive as soon as possible (Comet’s radio could re¬
ceive but could not send; Nixon had found out what had happened from
aerial reconnaissance), and as night approached the searchlight rays
of a steamer coming up could be seen, but she came no closer and it
became evident that Townshend would have to spend the night in the
town alone.

He had to guard prisoners who outnumbered his force

twenty times over, and at the same time maintain control over a hos¬
tile Arab population of ten to twelve thousand.

Four seamen held the

military barracks and two soldiers and a sailor the naval barracks;
the vessels kept a careful watch along the river-front.

A proclama¬

tion was issued that any inhabitant found on the street after dark
would be shot.

A quiet but extremely nervous night was passed, and

the Arabs did not realize the British weakness and begin to loot un¬
til daylight.

Just as it was getting out of hand at 6:30 a.m., the

2nd Norfolk battalion arrived.

Townshend, who had hardly slept or

eaten for days, reported: "There was great cheering, and then I laid

- l8l down and slept."^
During the day more troops arrived and the situation became
quite secure; Nixon himself arrived before evening.
great victory.

It had been a

In three days the 6th Division had advanced one hun¬

dred and thirty miles (as the river runs).

For the moment the river

was open above 'Amarah all the way up to just below Kut, where Ger¬
man engineers were constructing a barrier across it in desperate
haste.

British casualties amounted to only four killed and twenty-

one wounded (all at Qurnah); Turkish losses had been one hundred and
twenty in killed and wounded and 1,773 captured.

Twelve field guns,

five naval guns, and quantities of arms and ammunition had been taken.
The only Turkish gunboat on the river, a paddle steamer and a steam
tug had been sunk, and a steamer, two steam tugs and numbers of barges
and mahelas had been captured; these losses were especially serious
for the Turks as they could not be replaced.
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There is another aspect of this triumphal advance, however.
The British front line was now one hundred and eighty-five miles above
Basrah by the river, and the shortage of river-craft was beginning to
hamper greatly both operations and supply.

1

Amarah, in fact, may be

looked upon as a watershed of sorts, for beyond there the British trans
port difficulties became greater than those of the Turk.^

On 10 June Duff telegraphed Nixon asking his plans for the ef¬
fective occupation of Basrah Vilayet, to which Delhi wished to obtain
the consent of HJ4. Government.

Nixon replied on the next day that

he was preparing for an advance on Nasiriya, the capture of which would
accomplish that purpose.

He added that the capture of Kut-el-Amara
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above 'Amarah would render the British position still more effective,
as they would then hold both ends of the Shatt-al-Hai.

He would de¬

cide on this, however, after Nasiriya had been secured, and would
then report what reinforcements he would require.

Cox supported the

advance on political grounds, as Nasiriya was the chief town of the
Muntafiq.

Although a new Turkish commander with a good reputation,

Yusuf Nur-ud-Din, had taken command of the Mesopotamian theatre and
could dispose of between twenty and thirty very weak battalions with
twenty-one guns between 'Amarah and Baghdad, there was no threat of
an early attack at 'Amarah and it could be held by only two brigades
supported by heavy guns during the Nasiriya operations.
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India at once replied to Nixon that he must not expect any
reinforcements, but on the 13th the Viceroy recommended the Nasiriya
advance to the Secretary of State.

No answer was received, which

was assumed to signify assent, and on 22 June Nixon was told that'he
might proceed.

The debate engendered by Nixon's proposal of a further

advance to Kut will be dealt with in its proper context.
Nixon had adduced what he felt were good military reasons for
the occupation of Nasiriya: especially did he feel that a Turkish gar¬
rison at Nasiriya would be a serious permanent menaceoto his communi¬
cations extending up the Tigris.

The General Staff in India disagreed,

considering that it would constitute a serious dispersal.of force for
no compelling reason, and thought it particularly undersirable if an
advance were later to be ordered on Baghdad, as a detachment at Nasiriya
would weaken that advance.

Duff accepted Nixon’s recommendation over

that of his staff, but.:it must be considered that the advance was mnite
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In the strategical context such an

advance violated almost every tenet of military theory, as it split
available forces up, advanced on divergent rather than convergent lines,
and obliged the desperately scarce transport to maintain yet another
separate supply line beyond the two already operated on the Karun and
the Tigris.^
On his return from Ahwaz on

16

June General Gorringe of the

12th Division was entrusted with the command of the Nasiriya opera¬
tion, for which he was at first given one infantry brigade plus divi¬
sional troops, and a naval flotilla under Captain Nunn (the large
sloops were omitted as they were too deepfbr the shallow channels of
the Euphrates).

As it was anticipated that all movement would be by

water, no animal transport was arranged for.

The operation would

begin as soon as the river steamers returned down the Karun from the
support of the Arabistan operations.

The field guns of the force

would then be mounted on them, and mountain and machine guns would
be put on rafts.

As many bellums as it would be possible to tow would

be taken.
Nasiriya was eighty-five miles from Qumah, which was made the
base for the operation.

The approach had to be made via the Old

Euphrates and Hamar Lake because half-way to Nasiriya the New Euphrates
became unnavigable.

Nasiriya itself lay on the New Euphrates, however,

and it would be necessary to transfer to that river by moving up 'Akaika
Channel twenty miles below Nasiriya.
in the face of this operation.

There were two serious difficulties

Hamar Lake was in reality nothing more

than a glorified flood, and though at the end of June the tortuous
channel threading through it was five feet deep and could carry the
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force’s steamers, by the end of July the lake would fall so low that
even heliums would have to be dragged across a mixture of mud and
water, while larger ships could not make the trip at all.
advance would therefore have to be quick.

The force’s

Second, the ’Akaika Channel

had been dammedibr irrigation purposes in 1913 where it entered Hamar
Lake, and there was a four-foot difference in water level on the two
sides of it.
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In April and May almost all the Turkish regular troops in Nasiriya
had retired up the Shatt-al-Hai to Kut, but on 27 June when Gorringe
began his advance with the 30th Brigade (1,994 rifles) and a few hun¬
dred divisional troops many of the Turks had returned and it was esti¬
mated there might be as many as 1400 Turkish regulars at and below
Nasiriya.

The force reached the dam across the ’Akaika on the even¬

ing of the same day; the dam was found to be thirty feet thick at the
top and extremely solid.

Two Turkish Thomeycroft launches on the

far side were driven off by naval gunfire, and the engineers landed
and began depositing thirty Turkish mines which had been captured at
Basrah in deep holes dug in it.

The dam was blown the next morning

(28 June) and the explosion and the ensuing rush of water cleared much
of the channel.

The stem-wheelers which comprised the force’s trans¬

port could not breast the flood: "Tears and prayers was had recourse
to," said the bo’s’n of SS Assyria, "but proved no manner of use."
Finally the troops were disembarked and the ships were hauled through
with the aid of three ropes attached to each, and one hundred men at¬
tached to each rope.
been got through. 67

By the evening of the 3r<3- July all the craft had
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seven miles south-west to the point where it "branched off from the
new channel of the Euphrates. Where it joined the latter the Turks
held a position on its right "bank, and opposite this junction there
was a position on the Euphrates* south "bank held hy infantry and two
guns. On the 5^h of July the British attacked along hoth hanks of
the ’Akaika towards the Euphrates.

The Turkish position on the

right hank of the ’Akaika was turned and taken, and at noon British
troops reached the north hank of the Euphrates.

Here they were held

for a time hy fire from the south hank and hy pom-pom fire from two
Thorneycraft launches, hut hy 1:20 p.m. the infantry lining the north
hank and the guns brought up on rafts through the marshes behind them
had overcome the Turkish fire. White flags were hoisted on the Turk¬
ish position on the south hank, and the launches retired west towards
Nasiriya. The Turkish strength had been about one thousand troops,
hut most of them escaped before the British could bring up heliums to
cross the river.

Ninety-one prisoners and two guns were captured;
British losses were 109* 68
On the night of 8th/9th July Gorringe closed up to the main
Turkish position on hoth hanks of the Euphrates some six miles east
of Nasiriya. He met with determined resistance, and Arab information
disclosed that the Turks had two thousand troops with six guns on hoth
hanks, so Gorringe sent for reinforcements.

The level of Hamar Lake

was already so low that the ships had great difficulty in crossing,
hut between the 11th and the 13th most of the 12th Brigade arrived at
the British camp at Asani two miles below the trench lines.
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The Euphrates here vas about two hundred feet wide, with
narrow strips of land on either side, all the rest of the country
being under water at this time of year.

Even the narrow cause¬

ways of dry land between river and flood were cut by deep irrigation
channels.

The Turkish positions on both banks had their outer flanks

resting on marshes, and across the front of the right-bank trenches
ran the deep and broad Majinina Creek.

Gorringe decided to attack

at once, as soon the level of Hamar Lake would not permit ships to
reach him and as the Turks were being steadily reinforced.
The British attacked early on the morning of July l4th.

All

the guns had been brought ashore, and a frontal attack was planned
on the left bank.

On the right a reconnaissance had revealed that

bellums could traverse the marshes to a collection of sandhills which
were believed to mark the Turkish right.

The advance of the 24th Pun¬

jabis in their bellums was made during the night with great difficulty,
and at 5 a.m. they were a thousand yards from the sandhills.

The men

then advanced rapidly through water eighteen inches to four feet deep,
over a muddy bottom pitted with deep holes, to within two hundred and
fifty yards of their objective, but were held at this point by an ava¬
lanche of fire from the well-entrenched Turks.

The Turkish guns now

began to enfilade them from the north, and their left flank and rear
came under heavy attack from Arabs out in the marshes.

A withdrawal

to the bellums was ordered, but it proved most difficult and might have
ended in a massacre except for the intervention of two mountain guns
on rafts.

All but two of the British officers were killed, and the

"battalion lost one hundred and fifty out of four hundred men.

On hear¬

ing the news of this reverse Gorringe cancelled the planned frontal at-
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strength had risen to five or six thousand men with ten guns, he sent
for still more reinforcements and for some aircraft.^
During this second enforced wait the "brutal, wet heat (120°
in the shade) caused scores of men to go down daily, and dysentery
was rife in the crowded trenches. The reinforcements finally arrived
on the 19th and 20th July, having experienced great difficulty in
crossing Hamar Lake and having had to man-handle the "boats and "barges
part of the way. They comprised the 18th Infantry Brigade and eight
guns. The final attack was made on the 24th. The actual Turkish
strength on this day was 4,200 men of the 35th Division with fifteen
guns; the British 4,600 men, with a total of twenty-six guns ashore
and in their ships.
The attack was to "be made on both banks, the 12th Brigade oper¬
ating on the left and the 30th on the right. The 18th Brigade was the
general reserve. On the left bank it would be a straightforward frontal
attack after a heavy artillery bombardment, but on the right bank there
was the problem of the supposedly unfordable Majinina Creek. Accord¬
ingly the Sumana was held ready in the mouth of Atabiya Creek opposite
to dash across when the attack began and ground an armoured barge across
the mouth of Majinina, from which a bridging party of sappers and pio¬
neers would construct two trestle bridges across the creek under fire.
After a heavy bombardment the 12th Brigade attacked on the left
bank at 5:30 a.m., and broke into the Turkish trenches near the river
by 6:40 against stout resistance. On seeing this the 30th Brigade was
ordered forward, and the Sumana steamed across the river with her barge.
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Both ship and barge were swept by bullet and shell-fire ah they ven¬
tured within one hundred yards of the Turkish trenches, and fifty
per cent of the bridging party were hit.

About 9:15 the bridges

were completed and the assault across the creek was made.

The barge

and bridges proved too difficult to use after all, but the water fur¬
ther up the creek was found to be only waist-deep and the infantry
waded across.

The Turks fled their trenches, which were about sev¬

enty yards back, before the British could get at them, abandoning
five guns.
Meanwhile the British had met bitter opposition in trying to
clear the trenches around Maiyadiya Creek and all their reserves had
been thrown in.

The general reserve was about to be committed when

the Turks at last broke; the creek was crossed by their own boatbridge and the whole position, including six guns, fell into the hands
of the 12th Brigade.

Some five hundred Turks were killed in the trenches,

most of them by the bayonet.

On both banks the British now moved up

opposite the Turkish second position at Sadanawiya Creek and the bat¬
tle became stationary for several hours as the 12th Brigade reconnoitred
the Turkish left.

Between 3 and 4 p.m. word was received by Gorringe

that the Turks were showing signs of retiring, and he at once ordered
a general advance.

Captain Nunn ran the old Shushan right up along

the Turkish trenches along the river bank and pumped lead into them at
point-blank range: the result was decisive.
trenches and fled northward into the marshes.

The Turks abandoned their
It was now 6 p.m. and

too late to advance up to the town, but Nunn steamed up to reconnoitre
and sank one of the fleeing Thomeycroft launches.

- 189 Nasiriya was occupiedthe next day without resistance.

British

casualties on the 24th were 104 killed and 4-29 wounded; the Turks had
fought stubbornly and their losses were estimated at two thousand
killed and wounded.

One thousand were captured and all fifteen guns

and quantities of stores were taken.

The Turkish survivors worked

their way hack to Kut up the Shatt-al-Hai in small groups, having
stripped off their uniforms and abandoned their arms, and eventually
joined Nur-ud-Din at the battle of Kut-el-Amara.

In 1915 the Euph¬

rates was not an important watercourse for several hundred miles above
Nasiriya, so at the end of July the offensive was shut down and all
the British troops were withdrawn except one brigade left as a garrison.

70
No plan of evacuation was made to provide for the sudden flood

of wounded to be expected after a battle.

The rudimentary medical

arrangements which did exist were hard put even to care for and evac¬
uate the daily stream of sick casualties (two thousand in all) caused
by the dank heat and the marshy surroundings at Nasiriya.

When four

hundred and fifty wounded were thrown upon the system all at once on
July 24th there was a major breakdown.

The wounded were crowded aboard

bellums which in many cases had not been cleaned since they had trans¬
ported animals, and during a journey of several days lay on hard decks
unprotected from the fierce sun, receiving little or no medical atten¬
tion.

The torture of these men and the many unnecessary deaths, caused

by an inexcusable lack of prevision by the force's medical administra¬
tion, was the first appearance of a pattern which was to become horri¬
bly familiar.
Nasiriya was the last easy battle for the British in Mesopotamia.

- 190 Never again -were there to he such lop-sided casualty figures, or
such sweeping victories.
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CHAPTER

VIII

THE ADVANCE TO KUT-EL-AMARA
September 1915

Even "before the capture of Nasiriya General Nixon had "begun
to urge a further advance on the Tigris line to Kut-el-Amara, .and to
recommend serious consideration "be given to the occupation of Baghdad.
Both these suggestions were ultimately accepted, and the momentous
consequences of the decision to continue to advance in Mesopotamia
will "be dealt with in this and the next several chapters.

Leaving

aside altogether the advisability of this decision in terms of the
grand strategy of the war, there were very sound logistical reasons
for not advancing further in the fall of 1915 in Mesopotamia.

Over¬

whelmingly the most important was the critical shortage of river craft
in a land where large bodies of troops could be supplied by no other
means.

Already this deficiency had begun to hamper mobility serious¬

ly in the operations for the conquest of the Basrah Vilayet, when
Townshend’s reinforcement in ’Amarah had been delayed by the inability
of the available river transport to move more than one brigade at a
time.

But the successive advances to Kut and Baghdad added more than

two hundred miles to a supply line already stretched to the breaking
point: in May there was a daily tonnage capacity on the Tigris of one
hundred and fifty tons; in November the shipping capacity was precise¬
ly the same to support a force almost twice as far away.

The short¬

age of river craft delayed the advance on Kut for two months; it did
the same for the advance on Baghdad, with the result that Turkish rein¬
forcements were given time to arrive and the battle at Ctesiphon was
lost .•*• ’
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cient transport must he primarily Nixon’s, hut the blame for the
actual shortage in river transport is more widely spread.

Some

surely is Nixon’s, for he was chronically neglectful of the admini¬
strative affairs of his force, hut as much or more may he attributed
to the sluggish and inadequate responses of the Indian Government and
the India Office to the urgent requests which were made.

Increasing¬

ly from the time of the advance on Kut the dominating factor in the
British strategical position in Mesopotamia was the absence of ade¬
quate shipping, and it is therefore necessary at this juncture to ex¬
amine just what had been done or attempted to provide more shipping
for Mesopotamia by the fall of 1915> and with what results.

After the capture of Basrah in November 1914 the available
river craft (requisitioned at Mohammerah) were three steamers with
a total of less than a thousand tons capacity, seventeen lighters
with a total capacity of just over 2600 tons, and some mahelas.

In

view of the likelihood of an advance up the rivers to a point where
ocean-going craft could not supplement these, a conference was held
at Army Headquarters at Basrah on November 23rd which discussed this
problem.

At this meeting Cdr. A. Hamilton of the Royal Indian Marine,

who had spent two years on the Tigris and had surveyed it from Basrah
to Baghdad, recommended that General Barrett apply to India at once
for twelve river steamers to be built for the force.

Plans for the

peculiar type of vessel required for successful navigation of the
Tigris would be available from Lynch Bros., who had more experience
onthe river than anyone else.

Since to build these ships to the unique
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that in the meantime ships be got ready-made from India's rivers.
Had this suggestion been accepted there and then it is a
virtual certainty that the tragedies of 1915-1916 would never have
happened.

But General Barrett, true to his Indian training in

parsimony, opined that perhaps six steamers might be needed and
then did nothing about it.

India finally had to ask him, on Jan¬

uary 15th 1915> if he needed any river transport.

He then replied

that to move one infantry brigade with units of the other arms in
proportion he would require seven steamers and four gunboats in addi¬
tion to his present force.
request for four river tugs.

On 17 February he sent a supplementary
All of these ships except the gunboats

were purchased in India or Burma, and arrived in Mesopotamia during
March.

2

Two Nile stern-wheelers were converted to gunboats and sent

to Mesopotamia in April, but both sank during their passage through
the Red Sea; on 6 May Lord Crewe telegraphed India that the Admiralty
were having constructed twelve river gunboats for Mesopotamia, to be
shipped out in sections, but even the first four would not arrive un¬
til October.^
General Nixon's instructions at the time of his dispatch to
succeed Barrett required him to report to India on the adequacy and
suitability of the river transport which had been sent.

On his ar¬

rival he found that, although the maximum permissible draught of the
steamers and gunboats requested by Barrett had been specified as fourand-a-half feet, during the low water which would last from June to
November no craft could be vised on the Tigris above Qurnah which drew
more than three feet six inches.

On 27 May he therefore asked for six
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more tugs with a draught shallow enough to make them useful on the
Tigris in the summer.

After a month-long search India replied that

there were no such tugs available in India, and that a request would
he sent to England.

4

The difficulties encountered in the ’Amarah and Nasiriya opera¬
tions due to the lack of suitable river craft impressed the urgency
of his needs upon Nixon, and as the scope of his ambition widened to
include the capture of Rut and perhaps even Baghdad he raised the
estimate of the number of extra ships that ■would be necessary.

The

river craft presently at his disposal sufficed to keep the two divi¬
sions in the country supplied with their ordinary requirements and
allow for minor troop; movements, and he planned to carry out these
major operations in the fall before the rivers had risen again.

His

revised estimate of his minimum requirements, sent on 10 July, called
for six paddle-steamers, three stern-wheelers, eight tugs, forty-three
barges and six launches.

General Kemball, his Chief of Staff, in an

attached memorandum, remarked: "It is also though necessary to add
the warning that if steps are not taken in good time to meet these
requirements we are running grave risks of a breakdown at possibly a
serious moment."'’
The delays encountered by Nixon’s request of 10 July beggar
the imagination.

Though India was obviously incapable of filling the

demand, the order was not transmitted to the India Office in London
until 3 August.

(A month later the Indian General Staff was to pro¬

duce an "appreciation" which stated that the Mesopotamian expedition
•was veil supplied vith river craft and used this argument to press
for an advance on Baghdad.)

Though the India Office vas informed that
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Lynch Bros, had the only acceptable design for the unique craft
suited to the Tigris, and was urged to seek their help, it spent
months extracting the plans from the shipyard which had huilt Lynch
Bros.’ ships instead.

The resulting economy was five hundred guineas

on a six hundred thousand pound order.

It then proceeded to let its

own naval architects alter the plans over Basrah's incessant pro¬
tests until the ships were totally unsuited for the Tigris.

None of

these useless craft reached Mesopotamia until after Kut had fallen
in April 1916.

As a final bureaucratic flourish, the entire matter

was handled as an indent from the Military Branch of the India Office
to the Stores Branch, and so the Secretary of State for India and
the cabinet were unaware of Nixon's shortage of shipping when the
advance on Baghdad was decided upon in October.
That this request became bogged down in an almost incredible
bureaucratic morass was no doing of Nixon's; in fact, he sent urgent
demands on 20 August, 25 September, and 9 October that the delivery
of these ships be expedited.

The grave responsibility he bears is

that, knowing that these ships would not be forthcoming in time, he
went ahead with the fall offensive anyway - and General Kemball's
prediction was fulfilled with interest.

When Nixon was finally in¬

formed in October that none of these craft would be built for a year,
he requested India to send anything remotely acceptable as a stop¬
gap: India at first replied, as in June, that there were no suitable
craft available, only to admit a month later that there were thirteen
tugs in the country which would be acceptable.
wait for these before making his attack.^

Nixon did not even
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Only one ship of all those asked for and promised reached
Mesopotamia before the attack on Baghdad.

The first four of the

twelve shallow draught gunboats which the Admiralty had promised
Mesopotamia in May arrived at Abadan in sections during July and
August, and one, Firefly, was put together in time to accompany
the advance.

7

Within ten days of the capture of 'Amarah there were over
one thousand men onthe sick list there from the effects of the heat,
and no operations of a serious nature were carried out on the Tigris
for the rest of the summer.

On

9 June

Townshend himself came down

with relapsing fever and had to he evacuated to India to recover.
The Turks began to close down to ’Amarah in July, advancing as far
as Kumait, but the news of the British victory at Nasiriya caused
them to •Withdraw again to Shaikh Sa'ad.
this, on

2k

It was a full month before

June, that Nixon submitted a memorandum advocating an

g
advance to Kut-el-Amara.
It was Nixon's contention that the Turks by holding Kut could
threaten both 'Amarah and Nasiriya via the Tigris and the Shatt-alHai respectively, thus forcing the British to place strong garrisons
in both places and to maintain a large reserve in a central position
such as Qurnah.

By occupying Kut he could render an advance on

Nasiriya infeasible, and so would be able to reduce the garrison of
the latter substantially and concentrate most of his force on the
Tigris.

This would make for a more easily defensible position, and

would ease the strain on the force's shipping somewhat.

Furthermore

he would be depriving the enemy of an important advanced base and
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gaining for himself a much-needed source of supply (Kut was the point
of collection of the rich cereal, crops of ■the Hal district for the
Persian grain trade), and would obtain a position from which he could
control the fractious Bani Lam tribes.

He concluded by stating that

he could maintain a division or more at Kut in all conditions of the
river.

9
This suggestion, which also indicated that some reinforce¬

ments would be required, was at once rejected by Hardinge and -Duff
for that reason, though the Indian General Staff had become inter¬
ested in Baghdad and advocated the seizure of Kut as a base for this
further advance.

But the Viceroy and the Commander-in-Chief only

opposed it because they did not -think it possible.

The split between

the opinion at-the India Office, which continued to regard Mesopotamia
as a limited operation, and that of official India, which was unani¬
mously in favor of conquering Mesopotamia if it could be done, was
now becoming clear to Chamberlain.

He wired the Viceroy on 25 June,

before he had seen Nixon’s message, warning him to be wary of pro¬
posals for further forward movements which he obviously expected to
be forthcoming: "It is difficult to say when in fact a forward move¬
ment increases our responsibilities and when it is in fact the best
measure of defense....It would be dangerous to allow [Nixon] to sup¬
pose that there are large reserves on which he can draw."10
The capture of Nasiriya had completed the occupation of the
Basrah Vilayet, but only at the cost of an extreme dispersion of the
forces available to the expedition: there were large concentrations
of troops at the widely separated localities of Basrah, Ahwaz, ’Amarah,
Qurnah and Nasiriya.

Nevertheless by this time Duff had swung around
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to the point of view of Nixon and his staff and was willing to counte¬
nance even greater dispersion of the force and the extension of the
line of communication 153 miles further to Kut.

Sensing that the

Indian military had begun to play their own game, Chamberlain wrote
Hardinge on 8 August: "Not only am I left in ignorance of what is
proposed •until a preliminary arrangement has been concluded which it
might be extremely difficult for me to upset...but I am left in un¬
certainty as to your views and whether you have been consulted and
have sanctioned the suggested arrangements....1 am sure you will do
all that is necessary to protect your own authority and to preserve
my responsibility."11
Hardinge did nothing of the sort.

With only one military ad¬

viser of his own, and under constant pressure from Nixon and now from
Duff as well, he was quickly won over to the position of supporting
an advance to Kut.

On

27 July he wired the Viceroy: "Now that Nasiriya

has been occupied, the occupation of Kut al Amara is considered by us
to be a strategic necessity."
reinforcements.

He went on to urge that Nixon be given

When he was told there were none to be had, he re¬

ported that Nixon himself was confident that he could take Kut with
the troops he had, and again requested that permission be granted.12
What Hardinge meant by "strategic necessity" was not the over¬
all strategy of the war but the effect of British reverses in Europe
and Asia on the mystical and fragile "prestige" which he seemed to be¬
lieve was the foundation of British rule in the East.

Gallipoli was

failing; there had been no success onthe Western Front; there was some
trouble on the Frontier; Persia was in turmoil and there were troops
of three armies and German agents all over the country: Hardinge was
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intensely eager to increase British prestige hy any means possible.
That means which seemed most possible of achievement was the capture
of Baghdad, which would resound through the East, and in his private
correspondence with the Secretary of State he repeatedly and most
strongly urged the importance of taking that city, "which to him
appeared to be a panacea for all political evils
Bombarded from India by repeated demands for approval for
the advance from Duff, Hardinge and Nixon, who now formed a solid
phalanx of supporters of a forward policy backed by the opinion of
the Indian General Staff, and ambushed from behind by General Barrow,
his Military Secretary, who concurred in urging the seizure of Kut,
r-

ik

Chamberlain gave in on 6 August and told Nixon to go ahead.

Though

the pretense of safeguarding the previous accomplishments of the ex¬
pedition and conforming to its original aims was maintained, India
was now firmly in the saddle and the real goal was Baghdad.
The advance to Kut had been advocated on the grounds that it
was strategically wise both in terms of the general strategy of the
war and in terms of local strategy within the Mesopotamian theatre.
The former argument, advanced by Hardinge, has already been demon¬
strated to be based in reality on purely Indian considerations; the
best refutation can be found in a letter General Townshend, then con¬
valescing in India, wrote to a friend at the War Office on 8 August:
I believe I am to advance from Amarah to Kut-alAmara directly I get back to my division....The
question is where are we going to stop in Mesopo¬
tamia? I stayed with the Viceroy last month, but
could not get anything out of him as regards our
policy in Mesopotamia....
I consider we ought to hold what we have got and not
advance any more... .AH these offensive operations
in secondary theatres are dreadful errors in strategy:
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I wonder and. wonder at such expeditions "being per-,
mitted in violation of the greatest of all the
lt.
fundamental principles of war...Economy of Force. ^
Nixon’s argument that the possession of Kut would improve the
local strategical situation of the British in Mesopotamia "by restrict¬
ing the Turks to one line of approach, the Tigris, if they were to
launch another counter-offensive, seems on the face of it more plausible
In fact it was not.

The Shatt-al-Hai, which he said represented a

threat to the British which must be countered by a strong garrison at
Nasiriya, was never in fact an effective line of communication.

For

six months of the year it was dry altogether, and even during the
spring floods no one had ever heard of a steamer getting from Kut to
Nasiriya by the Hai.

To the limited extent that the Turks at Nasiriya

had been supplied by river transport, they had been supplied via the
Euphrates from Hilleh.

Gorringe's investigation after the victory

of Nasiriya had proved this, and the Official History states that
Nixon was aware of this by the time he recommended the advance on Kut.
There is no direct evidence that Nixon was deliberately using a false
argument to gain permission for an advance to Kut, but the possibility cannot be discounted.
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Some strength is lent to this contention by the fact that on
30 August, one month before the battle of Kut-el-Amara, Nixon finally
submitted a memorandum on the possibility of occupying Baghdad which
had been included in his instructions when he had been sent out in
March.

It will be dealt with in full in its proper context, but it

may be noted here that, while he considered a reinforcement of two
divisions necessary to hold the city against the inevitable Turkish
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tageously he taken as the culmination of a pursuit after a British
victory downstream (such as at Kut).

IT

However, this was not yet envisaged in India.

Townshend,

concerned by this very possibility, lunched with Duff at his house
on 10 August, and afterwards had a long talk with him in his study.
The commander of the 6th Division guaranteed to overthrow Nur-udDin at Kut, but hoped that he would not be asked to advance on Bagh¬
dad with his present force.

Duff agreed, and promised: "Not one

'

inch shall you go beyond Kut-al-Amara unless I make you up to 30,000

or 40,000 men.V

1 ft

Townshend returned to Mesopotamia on 21 August, and immediate¬
ly conferred with General Nixon and his chief of staff General Kemball.
There were an estimated 10,500 Turks entrenched in the Es Sinn posi¬
tion on both banks just east of Kut; they had three steamers there,
and two more working between Baghdad and Kut.

Nur-ud-Din according

to intelligence reports was making his right bank position very strong,
which seemed to indicate that he had some natural obstacle on the left
bank covering his left flank.

The Turks were also fortifying a posi¬

tion at Ctesiphon below Baghdad, which they had been working on since
June.
Before Townshend went upstream on the 28th he had another con¬
ference with Nixon, at which he informed him that if he routed the
Turks at Kut as he had at Qurnah he might well follow them into Bagh¬
dad, as his orders were to destroy and disperse Nur-ud-Din's force.
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left there, leaving the bulk of his division in the Ctesiphon posi¬
tion, and bring away the European women.

He understood, however,

that the government did. not want to take Baghdad and then have to
retreat before superior forces, and so would not occupy the city.
Nixon replied that if this eventuated, send him a wire so that he
might come up river in time to enter Baghdad with him.
As soon as Townshend arrived up river he wired Nixon that he
intended to concentrate his division forward at Ali el Gharbi for
«

the advance (some forty miles from Kut and more than one hundred
from *Amarah).

He completed his plan of operations on the 28th of

August, and reported that, as Nur-ud-Din had dispersed his forces on
both sides of an unfordable river, he would make his attack on the
left bank only.

He would outflank Nur-ud-Din by passing between his

left flank and the marsh which supposedly guarded it but which had
begun to shrink in the dry fall weather.

On 31 August he reported

that he was ready to advance as soon as the ships to transport his
IQ
force arrived from Basrah. ^
British intelligence in this period was not very good, for
Nur-ud-Din was efficient at catching and hanging the Arab agents em¬
ployed by the force.

They were thus not aware of the significant

developments taking place behind the Turkish lines.

Throughout the

spring and summer of 1915 the Turkish General Staff had paid atten¬
tion solely to the Dardanelles, which was the sine qua non for Tur¬
key.

By early fall the situation there had stabilized, however, and

when it became apparent that Baghdad, the holy city and the gateway
to Persia, was being threatened, the Turks had decided to reinforce
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Nur-ud-Din, the Commander-in-Chief of ’Iraq, was a forty-twoyear-old man of good family and a veteran of six wars .

To add to the

dehris from the defeats in the Shatt (three thousand soldiers of the
35th Division and thirty-five hundred of the 38th), he was sent two
good Anatolian divisions (all Turk), the 51st from Lake Van where it
had "been seasoned by a year of combat with the Russians, and the 52nd
of almost as good quality from Erzerum, under the command of Khalil
Pasha.

These would not arrive in time for Kut, but they would be a

serious threat to the British if they over-extended themselves after¬
ward.

There was also a new 45th Division (Arab) forming in Baghdad

on a core of five thousand gendarmes and the remnants of the Fire
Brigade battalions, and Arabs were being conscripted to fill the gaps
earlier torn in the ranks of the other Arab divisions.
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In late July the l6th Brigade of the 6th Division had moved
up to Ali el Gharbi; in early September the bridging train steamed
up the river and put a boat-bridge across at that place.

Townshend's

shipping for the advance, eleven steamers and twenty-three barges and
lighters (only five decked over for animals or guns), arrived on 1
September, and he began his advance from 'Amarah with the rest of his
division.

He had a total of 10,275 combatants and thirty guns with

adequate ammunition; however he was desperately short of the land
transport which would be essential to carry out his plan of marching
around the Turkish left.

He had available only 330 transport carts

and 7^0 animals; on the 31st August he wired General Kemball that he
absolutely had to have his complete first-line divisional transport
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and some of his second-line - an additional total of 450 pack and

300 draught mules and 150 carts.
On the next day Kemball wired hack that matters would have
to he delayed a fortnight owing to his demands for transport.
Townshend was outraged that it should he considered an extra demand
that he require the absolute minimum of transport that would enable
him to fight on land, and'wondered in his diary if GHQ wished him
to win the battle by remaining aboard ship.

He wrote a bitter letter

to Nixon expressing his amazement at being blamed for the delay, and
ending: "...I may find Nureddin taking up a flanking position to the
river line of advance, some miles inland - since he must know by his
intelligence that we have little transport apart from our ships.
That is what you would find me doing if you changed me for Nureddin,
and a nice time I would give your general in consequence....1 am now
going to improvise a donkey or coolie corps in place of the mules
short of the number I asked for."

Townshend then wired to Delamain

at Ali el Gharbi telling him to collect all the transport he could
locally; Delamain replied that he could get one hundred camels and
one hundred bullocks and donkeys (equal to the three hundred mules
the division was short), and the general round-up which followed ulti¬
mately netted five hundred animals which were hired rather against the
will of their owners.

Through Townshend1 s initiative the division thus

acquired the needed land transport, but the incident is illustrative
of the caliber of staff work that prevailed under General Nixon.
Townshend then began to move -the rest of his division up to Ali
el Gharbi, but it was not all united there until 11 September.

The
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17th and the Cavalry brigades had to proceed by route march, as did
the artillery, for there was not nearly enough shipping.

On the 12th

the division started marching to Shaikh Sa'ad, moving only from day¬
break to 8:30 a.m. due to the 110°-ll6o shade temperature.

Neverthe¬

less more than a hundred men went down, in the first two days.

On the

15th the division arrived at Sanna-i-Yat, eight miles short of the
Turkish lines at Es Sinn (the Turkish outpost at Shaikh Sa’ad fell
back before the advance).

Here it was necessary to halt and send the

ships back for more supplies and the heavy artillery, as there were
insufficient decked barges to carry all the guns at one time.
On the 17th, reconnaissances having revealed that the Turkish
main strength was on the left bank (the British main body was on the
right to deceive the Turks as to their intentions), Townshend asked
for and got the two battalions of the 30th Brigade which were being
used to guard the line of communications as a reinforcement.

The

boat-bridge was brought up and thrown across the river at Sanna-i-Yat.22
It was impossible to advance further until the 25th when the last of
the ships carrying the force’s artillery got back, and Townshend re¬
marked that he was forced to play "battledore and shuttlecock with
his transport, and fetch up troops in homeopathic doses."2^

Meanwhile

in the bivouac at Sanna-i-Yat "observatories raised their proud heads
to the sky; aeroplanes and seaplanes buzzed, roared and splashed about;
dust rolled along in continuous clouds; streams of carts crawled from
camp to camp; and perspiring troops with faces white with dust trudged

pk
from place to place."
The last of the artillery arrived on the evening of the 25th.
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That same day General Nixon landed at Sanna-i-Yatj he had announced
his intention of "being present at the "battle to Townshend in case

questions of policy arose, "but had assured him that he would not
25
interfere with the subordinate general's arrangements. '

Townshend

now had three and a half brigades of infantry (including the half30th Brigade) and a brigade of cavalry - 11,103 men - at Sarnia-i-Yat:
there were no more to come and on the next day he made his final ap¬
proach march.

He was confident of complete success.

The long de¬

lay due to the difficulties of transport luckily had not resulted
in any of the major reinforcements on their way to Mesopotamia show¬
ing up in Kut, and the only unexpected defect in the organization of
the force was a sudden shortage of aircraft caused by a rash of accidents.

At dawn on the 26th the l8th Brigade was landed on the left

bank at Nakhailat, four miles from the Turkish trenches, and during
the day the rest of the division marched up to a point opposite there
on the right bank.

By ^ p.m. the bridge of boats had been moved up

from Sanna-i-Yat and thrown across just out of range of Turkish shrap-

nel at below a bend where it was screened from Turkish view.
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All

was ready for the battle.

By late September the Turks had been building their defenses
at Es Sinn uninterrupted for four months.

They had built well.

The

river was closed between the Turkish trenches on either bank by a
flying bridge, constructed of an iron lighter running on chains.

On

the right bank full advantage had been taken of the enormously strong
Es Sinn embankments, the ruins of one of the great ancient canals of
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Mesopotamia.

The position stretched south in a straight line away

from the Tigris for some five miles, two parallel mounds of earth
forty feet high and one hundred and fifty yards apart.

The fire

trenches were at the eastern foot of the easternmost of the two
mounds; between the two was ample cover and security from observa¬
tion for gun positions and reserves.

There was no water on this

bank, and the trenches were supplied by an aqueduct running three
miles south from a pumping station on the river bank.

The ground

in front of the trenches on the river bank was mined.
Except for some low mounds on the river's edge two or three
miles east of Es Sinn, the rest of the area below Kut was a feature¬
less, dead-level plain.

Thus there were no such obvious defensive

positions on the left bank.

However, the avenues of appraoch to Kut

on the left bank were channelled between three impassable marshes,
Horse Shoe Lake, Suwada and Ataba, all formed by the Tigris' spring
overflow and slowly shrinking in the dry fall weather; any wider
flanking movement was precluded by the vast area of Suwaikiyeh Marsh.
Between the left bank and Horse Shoe Lake, between that and Suwada
Marsh, and between there and Ataba Marsh the Turks had constructed
elaborate trench systems.

The first section consisted of one redoubt

and trenches; the second was fire trenches protected by wire, spiked
pits and mines; the third section was four redoubts joined by fire
trenches.

(See map.)

The extreme left of the third section only

reached within three hundred yards of Ataba Marsh: it had probably
gone right down to the water's edge when the trenches were laid out
in the spring, but the marsh's seasonal recession had left it in the
air.
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The Turkish trenches were deep, narrow and loop-holed; they
were well traversed, difficult to spot, and had a clear command of
the ground in front of them.

Behind were miles of deep communica¬

tion trenches and underground chambers.

The wire in front was up

to twelve feet deep, in some places hidden from view in specially
huilt depressions, and there were also lines of small deep pits con¬
taining sharpened stakes and areas sown with contact mines strewn in
front of the second section on the left hank.

The Turks had thirty-

one guns (not counting seven ancient muzzle-loaders dug in to dispute
the passage of the river by the flying bridge), two-thirds of which
were on the left bank.

Gun emplacements of brick and mortar had been

constructed, offering alternate positions for batteries and connected
by broad communication trenches.
The position on the right bank was held by six battalions of
the 35th Division; that on the left bank by six battalions of the 38th
Division.

The Turkish general reserve of four battalions was held six

miles to the rear on the left bank, by the bridge of boats which gave
the only reliable communication between the banks.

Nur-ud-Din only

had from eleven to twelve thousand infantry (only one-fourth of whom
were Turks) to hold a frontage of five miles on the right bank and
seven miles on the left.

He also had two regiments of cavalry, but

they were absent downstream on a raid on the day of battle.

oa

Nur-ud-Din and Townshend had a rough equality in numbers of
troops and guns; doubtless the British and Indian infantry had a higher
standard of training, but this was more than balanced by the fact that
the Turks would be fighting from prepared positions with plenty of cover.
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In these circumstances a frontal attack would he costly and quite
possibly unsuccessful, so despite his dearth of land transport Townshend determined to turn a Turkish flank.

The obvious solution was

to turn the Turkish right: it was held only by a redoubt, the posi¬
tions on the extreme right were comparatively weaker and had less
artillery, and there were no marshes.

But if it were possible it

would be more desirable to turn the Turkish left, as it was the
strategic flank (i.e., that which lay nearer the enemy's line of re¬
treat, in this case the road which ran up to Baghdad along the left
bank.)

It was for this reason that the Turks had made the left flank

stronger, but if Townshend could turn it anyway he would stand a good
chance of cutting off and capturing the whole of Kur-ud-Din's army
Two considerations encouraged Townshend to attempt to turn the
left flank of the Turks.

One was that, with their boat-bridge at

Mohammed Abdul Hassan six miles to the rear, the Turks would not be
able to reinforce the left bank for some hours after the attack if
they had previously been decoyed into committing their general reserve
on the other bank.

The other was that it should be possible to turn

the northermost of the Turkish redoubts on the left (redoubt W) by
passing between it and Ataba Marsh through the narrow gap there.
From there Townshend could roll up the Turkish left and press them
down to the river bank, where they would be trapped between the force
descending on their flank and the minimum force which was holding them
frontally.
It would be a dangerous manoeuvre, for the approach would in¬
volve marching most of his force across the Turkish front at a dis¬
tance of only five thousand yards, with his flank open to a disastrous
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counter-attack if he were discovered.

If the turning attack failed

a retreat hack to the river would he very difficult, for it would
have to follow the same route.

To a hold tactician like Townshend,

however, the possible rewards seemed worth the risk.

He also hoped

to increase his chances hy achieving complete surprise, for hitherto
in Mesopotamia the British had carried out nothing hut frontal at¬
tacks.

"Nureddin...never suspected that I should attack with a wide

turning movement over six miles from the river....He expected the
usual thing with a British force.

A disembarkation from the ships,

an advance in two columns on the two hanks of the impassable Tigris,
and two separated frontal attacks.
Tovnshend planned to split his force into two parts: Column
"A", the main body, which would carry out the turning attack with
the l6th and 17th Infantry Brigades and the 6th Cavalry Brigade, two
batteries of field artillery and the howitzer battery; and Column
"B", the 18th Infantry Brigade, which would launch a holding attack
on the first and second sections of the Turkish left-bank position
aided by the rest of the artillery.

The first column was under the

command of General Delamain, the second under General Fry.

In the ap¬

proach to Es Sinn the main force would travel on the right bank, and
would make camp opposite Nakhailat still on the right bank, in order
to deceive Nur-ud-Din.

Column "B", the l8th Brigade, would be landed

on the left bank at Nakhailat, and would take up position for its
holding attack at once.

In an attempt to attract the Turkish reserves

Column "A" would demonstrate towards Es Sinn all day, but immediately
night fell it would withdraw, cross the river and march to the Turkish
left flank.

The attack by both Principal Mass and Minimum Force would
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the turning attack arrived "behind its opponents

When the British force moved up to Nakhailat on the 26th of
September, Townshend established his headquarters on the left bank
near that place, and a rickety observation tower was built for him
just north of Nakhailat from which he would command during the battle.
Nixon joined him at his headquarters.

All the tents with the force

were pitched in Column "A"'s bivouac on the right bank, and in the
afternoon a battalion advanced two miles towards the Turkish lines
from there with great display.
During the night the 18th Brigade moved forward On the left
bank to launch its preparatory attack.

On the morning of the 27th

it advanced on a frontage of one thousand yards and was soon heavily
engaged.

By evening it had worked its way to within eight hundred

yards of the Turkish lines between the river bank and Suwada Marsh
under a rain of artillery fire, and had suffered few casualties ow¬
ing to the abundant water cuts which had been available to shelter
its advance.

Meanwhile on the right bank, in pursuance of Townshend's

plan of convincing Nur-ud-Din that he intended to attack on both banks,
Column "A" made ostentatious demonstrations towards the Es Sinn em¬
bankments all day.

Thoroughly taken in by the deception, the Turkish

general moved his general reserve to the right bank and sent some of
it forward to reinforce his right.
At dusk Delamain's column withdrew back to the camp by the
boat-bridge, over which all the cavalry, artillery and transport had
crossed during the afternoon.

The bridge, which was not visible to
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ed with mud and camel-thorn to deaden the sound of marching feet, and
all the infantry were across hy 9:30 p.m.
was shelled by the Turks all night.

The camp was left up, and

Only the two battalions of the

30th Brigade which Townshend had been lent from the line of communi¬
cations were left behind, entrenched on the Chahela mounds, to guard
the baggage and the river transport below the bridge against a possi¬
ble attack by the full Turkish division at Es Sinn.

There were no

troops at all withheld as a reserve from the immense and daring ganihlp
of the coming morning.
As Column ’’A" marched across the bridge, Townshend learned that
a havildar and several men of the 20th Punjabis had deserted to the
Turks.

He was most concerned, for this meant his manoeuvre would be

revealed, but he was now committed and had to go ahead.

He could only

hope that they would not be brought before Nur-ud-Din until the next
morning when it would no longer matter.

(As a matter of fact they

were brought before Nur-ud-Din that night as he was holding a confer¬
ence of his senior officers, but he refused to believe them and thought
it was a ruse to send false deserters to trick him into the mistake of
moving his forces to the left flank.
Delamain's column marched away from Nakhailat at 10:30 p.m.
and arrived at Clery's Post (sourth-east corner of Suwada Marsh) at
midnight.

At 1:30 a.m. on the 28th it moved on, arriving at point D,

the position from which it was to deploy, at

kxk^

a.m.

Simmer was past,

but even at night the temperature seldom dropped much below 100°.
every rest stop the men fell asleep immediately.^

At

Yet the morale of
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this force deep in enemy territory, about to risk everything on one
day’s battle, was as high as could be imagined.
The great day has come....Eight thousand men have been
marching through this stifling night to attack VP.
[Vital Point - the Turkish left flank].
If we succeed in this manoeuvre - one of the boldest
in history, for we have left only a thousand men to
guard all our transport - we shall capture all the
Turkish Army in these parts, and enter Baghdad within
a week.3°
At this juncture the mistake was made which saved Nur-ud-Din's
army.

Delamain's intention was to attack from the position of deploy¬

ment with an enveloping and a frontal, attack.

While two battalions of

the l6th Brigade under his personal command would approach redoubt W
frontally, the other six battalions of his force under General Hoghton
would move into the gap between the Turkish left flank and Ataba Marsh
and take the redoubt in flank.

Since navigation was extremely diffi¬

cult in the half-light in such a featureless landscape, Hoghton planned
to march north until he struck the southern border of Ataba Marsh and
then swing west.

The cavalry, which could not be expected to go up

against entrenchments, was to move around to the right, passing be¬
tween Ataba and Suwaikiyeh Marshes and circling the former, in order
to arrive behind the Turkish position and pursue them after the re¬
doubt had been carried.
The force was now fired upon by an advanced line of Turkish
skirmishers, but they withdrew when, its deployment completed, Hoghton’s
force moved off to develop its flanking move.

Delamain’s two battal¬

ions stayed where they were to give Hoghton time to get into position,
but shortly Hoghton*s column was seen to swerve inexplicably to the
right.

What had happened was that, confused by the dim light and at-
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tracted "by the movement of the cavalry to its right, Hoghton's column
had followed the cavalryinto the defile between Ataba and Suwaikiyeh
Marshes.

When the sun rose at 6:00 am, Hoghton found swamp on both

sides of him.

It was too late toretrace his steps, and he told

Delamain (telephone cable linked the two) that he would continue rapi¬
dly around the marsh so as to come out behind the Turkish position.^
The Turkish redoubts were now manned, and reinforcements were
hurrying up with every minute that passed.

The holding attack of

the 18th Brigade had begun at 6 a.m., and Delamain’s orders were that
VJ. was to be captured by 9 a.m.

Three-quarters of his assigned force

was still struggling around the Ataba Marsh at 7:40 when Delamain de¬
cided that he could not wait; he sent Hoghton instructions not to halt
on any account and to proceed south past the Turkish redoubts to at¬
tack the enemy main force, believed to be in a hollow behind redoubts
Y and Z.

With his two battalions he advanced on redoubt W and took up

a position two thousand yards north=east of it; reconnaissances by an
aircraft and by two light armoured cars established that the two north¬
ern redoubts were still lightly held, but further reinforcements from
the Turkish reserve might arrive any moment.

He decided to attack at

once.
Redoubt W was square in shape and extremely strong.

The British

artillery and machine guns opened fire on the near salient of the re¬
doubt, but the other comers were left almost untouched.

In the ad¬

vance to point E the British came under terrific enfilading fire.

They

turned into line and began their assault at 8:45; all reserves were
quickly absorbed into the firing line.

On the bare plain, devoid of

trees or high scrub, casualtries mounted quickly.

At a cost of seven
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hundred killed and wounded from his two battalions - casualties in
the 117th Mahrattas amounted to fifty per cent - Delamain stormed
the redoubt just after 10 a.m. and cleared it with the bayonet.

One

hundred and thirty-five prisoners were taken, and the rest of the
Turks escaped down the communication trench to the next redoubt.

At

the last moment the advance had been aided by a battalion from Hoghton's column which had appeared around the corner of the marsh to
the north-west of the redoubt; this battalion now joined Delamain*s
force in redoubt W, where the general had set up his headquarters,
and the three battalions pushed down the communication trench against
light resistance and occupied the next redoubt.

The Turks fell back

to the southern end of their line.
Hoghton's progress had been slow as the column ploughed through
the muddy ground at the marsh's edge; it had been necessary to halt
at F for almost an hour to reconnoitre a route dry enough to bear the
guns.

Moving on around 8 a.m., an hour later the column came upon a

hitherto unsuspected Turkish position, an unfinished redoubt held by
some two hundred men.

The l(Ath Rifles at once assaulted it with

the bayonet and carried it, over half the garrison being captured.
Soon after a body of five hundred Turkish infantry advancing from the
south to reinforce the work were caught in the open by British machine
guns and repulsed with heavy loss.

In accordance with his orders from

Delamain, Hoghton pushed straight south to strike at the Turkish local
reserve around the western end of Suwada Marsh once he had rounded
Ataba.

However, he detached the 103rd Mahrattas to aid Delamain in

his assault on redoubt W as he passed (this battalion then joined Dela-

main in the redoubt, as previously mentioned); as he moored further
south he also detached the 119th Infantry and the Oxford L. I. to
support the attack on the second redoubt.

These two battalions

seized two lines of trenches west of redoubt X, but their further
advance was checked "by heavy and accurate fire from gunpits about
one thousand yards to the south.
Hoghton’s remaining three battalions continued to advance
toward the low ground behind redoubts Y and Z.

About 10 a.m. they

came under enfilade fire from the trenches around the redoubts to
their left, and a considerable Turkish force approached them from
the south and south-west.

This latter force had a number of quick-

firing guns, and the heavy shrapnel fire caused many casualties.
Hoghton nevertheless advanced rapidly in the direction of this force,
and it retired before him to point J.

He was then sent for by Gen¬

eral Delamain, who ordered him to press his attack southward so as
to get behind the Turkish trenches of the first and second sections
and aid the l8th Brigade in its attack there.

On returning to his

force he found it necessary to halt for more than an hour, as his
troops were considerably exhausted due to their exertions and the
lack of drinking water, and were running short of ammunition.
The cavalry had meanwhile moved on the Turkish camp near the
boat-bridge, but were driven off by an artillery battery and a bat¬
talion of infantry (though the cavalry were organized as a brigade,
they were only seven hundred strong).

They eventually rejoined Gen¬

eral Delamain about 2:30 p.m.^
Townshend had been informed of the progress of Hoghton’s and
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ly kept a tight rein on the attack of the l8th Brigade.

By 11 a.m.

Hoghton had reached about point L, and Delamain's fofce (including
the three borrowed battalions) faced south along a line running
through point M.

At this point telephone communications of the two

columns with Headquarters and with each other were broken; since the
daily mirage had now made its appearance and since a strong wind blew
the whole day, raising great clouds of dust, even the heliograph was
not of any use.

From eleven o'clock on the only means of transmitting

orders and information between the widely separated segments of Townshend's division was by one of the force's two aircraft.

89

Delamain had now begun an attack on the Turks in the southern
part of the Turkish line north of Suwada Marsh, but it made little
progress.

There was heavy and confused fighting in the maze of com¬

munication trenches south of redoubt X, and the Turks, fighting well,
started to counter-attack.

The British advance was held up about eight

hundred yards short of the Turkish main line of resistance.

At this

hour, 11 a.m., Hoghton was also halted around point L, and it was not
known where the cavalry was.

One thousand Turkish troops had advanced

on the right bank and had taken the l8th Brigade

in enfilade (they

. 4o

were later-forced to withdraw by the guns of the naval flotilla).

Nothing was going right for the British, and the Turkish reaction
was gathering strength.

Reported the sole airborne observer at this

time:
Enemy reinforcements are hurrying across the river
[from Es Sinn] in support of their comrades, and the
"Medjidieh" (a Turkish ship) is steaming down from
Kut laden with troops. All around the marshes mounted
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Arabs are massing... .It is eleven o'clock when we
return to Delamain...[he 1 looks ten years older
than I saw him at dawn. ^
Most of Delamain's troops had been in battle almost constant¬
ly in the brutal heat for four hours now, and they were close to ex¬
haustion with marching and fighting and thirst, but he had to carry
the southern redoubts and extricate himself quickly if he was ever
to rejoin Hoghton and prevent stalemate or worse.

Putting the Oxfords

in the first line, he personally accompanied them in a bayonet charge.
The observer reports again:
Our troops have deployed and axe advancing steadily,
wave after wave of gallant men marching through the
Turkish fire as if they were on a King's parade.
Wonderful. The first wave has reached the trenches.
Never shall I see such things again. A volley has
burst through our fuselage.
Jumbo [the pilot] is hit in the neck'. ...I lean for¬
ward and shout in his ear.
'What?'
'Your neckl'
He is too young to die.
Jumbo puts his hand up andis amazed at the sight of
blood. He circles round once more. The. opposing
forces look like ants, tapping each other with their
feelers. Some of the ants lie still. Hurrah, the
Turks are leaving their trenches and the Oxfords are
bayoneting them as they run.
The southern redoubts were cleared by 12:45 p.m.

Townshend,

now totally in the dark, finally sent a plane to Delamian to get word
on what was going on - he had already committed the l8th Brigade to a
decisive frontal attack on the strength of an over-optimistic message
Delamain had sent before telephone communication had failed which had
placed Hoghton's force far to the south of its actual position.

Major

Reilly found Delamain's troops resting by the edge of Suwada Marsh;
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everybody was pretty badly off with thirst, but the marsh water proved
undrinkable despite an earlier favorable report from the cavalry.
Delamain reported that his troops were absolutely "cooked" and could
not move.

1+3

At the same hour that Delamain had finally cleared the Turkish
right, Hoghton once more began to advance with his three battalions.
The Turks did not stand, and parties continually moved across his
front (refugees from the southern redoubts, but Hoghton did not know
this as he was out of touch with Delamain).

By 3:30 he had reached

a point north-west of Horse Shoe Lake about two miles from the Tigris.
His troops, like Delamain’s, were now so exhausted that they could not
advance further, and he halted for a rest.

Immediately the Turkish

batteries defending the trenches between Suwada Marsh and the river
were turned on his force.

Their heavy and accurate fire caused many

casualties, and the water and ammunition mules were stampeded.

Hoghton

retired on Suwada Marsh in the hope of getting water to revive his men.
Here he was met by Delamain, who had got his men moving again
after an hour's rest and had advanced to join him, leaving one battal¬
ion behind to guard the captured trenches.

Townshend, who had heard

nothing since 1:^5 p.m., again sent an aircraft to look for him; Dela¬
main reported that he was about to advance with his united force of
seven battalions to deliver the decisive stroke against the Turkish
rear, and requested the support of all the guns with Townshend and
Fry.

The l8th Brigade, which had not so far been able to advance closer

than about eight hundred yards though the Turkish guns had been almost
silenced by the British artillery and naval guns, was alerted to make
an all-out effort in coordination with Delamain's attack.
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Delamain advanced south from the corner of Suwada Marsh at
4:50 p.m.

At 5:30 he was in position three thousand yards west of

Horse Shoe Lake and about to attack eastwards.

Despite the many

setbacks of the day, there looked at last to be a real chance of c
crushing the Turks between Delamain and Fry before nightfall♦

How¬

ever, the long day taken to bring Column "A" into this position had

p

not been wasted by the Turks, and well before five the reconnaissance
plane spotted five thousand men and a battery of Krupp guns (Nur-udDin*s general reserve) crossing the boat-bridge from the right bank
and descending on Delamain's flank and rear.

Unable to land nearby

or radio its news, the aircraft dropped a message with streamer at¬
tached near Delamain's headquarters.
swing around and face this new menace.
At once a fire-fight broke out.

The British had just time to
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The Turkish guns took up

a position at K, and the Turkish infantry found excellent cover
nearby in a nullah (dry canal) running north-west from the Tigris.
The sun was setting directly behind the Turkish position, and all
that could be seen were the flashes of the guns and the bullets clip¬
ping through the long grass.

The British artillery engaged the Turk¬

ish guns, and within twenty minutes had wiped out every man of their
crews.

Meanwhile Delamain reacted with decision: gallopers were sent

around, and within five minutes the exhausted infantry were formed
and began their attack.
The waves of thirsty men charged forward at an incredible pace,
drawing on hidden sources of energy, for they knew that the Tigris lay
ahead.

For lack of light the British guns had to cease fire, but the
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infantry did a thousand yards across the flat, doubling all the way,
and fell on the Turks.

Some were bayoneted, but most chose not to

wait for the shock and fled towards Kut, abandoning their guns to
the British.

But they saved the Turkish army.

The Turkish front lines were now practically surrounded, but
Delamain was unable to take advantage of his position.

His men had

been fighting steadily since 7:30 or 9:00 a.m., they had marched two
dozen miles in the past twenty hours through constant blowing sand
without refilling their water-bottles, they had not slept the pre¬
vious night, they had participated in two or three charges, they had
had no prepared food all day, and they had been all this time moving
through an oven.

Hardly anyone was capable of movement, the final

resources of energy having been expended in the last long charge;
most were too parched to speak, and the men were unable to understand
orders.

Nothing more could be done with them this day.
Darkness had closed in just as the Turkish position had been

carried, and, direction having been lost in the charge, it was not
known exactly where the force was.

It was thought at first that the

river bank had been reached, but searchers sent to look for it could
find nothing in the maze of nullahs which made the ground almost im¬
passable.

The scattered British troops concentrated as best they

could, and the nearest wounded were brought in by volunteers (those
who had fallen early in the charge had to be left to the Arabs).

The

force settled down to wait out the night in the captured Turkish posi¬
tion just north of Nahrwan Ridge, about a mile from the river, without
shelter, light, food or water.

It was a bitterly cold night; the

temperature dropped fifty degrees.

lj-5
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get into the Turkish lines, hut the Turks, unshaken by the noise of
firing to their rear, forced the British to go to ground again at a
distance of five hundred yards.

In conjunction with this attack

Townshend requested the Senior Naval Officer, Lieutenant-Commander
Cookson, to take his ships up to the Turkish lines and try to break
through the obstruction barring the river, for Townshend was sure
the Turks would retreat during the night and he would be sure of cap¬
turing them if he could take or sink their steamers at Kut.

Cookson

replied that he would make the attempt as soon as it got dark.

Town¬

shend did not know what had become of Delamain’s force, though he
heard their guns cease firing when it became completely dark at 6:40,
but he suspended the attack of the l8th Brigade and ordered his own
guns to cease fire for fear of hitting Delamain somewhere in the
Turkish rear.
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Cookson steamed up the river in the Comet, accompanied by the
armed tugs Sumana and Shaitan, as soon as it was dark.

The whole

stretch of the river he had to travel was under all the Turkish guns,
and the flying bridge itself was under point-blank rifle and machine
gun fire.

The ships were detected as they neared the obstruction and

a hurricane of fire was opened on them.

The funnel and upper works

of Comet, in the lead, were riddled at once.

The crew almost all fell

before the obstruction was reached, and all Comet * s guns were out of
action, but Cookson tried to break the cables by ramming.

When that

failed, he determined to cut loose the mahela which was moored in mid¬
stream.

He placed the Comet alongside it, but he found that "he could

not send a man over the ship’s side to cut away the obstruction because
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hit two dozen times as he tried to scamble over the side.
was recovered from the river at once, hut he was dead.
then retired downstream.

He was

His "body

The ships

b7

The Turks, whose position had looked so desperate at dusk, got
clean away.

It was a remarkable feat.

When Nur-ud-Din had realized

early in the afternoon that his flank was turned and that he would
have to retire, he had begun withdrawing his troops from the fight
bank, and by dark he had managed to get them all into ships or across
the river and away - he even saved the heavy guns.

It had been im¬

possible to retreat from the first and second sections of the line
on the left flank during the day because it was under close attack,
but Nur-ud-Din*s counter-attack against Delamain*s force had at least
saved it from envelopment.

After dark all of these troops were with¬

drawn as well, through the narrow gap between Delamain* s force on
Nahrwan Ridge and the river.

By morning Kut had been evacuated, and

the Turks were in full retreat above them, on the left bank, with their

ships ahead of them.
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The battle had unquestionably been a great British victory,
though.

The Turks had suffered some four thousand casualties, of

whom 1,153 were prisoners in the hands of the British, and eight guns
and large quantities of stores had been captured.

However, it was

noticeable even to the troops that "Abdul" fought better in each suc¬
ceeding battle, and the reason was not difficult to discern.

Increas¬

ingly Turkish regulars from Anatolia were supplanting the half-trained
Arabs of the delta fighting.

Townshend remarked: "The Turks...had
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fought perfectly steadily and well, and I found that I had quite dif¬
ferent troops to deal with at the Battle of Kut-al-Amara" than at
Qurnah-'Amarah, when all hut one battalion had been Arab conscripts.
British casualties had been 1,233* and once again as at Nasiriya
the overworked, inadequate medical services almost completely broke
down under the enormous load of British and Turkish wounded suddenly
thrown upon them.
Our own and the enemy wounded are being evacuated
in barges. They are mad with wounds and thirst: the
few doctors are almost helpless: it is really a
frightful scene: poor devils creep to the dressing
station on their hands and knees, over decks slippery
with ttood and diarrhoea.50
It was a dress rehearsal for the horrors of Ctesiphon.

On the morning of the 29th an aircraft landed at the place where
Column "A" had bivouaced for the night and gave the news that the Turks
were all above Kut.

The haggard troops had "just enough strength to

drag themselves to the river, and drink, and be sick, and drink again."
The gunboat flotilla passed the obstruction in the river at 10 a.m.
and set out after the Turks, but there was no pursuit such as that after
Qurnah.

There had been no panic among the Turkish forces, and the

river was exceptionally low.

Between Kut and Baghdad the river is

more tortuous than in any other stretch (112 miles by land, 212 miles
by river), and the main channel averaged only three-and-a-half feet.
Moreover the Turks knew the river, while even those British captains
who had known the river well before the war had not been upstream in
a year, during which time all the channels had of course altered.

The

gunboats caught up with two of the Turkish steamers on the 30th, '
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as there was great danger that they would go aground and he knocked
to pieces while helpless, they abandoned the pursuit and returned
to Kut.51
The cavalry occupied Kut on the morning of the 29th, "the
local Arabs showing the usual attitude of great joy which they in¬
variably display to the winning side," and Delamain’s column marched
in later in the day.

The l8th Infantry Brigade and the 63rd Field

Battery were loaded aboard steamers to pursue the Turks, but it took
the better part of two days to negotiate the short stretch of river
up to Kut, and by then it was too late.

The cavalry overtook the

Turks forty miles above Kut on 3 October, but as they were covered
by a strong rearguard of all arms they decided to wait until the
river column caught up.

On this day an aerial reconnaissance re¬

ported that Nur-ud-Din had halted and was in occupation of the al¬
ready-entrenched position of Ctesiphon below Baghdad.

Townshend and

the river column arrived at Aziziya, sixty-one miles by land and one
hundred and two miles by river above Kut, on 5 October; by that time
it seemed useless to Townshend to continue the pursuit, so he landed
his force and proceeded no further.

52

Nixon, keener than ever on taking Baghdad, wired Townshend
that he estimated the remaining Turkish strength to be only four thou¬
sand bayonets, five hundred sabres, and twenty guns, with their only
potential reinforcements being fifteen hundred infantry and two guns
from the Euphrates line.

Townshend well knew what was in his com¬

mander's mind, and made this revealing entry in his diary:
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The Army Commander does not seem to realize the weak¬
ness and danger of his lines of communications. We
are now some 380 miles from the sea, and we have only
two weak divisions...in the country! There is my divi¬
sion to do the fighting, and Gorringe’s to hold the
line of communications from Kut to the sea. [only
two "brigades were on the Tigris line] Thus there is
no possible support to give me if I receive a check
... .To try a coup de main against Baghdad with my
division alone - a distance of some 380 miles from
the sea, the line of communications "being occupied
"by utterly unreliable and hostile Arab tribes, who
would rise at the first news of the slightest check,
and the only support being a weak division with no
artillery whatever, which is, moreover, disseminated
at Amarah, Nasiriyeh, Kurna, Basra, Ahwaz, etc. would be, in my opinion, an unpardonable error...not
only from a strategical and tactical point of view,
but also from a political, one. A defeat would mean
possibly a great disaster...and anyone advocating
such a step would show in my opinion that he was ut¬
terly ignorant of the art of war.53
Subsequent correspondence via telegraph showed that this was
in fact precisely what Nixon intended, and so Townshend concentrated
his division at Aziziya while the debate was carried on.

On the 9th

of October the l6th Brigade joined him at Aziziya, and on the follow¬
ing day the 17th Brigade arrived.

Only the two battalions of the

30th Brigade were left behind to hold Kut.
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CHAPTER

IX

"THE ORE BRIGHT SPOT:"
The Decision for Baghdad

Two full months passed "between the British victory at Kut and
the final advance on Baghdad.

During this time almost every military

and political authority in India and in England, was given the oppor¬
tunity to express its opinion on the proposed, advance, and phrases
like "military point of view" and "strategic necessity" were "bandied
about with hardly any practical connection with the hard facts.

To .

avoid "becoming hopelessly lost in the mountain of messages and reports
which were sent and submitted, a strictly chronological approach must
"be foregone.

First, the?, key memorandum submitted "by General Nixon

on 30 August will "be examined.

The serious disagreement "between Nixon

and his fighting general as to the feasibility of an advance without
reinforcements will be discussed, after which the simultaneous ex¬
changes between Nixon, India and London on the same subject will be
dealt with.

At this point the cabinet suddenly became interested in

the possibility of seizing Baghdad, for reasons altogether different
from those entertained in the East, and henceforward London took the
lead in the debate.

The cabinet having finally reached an affirmative

decision, attention will be re-focused on Townshend's division at Aziziya
and its preparations for the advance.

The mounting difficulties of

supply and transport experienced by the exposed British force, the
progress of Turkish reinforcements towards Mesopotamia, and the formu¬
lation of Townshend*s plan of battle will be considered, and finally
the advance of the 6th Division will be traced up to the eve of the
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It has already been noted that on 30 August, one month before
the capture of Kut, Townshend finally submitted the appreciation on
the possibility of occupying Baghdad -which had been included in his
instructions from Duff the previous March.

He reported that its cap¬

ture would be most beneficial.
Under the head of political advantages he observed that Bagh¬
dad -was a strategically important city in the hands of the Turks as
it covered the only practical lines of approach to Mesopotamia from
Syria and Asia Minor.

It was one of the few military arsenals in the

Turkish Empire, and ms a center for the equipment and training of
troops; if it were lost, future Turkish efforts in Mesopotamia would
have to depend upon supplies brought from great distances.

The city’s

fall would shake Turkish prestige throughout the East, and correspond¬
ingly raise that of the British.

The possession of Baghdad would cut

the main line of communications leading from Turkey into Persia, and
so would gravely cripple the Turco-German subversive activity in Persia
which ms becoming a source of great concern for India.

Finally, Brit¬

ain would gain in a commercial sense from its possession.
The military outlook ms excellent.

Nixon estimated total Turk¬

ish fighting strength in Mesopotamia at not more than 10,200 men, and
though there had been rumors of the movement of large Turkish reinforce¬
ments to the country for months, in fact only a couple of battalions
and

fifteen guns had been sent.

The dispatch of larger numbers ms

only to be anticipated in the event of major withdrawals of Allied
forces from Gallipoli or the Caucasus, and even if this came to pass
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Baghdad until two months after leaving Aleppo.

The British would

have at least a month’s notice of their arrival, and in any case the
Turks would have great difficulty in maintaining a sufficiently large
force to recapture the city once its loss had deprived them of their
one worhtwhile hase in the country.
Nixon concluded "by stating that one division would suffice for
the capture of Baghdad, hut that to hold the city of 1^5,000 against
a serious attempt to retake it a reinforcement of two infantry bri¬
gades would he necessary ."^
Nixon’s proposal was in fact based on two assumptions.

First,

that at least as many Turkish troops as at present would continue to
he tied down in the Caucasus and at Gallipoli.

Second, that Turkish

difficulties in maintaining a force large enough to reconquer Bagh¬
dad would he insurmountable.

Both were unjustified.

With winter ap¬

proaching, operations in the Caucasus and to a lesser extent at Gal¬
lipoli were houndto slacken; furthermore, the British had just suffered
another severe setback at Gallipoli in the landing at Suvla Bay.

It

was true that the Turks would have trouble in pushing large reinforce¬
ments forward in Mesopotamia, hut if they succeeded he would he in a
difficult situation.

One month’s warning would not he enough time to

get British reinforcements to Mesopotamia, and even if it were he would
not he able to get them up to the front or supply them with his limited
river transport.

Besides, there were large Turkish reinforcements on

the way to Mesopotamia, and his confidence in being able to take Bagh¬
dad with just one division was misplaced.
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The Indian General Staff agreed'with Nixon’s estimate of the
situation, hut Duff, the Commander-in-Chief, had reservations.

He

noted on the General Staff report: "Unless we can get hack troops
[previously sent from India] from France, Egypt and elsewhere, I
fear that Baghdad, invaluable as its capture would he, is out of the

2
question."

Duff then instructed Nixon in this sense.

Nixon was not prepared to accept this as a permanent har to
his ambition.

It will he recalled that a month later, just before

the battle of Kut ms fought, Nixon arrived at Townshend’s headquar¬
ters and announced that he wished to he present to decide questions
of "general policy" which might arise.

This can only he interpreted

to mean the question of pursuing the Turks to the gates of Baghdad.
Nixon could not have been unaware that once such a pursuit placed
the British within striking distance of Baghdad it would he extreme¬
ly difficult to resist arguments for continuing the offensive.

In

fact he did carry out such a pursuit, and once he had got his ad¬
vanced force up to within striking distance of Baghdad at Aziziya
he immediately directed the concentration of the 6th Division there
•5

and the preparation of a plan for the seizure of Baghdad.

Having got himself into a position close to Baghdad which gave
him a strong argument for going the rest of the my, Nixon at once
made his position clear.

On 3 October he sent a telegram to India,

repeated to Chamberlain, in which he reported that, as the Turks had
occupiedthe Ctesiphon position, the opportunity for a surprise and a
stampede had passed.

Nevertheless, he proposed to concentrate his
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troops at Aziziya with the intention of opening the road to Baghdad,
for which purpose they would he quite sufficient.

This was the signal

for the beginning of discussions between India and England on the ad¬
vance, and that will be dealt with in due course.
On the same day, it will be remembered, he had indicated his
intentions to General Townshend, who disagreed completely.

Townshend’

diary entry has already been quoted; he also sent a message to Nixon
repeating it in a more tactful form, in which he observed that a grave
risk was being run in continuing the advance with only his weak divi¬
sion.
dad.

The Turks would undoubtedly reinforce Mesopotamia to save Bagh¬
In his opinion the British objective up to Kut had been the

occupation of a strategical, position to consolidate their hold on the
Basrah Vilayet.

If the government now considered the occupation of

Baghdad inadvisable on account of the doubtful situation at Gallipoli
and of the possibility of a small British force subsequently being
evicted from the city by Turkish troops withdrawn from Anatolia - "A
retreat...[which] would be worse than that from Kabul in tie ’forties1"
- then the division should concentrate at Kut.

If, on the other hand,

the government desired to occupy Baghdad, then it was absolutely neces
sary that an advance by road from Kut be carried out methodically by
two divisions (both of which would be in addition to the garrison of
Lower Mesopotamia)
The bald statement controverting the views of the commander-in¬
chief was not well received at GHQ at Basrah, and a crushing reply was
sent on the same day by the Chief of Staff, General Kemball.

It re¬

buked Townshend for not accepting the estimate of available Turkish
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ended: "It is the Army Commander’s intention to open the way to Bagh¬
dad, as he understands that another division will be sent from France.
He would like to know your plans for effecting this object with the
force you have...."■*
Townshend had sent his message more out of a sense of duty than
out of hope.

"I did the utmost a subordinate general can do by point¬

ing out to my superior general the rashness of the undertaking; if he
thought differently from me it was my duty to do anything in my power
to carry out his orders, even though I differed with him as to the
wisdom of the operation."

6

He now gave up, and replied to Kemball

as gracefully as possible: "You did not mention the arrivalof a divi¬
sion from France in this country, and that makes all the difference
in my appreciation."

His diary entry for the same day reads: "There

is nothing definite known about this, and no earthly chance of its’
being in this country in time."1

On the following day, 4 October,

he submitted his plan as requested.
Townshend, if he was to attack Baghdad with his present force,
was insistent that twenty-one days’ supplies be magazine! at Aziziya
and not touched before he moved, and that he have another fourteen
days’ with him in his ships when he advanced.
casualties at Kut must be made good.
Brigade that he had had at Kut.

His fifteen hundred

He also wanted the half-30th

He had no firm plan as yet for the

conduct of the battle, but his idea was to turn the Turkish left flank.
In any case, the time required to fulfill the needs he mentioned would
allow time for detailed reconnaissance later.

8

On the 7th October a Turkish covering force of about one bri-
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gade was discovered in position at Zeur, fourteen miles from Aziziya.
Alarmed that Nur-ud-Din might attack his single brigade there before
the rest of his division had arrived, he ordered the other two bri¬
gades to join him by forced marches. The Turks made no aggressive
moves and his division was united at Aziziya by 10 October, but the
strain of the forced marches revealed to Townshend just how tired
his troops were.

One of his brigade commanders told him that he felt

that his Indian troops were not what they had been before Kut, and
that if they had to assault entrenchments again he was convinced they
would not succeed. To a man of Townshend's temperament, in such a
mood of foreboding as he was, this was confirmation of his worst fears.
He noted in his diary: "This is not pleasant hearing, but it is tree.
The British troops can be relied upon as before, but the Indian troops
are shaken and unreliable. ..9^
Hitherto Mesopotamia had been for the British a brilliant and
consistently successful minor operation. But it was a minor opera¬
tion - neither to the troops nor to the public at home did the names
of the towns mean anything. Equally to the Turks it had been a second¬
ary campaign in an area of little importance to the empire. Compared
to the great battles on the Western Front and in the Dardanelles the
clashes in Mesopotamia had been little more than skirmishes. But
Baghdad - that was altogether something else. To the British it was
a fabled place whose name they had known since childhood; to the Turks
it was not only the key to their pan-Turanian ambitions but also the
sacred seat of the ancient Caliphs, the symbol of Islam's might and
glory. With Baghdad at stake the forces involved were about to in¬
crease many times over.
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The politicians could find many reasons for desiring to take
Baghdad, hut they only did so on being assured by Nixon that the ad¬
vance was feasible.

His small force was dispersed all over Mesopo¬

tamia, he had absolutely no general reserve - or even reserves with
Townshend’s force - to support the advance, and should he need rein¬
forcements he would be unable by reason of his transport deficiencies
to get them to the front.

Yet in this radically unsound strategic

position he was all in favor of an advance.

The reason must be found

in the human factor.
Nixon’s attitude was the natural result of the influence of
success upon an optimistic nature.

By hard fighting and sheer dar¬

ing he had succeeded in advancing three times, in circumstances in
which a more cautious commander would hot have moved at all, and he
had got away with disregarding his administrative drawbacks entirely.
By repeatedly accepting "sporting risks" he had achieved a series of
brilliant victories, and had come to look upon his troops as invinci¬
ble and upon the Turks as impotent.

Only Nixon among all the command-

ers-in-chief of the various Allied campaigns had been consistently sue
cessful, and with this reputation to maintain he found himself within
reach of Baghdad, which he knew to be a prize much coveted by India,
and he was apparently opposed by a handful of demoralized enemy troops
The Mesopotamia Commission concluded: "Psychologically, the effect of
brilliant, but narrowly won, success upon a naturally impulsive and
sanguine temperament is an interesting study: in this particular ex¬
ample the effect was to cause General Nixon to underestimate every
difficulty which stood in his path.
Moreover, Nixon was not willing to wait to be reinforced be-
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fore making his assault on Baghdad even if reinforcements were to he
made available, he cause it would take too long.

From the end of Sept¬

ember Nixon’s health had begun to break down,"1"1’ and he knew if too
much time passed he would be invalided home before the capture of
Baghdad and someone else would have the credit.

(He was in fact in¬

valided home at the end of the year, and he had had to limit his ac¬
tivities severely long before that.)

It was for this reason more

than because of impending Turkish reinforcement of the theatre, in
which he did not believe, that he undertook the offensive before the
reinforcements which were eventually promised him had even left France.

12

On the 3rd of October Nixon had telegraphed India and Chamberlain that: "I am strong enough to open the road to Baghdad, and with
this intention I propose to concentrate at Aziziya."

On the next day

he inquired if a division would be furnished him to assure the reten¬
tion of Baghdad once captured.

The initial response was not favorable.

Opinion was virtually unanimous that Nixon could indeed reach Baghdad
without much trouble, but there was doubt that he could hold it with¬
out another division, on which all subsequent discussion hinged.
Chamberlain wired India on the 4th, recommending that if, due to
navigation troubles, the pursuit above Kut no longer promised success,
then the former instructions that a "safe game was to be played" held
good, and proposals demanding reinforcements were to be deprecated.
In a ’private’

13

telegram he further informed the Viceroy /that the

situation seemed to render it imperative that Nixon's advance be stopped.
The Indian General Staff reported on the 5th that Nixon could
take Baghdad, but that the division,he must have to reinforce him could
not come from India.

It concluded, therefore, that the advance rested
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on whether or not the home government would send east one of the In¬
dian divisions in France.

Nixon should he allowed to concentrate at

Aziziya, hut Baghdad should not he sanctioned unless another division
could he dispatched to Mesopotamia within a month.

15

Lord Hardinge accepted this view, and incorporated it into a
telegram to Chamberlain sent on the 6th.
great value of Baghdad.

He went on to stress the

From a political point of view, he said:

[the] capture of Baghdad would create an immense .
impression in Middle East, especially in Persia,
Afghanistan and on our frontier, and would counter¬
act -unfortunate impression created hy want of suc¬
cess in Dardanelles. It would also isolate German
parties in Persia, prohahly produce pacifying effect
in that country and frustrate German plan of raising
Afghanistan and the tribes, -vhile impression through¬
out Arabia would he striking. In India effect would
he undoubtedly good. These are considerations to •
which I attach great importance
In accordance with the adoption of this attitude hy India, Duff had
already instructed Nixon on the 5th that, since his project was de¬
pendent upon reinforcements from France which were not likely to he
forthcoming, he was to keep his main body at Kut.

17

On finding that his project had fallen into some disrepute,
Nixon immediately wired hack to India (repeated to Chamberlain) once
again expressing his complete confidence in being able to take Bagh¬
dad.

It ended: "...before us lies an enemy who has been shaken, who

is short of ammunition and has lost thirteen guns, and while we hare
the chance it is obviously profitable for military reasons to over¬
whelm him.

I hope I can destroy him, as the position in which he has

taken refuge is one where we are able to manoeuvre.

Should we let

such an opportunity slip by us, I can see no argument by which we
could justify ourselves."

3.0
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On the 7th Duff replied to Nixon that there would he no ad¬
vance before reinforcements could he found, and that this did not
look likely.

He therefore ordered him to sit tight.

On the 8th

Nixon wired hack acknowledging these orders, and the question of
an advance seemed to have heen settled.

Townshend, whose opposi¬

tion to the advance had heen suppressed hy Nixon in all his corre¬
spondence with India and England, was finally informed on 10 October
that the India Office had never sanctioned the advance at all.

On

the next day at Aziziya he promulgated a "Divisional Order" inform¬
ing his troops that for the time being no advance would he made on
Baghdad.
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In fact the advance had not heen definitely decided against
at all: what had happened was that the cabinet had suddenly become
interested, and the discussions henceforth took place in London.
In a particularly dark month of the war the news of the fall of Kut
had aroused great interest in England, and the cabinet were attract¬
ed hy the possibilities they thought were opened hy Nixon/s telegram
of the 3rd October.

The Dardanelles was a catastrophic failure, and

Nixon’s proposal came just as the cabinet was looking for a way to
counter-balance the effect of the forthcoming public admission of defeat by the evacuation of Gallipoli.

20

Perhaps a striking success

at the second capital of the Ottoman Empire would divert public atten¬
tion from the Dardanelles and rehabilitate the British name in the
East.

21

The cabinet's interest in Baghdad had nothing to do with the

relative value of tactical positions in Mesopotamia, and little to do
with the threat to Persia: the main considerations were prestige and
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Making propaganda out of campaigns is per¬

missible and necessary, but making campaigns for propaganda is waste¬
ful and dangerous - yet the cabinet came perilously close to adopting
the latter principle in its deliberations on Baghdad.
Nixon’s plan to advance on Baghdad first came to the cabi¬
net’s attention because he had requested that he ultimately be rein¬
forced by one division to hold Baghdad, and Chamberlain had to bring
this request to them.

This he did on the 5th October, and it ms

decided to appoint an Interdepartmental Committee representing the
War Office, Admiralty, India Office and Foreign Office to consider
all aspects of an advance on Baghdad.

This committee met for the

first time, under the chairmanship of Sir Thomas Holderness, Under¬
secretary of State for India, on the 7th.

At the same time the Gen¬

eral Staff at the War Office were asked to prepare a military appreciation.

22

There are two points that should be borne in mind in dealing
with the conclusions of these committees and all the others which
followed.

First, though it was clearly understood both in India and

at home that reinforcements must be found before an advance could be
sanctioned because it would be the worst possible propaganda to occupy
Baghdad and later have to retreat from it, there was no question in
anyone’s mind that these reinforcements need not arrive in time to
assist Nixon in taking Baghdad.

Nixon himself and the Indian Gen¬

eral Staff had stated many times that they could do it without rein¬
forcements, and they were believed.

Second, nobody who participated

in the discussions in England was aware that Nixon was desperately deficient in river transport.
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Hardinge had "been informed of the new life "breathed into the
proposal "by the cabinet on the 5th; Nixon was told on the 7th.

The

Holderness Committee reviewed the situation as it was represented by
Hardinge's and Nixon's telegrams, and the next d^y it gave the cabi¬
net a brief preliminary report.

The cabinet were greatly impressed.

It seemed to them that the British had within their grasp a great suc¬
cess such as they had not yet achieved anywhere, whose political ad¬
vantages could hardly be overrated.

Willing to send even two divi¬

sions if it were necessary, the cabinet instructed Chamberlain to send
the following telegram to Nixon on the 8th: "Very urgent. With what
addition to your present force are you confident that you can both
occupy and hold Baghdad...." To the Viceroy he sent: "Cabinet are so
impressed.. .that we shall make every effort to supply necessary force.
We do not wish to attempt it with insufficient forces.
isfied that one division is sufficient?"

Are you sat¬

Nixon replied the game day:

"I am confident that I can beat Nur-ud-Din and occupy Baghdad with¬
out any addition to my present force.

But if the Turks [try serious¬

ly to retake it]...I should require one division...."

The Viceroy

answered that he was prepared to accept Nixon's opinion.

2k

The preliminary conclusions of the Holderness Committee were
made available to the Prime Minister and the Secretaries of State for
War and India on the 11th.

These conclusions were tha£ an early oc¬

cupation of Baghdad was desirable on both military and political grounds,
that the immediate reinforcements necessary to hold Baghdad after cap¬
ture were one division and one or two regiments of cavalry, to arrive
at Basrah within four weeks of the commencement of the advance, and
that there was sufficient river transport for the force's advance.

25
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12th: it stated that two extra divisions would he necessary to hold
Baghdad.

The War Committee of the cabinet discussed these two docu¬

ments together with various telegrams that had passed between the
India Office and India on the l4th.

Since the head of the Holder-

ness Committee had no military experience and the'other members had
not sufficient status to speak with authority, the War Committee placed
more confidence in the estimate of the General Staff that two divi¬
sions would be necessary.

The General Staff of the War Office and

the War Staff of the Admiralty were accordingly now instructed to
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prepare a further joint report on the whole situation.
On the l4th, when Chamberlain realized that a further delay
in the decision would be necessary to wait for this report, he tele¬
graphed Hardinge: "Are chances of eventual successful advance pre¬
judiced by delay? We continue to attach greatest importance to capture
of Baghdad if we can hold it securely."

Hardinge replied the next

day that unless the Turks strongly reinforced Baghdad in the mean¬
time, of which there ms no sign, delay would not affect the British
chances for a successful advance.

27

As a matter of feet, there were

large Turkish reinforcements on the way, and their arrival would turn
the tide against the British, but the delay in the British advance
which allowed them to arrive in time was not caused by these deli¬
berations.

It was caused by the fact that Nixon’s transport was so

defective that he could not be ready to advance for' almost two months long after a decision had been reached by the cabinet.
On the 15th of October Chamberlain explained the reason for the
delay to Hardinge.

The War Office was prepared to transfer the two
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the General Staff finally decided in favor of Baghdad (they had suf¬
fered terribly in the previous winter, and Kitchener wanted to get
them to a warm climate "before the coming winter closed in),

hut

owing to the severe strain put on shipping by the Gentian submarine
campaign in the Mediterranean it was not possible to guarantee their
date of departure.

Under these circumstances they did not think it

safe for Wixon to advance on Baghdad until these troops had actually
started from Egypt, unless India would undertake to supply a divi¬
sion temporarily in the event of these reinforcements being delayed.^
Sir Percy Lake, the Chief of the Indian General Staff, had
anticipated this request, and had arrived at the conlusion that it
was just possible to organize and conentrate an "Emergency Force" of
two infantry brigades, two cavalry regiments and one brigade of ar¬
tillery.

On 13 October Lake urged Duff to set up this force.^°

The

Indian Government lied to avoid complying with London’s request.

Duff’s

Military Secretary wrote Hardinge’s Military Secretary a minute ex¬
plaining why the Home Government should not be told the truth:
It is proposed by the Chief [Duff] that the force
he has named be assembled.. .for eventualities, but
that the Home Government should not be informed of
this....The Home Government are very anxious that
Baghdad should be taken, and they will send us the
required force if we hold out, but they will give
us nothing if the least sign of willingness to find
reinforcements is shown by us.
So on IT October the Viceroy cabled: "In no case could I undertake
to supply from India, even temporarily, a further force of the strength
of a division."

While India "held out," Serbia went tinder and the last

Western Front reserves were thrown into the cauldron at Loos
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The report of the joint Staffs was submitted on 19 October.
It was estimated that there were 350,000 Turkish troops around Con¬
stantinople and the Dardanelles, 1^5,000 in the Caucasus,

kj,000

in

Syria and about 9,000 plus irregulars in Mesopotamia, and that the
movement of reinforcements between these theatres would be a lengthy
business.

It was therefore quite feasible to occupy Baghdad in the

next few weeks.

The question was not one of getting there but of

staying there.

By January there could be 60,000 Turkish troops at

Baghdad, and some months later this force might grow even larger.
If Nixon were to be sent a reinforcement of two divisions, giving
him a total of three at the front, he might be strong enough to with¬
stand this force, but their opinion was that "it would be unwise...
to occupy Baghdad with the intention of staying there until the end
of the war...."

The Staff were in favor of a raid, even if the raid¬

ing force were not withdrawn immediately, but only provided that if
it later became militarily advisable to withdraw political-considerations would not be allowed to stand in the way.
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On the 21st Hardinge sent Chamberlain a full statement of the
point of view of those in India.

After reiterating the purported in¬

ability of India to provide reinforcements and agreeing as to the
vital importance of Baghdad, he presented three alternative courses
of action.

Baghdad could be taken with no difficulty if it could be

guaranteed that a complete division would reach Mesopotamia within
two months of the date of the telegram; this was the most satisfac¬
tory solution.

A raid could be carried out on Baghdad, to capture

the Turkish stores and their half-dozen remaining steamers, release
the British women held captive there, destroy the railway leading to
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based on a camp to the south of it.

This had obvious military and

political disadvantages, and was not recommended.

The third alter¬

native would be to remain on the defensive at Kut, but this would be
interpreted as weakness by the Turks and Arabs, and the resulting
situation might finally force an advance.

Duff strongly favored the

capture of Baghdad if reinforcements would be forthcoming, but recog¬
nized that othewise the British might be involved in a very difficult
and dangerous retreat down the Tigris.

The Viceroy himself was con¬

tent to leave the question to the government, but trusted that the
decision would be in favor of occupying Baghdad.
The War Committee of the cabinet met on the 21st to reach a
final decision on the advance to Baghdad.

It had before it the re¬

port of the Holderness Committee, the joint Statt memorandum of 19
October, a minute written on 15 October by the Military Secretary of
the India Office which favored the advance, and the Viceroy’s tele¬
gram of that day.

The general opinion was that the advantages of

occupying Baghdad, which was a perfectly feasible military operation,
outweighed the disadvantages of possible eventual withdrawal.

Lords

Kitchener and Curzon, the only two men present with experience of the
Middle East, dissented strongly, but they were alone.

■ak

Kitchener

described vividly his own difficulties in moving up the Kile to Khar¬
toum, but all the other ministers talked instead of the need to pre¬
sent the country with a "striking victory" and spoke of Baghdad as
"the one bright spot on the military horizon."^
The decision arrived at was that Chamberlain and three other
ministers should send Hardinge a telegram stating that the cabinet
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was in favor of the advance so long as the force at Baghdad would he
able to withdraw if at some future date it became badly outnumbered.
The possibility of there being 60,000 Turks at Baghdad by the end of
January was referred to, and the opinion of the Staffs was cited that
this or even larger numbers of Turks later on might necessitate a re¬
treat down the river.

The War Office would send the two Indian divi¬

sions from France, but under no circumstances could it send further
reinforcements.

The telegram ended: "We are...in great need of strik¬

ing success in the East....Unless you consider that possibility of
eventual withdrawal is decisive against the advance, all other con¬
siderations seem to vis to render it desirable, and we are prepared
ot order it."36
Hardinge replied on the 23rd:
We accept the calculation of the combined staffs
of possible strength of Turks that may in time be
brought against us, but with reinforcement of two
Indian divisions from France we believe that...
Nixon...[can] hold his own against 60,000 or 70,000
Turks, provided he occupies Baghdad as soon as he
is ready....1 am confident that the right policy at
the present time is to take the risk and to occupy
Baghdad with the least possible delay, relying upon
you to send the two divisions from France as quick¬
ly as possible to Mesopotamia.
...I propose, unless
I hear from you before Monday [25 October] to the con¬
trary, to order Nixon to march on Baghdad at once.
On the same day the cabinet authorized Chamberlain to send the Viceroy
the following telegram: "Nixon may march on Baghdad if he is satisfied
that force he has available is sufficient for the operation...tiro divi¬
sions will be sent as soon as possible.
later."

I will telegraph probable date

This telegram was repeated to Nixon on the 24th, and he was

instructed to take action accordingly.

37

The verdict of the military historian C.R.M.F. Cruttwell on the
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cabinet’s decision is sweeping but unassailable: "The advance on Bagh¬
dad is perhaps the most remarkable example of an enormous military
risk being taken, after full deliberation, for no definite or conQQ

crete military advantage."*5

Nixon’s original intention was to advance on Baghdad before
the beginning of November, for the rainy season might start at any
time after that and make land movement most difficult.

However, tiro

factors virtually guaranteed that this deadline could not be met.
It would be necessary to await the arrival, of drafts from India to
fill up the 6th Division, and there was no possibility of meeting
even half of Townshend’s demands for the accumulation of supplies and
•59

of land transport by the end of October.
The question of shipping was the core of the matter.

Town-

shend wanted twenty-one days' supplies collected at Aziziya and another
two months’ magazined at Kut before he made his advance, which was quite a.
reasonable requirement.

But in Mesopotamia at this time the British

had only seventeen paddle-steamers, three small stern-wheelers, eight
tugs and thirty-six barges for all movements of men or supplies along
seven hundred miles of three rivers.

The trip up river from Basrah to

Aziziya during the fall low-water took from ten to fourteen days in a
steamer; furthermore only six of the supply steamers could be used
above Kut-el-Amara in the shallowest stretch of the river.

A number

of native mahelas had been hired to supplement the inadequate powerdriven fleet, but the trip to Aziziya in these ships in the prevail¬
ing unfavorable winds took as much as two months.
Even with the aid of the hired mahelas only one hundred and fifty
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supply all the needs of two divisions.

Of this tonnage more than

half was absorbed in the transport of grain, fodder and firewood
to meet the daily requirements of the force in a country where things
were not available locally. The margin between daily arrivals up¬
stream and daily needs was thus very narrow, and the accumulation
of Townshend’s reserve of supplies an extremely time-consuming af¬
fair.**^
Nixon received official approval for the advance on 24 Octo¬
ber, but by that time he had recognized that his end-of-the-month
deadline was hopelessly unrealistic. On the l6th of October Townshend had proposed to advance up the Tigris’ right bank to manoeuvre
the Turks out of their positions at Zeur and Ctesiphon.

In the

discussion which ensued until Townshend submitted his final plan of
operations on 31 October the 6th Division’s commander stressed his
need for land transport to carry out his proposed manoeuvres. Nixon
insisted instead that he put one of his brigades in ships for the ad¬
vance - supposedly because of the advantages which this would confer
in mobility.
In reality, Nixon took this position because he had insuffi¬
cient shipping to supply Townshend with land transport for all his
brigades. There were available at Basrah at this time two thousand
transport mules and many carts, but these could not be got up the
river, and Townshend was unable to hire transport locally as he had
before Kut because the Inhabitants were extremely reluctant to rent,
so he ultimately gave in to Nixon’s arrangements. This tied the force
even more securely to the river than its need for water would have
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it tended to limit the distance the division could travel in a day
to the progress of the river transport, -which had to go twice as far
on the winding river and must he expected to ground frequently.

4l

Though Nixon, with his;:usual disregard for staff work, did
not even consult General Davison,, the Inspector-General of the Line
of Communications, on the transport necessary for the advance, he
was quite aware of the inadequacy of his shipping.

The fate that had

befallen his request of July 10th for the construction of ships suit¬
able for Mesopotamia has already been detailed; the India Office had
not even placed the order with the ship-builders yet.

Nevertheless,

Nixon had not asked for anything from India by way of less suitable
but acceptable craft to fill his immediate needs.

He had instead

maintained first that he could advance to Kut and support a division
there in all states of the river, and then in early October that he
could occupy Baghdad with no addition to his present force.

It may

well have been that he did not earlier request stop-gap shipping from
India because he knew that no river steamers could cross the Arabian
Sea during the monsoon season from early May to the end of September;
whatever the reason, India had got the definite impression that Nixon’s
shortage of river craft did not have much effect on his ability to ad¬
vance .
Thus, when on 9 October (the day after he had wired Chamberlain that he could occupy Baghdad with no addition to his present force)
he asked India for light-draught tugs or stern-wheelers "which mil
greatly strengthen the military operations, which are very seriously
ho

impeded,"

India did not respond with alacrity.

Indeed, he had to
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before the arrival of the reinforcing divisions from France, before
the Director of the Royal Indian Marine was even instructed to make
up a list of potentially suitable riverboats in India and Burma from
which Nixon could choose.

Nixon had to send another urgent reminder

on 10 November before this list was telegraphed to him.

He accepted

dozens of ships as being useful to some degree, and by January such
of those dispatched as did not sink on the passage (seventeen out of
twenty-four stern-wheelers sent broke up or foundered en route) began
to arrive in Mesopotamia.

But thanks to his own neglect and dissimu¬

lation and to official incompetence in India and at the India Office
there was no more transport to support the advance on Baghdad than
there had been at the advance to ’Amarah.
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Despite this, Nixon persisted, in his planned advance on Bagh¬
dad.

To justify this in his own mind, he allowed himself to commit

two egregious errors in strategy.

First, he steadfastly refused to

credit the intelligence, amounting to a certainty by the time he be¬
gan his advance, that large Turkish reinforcements were reaching the
Turks near Baghdad.

Second and even more reprehensible, he based all

his planning upon the contingency of winning at Ctesiphon and occupy¬
ing Baghdad.

He calculated that once he got to Baghdad he could ob¬

tain supplies locally, and probably some of the Turkish steamers would
be captured, thus easing his shortage of shipping.

He made provision

for the evacuation of only five hundred of his expected twenty-four
hundred casualties, expecting to treat the rest in Baghdad; this would
free his river steamers to bring up from Basrah the first reinforce¬
ments before the other steamers he had requested reached him from India.
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The immediate results of these errors were the disaster of Ctesiphon
and the horrors that he fell the -wounded from that battle; the long¬
term result was the seige of Kut and the desperate, forlorn attempt
to relieve it.
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Nur-ud-Din, having wisely ignored Enver’s order to defend Meso¬
potamia "foot by foot" and pulled back to Ctesiphon, was given almost
two months to complete his entrenchments and to receive the reinforce¬
ment of two divisions which had previously heen promised him from the
Caucasus front.

To the remnants of the 35th and 38th Divisions he

was able to add the new 45th Division, which had been raised in Bagh¬
dad since the battle of Kut, but which was of better fighting quality
than the other two Arab divisions since it was built on a core of
Anatolians and Syrians.

By 17 November when the British advance got

underway seven of the nine battalions of the 51st Division of Khalil’s
corps had reached Ctesiphon, and the others was at Samarra only three
days away.

One regiment of the 52nd Division, also of Khalil’s corps,

had arrived at Mosul on its way to Baghdad.

Exclusive of irregulars

and cavalry, Nur-ud-Din’s strength at Ctesiphon by the 17th had mountlie

ed to 18,000 infantry.

J

Nixon on the same date estimated the Turkish strength at only '.
13,000,: despite overwhelming evidence to the contrary from British
intelligence sources.
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His stubborn refusal to admit that he was

out-numbered, in his desire to seize Baghdad, foredoomed the British
to defeat.
Information about the Turkish reinforcements on their way to
Mesopotamia began to come in on 1 November, when Major Marsh, the Brit
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that three thousand Turkish troops had been sent from Bitlis towards
Mosul, and that Khalil was at Bitlis with a force seven or eight thou¬
sand strong, which might also be intended to reinforce Baghdad.

On

the 3rd the British intelligence center at Cairo confirmed this and
tentatively identified the force as the 51st Division.

On the 5th

Cairo reported that in addition to the 51st Division, an Anatolian
division of good quality was on the move east from Constantinople,
and perhaps another from there and one from north Syria, but that
transportation from Constantinople to Baghdad would take eight weeks
and from Syria six weeks.

India estimated that it would take the 51st

w
Division five weeks to move from Bitlis to Mesopotamia.
On 4 November one of Nixon's Arab agents reported that Khalil
had arrived at Baghdad with eight thousand troops and twelve guns;
none of the troops he had mentioned on the 1st had left Bitlis yet.
On the next day, however, Marsh reported that 15,000 Turkish troops
had recently begun to leave Mosul, a center for the training of re¬
cruits and reservists, for Baghdad, and that it was difficult to de¬
cide in which direction Khalil was moving.

Cairo indicated on the

8th that there was the possibility of troop movements eastward across
Syria towards Mesopotamia.

On the 12th Nixon's intelligence staff,

on the strength of recent aircraft reconnaissances which had report¬
ed almost no troops in Baghdad, concluded that at the most one thou¬
sand men with eight guns had reached Baghdad.

On the next day one of

his few planes was lost beyond Baghdad, and he felt compelled to suspend further long-distance reconnaissances. 48
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reinforcements now turned into a flood tide moving in an unmistakable
direction.

On the 15th of November Nixon ms' informed that the Rus¬

sian General Staff now believed that a regrouping of the Turkish army
in the Caucasus had been made with a view to freeing troops for dis¬
patch to Mesopotamia.

On the next day the War Office messaged that

an agent who had been in Syria reported that 15,000 Turks with eight
guns had left Aleppo for Baghdad during the latter half of August and
September.

Later in the same day the War Office reported: "...Relia¬

ble and authentic information has been received that a Turkish expedi¬
tion is on its my to Baghdad,"

and on the 17th it added that Field-

Marshall von der Goltz had left for Baghdad one week earlier and that
30,000 troops were marching from eastern Anatolia to Baghdad.

Marsh

confirmed this latter information on the same day, saving that Khalil’s
force had left Bitlis on the 16th of October (note India’s previous
estimate that it would take Khalil five weeks to reach Baghdad from
Bitlis).

India also telegraphed Nixon on the 17th that von der Goltz

had been appointed to the command of all Turkish forces between the
Persian Gulf and Lake Van, which would be organized into a new Vlth
Army.

49
On the 18th the Chief of the Indian General Staff wired Nixon

privately that it ms now clear that a strong enemy force ms concen¬
trating against him, and asked how long notice Nixon's intelligence
could be relied upon to give of the presence of a large force at Bagh¬
dad.

On the previous day Duff, convinced that Nixon ms in immediate

danger, had recommended to the Viceroy the dispatch of the "Emergency
Force" which India had secretly formed to reinforce the expeditionary
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force: the Viceroy disagreed as to the urgency with which it was re¬
quired, hut gave Duff permission to send it if the situation demand¬
ed it.50
On the 20th November, when Townshend’ s force had advanced to
just below Ctesiphon and was preparing to give battle, Nixon replied
to the War Office’s telegram of the 17th that for more than a fort¬
night his own agents had been giving him similar reports of a large
force under von der Goltz, but that at present he did not accept these
reports as conclusive "for various reasons." On"the same day he re¬
plied to Sir Percy Lake’s private telegram of the 18th, taking a dif¬
ferent tack.

Still strongly in favor of Baghdad, he pointed out that

so long as his force was at a distance from the city he could not pre¬
vent the arrival of small parties of troops, whereas if he held the
city he could destroy them piecemeal as they came up. He admitted
there were strong indications that the Turks intended to send large
forces against him, but calculated that he would have a fortnight’s
notice of the concentration of a sufficiently large force to cause
him to change his present intentions. 51
There had now been no aerial reconnaissances of the main Turk¬
ish position for a week, during which time Nixon had received every
indication from overseas that Nur-ud-Din had in fact been heavily rein¬
forced. His interpretation of this intelligence must be attributed to
52
his mood of intense, almost compulsive optimism.
A reputable mili¬
tary historian and the author of a monograph on the battle of Ctesi¬
phon, Major-General W. S. Bird, doubts whether Nixon would have changed
his mind even if he had received irrefutable evidence of the arrival of
considerable Turkish reinforcements. Bird suggests that he might then
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would he danger, to recede ruin, and that the only course was to go
on."53
This suggestion is most likely correct.

He seems to have shut

the possibility that the intelligence might he correct altogether out
of his mind; the capture of Baghdad would he the crowning achievement
of his carrer, hut he could only get the credit if he could take it
at once before he was invalided out of the war.

To believe the in¬

telligence he was receiving would involve delay at the very least, and
he was determined not to he robbed of his opportunity.

As Townshend

was making his final preparations for the assault on Ctesiphon the
day before the battle, he received reliable information from his own
sources that strong Turkish reinforcements had reached Baghdad (Nixon
had not told him of the reports he was receiving from Delhi and London),
and sent his aide-de-camp to Nixon to inquire if he had any intelli¬
gence which would confirm this.

Nixon replied to the aide-de-camp:

"Tell Charles (i.e., General Townshend) that I do not believe a word
of it. ii 5^

From 10 October, on which date the Turks pushed down a detach¬
ment of 1500 men from their advanced position at Zeur to Kutuniya, only
seven miles from Aziziya, there was continual skirmishing between Brit¬
ish and Turkish cavalry patrols.

There was no serious fighting until

late in the month, when Townshend made a night march with almost his
whole force and attacked the camp at Kutuniya at dawn on the 28th.

The

Turkish force escaped up river with its guns, but the camp was destroy¬
ed.

The main reason Townshend made this attack at all was "to improve
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fortunately form the great hulk of the 6th Division...." The Turks
afterwards reoccupied the camp.
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Townshend's own morale was now extremely low.

He referred to

the drafts which arrived towards the end of October to fill the gaps
in the Indian battalions of the 6th Division as "wretched", and on 2
November he wrote the Viceroy a private letter in which he said:
These troops of mine are tired and their tails are
not up, but slightly down; the Mahomedans are not
pleased at approaching the sacred precincts of Suliman Pak5^ at Ctesiphon - the troops are not confident
and have had enough; as it is now, the British soldier
and the Sepoy...look over their shoulders and are
fearful of the distance from the sea, and go down, in
consequence, with every imaginable disease.57
Townshend became so concerned with the problem of the loyalty of the
Muslim troops that he sent one battalion composed mostly of transrQ

Border men'*

back to Basrah on 24 October because of numerous deser¬

tions from it to the enemy, explaining that "it was a danger to my
force, and I refused to have it any longer in my command."^
Much was later made of this supposed unreliability of the 6th
Division due to the fact that it was tired and that, being more than
half Muslim in its makeup, it was at the very least reluctant to ad¬
vance against one of the Islamic Holy Places.
excuse for the defeat at Ctesiphon.
hand.

It ms advanced as an

This must be dismissed out of

Townshend*s mercurial temperament was such that, whenever he

became discouraged about the prospects of success, he immediately saw
every aspect of his situation in unrelieved black.

When he felt better

about things, his opinion about his division changed completely.

For

example, much evidence was given to the Mesopotamia Commission which
flatly contradicted Townshend*s report of his division’s morale, and
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self was publicly full of confidence in the advance and expressed no

go
misgivings.

Even in his "book, where he enjoys the benefit of hind¬

sight, Townshend remarks in one place: "Although the advance was against
my judgement...1 felt that, if it could he done, possibly I could do
it, for I had absolute confidence in my command."
In the "final project of operations" which Townshend submitted
to Nixon on 31 October, he first stated that his principal object was
to destroy the Turkish force in the field, and only then to occupy Bagh¬
dad.

He estimated it at that time as 10,900 combatants with thirty guns

(only slightly low), the bilk of which were on the left bank of the
Tigris at Ctesiphon.

His directing idea was to draw Nur-ud-Din out of

his entrenchments and fight him in the open, "as a continuous campaign
of attacking entrenchments lessens the men’s keenness for battle."

He .

would first advance with his whole force to attack the Turkish cover¬
ing force at Zeur; if this fell back on Ctesiphon without fighting as
he expected, he would then have two choices.

He could attack up the

left bank or, by putting his bridge of boats, across the river just west
of there, he could move up the right bank.

This would probably force

Nur-ud-Din to transfer the bulk of his army to the right bank, where
his trenches extended only one mile and could easily be turned, and so
the greater part of the Turks would have to fight in the open.

Town¬

shend preferred the advance up the right bank, but for the time being
he reserved his final decision.
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On the 7th November Nixon approved this project, and inquired
if Townshend could advance by the l4th so as to attack Ctesiphon by the
l6th.

Townshend replied on the same day that, owing to the delay in
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start until the 15th.

Nixon was not at all pleased with this reply,

and pointed out that permission had "been given to carry out the ad¬
vance on 24 October.
the delay very great.

He feared that the government would consider
~>

There was nothing to he done for it, though

- the transport difficulties Nixon ignored in his planning were so
serious that even getting food up to the troops in edihle condition
was a problem.

Tons of rotting vegetables had to be thrown into the

liver to get rid of their stench, and beri-beri broke out among the
troops xn Aziziya camp.
While the 6th Division made ready for the final advance to
Baghdad Chamberlain was doing all that he could at home to hasten the
dispatch of the two Indian divisions from France which would help Nixon
to hold Baghdad once he had taken it.

Kitchener, however, had decided

that urgent requirements elsewhere in the Near East gave other divi¬
sions first call on the available shipping, and so the immediate dis¬
patch of the 28th Infantry Brigade (Indian) under General Younghusband
from Egypt as an interim measure was approved bn 10 November. ^
Townshend moved the l8th Brigade forward to Kutuniya on the 11th,
accompanied by the 6th Cavalry Brigade, to reconnoitre the routes to
Zeur.

In the reconnaissance the force got into a firefight with two

volunteer Arab cavalry brigades
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and nearly came to grief, but it ms

established that all the Turkish infantry had been withdrawn from Zeur
to Ctesiphon.

Townshend intended to complete the concentration of his

division at Kutuniya on the 15th, march to Zeur on the l6th, to Laj j
on the 17th, and to fight his battle on the 19th at Ctesiphon.

He did

advance with most of the rest of his forces to join the l8th Brigade at
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not yet arrived and among the ships sent to look for it was one which
carried allthe coal and oil on which the other ships depended.

It

was not until the evening of the 17th that the convoy arrived at
Kutuniya and he was ready to advance.
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Throughout October and early November daily reconnaissance
flights had been made towards Ctesiphon and Baghdad, to construct maps
of the region (owing to the Tigris' shifting course, the Army maps of
Mesopotamia were insufficient) and to plot the Turkish positions on
them.
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On 13 November, at which time the final battle was still

planned for the 19th, a daring attempt was made to isolate Nur-ud-Din
(for whom Townshend had little respect) from the new commander-in¬
chief hurrying down from Mosul.

Von der Goltz had a world-wide repu¬

tation as a military theorist, and it seemed to Townshend that without
him in ultimate command he should have a much easier task.

Captains

White and Yeats-Brown volunteered to fly north to Baghdad in a MauriceFarman Longhorn, land west of the town in the desert and destroy the
telegraph line to the Euphrates.

Then they would refuel from some

extra cans they were carrying, take off, and repeat the exercise north
of Baghdad on the telegraph lines leading to Mosul.

Unhappily, the

wing of the plane ms badly smashed in a collision with a telegraph
pole in the first landing, and the pilots were captured.

This had

far-reaching results, for Nixon arrived at Aziziya the same day and,
fearful of more attrition in his meager force of aircraft before the
day of battle, forbade any further reconnaissances beyond the immediate
vicinity of the camp just as the Turkish reinforcements were about to
arrive at Ctesiphon. 69
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of the 19th as soon as the missing convoy arrived.

His intention was

to move along the left hank with the main body of his force while the
17th Brigade parallelled his movement on the right hank.

He had a

total force of seventeen thousand men - only fourteen thousand of whom
were combatants and only eighty-five hundred of whom were infantry.
Out of the total of twenty-four thousand British troops in Mesopo¬
tamia this was an impressive figure.

However, the infantry battal¬

ions - three British and thirteen Indian of the 6th Division and the
30th Brigade - were far below war establishment; the average strength
was only 650 men, and two out of the three British battalions which
were the backbone of the force were only 550 strong.

Accompanying

the infantry were eleven squadrons of cavalry and thirty-two guns on
land; another six guns for which no land transport could be found
were brought along in horseboats and barges as the River Section.
For the advance the force was accompanied by seven barges con¬
taining fifteen days’ food for the troops (another two days’ in the
Supply column with the divisions and one day’s emergency rations on
the men made a total of eighteen days’ rations), seventeen days’ fuel
and fourteen days’ grain and fodder.

Another barge was left at Aziziya

with two days' supplies, under the guard of a half-battalion of in¬
fantry and three guns for which there had been no bullocks.
The naval flotilla for the advance consisted of Firefly, the
first of the new Fly class specifically designed for Mesopotamia,
mounting a 4-in. QF, a 6-pr. QF, five maxim machine guns and a searchlight on the masthead,

3-pr.

Comet, mounting a 12-pr., a 6-pr., and tiro

QF’s, and Sumana and Shaitan, each mounting a 12-pr. forward,
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They were accompanied "by

the guns in horseboats, and "by five steamers and three tugs.

Medjidieh

served as Townshend’s headquarters, Malamir as Nixon’s, and two other
steamers were prepared as hospital steamers.
The land transport was supplied hy one thousand mules, six hun¬
dred and twenty camels, six hundred and sixty carts and two hundred
and forty mules.

The carts had to "be used to carry water, to "bring

supplies and ammunition up to the force, and to evacuate the wounded;
Townshend also planned to use them to transport infantry in the com¬
ing "battle, so they were in extremely short supply.
The estimate of the Turkish forces made available to Townshend
at this time was about 13,000 troops with thirty-six guns - a force
slightly inferior to his own.

On the morning of the 19th the British

began to advance from Kutuniya to Zeur, but aerial reconnaissance re¬
ported masses of Turks moving down both banks towards the force ap¬
parently with the intention of attacking.

This was not the case; in

fact such Turkish troops as were moving in the area were merely pro¬
ceeding to relieve the detachment at Zeur.

Nevertheless the British

force dug in hastily on both banks and rebuilt the boat-bridge that
had just been dismantled in preparation for the advance.

It was 9 p.m.

before the British finally did arrive at Zeur, which the Turks had
meanwhile abandoned.

A bridge was thrown across there early on the

morning of the 20th, and the 17th Brigade rejoined the rest of the
force on the left bank.

All but two battalions of the main force had

already proceeded to Lajj, just below Ctesiphon, and the troops remaining at Zeur joined itthere the next day.
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Townshend had at last made up his mind which bank he was going

- 270 to operate on.

On the right hank the Turkish defenses were indeed much

weaker, hut he had now discovered that that was the case because the
ground on the right hank was badly cut up and difficult to move over.
He was encouraged in his choice of the left hank because that ms the
Turkish strategic flank, covering the road to Baghdad, and because
there was the prospect of disaster for the Turks if Townshend won.

The

hulk of the Turkish forces on the left hank lay between two unfordable
rivers, the Tigris and the Diala, and their few boat-bridges - one a
across the Tigris and two across the Diala - would not save them in
a disorderly retreat.
Townshend’s division stayed at Lajj all day on the 21st rather
than advancing at once to attack.

This was because Townshend wished

to make his approach march in darkness and because it was necessary
to wait for the river fleet and the bridging train to negotiate the
great looping bends of the river which made the journey three times
as long as the seven miles from Zeur to Lajj by land.

While he mi ted

on the 21st, Townshend called for reconnaissances of Ctesiphon and Bagh¬
dad by aircraft, the first long-range reconnaissances since the 13th.
The reconnaissance of Ctesiphon in "the morning revealed nothing of the
reinforcements that had arrived, for they were being kept under cover.

711-

The second reconnaissance, made in the afternoon by Major Reilly
in a single-seat Martinsyde, ms to check out Baghdad.

Taking a straight

course north for Baghdad, he climbed to six thousand feet as he crossed
the Turkish lines.

As he passed four miles to the east of Ctesiphon,

however, he observed a distinct alteration in the enemy dispositions.
It ms obvious that considerable Turkish reinforcements had arrived.
Deciding to postpone his reconnaissance of Baghdad, he flew over the
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attack if he had received Reilly’s information, hut as he flew over
the Turkish camp a Turkish gun put his engine out of action and he
glided out into the desert and landed. He had the idea of walking
hack, hut was quickly captured hy Arabs. The Turkish account re¬
marks:
An aeroplane flying at a height of 1,000 metres in
a last attempt to examine our line of defense and
rear was brought down and captured hy means of ma¬
chine gun fire from the Jlst Division. This little
event was taken for a happy omen that the luck of
the enemy was about to change....The presence of
the 51st Division, which turned the balance of suc¬
cess against the assailants in this battle ms as¬
certained in this fruitless reconnaissance and ms
shown on the airman's map. But the map containing
this priceless information fell, not into the hands
of the enemy commander... .but into those of the Turk¬
ish commander....Major Reilly's greatest gift to vis
ms the sketch showing the course of the Tigris from
the Diyala to Aziziya. This little sketch, probably
of small account to the enemy, ms an important map
in the eyes of the Iraq Command. For at headquar¬
ters and with the troops there ms not such a thing
as a map. 75
As night fell on the 21st of November another of Townshend's com¬
plicated and daring night manoeuvres got under my. He had written his
wife after his victory at 'Amarah:
...I must have the gift of making men (i mean-the soldier
men) love me and follow me. I have only known the 6th
Division for six months, and they'd storm the gates of
hell if I told them to.76
Ctesiphon ms Townshend's opportunity to prove his boast.
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69. Ibid.,p. 23; Francis Yeats-Brown, Bloody Years: A Decade of Plot
and Counter-Plot by the Golden Horn (New York, 1932), pp. 112-116"!
During October the air force at Aziziya consisted of three land air¬
craft and two seaplanes which were converted to land machines in the
course of the month. On 5 November a flight of four EE2C aircraft
from the Royal Flying Corps reached Basrah as a reinforcement, and the
aviation unit in Mesopotamia was reorganized as No. 30 Squadron R .F .C.
with two flights. Three aircraft were lost in the weeks preceeding the
battle and two EE2C's arrived at Aziziya; on the first day of the battle
another was lost. Only the surviving Maurice-Farman and one of the con¬
verted seaplanes were in the air on the morning of the first day; they
were joined in the afternoon by the second seaplane and one of the BE2C*s
which bombed four thousand Turks on Diala bridge quite effectively (the
other EE2C was inoperative due to lack of spare parts). All four air¬
craft provided headquarters with useful reconnaissance information.
Ibid., pp. 24-5; Moberly, Official History, II, pp. 52-3*
70. The Firefly had been put together at Abadan and left Basrah for
the front on 2 November. She had a crew of seventeen, and could main*
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ten knots (seven against the current).
Her draught -was not more than
two and a half feet. Moherly, Official History, II, p. 53*
71. Strength, supplies and transport of force taken from Townshend,
My Campaign, pp. 147, 152; Sandes, Kut and Captivity, p. 55; Ibid.,
PP* 53-5*
72. Townshend, My Campaign, pp. 162-3; Moherly, Official History, II,
p. 57; Sandes, Kut and Captivity, pp. 56-7.
73. Townshend, My Campaign, p. 164; Moherly, Official History; II,
p. 57; Birch-Reynardson, Mesopotamia 1914-1915, p* 252.
74. Sandes, Kut and Captivity, p. 59; Moherly, Official History, II,
P • 58 •
75. Muhammad Amin, "The Battle of Suliman Pak," published hy the Turk¬
ish General Staff and translated for the Historical Section, Committee
of Imperial Defense hy Brigadier-General U.W. Evans, given in Moherly,
Official History, II, p. 59*

76.

Sherson, Townshend, p. 277*

Map 9.

The Advance on Baghdad.

To follow page 278

CHAPTER

X

THE ATTACK ON BAGHDAD:
The Battle of Ctesiphon, November 22nd-24th 1915
The Turks had constructed a formidable position in the thirty
miles between Laii and Baghdad.

The southermost and most carefully

prepared line extended into the desert for miles just south of Ctesiphon village; a little less than two miles to the rear was a second
line less well entrenched.

These two lines were the Turkish Main

Line of Resistance, but a third position existed in incomplete form
five miles further back on the north bank of the Diala River feeding
I

into the Tigris from the east.

The Diala,generally shallow but un-

fordable near the Tigris, was only eight miles from Baghdad; a fourth
line had been marked out three miles short of the city, but it repre¬
sented no real obstacle.
The level plain between Bustan and Qusaiba on the left bank
is dotted with irregular mounds marking the sites of buildings of
ancient Ctesiphon or even more ancient Seleucia and the banks of ruin¬
ed canals.

Still by far the most prominent feature is the ruined Arch

of Ctesiphon, a remnant of the royal palace and audience hall of Chosros
towering almost one hundred feet above the monotonous landscape, which
Omar’s Arabs had been unable to destroy when they had razed the city
in 637 A.D.

The only other landmark is the High Wall, the remains of

the citadel of the Roman town of Ctesiphon, which is situated about a
mile north-west of Bustan and consists of two narrow mounds of earth
running at right angles to one another for six hundred yards south
and four hundred yards east.

High Wall rises to a height of forty or
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it marked the approximate center of the Turkish first line of defense.
The Turkish first line on the left bank anchored its right due
south ■ of the Arch of Ctesiphon at the apex of a peninsula formed by
a great southerly bend of the Tigris; thence it ran north-east to High
Wall parallelling the river at a thousand yards* distance, bent north
for a thousand yards, and finally ran north-east once again to the
strong point known as V.P.

It was six miles long and consisted of

a series of fifteen closed redoubts at four to six hundred yards in¬
terval joined by one or more traversed fire trenches.

The southern

half of the line, comparatively safe from assault, was not strongly
held and served mainly to cover an obstruction of several sunken ves¬
sels behind a line of mines which had been placed in the Tigris half¬
way between Bustan and the next bend upstream.

The northern sector

from High Wall through Water Redoubt to the twin redoubts of V.P.
which anchored the left, would bear the brunt of any attack, and here
the scrub had been burnt away from 'the front of the trenches to give
a clear field of fire, communication trenches led back to reserve posi¬
tions in the rear, and emplacements for numerous field batteries had
been dug.

V.P., situated on two low mounds, was a particularly strong

position surrounded by a complex of deep fire trenches and wide wire
entanglements.
On the right bank the Turks had found it easy to construct an
almost impregnable position opposite their first line across the river.
Until 1912 the Tigris had gone much further south before looping back
north around the Ctesiphon area, but in that year the Turks had made a
cut through the narrowest part of the peninsula seven miles below Qusaiba.
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This "cut" had become the main channel shown on the map by 1916.

From

the "cut" the first line on the right bank ran southwards along the
western bank of the river’s old course for a mile and a half, then
swung west for another mile and a half along a line of mounds. ■ The
old bed of the Tigris, which crossed the front of the position twice,
was itself a considerable obstacle; as well all the ground south of
the line was broken by ruined canals, and by an expanse of dried-up
marsh so fissured and cracked that it was impassable to troops.

These

trenches were comparatively lightly held on account of their strength,
and were not even protected by wire entanglements; the feature of this
position most significant for the battle was that heavy guns in it

ef¬

fectively closed the river above Bustan to the British.
Like the first line, the Turkish second line lay astride the
river.

On the right bank it consisted of a line of trenches two miles

long strengthened by three redoubts.

On the left bank it parallelled

the first line at a distance of two to three miles, but overlapped it
on the left by almost three miles.

It was five miles long and follow¬

ed a line of low mounds marking the course of an ancient canal, its
northern extremity bending somewhat backwards.

It had not been proper¬

ly prepared for defence and was only a line of trenches scratched in
the soil.

In the rear of this second position was the only Turkish

bridge which crossed the Tigris.
The final Turkish line of any value lay another five miles back
on the Diala’s northern bank, but, apart from being even less well
prepared than the second line, it would be useless as a line of final
resistance if the Turks were driven from their forward positions by
an onslaught which followed them closely in retreat.

The line lay on
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the far side of the Diala, which was crossed only "by two boat-bridges,
and the retreating Turks would be jammed against the river and slaughter¬
ed if the British pursued them.

On the right bank the third Turkish

line followed the line of an old high-level canal some four miles up¬
stream of the mouth of the Diala.^
The official Turkish historian severely criticises the siting
of the two main lines on the left bank.

He points out that the Turk¬

ish line of retreat back to the Diala lay in rear of the flank.which
was most exposed to envelopment, as the Tigris, crossed only by a sin¬
gle boat-bridge, barred retreat in any other direction.

Amin attri¬

butes the selection of these lines to an old-fashioned desire to place
one's defences on commanding ground (the two lines of mounds to whose
trend the trenches roughly conformed), and he considers that Nur-ud-Din
would have done better to locate his lines running north-east from
Bustan and from Qusaiba, where their lines of retreat would have been
at right angles to their lines of defense.

Moreover such lines would

not have been too close to one another, as he considers the actual lines
were, and would have afforded ample room for manoeuvre.

Captain Amin

was on Nur-ud-Din*s staff during this battle, and his opinion must be
heard with respect; nevertheless, within these limitations the Turkish
position was a powerful one.

2

On the left bank an attacker would be forced to attack straight
into the carefully prepared positions at Water Redoubt and V.P.

His

only alternatives were to go around the left of the first line, in
which case he would come under heavy enfilade fire from both the sec¬
ond line and V JP * and expose his left flank to a counter-attack from
the latter, or to go around the left of the second line, in which case
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self off from his ships "below Bustan and from water except what he
could carry with him.

In the latter case it would he for the at¬

tacker a case of all-or-nothing, for if he could not break the Turks
and open the river up to him in a very short time he would run out
of water and ammunition and he forced to surrender; his chances of
success would not he helped hy the fact that in such a turning move¬
ment his right flank would still he open to a counter-attack from the
Diala.
The right hank, despite the obstacles it presented to a British
advance, was a much easier area in which to carry out turning move¬
ments.

The drawback was that there was no substantial chance of trap¬

ping the Turkish force defending this hank once it chose to retreat,
as there was of trapping the Turkish forces on the left hank against
the Diala, and in any case the main body of the Turks and the road to
Baghdad lay on the other hank.

There was no reason to suppose that

if the British advanced up the right hank the Turks would necessarily
withdraw on the left, for the river could still he kept closed to Brit¬
ish shipping just above Bustan from the trenches on the left hank, and
without shipping the British would he unable to advance very far up
the right bank or the force a crossing further up.

A British opera¬

tion on the left hank would he faced with much sterner opposition, hut
only it offered any substantial chance of a decisive victory which
would open the way to Baghdad.
To hold his positions Nur-ud-Din had four infantry divisions.
The entirely Arab-Kurd 35th and

38th Divisions, which had been deci¬

mated in a half-dozen battles hy the British, were in better condition
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of recruits whose efficiency was not high.

The former contained seven

battalions of the 103rd, 104th and 105th Regiments, amounting
total of only 3,800 rifles.

to a

The latter was even weaker: in nine bat¬

talions of the 112th, 113th and ll4th Regiments it could only muster
3,100 rifles.

The main strength of the Turkish force lay in the divi¬

sions whose presence the British did not suspect.

The 45th Division

contained some good material; furthermore, its nine battalions of the
3rd, l4lst and 142nd Regiments contained a total of 6,300 rifles.

By

far the finest division was the 51st, entirely Anatolian Turk and the
veteran of a year’s campaigning against the Russians; it was composed
of nine battalions of the 7th, 9th and 44th Regiments amounting to

5,800 men, but only seven battalions with a rifle strength of 4,600
had reached Ctesiphon for the first day’s battle.

The 52nd and 26th

Divisions, on their way to Mesopotamia from the Caucasus and Syria
respectively, did not arrive until the battle was long over.

In addi¬

tion to his 18,000 infantry Kur-ud-Din had four hundred regular cavalry,
two regiments of camelry, fifty-two guns, nineteen machine guns, and
several thousand Arabs organized into tiro tribal cavalry brigades
under retired Turkish officers.
Nur-ud-Din organized his defense into tiro separate commands,
one on the right bank and one on the left.' The right bank was held by
the 35th Division with eleven guns and a tribal brigade; its three
heavy guns were posted at the "cut" so as to command the stretch of
river above and below the bend at Bustan.

The forces on the left bank

were under the 51st Divisional Commander, Muhammad Ali Bey.

The Turk¬

ish first line was held by the 38th and 45th Divisions; the 38th had
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the line up to about Water Redoubt, -where it had deployed two regi¬
ments and eight field guns, while the 45th Division had its 142nd
Regiment hacked by eight field and four heavy guns deployed in and
south of V.P.

There was a gap of one half mile between the 38th

and the 45th Divisions ,

The ll4th Regiment of the 38th Division was

held back near Ctesiphon village, and the 3rd and l4lst Regiments of
the 45th Division formed a division reserve in the left rear of V. P.
just in front of the second line.

The 51s't Division with two four-

gun quick-firing field batteries, a six-gun mountain battery, a ma¬
chine gun company and an engineer company were posted behind the
Turkish second line near Qusaiba village as the General Reserve.

The

weak cavalry force and a camel regiment watched the exposed left of
the second line, and the second Arab cavalry brigade was back in the
Diala River line.
Thus the approximate Turkish strength was 3*800 men with
eleven guns on the right bank, 9*400 men with twenty guns on the
left bank, and 4,600 rifles and fourteen guns in General Reserve.
The Turks, whose intelligence was as bad as the British, expected
-5

to be attacked by 20,000 men.

It has already been noted that Townshend made his decision to
operate exclusively on the left bank while at Zeur, despite the great¬
er strength of the Turkish force -there, because of the fact that the
Turkish left was their strategic flank, of the difficulty of the ground
in front of the Turkish right, and of the prospect of disaster for the
Turks if they could be driven back on the Diala.

After arriving at
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together and explained his plan, which was issued as an operation
order at 1:30 p.m. on the 21st.

It was a complex plan requiring

preparatory movements geared to a precise timetable; it was also a
brilliant exhibition of the highest quality of generalship, that of
being able to divine the enemy commander's reactions and talcing lib¬
erties accordingly.

Since Townshend realized he was outnumbered,

though he had no idea how badly, he withheld no reserves from his
initial attack.

k

He divided his force of four infantry brigades and a cavalry
brigade into four bodies, which he designated columns "A", "B", "C",
and "Flying Column".

Column "A", under Major-General Delamain, was

the largest; it contained the l6th Brigade and part of the 30th, a
total of five and one-half battalions or 3*650 men, plus six field
guns, all four of the division/s heavy howitzers, and twelve machine
guns•

Column "B", under Brigadier-General Hamilton, consisted of

the 18th Brigade, four battalions or roughly. 2,TOO men, plus six
field guns and eight machine guns.

Column "C", under Brigadier-Gen¬

eral Hoghton, was the 17th Brigade plus a battalion of pioneers and
a company of Sappers and Miners who had been pressed into service as
riflemen, a total of just under five battalions or 3*15^ men, with
eight guns and ten machine guns.

The "Flying Column", under the com¬

mand of Major-General Melliss, consisted of the 6th Cavalry Brigade
of slightly less than a thousand sabres, accompanied by the 715 rifles
of the 76th Punjabis and enough transport carts to carry half the bat¬
talion at a time, a Maxim battery, and a motorized machine gun section
of two armored cars and two trucks.

All but Column "A" were provided
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Townshend’s plan was to launch two diversionary movements at
either end of the Turkish defenses, only then making his main attack
on the Turkish center at V.P.

For this purpose he divided his force

into three portions:
The preparatory attack. Column "C".
The turning attack. Column "B" with the "Flying Column" co¬
operating .
The decisive attack. Column "A".
"C", Hoghton’s column, would he the first to move.

It was to

proceed to a point about two miles north-east of Bustan (see largescale map) on the 21st, preparatory to advancing the next morning at
daybreak.

Its advance was to be directed against the section of the

Turkish first-line trenches five hundred yards on either side of Water
Redoubt, and was to be made with "a great display and pretense of
force to induce the enemy to bring reserves to this menaced part of
his position."

It was not to make a determined attack until Dela-

main* s column "A" was seen advancing to attack V.P.

Meanwhile the

four warships with the force and the river-borne section of artillery
would run up past Bustan and take under fire the southern section of
the Turkish first line, watching at the same time for any Turkish move
down the right bank which :would threaten the boat-bridge and the sup¬
ply ships at Laj j.

When "A" went forward "C" would convert its hold¬

ing attack into a real one and break into the Turkish trenches; it
would then sweep south to help the naval flotilla force its way
through the "cut".
After Hoghton’s column had become well engaged, Column "B" would
deliver a vigorous attack against the left of the Turkish second line,
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directing its advance on Qusaiba behind the line, and the "Flying
Column" would attempt to round the Turkish extreme left and threaten
his line of retreat.

If all went well the cavalry might later he

called upon to destroy the Diala bridges and to cross the river at
a ford some miles upstream and harass the flank of the retreating
Turks.

These two operations taken together were the turning attack.
As soon as the turning attack had attracted the Turkish re¬

serves the decisive attack would be delivered by "A", the strongest
column, against the two redoubts at VP., the linchpin of the Turk¬
ish position.

The advance of Column "A" would be the signal for

all the separated British forces to press forward against the enemy.
The divisional artillery, which up to that time would be supporting
Hoghton * s preparatory attack round Water Redoubt so as not to give
away Townshend* s real goal, would bring a converging fire to bear
on V.P. as Column "A" attacked it, including even the guns of the
turning attack if possible.
Columns "A" and "B" and the "Flying Column" would carry out
their attacks from positions in a line of mounds marking the remains
of an ancient canal which extended for several miles in a straight
line running past the left flank of both Turkish lines at a distance
of about three miles.

The decisive attack, Column "A", under General

Delamain, would install itself in a position five thousand yards east
of V.P. Column "B" of the turning attack under Hamilton would proceed
three miles further up the canal and then halt, and the "Flying Column"
would go two miles beyond "B" before halting.

These columns would

have to get to these positions by night in order not to reveal the
British plan of attack to the Turks.

All three forces would remain
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daybreak; at 7:30 a.m., after time had been allowed for this attack
to draw all the reserves it could, Melliss' "Flying Column" and Hami¬
lton’s column "B" would launch themselves at the Turkish left flank
to draw the rest of the Turkish reserves.

Only when this attack ms

observed to have drawn all the Turks it could would the main force
advance out from behind the canal embankments against V.P

?

Townshend's total combatant strength on the eve of battle was

13,756 officers and men (Turkish 23,000) and his rifle strength ms
10,212 (Turkish 18,000).

He had on hand 30 guns (Turkish 52) and

while he had an advantage in the: number of guns he had in his river
flotilla it ms not much use to him because the river ms so low in
November that only the masts of the ships appeared above its banks,
and their guns had to use indirect fire.

His ingenious three-pronged

plan of attack offered him a very good chance of evening the odds
against his main attack on V.P., but his chances of pushing this suc¬
cess to a complete victory were not good.
The British attack at Ctesiphon was foolhardy and Townshend
knew it, but the decision ms not his to make.

Though he lost there,

and could hardly have been expected to have done otherwise, it ms
his finest battle.

His problem ms much the same as at Kut: the Turks

were again on both banks with poor communication between them, and he
had to beat them while at the same time safeguarding the shipping on
which the existence of his force depended.

At Kut Nur-ud-Din had put

most of his force into the trenches, arid Townshend had beaten him in
detail; now, according to Townshend's information, he was holding at
least half of his forces on the left bank back as a General Reserve.
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Obviously he had learned his lesson - if Townshend adopted his en¬
veloping tactics of the Kut battle again this reserve would counter¬
attack immediately or at the least would be sent to strengthen the
threatened flank.
Townshend divined that it would be the latter alternative that
Nur-ud-Din would choose, because he estimated the Turkish general as
a timid commander. He planned to trick Nur-ud-Din into committing
his reserves by giving the appearance of having launched a repetition
of Kut; then, when the Turkish reserves had been sent to one or the
other threatened flank or both, he would strike with his main body
at what he hoped would be a weakly defended but Vital Point.

7

This

deceit also explains the seemingly redundant preparatory attack on
the Water Redoubt by Column "C". Last time Townshend had used a sham
frontal attack and a real turning attack; this time he was employing
a double deception, but the pattern had to look exactly the same as
the time before.
Townshend1s boldness and his insight into the character of the
enemy commander are remarkable. He knew from Kut that Nur-ud-Din was
indecisive, but he went well beyond a simple exercise in first im¬
pressions when he calculated that Nur-ud-Din would not realize that
in a tactical situation so radically different from Kut Townshend
would not adopt the same tactics, or that V.P. was the one point on
the battlefield that an attacker had to take.'.

g

It is true that only

a brilliant manoeuvre such as Townshend made could possibly have won
the battle for the British - in a straight fight they wpuld have taken
a worse beating and not come as close to victory - but it was still
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erred he would have "been left "badly dispersed with no troops free to
influence the "battle in any way.
Townshend's move was still a gamble even if Nur-ud-Din fell
into the trap prepared for him, however, for the Turkish preponder¬
ance in numbers allowed them to make mistakes the British could not
afford.

The great danger was, if checks developed, the "battle would

"break down into a series of isolated and indecisive actions - if the
British were not defeated in detail.

The advance from LaJJ took place on the 21st.

Two hours after

noon Hoghton’s 17th Brigade, column "C", moved north on a widely ex¬
tended front towards Bustan, trying hard to look like the main "body
of the force.

"While the other three columns remained in camp, it

made its approach march up the Baghdad road through the "bright after¬
noon; as the sun set at 5 p.m., outlining the Arch of Ctesiphon against
a dark red sky, it veered left to the Tigris to water its
fill its water "bottles.

and

The naval flotilla advanced up the river to

Just "below Bustan in the early evening, and Firefly, wary of any move¬
ment on the "banks looming fifteen feet above her on either side, shell¬
ed the column by mistake at 8 p.m.

The error was soon discovered, and

at 9 p.m. the column resumed its march.

The assembly position five

miles from the Water Redoubt was reached about midnight; and here the
column remained until 5 a.m. on the 22nd.
and few of the men got much rest.

The night was bitterly cold

Later in the night the moon rose,

but nothing showed of the Tuikish trenches: the only landmarks were
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the High Wall in front of the first line, the Arch of Ctesiphon near
the town, the slight mounds of V.P. and the rise of ground that mark-

o
ed the Turkish second line.
The other three columns moved off from Lajj in pitch darkness
at 7:30 p.m. under the command of General Dealmain.

The Turkish cav¬

alry screen had been withdrawn for the night, but to ensure secrecy
talking, smoking or the use of lights was forbidden.

The three march¬

ing columns moved across the featureless desert three hundred yards
apart, steering by compass bearing, the silence broken only by the
squeal of cart or gun wheels and the occasional click of a tin mug or
a bayonet.

At midnight the old canal embankment was reached and Dela-

main and column "A” dropped off; "B" and the "Flying Column" passed
through.

Hamilton^ column reached its position about 1 a.m., Melliss’s

two hoursllater.

As soon as it was light enough the dry canal occup¬

ied by the troops was entrenched to give protection against possible
artillery fire; this being completed by

4

a.m., they rested as best

they could in their light drill khaki in the pre-dawn chill.^
British movements had gone off without a hitch, but they had not
stayed secret.

From midnight on a constant stream of reports flowed

into Turkish headquarters at Qusaiba that the British were carrying
out a series of movements at some distance from the Turkish left flank.
At 5 a.m. a report was received11 that an enemy column of an infantry
and a cavalry brigade was making straight for the Biala position; Hurud-Din was with difficulty restrained from ordering the entire 51st
Division back to the Diala, but was finally persuaded to content him¬
self with ordering the Turkish cavalry brigade to check this movement.
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Two hours later the report came in that the British column had of its
own accord altered direction towards Qusaiba.

12

Column "C" "began its advance just "before the sun rose at 6:30
a.m. on a frontage of 1500 yards, with two "battalions in front and
two in support.

The warmth of the sun quickly drew up a thick mist

from the river which covered the column's movements and "blinded them;
to the north there was no mist and the main "body observed the whole
landscape alive with masses of enemy marching to and fro.
the mist the ships of the river flotilla opened fire at

iq
the Turks made no reply.

At

7

Despite
&»nw, but

7:15 the guns behind the column join¬

ed in the bombardment, but they had no targets and soon ceased fire.
The 17th Brigade continued to feel its way forward across open ground
covered with barley stubble, and still no sign of life came from the
invisible Turkish trenches.

14

Townshend had made his headquarters with the guns behind column
"C", and by

7:40 he was in communication with Generals Delamain and

Hamilton by heliograph.

Hoghton was advancing cautiously, fearing a

trap, but it was beginning to appear doubtful whether the trenches in
front of him were occupied at all.

When Hamilton sent a message at

7:1+5 asking whether he should advance as he did not hear the guns of
column "C", Townshend told him to go ahead.

15

This was a major devia¬

tion from plan, and was to have a significant bearing on subsequent
events, but it was unavoidable.
The delay in the development of the preparatory attack due to
the mist had given the Turks ample time to locate the turning attack's

-

positions, and "between

7:00

29h

and

-

7:45

Nur-ud-Din flung himself head¬

long into the trap Townshend had prepared for him. At

7:00

he sent

orders to the commander of the 51s"t Division at Qusaiba to leave
there, as army reserve, two infantry "battalions, his engineer com¬
pany, and one quick-firing "battery, and to proceed with the other
five "battalions of the General Reserve in company with the cavalry
"brigade to oppose the British column reported to "be moving on Qusaiba
from the north.

Three-quarters of the Turkish General Reserve were

thus committed to stop the attack of a "Flying Column" not two thou¬
sand strong, whose attack had not yet started. Moving north from
Qusaiba, the force left its ten guns in position at the point "behind
the Turkish left wing which, on the large-scale map, is shown as hav¬
ing a six-gun "battery. The rest of the division deployed and moved
around the extreme left of the line to take up a position facing
north-east, with the cavalry "brigade covering its left. 17
It will "be recalled that only one regiment of the 45th Division
was in the line holding V.P. and the two redoubts next south of it;
the other two regiments were held "back as a divisional reserve one and
three-quarter miles "behind it directly in front of the Turkish second
line. These two regiments as well, virtually the only remaining re¬
serves on the left "bank, were committed shortly. By the 45th
Divisional Reserve had discovered the presence of the column under
Hamilton ("B") less than three miles away; it was estimated "by the
division’s scouts at two infantry regiments, a cavalry "brigade and one
"battery.

Sending only two companies of the l4lst Regiment to rein¬

force the 142nd at V.P. (which did not arrive), the 45th Divisional
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commander at once sent the whole of the 3rd and l4lst Regiments for¬
ward for a distance of one and a half miles to meet the British turn¬
ing attack.

They took up positions in the open running roughly from

the left rear of V.P. across the front of the second line and gradually trending hack towards it as it extended further left.

3.0

Thus, even before Townshend’s turning movement had begun its
advance it had achieved its purpose: Nur-ud-Din’s only remaining reserves were the two battalions of the 51s^ Division held at Qusaiba,
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and none of the forces spread along his ten-mile front were in any
position to lend aid to the single regiment defending the Vital Point.
It was the sight of the two reserve regiments of the 45th Division
moving forward in the open to the north-west of V .P. which impelled
Hamilton to request permission to launch the turning attack at once,
lest all surprise be lost.
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At 8 a.m., just after Townshend had given his approval for
the advance of the turning attack, the mist which had obscured the
situation on the British left burned off, and column "C" found it¬
self within two thousand yards of the Turkish trenches and considera¬
bly to the south of its intended goal, the Water Redoubt,

There was

still no fire from the Turkish trenches, but Hoghton, mindful of his
instructions not to make a decisive attack before "A" launched its
assault on V.P., halted his men and drew them up in a dry water channel.

They remained there for an hour.
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Having received their permission to advance, both Hamilton and
Meliss left the sandhills about 8:30.

The two columns, separated by

somewhat more than a mile, made a convergent advance on the point where
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They were being sacrificed

to give the British numerical superiority at V.P.; column "B" was
faced with the two reserve regiments of the 45th Division, which
had about four thousand rifles to its twenty-five hundred, and the
"Flying Column" was advancing on the 51st Division deployed in front
of the extreme Turkish left, which outnumbered it almost two-to-one.
Hamilton’s column of four battalions marched almost due west
across the open plain devoid of any cover, with the Norfolks and
the 110th Mahrattas in advance and the
try in support.
supporting line.

The

63rd

7th

Rajputs and 120th Infan¬

Field Battery followed on the left of the

After advancing three-quarters of a mile unopposed,

it came under heavy rifle fire from a few hundred Turks in shallow
pits in a line of low scrub five hundred yards ahead at 9:15*

These

men were almost all killed in a gallant holding action and the column
continued its advance, but a short time later the leading British bat¬
talions were brought to a standstill by severe rifle and machine gun
fire from the main body of the

45th

Divisional reserve hastily en¬

trenched some nine hundred yards to the front.

63rd

At the same time the

Field Battery was subjected to heavy hostile gunfire.

The lead¬

ing British battalions suffered heavy casualties, especially the 110th
Mahrattas, and at 10 a.m. half of the 120th Infantry had to be brought
up to support the right of the line.
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Meanwhile to the right of column "B" the "Flying Column" was
having troubles of its own.

Melliss had advanced west on the extreme

Turkish left at 8:30, and had almost at once been attacked in the right
flank and rear by the Turkish cavalry brigade.

This was driven off
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33rd Cavalry, however, and the advance continued.
adopted was the

76th

The formation

Punjabis (infantry) and the 7th Lancers abreast,

the Punjabis on the left; the other two cavalry regiments, the l6th
and 33rd Cavalry, were echeloned back on the right of the 7th Lancers
to protect the right flank.
were two guns of "S"

To the right rear of the 33rd Cavalry

Battery; the other four protected the left

flank of the column to the left rear of the

76th

Punjabis.

The two

armoured cars and the Maxim battery were in the middle of the forma¬
tion.
Soon after the Turkish cavalry brigade had been driven off a
swarm of Arabs descended on the transport and ambulance, which had
been left behind, and it was necessary to send the 33rd Cavalry and
two guns back to drive them off.

No scouts had been sent out in front

to locate the Turkish troops and trenches, and the mirage had already
begun to make observation impossible, when the leading cavalry mov¬
ing through scrub, having advanced about twelve hundred yards, sud¬
denly came under close fire by two battalions of infantry, machine
and mountain guns.2^

The leading elements of the cavalry and the

Maxim battery suffered severe casualties, and the British force fell
back some distance.

The cavalry then dismounted and lined the crest

of a low ridge, while the
Turks.

76th

Punjabis and "S" Battery dislodged the

The dismounted cavalry and the Punjabis now advanced, but the

Turks had merely retreated to the next channel and brought the "Flying
Column" to a complete halt by 10 a.m.

The Punjabis, who by now had

suffered heavy casualties including their two senior British officers,
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■were obliged to dig in, and at 10:15 an aviator reported that the
column was only two miles north-north-west of V.P.
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By 10:00 p.m. both columns of the turning attack had been
completely stalled, but this did not much matter.

They had served

their purpose in tying down all the Turkish reserves.

VJ. had

been taken.
By 8:30 both Delamain and Townshend, from different vantagepoints, had formed the mistaken impression that the Turks were in
full retreat.

This is difficult to explain, for so early in the

morning the mirage could not have been very bad, but it may be due
to a misinterpretation of the movement of Turkish reinforcements
to meet the tinning attack.

In any case, Delamain requested per¬

mission to advance on V.P., which had been under a murderously ef¬
fective bombardment by his guns for some time, under the impression
that the Turks were withdrawing from it.

He received Townshend’s

permission a little before 9 a.m.
Delamain had already divided his five and a half battalion
force into two groups: the attack was to be carried out by 66th Pun¬
jabis, the 117th Mahrattas, the 2/7th Gurkhas and half of the 24th
Punjabis under Colonel Clime, while he would keep the Dorsets and
the 104th as a reserve in his own hands.

At 9 Climo’s group left

cover in lines of small columns, the 24th Punjabis and the Gurkhas
in the forward line on a frontage of six hundred yards and the other
two battalions following six hundred yards in the rear.

Delamain

followed at a distance with the other pair of battalions as a local
reserve.

The distance to be covered from the sandhills to V .P. was
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fully five thousand yards in the open, and so instructions had "been
given that the attack was to he driven home as quickly as possible,
the artillery and machine guns being depended on for covering fire.
The advancing troops did not come under gunfire for the first
three thousand yards, for the Turkish guns were some distance behind
their lines.

Even after coming under artillery fire the advance was

pushed continuously and rapidly for another thousand yards.

At a

range of one thousand yards the 1^2nd Regiment holding the redoubts
opened an intense and accurate rifle and machine gun fire.

At this

point the oncoming British battalions shook out into extended order
and continued the advance in rushes of one hundred yards, the men
pausing only to take breath and still not firing.

These Punjabis and

Gurkhas were brave men, for this advance was no short, murderous dash
across a hundred yards of no-man* s-land; by the time they had reached
the barbed wire they had been under fire for half an hour with men
dropping every step of the way.

No less brave were the defenders of

the redoubts, men of a different caliber altogether from those the
British had previously fought in Mesopotamia.

Swept by the fire of

brigaded machine guns wide on the right flank and buried time and again
under the mountains of earth thrown up by the tons of high explosive
the British artillery poured onto the position, they stood their ground
to the bitter end.
When the wire was reached forty yards in front of the Turkish
trenches, the Indian troops at last opened fire.

In their eagerness

to close, the Gurkhas leaped right into it; soon it sagged with the
weight of corpses and the troops got into the trenches with bayonet
and kukri.

The Turks held out even then, and they were slaughtered
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the Indians closed in.

The advance had taken seventy minutes, and

V.P. was' secured shortly after 10 a.m.
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Once in V.P., the left of Climo's force came under heavy fire
from the next redoubt south, and pants of three battalions swung
round and pushed down the communication trenches towards it.

The

rest of Climo’s men lined the faces of the redoubt and began firing
into the trenches to the south of it and along the dry channels to ■
the north-west which were being held by the Turks against the turn¬
ing attack.

As a result the residue of the l42nd Regiment to the

south and a large part of the 3rd and l^lst Regiments to the north¬
west broke cover and fled back towards the second line at 10:15 under
a lethal storm of rifle and machine gun fire which continued until
they were a thousand yards away.

Delamain followed Climo into V .P.

with his two reserve battalions and a Sapper company.

Hearing heavy

firing from Hamilton's force on his right he sent forward half of
the Dorsets to reinforce Climo, who by this time had advanced with
the part of his force which had not turned south to take possession
of two abandoned batteries of the 45th Division which could be made
out in the mirage at what seemed to be about a mile's distance to the
west and north-west of V.P.

At the same time Delamain ordered the

104th Rifles up on Climo's right to help close the gap between Climo
and Hamilton.^
Townshend had been informed of Delamain's success in carrying
V.P. by an airman, and he now decided to move his headquarters there.
He and his staff galloped across two miles of open plain through heavy
artillery fire, arriving at the redoubt about 11 a.m.

It was jammed
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that it was necessary to walk on the bodies.
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The British general had every reason to be pleased with the
results of his plan; though the l6th and 30th Brigades had suffered
heavy casualties in taking it, the Vital Point was his.

The northern

anchor of the strong Turkish first line had been cleared of Turks,
and the "Flying Column", column "B", and Climo's group of column "A"
formed a more-or-less continuous line facing the northern half of the
weaker second line.

There even seemed to be the possibility that

Climo could enter the second Turkish line on the heels of the flee¬
ing 45th Division.

While it had become evident that there were far

more Turks than had been expected, the only part of his attack which
seemed in danger was Climo's unprotected left.

It was unprotected

because Hoghton had not yet cleared the section of the first line in
front of him.
Hoghton had been ordered to launch a decisive attack at
at the same time column "A" had begun its assault on V.P.

The

9

am,

17th

Brigade had advanced about a thousand yards without meeting any re¬
sistance, but then it had come to a burnt-over area extending the
last half-mile to the Turkish trenches and had been met by heavy rifle
and machine gun fire from the 112th Regiment of the
its front and to its left towards High Wall.

38th

Division to

The brigade extended

and returned the fire, pressing to within seven hundred yards, but
heavy guns now opened on it from the south and three or four machine
guns at High Wall took it in enfilade.

Thus far the column had not

suffered many casualties thanks to the fact that the ground was cut
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mains of a part of the old city of Ctesiphon, which gave excellent
cover, but progress was slow.

At 10:45 Hoghton sent Townshend a mes¬

sage saying that Delamain's troops had pushed on too far without
giving him time to clear his front.
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In fact Climo had detached almost a third of his force to
clear the Turkish trenches south of V .P. and make contact with Hoghton,
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but their progress had been negligible. '

Hoghton nevertheless was

still certain he could clear the line in front of him, but he was not
to have the chance.

Townshend had realized within a few minutes after

eleven that the Turks intended to make a fight of it for their second
line, and this made his need for Hoghton*s brigade to cover Climo*s
exposed left even more urgent.

It is not clear whether Townshend

thought Hoghton had already cleared the trenches in front of him to
the south of Water Redoubt or not, but he believed that the Turks would
have to evacuate the right wing of their first line after dark anyway.
Therefore it did not matter if Hoghton had taken the trenches, and
Townshend decided to bring the whole of Hoghton*s force further north
so as to envelop the Turkish troops who were still stubbornly holding
out in the trenches between V.P. and Water Redoubt.

Once these were

cleared he could send Hoghton*s brigade forward to safeguard the Brit¬
ish left which was presently dangling unsupported in front of the
Turkish second line and inviting a counter-attack.
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Townshend told his senior staff officer "to send a message to
Hoghton to bring up his left shoulder and move on *V.P.’".
wording of the message is not known,
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The actual

but its effect was to oblige
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This is one of the most

demanding and costly manoeuvres that can he carried out, as it forces
men to move in the open at a constant range from a continuous line
of trench, without the possibility of returning the enemy fire.

Fur¬

thermore an enterprising enemy can halt it at any time by counter¬
attacking, which will compel the marching force to halt, face its fr
front and defend itself.
Hoghton began his movement by withdrawing slightly; then,
leaving his machine guns to cover the movement, he turned the brigade
north and it marched off across the open plain parallel to the Tur¬
kish line at a range of 1000-1500 yards.

The Turks poured on a

withering fire and the British and Indian troops fell in droves;
the ground was "absolutely flat desert without a blade of cover....
and against this background the khaki figures stood out as clearly
as bull’s eyes on the rifle range."

The British guns kept firing

to cover the movement, but'they could no longer locate the enemy's
position due to the mirage.

Finally, after marching across this

shooting gallery for a mile, the much reduced brigade reached the
meager cover of an irrigation ditch only two hundred yards from the
Turkish lines near Water Redoubt.

The units were badly intermingled

and all reserves had been absorbed into the firing line; for a time
the attack came to a standstill.
By this time - about 11:20 - Townshend had become most con¬
cerned about the situation on his left.

Not only was Climo's left

still unprotected, but the stubborn Turks in the first line south
of V JP. had not yielded an inch and now strong lines of Turkish rein-
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reinforce their remaining sector of the first line.
gade was for the moment useless.

Hoghton’s bri¬

Townshend decided it was essential

that Water Redoubt and the strongly held redoubts next north be
cleared at once.

Delamain accordingly committed his last reserves,

the half-battalion Dorsets, half the 2/Tth Gurkhas and half the 22nd
Sapper Company, to advance from V .P. on the northern face of redoubt
A.

Meanwhile a heavy artillery fire from V.P. (to which most of the

British guns had now been moved) dispersed the advancing Turkish
reinforcements.
The force from V .P. moved down the Turkish trenches bombing
from traverse to traverse; after bloody fighting redoubts A and B
were taken.

The Turks in them, a portion of the 142nd Regiment,

put up a most gallant defense which caused severe loss to the British,
but were practically all killed or captured when the redoubts fell.
Finally, relieved by this action, Hoghton's 17th Brigade and the de¬
tachments from Delamain?s force attacked and carried Water Redoubt
and the redoubt south of it, the mostly Arab troops of the
sion surrendering as soon as the wire was reached.

38th

Divi¬

Hoghton consoli¬

dated there and sent a portion of his combined force further south
towards High Wall to take another redoubt.

The Tuiks retired before

them along the trenches, but the pursuit was not pressed closely because the British troops were short of ammunition.
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General Nixon and his staff joined Townshend at V .P. about
noon and found Townshend in good spirits.

Though the usual unavoid¬

able hitches had been encountered, his plan had operated like clock-
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The main Turkish

line of resistance, the northern half of the first line, had been
cleared, almost a thousand Turkish prisoners had been taken, and
the 17th Brigade -would soon be free to reinforce Climo*s -unsupport¬
ed left.

The rest of the Turkish first line would have to be evae-

uated by the Turks without further effort on his part,

and he be¬

lieved that within the past hour both Climo and Hamilton had made
lodgements in the Turkish second line.
heavy, particularly in the
"A"), but much of the

His casualties had been

17th and 30th Brigades (columns "C" and

45th Turkish Division had been virtually

annihilated at V.P. and in the trenches to the south of there.

He

was still not aware of the presence of the 51st Division and was
encouraged by the belief that he had destroyed or disorganized the
core of the Turkish force.
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He was wrong.

At 10 a.m., it will be recalled, the attacks of both column
"B" and "Flying Column" had been altogether checked; they stayed
that %ray until V.P. had been taken.

Then the situation before the

second line became fluid.
After Climo*s group of column "A" had taken the Vital Point
and routed the Turkish troops in the trenches on either side of there
by enfilading fire, it had moved out past the redoubts towards the
second line.

Brushing aside a swarm of snipers who had been left

behind by the fleeing 45th Division, the British force had advanced
by short rushes,and, clearing a group of die-hards out of a waterchannel on the way, had reached the two abandoned Turkish batteries
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These eight guns secured, the dis¬

organized force (it consisted of portions of each of six battalions)
pushed forward against increasingly stouter Turkish resistance to a
point within eight hundred yards of the second line.

There it was

halted about noon by Turkish artillery and by the fact that its left
flank was in the air.

Its position was precarious; the successive

advances on V.P. and the second line had cost so many casualties that
the half battalion 24th Punjabis, for example, had left only twentyfive men and one officer.
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Climo’s advance had forced many of the Turkish troops who had
been pinning down Hamilton’s column from its left to retire, and so
at 11 a.m. column "B" had been able to resume its advance.

Against

bitter opposition the column pushed the Turks out of the position
from which they had halted Hamilton an hour before, and from another
advanced position in the rear of it.

The column suffered considerable

additional casualties and some of the reserves had been absorbed into
the firing line, but by noon it had pushed forward until its right was
not far from the left of the

76th

Punjabis, who were still in the posi¬

tion they had captured after the ambush of the "Flying Column."

They

were within six hundred yards of the Turkish second line, but they were
not able to advance any further.

By 1 p.m. Hamilton’s advance had been

completely halted, on ground too hard to entrench in, with a gap still
existing between his left and Climo’s right.
The badly depleted j6th Punjabis and the dismounted cavalry bri¬
gade had engaged in a fierce and continuous firefight with the two Turk¬
ish battalions opposing them since 10 a.m. but had not been able to ad-
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the cavalry brigade from the firing line.

Leaving the

76th

to hold

the force opposite, he ordered the cavalry to remount and try to ride
around the Turkish left.

The cavalry, accompanied by "S" Battery,

Royal Horse Artillery, marched north-west and got to the -west of the
Turkish line, only to discover that it had now been refused by the
rest of the battalions of the 51st Division who had been sent to the
left flank from the General Reserve early in the morning.
small-scale map for the track of the cavalry.)

(See the

These three battalions

and the Turkish cavalry brigade struck the Indian cavalry on the flank
at noon and forced them back a short distance to a line of sandhills
close to the northern route to Baghdad.

Aided by the fine work of "S"

Battery, •which put three Turkish mountain guns out of action, Melliss
was able to halt the

further advance of the Turkish force at these

sandhills with his dismounted cavalrymen.

However at 1:30 p.m. he

was forced to retire again by the advance of the Turkish cavalry bri¬
gade and about two thousand Arab irregulars against his unprotected

76th

right, and fell back to his original position to the right of the
Punjabis facing west.

Hamilton sent him a company of the 120th Infan¬

try from column "B" to hold his right, and with this assistance he
managed to check the enemy horsemen attempting to get around his right
and also hold off the infantry of the 51st Division to his front.
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All five battalions of the 51st Division on the left flank were
now heavily engaged, and the fighting front had stabilized all along
the front of the second line.

The British had had to begin this battle

without any reserves, and now they would pay the price.
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Due to the great delay in the transmission of information "be¬
hind the Turkish lines, news that the 45th Division had been practi¬
cally destroyed and V.P. taken did not reach Turkish headquarters until
noon. As soon as it did, orders were sent to Jevad Bey, commanding
the small General Reserve of two "battalions, one "battery and an engi¬
neer company which had "been held "back when Nur-ud-Din had fallen into
Townshend's trap in the early morning, to push forward towards V.P.
and support the 45th Division. Jevad was given for his counter-attack
on Climo's exposed left one of the "battalions of the 35"th Division and
a field "battery which had just arrived from the left hank (no further
reinforcements from the 35th Division reached the left hank until
evening), and picked up in addition some fugitives from the shattered
45th as he advanced from Qusaiha about 1 p.m.
Colonel Climo had made valiant efforts to form a reserve of
some sort behind the captured guns, hut half of it had been taken
away by Delamain for the assault on Water Redoubt in cooperation with
column "C", and he had only a single company of the 66th Punjabis.^
At 1 p.m. Climo went up to the front line to observe the situation
personally, and he saw Jevad's troops in movement near Qusaiba. He
at once sent his slender reserve with some machine guns to protect his
left, but he was in a fearfully dangerous position nevertheless.
The two batteries with Jevad's counter-attack were posted in
the Turksih second line, where they opened fire on V.P. and the Brit¬
ish troops who had advanced from there. At the same time the heavy
Turkish batteries on the right bank and at Ctesiphon Arch also con¬
centrated their fire on these targets.^ The British and Indian rifle-
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the Turkish counter-attack materialize over a slight rise eight
hundred yards distant.

A tremendous firefight began amidst the

fierce Turkish bombardment.

A British officer wrote:

...Our rifles got so heated that the grease be¬
gan to bubble out of the woodwork and the sights
became too hot to touch. In spite of our efforts
the enemy continued to advance. They brought up
two machine-guns, and concentrated their atten¬
tion on our exposed left flank, so that we had to
pivot our line around half-left to meet them.
Things were getting serious, as our ammunition
was running short. All our mules had been killed
by shrapnel fire, and all fresh supplies had to
be brought up to us on men's shoulders, no light
job when the distance is considered. Moreover,
our exposed left flank was in continual danger, and
it looked very much as if we -would be cut off .^0
Hoghton's brigade was still not available to support Climo's
left; halved being reformed and reorganized in the trenches to the

4l
south of V.P.

About 2 p.m.

Climo's force, composed of portions

of many different units all mixed up in the firing line and made up
in part of recent drafts sent to fill the gaps left by Kut, began to
give way.

All of the units had suffered heavy casualties, and the

Indian battalions had lost most of their British officers.

The line

did not give way all at once, but man by man.
Townshend at V.P. was convinced that the Turks had been heavily
reinforced from Baghdad, for never before in Mesopotamia had the Turks
#/

launched a deteimined counter-attack.

Large numbers of wounded were

streaming back past V.P., and what was most serious was that numbers
of fit men were ''helping" them back to safety.

This is a very natural

temptation during battle; it allows a man to seek safety under an ac¬
ceptable form of behavior, that of humanity.

But it was in direct con-
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travention of orders, and Townshend realized that the British line
was stretched to the breaking point.

He was morally certain that a

single extra brigade would have sufficed to throw the Turks into the
Tigris, but he had no reserves at all.

lj.2

Now the plain became dotted with hundreds of our
troops walking slowly back towards V.P. It soon
became apparent that a retirement was taking place,
though no order had been given for one....all con¬
trol must have been lost owing to very heavy cas¬
ualties amongst the British officers of Indian units.
Here were hundreds of Indian soldiers streaming to
the rear, because there were not enough white of¬
ficers to keep them steady and in hand.^3
At 2;30 Climo himself was carried back out of the fight, wound¬
ed three times.

Those British soldiers remaining on the firing line

had now to be ordered to fall back and abandon their captured guns they were not even able to destroy them as the breech-blocks had been
removed by the Turks.

Having fallen back, the thin line reformed and

advanced again in rushes.
attacks of his own.

Meanwhile Townshend tried to organize counter¬

Hoghton was ordered to collect what men he could

and advance to attack the right of the Turkish counter-attack.

Dela-

main was told to take what troops he had in V.P. and try to capture
lik

the Turkish second line.

At the same time Townshend tried to rally

the men drifting back from Climo *s embattled group.:
I utilized all my staff, and borrowed Sir John Nixon’s even General Kemball - to gallop about and lead, and
even'.drive, the men back to the combat. Fine work these
staff officers did under the heavy fire, for I realized
that, if I did not stop the wholesale retirement by some
means or other, a veritable rout would set in....The
Staff Officers rallied numbers of men, pushing them,
literally, back into the fight, but the result was a
complete muddle of units now irretrievably mixed. A
great percentage of our officers had fallen, striving
by example "to animate the troops to hold up against
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the Turkish counter-attack. Again I saw my troops begin
slowly to fall back, followed by the Turks, who retook
the captured guns....The fire became more violent than
ever.5
This was about 3 P-m*
The other two counter-attacks Townshend had ordered were
equally unsuccessful.

Delamain, by collecting his signallers, order¬

lies, etc., had scraped together a force of some sixty men, and with
this pitiful handful and his personal staff he had started to advance,
ordering his guns to move up eight hundred yards from V.P. to support
him.

The few groups of men he picked up on the way did not even make

good the casualties he had already sustained, but he arrived finally
at the left of Hamilton's column slightly to the north of Climo's
wavering line.

Combining with the left-flank battalion of that force,

the 7th Rajputs, he launched a hopelessly gallant attack on the Turk¬
ish trenches four hundred yards to the front.

Immediately a strong

Turkish force advanced on his left front making for his guns and V.P.
Recognizing the impossibility of further advance, he allowed the rem¬
nants of his force to fall back and hurried with his orderly officer
(all the rest of his staff officers had fallen) to his guns.

They

managed by their fire to stop the Turkish attack about one thousand
yards off.
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Hoghto*n, the general ordered to lead the other counter-attack,
was able to gather only two hundred and fifty men from the portions
of six battalions in his lines.

With these he advanced to within

three hundred yards of the right of the Turks counter-attacking Climo's
exhausted force.

The Turks were entrenched strongly on some sandhills
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The battle, now being fought almost entirely in the open
terrain between the first and second trench lines, had become a
stalemate.

All reserves had been thrown in long since by both sides,

and despite fighting far bloodier than any yet seen in Mesopotamia
neither side was able to budge the other.

Clime * s force, having

taken and lost the Turkish guns which had become a focal point for
the fighting on the British left twice already, attacked again at
3:30*

Once again the British captured them; once again the Turk¬

ish infantry counter-attacked on their open left flank and drove
them back.

The British only succeeded in halting this advance four

hundred yards behind the guns.

At 4:30 p.m. Hamilton’s column to

the north, stalled since mid-day, made a desperate attempt to push
forward led by Hamilton in person; before they had gone halfway to
the Turkish trenches in front the Turks began, to press in on both
flanks of the brigade and it had to pull back to save itself.

The

Turkish 51st Division was no more successful further to the north
in making a fresh attack at 4 p.m. on the 7th Punjabis and the 6th
Cavalry Brigade: they got no closer than five hundred yards.
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The sun went down at 5 p.m. Townshend reached the conclusion
that he could make no further advance that day, and ordered the bat¬
tle to be broken off.

"On the position we had captured I intended

to stand...to bivouac on the battlefield, reorganize my units, and
attack again next morning.

Very likely, I thought - and told Sir

John Nixon - the Turks, who had lost enormously.. .would retire be-

- 313 hind the Diala in the night."

All units were to concentrate at V.P.

and the British wouH hold the first line between there and
Redoubt for the night.

Water

Townshend beat the Turks only by minutes in

deciding to withdraw; as soon as it got dark the Turks ceased fir¬
ing and fell back to their second line.

The furthest British troops

from V.P., the 76th Punjabis, all reached the point of assembly safe¬
ly with their wounded by 11:30 p.m., but the dead had to be left to
the Arabs.
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As his shattered brigades limped into V .P. through the even¬
ing Townshend realized there was no question of resuming the attack
on the morrow.

Amidst the tangled mass of wire and trenches that

was V.P., jammed with Turkish dead and now with more than three
thousand British wounded as well, only four hundred of whom the
field ambulances had personnel and equipment to care for, and crammed
with a milling horde of soldiers who had lost their units, it was im¬
possible to get an accurate estimate of the force's losses.

But the

rough guesses given Townshend by his brigade commanders left Hoghton
only seven hundred men, Delamain only one thousand, and Hamilton eight
or nine hundred.

Townshend had taken twelve hundred Turkish prisoners,

and he believed the Turks to have suffered even greater losses than he
had.

He decided to take up a defensive position and await develop-
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ments, hoping that Nur-ud-Din would lose his nerve and retreat.'
Townshend* s losses in fact had been so great as to make his
division hardly capable of fighting at all for the moment.

British

casualties for the 22nd of November were 4,511 men; since almost all

- 314 of them were infantry as usual, he had lost half of his infantry.

As

this figure indicates, the brigades were not as weak as the estimates
given Townshend on this night said they were, hut they were hardly
stronger than full-strength British battalions.

They were further¬

more so intermingled and dispersed to be incapable of any organized
manoeuvre for at least some hours.

The necessary reorganization took

a longer time than it should have, too, because of the mass confusion
prevailing in the dark in the crowded trenches and because so many
officers had become casualties.
This day finished the 6th Division as the crack fighting force
that had led the British drive up the Tigris.

In time its losses in

infantrymen could be made up - even those three battalions which had
lost more than sixty percent of their number could be rebuilt - but
this was an Indian division, and it would take years or forever to
replace the officers who had known the division in peacetime.
staff officers of all three brigades had fallen.

Both

One hundred and

thirty-one out of 317 British officers had become casualties, and
124 out of 235 Indian officers.

The 110th Mahrattas had one British

officer left, the 104th had two, three other Indian battalions had
only four.

These losses could never be made up.^

The night of the 22nd/23rd passed quietly at V.P. and at Water
Redoubt, which Delamain was holding with a mixed detachment of in¬
fantry.

The men got little rest, however, for it was so bitterly

cold that it was almost impossible to sleep, and most had to walk
around to keep warm.

The medical personnel performed prodigies, but

they were far too few; for the wounded it was the beginning of a long
nightmare.^
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The Turks on this night were hardly "better off.

Their losses

had "been about the same as the British out of an infantry force almost twice as large,^

but their morale was at a low ebb.

ish headquarters it was felt that the

38th

At Turk¬

and 45th Divisions had

been "crushed and were in evil case, and our saviours the 51s"t Divi¬
sion ha.d lost heavily.. .the units of the 35th Division brought over to the left bank had played no effective, part, and the counter-at¬
tacks destined to recover the line of defense had had no real suc¬
cess."
at

After hesitating for some time, Nur-ud-Din issued orders

9 P*m.

that "in the event of its being impossible to occupy the

first line without fighting, the troops will retire to the second
line."

Most of them had already done so of their own accord at dark,

and those few units towards the Tigris who had not were now pulled
back.

At dawn on the 23rd there was not a Turk forward of the second

line.^
The Turkish dispositions overnight were: the 51s"t Division on
the left, then the remnants of the

45th

right three battalions of the 35th and

Division, and on the extreme

38th

Divisions.

of the

38th

line.

The 51st Division had experienced substantial losses but was

and two more battalions of the

35th

The remainder

were behind the second

still full of fight; during the night Jevad Bey's detachment of two
battalions was reunited to the other five on the left flank, and the
final two battalions arrived from the Diala.

The

45th

Division was,

in the Turks’ words, reduced to a skeleton; it had lost sixty percent
of its personnel.

The

38th

Division, though it had not been as badly

handled except for one regiment, was very shaky because of its poor
morale.

The 35th Division, of which all but two and three-quarters
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"battalions and the three heavy guns closing the river above Bustan
had been moved to the left bank by dark, had seen almost no fight¬
ing with the exception of one battalion, but it was weak both in
effectives and in morale.
The divisional grouping having been found unwieldy, Nur-ud-Din
reorganized his force overnight into two corps, the 35th and 38th
Divisions forming an all-Arab Xlllth Corps and the strong 51st and
useless ^5th forming the XVTIIth Corps.^

The 23rd of November dawned cold and clear, but immediately
a tearing wind arose and picked up towering clouds of dust.

Con¬

tinuing through the day this dust caused great difficulties to both
sides in observation.

With daylight, however, Townshend and Nur-ud-

Din began to see more clearly their own positions and to make new
plans.
Townshend at V.P. reported that "...daylight on 23rd November
impressed me still more with the impossibility of resuming the offen¬
sive.

Moreover, I must move - and speedily - onto the water, for

neither animals nor men had received any (except in bottled) since
leaving Laj j on the morning of the 21st...I accordingly shifted my
position to a more southward part of the Turkish position.
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Hoghton

with column "C" was to remain at V.P. until all the wounded had been
evacuated from that vicinity, the l8th Brigade under Hamilton and the
76th Punjabis (all the infantry from the two columns of the turning
attack) were to reorganize at V.P. and then move to High Wall, the
l6th Brigade was to reorganize at Water Redoubt, and the ships were
ordered up to Bustan.

- 317 Townshend was not sure at this time whether the Turks were
still holding the second line or not.

The dust storm hid the forces

from each other, and an aircraft reconnaissance early in the morn¬
ing had reported erroneously that the Turkish force had retreated
behind the Diala except for a few battalions collecting wounded in
the second line.

Townshend however was convinced that the Turks

had been heavily reinforced, and so to cover his reorganization from
a possible Turkish turning movement which might hook around his left
through the unoccupied trenches south of High Wall and cut him off
from the river he sent his cavalry south to hold Ctesiphon village.
Moving from V.P. around 8:45 a.m. the Cavalry Brigade proceeded to
High Wall and advanced west to the Arch, arriving at 10:15*

Taking

up a covering position to the north of there, the cavalry began to
water their horses at the river.

Soon after a detachment of four

hundred rifles of the 2/7th Gurkhas and the 24th Punjabis arrived
with a machine gun battery and two guns of the 82nd Field Battery,
and took up a position on a low mound guns of the 82nd Field Battery,
and took up a position on a low mound four hundred yards south of
the Arch, subsequently known as "Gurkha Mound."
Turkish guns opened on this detachment about 10:30 from the
second line, and it became evident that they had not withdrawn to
the Diala after all.

The cavalry had to discontinue watering their

horses and send them back to the shelter of the Arch,^ the dismount¬
ed cavalrymen held their positions north of there until 1:30 p.m.,
but at that time they retired to the cover of the Arch as well.
Eight Turkish guns concentrated on Gurkha Mound; the British artil¬
lery officer in charge there, realizing the uselessness of engaging
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them with his two, spent his time instead registering on the gaps
in the rise of ground marking the Turkish second line "behind which
troops could "be seen in motion.
Back in the first line the British reorganization progressed
only slowly.

The 18th Brigade and the

76th

Punjabis were not able

to leave V.P. for High Wall until 2 p.m., and the evacuation of the
wounded from the same place went very slowly.

All the walking wound¬

ed were sent back the ten miles to Lajj by themselves, but there
were few transport carts to bring back the helpless majority.

In

the meantime the Turkish heavy guns on the right bank had again driven
the British ships back from Bustan, and it became clear that the
force would have to continue to bring its supplies up across the
rO

desert from Lajj.
During the morning, Nur-ud-Din learned that the British had
evacuated all the area to the north and north-west of V.P. which
they had held at dusk the previous evening, and he began to suspect
the extent of the damage he had doneto the

6th

Division.

Neverthe¬

less he was greatly disheartened by the losses his own force had
sustained, and decided to withdraw to the Diala.

At Baghdad was

Khalil Pasha, the corps commander of the 51st and 52nd Divisions
sent from the Caucasus to reinforce Nur-ud-Din.

He was ill with ap¬

pendicitis, but when the news reached him that Nur-ud-Din intended
to fall back and throw away his advantage with his -usual timidity he
got out of bed and went down to see him at Ctesiphon.

He argued

against the withdrawal vehemently, and threatened that if Nur-ud-Din
persevered in his insane plan he would lead his own corps unsupported
across the Diala higher up, attack the British right, and work round

- 319 to their rear.

He guaranteed that "by doing this he could capture

Townshend’s army in a week.
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At 1:30 p.m. Wur-ud-Din gave in and

ordered a counter-attack for 2:30 with the objective of recapturing
the Turkish first line of defense.
The orders were for the XIIIth Army Corps (35th and 38th Divi¬
sions) to attack the left and center of the British line between High
Wall and Water Redoubt.

The XVIIIth Corps (the 45th Division stiffen¬

ed by two battalions of the 51st -under Jevad Bey, and the 51st Divi¬
sion) was to attack and envelop the northern sector around V.P.
Due to the delays involved in the transmission of orders, however,
these attacks did not get under for some time.
The two Arab divisions on the Turksih right finally began their
advance between 3 and 4 p.m.

The direction of advance was given

by the center of the 38th Division (nine battalions) marching on
Ctesiphon village; on its right were five battalions of the 35th
Division and two artillery batteries.

As this force debouched from

the gaps in the low ridge marking the second line it was met with
an avalanche of accurate gunfire from the two field -guns at Gurka
Mound which had been registered on those gaps earlier in the day,
and from the guns of "S" Battery RHA nearer the Arch.

Both divi¬

sions were thrown into confusion and retreated to their starting
point.

It was not until 5 P*m. that the Turkish officers induced

the XIIIth Corps to go forward again.
The XVIIIth Corps to the north began its advance at 4 p.m.
On the extreme right Jevad Bey’s detachment of the 51st Division
was to attack Water Redoubt and the redoubt immediately north of
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The 45th Division •was to direct its attack on V.P. itself, and

the other seven battalions of the 51st Division were to move around
to the north and envelop the British flank at V .P.

The cavalry

brigade was stationed on the left rear of the 51st Division.
Townshend had now moved with his staff to Water Redoubt.

He

expected to be counter-attacked, and had wished to concentrate all
his forces near the river.

Thus -when the Turkish XVTIIth Corps

was seen advancing from the north of the second line around 4 p.m.
all the transport carts with the force were ordered up to clear the
mass of wounded out of V.P., so that Hoghton’s brigade could abandon
it and concentrate with the rest of the force further south.

But

when the Turks opened a heavy artillery fire on V.P. just after li¬
the frightened mules bolted to the rear, and most of the seriously
wounded had to spend the night in the trenches under attack.
the day came to a close," Townshend commented,

"As

"I saw that this.,

.was of the greatest importance, for it would compel me to dissemi¬
nate my small force....1 had to leave "C" column, reduced to some
700 fighting men, plus a field battery, at V.P. to guard the large
numbers of wounded....There was no help for it."
As dusk came on he completed his dispositions for the danger¬
ous night ahead.

The l6th Brigade and three batteries were with

Delamain and himself at Water Redoubt and the next redoubt north,
and the l8th Brigade was on its way south to occupy High Wall.

There

were not enough troops to hold a continuous line even in the northern
half of the first position; High Wall, Water Redoubt and V.P. were
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At 5

P*m. the

cavalry brigade and the guns -were withdrawn from Gurkha Mound to High
Wall; the four-hundred-man garrison at Gurkha Mound would have to hold
out unsupported until dawn.

As the British guns limbered up to pull

back to High Wall the main body of the 35th Division reached Salman
Pak just to the north-west, and a body of Turkish cavalry dashed
around the corner of the Arch only four hundred yards away and charged
them.

The guns quickly unlimbered and fired several rounds each "gun¬

fire" (extremely rapid) with the fuzes set at zero, driving them off.
They made it back to High Wall safely.
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At 7 P .m. the 35th Division closed in around the defenders
of Gurkha Mound to overwhelm them.

Time and again the Turks as¬

saulted the gallant little force of Gurkhas and Punjabis, shouting
and cheering, but every attack was driven back with the aid of gun¬
fire from High Wall.

One of the Turkish staff officers paid tri¬

bute to "the deed of that brave self-sacrificing enemy detachment,
which for hours...opposed and finally drove back the thousands of
riflemen of the 35th Division to the second line of defense."

After

long, costly efforts the 35th Division abandoned the attack and, leav¬
ing five companies to mask the position, joined the

38th

Division in

pressing on against the British defenses around High Wall itself.
Suddenly red and blue flares stabbed the darkness, and a wall of fire
poured out from the British position.

Shocked and demoralized, the

two Arab divisions recoiled to Salman Pak at
companies at Gurkha Mound with them.^

k

a.m., carrying the
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The attack of the XVIIIth Corps on V.P. and Water Redoubt was
a much more serious affair.

At dusk the 45th Division had arrived

within six hundred yards of V.P., having suffered considerable cas¬
ualties from Hoghton’s guns during the approach.
not ready to attack until

J

p.m.

However, it was

The defenders of V.P. were hamper¬

ed hy trenches filled with wounded, "but they greeted the onslaught
with the massed fire of twelve hundred fifles and worked their six
guns at a range of only seven hundred yards.

The first attack was

repulsed with bloody losses and succeeding attacks met the same fate.
As the night wore on Hoghton became gravely concerned despite his
successful defense, however, for his artillery ammunition was running
out.

There was no help to be had, though, for Townshend and Dela64

main were in even greater ganger.
Thre trenches north of Water Redoubt were attacked by Jevad
Bey’s detachment of two battalions of the 51st Divison, the same
fine troops who had led the counter-attack the previous afternoon.
The attack began at

9

p.m. Townshend wrote:

The night was very dark, and at least six attacks came
on with the utmost fury, each one being repulsed. At
times groups of the enemy nearly succeeded in forcing
their way into our trenches, so close did they get.
The roar of musketry went on for hours and the expendi¬
ture of ammunition was a matter of the gravest concern
and anxiety to Delamain and myself. The men were con¬
stantly being told to husband the ammunition, but the
attacks had to be repelled, or all was over with us..
..As usual Delamain was worth his weight in gold, al¬
ways calm, collected, business-like, and exercising
absolute control - and all soldiers know the difficulty
of control when fighting becomes almost hand-to-hand
in trenches. In one place the Turks got into our trench¬
es, but were bombed out again by the grenadiers of the
Dorsets, leaving some twenty killed and wounded behind
and a few unhurt prisoners....°5
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At one time some of the Indian soldiers began to
quit the outer trenches, but Delamain rushed for¬
ward and rallied them back again into the abandon¬
ed trench. At another time the attack came so
close that I thought the last moment had come, and
instinctively unbuttoned the holster-flap of my
pistol.66
No praise can be too high for the devotion of these two depleted
Turkish battalions of the 51st Division, which caused such concern
to a force more than twice their size fighting from behind entrench¬
ments with close artillery support.
Considering how close the British came to disaster on this
night at Water Redoubt and V.P., under attack by only Jevad Bey’s
battalions and the skeleton 45th Division, it was indeed fortunate
for them that the best and strongest division in the Turkish force,
the

51st, which had been sent to outflank them to the north, went

entirely astray.

It lost touch £oth with the 45th Division to its

right and the cavalry brigade to its right, and wandered about in the
dark somewhere off to the British light until an order reached it
from the corps commander to retire at 2:30 a.m.

1

Even without the 51st Division attacking his flank Hoghton
had much to worry about.

The 45th Division was not pressing its at¬

tacks right home in most cases, most probably because it was waiting
for the expected flank attack by the

51st, but as the ammunition ran

shorter and shorter Hoghton thought he could see the end.

Townshend,

who in Water Redoubt was under far fiercer attacks, reported:
Throughout this trying night Hoghton was a source
of the greatest anxiety to me; his messages were
frequent, and all to the effectihat he could hold
out no longer. .. .his battery had only a few
rounds left, and unless I could reinforce him he
thought all would soon be over. My replies were
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are; we are heing pressed more closely than you. To
reinforce you is impossible, I will extricate you to¬
morrow."^
The Turks finally drew off from V.P. at 2 p.m., when the guns
there had left only six rounds each.
ceased on Water Redoubt to the south.

About the same time the attacks
An hour later a convoy of carts

which had been sent to Lajj at 11 p.m. on the previous evening got
back with a load of ammunition, and some were sent up to V.P. to
replenish its supply.

The rest of the night passed relatively quiet-
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ly.

The British had weathered the storm.
The Turkish forces most heavily engaged, the same units pre¬

cisely that had borne the brunt on the 22nd, suffered cruelly in these
attacks.

They had been withdrawn at 2 a.m. on the 24th because they

could do no more; at 3*30 the XVTIIth Corps commander sent this report
to Nur-ud-Din:
51st Division has lost its direction and is in an un¬
supported situation. 45th Division...has all retreated
in the dark to the second line.
I am in touch neither
with the Xfflll Army Corps on the right nor 51st Divison
on the left....At present all the 45th Division battalion
and company commanders have been killed or wounded, and
the much reduced companies are commanded by N.C.O.'s.
Thus we may say that the 45th Division does not exist.
Under these circumstances there is no hope of success
for the attack. I have ordered 51st Division back to
the second line. I suggest an attempt to defend this
line.TO
As a matter of fact Nur-ud-Din had already ordered a withdrawal to the
second line at 2 a.m., but it had not yet been received at the front.
Most of the Turkish troops were back in the second line by daybreak.

Nur-ud-Din was now really feeling the strain.
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At Turkish head¬

quarters on the morning of the 24th, the Turkish account states, every-
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one was:
...in the depths of despair and despondency. On every
"brow could he read the meaning of the moral and physical
signs of discouragement and fatigue....Neither the situa¬
tion nor the defenses of the second line were such as to
hold out hopes of prolonged resistance....It was necessary
to decide on one of the two following moves: (l) to break
touch with the enemy and retire to a safer position such
as the Diyala line, or (2) to wait in the present situa¬
tion in a position of readiness to move, so as to he able
to decide according as the enemy's movements should re¬
quire. The Commander-in-Chief chosethe latter alternative
....72
Though British casualties on the night before had not been heavy
Townshend was more convinced than ever that the Turks had been substan¬
tially reinforced - never before had the Turks held so stubbornly.

For

the second day in a row an aircraft reconnaissance reported erroneous¬
ly that the Turks had retreated behind the Diala, but Townshend never¬
theless came to the conclusion that for the British to risk another
battle with their decimated force would be tempting disaster.

At 11:30

a.m. he telegraphed Nixon (who, convinced that an immediate advance
was impossible, had proceeded to Lajj early in the morning with the in¬
tention of going downstream to hurry the expected reinforcements):
...1 have come to this conclusion with great regret and
sadness, but it is asking the men to do the impossible.
The effort of driving four divisions out of a fortified
position has exhausted my division - the officers and
men have done splendidly.
Therefore, he said, he was concentrating his division at High Wall with
the intention of falling back to Lajj to await reinforcements.
By 9 a.m. the whole of Townshend's force except Hoghton's bri¬
gade protecting the wounded at V.P. and the 6th Cavalry Brigade had
been collected at High Wall, -where Townshend had moved his headquarters
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north east of V.P. to cover Hoghton while the wounded were evacuated.
The remainder of the force spent the day resting and burying the dead.
The evacuation of the wounded was reminiscent of medieval war¬
fare.

At 9 a.m. the Army Transport carts arrived at V.P. to take them

back to Laj j.

These carts - habitually and inexcusably used to evac¬

uate the wounded in Mesopotamia - were simply iron frames on two irontired wheels, with no springs at all, pulled by two mules and designed
for the transport of ammunition and supplies.

Into these the wounded

were heaped: three sitting up cases and three lying down cases per cart,
occasionally cushioned by dead bodies.
ed.

Then the ghastly journey start¬

The wounded were all. serious cases - abdominal and head wounds

and fractured limbs - and as the carts jolted and bounced over the
rough soil a chorus of moans and cries arose from the convoy.

The

carts had to rush the nuhhahs to get up the other side, and after
crashing down into a few ditches those of the wounded who were still
conscious after spending two nights virtually unattended in the trench¬
es at V.P. began to fling themselves out.

Even the desert and the

Arabs were better than a moment longer in the g?ringless carts.
The convoy frequently got lost, and stopped constantly to pick
up the wounded men who crawled towards it from the desert (stragglers
from the walking wounded who had been sent back on their own the pre¬
vious afternoon).^

One wounded officer reported:

The desert was strewn with hundreds of wounded and
crippled men, slowly and painfully dragging them¬
selves towards the river. The boats, as we ail knew,
were some seven miles away to the south, a distance
beyond the power of most of those who were struggl¬
ing to reach them.
They kept;on, however, knowing
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that when night fell the Arabs would come
out....How many were eventually left behind
I do not know, but I am sure that a large
number of wounded must have failed to reach
the boats.T5
The convoy finally reached Lajo and the ships late in the afternoon.
Two steamers had been more-or-less prepared for five hundred badly
wounded, but

they were swamped with seven times that number.

All

the ships had to be used, and there was no time to clean them of
their accumulated filth and dung.

There were no embarkation medi¬

cal officers to sort cases, and even if there had been there were
not enough medical personnel available to send down With the wound¬
ed to have made the effort worthwhile.

The wounded were just crowd¬

ed onto the ships and barges in the order they arrived, after the
stores and animals had been removed.

The ships finally got away on

the early morning of the 25th, to begin one of the most horrible
jouneys ever undertaken."^
Meanwhile, Townshend had changed his mind again and decided
to stay at Ctesiphon - only twenty minutes after he had received per¬
mission to withdraw.

Nixon agreed to this as easily as he had to

Townshend*s previous proposal.

In the late afternoon Townshend com¬

pleted his concentration at High Wall.

At 4 p.m. Delamain was sent

out with his brigade to cover Hoghton!s withdrawal from V.P., and
after dark he returned with Hoghton and the cavalry brigade.
whole force spent a peaceful night at High Wall.

The
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Townshend*s movements were completely misinterpreted at Turk¬
ish headquarters.

During the evening a Turkish cavalry officer who

had observed the British cavalry moving north of V.P'. and had seen
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Delamain's brigade move north from High Wall just before dark reach¬
ed entirely the wrong conclusion.

He sent in a report that the Brit¬

ish, having left four batteries and two battalions in front of the
Turkish position, were advancing with the rest of their force in a
turning movement around the Turkish left.
lost his nerve.
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At this news Nur-ud-Din

In the early hours of November 25th he ordered a

general retreat to the Diala.

It began at 4 a.m. in an orderly fashion

but on reaching the Diala fell into considerable disorder.

Already,

however, reports were coming in from the Turkish cavalry brigade, which
had not received its orders to retire, that the retreat was unnecessary
At 5 a.m. on the 25th the Turkish cavalry brigade dispatched a
report that the British had retreated from V.P. and that there was no¬
body in the old Turkish line of defense except Arab marauders.

Fur¬

ther reports from the cavalry confirmed that the British, if they were
not actually retreating, at any rate were not advancing.

Urged on by

Khalil's badgering once again, Nur-ud-Din now did a complete aboutface.

At 2 p.m. on the 25th he decided that the British were retreat¬

ing, and issued orders for his whole army to re-occupy the second line,
informing his troops that "the rear of the retreating enemy has changed
direction towards Salman Pak [referring presumably to such British
troops as were visible at High Wall],
to arrest it."

The Cavalry Brigade will strive

Between 3 and 4 p.m. the Turks commenced the advance

back to the battlefield in two columns.
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Townshend had thought over his situation overnight, and had
changed his mind once more.

He found out in the morning that the Turks

had retreated to the Diala during the night, but taking into account
the fact that his supply ships could still not get up to Bustan
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he

- 329 thought it better to fall back to Lajj and await reinforcements from
overseas there.

He sent Nixon a message informing him of his decision

at mid-day, but the latter had left Lajj with the convoy of wounded
and did not get it until he reached Aziziya at 7 p.m. that night.
Meanwhile Townshend ordered his staff to make ready for a leisurely
withdrawal at 2 p.m. on the 26th.
Then, at 4 p.m. on the afternoon of the 25th, one of Town¬
shend’s airmen reported Nur-ud-Din’s advance from the Diala.

The

airman estimated it as being three large columns of one division
each moving south from the Diala, and a fourth parallelling their
march at a turning distance inland,
five thousand men.

each column amounting to about

By dusk the force had reoccupied the second line,

and the advanced guard had pushed forward towards Ctesiphon.

Townshend

was once again convinced that the Turks would not have dared advance
unless they had been heavily reinforced, and he had no intention of
fighting another battle against a fresh force.

Orders were passed

that the general retirement would begin in two hours as soon as Nurud-Din's force was spotted; anything that could not be carried was
to be buried or burned.

The retreat to Lajj began at 8:30 p.m., and

by 9 the last British troops were clear of High Wall.

82

The night was cold and stormy, and the troops marched into
Lajj in the early hours of the 26th in a drizzling rain with hardly
a shot having been fired.

Townshend at once wired to Nixon at Aziziya

explaining his withdrawal before he had received authorization:
...I consider that...it would be madness to have re¬
mained at Ctesiphon a moment longer than I did....
There is no question of my engaging such a force in
my present state with the men worn out, so I waited
till darkness and moved off in the dark to Laj j, where
I am now entrenching and going to make myself com-
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fortable....Here I remain, and demonstrate up the right
bank almost immediately.
He added: "I do not think they will venture to cross the open and
attack me without their beloved entrenchments."

Nixon immediately

telegraphed approval of his action. ^

Battles are never neat or orderly when examined in detail,
but Ctesiphon was a masterpiece of confusion.

Both commanders al¬

most invariably guessed wrong as to the enemy's numbers, intentions
and actions.

Townshend, who had every reason to go into the battle

with a defeatist attitude, showed so much drive and determination
that he almost won the battle - or rather he did win the battle he
had planned, only to find that his plans had left large unsuspected
portions of the Turkish force out of their provisions entirely.

Nur-

ud-Din did not deserve to win the battle, for his tactics and his
nerve were equally faulty, but his troops won it for him.
Townshend still believed after the war that he had won the
battle until, after V.P. had been taken and the advance on the second
line begun, "Khalil Pasha, with a fresh army corps from the Caucasus,
appeared on the scene, like Blticher at Waterloo."

8U

From that time

on, this belief that the Turks could not be fighting so well Tinless
they were being continually reinforced was Townshend's downfall.

He

knew that he was fighting Anatolian Turks, and as a student of mili¬
tary history it is a certainty that he would never have allowed him¬
self to think consciously that Turkish infantry was in any way infer¬
ior to European infantry.

But he let himself be guided unconsciously

by his previous experience fighting second-rate Turkish troops in Mesopo-
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tamia, and made assumptions he would never have made had he been
facing European soldiers.

Probably nothing short of a major alter¬

ation in the relative forces of the contestants in favor of the
British would have let Townshend win at Ctesiphon, but it was this
misconception which determined his passivity on succeeding days
even after his force had recovered from its disorganization on the
22nd.
It could be argued, though, that Townshend's delusion was a
blessing in disguise for the British.

Had Townshend known the truth

as to the state of Nur-ud-Din's force, he might have been tempted
not to retreat until the Turkish reinforcements did come up, when
it might well have been too late.
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CHAPTER

XI

VIA DOLOROSA:
The Retreat to Kut and the Ordeal of the Wounded

Townshend marched into Lajj at 1 a.m. on the 26th November
with the whole of his force; the last of the river craft, which were
experiencing great difficulty in negotiating the sharp bends and
shifting sandbanks of the Tigris at its lowest level of the entire
year, arrived at the camp in the forenoon.

The day was spent in en¬

trenching the camp.
Due to the straying of the 51st Division, the Turks had not
completed their reoccupation of their second line until the hour the
British force arrived at Lajj.

It was not until the morning of the

26th that they reoccupied the old first line.

Nur-ud-Din then dis¬

patched his cavalry brigade, the two camel regiments (mounted infantry
units four hundred strong) and a mountain battery to push on in pur¬
suit of the British.
be of some use to him.

Now at last Nur-ud-Din*s Arab allies would also
They did not have the firepower to be employed

against large bodies of regular troops, but in a retreat they would be
murderously effective against rearguards and isolated detachments and
had the mobility to cut the enemy’s tenuous line of communications far
below the retreating force.
gades with

He directed the two volunteer tribal bri¬

him to move to Zeur on either bank, and a third body of

Arab cavalry was ordered to move from Musaiyib to strike the river even
further down towards Kut at Bughaila.

The detachment at Badran, at

the northern end of the Suwaikiyeh Marsh some fifty miles north of Kut,
consisting of a frontier company, some gendarmerie and irregulars and
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two guns, was ordered to inarch down and cut the British line of
communications downstream of Kut
On the next day, the

2Jth, the Turkish main force stayed in

the entrenchments at Ctesiphon and made no attempt to advance, since
its steamers* passage downstream was "being impeded "by-the Turks* own
obstruction in the river above Bustan and supplies were therefore
short.

The Turkish cavalry sent forward on the previous day made

no impression on Townshend's cavalry, and aircraft reconnaissance
(the first Turkish airplane arrived on the Mesopotamian front on this
day) revealed the British still at Lao j •
intention of felling back spontaneously.

Nor did Townshend have any
On the morning of the 27th

he reported to Nixon that he intended to stay at Laoj until he had
eaten up the ten days’ supplies he had with him, and then fall back
to Aziziyato await the arrival of the reinforcements from overseas.
Since he estimated that to concentrate one of these new divisions at
the front would require two and a half months, he imagined that he
might ultimately have to fall back to Kut to wait for them before
starting a new offensive.

2

There was certainly no immediate need

for this, however.
Within hours he had changed his confident tune.

Both his

cavalry and his aircraft reported the approach of the main body of
the Turkish force (quite erroneously, as no large bodies of Turkish
troops were in motion south of Ctesiphon), and he decided to fall
/

back the twenty-two miles to Aziziya in a single march that very
afternoon.

In .his book he remarks
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I "began to see that there was no halting on
the Baghdad side of Kut al Amara, if the enemy
really intended an offensive with large forces.
If he once hooked on to my little force I should
"be pinned down and surrounded.
Orders for the march were issued at once.

A large quantity of stores

had to be abandoned for lack of transport, and even the tents were
left standing when the force pulled out, as at that time Townshend
believed the imaginary Turks to be only three miles away.

The march

commenced at 4 p.m., with the Turkish prisoners and the divisional
transport in the lead.

Hostile Arab horsemen hung on the flanks of

the column at first, but abandoned this profitless endeavor for the
rich pickings waiting to be plundered in the deserted British camp.
Untroubled except by occasional Arab sniping, the long column marched
through the night and reached Aziziya at various hours between 4 and
10 a.m. on the 28th.^
The shipping did not have so easy a time and went aground
constantly; paddle steamers with laden barges attached to either side
are perhaps the least hand craft in the world, and in the shallow,
tricky, winding river it was almost axiomatic that they would go aground
on every available sand-bank.

They all stuck about four miles below

Laj j on the afternoon of the 27th, and the four Naval warships were
occupied until dark in pulling them off and sending them on their
way.

Through the day of the 28th they continued this labor further

downstream, finally sending the last of the supply vessels into Aziziya
at evening.

But both Comet and Shaitan went aground themselves eight

miles*above Aziziya at dusk and remained there overnight under heavy
sniping from the banks.

On the 29th the other two warships came up

and towed Comet off, but poor old Shaitan was done for - she had bumped
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too many "banks and run aground too many times in her long career,
and the shock of grounding had opened most of her seams. Her gunwhales were under water, and the attempt to salve her was given up
at dark when guns of the Turkish advanced guard opened up on the
cluster of ships in the river; her crew were taken off and her
guns removed, and the three surviving warships steamed down to
Aziziya.

Ij.

At Aziziya Townshend was greeted on his arrival on the morn¬
ing of the 28th with welcome reinforcements in the shape of the l4th
Hussars and half of the 2nd Queen’s Own Royal West Kents the 30th
Brigade. The division’s remaining wounded and much of the stores so
painfully accum.u3n.ted there were loaded aboard Medjidieh and her two
barges at once, and sailed for Kut the next morning. On this day
the main Turkish force moved from Ctesiphon to Laj j and, from its
tribal allies heating that the British had fallen all the way back
to Aziziya, continued to Zeur. It camped there the night of the
28th, strung out as it had marched, only fourteen miles from the
British force.
Townshend’s attitude was curiously equivocal, at this time,

On

his arrival at Aziziya on the 28th he had sent a telegram to Nixon,
who had given him complete discretion to withdraw as far as was neces¬
sary, which showed that Townshend realized the precarious position of
his force and the need for a further retreat to avoid contact with
the greatly superior Turkish army:
....It seems abundantly clear that the enemy has
received large reinforcements....1 expect he will
advance to Zeur, but...I shall...refuse battle and
fall back to Kut in a3JL probability: for Kut is the
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proper strategic point -which we are hound to hold and
is a concentration zone for reinforcements arriving from
overseas. My principal object then is to gain time for my
concentration -with the reinforcements and I must avoid
battle for the present... .Should he follow me to Kut then
so m&ch the better; we ought to destroy him inthat case,
but personally I do not think he will fight below Zeur so
far away from his beloved entrenchments at Ctesiphon.
The further we get him from Baghdad the more chance of
our next battle knocking him out altogether....6
The tone of this telegram reveals most clearly why, though the Turks
advanced to Zeur within hours of its dispatch, Townshend dawdled longer
at Aziziya.

He could not shake the confidence in his force's intrinsic

superiority engendered by its record of unbroken victory for the past
year against what had been essentially a minimum holding force, nor
could he see past the Turkish Army's century-long tradition of fight¬
ing only losing defensive battles.

He knew that his position was

strategically untenable, but he could not bring himself to believe
that the Turks would have the initiative to take advantage of it.
There were six days' supplies at Aziziya which he wished to
save and, secure in his contempt for Turkish aggressiveness, he waited
through the night of the 28th and all of the 29th for Blosse Lynch
and two barges to come up from Kut and carry these downstream.
the afternoon of the

On

29th he even sent his cavalry back upstream to

drive off the Arabs who were harassing the continuing attempts to
salvage the Shaitan -amost successful operation which killed over a
hundred Arabs at no cost at all in casualties to the British.^

Meanwhile the shock of defeat at Ctesiphon hastened the dis¬
patch of reinforcements from overseas.

As soon as the results of

the battle became known to India on the 23rd November, the Commanderin-Chief had ordered the dispatch of the "Emergency Force" which had
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"been put together without London’s knowledge. On the 24th Nixon was
informed that the 1st Home Counties Brigade, RJJl. (12 guns) and
the 34th and 35th Infantry Brigades would all have embarked from Bom¬
bay by 6 December. The leading brigade of the two Indian divisions
coming from Europe, the 28th Infantry Brigade, had already embarked
from Egypt and could be expected to arrive at Basrah on the 1st and
2nd of December, and a battalion from Ceylon would reach Mesopotamia
before the 15th of the month. The 7th (Meerut) Division would embark
at Marseilles on the 11th of December and arrive at Basrah in the
first days of January; and the 3rd (Lahore) Division would follow
it from France at the end of December.
The War Committee of the cabinet discussed the altered situa¬
tion on 25th November, and immediately approved the dispatch of
drafts to fill up the British battalions with IEF "DM to establish¬
ment again-—a total of two thousand men.

It inquired of Nixon whether

Baghdad was still feasible, and what further reinforcements would be
necessary to guarantee its capture if it was. Nixon had lost none
of his optimism, and replidd that he did not propose to consider the
alternative of taking up a defensive line as he was still confident
he could capture the city. He estimated that by the end of February
the Turks might have 50,000 men and 84 guns around Baghdad, at which
time he looked forward to having a striking force of some 40,000 men
and 114 guns, and predicted that he could capture and hold Baghdad by
the middle of March without any reinforcements beyond those already
destined for the theatre. He made a reference to the fact that this
timetable depended upon his river transport being augmented, but did
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not mention that he could not hope to support half this striking force
of 40,000 men up river at the front unless his shipping -was reinforced
"beyond all reasonable expectation-—if he even realized it himself.
Nixon, undaunted "by the outcome of his recent over-confidence,
was playing his old game again.

In order to "be allowed to resume the

offensive and try his luck again, he was suppressing his force’s short¬
comings and asking for the "bare minimum of troops in order to make
the home government’s decision less painful.

Even India did not agree

with him now: on 29 November the Indian General Staff estimated that
he would need two additional divisions.

When Chamberlian requested

India’s views on the next day the Viceroy’s reply was only cautiously
optimistic.

He emphasized that the ruling factor in the rapidity of

the concentration of British reinforcements at the front in Mesopotamia
wasthe supply of additional river transport, and went bn to say that,
accepting the joint Staff estimate of 19 October that 60,000 Turkish
troops could "be at Baghdad "by the end of January:
....In our opinion a safe estimate for the capture
and retention of Baghdad under altered conditions
involves addition of at least one more division,
which...will make Nixon’s force five divisions in
all.
No more than Nixon had India changed its mind on the question of an
offensive policy in Mesopotamia:
To regard capture of Baghdad as impossible would be to
give up our best means of countering the German intrigues
in Persia and Afghanistan and should therefore be dis¬
missed from our calculations. Our success hitherto in
Mesopotamia has been' main factor which has kept Persia,
Afghanistan and India itself quiet, and to give up the
idea of Baghdad would be to relinquish initiative and
would result in a further transference eastward of the
theatre of 'war. For these reasons we approve Nixon’s
attitude....
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There is just enough truth in the Viceroy’s reasoning to make
this statement seem plausible.

Only two weeks past the Germans had.

attempted a coup at Tehran, and the Niedermayer Mission was at Kabul
intriguing with the Amir’s relatives to bring Afghanistan into the
war.

But it was a deceptive kind of truth *

in the Viceroy’s imagination.

India was only restive

Already Russian cavalry had thwarted

the German-backed coup, and by the end of November the Germans and
their supporters had been driven to the western border of Persia and
a year’s work had gone down the drain.

Niedermeyer was a virtual

prisoner at the Amir Habibullah’s court, and the sophisticated monarch
refused to unleash his tribesmen on the Frontier until a Turkish array
appeared on his borders—a most unlikely eventuality.

Doubtless the

occupation of Baghdad would even further derail German plots in the
Near East, but to tie up five divisions in such a marginally benefi¬
cial undertaking was altogether senseless.
The question of a fifth division for Mesopotamia was referred
by the cabinet to the War Office on 1 December, to be weighed against
o
other requirements in other theatres.

By the time a decision was

reached the situation in Mesopotamia had so altered that the original
motive of facilitating an advance on Baghdad was no longer pertinent.
Very soon Baghdad would give place to the necessity of relieving a
smgtll force trapped up-country and the whole motivation of the Meso¬
potamian campaign would change again.

Nixoh’s enduring fixation

on that city would still play a part in tactical decisions to be
taken in Mesopotamia.

However, the deliberations of London on
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the number of additional reinforcements necessary to attain the
goal serve mainly to illustrate the inertia any policy acquires
once it has gained momentum.

It had been decided to attack Bagh¬

dad because it would be a brilliant propaganda victory which would
cost little in casualties or reinforcements; though it now pro¬
mised to cost heavily in both, it would take time before the British
recast their aims in more realistic terms.

Through the 29th Townshend waited in vain for the ships to
come from Kut and remove the accumulated supplies from Aziziya.
The Turkish main body advanced from Zeur during the day, but the
cavalry clash at the point where Shaitan was aground decided Nurud-Din to halt at Kutuniya seven miles from Aziziya.

Only when

Townshend learned at 6 p.m. that Turkish guns had forced the aban¬
donment of the salvage attempt, which indicated that the Turkish
main body was close by, did he decide to leave Aziziya without
waiting for the steamers.

Even then he felt so little urgency that

he postponed the further retirement to the next morning
During the night he received a message from General Nixon
asking him to send down some troops to re-open the river below Kut,
for the Turkish detachment sent from Badran had gained the left
bank of the Tigris ten miles up river from Shaikh Sa'ad and was
preventing the passage downstream from Kut of the convoy carrying
the wounded and Nixon himself.
would sent the

3Gth

Townshend at once replied thathhe

Brigade, the howitzers and a cavalry regiment

- 3W ahead by forced march at daybreak.

He was less receptive to the

proposal of the Senior Naval Officer, Captain Nunn, that the trans¬
port barges be sent down ahead of the army.

Nunn desired this be

done as the difficulties of navigation in the shallow river and the
fact that the river route was twice as long as the land route
would make it risky to adhere to the present policy of having the
ships follow the army if a retreat were to be carried out by long
marches.
What precisely was said in this conversation is not clear,
but it is certain that the next morning the shipping was in its
usual place at the rear of the army.

Much more important, Town-

shend somehow got the mistaken idea that Nunn was telling him that
on. the morrow the shipping could not get further than Umm-et-Tabul
only ten miles downstream in the daylight hours, and that therefore
he could not march the army past that point.

Since this was not at

all the case, it is hard to understand Townshend’s misapprehendion,
especially since Captain Nunn emphatically denies ever maw ng such
a statement.

The Turks on the 29th were only seven miles behind,

and the natural result of marching only ten miles on the 30fch would
be to give them a chance to catch up.

Townshend maintains in his book

that "if Z had not had to guard the ships, I should have made a twenty
or twenty-four mile march and should never have been hooked on to."”^
as it was, he was indeed * hooked on to,* and only his steady nerve
and consummate generalship got him out of it at all.
In the early morning of the 30th Townshend wired Nixon that
he had decided that it was absolutely necessary to concentrate at
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Kut, and that he would therefore retire slowly on that place.

He

was still not thinking in terms of a pursuit which he had to out¬
distance for his own safety.

At dawn the heavy guns in barges

left for Kut, followed at an interval by the remainder of the flo¬
tilla.

The bridge across the river was ordered to be dismantled, and

some of the large stock of stores and supplies which was to have been
removed by Blosse Lynch was destroyed, though much had to be simply
abandoned.

At 8 a.m. the 30th Brigade and the l6th Cavalry under

Melliss marched out of camp to go to the aid of Nixon below Kut;
by 4 p.m. when it halted for the night
miles of the distance to Kut.

it had covered some twenty

An hour later the remainder of the

force moved off; the Turkish cavalry screen followed only at a
distance, and the usual Arab snipers were all busy looting the camp.
As the 6th Division receded from yet another of its former gains a
newly arrived officer with the rearguard in an artillery obser¬
vation post on the roof of a house described the scene:
Below me the river lay blue in the morning sun between
the black winding banks, and dark Arab forms dotted its
shores. Somewhere ahead upstream was Baghdad.
Distant
horsemen scoured the plain. Some cavalry of ours lay hid
den in an old smashed serai just north of the village.
Moving south-eastward rose the dust of the main Turkish
advance, mounting in clouds higher and higher. The quicker
dust marked their cavalry, and here and there in dense
column formation their wheeled traffic came on. To the
southward in perfect order, and moving at an even pace,
was our own army in retreat. The khaki column reached
away to the horizon of dust, and the swarthy visages of
our Indian troops doing rearguard in extended order, and
the gleam from the accoutrements of the l4th Hussars was
visible without field glasses. The village itself that
was burning in a dozen places suddenly burst into one
great conflagration....13

12

- 350 The 6th Division arrived at Umm-at-Tabul at noon, and set up
a roughly rectangular camp with its southern face on the river.
The river flotilla arrived at 2 p.m. and tied up to the hank along
the camp’s southern face; the cavalry stayed out in observation
till dark and then joined the artillery in the center of the bivouac.
There were in the camp 6,000 infantry, 1,250 cavalry and 26 guns, and
about 1300 Turkish prisoners.
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The Turkish main body began its advance from Kutuniya at noon,
and shortly arrived at the abandoned camp at Aziziya.

While it was

halted there examining the captured stores, Nur-ud-Din received a
message from his cavalry saying: "The enemy is retiring from Aziziya.
Patrols are following the enemy.
towards Aziziya."

The brigade is continuing its march

This message revealed a most extraordinary state

of affairs, for it was obvious that, as it was the Turkish main body
which was now in Aziziya, the Turkish cavalry had lost its way in
the desert, somehow got behind its own main body, and had mistaken
it for the British.

Incredibly, Nur-ud-Din did not-realize this,

and continued to believe that his cavalry was ahead of him.

It was

this mistake that led to the remarkable battle of Umm-at-Tabul.
At 4:30 the Turkish commander ordered his force to push on
to Umm-at-Tabul, and sent word to his cavalry brigade - no doubt
much to the amazement of the messenger - to keep touch with the
enemy,

His intelligence was as faulty as at Ctesiphon, and in the

order his troops were informed that "the enemy’s main body is being
transported by steamers.

The retreating portion is his rearguard."

The advance from Aziziya began about sunset (leading Townshend to
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the XVIIIth Corps leading in two columns of divisions, the 51st on the
left.

The XIHth Corps followed, also in two columns of divisions,

with the 35th Division on the left.

The erring Turkish cavalry moved

into Aziziya after the main "body had left, and there "passed the
night in drunkenness among this priceless display of plunder."
At

7

p.m. the advanced guard of the 45th Division spotted a

number of lights to their front, which they took to he the camp fires
of the Turkish cavalry brigade.

But at about 8:30 they ran into

the picquets of the British force and a searchlight flashed out from
Firefly’s masthead, showing up, as the Turks thought, "the confused
masses of our troops intermingled in the darkness."

But the Turks

soon realized that they had stumbledinto a British camp; the

45th

Division extended its leading regiment, the 3rd, supporting it with
field guns, and the 51st Division to its left similarly deployed
the

44th

Regiment and brought mountain guns into action.

The Turk¬

ish guns at once got on to Firefly and hit it, and the searchlight
was switched off.

Ath the same time the British camp fires were

extinguished, and after a few minutes the Turkish guns fell silent
for lack of a target.

In the subsequent silence and darkness Nur-

ud-Din reached the conclusion that the British force, which he thought
to be only a weak rearguard, had retired, and he ordered his troops
to bivouac where' they were.

By 10 p.m. camp fires were visible all

along the northern perimeter of the British camp.
Khalil, the commander of the XVIIIth Corps, certain that the
British had gone, suggested that his 44th Regiment be dispatched to
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Nur-ud-Din agreed, and at 9 p.m. it moved forward

into the darkness -with instructions to gain the river hank east
of where the camp fires had "been seen.

It got lost in the dark,

however, and meeting no enemy, finally ended up on the river hank
south of the Turkish army and about' a mile south-west of the Brit¬
ish camp.

Meanwhile the XIHth Corps closed up behind the XVIIIth

and the Turks settled down for the night.

At 1:30 a.m. on 1 Dec¬

ember Nur-ud-Din issued orders to the effect that the British were
continuing their retreat to Kut, and that the Turkish army was to
continue its pursuit at 9 a.m.
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As for the British, Townshend reports:
At about 9 p.m. we were shelled by what I took to be
camel corps guns. They gave us a few rounds only....
and then there was silence... .Delamain and I both
thought we could hear the noise of cart-wheels in the
distance - either that or gun wheels.
Gradually I
became convinced it was the latter, which meant that
the entire Turkish force must be at hand. I had been
taken by the collar by having to guard the ships. I
realized that it would be impossible to get gff my
unwieldy train and supply column, with all the Indian
followers, in the middle of the night, in a country
thick with scrub and following a track which could
only be seen in daylight. Nor could the ships at¬
tempt to move till day.
I dictated order to my G.S.O., I: 9:15 p.m. If the enemy are found to be close at hand
on my front, I shall attack them at daylight by a
frontal and enveloping attack combined.
Frontal attack. iBth Brigade. General Hamilton.
Enveloping attack. l6th and 17th Brigades. General
Delamain.
I shall decide as soon as I can see as to giving the ob¬
jective to the two commanders.
The Cavalry Brigade will co-operate on the exterior flank
of the enveloping attack
The Train and Supply Columns he ordered to be loaded up and
to stand by ready to march as soon as there was enough light.

At
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the roving Arabs surrounding the camp and carry orders to Melliss
and the 30th Brigade bivouaced ten miles downstream.

The orders were

to return at once to aid the main body at daybreak, moving well inland
to the north so as to envelop or turn the enemy whom Townshend ex¬
pected to be pressing him at that time.

Melliss received the-message

at 5:30, and within an hour had begun a forced march back to Umm-atTabul.17

At 5 a.m. Townshend assembled his brigade commanders and out¬
lined his intentions for the dawn attack.

Before 6:30 the three in¬

fantry brigades were deployed in a line facing west, with the l6th
Brigade on the left and then the l8th and 17th Brigades.

The trans¬

port had begun to move out, but it could not get away quickly because
of a narrow corner in the track which the carts had to negotiate one
by one.

The cavalry brigade was also on the move, trotting out to

take up its position on the British right flank.

In the morning

twilight hundreds of tents could be discerned within a mile of the
northern perimeter of the camp.

Townshend says: "When daylight came

on 1st December I expected to see the Turks entrenching close at hand,
for they dig in as quickly as moles.
advance to give me the shock.

I did not believe they would

But I was mistaken."

l8

In the dim light at 6 a.m. the 51st Divisioris outposts had
spotted the British movements across its front, and the Turks real¬
ized that they were not alone.

The divisional commander ordered his

two avaiable regiments to advance on some low mounds two thousand
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yards north-vest of the British camp, the 9th in the lead and the
7th following in its left rear (the third regiment of this division
it will he recalled, had got lost overnight and was on the river
hank).

Nur-ud-Din ordered the 45th Division to cooperate on the 51st

Division’s right.
Full daylight came with the visual tropical suddenness at 6:45
and revealed the situation to hoth sides.

The three British brigades

were in line ready to advance, each with a field battery in dose sup¬
port, and the British cavalry were in motion north of the camp.

The

9th Regiment of the Turkish 51st Division had just begun its advance
towards the mounds, and the 45th Division was preparing to advance
to its right.

To the rear- the tents of the XEIIth Corps and the Tur-

ish transport were clearly visible to the British.
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Tovnshend reports again:
As soon as it got light enough to see,-there was
plenty of excitement for all of us.
The Turks,
whom we estimated at nothing under 12,000 men,
were advancing in long lines in extended order and
had reached close field-artillery range - say 2,500
yards. Their left wing, I saw, was executing an
envelopment around us. I at once ordered the artil¬
lery to open rapid fire [at 6:50] and ordered Delamain and Hamilton to attack according to orders,
whilst I sent off three or four gallopers to the
cavalry, instructing them to envelop that wing of
the enemy which was closing in on me, and to charge
it. I have never seen artillery shoot with the pre¬
cision of the 10th Brigade, R.F.A., which opened a
rapid fire....One saw the Turkish lines of men dis¬
solve in a regular cloud of ova* shells
Meanwhile, Delamain .and Hamilton advanced with the
infantry. Owing to my offensive move I saw the
enveloping attack halt, hesitate, and come to a
wobbly sort of stand which looked like becoming a
bolt if they were menaced
20
The fire of the British artillery, and of the Firefly and Comet,
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The 9th Regiment’s advance

came to an instant halt, and the less steady 45th Division retreated
in disorder.

An even greater effect was obtained on the XIHth Corps

and the Turkish transport in the camp behind the XVIIIth Corps.

The

■whole camp stampeded in absolute panic, suffering severe losses the corps commander was killed and the two divisional commanders
wounded.

Only the

7th

Regiment on the extreme Turkish left stood

firm to oppose the flanking attack of the British cavalry.

The

Turkish official historian remarks: "From my own observations and
experiences I can say without exaggeration that had not the enemy’s
cavalry come up against the 7th Regiment and been forced to withdraw,
they could have ridden over-and taken prisoner the whole three divi¬
sions before they reached Aziziya."
The Turks were saved by their artillery, which recovered from
its surprise in a few minutes and opened up a fierce fire which caused
a stampede among the?British transport animals,
of the 7th Regiment.
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and by the action

The British cavalry were on the point of

rounding the Turkish left flank supported by "S" Battery R.H.A., when
this regiment deployed facing eastward and halted the British advance
with the aid of two mountain guns.

The cavalry brigade had to dis¬

mount and begin firing from behind a ridge.
within less than an hour.

All this had taken place
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Townshend, seeing the Turks’ confusion and the retirement of
most of their forces, seized the opportunity to break off the battle
and withdraw, though, he says, "I was much tempted to order a general
advance."

The 17th and 18th Brigades had just begun to advance (the
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they received orders from Townshend countermanding the attack.

They

were now instructed to cover the retirement of the transport and as
soon as the camp was clear to retire themselves, hy echelon of brigades.

Townshend now saw that the river flotilla was in difficulties
due to the attack of the Turkish 44th Regiment which had spent the
night on the river bank.

He saw no possibility of helping it, though,

for his first responsibility was to save his troops, and at

J:30

he

commended his withdrawal by pulling back the 16th Brigade, which
opened the river bank to the advance Of the 44th Regiment.

The

withdrawal continued under heavy Turkish gunfire, and by 8 a.m.
the camp was clear and the 18th Brigade began to retreat as well.
Finally the 17th Brigade pulled out at 8:30, and the cavalry brigade
retired by regiments.

The Infantry of the

51st Division followed in

lines at a distance, the 7th and 9th Regiments angling south to
gain touch with the 44th Regiment coming up on their right along the.
river bank.

The Turkish cavalry now finally arrived on the scene and

arrayed itself on the left of the 51st Division.

The Xlllth Corps

and the 45th Division did not rally sudd rejoin the 51st Division un¬
til about noon
Though it meant abandoning even his food in the camp and leav¬
ing'die ships in the river to fend for themselves, Townshend* s decis¬
ion to break off the battle was the only right choice.

Having got

himself into an exeedingly dangerous position, he had saved himself
temporarily by wresting the initiative from the Turks and had rocked
them back on their heels.

He was outnumbered almost exactly two to

- 357 one in infantry by the Turks,
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and the unshaken 51st Division

alone was nearly a match for his entire force.

Even had he known

that the disorganization in the Turksih rear was as bad as Amin
states, he was still faced by unbroken infantry which interposed
between him and the Turkish rear, and the possiblity of a cavalry
ride around the Turkish ISft had only existed for a few minutes.
His transport column and more than a thousand prisoners were al¬
ready in retreat and had to be guarded; in any case he would ■ulti¬
mately have to break contact, and it would only be possible to do
that without losing much of his force if it were done before the
Turks were sufficiently recovered to follow him closely.
At 9 a.m. Melliss's 30th Brigade came up to aid the re¬
treat, and fell into the retreating column between the

17th

and

the Cavalry Brigades; at this time the force had retired from the
camp about a mile.

In the withdrawal from the fight the artillery,

falling back rhythmically battery after battery to take up new
positions to the rear, played the crucial part in keeping the pur¬
suing Turks at a distance.

The reason for the number of prisoners

generally taken in retreats is that as soon as the pursuing infantryget within Effective rifle range of the enemy rearguard - one thou¬
sand yards in such flat country - then the rearguard is pinned down
and eventually captured.

In this case the artillery did such an ex-

25
cellent job that not a prisoner was taken by the Turks. '
At 9^30 the Turkish pursuit slackened, probably because the
Turkish infantry were engaged in looting the camp, and by 11 a.m.
even the Turkish cavalry gave up the pursuit.

Arab irregulars on

horseback harassed the column throughout the day, but they were
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forced to keep their distance hy the British cavalry; at mid-day
column of route was reformed and normal marching order resumed.

26

In the scrambling action at Umm-at-TaBul the British casualties in killed, wounded and missing were 536,
748.

the Turkish losses

It was a triumph for the British and a revindication of the

troops who had fought so hard and lost so heavily at Ctesiphon.

At

noon Townshend wired Nixon describing the Battle; he said: "Troops
were Beautifully steady, and only in this way and excellent Brigadiers
could I manage it...."2^

But if Umm-at-TaBul was a triumph on land, it was a disaster
on the river.

Half the British shipping was lost, and all But one

of the warships.

Perhaps most important of all to the course of

events in the near future, the Bridging train had to Be aBandoned.
At dawn on the 1st all the shipping was tied up By the camp,
sheltered from view and fire By the high Bank, except H.M.S. Comet
and Firefly in mid-stream.

When Turkish shrapnel Began to Burst

over the camp Firefly opened fire upstream with her single 4-in. gun,
and Comet

also opened up from further down the river.

A Blue haze

hung over the camp where the army was Burning all the food and stores
it could not transport, and the air was filled with thesmell of sizzl¬
ing hams and Burning oil and flour.

Still relatively safe under the

overhanging Bank, the transport shipping hurriedly got under way
downstream while the Comet and Firefly shelled the Turks a mile end
a half distant.

Only the Shirur remained alongside, for one of its

two Barges contained a very large supply of ammunition of all kinds
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The third British -warship,

Suroana, took charge of two barges filled with airplane stores and
S. and T. stores which it had been towing on previous days and waited
to follow the steamers down the river.

The launchers of the bridg¬

ing train with their unmanageable tows of pontoons and danacks waited
till last, for they went aground constantly and a cluster of boats
aground at the wrong place at this critical, moment could block the
river entirely.
As the mass of shipping threshed downstream in frantic haste,
accompanied by Sumana and her barges, some battery officer of the
44th Regiment near the river bank had a simple but brilliant idea.
He brought his two mountain guns right down onto the river bank at
the bend above the British camp.

From here he could enfilade the

ships in the river, which were no longer concealed by the high bank.
The Turkish guns almost immediately selected Firefly as their prime
target.
By T a.m. all the river transport except Shirur and the bridg¬
ing train had got under way downstream, and Captain Nunn in Comet . .
signalled orders for the Firefly to drop down the river. It was at
this moment that disaster struck. The officer in command of the
bridging train describes it:
...[Firefly] made great efforts to get under weigh so as
to increase the difficulty of getting her exact range, but
her high mast still presented a perfect ranging mark for
the hostile guns. A shell fell in the: river fifty yards
upstream of the ship; another followed just astern of her,
throwing up a column of water. A third fell close along¬
side her and drenched her low decks with spray. LieutenantCommander Eddis, R.N., her commander, returned the fire...
but with what results I could not see. Suddenly a shell
hit the doomed ship amidships. A fearful roar; followed,
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gradually dying away into a continuous hiss, and an enormous
column of smoke and steam shot up 100 feet into the air from
the Firefly’s funnel and spread out like a great fan above
her. Another cloud of steam hurst forth from her engineroom and enveloped her decks.
Men ran out on to the decks
and were plunged into a storm of shrapnel bullets, which
rattled against the superstructure and cut up the water
around the ship into hundreds of tiny fountains
Comet made a gallant effort to steam tip to the disabled ship
to get a hawser aboard her, which finally she actually suc¬
ceeded in doing. . The Comet then turned, but in doing so she
was carried downstream in the narrow channel and touched a
sandbank. Before she could get clear the Firefly was car¬
ried down on top of her, hit her violently on the port beam,
and rammed her hard tip on to the sandbank.
The only other warship on the rivey, Sumana, which was strug¬
gling downstream with two large lighters and had so far escaped
hostile gunfire, was signalled by Comet to drop her barges and come
to the two gunboats' assistance.

The barges drifted in to the bank

and were captured by the Turkish infantry.

29

Shirur and the bridging

train had now followed the other British transports downstream, and
the three warships were alone on the river.

The 44th Regiment had by

now advanced along the bank and occupied the abandoned British camp,
and the ships came under Turkish fifle fire at fifty yards' range.
Sumana made several desperate efforts to tow Cornet off, but
she soon went aground again on another shoal.

Both the grounded gun¬

boats were now afire, and the target of every Turkish gun and rifle.
Nunn decided further salvage efforts would only endanger Sumana. and
called her to come alongside Comet and remove her crew (Firefly's had
already been taken off).
The Turks now lined one bank of the river and Arab irregulars
the other, and delivered a storm of small-arms fire onto the help¬
less ships in the river below them.

The Turkish artillery was still
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dropping a torrent of shells into the river around Comet and Sumana,
hut a "body of Turkish infantry waded out into the river to hoard
them irregardless.

It was a very near thing.

As the last man to

leave Comet, Captain Nunn, stepped from her stern across 6nto the
Sumana with his confidential hooks tucked under his arm, the Turks
came swarming over her hows.

Nunn, whose optimism was absolutely

unshakeahle, turned to the officers Standing heside him,iand said:
“A champagne supper ifwe get out of this - what?” Shots were ex¬
changed along the decks of Comet, hut Sumana managed to get clear
and struggle away downstream, her decks almost awash from the bur¬
den of three ships’ crews.

It was impossible to destroy either of

the ships to prevent their capture, for Comet had been taken by
hoarding and in the engine-room of Firefly lay a stoker, horribly
scalded by escaping steam, whom it had been impossible to move.
Shirur had gone aground just below Umm-at-Tabul and had had
to drop her barges in order to get off, relying oh Sumana to pick
them up when she followed.

One contained much of the army’s supply

of ammunition, the other more than three hundred wounded.

Sumana,

carrying the entire naval staff, dared not delay and risk capture,
but she did succeed in getting the vital ammunition barge off and
downstream.

There was not time to tow off the barge with the wounded,

and Sumana could not take any of them aboard as she was already within
a hair’s breadth of foundering.

They had to be abandoned to the Turks.

The surviving ships arrived in Kut on 2 December.

The Navy had done a

fine job under trying circumstances, but the ships had been obliged by
Townshend’s slow retreat to expose themselves to Turkish attacks and
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In the retreat the Navy lost three of its

four warships, and as well three launches and six targes carrying
large amounts of supplies which for a long time would he irreplace¬
able had heen lost.

The bridging train lost all of its pontoons

and all hut twelve danack rafts, some of which were in a sinking
condition; these would only suffice to build a bridge one hundred
yards long, which was no better than none at all considering the
average width of the Tigris.

-363Townshend was determined to shake off the pursuit by long
marching, and he decided to go all the way to Qala Shadi before
halting.

This was a distance of twenty-six miles and the troops

were already exhausted from the morning1s battle, but Townshend
allowed no long halts.

Though the troops knew that anyone who

fell behind could expect to have his throat cut by the local Arabs
hanging on the flanks,
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they were so weary that as the day drew

on many began to fall out.

This had been anticipated, however,

and most were picked up by the carts which Townshend had placed
at the rear of the column for that purpose.

Towards sunset several

of the brigadiers suggested a rest period, as the men were "dead
beat," but Townshend refused, replying that "oiice these men get
down to the river bank we shall not collect them for hours.
will lie by the water, drink, and fall asleep like logs.
know that the Turks are not a few miles behind."

They

I do not

So the column

stumbled on half asleep in the night along the rough track, its
pace growing steadily slower as the drugged men lost all formation.
The head of the column reached Shadi at 9 p.m., but the rear guard
did not get in until the early hours of 2 December.

The troops

lay down in the road and slept in column as they were.
sleep was difficult,

Even

though, as the night was intensely cold and

there was no food to distribute.
During the 1st of December the Turks advanced only a short
distance below Umm-at-Tabul before halting for the night, for
their troops also were exhausted.

Also on the 1st Nixon and the

-364wound ed were at last able to get away downriver from Kut, running
safely past some three hundred Arabs on the bank at Shaikh Sa’ad.
Townshend resumed his march at daybreak on the 2nd, and pressed on
without a break until 1 p.m. despite the weariness and hunger of
his men.

He then allowed a two hour rest, as it was clear that he

had outdistanced the Turks.

He sent the cavalry and the divisional

supply column ahead into Kut, with orders to send some food out
to meet him at Shumran bend some six miles west of Kut, where he
intended to halt for the night.

The head of the column reached

this place at dusk, having marched forty-four miles in the last
thirty-three hours without food.

On the same night the Turks only

reached Shadi, some eighteen miles behind.
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On the morning of the third the haggard men of the 6th Division

marched the last few miles into Kut.

Owing to Townshend1 s faulty

estimate of the Turkish intentions and capabilities, half of the
ninety miles from Ctesiphon to Kut had to be covered in the last

two days of the week-long retreat under the most trying conditions,
and the division would be almost useless until it had had time to
recover from its ordeal.

The first entry in Townshend’s diary after

his arrival back in Kut was: "I mean to defend Kut as I did Chitral."
This meant that the 6th Division would have to undergo a siege if
the Turks decided to follow it all the way down.
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The Turks did intend to exploit their victory, and there would
be no hesitation or delay in their closing up to Kut.

Nur-ud-Din

had been informed by Constantinople that he was to come under the
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orders of Field-Marshal von der Goltz, the new commander of the Vlth
Army, and he resented it very much.

He telegraphed back: "The Army

of Irak has proved that it has no need of the military knowledge of
Field-Marshal von der Goltz...The contradiction is striking, in
sending a non-Muslim general to Irak where we are preaching the
jihad and where the population is Muslim."

He determined to finish

off the British in Kut before the German field-marshal could arrive
at Baghdad.
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In the course of the narrative, reference has been made to the
breakdown in the evacuation of the wounded which grew steadily more
serious as the battles mounted in fierceness and moved further up¬
stream from Basrah.

In the aftermath of Ctesiphon and in the battles

for the relief of Kut in January, the tortures endured by the wounded
reached a pitch of horror unequalled even in the great holocausts in
France.

It is not to be supposed that this was largely due to the

difficulties of the country; certainly a larger medical establishment
than normal was needed in a land without any facilities of its own,
but the necessary additions to the force's medical establishment
could have been obtained.

They were not because of the Indian Army's

tradition of penury, because of gross negligence and incompetence
on the part of certain of the administrative medical officers in
Mesopotamia and in India, and finally because when the breakdowns
had begun the chief officers concerned were more eager to conceal

their maladministration than to rectify their errors.
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In the early stages of the campaign losses had been low and
evacuation easy, and so the fact that the 6th Division had been
sent out with only two of the five combined field ambulances laid
down for an Indian division as necessary for frontier warfare led
to no serious problems.

The medical administration of Colonel

Hehir was zealous and generally effective, and by ingenuity and
improvisation he was able to avoid any major breakdowns.

But,

trained in the economical methods of the Indian Army, he made no
effort to obtain tire type and quantity of supplies and staff which
would have set his organization on a sound basis, and it was during
this time that the foundations were laid for the later disasters.
Though at times Hehir was forced to place the overflow of wounded
from the .understaffed, jammed hospitals into transports requisitioned
for the-purpose, and to utilize field ambulance personnel in hospitals,
he neither demanded an adequate scale of medical personnel nor sought
to get more hospitals provided.
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He never asked for river hospital

steamers, of which the expedition had none,
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nor did he complain

when the 12th Division arrived in the country in March-April 1915
without any additional medical units being provided.

Though the

force had no land transport for wounded except stretchers and mules,
and so had to fall back on totally unsuitable army transport carts,
he did not apply to India for wheeled transports as he expected all

future battles to be fought near the rivers.
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Up to April 1915 the general health of the troops was good,
despite their inadequate diet and the lack of any provision for

-367for purifying drinking water.

However, the dangerous idea had

arisen from the character of the early operations that a force
operating in Mesopotamia needed fewer field ambulances than elsewhere,
while shortly the reverse would prove to be true.

Moreover, to

minimize the strain of transporting wounded which would be imposed
on the scarce river transport, the principle had been adopted,
contrary to all practice and to field ambulance regulations, that
after a battle all but the most seriously wounded would be carried
forward with the force.

This was one of the primary causes of the

breakdowns during the operations for Baghdad and the relief of Kut,
for it meant that in the case of failure the medical services would
be swamped with many times the number of wounded that they had made
_ , 4°
preparations for.
With the elevation of IEF

!,

Dn to an army corps in April 1915,

Colonel Hehir had been succeeded as Director of Medical Services by
Surgeon-General H. C. Hathaway.
individual the better.

The less said about this unfortunate

Under his complacent and thoroughly incompetent

administration the situation rapidly went from bad to worse.

He made

no effort at all to remedy the growing inability of any facet of the
medical organization to care for the wounded, and the medical estab¬
lishment remained static or actually declined during the remainder of
1915 in the face of a burgeoning force with mounting casualties.
He reserved his efforts to concealing all evidence of medical break¬
downs from the outside world.

The Mesopotamia Commission concluded

after a thorough investigation that he

11

...showed himself unfit for
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the high administrative office which he held.1*
It is difficult to understand the logic behind his actions.
Not only did he not ask for the ambulance wagons, motor ambulance
cars, hospital river steamers, extra units and all the other
modern equipment which would have been readily provided from India
or from England had the need been known -- his Indian training in
parsimony could account for that.

But he refused to allow any

information to leave Mesopotamia which might reveal any deficiency
whatever in the medical organization.

No reports were allowed to

be sent to India on the deplorable state of the hospitals at 'Amarah
and Basrah, and he went so far as to deliberately mislead India into
believing that :the scale of rations for the troops in Mesopotamia
was adequate and healthful even after India itself had begun to
. , , ^

entertain doubts.
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Of course, it is true that India and particularly SurgeonGeneral Sir William Babtie were culpably negligent in allowing the
force to be dispatched without half of its required medical establ¬
ishment, in not subsequently making up the deficit, and in character¬
istically attempting to safeguard the 'security* of India by assuring
that her own medical establishments were full up before paying any
attention to the needs of her overseas expeditions.
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The official

'Eye-Witness* in Mesopotamia, in a book which he was able to publish
after the war, summed up the responsibility for the state of the
medical establishment this way:

-369...There was lack of courage, lack of imagination on
the spot, and a criminal callousness among the higher
authorities; but the root of the evil lay in the system.
The Indian Army had been starved’ for years. "We never
refused Mesopotamia anything on financial grounds," the
Government of India said. And it was implied that the
staff in Basra was to blame for not insisting on more.
But the Financial Member had so starved the Army that it
had lost the habit of asking. They did not believe it was
any good. "Hospital barges! They never asked for them,"
was the astonished cry in Simla, and it is difficult to say
whether the men who failed to ask, or the men who failed to
provide, most deserve to be hanged.^
Thefirst breakdown occurred at the end of July 1915, after
the last day*s battle for Nasiriya when, as previously mentioned,
the flood of wounded completely overwhelmed the meager medical
facilities.

Every available ship, regardless of what it had been

used to transport before, was pressed into service without so much
as a rudimentary cleaning to get the wounded back to a hospital,
and it proved impossible to send adequate numbers of medical
personnel with the boats to care for these wounded because the
field ambulances were so undermanned.

Though the British were still

close enough to Basrah to make the journey a fairly short one,
the wounded went through agonies on the way; nevertheless, Hathaway,
in a report to Simla, simply stated that there were difficulties in
evacuation.

He did not ask for motor boats or make any mention of

the need for river steamers.
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India shared in this reluctance to ask for or even accept aid
which might reveal that all was not as it should be: in August
the Lord-Lieutenant of Hampshire offered to raise funds for the
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sick and wounded in Mesopotamia, and to send out doctors, nurses,
medicines and hospital comforts.

Chamberlain passed the offer on

to Hardinge, who, after consulting with Duff, replied that money
was ample and that everything necessary was being done.

It is, of

course, true that Hathaway had kept the full facts about the sit¬
uation out of India1s hands, but the Indian authorities were certainly
aware at least that there was a serious shortage of essential drugs,
and that such elementary hospital equipment as fans, ice, blankets,
bandages, bed-pans and splints were in short supply or entirely
lacking in the hospitals in Mesopotamia.
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There was a far more serious breakdown in the system of collecting
and evacuating the wounded after Kut in September.

Townshend suf¬

fered more than a thousand casualties there, and the battle had been
fought in part miles from the water.

The Mesopotamia Commission

comments:
Owing to insufficiency of Field Ambulances and personnel,
a lack of wheeled transport and river steamers, and a scarcity
of blankets, the wounded...suffered very considerably. Some
of the fighting units were without stretcher-bearers, and
there was a lack of coordination of some of the medical arrange¬
ments. Wounded men were left on the field of battle all night,
some of them being stripped, maimed and killed by Arabs. These
defects were so well-known that they resulted in a telegram
from General Nixon, in which he said, "I see no possible excuse
for what I am forced to look on, as the most indifferent work
done in the collection of the wounded."
Colonel Hehir, in charge of the 6th Division's medical organization,
officially replied that these incidents were largely due to shortages
of field ambulances and transport.

Despite Hathaway's certain

knowledge of this, in the official report he submitted to India
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dealing with this period:
...He sets out the casualties in the engagement..and
comments on the small proportion of killed to wounded. But
in the whole of his report there is no single word, which
gives any inkling that there had been deficiencies in the
medical arrangements or that anything untoward had happened.
Some few cases from Kut, crowded as they were onto the first ship
that became available without there being time even to shovel the
filth over the side and sent downstream with hardly any medical
personnel to accompany them, were found to have maggots in their
wounds on arrival at Basrah.
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Hathaway's policy of suppressing the unpleasant — the Royal
Commissioners dubbed it "the misuse of reticence" — was still
successful after Kut, but suspicion was beginning to spread that
there was more to Mesopotamia than was contained in the official
reports.

Surgeon-General MacNeece, who had replaced Babtie as the

Director of Medical Services in India in 1915, frequently complained
that Hathaway was keeping him altogether in the dark.

Chamberlain

at the India Office was also becoming wary. On 14 October he wrote
Hardinge:
...Owing to reports which have reached me I felt it
necessary to telegraph an enquiry as to the fullness of the
precautions which had been taken...I trust that you will
impress upon all concerned...that we shall not question
expenditure required to safeguard the lives of our men.
Two weeks later he found it necessary to telegraph again:
I continue to receive...enquiries about the health of
the troops in Mesopotamia and the arrangements made for them.
Inter alia I have been sent a letter from some officer there
in which he incidentally observes that my statement as to ice

-372and other comforts provided at the Base Hospital "was all
eyewash". I cannot go behind your assurances that all that
is necessary and possible is being done, and you yourself are
dependent on reports of the military: but you will remember
how we received the same assurances from military and medical
authorities at the time of the South African War...
Hardinge and Duff nevertheless remained convinced that all was in
order.

They are scarcely less guilty than Hathaway since their

stubborn refusal to make independent inquiries into his administration
despite overwhelming evidence that it was necessary allowed him to
hide his misdeeds long enough to give them for the most terrible
tragedies of the campaign.
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For the battle of Ctesiphon Hathaway, in consultation with the
General Staff, assented to the same policy of evacuating all but
the most seriously wounded forward into Baghdad after the battle,
which had been responsible in large part for both the previous
breakdowns.

This policy was originated by Nixon, mainly because

it allowed him to use his scarce river transport for bringing up
supplies instead and so made an advance possible, but it was
Hathaway who agreed to it without a murmur.

Provision was made

for the evacuation of only five hundred critically wounded men
aboard two river steamers hastily converted for the role.
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But the battle of Ctesiphon was lost, and all the wounded had to
be evacuated by river.
It has already been related how the wounded, after two days
in the trenches at V.P. Arrived in great numbers at Lajj after a
ten-mile trip in army transport carts on 24 November.

There were

-373almost four thousand of them, and they all had to be got away at
once.

The decision was taken — and it could be the only right one

in the circumstances — to load them aboard all the six steamers of
the force and even into barges, notwithstanding the extreme filth
of most of these, the conditions of severe overcrowding which in¬
evitably resulted, and the very few medical personnel who could be
spared to accompany them downriver.

The only alternative would have

been to leave them to be murdered by the Arabs.
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What followed

was the culminating atrocity caused by a year of neglect and deceit
on the part of the medical authorities in Mesopotamia and India, and
there was nothing that could be done to avoid or ameliorate it so
far down the road.
In the early morning of the 25th the convoy of ships sailed
for Kut.

There were no mattresses to lie on, and the wounded were

so tightly packed that more than one unconscious man was pushed
overboard by the press.

Food and hot drinks were scarce, and there

were no dressings available to change the men's field dressings.

The

pitifully few doctors who had accompanied the convoy had little
equipment and no sterile area, though even if they had they could
not have tended one-tenth of the cases.
day the ships arrived at Kut.

On the evening of the next

Here it was necessary for all the

wounded to be transferred to other ships, for the few shallow-draft
ships which could get above Kut were

urgently needed upstream.

There was no help to be had for the wounded at Kut, and in the hurry
to get the wounded back to a place where they could receive proper care
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On the morning of the 27th the first two shiploads of wounded
left Kut for the 350 mile trip to Basrah.

That evening they had

to stop short of Shaikh Sa'ad, for the Arab-Turk force which Nur-udDin had ordered down

rom Badran had closed the river at that place.

The next day they returned to Kut, but started out again on the 29th
in company with Malamir, bearing Nixon and his staff, and escorted by
Butterfly, the second of the Fly class gunboats, which had just
arrived upstream.

At 11 a.m., as they approached Shaikh Sa'ad, one

of the sudden violent windstorms peculiar to the country blew up
and pushed Butterfly hard against the overhanging bank, where she
grounded.

The other ships following were forced to stop, and almost

immediately grounded as well.

Butterfly was unable to use her guns

because of the bank towering above her decks, and within two hours a
large Arab force from theposition at Shaikh Sa'ad had realized this
and began to attack.

Every man able to hold a rifle in the British

ships was formed into a landing party which went ashore and held them
off.

Though the .party included all of Nixon's staff it only numbered

120, and as night approached and rifle ammunition began to run out
the stranded convoy's position grew extremely serious.

Many of the

helpless wounded lying on the decks had already been wounded again
or killed.

Finally, just before sunset and disaster, the wind died

down and Butterfly was able to get off her sandbank and out into
midstream where she could use her 4-in. shrapnel on the Arabs, who
quickly made off into the desert.

It was still considered too

-375dangerous to try to pass Shaikh Sa'ad by night, however, and the
force returned to Kut again.
By 1 December, when Nixon decided to try to run past Shaikh
Sa'ad again, all the wounded had been transferred into deeper-draft
ships, and Malamir and Butterfly were followed by all ten of these
when they left Kut at 5 p.m.

Meeting opposition only from some

three hundred Arabs, the convoy ran past Shaikh Sa'ad at midnight,
but it took two days of constant groundings to reach 'Amarah.

All

food gave out on the ships, and dysentery ran wild on the crowded
decks with no one to clear it.

Many of the worst cases were al¬

ready dead, but only those requiring immediate operations were
put off at 'Amarah as the hospital accomodations there were hope¬
lessly inadequate.

The ships proceeded below there at their own

paces, and due to further breakdowns and groundings did not arrive
at Basrah until various times on the 6th and 7th of December.

By

now the almost four thousand wounded had been lying on iron decks
without shade, without medical attention beyond a bare minimum,and
frequently without food and drink , for thirteen or fourteen days;
aboard Medjidieh alone twenty-eight had died en route. Most wounds
were in an advanced stage of septic poisoning, and in several cases
men with fairly minor wounds were dying from huge bed-sores.
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There was in Basrah one brave^aid .'honest man, Major Carter of
the Indian Medical Service, in charge of the hospital ship ¥arela
which was evacuating wounded to Bombay, who witnessed the arrival of
the ships bearing the wounded and had the courage to dare the wrath

-376of Surgeon-General Hathaway, and report what he saw.

This is the

report he sent to India, as quoted by the Mesopotamia Commission;
it is a repulsive horror, but it must be given to show what happened
to the Empire1s soldiers under Hathawayfs regime.
I was standing on the bridge [of the Varela] in the evening
when the Medjidieh arrived. She had two steel barges without
any protection against the rain...As this ship, with two barges,
came up to us I saw that she was absolutely packed, and the
barges, too, with men. The barges were slipped, and the Medjidieh
was brought along side the Varela. When she was about 300 or
400 yards off it looked as if she was festooned with ropes. The
stench when she was close was quite definite, and I found that
what I mistook for ropes were dried stalactites of human faeces.
The patients were so huddled and crowded together in the ship
that they could not perform the offices of Nature clear of the
edge...This is what I then saw. A certain number of men were
standing and kneeling on the immediate perimeter of the ship.
Then we found a mass of men huddled up anyhow--some with blankets
and some without. They were lying in a pool of dysentery about
thirty feet square. They were covered with dysentery and dejecta
generally from head to foot. With regard to the first man I
examined, I put my hand into his trousers, and I thought that
he had a hemmorhage. His trousers were full almost to his
waist with something warm and slimy. I took my hand out, and
thought it was blood clot. It was dysentery. The man had a
fractured thigh, and his thigh was perforated in five or six
places. He had apparently been writhing about the deck of the
ship. Many cases were almost as bad. There were a certain
number of cases of terribly bad bed sores...I found men with
their limbs splinted with wood strips from "Johnny Walker"
whiskey boxes, ’Bhoosa1 wire, and that sort of thing. .. [They were]
British and Indian mixed.
The same scene was reported by Hathaway to Chamberlain, who had
urgently telephoned for particulars, in these terms: "Wounded satis¬
factorily disposed of.

Many likely to recover in country comfor¬

tably placed in hospitals at Amara and Basra...General condition
of wounded very satisfactory.

Medical arrangements under circumstances

of considerable difficulty worked splendidly."

At the same time he
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eovered himself in India, with Nixon1s support by writing a letter to
the Director of Medical Services: "The Army Coramande, realizing the
injustice, ordered the D.A. and Q.M.G. and myself to deal with him
[Major Carter] with reference to his objectionable remarks."

Gen¬

eral Cowper, then D.A. and Q.M.G., told the Commission: "I threatened
to put him under arrest, and I said that I would get his hospital
ship taken away from him for a meddlesome, interfering faddist."
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Such active intolerance of any criticism of defects or suggestions
for reform was the chief hallmark of Indian officialdom,

and

Hathaway succeeded in suppressing the truth about the situation a
little longer.

On 18 December he submitted his detailed report on

the evacuation of the wounded from Ctesiphon, which gave no hint that
anything untoward had happened.

On his return to India on 14 December

Carter sent a letter direct to S urge on-General MacNeece, in which he
repeated his former remarks and added: "There is but little chance
of recovery for men with severe gunshot fractures, who lie on the
bare decks of boats and barges for 13 days, amid septic discharges,
diarrhoea and dysentery, swept at night by a wind that dropped
nearly to zero, without any protection against the cold save their
clothes and country blankets, which in the case of total cripples
were sodden with their own discharges and dejecta."

MacNeece him¬

self interviewed the wounded on their arrival in Bombay and called
Hathaway* s attention to the many complaints and reports.

Hathaway

nevertheless persisted in regarding the evacuation as a "glorious
achievement."

-378It was not possible now for the Mesopotamian surgeon-general to
conceal the situation indefinitely, but he managed to hang on long
enough, thanks to the sluggish response of India to the clear evidence
of his incompetence, to inflict similar tortures on the wounded from
the January battles for the relief of Kut and to deny for a little
longer that the expedition needed any medical reinforcements or
equipment.

He even imposed censorship to prevent the people at

home from learning of conditions;

for some time after the medical

breakdown no letters home were permitted except on printed postcards,
of which there were few or none available at the front.

But his

days were numbered.
Chamberlain already had a strong suspicion of the truth on
3 December, when he wrote the complacent Viceroy:
You know how anxious I am about the health of our forces
in Mesopotamia; Apart from all feelings of humanity and of
the duty we owe to those who are giving their lives, men are
too precious to be wasted. I wish to make all allowances for
difficulties..but I am very uneasy about the reports that reach
me.
I beg of you not to be content with easy assurances. On
your advice comforts, etc., are not being sent from here, and
we shall have no defense at all if all that is possible is
not done.co
JO

Finally stirred by Chamberlain's urging and by the reports of Carter
and others, Hardinge and Duff sent Surgeon-General MacNeece to Meso¬
potamia in person in January to investigate.

He arrived when the

situation at Basrah and upstream was at its absolute worst and must
have gotten a complete grasp of the situation, but as Hardinge says,

-379Nixon "got round" him and told him all members of the R.A.M.C. had
behaved splendidly.

On his return he reported that the situation in

Mesopotamia was satisfactory.

But Hardinge and Dugg now knew too

much to be deceived, and dispatched a special commission (the VincentBingley Commission) to make a report to the Viceroy.
an inquiry was fully justified.

It showed that
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The Vincent-Bingley Commission submitted its report in March,
during the second relief attempt, and Nixon and Hathaway had both
left the theatre.

The two Indian divisions coming from Europe had

arrived, brining with them full medical establishments, and shortly
an English division from Gallipoli also arrived with a full complement
of field ambulances.

The shipping problem had been somewhat alleviated

by the arrival of stop-gaps from India.

Thus, though the medical

arrangements during the second relief attempt can scarcely be said
to have worked perfectly, there were no further breakdowns.
the third relief

During

attempt in April there were even less problems.
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The arrangements for the care of the wounded in the battles for
the relief of Kut in 1916 will be dealt with to the extent that it is
necessary in conjunction with those battles, but it will be more
convenient to carry the account of the medical "scandals" to a
conclusion here.

On the 19th of January 1916 Nixon was succeeded by

General Sir Percy Lake as Commander-in- Chief in Mesopotamia;
Hardinge was succeeded as Viceroy by Lord Chelmsford in April.

By

the summer of 1916 the King has become interested in the situation
and public opinion, attracted to the theatre by the dramatic siege

-380of Kut, was much aroused.

Resolutions were tabled in Parliament on

the conduct of operations in Mesopotamia and on the equally disastrous
debacle at Gallipoli.

Though the government was reluctant to open

a public inquiry of such a potentially damaging nature in wartime,
it had finally to accede to the demands for a Royal Commission to
investigate each of these campaigns on 20 July or face defeat in the
House.

All the other major figures in the Mesopotamian affair who

were still in the East were now relieved and brought home for examin¬
ation, including even Duff.^
Under questioning Chamberlain admitted to the Commission that
Hathaway and MacNeece had proved unequal to their responsibilities.
The Commission published its report in June 1917, and severely
censured Hardinge, Duff, Nixon, the two Medical Directors General
Babtie and MacNeece, and Hathaway.

In a graded list of those re¬

sponsible Nixon was assigned the heaviest load of responsibility.
None of these men ever again emerged from under their respective
clouds.

Chamberlain received blame only technically, because of

his ultimate responsibility despite his helplessness.

However, he

resigned within a week after the cabinet refused to allow him the
opportunity to clear himself publicly by bringing formal charges
against him.
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CHAPTER

XII

SIEGE:
Kut-al-Amara, December 1915

The decision as to how far to fall back before the Turks had been
left to Townshend's discretion by Nixon, and the former had already
indicated that he intended to hold at Kut.

On his arrival back in

Kut Townshend telegraphed Nixon, saying that the Turks were upstream
of Qala Shadi and that he was going to defend Kut as it was an impor¬
tant strategic point.

He recognized the possibility that this might

involve him in a short siege until the reinforcements on their way
from Europe arrived up river, but he had a month's full rations for
British troops and two months' for Indian troops and ample ammunition
at Kut and was not concerned by the prospect.

Nixon wired back:

"The Army Commander is glad to hear of your decision....Reinforce¬
ments will be pushed up to you with every possible speed."

Certainly

a stand against the Turks had to be made somewhere, and in Townshend's
opinion: "...The resolution I took—to stand at Kut—saved us from
being simply kicked out of Mesopotamia.

All Mesopotamia would have

risen behind us had I continued my retreat past this point....
Towards the end of November it had become obvious that Kut would
soon be once again in the front lines, and on the 28th Major-general
J. C. Rimington had been appointed commander there and ordered to put
its defense in hand.

He found the town so ill-prepared for any kind

of defense that, to guard against the small mobile bands of Turks and
Arabs operating far ahead of the retreating 6th Division along the lines
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from the hospital at Kut in his scratch force.

He found Kut a most

difficult position to prepare for defense against an advance from the
north-west.
The peninsula of Kut (see map) was surrounded on three sides by
a great loop of the Tigris flowing first south, then north.

It was

3200 yards north to south, and a maximum of 1700 yards east to west.
The ground was flat and featureless except for some mounds near the
river, and the peninsula would be exposed to fire from all sides if
its attackers did the obvious thing and moved on east across its base
and along the right bank.

The short northern front was advantageous

to defense, but in the likely event that the town were surrounded it
would make it equally easy for the besiegers to prevent a sally by
the garrison.

The main reason the British wished to hold at Kut, apart from the
supplied stockpiled there and the exhaustion of the 6th Division, was
that opposite the town the Shatt-al-Hai branched off from the Tigris
to connect with the Euphrates more than a hundred miles to the south.
By this route, it was feared, the Turks could conduct a flanking move
on Basrah similar to that of the spring offensive of 1915.

Townshend

therefore wanted to hold the small village in the western angle formed
by the Tigris and the Hai opposite Kut town, so as to deny both
rivers to the Turks.

Rimington found, however, that the Hai was prac¬

tically dry at that time of the year and offered no obstacle to an
advance to the east around the south of the village by the Turks.

For
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some distance the river bed, one hundred yards wide with fifteen-feet
banks, could be swept by fire from Kut, but there was nothing to pre¬
vent the Turks simply crossing further south.
Rimington thus soon arrived at the conclusion that it would not
be possible to construct a position at Kut which could not be turned
quite easily on both banks.

If that happened then the place would be

cut off, and the Turks would move further east to hold off the reliev¬
ing force that would have to be sent up from downstream.

Immediately

below Kut were the already prepared positions which had been held by
Nur-ud-Din earlier in the year, and Suwaikiyeh Marsh would again
create a military defile which would oblige the relieving force to
forego wide turning maneuvers.

True, the Turkish troops holding off

a relieving force would have to fight astride the river without direct
communication between the banks below Kut (at least at first), and
all their food and ammunition would have to be sent them by land from
above Kut.

But they would nevertheless be in a strong position, from

which they might hold off a relieving force until Kut starved.

The

forces containing Kut and those fighting the relief force would be
close enough to afford each other support in an emergency, while the
British in Kut and downstream would be isolated from one another.
Rimington1s shortage of men was so acute, furthermore, that he could
not even spare any to fill in the trenches and battery emplacements
waiting to be occupied by the Turks at Es Sinn.

2

Nixon had previously told Townshend that a strong defensive posi¬
tion existed at Kut.

This was untrue: there was nothing there at all
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dig a sufficient number before Townshend arrived.

But this was not

what troubled Rimington most; it was the fact, as he saw it, that Kut
was a hopelessly unsuitable position for defense.

On 1 December he

wired to Townshend, repeating to Nixon:
I find it very difficult to make a definite position cover¬
ing Kut al Amara that cannot be turned. Enemy would certainly
surround us in this position and would hold us with small force,
while he would occupy Es Sinn position [seven miles below Kut]
against our reinforcements. Alternative would be to retire to
Es Sinn. There are about thirty mahailas here on which which,
if decided to evacuate Kut al Amara, we could place wounded
and supplies.^
What Rimington wanted to do was to cross the river, abandoning
Kut, and take up a position on the Magasis canal just west of the Es
Sinn banks on the right bank.

This was a naturally strong position

which would be very difficult to flank, and even if the Turks were to
get around it, the Es Sinn line in the rear had been strongly forti¬
fied by them in the spring and could be held successfully.

A battalion

could hold the very narrow peninsula on the left bank opposite Magasis,
closing the river below that point to the Turks, and Mohammed Abdul
Hassan pontoon bridge could be moved down from above Kut to provide
communication between the two banks.

The Turks would have to force a

crossing of the wide Magasis Canal under fire to get at the British
lines.

By that time General Younghusband1s 28th Brigade might have

reinforced Townshend and raised his strength to 13,500 combatants, a
force quite sufficient to hold a line four miles long.

Even if this

did not occur, the Turks would be in a poor position to interdict a
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from and with the ever-present danger of Townshend1s force sortieing
at their backs.

4

The choice between Kut and Es Sinn was left up to Townshend by
the Army Commander.

Rimington rode out to meet the 6th Division on

2 December, and Townshend told him he had decided to stay in Kut.
Townshend had a number of reasons, and most of them were wrong.
He believed that in Kut he would be able to shift his forces
from bank to bank across a boat-bridge at will.

"I intended to use my

entrenched camp (Kut) as a pivot of maneuver, when by improvising a
bridge and a fortified bridge-head I should be able to throw the
principal mass of my force on to either bank...in an offensive against
any isolated fraction of the enemy...just as if I were fighting a
defensive-offensive battle.11

This was nonsense, as Townshend had not

a tenth of the troops that would have been necessary to hold a peri¬
meter which would put the bridge out of Turkish artillery range.

He

never did shift his forces from bank to bank.
Equally he was wrong in believing that he had to stay in Kut to
prevent a turning movement on Nasiriya and Basrah via the Hai.

The

Shatt-al-Hai would have been just as useless to the Turks if he had
entrenched himself at Magasis, for no sane commander would have sent
an expedition more than a hundred miles down the Hai while a strong and
mobile enemy force was sitting on Es Sinn only eight miles from his
base.
Nevertheless, Townshend, if he was determined to stay in the
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was right in not going to the obviously more

defensible Magasis position.

Kut being the principal British upstream

supply depot, there were enough supplies there to last him for at
least two months.
bring with him.

At Magasis Canal he would have only what he could
Rimington claims that the thirty mahailas at Kut

could have built up a depot of fifteen to eighteen hundred tons of
stores and munitions at Magasis by the 7th of December, a supply
sufficient to last the 6th Division for at least two or three weeks.
This is doubtful when one considers the state of exhaustion of
Townshend*s troops, the presence of mobile Turkish forces below Kut
before the end of November, and the fact that the Turks came up to
Kut on the 5th of December.

But even if it is a correct estimate, it

is improbable that Townshend would have been relieved before his stores
ran out.

The 28th Brigade under Younghusband, on which Rimington was

relying to strengthen Townshend*s defense of a four-mile line, was in
fact more than one hundred miles downstream of Kut when the 6th
Division arrived at Kut on the 3rd of December."*
Though Rimington*s alternative to staying in Kut was unacceptable,
Townshend was no less courting disaster by shutting himself up in the
town—Rimington *'s reasoning on the undesirability of that was quite
impeccable.

After seeing Townshend on the afternoon of the 2nd and

receiving his negative on the Magasis plan, Rimington conferred that
night in Kut with his chief of staff and with Sir Percy Cox, who had
returned to Kut immediately after Ctesiphon **to keep the town from
ratting.**

They reached a unanimous conclusion as to what advice to
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They advised Townshend that "...although from a poli¬

tical point of view the further ahead that our front was, the better
for stability among the tribes behind it, yet from a purely military

g
point of view Kut bend was a death-trap."
Townshend did not accept this sound advice.

On the 3rd he re¬

lieved Rimington as commander at Kut (Rimington immediately left for
Basrah under orders), and set about driving his tired troops to con¬
structing defences across the northern neck of the peninsula.^

The

reasons he wanted so much to stay, and the reasons he was permitted to
stay, are a curious mixture of sound strategy and wishful thinking.

The reason for remaining in Kut to which Townshend most frequent¬
ly referred, especially in later years, was the extreme exhaustion of
his troops.

There is no doubt that they were extremely tired men

after the arduous last phase of the retreat, and Townshend made refer¬
ence to the fact at the time; in a telegram to Nixon on 4 December he
reported that the condition of his men demanded instant rest.

He

states in his book that his men were so tired on their arrival in Kut
that he was not able to get his British troops to start digging until
the 4th of December despite the urgency of the need for entrenchments,
and that his Indian troops were in his opinion unfit to do anything but

g
eat and sleep until the day after that.

But there is ground for be¬

lief that this motive for not retreating further—that his troops were
physically incapable of doing so—only began to appeal to Townshend
long after the siege had closed in, when he saw that he had gravely
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General Delamain, Townshend's second in command, later stated
that his brigade was quite fit to continue the retreat after one day's
halt in Kut, and was of the opinion that the men of the other brigades
were just as fit.

On the very day that they arrived in Kut two of

Townshend's battalions were sent across the river to dislodge a force
of Arab irregulars who had occupied the village at the mouth of the
Hai, and they carried out the task with their usual dash.

Finally and

conclusively, in his official communications at the time Townshend

9
did not make much of his division's exhaustion.
He did give positive reasons for wishing to hold Kut.

Kut con¬

tained great quantities of stores which he would not have time to
destroy or remove if he continued his retreat at once.

Its retention

in British hands would prevent the Turks from proceeding much further
downstream with such an obstacle barring their river traffic, and his
great gains in Mesopotamia need not be relinquished in that case.
Moreover, he felt, the British forces in Mesopotamia, composed of small
units of the 12th Division dispersed as garrisons and line of communi¬
cation troops, would be hard pressed to concentrate in time to prevent
the advancing Turks from sweeping clear all of the Basrah Vilayet
unless Townshend held them up.

He realized that von der Goltz would

mask him in Kut with a minimum force of his own size and go further
downstream with the rest of his force to prevent the relief, but he
was reassured by Nixon's promise to relieve him as soon as possible,
by his ample supplies in Kut, and by the knowledge that two whole new
divisions were on their way.

Both he and Nixon were confident that
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great difficulty in advancing to join with the 6th Division in Kut.
But beyond all these reasons, perhaps the truly decisive factor was
the fact that

n

Alphonsou was quite vain about his successful defense

of Chitral in 1896 and did not fear or seek to avoid a siege nearly as
much as most soldiers would have.^
Townshend’s arguments cannot be accepted as valid.

It is highly

unlikely that the Turks could have ’swept clear1 all of Mesopotamia:
as the British retreated and they advanced the advantage of a short
river supply line would have come back into British hands, and the
Turks were even shorter of river boats than the British.

As far as

the Tigris was concerned, it could be closed at any point at which
the British chose to halt—the problem of the insecurity of the dis¬
persed British forces below Kut would be solved if the 6th Division
did not allow itself to be bottled up in Kut but remained in the field
blocking the river a safe distance downstream.

Townshend's real con¬

cern was the same bugbear that had been the alleged determinant of so
many of Nixon’s previous decisions: the fear that the Turks would move
down the Hai, seize Nasiriya and then Basrah itself, and so cut off
the whole British force upstream.”^

The impossibility of this route’s

being used by a large force has been mentioned before.

As for the

supplies, to safeguard them at the expense of depriving IEF ”D” of
the services of ten thousand troops and of imposing a near and immov¬
able deadline for the advance of the rest of the force to their relief
was in itself preposterous.
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at Kut was quite simple.

He was already planning a new offensive on

Baghdad as Townshend retreated from Ctesiphon, to begin as soon as
mid-March if the cooperation of the 11,000 Russians in western Persia
moving on Hamadan could be secured.

He had not yet realized that the

tables had really been turned in Mesopotamia, and his desire to concen¬
trate for his second advance on Baghdad as far forward as possible
was the deciding factor in his determination to stand at Kut.

He was

also much concerned about the serious beating which would be taken by
British "prestige” if he retired further.

12

It has previously been

suggested, with reference to the operations prior to the first battle
of Kut in September 1915, that Nixon was or should have been aware of
the uselessness of the Hai.

There is again a temptation to surmise

that he was using it as an excuse to keep his troops as far forward in
Mesopotamia.
Townshend*s choice, based on information available to him, is
logically explicable if foolhardy.

Given that the Hai must be closed,

the British force must needs stand at Kut because there was no other
position which would accomplish that end which was not too big for his
force to hold and in which his force would not quickly starve.
choice is not defensible.

Nixon*s

The offensive policy uppermost in his mind,

he disregarded administrative considerations entirely.

He permitted

a force 285 miles from its base to come under siege while the rein¬
forcements which alone could relieve it were still on the sea and at
a time when he did not have enough transport to send them up river
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He was in effect making the classic military

blunder of dividing his forces in the face of an enemy—and a superior
one at that.

General Rimington went to the heart of the matter when

he protested: "it can never be sound to shut oneself up in a tight
hole, when any other course of action is available, even though the
most definite promise

of relief has been obtained."

13

A force with

mobility has many opportunities to alter an unfavorable situation, but
one under siege is gradually forced into greater and greater passivity.
When Townshend and his division marched into Kut on the morning
of the 3rd December the general had already decided to make a stand
there.
defense.

He immediately issued preliminary instructions for the town's
The old Turkish bridge of boats, which had formerly crossed

the river below Kut but had been dismantled on 30 November on Town¬
shend 's order, was to be brought up to the town itself prior to throw¬
ing it across at that point.

The Cavalry Brigade was to raid for

cattle in the surrounding country for the next two days.

The Arab

population of the town was to be expelled except twenty hostages.

All

grain and supplies held by merchants in Kut was to be commandeered.
A strong police detachment and a fire brigade were to be raised from
the troops.

14

On the 4th, acting under the authority of the discretionary power
Nixon had given him, he telegraphed the Army Commander that he had
made a definite decision to await the reinforcements from overseas at
Kut:
I am making Kut into as strong an entrenched camp as possible
in the given time. The enemy's advanced guard is now some ten
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reported that von der Goltz is at Baghdad now commanding the
enemy*s army of six divisions [including the 26th and 52nd not
yet on the Tigris], I shall expect him to turn this place,
putting off a force of observation at Kut. The relieving force
will possibly have to fight another battle at Sinn.
I have shut
myself up here reckoning with certainty on being relieved by
large forces arriving at Basra....
Nixon replied at midnight on 4th/5th December:
...Army Commander can only approve your proposal. Every
effort is being made to relieve you as soon as possible and it
is hoped to do so within two months. ...In view of possibility
of your being invested at Kut, it would seem desirable to send
back to Ali Gharbi any mounted troops you can spare, super¬
fluous transport, all shipping, gunboats and anything else
which may embarrass you later....Main concentration will now
take place at Amara, with covering force at Ali Gharbi....
The 28th Brigade would be pused forward to Ali el Gharbi as soon as
•ui
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possible.

Townshend immediately sent his river craft downstream, including
his mahelas, and kept only the gunboat Sumana to keep him in contact
with the force he had established on the right bank in the village at
the mouth of the Hai.

At noon on the 5th he reported that he would

send back to Ali el Gharbi the cavalry brigade less one squadron, and
all the land transport it was safe to hamper them with, at dawn on the
6th.

However, he was most concerned by the estimate that relief would

take place "within two months.11

He had been thinking of one month as

an outside estimate for his relief, if a relief was to become necessary
(the Turks had advanced no further on the 5th and he was beginning to
wonder if they planned to invest him at all).

An extension of a

siege past that time would force him to reduce the troops* scale of
rations.

17

-399Townshend thought over the implications of a two-month siege dur¬
ing the night of the 5th, and came to the belated conclusion that it
would not be wise to stay in Kut after all.

If his troops had indeed

been too tired to continue the retreat on the 3rd, they were now rested
and he had still not been invested.

At 9:50 a.m. on the 6th he wired

Nixon:
...I have carefully considered your statement of relief
within two months, and am convinced that would mean loss of
this division, for the whole Turkish force of six divisions
would develop long before then; it would be best I think that
I should preserve force by retiring to Ali Gharbi and form cover¬
ing force to the concentration at Amara. To be relieved within
a month only would mean a very anxious and trying time, but two
months, I am certain, means the loss of this division. My re¬
tirement from here should be arranged as soon as possible; I
should save most of the ammunition, utilizing mahailas, and bring
away heavy guns. You know the shape and size of the Kut
peninsula I occupy. A large force can enfilade peninsula from
all points of the compass and render it an inferno.
An hour later he telegraphed:
...Have you any news of a Russian movement at Baghdad? as
it would make all the difference in look of situation here....
I find no lighters are left for my heavy guns and I should have
to destroy them if I retreat....
He telegraphed again at 12:10 p.m.:
....Can Army Commander make his concentration Shaikh SaadAli Gharbi?
[instead of at 'Amarah] This would make my posi¬
tion practically safe, and I should become covering force to
the concentration and could fall back on force at Shaikh Saad
whenever I wanted to with ease. The fact of troops arriving
at Shaikh Saad will keep right bank open; moreover, enemy
would be afraid to go round me and sit astride the river at
Es Sinn, as he will most certainly do in the near future.18
The Indian General Staff agreed with Townshend's forecast of what
would happen if the siege were prolonged, and recommended that Kut be
evacuated.

Duff did not either order or urge Nixon to pull Townshend
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6th informing him that the reinforcements would be delayed due to
transport difficulties and submarine activity in the Mediterranean, but
left the decision on Kut entirely up to him.

If there was a hint in¬

tended in this that Kut should not be held it escaped Nixon.

He had

his mind set on a new offensive, and ordered Townshend to stay in Kut.
At 5:30 p.m. on the 6th he wired Townshend:
...(1) The period of two months was an outside limit.... It
is hoped to quicken this up.
(2) So far as we know, you are not yet invested nor is the
river line cut. Younghusband with 28th Brigade and Cavalry
Brigade [sent down from Kut] should be established at Ali
Gharbi and Shaikh Saad within the next week and enable supplies
to be pushed in to you.
(3) Retirement from Kut would...have very bad effect and
does not at present seem. ..a military necessity.... So far the
Turks have apparently made no move. Do you think possibly
that they have shot their bolt for the time? They have only
five steamers as against our three times that number and more
coming. You have 10,000 against 12,000, and...superior artil¬
lery.
(4) You speak of six divisions. Does this number include
52nd, last reported to be in Baghdad, and 26th, rumored to be
at or near Falluja, but not in any way confirmed?....
(5) Retirement from Kut should only be resorted to as a
last extreme.
In any case the Sinn position seems indicated,
not Ali Gharbi, where you will be on top of Younghusband.
Russians on 4th December were reported three marches from
Hamadan and twenty-three marches from Baghdad, and Army
Commander is again wiring to Chief General Staff (India) to
expedite their advance....
(6) ....As long as you remain at Kut enemy is in ignorance
of your plan, and you are fulfilling duties of a detachment by
holding up superior numbers.
(7) ....The concentration Shaikh Saad-Ali Gharbi will be
carried out. Taking all these points into consideration, Army
Commander does not approve your proposal to fall back on Ali
Gharbi.^
This blindly optimistic telegram, containing numerous errors of
fact and judgment, determined once and for all that Kut would come
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It was the work of a sick man: by the time he returned

to Basrah from Ctesiphon Nixon*s health had broken down completely,
and through December he was desperately ill.

But before he eventually

asked to be relieved in January he successfully concealed his infirmity
from India, and so at this crucial point in the campaign the Army
Commander was a man still driven by his limitless will to take Baghdad
but no longer able to judge with his former acuity.

Among the other

errors in this message, for example, the 12,000 Turks referred to were
only an advanced guard of a following main body, and

11

to be on top of

Younghusband11 was not something to be avoided—it would mean a large,
unified British force upstream long before it would otherwise be pos-

Townshend’s mercurial temperament was now in an optimistic phase
as well, however, and though he criticizes the telegram in his book,
at the time he replied:
That Younghusband...shall be at Shaikh Saad and Ali Gharbi
within the next week is what I asked for....I am glad you can
do it, as it alters altogether my situation here. All the rea¬
sons you give that I should remain at Kut were fully considered
by me before I decided to shut myself up at Kut, knowing well
by history the fate that generally awaits any force in fortress
or entrenched camp which shuts itself up.
Later in the 7th, he added:
....I have now some 8,990 combatants after departure of
cavalry brigade.
Infantry something between 5,000 and 6,000.
British regiments practically skeleton companies in peace time.
Sight of sick and weakly men not able to march is a very de¬
pressing one.
He had ample ammunition, he said, and sixty days* food for both British
and Indian troops and thirty days* fodder for his three thousand ani-
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He reported that he was sending the surviving aircraft down to

Ali Gharbi, as they would be shelled on the ground in Kut and there
were in any case no spare parts since the airplane barge had been
ilost.
_ 21
In his book, Townshend explains his attitude:

n

I thought that the

speedy arrival of troops at Shaikh Saad, and the bazaar...reports...
always greatly exaggerated, of the arrival of troops and transports
at Basra would at once cause the Turks to hesitate and halt in their
counter-offensive.

But I was quite mistaken....What I did not grasp

at the time was that German Staff officers were directing the operations all through....”

By the 9th Kut was surrounded and cut off.
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The decision to stand at Kut showed the same lack of appreciation
of the risk involved as did the decision for Baghdad two months before.
Then the British had operated without a strategic reserve; now they
were planning to relieve Townshend with forces which were not yet
even in the country, whose arrival dates were uncertain, and whose
maintenance upstream must be extremely precarious.
after Ctesiphon was purely opportunist.

Nixon1s strategy

First he left the vital de¬

cision to stand at Kut up to his subordinate commander, who himself
was inconsistent; then, when Townshend had changed his mind and favored
withdrawal, Nixon accepted his responsibility as the Army Commander
and vetoed it.

By deciding as he did he irrevocably split his forces,

and from that time on Kut became the magnet that irresistably drew on
the successive relief forces to their doom on the rock of Turkish re¬
sistance.
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The Turkish force began to close in around Kut immediately after
the Cavalry Brigade left the town on the morning of the 6th December.
The jerry-built bridge on which the cavalry had crossed to the right
bank below the Hai to escape was ordered dismantled, to be built
again in a more secure position further upstream.
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Turkish guns had

shelled Kut for the first time on the 5th, and during the 6th their
infantry advanced from the west as far as possible on both banks and
then began digging with their usual industry.

By the 7th a Turkish

division with eight guns had entrenched itself on the right bank of
the Tigris north-west of Kut, and on the left bank 1500 troops had
closed up to the British entrenchments across the neck of Kut penin¬
sula.

They had not yet moved around Kut to the east on the right bank,

however, and by the evening of the 7th 120 yards of the new British
bridge to the right bank east of the Hai.had been completed.
force was landed on the right bank to hold a bridgehead.

A

Also on

this day Nur-ud-Din sent in a letter summoning the garrison of Kut to
surrender to avoid useless bloodshed, as it only required a serious
effort by his superior force to overshelm Kut.

Townshend properly re¬

plied that he had no comment to make on the surrender request, but
thanked Nur-ud-Din for conforming to the usual custom of requesting
the surrender of a town before he commenced to besiege it.
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During the next few days both Turks and British dug frantically
at the neck of Kut peninsula but indulged in little fighting.

Though

-404the British had not begun to entrench their position until the 5th, by
the time of the first major Turkish attack on the 10th they had a com¬
plete first line across the top of the peninsula and had begun work on
two others; by that time also the Turks had excavated a network of
trenches and redoubts across the neck which barred any British with¬
drawal from Kut by way of the left bank.

At the same time the detach¬

ment in Woolpress, the Arab village on the west bank of the Hai, was
ringed in with trenches.

On the 8th for the first time the British

were heavily shelled by the Turks.

The only break left in the Turkish

ring around Kut on this day was the area on the right bank east of the
Hai to which the new British bridge was being built.
On the 8th a Turkish force estimated at a division was seen to
cross the bed of the Hai about five miles south of the Tigris, and by
the time the British bridge had been completed to the right bank in
the afternoon two Turkish officers had been spotted on a sandhill
about three hundred yards of the bridge*s southern end observing the
proceedings with interest.

However, anxiety was ended when a covering

party of two hundred men of the 76th Punjabis was landed to hold the
bridgehead (the previous covering party had been withdrawn due to an
error), and this detachment spent the night entrenching itself on
sandhills around the bridgehead.

At 8 a.m. on the 9th, however,

orders were received from Townshend to dismantle the bridge at once.
He had given up the idea of withdrawing from Kut under Nixon*s urging,
and the bridge now represented a positive danger to his force.
As the bridging party began to take apart the bridge, rifle fire
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The covering party ashore re¬

turned the fire, and soon a few Turks became visible doubling along
the right bank from the west heading for the bridge.

Larger numbers

followed, and the bridging party had to cease work.

The Turkish in¬

fantry, led by an officer waving a sword, advanced in short rushes
down the bank, partly screened from the 76th Punjabis* fire by small
dips in the ground, and gained the nearest sandhill west of the bridge.
From there they put down such a fire on the exposed covering party that
at 9 a.m. it fell back across the bridge to the left bank.

General

Melliss now arrived at the scene, and ordered the half-battalion to
return to the right bank; they stormed back across and were at once
engulfed in a fierce firefight with the Turks at close range.

Melliss

meanwhile galloped off to report to Townshend, ordering reinforce¬
ments from the 30th Brigade to proceed to the bridge.
When he found Townshend, on the roof of his headquarters in the
town, he saw at once that long lines of Turkish troops were advancing
toward the point he had ordered the bridgehead detachment to hold.

By

the time he returned to the bridge, all the officers of the detachment
had been killed, and parts of it were beginning to fall back spontan¬
eously across the bridge.

Melliss crossed the bullet-swept bridge

himself and ordered the remainder to retire.

Within twenty minutes

the rearguard fell back across the bridge carrying those of its wounded
that it could manage, with Melliss bringing up
a hail of bullets.

the absolute rear in

Many British wounded had to be left behind, how¬

ever, and the Turks now occupied the trenches that the 76th had built
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Reinforcements from the 30th Brigade short¬

ly arrived on the left bank in sufficient numbers to prevent the
Turks for the present from storming across the bridge and breaking
into the fortified camp through its back door, however, and all day a
fusillade was kept up across the river.

Townshend was still worried

that the Turks might be able to force their way across at night and
get loose in the dark behind his defenses, so he ordered the bridge to
be blown up.
Two officers and a party of Gurkhas, all volunteers, were selec¬
ted to lay the charges to destroy it after dark on the 9th.

To go

out on the bridge even in the dark seemed certain death, so the
fifty-pound charges were lit and strapped to the officers1 backs be¬
fore they started, to ensure demolition even if they were hit.
nately the Turks were not on the alert for such an attempt.

Fortu¬

The party

set out across the bridge in the dark, only to find that:
...in two places the danacks had foundered...they had
great difficulty in crossing the first gap in the dark, encum¬
bered as they were with the heavy charges of explosive. They
coninued, however, to struggle through the icy water across
the submerged boats, laid the charges at two places...while
the Gurkhas hacked at the anchor ropes. Then, having mean¬
while rescued some wounded men on the bridge, the party cleared
off with all speed. Not a shot had been fired at them. Two
deafening explosions rent the air...[the bridge] was not com¬
pletely demolished by the explosions, but was split into sec¬
tions, and in each section many boats were smashed; these
sections slowly swung downstream, checked by one or two re¬
maining anchors, till all came to rest....the greater number
gradually sank from leakage.25
From this date there was no possibility of constructing a bridge
to break out of Kut as a last resort, or to meet a relieving force
which chose to operate by the right bank.

From this date, too, Kut
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was completely surrounded and cut off from the outside world except by
radio.

The position in which the British were now shut up was not a for¬
tress, it was an entrenched camp, and it is important to note the dif¬
ference.

An entrenched camp is merely a ring of ordinary entrench¬

ments, with no shelter from gunfire.

Unlike the garrison of a fortress,

that of an entrenched camp cannot without grave danger denude its
front in order to make a sortie.

Furthermore, there is no real secur¬

ity or rest available to the defenders as the whole area is swept by
enemy artillery.
The town of Kut-al-Amara, with a peacetime population of about
six thousand sedentary Arabs, was a typical large Mesopotamian town
in which most of the buildings were one- or two-story mud structures
except the mosque, whose leaning minaret could be seen for miles in
the flat countryside.

It lay in the south-west corner of the peninsula,

a dense collection of some six hundred houses and huts built more or
less promiscuously.

Along the waterfront at some distance from the

river ran a broad roadway, and behind it extended a covered bazaar
consisting of a series of inter-communicating colonnades with roofs
and a large number of small stalls.

From the mile-and-a-half length

of the river front six or seven paths threaded back through a jumbled
maze of buildings, tents and canvas-covered open spaces.

There was no

drainage system and the town was indescribably filthy; refuse was
simply dumped into the streets, onto the river bank, or in the immed-
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Townshend1s senior medical officer, Colonel

Hehir, was of the opinion that Kut was the most unsanitary place the
British had occupied in Mesopotamia.
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The river averaged two hundred and fifty yards in breadth in this
area, but where it swept past Kut town in a great curve it had eaten
away the far bank until it was six hundred yards across.

(It was,

however, so shallow in this season that it was necessary to post sen¬
tries on the banks, at least until the floods arrived.)

On the

opposite bank from Kut, just above the point where the Hai took off
from the Tigris, stood the small Arab village of Yakasoob.

It was

known to Townshend1s troops as Woolpress because of the existence
there of such a structure—a massive iron girder structure thirty-five
feet high.

Though the river was to wide there for Townshend to

bridge it with the limited bridging material available in Kut, he had
determined to hold Woolpress with a detachment anyway, to close the
river and to prevent the Turks from bringing their guns right down
onto the river bank opposite the town.
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When Townshend had arrived back in Kut on 3 December the only pre¬
pared defence in the vicinity had been a few strands of wire connecting
a fort and four blockhouses placed across the neck of the peninsula
to discourage desert Arabs from attacking the town.

The whole exist¬

ing garrison, including field parks, hospitals and the depots which
contained the supplies on which Townshend would have to depend during
the siege, was not in town but in the walled fort on the bend of the
river downstream from Kut.

The fort was a structure with thick walls
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It was 450 feet on each face with

loopholes in the walls, and on the northern face was a projecting
redan known as the Bastion.

Its site had been chosen mainly because

there was enough water by the bank there to allow ships to moor along¬
side at all times of the year, and its construction had just been
completed when Townshend got back to Kut.

It was an excellent dis¬

couragement to raiding Arabs, but against a force with artillery it
40

was useless.

It was a great concern to Townshend, for he did not have

enough troops both to dig entrenchments and to bring the stores stock¬
piled there back to Kut before the Turks closed in.

This meant that

he had to extend the right of his defensive line unduly to include it
within the territory he held.
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It has already been mentioned that Townshend was not able to get
most of his troops to work until the 5th of December; nevertheless, by
the time Turkish artillery fire began to fall on the British camp in
earnest on the 7th there existed a first line of defence at the neck
of the peninsula running from the fort along the line of the block¬
houses.

The blockhouses themselves were blown up on the 7th, as being

good ranging marks and useless for defence.

The fort was in an ex¬

posed position and liable to be cut off by a determined Turkish attack,
but there was enough of a line to offer serious resistance to a
Turkish attack.

All that occurred in the first few days was a great

deal of sniping, however, and by the time Turkish artillery fire grew
intense enough on the 10th to make further daylight digging impossible
it was possible to go almost anywhere within the perimeter without ex-
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By the 10th the first line, including the fort, had assumed its
final form.

All work on it was not finished until the 15th, but on

the former date its key entrenchments, four redoubts constructed on
the positions of the former blockhouses and identified as A, B, C, and
D from east to west, had been finished and were joined up by traversed
trenches.

The fort itself had been improved to withstand the shell¬

fire of which it was a major target, by converting its interior to a
maze of dugouts.

A second line behind the first had also been roughly

completed, and by mid-December it was a strong defensive position as
well.

An additional "middle line" was begun between the former two on

14 December, and was completed by Christmas.

The switch of the first

line on the right shown on the map was begun on Christmas Day after
the fort had nearly fallen to a heavy attack, and was finished in a
week.29
Despite the exhaustion of Townshend’s troops, therefore, and de¬
spite the continuing bitter cold and rain storms, the British by mid¬
month had constructed a formidable defensive position.

If the siege

were to last into late January, when the first floods began, parts of
the first two lines might be inundated, but this was not considered
likely by anyone in early December.

Apart from this, the three trench

lines across the neck promised to make a Turkish assault on Kut an
extremely expensive and probably unsuccessful affair, for they had good
communications with the rear and permitted only frontal attacks.
major attack across the river was dismissed by both sides.

A

The two
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weak points in the circumference of the British entrenched camp were
the fort and Woolpress.

Both were too far from the center and diffi¬

cult to reinforce in an emergency under fire, and both were liable to
be cut off.

The fort offered concomitant advantages to the defenders,

however; it provided a flank defence for the first line and made an
excellent observation station for the artillery.

As for Woolpress, it

was necessary to hold it in Townshend1s opinion for the reasons previously mentioned,
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but it never seemed important enough to the Turks

to make the major effort necessary to capture it, since its capture
would lead to nothing else.
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The defence of Kut was organized into four sectors, each held by
one brigade.

The North-East Sector included the fort and the adjacent

first line west to but not including redoubt B, and the river bank
back to the second line.

The North-West Sector included the remain¬

der of the first line, about two thousand yards to the north of the
town, and the river bank on the west side of the peninsula back to the
second line.

The middle line six hundred to a thousand yards behind

the first was a reserve position, and was not usually manned.

The

next defences were to be found at the Second Line, fourteen hundred
yards north of the base of the peninsula.
press Village and Kut Town.

The final sector was Wool-
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The North-West Sector was manned alternately by the 16th and 30th
Brigades, the other forming the General Reserve in the second line.
It was not practical to rotate the garrisons of the fort or Woolpress
due to the distance or difficulty of communications with them, and

-412they remained the same throughout.

The North-East Sector was held by

the 17th Brigade, with two battalions inside the fort, one in the
trenches west of it and one in reserve; Kut town and Woolpress was
held by the 18th Brigade, with two battalions, the 110th Mahrattas and
the 120th Infantry, forming the permanent garrison of Woolpress.

The

village across the river was supplied throughout the siege by the one
warship retained at Kut, the Sumana, assisted by one launch and two
motor-boats; each night they steamed across carrying food and ammunition.
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The positions of the British guns in Kut are shown on the map, as
are the Turkish guns which opposed them.

The British had thirty-nine

guns and four howitzers within the perimeter, and one of their main
difficulties was finding safe places to site them.

Most of them were

either at the brick kilns north-east of town, or near the water-front
within the town; while ammunition was not scarce (an average of more
than 500 rounds per gun), they were limited in the amount of it they
could use due to the uncertainty as to the duration of the siege.

The

Turkish artillery that circled Kut numbered thirty-two guns, five how¬
itzers and a huge ancient mortar.

This was slightly less than the

British had, but the guns were not so limited in the number of rounds
they could fire, they were situated all around Kut so as to deliver a
convergent fire, and they had lots of space available to prepare alternate battery positions.
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Townshend had originally decided to expel all the Arab population
from the town, but for various reasons which will be discussed later
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holders, and to take hostages to ensure the loyalty of the large
majority who remained.

As a last ditch defence if all the other lines

were to be taken, Townshend decided to convert Kut town into a Keep.
To do this it was necessary to construct emergency roads connecting
various parts of the town, because the few meandering paths that
existed were not wide enough for the passage of two men abreast and
did not go in the right directions, and besides were not under cover.
British troops were set to constructing

n

rabbit runs." The former

bridging officer described it:
It was rather amusing work...after a few inquiries to avoid
the risk of inconveniencing any influential Arab, I would set
my men to attack the selected wall with picks and crowbars....
There was always a pleasant uncertainty as to where one was
going to come out when a hole in the wall was started, added
to the undoubted fascination of ’ knocking things down which is
felt by most male human beings....in time a small hole would
appear right through the wall, backed by the protesting face
of an Arab shouting nMakoo, makoo.,n (no, no). He was politely
waved aside with the answer nAkoo, akoo," and soon we were
climbing through into one of his downstairs rooms and out into
his courtyard, where we started the same game again towards the
next house while the recently made hole was enlarged into a
good doorway. By this working from house to house good covered
pathways throughout the town were constructed by us in about
three weeks.35

After the Cavalry Brigade was sent away there remained in Kut
11,607 British and Indian soldiers and 3,500 followers; for this total
of more than 14,000 men there were only 301 British officers and a
lesser number of Indian officers, due mainly to the losses at Ctesiphon.
Adding in the 6,225 permanent residents whom Townshend permitted to
remain, there were more than 20,000 people shut in by the encircling
Turkish lines.

Most of the Indian battalions of the division were
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battalions was no stronger than the weakest Indian—the British battal¬
ions averaged under three hundred men.

Out of his whole force

Townshend had only 7,000 effective infantry.
Though his officers1 reports are at variance with his as to the
steadiness of his troops, it is quite understandable that a man of
Townshend1s imaginative type would have been gravely concerned.

He

was of the opinion that his Indian troops had "practically become armed
bands (with discipline, it is true)," and on 10 December he reported
to Chamberlain:
The fighting value of my troops has naturally much de¬
creased since Ctesiphon, though discipline remains.
I am very
anxious as to the result if enemy makes a determined onslaught
with very superior numbers. We are constantly shelled all day
and I am very anxious to be relieved in say ten or fifteen days.
I am doing all I can by appealing to the troops....I have over
800 sick men, and am convinced that there should not be more
than 300 at the outside.
Commenting on this, Townshend observes: "There was, I regret to say,
a considerable amount of malingering among the Indian troops, whose
tails were decidedly down....It was the reason that I asked that my
relief be expedited."
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Townshend may have been quite wrong in his worry about the state
of his troops; they responded well enough when called upon, as they
were so often in the coming months.

But his force was weak.

The fig¬

ure of 11,607 combatants mentioned in the preceding paragraph included
1,570 men who were in hospital.

All the seriously wounded had been

sent downstream on the 4th by ship, but those who were likely to
recover in two weeks were left behind to strengthen Townshend1s de-

-415pleted division.

On the 6th, however, the well-made hospital huts

near the British perimeter had to be abandoned, and all the wounded
were moved to the filthy covered bazaar along the waterfront instead.
The hospital was undermanned (there were two to three times as many
patients as the medical units were equipped to deal with), and being
next to one of the few possible sites for a field battery it was
hit during the siege by 103 shells and 3 bombs intended for the guns.
Furthermore,

!,

all the buildings leaked.... Patients of necessity had

to lie on rain-soaked beds, or on the muddy floors of the cubicles.
Operating 'theatres' were mud-walled rooms with roofs of matting and
mud, through which a hole was cut to give light."

In these conditions

not many of the wounded were likely to recover quickly.
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As the first Turkish assault readied itself Townshend's position
was serious, but it was far from desperate.

He had a strong defensive

position and, while his troops were outnumbered, they would be fight¬
ing from entrenchments against Turks in the open.

Just when the

relief force would arrive was uncertain, but most estimates were under
one month.

There is no clear explanation for the tardiness with which the
Turks closed up to Kut, though doubtless their shortage of river trans¬
port had much to do with it.

The Turks had set up their main camp at

Shumran bend five and a half miles upstream of Kut, but they had no
bridge as yet and had to transfer their troops from bank to bank by
means of their scarce steamers.

Nur-ud-Din, it seems, had been misled

-416by the departure of the British cavalry brigade from Kut on the 6th
into thinking that most of Townshend’s division had moved out of Kut,
but he was nevertheless not convinced that the British were not
capable of resuming the offensive at once.

A British aircraft re¬

connaissance on the 9th revealed that he had devoted much of his effort
in the past few days to preparing two defensive lines of his own four
and five miles above Kut to guard against this eventuality.

The con¬

tinued British inactivity however persuaded him that it would be
safe to take the initiative, and during the 9th, as has already been
told, he completed the encirclement of Kut by seizing the British
bridgehead on the right bank east of the Hai.

He also sent Mehmed

Fazil Pasha’s cavalry brigade downstream thirty miles to observe the
concentration of the British relief force at Shaikh Sa’ad, and began
to move the main body of his troops down from the entrenchments he had
built at Shumran to join the detachment containing the northern perimeter of^
Kut. 38
Nur-ud-Din then began his attack on Kut, to destroy the supposed
British rearguard.

On the afternoon of the 9th his infantry advanced

in long lines against the north-west sector of the British defences.
The attack was checked by massed British fire at 600 yards distance,
and the Turks went to ground.

Through the night they dug with their

accustomed industry, and on the morning of the 10th the astonished
British saw that they had in a few hours dug down completely out of
sight and consolidated their line at that distance.

The Turks made

further attempts through the 10th and the 11th to advance under cover
of a heavy artillery bombardment, but they made little progress.

The

-417Turkish losses had now mounted to 1600 men, as against British casu¬
alties of 331, but Nur-ud-Din still did not realize that he was faced
with an entire British division and scheduled another assault for the
evening of the 12th.

He had Townshend worried too; not because he

feared for his line, which was holding well, but because he was con¬
cerned at the rate at which his ammunition was being used up and at
the rate of attrition among his troops which seemed to be in store. 39
The Turkish attack was not to be maintained at this intensity,
however.

On 12 December Feldmarschall Wilhelm Leopold Comar, freiherr

von der Goltz, arrived from Baghdad to Nur-ud-Dins1s headquarters at
Aziziya.

From all the available evidence von der Goltz was convinced

that all of Townshend1s division was still in Kut, and he had only
25,656 men and fifty guns for all operations in his theatre.

Only

eighty percent of these men at the most were combatants, and there
were only 6,000 rounds on hand for all his guns.

Furthermore none of

the guns were designed for siege work, and all of his artillery ammu¬
nition was filled with black powder.

(This was fortunate for the

British, as high explosive shells would quickly have pulped the town
of Kut.)

Moreover, his orders directed him to carry out extensive

operations in Persia which would be an additional drain on manpower.
Nur-ud-Din was convinced that he would take Kut in a few days, but
taking all the foregoing points into consideration von der Goltz could
not agree with him.

So far all of Nur-ud-Din*s attacks had been wholly

unproductive, and the Turks could not afford to lose men at the rate
they were being expended at Kut for long.

Von der Goltz decided that

-418it would be better to invest and blockade the force in Kut, with the
intention of starving it out, while the main body of the Turkish force
would remain in a position close by downstream to thwart relief
attempts.

He ordered Nur-ud-Din to cease his attacks on Kut. 40

This order was not transmitted from Aziziya to Shumran quickly
enough to halt the attack planned for the 12th.

At about 6:30 p.m.

the Turkish troops began an attack from their trenches five hundred
yards from the north-west sector of the British defences, persisting
for about an hour and a half.

When the assault came at 8 p.m. it was

broken up by shellfire, and only a few small parties of Turks reached
the wire, where they were quickly wiped out.

An attempt to renew the

attack at dawn on the 13th was swiftly suppressed, and an attack which
had been building against Woolpress on the 12th did not take place
(presumably because von der Goltz's orders arrived in time).
Turkish casualties on the 12th/13th were extremely high—the British
placed them as high as two thousand, though that is doubtless an
exaggeration--and British casualties had been only eighty-eight.

In

the following days the Turks confined themselves to conducting regular
siege operations, and almost two thousand of their infantry and four
guns were withdrawn to Baghdad to participate in what Muhammad Amin
terms the "deplorable Persian adventure," so the British were granted
a welcome respite.

In the nine days from the 13th to the 22nd

Townshend's force only suffered 498 casualties, most of them from the
enterprising and energetic Turkish snipers.
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Von der Goltz Pascha was a man of vast experience in eastern

-419affairs and a noted author on military strategy.

Born in East Prussia,

he had followed at first the standard career of an army officer.

He

was wounded at Trautenau in the Austro-Prussian War in 1866, and in
1870 was appointed to the General Staff.

Then in 1883 he was sent

to Turkey as the head of a military mission to reform the Turkish army
after its defeat at the hands of the Russians.
the next eighteen years.

He was in Turkey for

Though without real power to effect the

necessary reforms, he became known and respected all over the Empire.
He quickly became fluent in Turkish and wore the Turkish uniform; his
way of life became half-Oriental; his respect for the Turks and his
faith in the Empire's future made him popular everywhere.

His personal

prestige alone enabled him to put many of his reforms into effect.
Long after his departure from Turkey and his retirement from the army
he was remembered with affection by the Turks.
In 1914 he was recalled to service and sent to Turkey by Germany,
where she knew his popularity would give him influence.

At first he

was employed as aide-de-camp to the Sultan, in which position his real
job was that of military adviser to his old pupil Enver (though his
advice was rarely heeded by 'Napoleonlik').

Then in March 1915 he was

appointed commander of the 1st Army in the Constantinople area, a
truly remarkable appointment for a German in Turkey where usually the
Turks took great care to restrict the Germans to staff jobs and keep
them out of command positions.

On 16 November he was made commander

of the newly-created Vlth Army in Mesopotamia.
Falkenhayn, the Chief of the General Staff of the German Army,
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Mesopotamia was

the base from which the German adventure in Persia was supplied and
commanded, and Goltz, he feared, was out of touch with modern warfare
and had become over the years more Turk than German.

He might pay too

much heed to strictly Turkish interests and not devote himself exclu¬
sively to advancing German interests.

Falkenhayn accordingly sent

Colonel von Gleich to Turkey at once, and tried to have him appointed
Chief of Staff to the Vlth Army where he could keep an eye on von der
Goltz.

The Turks, distrusting the German aim in sending von Gleich

since Goltz1s main task would be to raise Persia to the standard of
Islam, would only consent to make von Gleich a personal adviser to
the field-marshall, and furthermore succeeded in retarding his arrival
at Baghdad until 15 April.
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Von der Goltz took command at Baghdad on 6 December 1915.
72 years old.

He was

He had none of the arrogance of the Prussian officer;

stout, stooped, bespectacled, friendly and unaffected, he had the air
of a professor.
his resources.

His instructions were incredibly disproportionate to
To the extreme left of the Turkish position in Asia

Minor 55,000 Turkish troops faced 159,000 Russians in the Caucasus.
In Persia the Germans and their Persian allies had been driven from
all but the western fringe of the country by the Russians under
Baratov, and the promising agitation by Wassmuss along the Gulf was
about to be extinguished by the British.

All three major participants

in Persia were raising private armies from the population, but Germany
had been the least successful since it had quickly been expelled from

-421most of Persia after the outbreak of open hostilities in November.
Only in Mesopotamia was the situation at all hopeful.
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Von der Goltz's instructions were the greatly imaginative product
of German wishful thinking on the opportunities open to her in the
East.

They included driving the British down the Tigris, but only as

a secondary objective.

The principal objective of the Vlth Army was

the destruction of British and Russian power in Persia, the libera¬
tion of Persia, and "the formation of an army by the coordination of
the military forces of the Turkish government."

Then, with Turkey

victorious over the British and Persia allied to the Central Powers,
Afghanistan could hesitate no longer, and India with the support of
the great coalition would overthrow her oppressors.
Von der Goltz was assured that Nizam-us-Sultaneh, the figurehead
commander of the Persian forces in western Persia allied to Germany,
had an army of 35,000 men fighting the Russians around Kermanshah.
He was suspicious of this claim, but accepted it until he could inves¬
tigate personally.

The situation obviously demanded that more atten¬

tion be paid to the Persian theatre where disaster threatened and
where there was so much more to be gained if success could be commanded,
so Goltze sent what Turkish reserves he had at Baghdad east to
Kermanshah.

It was also for this reason, as previously stated, that

two thousand Turkish troops were withdrawn from the Tigris front
after the first attacks on Kut had ended.

Von der Goltz did not be¬

lieve that the Turks had the strength to break into Kut, nor that the
losses incurred would make it worthwhile even if it were possible; for
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obvious reasons he had no intention whatever of conducting a flanking
movement on Nasiriya hundreds of miles downstream with so many more
pressing problems on his hands.

Kut could be contained at little cost

by the Turks in Mesopotamia, and perhaps it would even be possible to
hold off the British relief force long enough to starve it into sub¬
mission.

Von der Goltz therefore left Nur-ud-Din orders not to under¬

take any offensive operations.

He disposed detachments of independent

auxiliaries and small Turkish units along the Persian border from Kut
to Mosul to protect his left flank in Mesopotamia from the Russians
at Hamadan, and left for Kermanshah in mid-December to inspect his
main field of activities.
At this point, with the Turkish attacks on Kut halted, the town
invested, and the relief force slowly accumulating downstream at
Shaikh Sa*ad, it would seem to be time to return to the narrative of
events at the besieged town.

But it will be more convenient to detail

von der Goltz1s complete disenchantment with the Persian adventure by
early February at this time, as it explains the greater interest and
effort which he devoted to the Mesopotamian half of this theatre on
his return.

He arrived at Kermanshah late in December with a large

staff and some reinforcing Turkish troops.

He met Mustaufi-ul-Mamalik,

the President of the Council of the Majlis, who as head of the "rump"
government that had fled Tehran had signed a secret treaty by the terms
of which Persia promised full support to the Germans, her army to be
placed under von der Goltz1s orders.

But he also found that this

army for which the Germans were paying so much, reputed to number
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under their Swedish officers and perhaps 2000 volunteers scattered
at various posts on an arc running north to south through Kermanshah.
Despite Nizam-us-Sultaneh!s promises, none of the tribes had risen,
and it seemed probable that the only reason that there were any
Persians enlisted at all was that the Russians were making no advances
from Hamadan which would force them to earn their pay.

Von der Goltz

was disgusted.
Colonel Boppe and the instructors he had brought with him were

i

now put in charge of training the Persian recruits, but they became
extremely unpopular with the Turks and Persians because of the arro¬
gance and contempt with which they treated them.

Though the Russians

made no move from Hamadan until April, the Turco-Persian force to the
west of them had nothing to do with it.

When the Russians finally

did move, only the Turkish detachments made the slightest resistance.
By February von der Goltz was altogether disillusioned about Persia,
and he reported:

n

Anarchy in Persia.

Vast expenditure and no return.11

Dust. Cupidity, and Cowardice.

He had recognized that Turkey had

not remotely the strength to hold the Tigris front and at the same
time to send a large invasion force into Persia, and urged that the
Persian plan be abandoned entirely.

He was unable to convince his

superiors of this before his death in mid-April, and he died worn out,
discouraged and much criticized in Germany.

His last instructions to

von Gleich were to consolidate the position on the Tigris and to re¬
strict the Persian campaign to a flanking operation.

Gleich was

-424pushed aside by the Turks, and Enver himself arrived to launch a great
offensive in Persia with troops taken from Mesopotamia; the result was
that ultimately Turkey lost both Persia and Mesopotamia.
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But while he lived he ensured that the Turkish VIth Army concen¬
trated its attention on the Tigris front where it had an opportunity
to gain a success, and prevented the Turks from launching frivolous
or foolhardy attacks.

The gallant old man did not even last one

Mesopotamian summer; he died of cholera in a house in Baghdad just
before Kut fell.(the same house in which Maude, the other great
soldier of the Mesopotamian campaign, also died of cholera one-and-ahalf years later).
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But before he died he gave Turkey her last vic¬

tory of the war in brilliant defensive fighting below Kut.

It has already been mentioned that Nur-ud-Din was not enchanted
at coming under von der Goltz's orders—Kiesling states that in his
capacity as Vali of Baghdad he used his civil authority to harass the
field-marshall on numerous occasions.
told to cease his attacks on Kut.

He was even less happy to be

He was convinced that von der Goltz

was throwing away the fruits of his victory, and he determined not to
be thwarted in that fashion.

As soon as the field-marshall left

Mesopotamia for his inspection trip into Persia, Nur-ud-Din reinstated
preparations for a great attack on the fort at Kut which would deliver
the town into his hands.
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On the 7th of December the Turks had occupied a dry water channel
400 yards from the northern bastion of the fort, and between them and
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north-east faces of the fort (to the left and right of the bastion
respectively).

By the 17th they had pushed forward their saps by

night to within a few dozen yards of the British wire, starting from
their first-line trench 100-150 yards out.

The British had responded

by pushing saps out past their own wire, but by the 17th the Turks
were so close that a trench raid was arranged for that night to check
their progress and to ascertain if they were mining.

It was carried

out just before dawn on the 18th under cover of a bombardment from Kut,
and was completely successful—forty Turks were killed and eleven
captured at the cost of one British soldier slightly wounded, and it
was found that the Turks were not mining.

Nevertheless the Turks

continued to near the wire, and by the 23rd they had destroyed most
of the British wire with hand grenades and bomb-throwers.
It was clear to the British that the coming assault was to be
made on the fort, and they took certain measures to strengthen its de¬
fence.

Obviously the walls of the fort would not stand much bombard¬

ment, so trenches and low-level loopholes were constructed along the
walls and inside the fort, and a barricade with head cover of bales
of hay was built across the gorge (rear) of the north-east bastion.
By Christmas Eve the fort contained a powerful complex of entrench¬
ments .

In the days preceding the attack it was subjected to two or

three heavy bombardments a day, and incessant rifle fire was directed
on the loopholes.
Nur-ud-Din launched his great effort on the 24th with the newly-
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The action opened before dawn

with a diversionary bombardment of Woolpress, but at 7 a.m. the
Turkish artillery shifted to the town, the first line of defence and
the fort.

Soon the mass of the Turkish guns began to concentrate on

the fort.

It was perhaps the heaviest bombardment yet seen in Meso¬

potamia; twenty-two guns in an arc around the fort poured in shells
for four hours, paying the most attention to the north-east bastion
and face.

At a very early stage the two 15-pounders in the fort were

totally disabled, and telephone communications with the rear were
broken.

All the look-outs on the north-east face and at east corner

were killed or buried, and the troops in the north-east bastion had
to be pulled back to the stockade across its rear.

Bit by bit the

walls crumbled, and by 11 a.m. it was possible to see the nearest
Turkish trenches from almost anywhere in the fort through the great
gaps in the walls.

The garrison of the fort, enveloped in the smoke

and dust, did not realize the assault was underway until the bombard¬
ment had ceased.

They were little better than two battalions against

a division.
As the 6000 Turks emerged from their trenches in columns between
11 and 12 a.m. the British rushed from their dugouts.

Where the wall

was still standing the Turks tried to scale it, using short ladders
or climbing on each others1 shoulders1 here they were driven back at
once.

But they secured lodgements in the abandoned bastion and along

the shattered north-east wall, and a furious hand-to-hand struggle
ensued for fully half an hour.

At the bastion they were met with a
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The gunners of the disabled Volunteer

battery joined the Oxfords at the barricade at the rear of the bastion
in pouring a rapid fire into the seething mass of yellow jackets and
bright bayonets that struggled over the battered walls and across the
ruined bastion towards them.

From the side walls bombers of the

Oxfords and the 103rd Mahrattas rained down bombs on them, and four
machine guns stitched a deadly cross-fire through their ranks.

The

British turned their own guns on the bastion, and British and Turk¬
ish shrapnel fell alike on attacker and defender.

Turkish reserves

were continually sent forward, but after a half-hour the Turks began
to waver.

In a few minutes they broke and ran, pursued to the broken

walls by the shouting remnant of the defenders.

At the north-eastern

wall the story was much the same; at first the Turks with great
gallantry forced an entry through the 119th Infantry, who had lost
almost all their remaining officers in the bombardment, but in a short
time they were counter-attacked and driven out.
The afternoon passed quietly in collecting the wounded and repair¬
ing the shattered defences as far as possible; the fort was shelled
only desultorily.

But before nightfall it was seen that the Turks

were being strongly reinforced and were preparing another assault.
The fort walls east and west of the bastion were being held now by the
Oxfords and the 103rd respectively, and it was arranged that the party
of the 103rd holding the bastion should fall back right and left to
the side galleries of the bastion before the attackers reached it.
The heavy artillery bombardment was now resumed.

The second attack
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was rising behind clouds and haze.
The Turkish infantry dashed at the bastion headed by lines of
bombers, and the two companies of the 103rd Mahrattas retired to the
side galleries as arranged.

Despite flares it was very difficult to

make anything out from the stockade at the rear of the bastion through
the smoke and dust, and the Turks once again broke into the bastion.
Their bombers got to work at once and bombed out the two companies
of the 103rd with fearful losses, and the casualties at the stockade
at this moment were also great.

There followed a maelstrom of fight¬

ing, almost hand-to-hand, in the dark—"regular 'bludgeon1 work,"
Townshend called it, "with men throwing bombs at each other at ten
yards'distance."

The thousands of men at close quarters could only

see to fight by muzzle flashes and star shell, and the steady roar of
rifles, machine guns, grenades, and of shells falling almost on top of
one another was numbing.
The simultaneous Turkish attack on the north-east face had been
repulsed, so the assault was not concentrated on the stockade.

Turks

lined the ruined walls of the bastion and maintained an incessant
fire on the loopholes of the stockade, while grenadiers crept along
the side galleries and the interior communication trenches trying to
get near enough to get a few bombs behind it.
as though the stockade would be outflanked.

For a time it looked
The Turks had a machine

gun on the right gallery of the bastion, and the British had one on
the stockade twenty yards away; through all this time they continued
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were wiped out, until the British maxim was finally put out of action.
Now came the crisis of the fight, about an hour after the Turks
had broken into the bastion.

No longer pinned down by the machine

gun on the barricade, a party of Turkish bombers got close enough in
one of their rushes to get a grenade over the structure.

It dropped

right in the midst of the defenders, and wiped out half of them.
Had the Turks known it, they could have broken through into the
interior of the fort at that moment, but they did not.

Townshend

commented that "if the Turk commanding the attack had had the nerve
to cram in his reserves on the heels of the storming parties he
would probably have succeeded."

As it was, the moment of opportunity

passed, and the battle settled down to a fairly static fire combat,
the Turks remaining inside the bastion.

About 11 p.m. the 48th Pioneers

were brought up from behind the fort to reinforce the few survivors
of the Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry who had been
holding the stockade when the battle began, and for a time the fight¬
ing flared up again: the first first thirty men of the 48th to reach
the barricade all became casualties in moments.
Pioneers follwed them up and turned the scale.

But the rest of the
The Turks abandoned

their efforts to get over or around the barricade at the gorge, and
about midnight they withdrew to their trenches.
At 2:30 a.m. on Christmas Day the Turks returned to the assault,
but they were not even able to get back into the bastion.

They gave

up the attempt within an hour and the rest of the night passed quietly.
This was the last serious attempt to take Kut by assault.

Nur-ud-Din
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situation was as his commander had said it was.

On the next day he

began moving his troops to the east of Kut to meet the advance of the
relief force, leaving a minimum force to contain Kut.
The Turks suffered at least 2000 casualties in this attack, and
British losses at the fort were only 315.

Masses of Turkish dead

and badly wounded lay around the fort on the morning of Christmas day,
and the British made several attempts to bring the latter in.

They

were always stopped by Turkish rifle fire, however, and could do no
more than prolong the agony of the wounded by throwing them water
bottles and bread.

On the 29th a drunken Turkish major delivered a

letter from one of the regimental commanders near the fort addressed
to General Townshend, asking permission to bury the dead. Townshend
replied that he could not grant an armistice unless Nur-ud-Din himself
requested it, and the matter rested there.

In succeeding months the

air around the fort was polluted by the smell of the hundreds of
putrefying bodies.^®

The British had made a grave strategic error in choosing to hold
Kut and accepting a siege.

There was no real need for it in order to

protect lower Mesopotamia, and this should have been evident to them—
would have been, but for Nixon's lust for Baghdad.

Apart from the

hardship and danger in which it placed Townshend's force, the decision
restricted the alternatives of the rest of the British expedition in
Mesopotamia to the single one of relieving the besieged force, and
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Nevertheless, the situation of

the British in Mesopotamia was far from irretrievable in December 1915.
Kut had withstood the heaviest assaults that the Turks could
bring against it, and Turkish actions in the days after the attack
on Christmas Eve revealed that they had decided to turn the siege of
Kut into a blockade.

Therefore the only limit on Kut*s resistance

was its food supply, which was ample.

The relief force could wait until

it was quite ready before beginning its attack on the Turks below Kut.
British reinforcements were now flooding into the country, and it was
only a matter of time before they should decisively outnumber the
portion of the Turkish VXth Army which interposed between them and
Kut.

True, there were great transport difficulties to be overcome in

transporting and supporting such a large force up river, but they could
be overcome with time.

Finally, there was a Russian force sitting on

the strategic left flank of the Turkish army in Mesopotamia at Hamadan,
only a few hundred miles from Baghdad, whose advance would oblige the
Turks around Kut to retreat or be cut off.
There was thus cause for concern at the British headquarters at
Basrah, but none for alarm.

In fact, however, the prevailing attitude

at Basrah was not so much one of alarm as of panic.

It was believed

even after December 25th that Kut—which held out in fact for four
more months—was on the verge of having to surrender.

As a result,

the relief force made its attempt to get through to Kut in early Jan¬
uary, at a time when it was unable to support more than half of the
force available to the British in Mesopotamia upstream.

In part owing
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to the poor tactics adopted by this army, but in the final analysis
owing to the fact that it represented only half of the British forces
in Mesopotamia and was not superior to the Turkish force opposing it,
this relief attempt failed ignominiously.

Before another relief

attempt could be organized the rains and the floods came down, vastly
complicating the problem of breaking through to Kut, and the British
were caught in the cruel dilemna that ultimately cost them three times
as many men in their unsuccessful relief attempts as there were in
the trapped division at Kut.
The reason for this grave misunderstanding of the actual position
of Kut in early January was not that British headquarters at Basrah
was naturally alarmist.
shend’s shoulders.

The responsibility rests squarely on Town-

Despite his previous experience in holding

command of a besieged force, he took no account of the evil effect
that urgent please for immediate assistance by a besiged force might
have in forcing its relievers to precipitate an-ill-advised action.
He was of an excitable and imaginative nature, given to irrational ex¬
tremes of optimism and pessimism, and nobody but he can know whether
he pictured himself as being in dire straits because he believed it,
or because he thought it would encourage his relievers to work harder.
Probably the answer is a bit of both.
Insofar as he was in dire straits, the responsibility is largely
his.

At the beginning of the siege he made two most serious mistakes,

and for a very long time he made no move to rectify them.

These were

the decision not to evict the townspeople of Kut, whose effect was
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feed when food began to grow scarce, and the decision to leave his
troops on full rations and not to search the town for food, whose
effect was short- and long-range both.

At the end of December he made

another momentous miscalculation, when he failed to

recognize that

the Turks had converted the siege into a blockade despite the clearest
indications and continued to express fears that his force would be
overrun.

This sealed the fate of the first relief attempt by main¬

taining the illusion that he was in need of immediate aid.
Townshend’s semi-hysterical pleas for immediate help through
December, and the deleterious effects of them on British plans, belong
to this chapter chronologically.

However, they form part of the

story of the first relief attempt rather than of that decision to
hold Kut and its coming under siege, and so they will be dealt with
in the next chapter.
December had not been a good month for the British anywhere in
the East.

On the 19th the Anzac and Suvla positions on Gallipoli had

been evacuated, and in another three weeks the southern end of the
peninsula would be abandoned also.

These evacuations were necessary

and indeed long overdue, but they did nevertheless release large num¬
bers of Turkish troops for operations elsewhere.

Egypt remained quiet,

Aden was still under attack, and in Mesopotamia the bright hopes of
November were only a bitter memory.

There was only one encouraging

symptom in this dark month: the appointment of Field-Marshall Sir
William Robertson to be Chief of the Imperial General Staff.

Robertson
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was determined to allow no more quixotic ventures such as the British
had engaged in in the East up to now.

He wrote: "It is one of the

first principles of war that all available resources should be concen¬
trated at the 'decisive* point—that is, at that place where the main
decision of the war is to be fought out....This principle...had been
inexcusably violated in 1914-15, and however much we might try after¬
wards to mitigate the evils resulting therefrom they could never be
entirely removed."
In a paper outlining his proposals for the future conduct of
the war presented to the cabinet on 29 December, he recommended among
other things that a defensive policy be adopted in Mesopotamia; with
the cabinet's acceptance of this Nixon's project for capturing
Baghdad was at last laid to rest.

Robertson was also convinced that

the War Office would eventually have to take over the direction of the
campaign in Mesopotamia from the India Office and India, but in this,
unfortunately, he was content to wait, because he "did not wish to
become embroiled in a discredited undertaking....Had there been a
reasonable possibility of General Staff intervention being of any
practical use [in saving Kut before it starved] the position would have
been different.

But there was little or none, for at the time it was

thought that all would be over one way or the other by February, when
Townshend's supplies would, so far as the General Staff knew, be
exhausted."

Nevertheless, with competent military authorities at home

at last paying attention to Mesopotamia, at least improvement in the
direction of the campaign in the future could be expected.
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CHAPTER XIII
THE RELIEVING FORCE
Flans and Strengths, December 1915

In the case of an actively besieged force, there are many
considerations which have a part in determining how long it can hold
out.

These include the strength of its defenses, the number and

morale of its defenders, the supply of ammunition and of food within
the perimeter, and the aggressiveness and ingenuity of the besiegers.
But for a force which is merely blockaded, such as Kut was after
the failure of the Christmas Eve assault on the fort, the main—in¬
deed the only—consideration which has a bearing is how long the
food supply will hold out.

At the commencement of the siege in

early December Townshend made several grave mistakes which were to
shorten this length of time by as much as half.

It cannot be said

that these mistakes alone were to blame for the fall of Kut — Kut
would have been relieved long before its food did run out had
not other mistakes in strategy and tactics lost the battles fought
by the relief force.

But since in fact Kut did not surrender through

starvation until the end of April, it is reasonable to suppose that
a wiser system of food distribution would have let it last at least
until June or July, by which time the floods that defeated the efforts
of the last relief attempt would have receded.
Townshend's first really serious error was to let the local
population stay in their homes.

It is his contention that he was

persuaded to this decision by Sir Percy Cox's "intercession," and
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that otherwise he would indeed have evicted them all.^
simply not true.

This is

In fact Townshend asked Cox for his views on the

matter before the latter went downstream, just before the commence¬
ment of the siege.

Townshend explained that he intended to remain

with his division, and recalling his experiences at Chitral, said
that

n

the first thing to be done, according to strict military prin¬

ciples, was to turn them out.1*

However, he expected to be relieved

within six weeks and therefore, depending on how much food there was
in the town, he might or might not have to take this step.
Cox replied

f,

that the course ultimately to be adopted de¬

pended upon military expediency1* and that the general must decide
for himself.

He reminded him, though, that the nights were bitterly

cold and that it would be a serious step to turn out four or five
thousand people into the desert; most the women and children would
likely die.

Townshend answered that he would have to investigate

to find out whether there were sufficient supplies in the town to
allow the Arabs to stay; Cox then left for down river.

Upon receiving

the preliminary report of his Chief Supply Officer a few days later
that there was enough food to feed them for three months, Townshend
made up his mind to let all bona fide householders and their
families remain, turning out only some 700 strangers.
Cox had made no reference to political considerations in his
remarks to Townshend, rightly realizing that the situation must be
decided solely on its military merits.

Nevertheless, Townshend

explains in his book that he did not expel the Arabs as he himself
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"considered it would have a disastrous political effect among the
Arab population, whom we had engaged to protect against the Turk."
The first half of his judgment was not a field within Townshend's
competence or responsibility; the second half was just wrong.

The

effect of this decision was to shut up about 6,000 enemy civilians
with the 6th Division in Kut, where they stayed for five months
eating precious food, passing information to the besiegers, and
dying under Turkish artillery fire.

Their sympathies lay largely

with the Turks, and Townshend was wrong to keep them there, either
from a security standpoint, or from a humanitarian or a logistical
one.

Their presence cut the length of time the food would last,

and therefore the time that the town could hold out, by thirty
per cent.

2

Townshend's subsequent dealings with the Arabs in town proved
rather inept.

He was successful throughout the siege in sup¬

pressing any outward signs of unrest among the Arabs, even after
the food got scarce; he set the tone of his firm administration
at once by having twelve men caught looting at the beginning of
the siege swiftly tried and shot.

But he had sent down Major Leachman

with the Cavalry Brigade and so was left with no Political Officer
to advise him in dealing with the townspeople.

He knew many to be

in touch with the Turks, and suspected that many rifles were buried
or concealed in the town, and so he greatly feared a night rising
behind his lines coordinated with a Turkish assault on the northern
front.

His blundering solution was to take hostage of some of the
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town1 s leading citizens, to be shot at the first sign of treachery.
This move locked them away where they could no longer exert a
moderating influence, and was hardly likely to deter hostile acts
by those in Turkish pay.

Townshend was fortunate in that his

troops outnumbered the townspeople two to one; otherwise he might
have had serious trouble with them.

3

Townshend*s second major mistake at the beginning of December
was caused by the same basic miscalculation as his failure to evict
the townspeople from Kut, and it had the same result of shortening
the time the besieged garrison could hold out.

The fact of the

matter was that Townshend was confident that he would be relieved
long before food would be a problem.

Furthermore he was certain

that, if he had not been relieved by the time food got to be a
problem, the continuing Turkish reinformcement of the theatre would
by that time have amounted to so strong a force that the would have
no choice but to surrender or be overrun.

Therefore, he simply

was not interested in the question of food in the first month of
the siege.

He left his troops on full rations and he made no move

to requisition the large private stock of civilian food that he
knew to be in the town.
It is laid down in Field Service Regulations, 1909 (Reprinted
1914), that

11

the collection, storage, and distribution of all food

supplies11 is to be undertaken in the preparation of a scheme of
defense for a locality like Kut.

Townshend had absolutely no right

to assume that the first relief attempt would be successful, or that
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he would otherwise have to surrender at once — certainly he was
not justified in maintaining this attitude after it had become
evident in late December that the siege of Kut was over and
had been replaced by a blockade.

By the beginning of April

fifteen men were dying every day in Kut from dysentery, scurvy
and other starvation-related diseases, and their deaths can be
laid almost directly at Townshend's door.
It is temptingly easy to vilify Townshend for his criminal lack
of foresight and his clear disregard for regulations.

However,

there are mitigating factors, and in all fairness they must be
mentioned.

First, though Townshend did not collect all the food

in Kut, or even find out precisely how much there was, it was certain
that there was a great deal in private hands.

Kut was the entrepot

for the rich grain trade carried on between the grain-producing
valley of the Hai and Persia, and with the shutting of the caravan
routes because of the war a very large amount of grain had accumulated
in the hands of the merchants of Kut.

Second, through Townshend's

own purchasing orders and in defiance of India's authorization of only
one month's reserve of supplies, Townshend had built up a reserve
of 105 days' supplies for British troops, 129 days' for Indian troops
and 127 days' for horses and mules after the capture of 'Amarsh as a
hedge against a British setback upstream some time in the future.
These supplies had eventually been magazined at Kut, and gave
Townshend far more power of resistance than he would otherwise have
had.

Third, the 6th Division had just undergone an arduous campaign
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in brutally hot weather, had experienced hardships and privations
for seventeen days preceding the siege, and was then called upon
to perform heavy manual labor to construct the defenses of Kut.

The

senior medical officer of the division was very glad that the troops
were receiving full rations, which by mid-January had allowed them
to recuperate fully from their experiences."*
There is thus considerable justification for Townshend1s
keeping his troops on full rations during December and January.
Relief had been promised within two months at the outside, and
since Nixon planned to mount another attack on Baghdad immediately
after relieving Kut Townshend had reason to keep his troops fit for
further operations after that date.

He had informed Nixon that

he had two months1 rations available for his whole force, and was
entitled to believe that if Nixon had any doubts that he could not
accomplish the relief within that limit that he would instruct
Townshend to reduce the scale of rations.

There is no excuse, however,

for such complete disregard of the question of food as is revealed
by the fact that sacks of flour were used extensively as sandbags
during the early days of the siege.

Nor can there be any excuse

for the fact that not only were extra rations issued for some days
at the commencement of the siege to the troops who were doing heavy
manual labor, but “these extra rations were supplemented by extensive
pilfering and even pillaging of the ration dumps by British and
Indian soldiers when they first reached Kut -- conduct which General
Townshend seems to have winked at or ignored.
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Townshend had given orders on his arrival in Kut that all grain
and supplies in the hands of local merchants was to be commandeered,
but upon receiving his Supply Officer’s report on the large amount
of food in the town he had permitted this order to be downgraded to
an instruction to his military governor to purchase whatever grain
and supplies were available on the market.

Accounts differ as to

whether he specifically said that this procedure was to be adopted
or merely tolerated its adoption by the military governor, but in

g
either case his behaviour was reprehensible.

Its effect was

disastrous in forcing the relief force to advance to his relief before
it was ready.
That is not to say that Townshend deliberately deceived the
Army Commander as to the real length of time Kut could hold out -at least, probably not.

Only once did he put forward food as a

reason for hastening his relief, on 5 December, when he wired: "I
hope that we can be relieved by a month, my rations for British
troops are only one month...11 And he corrected this two days later,
reporting that he had 60 day’s rations for both British and Indian
troops, which would last him past the beginning of February.

He

never mentioned food again until the failure of the first relief
attempt forced him to collect all the food in Kut and calculate how
9
long he could wait for a second relief attempt.

However, it was

naturally assumed downstream that his estimate of 60 days’ supplies
was the total amount of food that the garrison could count on and
not merely the amount stockpiled in the divisional supply dumps.
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Therefore the relief force was obliged to make its plans on the
thoroughly erroneous supposition that the relief would have to be
effected by the beginning of February.

No criticism can be too

harsh for Townshend1s deception of the Army Commander, deliberate
or not, in this matter, for it was partly responsible for the pre¬
mature relief attempt in January which cost the British ten
thousand useless casualties.

Townshend assumed a most equivocal attitude towards the powers
of resistance of his division.

He responded ultra-sensitively to

every good or bad omen which seemed to have a bearing on the security
of his force.

He alternately dispatched deeply pessimistic telegrams

warning that the very poor morale and high rates of wastage in troops
and ammunition imperatively demanded immediate releif, and opti¬
mistic telegrams explaining that Turkish pressure had diminished,
that morale had improved, and that there should be no damaging haste
in the advance of the relief force.

Their dates can be directly

collated with the beginning and end of each of the major Turkish
attacks.

This was a standard performance for Townshend, who seems

always to have had difficulty in seeing the wood for the trees when
he was directly involved, but it was only natural that the pessimistic
telegrams received more attention at Army Headquarters than did the
optimistic ones.

Besides, Townshend refrained -- probably deliberately--

from ever painting such a rosy picture of the besieged town*s situation
as might persuade the staff of the relief force from pushing operations
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forward with all possible haste.
Most particularly did he emphasize that the morale of his Indian
troops was very bad in the multitude of telegrams he sent during
December detailing his difficult situation.

On 10 December, for

example, he sent this message:
...No one can accuse me of over-anxiety or too much
caution, but the truth remains that our great danger is if the
enemy in greatly superior numbers makes a determined assault...
There is distinct danger of our gun ammunition running short,
though I husband it as much as I can. The moral of some of
my troops is certainly not what it was, to say the least of it.
I had to relieve one unit out of trenches last night, as the
Brigadier-General said he could not guarantee the safety of
his sector unless it was taken away at once.
On the next day he followed this up with a message expressing his
doubts that his ammunition would hold out, and hoping that he
could be relieved within fifteen days.

When the general commanding

the relief force replied that he could not agree that the situation
justified Townshend!s sense of urgency, Townsliend answered on the
13th (Turkish attacks had slacked off at this time) that his daily
casualties would lessen his expenditure of ammunition.

He re-empha-

sized the seriousness of his morale situation, however, and reiterated
his fear that he might be overrun by an all-out Turkish attack.^
Townshend made much of the occasional desertions which occurred
among his Indian troops, as bearing out his contention that their
morale was very bad.^

These undeniably did take place from time

to time, but almost always among troops recruited from the Frontier
or the trans-Frontier, whose special situation has been explained.
However, it is stated by all contemporary narratives and by the accounts
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of survivors that the spirit of the troops was high at the beginning
of the siege, and declined little until the end.

12

It must be assumed

that, as in the period before the advance on Ctesiphon, Townshend
was projecting his own pessimism into his troops.
In his book, he makes much of his close relations with the
troops during the siege, and of how he always knew their feelings.
There are no trials in military service...to approach in
any way those of the commander of a besieged force...All watch
you and hope for news.
Every evening I used to go through the hospitals to see
the poor fellows lying wounded there, and have a chat with them.
All wanted good news — and I always acted as if I were full of
spirits; but it was acting all the time.
Several times I was
told: 'You'll get us out of it, General. We know that. After
getting us out of the First of December you'd get us out of
anything.'^

This is contradicted by all other sources, which state that the
general's relations with the rank and file were distant (unlike his
previous behaviour), and that he was very rarely even seen.

Towns¬

hend 's senior brigade commanders altogether disagree with his

aspersions on the morale of his troops.

14

Through the latter part of December Townshend continued to shift
back and forth between urgent requests for immediate relief and calmer
assessments of the situation which urged that the relief force not
advance until it was ready, as Turkish pressure on him alternately
waxed and waned.

Only a very small portion of this correspondence

has been quoted, since it all falls into one of these two categories.
After the Turkish attack on the fort on 24th/25th December he returned
to his crisis theme, reporting that his ammunition would not hold out
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for many more actions like that and urgently requesting relief by
mid-January.

On this date British casualties in Kut since the

commencement of the siege amounted to 1,625, so there was some
justification for concern, but in the next few days it became
clearly evident that the Turks had abandoned their attempt to take
Kut by storm and were moving downstream to fight off the relief
force.

Nevertheless on the 29th Townshend telegraphed again that

Kut was under great strain, and hoped that if the relief force set
out on 3 January it could reach him by the 10th.^
On the 29th orders were issued by Army Headquarters for the
relief force to advance with what troops had arrived up river.

By

the time Townshend had reversed his ground on 1 January, when he
reported that he would only call for help in the case of dire necessity
as he realized the importance of the relief force advancing united,
it was too late to change plans.

16

The relief attempt was launched

on schedule on the 3rd, to be shattered by the resistance of a
Turkish force of equal size while British reinforcements as numerous
as the entire relief force waited at Basrah for transport to become
available to take them up to the front.
It was Townshend1s responsibility as commander of the besieged
force to give a clear picture of the situation of his force, un¬
coloured by emotion or exaggeration, on the basis of which the relief
force could weigh the relative advantages of accelerating or post¬
poning the relief attempt.

There was an argument which made it

desirable that the relief force advance sooner rather than later,
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even at the cost of advancing without all of its reinforcements.
That was the possibility, expressed in intelligence reports, that
Turkish reinforcements reaching Mesopotamia in the middle of
January might outnumber the further British reinforcements which
could be expected to strengthen the relief force by that time.

In

the case of those intelligence reports being accurate (they were not),
it mightt have been better for the relief force to commence its
attempt in early January anyway.

Townshend's blameworthiness lies

in the fact that he clouded the issue with an unwarranted concern
for the ability of Kut to hold out, and so provided another and
decisive reason for the disastrously premature relief attempt.

When Nixon had arrived at Basrah after his difficult journey
down from Kut in early December, he had immediately available only
the 12th Division, of which he considered it imperative to leave
one brigade in Nasiriya.

Already promised to him were the 3rd

(Lahore) and 7th (Meerut) Divisions, to arrive about the end of the
month.

As a stop-gap until they became available, the 34th and 35th

Brigades were being sent him from India, but he would have to return
them when theother troops had arrived.

He hoped to secure cooperation

from the Russians in Persia at first, but by the 11th Petrograd1s
reply that they did not have sufficient troops to comply had been
received in Mesopotamia.

The only force he had available for

dispatch up the river at once was the newly arrived 28th Brigade
under General Younghusband, and this he sent on the 5th December to
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establish itself at Ali el Gharbi fifty-six miles below Kut.

It

was joined by the 6th Cavalry Brigade escaped from Kut on the 7th,
and in accordance with Nixon's promise to Townshend on the 6th a
detachment was sent forward to Shaikh Sa'ad.

When it had become

evident by the 11th, however, that Kut was definitely besieged
and that it would require a full-scale relief attempt to get through
to it, this detachment was withdrawn back to Ali el Gharbi for fear
that it too might be invested.

Ali el Gharbi was designated as the

point at which the relief force should concentrate.^
With the realization that a relief operation would be necessary
came the necessity of setting up a new command organization to control
operations on the Tigris, since the original commander and his staff
were locked up in Kut.

On the 8th of December, therefore, the forces

to participate in the relief, for the most part not yet in the country,
were organized into the Tigris Corps.

This corps, better known as the

Relieving Force (R.F.), was to be commanded by Lieutenant-General Sir
Fenton J. Aylmer,
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who had just arrived from India.

He attended

conferences held by Nixon at Basrah on the 7th and 8th, and was
informed that his main object would be to defeat the Turks on the
Tigris and relieve Kut.

For this purpose he would have, so far as

was known, the 3rd Division (7th, 8th and 9th Brigades), the 7th
Division (28th, 35th and one other brigade),
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Divisional troops,

Corps Artillery (l/lst and l/2nd Sussex Howitzer Batteries), and
the 6th Cavalry Brigade.

On the 12th Aylmer arrived upstream at

'Amarah to take up his command.
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On the 12th of December British forces in Mesopotamia were
distributed in the following way.

In Kut were four infantry

brigades comprising the 6th Division and the 30th Brigade.

At

Ali el Gharbi was one brigade of infantry and one of cavalry.

At

'Amarah was another infantry brigade, and at Nasiriya another.
There were smaller detachments at Ahwaz, at Basrah and at Bushire
in Persia.
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Almost daily from the 6th of December elements of the reinfor¬
cing troops arrived in Basrah, and Nixon was at last forced to face
up to the problems of transport and communications which he had
almost ignored up to now.

These troops had to be gotten up to

the front for them to be of any use, and this was to prove most
difficult.

Supplying them once there was to be scarcely less

difficult.
To begin with, absolutely nothing had been done to improve
the port facilities at Basrah in the year the British had been
in occupation of it.

Merely getting ships up the Shatt to there

was a serious problem: while the Shatt itself was twenty-six feet
deep in midstream as far up as Basrah and could take the great maj¬
ority of ocean-going ships, a bar at the mouth opposite Fao kept
out all ships drawing more than nineteen feet.

Even those a foot

or two under the maximum could enter only at high water, and usually
had to scrape through a couple of feet of mud.

On occasion ships

of seven thousand tons and more were used in supplying the force,
but only by virtue of the fact that they went half-loaded.

Once

-453at Basrah, the ships1 problems really began.
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Nixon had been averse to any heavy expenditure on the port,
and as a result not a single wharf had been built since Basrah’s
capture in November 1914.
lighters in midstream.

Ships were still being unloaded into

The management of the port was in the

hands of the Royal Indian Marines, whose members had had no training
in such work; though men trained in port management were available
in the great river ports of India and Burma, none were requested
until January, 1916.
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Now, when the reinforcements Nixon had asked

for with no heed to his capability to supply then were pouring into
the country, someeffort was made at last to build wharves at least,
•

but it was far too little and too late.

Five wharves were built in

December four miles upstream of Basrah at Magil where the main
channel swept right in by the bank, and thenumber of steamers which
it was possible to unload in twenty-four hours was trebled.

This

was still not at all sufficient to cater to the needs of four divi¬
sions, however, and ships piled up in the river in longer and longer
lines.

Nevertheless, Nixon refused to divert further resources to

the improvement of the port.
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Supplies and troops which were gotten ashore from the ships
were faced with an even worse bottleneck before they could arrive
at the front.

Much has already been said about the inept and tardy

arrangements which were made to secure more shipping for the expe¬
dition.

None of the orders for construction placed in England in

the fall were even promised to be ready until the spring of 1916,
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and in fact labor shortages in England further delayed their comple¬
tion so that the first few vessels only reached Mesopotamia in late
May 1916.

They were in any case almost useless because of the India

Office1s design changes, but the point is that not one arrived in
time to take any part in the operations for the relief of Kut.

During

December the number of river steamers which were promised Nixon as
stop-gaps amounted to forty river steamers from India (twenty-four
stern-wheelers), ten from Egypt, and six Thames steamboats, forty
flat-bottomed boats, six motor lighters and twenty small barges
from England.

However, the usual delays due to weather and admin¬

istrative incompetence resulted in one of the Thames steamboats
reaching Mesopotamia until late May, and in seventeen of the
twenty-four stern-wheelers and three of the other steamers from
India being lost en route. Many of the tugs and barges coming from
England also foundered.

Those few craft which did reach Mesopota¬

mia in the first four months of 1916 scarcely sufficed to fill the
needs of one of the four new divisions which arrived in the country
during that period.^
The river craft which were available to IEF "D" at the beginning
of December -- and the figure had not appreciably changed by the
commencement of the first relief attempt in early January -- amounted
to 13 paddle steamers, 3 stern-wheelers, 9 tugs, 3 screw ships, and
47 barges.

This flotilla was able to deliver only 175 tons of supplies

at the front daily.

This total includes both reinforcements of all

types and supplies for the maintenance of the force upstream, which
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as it grew larger monopolized more and more of the available
tonnage merely for its daily support.

All the rivercraft were

moreover in very bad condition owing to constant work and inadequate
repair facilities, and broke down with monotonous frequency.

It

became necessary to lay down the rule that artillery batteries
should have priority in shipping as far as the movement upstream
of the relief force was concerned, since infantry, cavalry and pack
transport were less likely to be delayed, when marching, by rain
and floods.

For this purpose a marching road of sorts had been

constructed up the right bank of the Tigris as far as 'Amarah by
mid-December, which would relieve some of the strain on the trans¬
port until the serious floods began in late January.

It required

twenty-four days to cover by the optimistic official estimate,

Lieutenant-General Sir George MacMunn, who assumed the
responsibility for supply in Mesopotamia in April, detailed the effect
of the arrival of massive reinforcements in December on the tautly
stretched supply lines of the expedition:
Now was to fall on the heads of General Nixon and General
Aylmer the Nemesis of an attempt to pour more troops into a
port and onto a line of communications than these organizations
could possibly carry. It was almost impossible to disembark
the reinforcing troops, now amounting to close on four divisions.
It was quite impossible to get them up country or to supply them
when there. But Kut was crying out that it was starving, and
General Aylmer could not resist the call. The result was that
three divisions were scattered for two hundred and fifty miles
up the banks of the Tigris, marching by detachments along the
banks, drinking its foul water, struggling through mud and swamp
or clinging to the decks of crowded steamers and barges. There
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was no hospital steamers, there was little hospital accomo¬
dation, there was but scanty medical personnel. But troops
and guns had to be got to the front, and yet to some extent
they did, dropping on the way all formations and components
save bayonets and a portion of the guns. Ambulances and
adequate artillery ammunition, or anything but the barest
subsistence scale of rations were out of the question.^

By the 14th of December Nixon had been so impressed by the
strength of the Turkish forces which were arriving in Mesopotamia
that he decided to ask for further reinforcements.

(It will be

recalled that he had not agreed with India as to the necessity of
further reinforcing the theatre at the beginning of the month for
fear of making his Baghdad project less popular.)

On that date

he telegraphed the India Office;
...In view of the fact that there are now four divisions
—35th, 38th, 45th, 51st—in front of Townshend; that the 5th
Composite Division [52nd] is now arriving Baghdad; that 36th
Division is reported following it and due Baghdad second week
in January; that 17th Division may be following, and that 26th
Division is reported concentrating on Euphrates line; making
total of eight divisions as possible concentration against me
within next two or three months, I must ask for another two
divisions to be sent to me as soon as possible, otherwise I
may have to fight again without any reserve.

On the 15th this request was referred to the General Staff as had been
India*s earlier similar one, and Nixon was informed that he must not
count on getting them and that in any case British shipping was
stretched so thin that there was no possibility of their arriving
soon.
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the situation in Persia and Afghanistan, and wrote Chamberlain on
the 17th that he no longer agreed as to the need of two more divisions
in Mesopotamia to reinforce the five that it had been decided were
essential earlier.

To provide the fifth division it would be neces¬

sary to leave the Emergency Force of two brigades sent from India
at the beginning of the month in Mesopotamia permanently, instead
of withdrawing them after the arrival of the two Indian divisions
from France as originally planned, and in addition a third brigade
would have to be sent.

This was arranged on the 18th, with

Chamberlain promising Hardinge twelve Territorial battalions from
England to take the place of the division thus sent to Mesopo¬
tamia from India, and the 36th Infantry Brigade was readied for
dispatch from India to join the 34th and 35th Brigades of the
Emergency Force.
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As for Nixon* s request for two additional divisions, it was
finally settled in the negative on the 28th.

The principal factors

affecting this decision, apart from the general scarcity of troops,
were the accession of Field-Marshal Robertson to the office of
Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Hardinge*s stated belief that
they were not necessary, and two appreciations written by General
Barrow at the India Office on the 20th and 27th.

Barrow was not in

favour of sending more troops to Mesopotamia because he felt that,
while the relief of Kut should not present any great difficulties,
in the apparent .likely event that the British would ultimately be
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faced by 60,000 Turks in the country then the only reasonable course
would be to fall back to the Qurnah-Shu*aiba line.

Here the British

would be quite secure with five divisions even in the face of the
expected Turkish strength of eight divisions, and they would be
safeguarding their original conquests.

Owing to Barrow1s memorandum

and to Robertson’s vehement opposition to any more colonial ad¬
ventures, the capture of Baghdad was finally dropped.

On the 30th

Nixon was informed that he would get no more reinforcements and that,
after Townshend had been relieved,

!,

the mission of the force...in

Mesopotamia [was] to be of a defensive nature.11
to fall back on Qurnah and Shu’aiba.

If necessary he was
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First, however, Kut had to be relieved.

Having arrived up

river and taken up command of the Relieving Force at ’Amarah,
Aylmer telegraphed his appreciation of the situation to Nixon on
15 December.

He estimated that the present Turkish force around

and below Kut numbered about 15,000 fighting men in four divisions,
with 54 guns; the 52nd Division would boost that total by 7,000
men by the end of December, and by the end of January the other
three Turkish divisions (erroneously) expected to arrive in the
theatre would raise Nur-ud-Din’s force to 27,000 men with 84 guns.
When it had been fully concentrated the Tigris Corps would muster
43,000 men with 128 guns (if transport could be found to supply so
many men up the river), which would be much more than adequate to
assure the relief of Kut.

However, Aylmer considered, the British
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could not afford to wait until the whole R.F. had concentrated
at Ali el Gharbi before advancing, which would mean a delay until
the end of January.

This would allow no time

at all for the

British to overcome Turkish opposition,and so was unacceptable.
(Like everyone downstream, Aylmer assumed that when Townshend's
60 dayd rations ran out, he would be starved into submission.)
Aylmer was moreover impressed by Townshend's account of the gravity
of his position and accepted his statements as to the imminent
exhaustion of Kut's ammunition and the grieviously low morale of the
troops.

He concluded that it would be hazardous to rely on Townshend

holding out past the 15th of January, and determined to relieve Kut
by the 10th if at all possible.
By the 3rd of January, Aylmer calculated, he would have at
least one division and the cavalry brigade at Ali el Gharbi, and
possibly another infantry brigade, and he proposed to advance with
the force he had on hand on that date, regardless of transport
difficulties.

He estimated that, taking into consideration the

effect of Townshend's sitting astride the Turkish lines of communi¬
cation with their defenses below Kut, this force would suffice for
the relief.

Although in every other way it would be desirable to

wait three more weeks and advance with a force of better than two
divisions instead, with Kut in such peril the gamble was not worth
it.
On the 18th Nixon answered that he agreed with Aylmer's plan, and
added that he considered it would be possible to concentrate five
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infantry brigades at Mi el Gharbi by the 3rd, with four gunboats
and 46 guns.

This would give a British force of 23,000 and 84

guns if Townshend1s division were included, to oppose a Turkish
army that would probably number 20,000 men and 60 guns.

Nixon was

confident that this force should succeed in relieving Kut.
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The

die was cast, and the relief force would advance long before it was
ready.

By his appeals and his deceptions intended to hurry the

day his division would be freed, Townshend had instead dug its
grave.
Nixon was not pushing all his available reinforcements up to
Ali el Gharbi as might have been expected at this period; he had
succumbed again to his old fixation on the Euphrates and was re¬
inforcing Nasiriya, of all places!

*Ajaimi Pasha had appeared with

his tribesmen on the Euphrates some fifty miles from Nasiriya,
accompanied by Turkish cavalry and a few guns, and had begun to stir
up the tribes in the region.

On the strength of this miniscule

threat, with not a shred of intelligence that a major Turkish con¬
centration was intended on the Euphrates and with a certain know¬
ledge of the presence of most of the Turkish Vlth Army on the Tigris,
Nixon decided to reinforce the detachment of one weak infantry brigade
at Nasiriya to almost a division.

In explaining his action to the

incredulous Secretary of State for India, he adduced the additional
unlikely argument that by reinforcing Nasiriya he would make the
Turks worry about a possible advance to relieve Kut via the Shattal-Hai and so deceive them at to the direction of his real concen-
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tration of the relief force.

Neither Chamberlain nor Hardinge

accepted his reasoning, but it was not until 28 December that he
reversed himself and decided to hold Nasiriya with a single brigade
after all.

He then appointed General Gorringe, former commander of

the 12th Division, to command a third Composite Division” for the
Tigris Corps, to be made up of the newly arrived and undivisioned
34th, 35th and 36th Brigades.
These brigades were then scattered along the track leading to
Nasiriya, and since there was no transport to bring them up to the
Tigris front anyway they were left where they were until 5 January.
On the 5th Nixon decided that, since they could not be used on the
Tigris until more transport became available in any case, they might
at least serve as a diversion, and so he ordered Gorringe to take
two brigades and advance one day*s march up the Hai from Nasiriya
and to spread reports that larger forces were following by the same
route.

On 7 January Gorringe arrived at Butaniya, twelve miles north

of Nasiriya, with the 12th and 34th Brigades, and took,up a position
there.

This was the total contribution of the two of the three

brigades sent from India in December to the first relief attempt.
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Meanwhile at 'Amarh Aylmer was making his plans for the advance
to relieve Kut.

He telegraphed Townshend on 20 December that he

thought it improbable that the Turks would attempt to bar the advance
of the R.F. at Es Sinn, but that if they did so they would have to
hold both banks of the river.

In that case, the force besieging

Townshend would have to be so weakened that he might be able to cross
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much of his division to the right bank opposite Kut and cooperate with
Aylmer in crushing the portion of the Turkish army on the right bank.
Townshend had already informed Aylmer that he had no material left
to make another bridge, but that he had some fifty mahelas in which
he could ferry troops to the right bank if Aylmer was already in
occupation of it.

He answered Aylmer on the 22nd that he would find

it most difficult to do it under Turkish gunfire, however, and that
even working night and day the crossing would require six days.

He

recommended that Aylmer advance solely on the left bank, where the
majority of Nur-ud-Din’s troops were at present, so as to encompass
the destruction of most of the Turkish army.

No more than Aylmer

did he envisage the possibility that the R.F. might not get through.
On the 24th came Nur-ud-Din*s insubordinate and unsuccessful
attack on the fort, and immediately afterwards the Turkish commander
began to comply with his insturctions and convert the siege of Kut
into a blockade.

Even had Townshend been right in fearing for the

safety of Kut before, there was certainly no reason to after this
date.

Therefore, there was no reason that the relief force should

not delay its advance until the end of January as to advance with
its full force united.

The advance was not in fact delayed even

a single day, because Townshend was slow in interpreting the meaning
of the Turkish movements which were made in accordance with Nur-udDin*s new strategy.

At the last moment Aylmer realized what had

happened, but he was too late to stop the advance.
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At first, when the Turks drew off most of their forces from Kut,
Townshend thought that they were retreating to avoid being caught
by Aylmer's force.

On the 27th he reported that at least two of the

Turkish divisions investing Kut had moved eight miles upstream to
Shumran bend, the main Turkish camp, where a boat-bridge had recently
been constructed, and that they appeared to be entrenching there.
On this date, the Turks had no troops downstream of Kut except a
screen of mounted troops at Shaikh Sa'ad.

On the 28th, however, a

Turkish division moved back down across the northern face of Kut and
bivouaced three miles to the east.

Nevertheless, on the next day

Townshend sent another of his messages emphasizing the precarious
situation of Kut and urging that Aylmer start on the 3rd from Ali
el Gharbi so as to arrive at Kut 56 miles distant by the 10th.
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Aylmer replied that, although the delayed arrival of a column
coming from 'Amarh with land transport would prevent him from
advancing with his whole force on that date, he would push Younghusband with the 7th Division ahead to Shaikh Sa'ad on the 3rd, and
that if the situation became critical in Kut Younghusband would push
streight on to Kut without waiting for the rest of the force.

Other¬

wise Aylmer would join him at Shaikh Sa'ad with the remainder of the
R.F. on the 8th.

On the next day, the 30th, he added that he could

even start a column from Ali el Gharbi on 1 January if the urgency
of the situation at Kut warranted it, but that he would much prefer
to postpone the initiation of the advance as long as possible and
then make a methodical approach to Kut.

"...Hurry," he said, "means
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inevitable want of organization, and consequently decreased efficiency."
A1though Townshend had now had six days to appreciate the fact that
the Turks were exerting no pressure on him and had drawn off most
of their forces from Kut, and although the Turkish strategy should
have been quite clear from the movement of the division east towards
Es Sinn on the 27th and the appearance of Turkish camps on both banks
below Kut, the British general had still not seen the light.

Aylmer's

telegram of the 30th was crossed by two from him, in which he stressed
his difficulties and pleaded for early relief.

These telegrams

served only to confirm the general impression that Kut was in des¬
perate straits, and heightened Aylmer's understandable but totally
unfounded fear that Kut might fall before he could effect its
relief.
On the 31st Aylmer and his staff left 'Amarah, arriving at
Ali el Gharbi on the next day.

He had already received his in¬

structions from Nixon, ordering that the advance commence on the
3rd.

On the 1st an aircraft reconnaissance revealed that the Turkish

force at Shaikh Sa'ad amounted only to 2,000 Turkish cavalry, 600
infantry, and about 1,000 Arabs.

Townshend now finally realized at

least part of what the Turks were up to, and telegraphed Aylmer
agreeing that there was not such urgency that Younghusband should
not wait for the main body at Shaikh Sa;ad before continuing the
advance on Kut.

He said:
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...I will only appeal for immediate help from the advanced
guard...in the direst necessity, which I do not think will arise
now, because my adversary is clearly worried and anxious as to
your advance now, and is turning his siege into a blockade in¬
vestment. . .confining his chief activity to shelling us at night
with his big guns.
He still did not believe that the Turks would resist below Kut.

He

reported sighting a Turkish aircraft that morning, the first the
British had seen in Mesopotamia.
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On the night of 1 January Aylmer decided in the light of this
to postpone the advance of Younghusband1s detachment on Shaikh
Sa'ad one day, till the 4th.

During the next two days information

on Turkish movements was vague, except that the captured Firefly
arrived above Kut as a Turkish gunboat.

But on the night of 3

January Townshend reported that a body of troops estimated at two
divisions had moved downstream past him, and on the next morning he
reported further that two bodies of Turkish infantry amounting to
three battalions could be seen digging trenches a few miles east of
Kut on the right bank.

Later in the day he reported another 2,000-

3,000 infantry moving east.

On the 5th a further column of 8,000

men was seen to move past Kut going east on the left bank, and it
was observed that the Turkish camp which had stood on the right bank
at Shumran above Kut was gone, and that the one on the left bank
was greatly reduced in size.

It was at last obvious to everyone

in Kut and with the Relieving Force that the Turks intended to stand
below Kut — at Es Sinn, in Aylmer's opinion.
Younghusband had advanced from Ali el Gharbi on schedule on
the 4th, and on the 5th had made camp not far from the line believed
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to be held by the Turkish cavalry screen east of Shaikh Sa'ad.
Aylmer wired him on the night of the 5th not to commit himself
before the rest of the R.F. arrived there in view of these recent
developments, but there was no question but that the relief effort
would go ahead as soon as Aylmer joined him.

Townshend had done

his work too well, and not even the knowledge that if most of the
Turkish forces were downstream facing the R.F. then they could not
be threatening Kut shook the belief of Aylmer and Nixon that they
had to move at once to save the 6th Division.
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Nur-ud-Din had felt safe in drawing off from Kut after the
battle on Christmas Eve because by that time he had constructed
such a ring of entrenchments around the northern end of the peninsula
that it would be as difficult for Townshend to break out as it had
proved for him to break in.

Digging had always been one of the

Turkish Army's strong points, but at Kut they had outdone themselves;
the excavation work carried out by the besiegers, making every
allowance for their numbers and for Arab labor, was stupendous.
Ultimately Kut was ringed by more than twenty miles of traversed
trench; on the northern front the forward of the two lines enclosing
the peninsula was studded with nine powerful redoubts.

Thanks to

this work, it proved possible for the remaining four months of
the siege to blockade Kut with a force smaller even than that shut
up inside, and to devote by far the larger part of the Turkish army
to the task of resisting the relief force.
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There were available to Nur-ud-Din a large number of defensible
positions from which he could successively resist the advance of
the R.F. from Ali el Gharbi.

Wide British flanking movements were

out of the question by reason of the impossibility of supplying a
force which moved far from the river, and Aylmer would have to clear
methodically each successive obstacle that the Turks were able to
interpose between him and Kut.

The potential obstacles were daunting.

There were strong Turkish forward defenses on both banks at Shaikh
Sa'ad and at Wadi (Orah), but it could be anticipated that these
would be abandoned before the advance in favor of even stronger
positions further upstream.

On the left bank, von der Goltz

planned to hold where the huge and impassable Suwaikiyeh Marsh came
within a mile or two of the Tigris for a distance of more than five
miles.

Suwaikiyeh Marsh was too big by far for the R.F. to go

around it, and the military defile which existed between its southern
edge and the Tigris would be defended by the Turks at either end
and in the middle, at the fortified lines (from east to west) of
Umm-el-Hannah, Felahieh and Sann-i-Yat.

On the right bank there

was a potential position at Beit Aieesa opposite Sanna-i-Yat, which
was ultimately extended in a great curving line all the way southwest
to the Hai so that both of its flanks were invulnerable.
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Had Nur-ud-Din obeyed von der Goltz1s order to convert the
siege of Kut into a blockade on 12 December and begun to construct
his defenses downstream of Kut at once, by the time the relief force
began its advance in early January all the defensive lines enumerated
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above would have been ready to be occupied by the Turks.

However,

the Turkish general, his earlier timidity drowned in the strong wine
of victory, had spent December instead in an over-confident attempt
to take Kut by assault.

Therefore, in early January still the only

prepared line of defense below Kut was that of Es Sinn which had
been built in the previous summer before the first battle of Kut.
All the other forward line around Suwaikiyeh Marsh on which von der
Goltz had counted to delay the advance of the relief force were
only lines on a map.

Von der Goltz was absent in Persia throughout

this time, but Nur-ud-Din knew he would soon be back in Mesopotamia.
Seeing to make up for his disobedience, and for the omission which
had made it probable that the majority of the .potential defensive
positions below Kut, unprepared as they were, would have to be
abandoned to the British without a fight, Nur-ud-Din reached a
crucial decision.

He decided to make his first resistance to

the British relief force far downstream in the forward position at
Shaikh Sa’ad, to allow time for the defenses around Suwaikiyeh Marsh
to be put in hand.

The 45th and 51st Divisions of the SVIIIth

Corps were to hold and improve the entrenchments around Kut, and
he would proceed down river to Shaikh Sa'ad to hold up the R.F.
with the 35th, 38th, and 52nd Divisions.
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Nur-ud-Din did not immediately move down to Shaikh Sa'ad after
pulling the three divisions mentioned back from Kut on the 25th and
26th, however.

The Turkish supply situation even at Shumran bend

was far from satisfactory, and it was far worse below Kut.

It
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would not be possible to support a force of three divisions downstream
as far as Shaikh Sa^ad for more than a couple of days even if supplies
were stockpiled there before hand, so Nur-ud-Din resolved to wait
until the advance of the British force was imminent before advancing
to Shaikh Sa'ad with the majority of his force to oppose it.

For

the time being he left at Shaikh Sa'ad only the screen of some three
thousand men, mostly cavalry, who had been there since early December.
The rest of the troop with which he would oppose the R.F. he kept
at Shumran.
The Turkish supply situation was so bad for two main reasons.
First, there were only five Turkish steamers on the river — the
only reinforcements which had been obtained since the beginning of
the war had shut the mouth of the river were a tug and three launches
captured from the British in the retreat from Ctesiphon.

The voyage

of two hundred miles from Baghdad to Shumran required probably one
and a half days; allowing for possible delays, the return upstream
would take three days.

Taking the time needed to load and unload

the ships into consideration, it is unlikely that each ship could
make more than one round trip per week, which meant that there
was scarcely

enough supplies arriving at Shumran even to feed the

30,000 men around Kut by the end of December.
From Shumran to Shaikh Sa'ad it was another sixty miles and
more over tracks which had become almost impassable in the constant
December rains.

The river, of course, was closed at Kut.

Rations

were brought down to the forward positions by pony-cart and camel
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convoys.

It was a remarkable achievement that the Turks were

able not only to supply their screen at Shaikh Sa!ad, but to build up
a dump there which would allow their full army to fight so far down
river on starvation rations for at least a few days.

In this they

were aided by the hardiness of their troops, who were satisfied with
biscuits, a handful of dates, and a bit of locally-commandeered meat,
and by the great delay in the advance of the R.F., but it was
nevertheless a considerable feat for the usually slipshod Turkish
transport organization.
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Nur-ud-Din began to move his three divisions down from Shumran
on the 3rd, when his spies told him that the advance of the British
relief force was imminent.

By the 5th all three had passed Kut

on their way down, and it was these troop movements which Townshend
reported at this time.

Nur-ud-Din was taking a great risk in fighting

so far down river, in a position where there was no marsh to cover
his inland flank from a British turning maneuver and where he would
be unable to conduct a lengthy defense in any case for lack of
supplies.

He felt it was necessary, though to give his force enough

time to prepare the stronger lines of defense to the rear which he
had neglected to build in December.
Nur-ud-Din arrived downstream at Shaikh Sa*ad and prepared for
battle in early January, but his time had run out.

The day before

the majority of his forces reached that place, Field-Marshal von
der Goltz arrived back in Mesopotamia, on the 6th.

Being informed

of Nur-ud-Din* s behaviour in December, and of the perilous.- expedient
of fighting far downstream by which he was attempting to retrieve
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his mistake, von der Goltz fired the insurbordinate commander and
replaced him with the XVIIIth Corps commander.
Khalil Bey (soon to be Khalil Pasha), the new Turkish commander,
had only joined the army in 1913, at the age of 33.

He owed his

extraordinarily rapid advancement partly to the fact that he was
politically reliable, and partly to the intervention of his nephew
Enver Pasha.

Though he lacked experience, he was brave, daring, and

solid in adversity; his intelligence made up in large part for his
lack of formal military education.

He commanded the loyalty and

devotion of his troops.
For the remainder of the campaign for the relief of Kut Khalil
was von der Goltz*s commander on the spot.

He was a fine man to

look at, tall and with a military bearing.

He had "lion-taming eyes,

a square chin and a mouth like a trap.*1

He had been raised and edu¬

cated by French nannies and in French schools, and like most upperclass Ottomans of the time he was a shifting blend of Oriental and
Frenchman.

His French mannerisms and attitudes complicated consid¬

erably his relations with the Germans who now arrived in the theatre
in small numbers, mainly to provide technical services.

His first

act on taking command of the Turkish forces below Kut on 6 January
was to order a withdrawal from the exposed position at Shaikh Sa'ad
to which Nur-ud-Din had advanced, to a line of defense further back,
along the ’Wadi* at Orah some twenty-eight miles east of Kut.

However,

before the withdrawal could be organized the leading elements of
Younghusband1s detachment had made contact, and so the first battle
for Kut was fought in the position chosen by Nur-ud-Din.
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The British forces concentrated for the relief attempt at Kut
by the time Younghusband began his advance numbered 16 infantry
battalions, the 6th Cavalry Brigade, and 42 guns; an additional
four infantry battalions were expected to arrive in the next few
days.

These forces were organized into the 7th Division, impro¬

vised from the 28th, 19th, and 35th Brigades, the 6th Cavalry Brigade,
and a collection of various units under Corps Command.

Much of the

R.F. was however gravely deficient in staff officers and general
organization, and all of it lacked land transport.
The 7th Division, commanded by General Younghusband, was not at
all the original division which was to come from France.

Neither

of the two brigades coming from there had arrived, and only the 28th
Brigade come from Egypt belonged to the division by right.

This

brigade, now commanded by General Kemball, the force's former Staff
Officer, was a fine fighting organization which had arrived with its
full staff.

The 35th Brigade was one of those sent from India, and

while it contained fine material it had only recently been made up
and had little experience as a brigade.

The other brigade of the

division, the 19th, was an improvised organization thrown together
from odd battalions which had arrived at Ali el Gharbi in time, and
had a temporary brigadier and staff.
training or experience as a division.

The division had thus had no
Moreover, the divisional staff

of the 7th Division had not yet reached the front, and a staff for
Younghusband had had to be extemporised from any officers available
in Mesopotamia.
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It was this division, in company with the Cavalry Brigade,
that would carry out the initial advance from Ali el Gharbi on
the 4th.

The remaining units, including those which arrived in

the meantime, which were to advance to Younghusband1s support two
days later, would be haphazardly brigaded into the 9th and 21st
Brigades in the last day before Aylmer advanced.

These brigades

were hardly more than paper organizations, however, and remained
directly under Corps command throughout the battle.
Aylmer, the Corps Commander, had no proper staff either.
Nixon had been offered the staff of the Indian Corps in France
when the two Indian divisions from there had been promised him,
and this well-winnowed body of trained men would have been in¬
valuable on the Tigris.

For reasons best known to himself,

however, Nixon had refused the offer, and as a result a last-minute
staff had to be improvised for Aylmer out of officers serving in
Mesopotamia.

Several of the men appointed had received little or

no training in staff work, and other appointments could not be
filled at all in January.
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The total force with which the Tigris Corps finally advanced
was 15,000 rifles, 1,500 ca/4Lry and 46 guns, of which about 10,000
rifles were with Younghusband's division when the battle began.
At that time, thanks to Nur-ud-Din's rashness, there were about
4,000 men in the Turkish lines at Shaikh Sa'ad exposed to envelopment
and capture.

Two additional Turkish divisions returned to the front

after the battle began, so that with the arrival of Aylmer's two
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brigades at the same time the opposing forces were roughly equal.
Nevertheless, the Turks were almost without food, and were in
great danger of being outflanked and being cut off, so that it
would seem strange that Shaikh Sa*ad was not a resounding British
victory.

It was not because the relief force was operating under

almost insuperable handicaps.
The camp at Ali el Gharbi was a huge muddle, with newlyarrived regiments being brigaded anyhow as they came upstream.
Here were almost no trained staffs above the battalion level, and
Aylmer hardly knew his divisional and brigade commanders, nor they
their regimental commanders.

There was a great deal of sickness

among the troops owing to the cold weather and the inadequate
supply and medical arrangements.

Land transport was almost entirely

lacking, though there was plenty at Basrah, since there were not
sufficient ships to provide upstream the required forage even if
the animals and carts themselves were marched up the bank.

All

second-line transport, including even reserve ammunition which
would normally be transported in the divisional supply columns,
had to be provided by ships told off to accompany the advance of
the force.

This meant that the R.F. would be even more closely tied

to the river than usual.

There was a serious scarcity of artillery

ammunition in Mesopotamia, and many of the guns and howitzers sent
from India were out of date.

Only two aircraft accompanied the R.F.,

which meant that none could be spared for artillery observation work,
and the force had no anti-aircraft guns.

The Bridging Train which
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accompanied the force had sufficient material to make two bridges
350 yards long, but its danacks were old and rotten and often sank
when towed or in rough weather.
The R.F. was even shorter of medical personnel than had been
the 6th Division at Ctesiphon.

Due to the shortage of shipping in

the Mediterranean the 7th Division had been embarked at Marseilles
as ships became available and in whatever numbers the ships could
carry, without any consideration for the rule that units should
embark together with their first-line transport and their medical
personnel and ambulances.

A regiment would be put in one ship, its

mules in another, and its transport in perhaps a third.

The field

ambulance which belonged to it might not follow for another week.
This was justified by the shortage of shipping at the time, as it
was planned to disembark all the units in Egypt and straighten out
the confusion.

But Kut came under siege while the troops were at

sea, and it became necessary to push them straight on to Mesopotamia
without stopping.

Once in Mesopotamia it was the same story: they had

to be gotten to the front at once, and they could not wait for their
medical units.

The result was that the 7th Division and the brigades

from India, and later in the month the 3rd Division as well, were
thrown entirely onto themercy of the hopelessly inadequate medical
establishment already in the country, which had recently been res¬
ponsible for the horrors of Ctesiphon.

The first field ambulance

belonging to any of the newly-arrived divisions did not arrive at the
front until the very end of the first relief attempt on 20 January,
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and even then it arrived without its transport.
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The Relieving Force labored under yet another difficulty.

The

units which had just come from France had been trained in a style
of warfare in the fighting in Flanders which was far more deliberate
than was either necessary or desirable in Mesopotamia.

They had

learned also to place great reliance on artillery cooperation, and
again that was not suited to Mesopotamia, where the guns were few
and the targets usually invisible.

Finally, there was a feeling

among some of the officers and men that it was demeaning to be
transferred to a "side-show", and they felt contempt for the lower
class of fighting which they felt they would now be engaged in.

This

naturally aroused much antipathy among the men who had served in
the theatre for some time, and the two sides divided quite sharply
into mutually antagonistic "French and Mesopotamian schools."
Until further experience in Mesopotamia and a high loss rate blunted
this feeling among the new arrivals, the split was quite distinct,
and was extended even to the tactics employed.
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In the first week of January this crippled, disorganized,
divided force moved forward to save Kut.
both sides.

The omens were bad for

The Turks were holding too far downstream, and had

left their move there too late; they were, furthermore, in the
throes of a change of command.

The Relieving Force was setting out

in frantic haste to save a garrison which did not need saving, at
least not in the near future, and in order to begin at once it was
foregoing numerical superiority.
their pessimism.

Both commanders could be excused
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CHAPTER XIV
FIRST RELIEF ATTEMPT:
Shaikh Sa lad, Wadi, and Umm-el-Hannah, January 1916

The advanced guard of the R. F. had gained contact with Fazil
Pash's irregular cavalry above Ali el Gharbi on 25 December, but the
main forward forces of the British and Turkish armies were separated
by miles until the advance of Younghusband's division began on the 4th
of January. Younghusband received his orders from Aylmer on the 3rd
at Ali el Gharbi. He was to proceed as far as the neighborhood of
Shaikh Sa'ad with the 7th Division and the 6th Cavalry Brigade, accompanied by the gunboats Butterfly, Cranefly and Dragonfly. Since
Townshend's message of the 1st had assured Aylmer that this detachment
need not advance to Kut alone unless the situation there suddenly took
a turn for the worse he was to wait there for Aylmer and the rest of
the R.F. to join him. Aylmer hope to start himself from Ali el Gharbi
on the 6th with whatever forces had arrived at that place in the meantime, which he estimated would amount to two infantry brigades, one regiment of cavalry, a howitzer battery and four moutain guns.
It was only on the night of the 3rd that Townshend reported the
first major movement of Turkish forces past him headed downstream, so
when Younghusband issued his orders for the advance on the previous day
he believed that there were only 900 cavalry, 1,100 camelry, two light
guns and possible a battalion of infantry astride the river at Shaikh
Sa l ad. The majority of the mounted troops were reported to be on the
right bank. It was possible that some of the Turkish division which

-483Townshend had reported moving past Kut on the 28th had also proceeded
to the position below Shaikh Sa'ad, in which case it would be on the
left bank, since the Turks had no bridge on the river below Kut. Basing
his arrangements on these calculations, Younghusband ordered his force
to advance in two columns on either bank of the river, the stronger
one on the left bank.
The British column on the right bank, under the command of General
Kemball, would consist of the 28th Infantry Brigade, one field battery,

and some auxiliaries. On the left bank, under the command of BrigadierGeneral G.B.H. Rice, would advance the 35th Infantry Brigade, one field
battery, and a regiment of cavalry. Following at a distance of a half
a mile would be the General Reserve, consisting of the 19th Infantry
Brigade and the Heavy Artillery Brigade. The mass of the cavalry would
operate on the left of General Kemball's column on the right bank,
threatening the flank of the Turkish forces. The river transport would
keep abreast of the columns on land, and Younghusband would make his
headquarters aboard Julnar.

1

The advance began on the morning of the 4th as planned. The weather
had now begun to break down completely, and the torrential January rains
were about to begin. It was bitterly cold, and the British columns did
not make too much progress that day as the river transport was hampered
by a full gale blowing from the southeast. Considerable damage was
done to the bridging train. On the 5th Younghusband advanced again,
and when he halted for the night he was only 12-15 miles from Shaikh
Sa'ad itself. During the afternoon he explained to his brigadiers what

-484he intended to do the next day.
The Turkish entrenchments, it was believed were simply single
straight lines extending 2,000 yards inland from either bank. Younghusband intended to threaten the Turkish left on the left bank, while
Kemball's 28th Brigade made the real attack against the force on the
right bank. Kemball would turn the Turkish right and push it back
into the loop of the river at Shaikh Sa'ad village. Hopefully this
Turkish force could be captured in this way; in any case, British fire
across the river would then enfilade the Turkish trenches on the left
bank and make them untenable. The advance would commence at 8:30 a.m.
on the 6th, and Younghusband was transferring his headquarters to the
Gadfly, the fourth of the Britishgunboats, which had just arrived. 2
The most noteworthy feature of this pedestrian plan of battle is
that it entirely neglected to exploit the one great tactical advantage
the British had. In this battle and in the next one at Wadi, until it
was destroyed by a storm on the 16th, the British had a bridge by which
they could swiftly have achieved complete local superiority on either
bank and crushed that wing of the Turks in detail. Had the other wing
of the Turks not retreated, they could then have returned to the
opposite bank and dealt with it in the same way. It was such an advantage as one force rarely enjoys over another; the Turks, whose nearest
bridge was more than sixty miles up river at Shumran, would have had
no possible response except retreat. Instead the British unimaginatively
distributed themselves on both banks in roughly equal proportion to their
3
opponents and attacked frontally.

-485The reports received by Aylmer from Townshend of large forces
moving down past Kut during the 4th and 5th revealed that the Turks
were about to reinforce heavily some position downstream of Kut-whether it would be Shaikh Sa l ad or another further back could not be
determined. The British estimate of the toal of troops to have passed
Kut was in excess of 20,000 (which was much exaggerated), including
the 8,000 who moved down on the morning of the 5th. Aerial reconnaisance had not been possible on the 4th, but at noon on the 5th an aircraft reported that Turkish strength in the trenches two and a half
miles below Shaikh Sa'ad had soared to over 10,000 men, half of them
on either bank. (This figure was a gross overestimate.) It was clear
from this that the Turks did intend to stand at Shaikh Sa'ad.
Younghusband received all this information on the afternoon of the 5th,
and it was on this appreciation of the enemy's strength and intentions
4
that his battleplan was based.
Aylmer at last realized that he could afford to postpone the main
effort of the Relieving Force at least for a few days. He still believed that he had to break through to Kut to save the 6th Division from
starvation, but it was quite clear that with so many Turkish troops
downstream there could no longer be any danger of Kut falling to an
assault, no matter how demoralized and short of ammunition Towhnshend
said his troops were. He had everything to gain from a delay of a few
days. The 3rd Division was already on its way up the river and would
all be arrived in ten days; its presence would double the effective
fighting strength of the R.F. Also, on the 7th Gorringe was to commence

-486his diversionary advance up the Hai, and it would be well to give that
move a few days to take effect. Finally, it would be far better to
give the Turks time to dig in and make their stand at Shaikh Sa'ad,
where the British would have room to maneuver, than to force them back
into the defile between the Tigris and Suwaikieh Marsh where both their
flanks would be secure. If they were rash enough to make their stand
in the open, by all means encourage them. At 8 p.m. on the 5th Aylmer
therefore telegraphed Younghusband:
....Turks have considerably more than a mere advanced
guard at Shaikh Saad and neighborhood. Total force seen amounts
to 10,500 and this may be under the mark, as others may not
have been seen. A force of 8,000 went downstream on left bank
today from Kut, starting at daybreak. It is quite possible they
may not have stopped at Es Sinn position, but may be pushed
on to Shaikh Saad, reaching there tomorrow night ready to fall
on you after possibly an indecisive engagement.... this would
probably constitute a menace to your force on left bank. I
do not wish to run risk of even modified check at Shaikh Saad.
My orders, therefore, are that you should hold enemy to his
position...until my arrival with remainder of Corys, which will
arrive at your camp...tomorrow evening (6th)....
The expected howitzer battery had not arrived at Aliel Gharbi by the
6th, but Aylmer advanced that morning anyway with the 9th and 21st
Infantry Brigades, a cavalry regiment, and four mountain guns. He
arrived at Younghusband's camp that evening as he had promised.

6

Younghusband was not there. Though Aylm.er's instructions of the
5th were merely to hold the enemy in his position, and though Younghusband had earlier been ordered not to commit himself without explicit
instructions, the 7th Divisional commander had attacked with such vigor
on the morning of the 6th January that by evening only the Cavalry

-487Brigade and part of the 19th Brigade out of his whole force were still
in hand. Younghusband was so deeply committed that Aylmer would have
no choice for the morrow except to continue the battle and try to fight
his way through.
Younghusband had managed completely to misinterpret Aylmer's directive to hold the enemy in his position, which in Aylmer's mind involved
only the capture of some tactical points in the vicinity of Shaikh
Sa'ad and nothing more. Younghusband instead understood Aylmer to have
ordered him to engage the Turks in sufficient strength to make their
withdrawal impossible, and it must be admitted that the text of Aylmer's
message of the 5th could easily give rise to that interpretation. For
the failure of the battle which followed, Aylmer blames Younghusband's
disobedience: on being told that Younghusband had explained to the
Mesopotamia Commission that he had merely "felt the enemy hard on both
banks," Aylmer commented tersely: "He felt them too hard." In fact,
however, Aylmer's imprecise message is at least as much to blame as
Younghusband's aggressiveness for the premature commitment of the troops
of the R.F. to battle.

7

Younghusband on the night of the 5th had replied to Aylmer:
propose advancing at 8:30 a.m. tomorrow on both banks with the object
of clearing up the situation and pinning the enemy to his position to
this side of Shaikh Saad if he holds on. I will throw the bridge across
at the most forward safe position....." But he let stand his instructions for the attack as they had been issued that afternoon, ordering
a holding action on the left bank and a turning movement on the right,
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of the Turkish trenches. These orders had a much more offensive tone
to them, and were interpreted by the brigade commanders in that way.

8

The arena for the battle of Shaikh Sa'ad was a featureless flat
plain extending unbroken to the horizon in every direction except the
north, where the misty blue Pusht-i-Kuh Mountains of Persia forty miles
away seemed almost close enough to touch. The colorless monotony of
the country and the mirage made accurate reconnaissance most difficult,
and at any but the closest ranges the well-concealed trenches constructed by the Turks would be impossible to spot. All around the ground
was fanatically sterile--it seemed to exude malice. It was "naked
earth in its most repulsive form, cracked and caked and rutty, without
9
the rock, gravel or sand which lend color to the desert."
The Trukish force holding Shaikh Sa'ad had been greatly overestimated by the British reconnaissance. In fact the 38th and 62nd Divisions
sent down by Nur-ud-Din on the 4th and 5th from Shumran did not reach
the position at Shaikh Sa'ad until late in the day of the 6th (Nur-ud10
Din was still in command on the morning of the 6th.)

When the

British attack began that morning it was met only by the 2,600 rifles
of the 35th Division, 400 sabres of the Turkish cavalry brigade, and
the Camel Corps regiment of some 1,100 men. The Turkish trench on the
left bank was well-sited and concealed, but it was only a straight line
somewhat more than a mile long which could be turned easily by a large
force. It was held by two of the three regiments of the 35th Division.
On the right bank the Turks had constructed an almost identical trench
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theyalso had a trench facing south about a mile to their right rear to
thwart a turning maneuver, which was held successfully all day on the
6th by 240 dismounted men of the Camel Corps regiment.
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The advance of Younghusband's 7th Division began on both banks at
about 9 a.m. in a dense mist which hid the Turks and the British from
each other. On the right bank Kemballs' force (the 28th Brigade, reinforced that morning by the 92nd Punjabis of the 19th Brigade from the
General Reserve) moved forward in two columns, accompanied by the
Cavalry Brigade moving two miles further inland. Rice's column of the
35th Brigade on the left bank conformed to its movement, followed at a
distance of a mile by the General Reserve, consisting of the remaining
three battalions of the 19th Brigade under Colonel Dennys. The mist
lifted about 10 p.m., and an hour later Kemball, having driven off
some 1,000 Arabs to his front by fire, halted within two miles of the
Turkish trenches and made his dispositions for the turning attack.
Kemball ordered the 56th Rifles and a company of the 128th Pioneers
to advance along the river bank to engage the attention of the Turkish
left, pushing home their attack only after the turning attack of the
main body had taken effect. The main body of four battalions would
direct its advance on what aerial reconnaissance had reported to be the
Turkish right, with the 53rd Sikhs and the 2nd Leicestershire in the
first line, the 51st Sikhs in the second line, and the 92nd Punjabis
in reserve. The advance began at noon, and immediately came under
heavy rifle and machine gun fire. The leading battalions at once began
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Turkish right extended much further south than had been reported, so
that instead of the main British attack outflanking the Turkish trenches
it was itself outflanked by the Turks. As a result the attack was
drawn further and further south, and large gaps opened up between the
advanced battalions. By 2 p.m. Kemball had got to within 300 yards of
the Turkish trenches near the river bank, and by absorbing the 51st
Sikhs into the firing line on the left he had succeeded in getting his
left wing up to within 500 yards of the Turks in spite of heavy enfilade
fire from the extreme Turkish right. However, he had only the 92nd
Punjabis left in reserve, and the original plan to turn the Turkish
left had obviously failed.
The 6th Cavalry Brigade had advanced at the same time as Kemball
to ride around the Turkish right. Its progress had been much impeded
by irrigation ditches, however, and when it attempted about 1 p.m. to
round the Rukish right it was itself outflanked by the Turkish cavalry,
which worked around to its left and forced it to halt and bring its
guns into action. In attempting to move further north-west it ran onto
the trench held by the dismounted Turkish Camel Corps detachment and
was stopped entirely. Having been brought to a standstill, it was
threatened by large bodies of Arab irregulars on its left flank and
rear, and by 2 p.m. it was barely holding its own about a mile and a
half to the south of the left of the 28th Brigade.
On the left bank the mission of Rice's 35th Brigade was only to
occupy the Turks on that bank while the main blow was delivered by
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trenches, and the first intimation that the brigade was nearing the
Turkish position came when 'friendly' Arabs who had been guiding the
leading battalion suddenly vanished into ditches and the 37th Dogras
came under a severe rifle and gun fire from trenches only 300 yards to
their front.
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An officer of the Dogras reported:

It was the devil of a position. The Turkey-cock lay doggo
and held his fire. We didn't see a sign of him until he popped
off at us at three hundred yards. Their trenches had no parapets
and were almost flush with the ground. In places they had built
in ammunition boxes which they had loopholed and plastered over
with mud. They had dotted the ground in front with little
mounds which they used as range marks, and they had every small
depression which offered any shelter covered with their machine
guns.13
The Dogras recoiled, suffering heavy losses. Supported by their
superior artillery the British advanced once more, and by 3:30 p.m.
three battalions of the 35th Brigade had succeeded in digging in at
about 800 yards from the Turkish trenches. Following his instructions,
Rice did not press the attack beyond that point. He had left in reserve
only the 1/5th Buffs, and a quarter-mile to the rear was the General
Reserve composed of three battalions of the 19th Brigade.
The British attack was thus stalled by 3:30 p.m. all along the
line on both banks. At 3:45 Kemball on the right bank ordered his last
reserve, the 92nd Punjabis, to advance on his extreme left in a renewed
attempt to turn the Turkish right, but no sooner had its advance begun
than Younghusband countermanded the order. He had come to the conclusion that the Turks intended to make a determined resistance, and
did not believe that the 92nd Punjabis' attack could take effect before
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Turks on the left bank had not even committed their reserves yet, and
decided to discontinue his attack until the next day, when Aylmer would
arrive with two more brigades. At 3:50 he ordered the 28th and 35th
Brigades to maintain their pressure on the enemy during the night by
setting up battle outposts, while the artillery and cavalry were to
return to camp to water and feed their horses. The British front lines
on both banks dug themselves in more securely after dark under incessant heavy fire from the hostile trenches, which caused many casualties
among the carrying parties bringing up water and ammuntion to the
front lines. On the left bank the front line was set up at 800 yards;
on the right bank at the 300-500 yards distance which had been reached
14
by the attack. The day's casualties had been about 600 men.

During the evening of the 6th the 52nd Division and the remnant
of the 38th Division reached the Turkish position at Shaikh Sa'ad, more
than doubling its effective rifle strength to 9,000 men. During the
early morning of the 7th the two reinforcing brigades under Aylmer
joined the British force facing the Turks there, so that on the second
day's battle the British force was augmerted from 10,000 rifles to
almost 15,000. The only Turkish force left in front of Kut on this
date was the 45th Division of between 3,000 and 4,000 rifles, and the
51st Division was presumably on its way down to join the forces at
Shaikh Sa'ad (this was probably the column of 8,000 men which passed
Kut on the 5th .15
"IC
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entrenching, and by morning they held a far stronger position than on
the previous day. A second line was constructed in the rear of the
first line on the right bank. On the left bank the Turkish first
line (A) was almost doubled in length by an outflanking arm extending
to B. To protect this outlying left flank from a turning attack, a
third trench was cleverly echeloned three miles behind it which would
enfilade any turning movement. A short second line trench was dug
half a mile to the rear of the main position, and gun pits for six
guns were constructed. The Turks were still inferior in both troops
and guns (of which they had six on the left bank and five on the right)
on the 7th, but fighting from behind cover they stood at least an even
chance of beating off the British. 16
At 7:30 p.m. on the 6th Younghusband wired to Aylmer some miles
below him at the camp that he had attacked on the right bank while
holding on the left bank, but that he had been unable to turn the
Turkish right. He reported that he planned to resume the battle at
daybreak, and that he would like the troops coming with Aylmer to reinforce him as soon as possible. He also reported that he was constructing a bridge about one half-mile east of the Hibsh bend, which would
be completed during the night.
Aylmer replied at 10:40 that the cavalry regiment with him would
start at 7 a.m. to join the Cavalry Brigade on the right bank with Kemball,
and that his two infantry brigades would follow along both banks an
hour later to the point where the bridge was being constructed. He him-
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was not to make any serious attack.
On the evening of the 6th Aylmer estimated from intelligence
reports that there were 12,000 Turkish troops and 12 guns at Shaikh
Sa'ad (not too great an overestimate), and he had an aircraft reconnaissance report that there were a total of 3,000 more Turkish troops on
the left bank of the river between Shaikh Sa l ad and Es Sinn. This did
not account for the 8,000 troops Townshend had reported moving past
Kut down the left bank on the previous day (unless the aircraft pilot
on Townshend had counted wrong), and Aylmer now began to fear that this
large body of enemy troops had turned north off the Tigris so as to
take up a position from which it could strike at his own left flank as
he advanced. He therefore issued preliminary orders at midnight that
both of the infantry brigades with him should strengthen Younghusband's
column on the left bank on the next day, the one on the right bank at
present crossing over when it reached Younghusband's bridge at Hibsh.
Aylmer rode up the bank and met Younghusband at the bridge at 7:30
a.m. on the morning of the 7th of January. Both the 35th and the 28th
Brigades were in close contact with the Turks, though a very heavy
mist continued to shield them from one another until about 10 a.m., and
it seemed to Aylmer that the whole of the 7th Division was so far
committed as to leave him little freedom of action. Younghusband was
strongly in favor of continuing to hold the larger Turkish force on the
left bank and of concentrating against and crushing the Turks on the
right bank--in other words, of carrying on with his original plan of
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probably succeed, but he considered the risk too great that he might
be so strongly counter-attacked by the unlocated force of 8,000 Turks
on the left bank that his force there might be crushed and he might
even lose his transport. British knowledge of the strength and dispositions of the Turks was very meager at this time, or else Aylmer would
not have been so cautious in the face of a weaker enemy.
Younghusband was anxious for a postponement of the attack on the
left bank to allow him time to learn more about the enemy's dispositions,
to make plans, and to make the acquaintance of the commanders of the
new formations which were now coming under his command. Aylmer,
however, mindful of Kut's deadline and of the danger of being outflanked
by the further Turkish reinforcements he believed to be on the way
down from Kut, decided that the attack would take place with the maximum strength available that same day. He also decided that the main
attack would be made on the left bank.
Aylmer wrote out his orders at 10 a.m. Since he was now taking
overall command of the R.F. at Shaikh Sa'ad, a change was made in the
commands of the columns. Now Younghusband was in command only of forces
on the left bank, and was directly responsible to Aylmer, as was Kemball
for the right bank. Younghusband would be given the 35th, 19th, and
21st Brigades, the 16th Cavalry and all but four of the twenty British
heavy and field guns for the attack on the left bank. He was to use
the 19th and 21st Brigades to turn the enemy's left flank, in conjunction with a frontal attack by the 35th Brigade along the river. Kemball
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but four field and four mountain guns; he would attack vigorously on
the right bank as soon as Younghusband's turning attack got into position. Aylmer would retain the 9th Brigade in his own hands near the
bridge as a General Reserve.
At 11 a.m. Younghusband issued his orders for the attack, which
was to commence only one hour later. He directed that the attack would
begin "with a turning movement made by... 19th Brigade. The 19th
Brigade will advance on the present right of the 35th Brigade, sweeping
round to roll up enemy's left flank. As the attack progresses, 35th
Brigade will cooperate, attacking with their left on river bank. 16th
Cavalry will cover right flank of attack. 21st Brigade will follow as
reserve in the center." The major flaw in this plan was that if the
21st Brigade advanced with its left in touch with the 35th Brigade's
right, then its right wing would still fall far short of flanking the
newly-extended Turkish left. Instead, the brigade as it advanced would
be compressed into the angle formed by the old and new stretches of
Turkish trench and would come under a cross-fire atpoint-blank range.
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The morning of the 7th had been extremely foggy, and Kemball's
brigade on the right bank could have attacked at that time with minimum
loss. It was, however, under orders to synchronize its attack with
that on the left bank, which did not begin until long after the fog
lifted. By noon the heat was intense, and between the mirage and the
dust.(no rain had fallen for days) visibility was hardly better than it
had been in the morning. The four battalions of the 28th Brigade were
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there were the 56th Rifles, the 53rd and 51st Sikhs, and the Leicestershire. The assault was to be launched as soon as the reserve battalion,
the 92nd Punjabis, came up from reserve into line on the British left
to prolong Kemball's front and keep down some of the enfilading fire
from the Turkish right.
In trying to round the Turkish right, the Cavalry Brigade was
again halted some four miles south of Shaikh Sa'ad. At 2 p.m. the 28th
Brigade, hearing the sound of heavy firing from the left bank, advanced
from its trenches under a clear sky, spread rather widely as on the
previous day by the two miles of Turkish trench which it faced. There
were only two batteries of artillery to support the advance, but the
artillery had a forward observer right up with the infantry and the
guns did an excellent job. Nevertheless, eight guns were too few to
have any decisive effect on so much trench, and despite great gallantry
and the fact that their starting line had been within a few hundred yards
of their objective, the British and Indian infantry gained hardly any
ground.
About 2:30 the 92nd Punjabis commenced to advance in rushes, and
by 3 p.m. they came up even with the Leicestershire at the left of the
British line. Still the intense Turkish fire prevented an assault, and
Kemball was on the point of committing his last one-and-a-half companies

of reserves. At 4 p.m., however, the Leicestershire, and then the other
three battalions on the left, rose and charged across the last 300 yards
and carried the first Turkish line. The 51st Sikhs, who had been first
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rear, which they took withou much opposition, and went on another four
hundred yards to capture and bring in two mountain guns abandoned by
the Turks. Before sunset the whole Turkish position had been cleared.
There was no pursuit, however, for the whole area for miles south and
east of Shaikh Sa'ad village was honeycombed by irrigation cuts, all
of which offered the evicted Turks excellent positions from which to
resist further British attempts to advance. Against this stout resistance on the left flank and to the front, the 28th Brigade did not
advance beyond the captured Turkish position before darkness halted
operations. The infantry consolidated the position, and the British
guns were brought up into close support for the night.
Over 300 Turkish dead were found in the trenches, and 600 men, 3
machine guns and much ammunition and equipment were captured in this
assault. But the 28th Brigade paid a severe price for the capture of
this position; in the two days of battle it had lost 1,109 men, and this
figure does not even include the losses of the 92nd Punjabis.18
The battle on the left bank on the 7th was a different story in
everything but casualties. There it was a moving battle, and except
for the 35th Brigade which had dug in the previous night at 800 yards,
all the troops went straight into the attack from an approach in the
open. There were therefore no forward artillery observers, and the
Turkish trenches were impossible to see from any distance. The mirage
and the flatness of the landscape, in combination with this, were responsible for the fact that the British artillery never did find the
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Colonel Dennys, who commanded the 19th Brigade that was to make
the flanking attack on the left bank, had ridden forward upon receiving
his orders and made a personal recommaissance of the Turkish left. In
doing so he discovered how far it had been extended northwards overnight,
and realized that if he attacked with his left adjoining the 35th
Brigade's right he was sure to sheel inside the trenches thrown forward
on the Turkish left and come under enfilade fire. He returned and reported this to a divisional staff officer, but was put off with the
assurance that what he had seen had been part of the Turkish second
line. This was not so, but he had no further alternative but to comply
with his orders.
It was inexplicable that the 19th Brigade had been chosen for the
vital turning maneuver, since with the 92nd Punjabis detached on the
right bank and other elements of the brigade used as guards for the
transport it numbered only two battalions and one company. Dennys disposed his two battalions in line, the Seaforth Highlanders on the left
and the 125th Napier's Rifles on the right, and advanced in a northwesterly direction from the river bank at 11:45 a.m. He ordered the
Seaforths on the left to find the right of the 35th Brigade--no easy
task in the mirage--and to swing around facing westwards when in the
rear of it. He put his brigaded machine guns on his right flank to keep
down the enfilade fire he was convinced he would encounter. The 21st
Brigade under General Norie followed him as a reserve at a short distance.
As the 19th Brigade advanced to take up its position to the right
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plain, and the 21st Brigade was called forward to fill the developing
gap between the left of the 19th and the right of the 35th. Two battalions of this brigade were now deployed in line with the left of the
19th Brigade, the 2nd Black Watch on the left and the 6th Jats on the
right; the other two battalions of the brigade, the 9th Bhopals and
the 41st Dogras, followed in support in a second line. About the same
time, at 1:30 p.m., a staff officer rode up and told Colonel Dennys
that he had moved too far north, and that he should move directly to
his left for 1,000 yards and then attack west. This meant turning
inside the Turkish trench at B instead of going round it, and it is not
certain whether the staff officer realized this or not. Even if he did,
though, his order is understandable, for the extreme Turkish left was
being visibly reinforced, and for the 19th Brigade to go round it would
mean that it would completely lose contact with the 21st Brigade to
its left.
This was the position as the troops neared the Turkish lines between 1:30 and 2 p.m. On the extreme British left the 35th Division
had not yet moved from its entrenchments as it waited for the rest of
the British advance to come up even with its right; General Rice had
three of his four battalions in line (from the left, the 37th Dogras,
the 97th Infantry, and the 102nd Grenadiers). As the 21st Brigade
approached to the north Rice saw that its left would not touch his
right, and so put in his reserve battalion, the 1/5th Buffs, on his
right to close the gap. Next north of the Buffs were the Black Watch
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21st by a gap but marching south-west to close it as the advance continued, was the 19th Brigade with its only two battalions, the Seaforths and the 125th, in line. The whole line was advancing due west.
The line came under accurate artillery fire at 1200 yards from the
Turkish trenches, but the troops scarcely halted to fire until they
had closed to within 400 yards. As the left of the 21st Brigade swept
past the right of the 35th at 800 yards out the latter conformed to
the general movement. But as the three brigades advanced abreast the
21st and the 19th were compressed into the angle at C. Up to this point
they had made good progress against frontal fire alone, but now the
Turks in the flanking trench opened fire as well from a distance of
under 800 yards. There was momentary confusion in the two right-hand
British battalions, and they wheeled part way round to fact this threat.
The 21st Brigade continued to advance for a couple of hundred yards,
but then the crossfire forced it too to go to ground. The 35th Brigade
on the left made no better progress under purely frontal fire, and dug
in as well. By 2 p.m. the whole British attack had been halted by the
Turks .
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The troops coming to Mesopotamia from France had looked for a
release from trench warfare and crushing artillery bombardments, and
they had looked forward to warfare in the open field with fighting going
on on the surface.
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In the huge plain of Mesopotamia the trenches had

to end somewhere, and there would be some alternative to the grim, bloody,
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curtail the zone of fire. Instead of a swift dash across 100 yards of
no-man's land in which they were carried along by the mass, the troops
came under rifle fire at 2,000 yards. A larger percentage of the
casualties even than in France went down without ever seeing a Turk.
And the wide plain without trenches proved illusory; the real plain on
which they could move and fight and be supplied was a five- to ten-milewide band of land on either side of the Tigris, an area just as cut up
with trenches as France, devoid even of the cover of hollows, of villages, of vegetation that had been available in France.
Between 2 and 2:30 p.m. the Turks launched three counter-attacks
against the British. The first two were made by large masses of Arab
cavalry moving around the British right headed for the second-line
transport and perhaps the river bank; both were followed eastward by
the 16th Cavalry and made no effort to close. The third was made by a
mixed body of Turkish cavalry and infantry, and was directed against
the exposed right flank of the 19th Brigade. With all its troops absorbed into the firing line the 19th Brigade was unable to defend itself against this, and it was only saved by the two reserve battalions
of the 21st Division, which Norie sent north to its assistance. The
41st Dogras went into line facing north to the right rear of the 19th
Brigade, and the 9th Bhopals extended the Dogra firing line to the right;
with the help of the British artillery these two battalions brought the
Turkish counter-attack to a halt at a distance of 600 yards.
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pressing forward to the west and north-west against the Turkish trenches
around C. The Turkish trenches were well built and well-sited, and
their rifle and machine gun fire was heavy, accurate and disciplined-troops who had been through Loos described it as the equal of any fire
they had come under on the Western Front. Their artillery was also
active and accurate, and the British were taking fearful losses to
advance mere dozens of yards. The sun was setting right in the eyes
of the attacking force, and what that did not obscure the mirage did.
At dusk the line of British troops to the north drove unflinchingly to
within 300 yards of the Turks, and individuals got to within 100 yards,
but under a saturation crossfire without cover the assault was then
finally checked. When night fell, the rain came down in a torrent and
a bitter wind sprang up; the whole line was withdrawn, and the units
dug themselves in for the night.
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During the night the three brigades on the left bank entrenched
themselves where they were, with every battalion absorbed into the
firing line. The British line described almost a right angle, running
first north from the river along the 35th and 21st Brigade frontage,
and then swinging almost due east around C where the 19th Brigade and
the reinforcements from the 21st Brigade had been pressed back by the
Turkish counter-attack. The 28th Brigade held in the trenches it had
won. The General Reserve of the 9th Brigade had not come into action,
and it remained in the camp near the boat-bridge overnight. Many of
the troops had not marched since they had embarked in Marseilles, and
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fighting, but they got little rest. In the miserable cold and wet it
was necessary to strengthen the trenches held by the force, to collect
the sounded and bring them back to camp, and to bring up food, water
and ammunition to the front lines--all under constant hostile fire in
an unknown country without landmarks of any kind.
The Turks had done very well indeed. They had held off a greatly
superior enemy force without any unusual advantages of terrain on their
side, and they had displayed greater skill and had fought better as a
whole than ever before on the Tigris. (Units like the 51st Division
had fought magnificently before now, but at Shaikh Sa'ad even the decimated and maligned Arab 35th and 38th Divisions stood their ground.)
This was all the more creditable when it is considered that many of the
troops whom the British captured at Shaikh Sa'ad revealed that they had
been without food for three days.
British casualties on the 6th and 7th had been extremely heavy.
They amounted to 4,007 men--one-third of the force actually engaged.
Turkish casualties were estimated to be 4,000 by the British, including
650 made prisoner, but other sources question this figure as being too
high.
alent
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Warfare in Mesopotamia was changing. These are figures equiv-

to those for severe trench fighting on the Western Front, and

they are indicative of the trend of the fighting in Mesopotamia. In
the next four months more and more of the fighting would be done in
narrow, waterlogged trenches not very different from those in Flanders,
and the tactical alternatives would shrink to the poor and bloody few

-505which already reigned supreme in Europe.

The thousands of wounded began pouring back from the battle early
in the evening. There were almost no medical personnel, and provision
had been made at the camp for only 250 wounded. What followed was a
repetition of the aftermath of Ctesiphon. Partly it was due to unavoidable circumstances: the necessity of carrying out the relief
operations at once, regardless of whether there were enough medical
supplies available or of whether there were ships on the river to evacuate the wounded back to a hospital, and the mischance which had seen
two divisions arrive in the country ahead of their medical establishments. But as much it was due to the continued neglect of his duty by
Surgeon-General Hathaway. When the Tigris Corps had been set up in
December Aylmer had asked that an administrative medical officer be
appointed for it; G.H.Q. had refused. Finally Aylmer in exasperation
had appointed his own Deputy Director of Medical Services, Colonel
Irvine, and the Nedical History reports that "with the material at .. .
[his] disposal and the untrained staff in charge of formations, it was
impossible for him to do more than he did." As for Hathaway, it
comments: "There are no records showing that... [he] instituted any
comprehensive scheme of medical arrangements for the operations conducted
by the Tigris Corps. His lack of cooperation and initiative...are
outstanding points in the history of the campaign. The river steamers
were not equipped for the transport of sick and wounded men...and rarely
have wounded arrived at base hospitals in a worse condition."23
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trip back to the hospitals downstream, they would have to survive the
collecting stations with the force. Back they would come to the distant Red Cross flag and the funnels on the river. Those who had been
wounded before in France knew what to expect. Rest, a cigarette, warm
tea or soup, first aid, then rapid transit to a hospital where within
a few hours they would be cared for by doctors and nurses backed by
every saving invention of medical science. Then a warm bed, and perhaps even a trip home for the English troops.
But here all was chaos. Three doctors and hospital assistant. At five o'clock two tents had been put up and the wounded
still poured in. More than a thousand came to this ambulance
alone before ten o'clock and they lay like bales of hay in the
dark and cold [and rain] with nobody to tend them. The British
soldier tumbled to it that something had gone wrong; some newcomer would limp up and ask where he could find a doctor; then,
discovering that any kind of aid was problematical, he would
dispose himself philosophically on the ground. But the Indians
did not understand. In France the Sircar had never failed, and
they thought now that appeals would bring some kind of god out
of the machine. They clutched at one's feet imploring small
services it was impossible to render because they were too many.
"Water, water, sahib.' 'Sahib, I am cold. Cannot I have a
blanket or a coat?' "Sahib, the blood will not stop running,
I am growing faint.' One lent what aid one could, but there
were neither wraps, nor food, nor warm drink. The Providence
that presided over these things seemed to think that the wounded
would come in from a fight carrying their blankets and rations.24
By 8 p.m. on January 7th the supply of blankets and dressings had
run out. A few of the wounded had been lucky and had been covered with
one blanket as they lay on the ground. There was only one stretcher
for fifty wounded, and so the A.T. carts had to be used again, though
to be consigned to one after hemorrhage or with a wound in the stomach
or about the spine was certain death. It rained steadily through the
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delirious from fatigue and exposure and hunger.
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There were not enough ships to evacuate this mass of wounded until
24 January, for the relief operations had to continue. Therefore, the
bad old expedient of moving the wounded forward with force was once
again adopted. Two thousand were transferred to the village of Shaikh
Salad, and were left there with three medical officers and a few subordinate personnel to look after them. Rations were dumped, but there was
nobody to issue them, so that this task occupied the full time of what
few medical personnel there were. The first contingent of the Meerut
Stationary Hospital
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did not arrive at Shaikh Salad until the 18th,

at which time the officer commanding it reported:
On arrival here we found about 195 British and 800 Indian sick
and wounded in an irregular camp situated on filthy muddy ground
behind the village.... There was one Indian [medical] officer in
charge of the Indians and he was ill. He had two sub-assistant
surgeons and some of the personnel of an improvised cavalry field
ambulance to help him. He had no dressings left, and some of the
cases still had on the first field dressings which had been
applied on the battlefield. About 200 of the patients had dysentery, and there were no proper latrine arrangements. The state
of the camp was indescribable. Near the middle of the hospital
tents was a pile of bags of atta, etc., mostly ruined by the
rain, which I was told represented ten days' rations.
Two days before the Meerut Stationary Hospital even arrived to report
this scene, Hathaway reported to India that it was under canvas there,
and that the camp was "...in excellent order.... The hospital is worked
in a thoroughly efficient manner."
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On the evening of the 7th Aylmer had no better than a draw, if even
that, but he knew that his advance had drawn the bulk of the Turkish

-508troops away from Kut. He therefore telegraphed Townshend informing him
of this, and suggesting he make a sortie which might make the Turks
retreat for fear of being cut off. Townshend's response was a qualified
negative, and there was considerable confusion caused by Townshend's
interpretation of Aylmer's request as a suggestion that he cut his way
out. By the 9th he had got his signals straight, and consented to make
a sortie and burn the Turkish camp at Shumran, which "would bring the
Turks back here fast enough...." But he was not at all sanguine about
the prospects of such a venture, and stressed that his troops "were
far different from what they were two or three months ago." By the
time that message was received, however, the Turks had retreated voluntarily, and so the sortie became no longer necessary.
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The Turks did not retreat from Shaikh Salad because Aylmer was
threatening them. At 9:30 p.m. on the 7th he had ordered the whole
force to continue the attack in the morning, hoping that Kemball's
success would allow him to enfilade and carry the trenches on the left
bank the next day. But in the morning it was evident that the R.F. was
very badly battered, and that it would be necessary for the 28th Brigade
on the right bank to advance further before it could enfilade the
Turks on the left bank. Kemball's brigade was therefore ordered to advance alone, but when by mid-day it became clear that the Turks had
not pulled out and that the advance would be resisted, Aylmer cancelled
his order. He then entertained the idea of launching a night attack
on the right bank, but by nightfall the exhaustion of his force had convinced him that the only wise course was to sit tight. The only fight-
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which lasted all day and night. Aylmer reported that night that he
would stay where he was, but could not make progress until reinforcements reached him.
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For days banks of clouds had been rolling up from the south and
south-west, and the wind had blown constantly from the same direction.
Some rain had begun to fall, and the river was slowly rising. These
were sure signs that the season of torrential rains was about to break.
On the 8th the skies became completely overcast, and that night the
heavens opened up and let loose a terrific downpour. The rainy season
had begun, and henceforth all military operations would be hampered by
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oceans of mud and continual foul weather.
This decided the Turks to pull back. Even in fair weather it was
so difficult to bring food and supplies all the way down from Shumran
by land that their troops were on what were virtually starvation rations;
with the ground turned impassable by mud, holding at Shaikh Sa'ad any
longer was out of the question. In any case, they had accomplished
what they had set out to do--delay the Relieving Force's advance--and
it was time to fall back to one of the better positions which had been
prepared by this time to the rear. As soon as daylight came on the 9th
the Turks abandoned their trenches on both banks and marched west in
long columns. The weather was too bad for aerial reconnaissance, but
by about 11 a.m. reports coming in from numerous units convinced Aylmer
that the Turks were in full retreat on both banks; just before noon he
ordered a general advance on both banks to Shaikh Sa'ad.

-510There was no pursuit. The muddy ground made all movement most
difficult, and Shaikh Salad was not occupied until 2 p.m. By nightfall the whole force had advanced to there, and reports had been received from agents that the Turks had gone back at least as far as Orah.
Aylmer wired Nixon from the British camp at midnight on the 9th/10th
that his troops were very much exhausted owing to the wet and cold and
that he would therefore not advance on the morrow. He hoped to obtain
more definite information as to the movements of the enemy by that
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time.
The British chose to regard Shaikh Sa'ad as a victory. It was
nothing of the sort. The Turks had not had the worst of the battle as
regards losses, and they had achieved the aim for which they fought it.
Despite the difficult position in which they had been placed by Nur-udDin, they had delayed Aylmer and done him great damage, while avoiding
a serious reverse themselves. That they chose to retire to a new
position did not signify at all that they had been defeated.

The retreat of the Turks from Shaikh Salad was considered a great
good omen by the garrison of Kut; the general opinion was that relief
might be expected at the latest by the end of the month. Not that the
garrison was suffering privations during this period: they were receiving full rations, including a half-pound of tinned meat a day, and
by mid-January the senior medical officer reported that they had recuperated fully from their experiences and were in fine physical shape.
They were subjected to afternoon bombardments, but were otherwise left

-511pretty much alone by their besiegers, whom they outnumbered almost
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two to one by this time.

It would have come as a considerable shock

had those generals of the relief force who were straining every nerve
and throwing away lines to reach them 'in time' been able to see them.
On the 8th of January, when Townshend was informed that the
failure of the R.F. to break through at Shaikh Sa'ad would prolong
the siege somewhat, he had left thirty days' full rations for all his
troops. Not even for a moment did he consider reducing the ration to
extend the time the food would last, though by now he had the prospect
neither of a subsequent operation by the 6th Division on Baghdad, nor
of having to dig extensive entrenchments, nor of strenuous fighting to
defend Kut, as a reason for keeping his men on full rations. On the
same day he received a private telegram from General Nixon, who told
him that his illness had become so incapacitating that he would be
invalided home in a week or so, and informed him that he would hand over
command to Aylmer as the next senior. He told Townshend that he was
recommending him to command the Tigris Corps. Unsurprisingly, this
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recommendation was not accepted by India.
Apart from speculation on the date of the relief and the avoidance of the occasional Turkish "hates" (bombardments), life in the
trenches around Kut in January mainly revolved around the daily sniping
competition. Every morning in the front line would start out at the
first streak of dawn with a firefight between the British and Turkish
snipers for the best positions for the day. The Turks were very enterprising at this game, and displayed a zeal for their trade. Lone
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positions behind inferior cover on the chance of bagging some of the
British in their trenches. Since many of them had good telescopic
sights on their rifles, and the British had none, they had a consider34
able advantage, but the British managed to hold their own nevertheless.
There was another type of sniping which had much less of sport
about it. The streets of Kut town had had screens erected at the ends
fronting on the river to shield them from the view of snipers across
the river, but the inhabitants still had to go to the river bank for
water.
At dusk the Arab women would begin to collect behind the
protection walls, each with her long-necked jar or a skin--all
chattering hard and much frightened when a bullet hit the wall
outside with a swish and a smack. At last, just before dark,
a venturesome one would steal out and make for the river,
followed by another and another till all came forth in a long
string. "Crack, crack," would go the cruel rifles on the
opposite bank, and "phut, phut" would come the nickel-covered
or leaden bullets, yet the women only hurried on with
muttered complaints and prayers to Allah as they slipped and
staggered on the narrow causeways leading to the water's edge.
Occasionally a wild cry would go up as a bullet found its
billet, and then, in the general stampede which followed, the
wounded woman would be borne off to hospital by weeping relatives, and for a time the dreary waste of river-front would be
deserted save for a wandering dog or two. Every night the same
little drama was played....35
On 9 January the Turkish steamers were seen to be dressed overall
with bunting, and cheers were heard from the Turkish trenches. The
British later discovered what the Turks were celebrating; it was on
9 January that the last British troops were evacuated from Gallipoli.
Few suspected then, however, that Kut would still be under siege when
Turkish divisions released by that evacuation would arrive in Mesopo-
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Three days later came a diversion of a different kind. The
British had known for some time from the sounds of digging that the
Turks were driving a gallery towards the British front-line trench
west of redoubt C. They withdrew their troops from the vicinity when
the sounds of digging stopped, and made preparations to re-occupy the
area immediately after the explosion. On the 12th the Turks blew
their mine under the British barbed wire and their infantry tried to
rush in and occupy the crater, but the British were not surprised and
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held them off until the wire had been repaired.

While Aylmer rested his troops at Shaikh Sa'ad on the 10th he
transferred all of the Tigris Corps to the left bank by the boatbridge which had not been moved up to there, with the exception of a
single brigade group under General Kemball. This was done because on
the 10th an aircraft reconnaissance revealed that all the Turks on the
right bank and the bulk of their force on the left bank had gone back
all the way to their old Es Sinn position. Those who had not retreated
to Es Sinn on the left bank were only a few miles forward of there
between Suwada and Suwaiki-eh Marshes, and there was only a weak screen
at Orah. Aylmer intended to direct his future operations against the
Turks in Es Sinn on the left bank in a repetition of the first battle
of Kut-el-Amara. He decided to remain at Shaikh Sa l ad on the 11th as
well, however, to await some reinforcements which would arrive in a
short time and to rest his men some more. During this time the staff
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the 7th, relieved the temporary incumbents.
On the 10th Townshend had wired Aylmer that he believed the Turks
were trying to gain time, by opposing the R.F., to allow the arrival
of a new army corps at Kut. He said that his information was that the
first division would arrive on 20 January, and that furthermore all
recent Turkish reinforcements had come up before the dates predicted
by the intelligence services. He was therefore desirous that Aylmer
should push on at once. He concluded by remarking: "I think our
troubles quite sufficient without more Turks on our backs."
It is now known, of course, that there were no Turkish reinforcements within a month's traveling time of Mesopotamia, though it was
probably about this date that the 2nd and 41st Divisions at Gallipoli
were ordered to proceed there. But Townshend's estimate fitted in
with what the British intelligence service believed at the time.
British intelligence estimated about this date that the Turkish forces
presently in Mesopotamia included the XIIIth Corps of the 35th Division
(the 35th and 38th Divisions had been amalgamated because of their
weakness) and the 52nd Division, commanded by Ali Nejip Bey, and the
XVIIIth Corps of the 45th, 51st and 26th Divisions, commanded by Khalil
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Bey.

Four more divisions were reported on the way from Alippo, the

first of which would arrive in two weeks. In addition, the 36th Division
was at Khaniqin in Persia opposing the Russians.
In Mesopotamia south of Baghdad (including Khaniqin), therefore,
the Turks were estimated to have 30,000-34,000 men, 60 guns and 4 air-
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Russians had 15,000 men, half mounted, and 46 guns in Persia, but they
were 200 miles from Baghdad. Aylmer had left 10,000 rifles, 1,500
sabres, 46 guns and one aircraft fit to fly. Five battalions were on
their way up river to join him, five more were at Basrah, and there
were two battalions, one Indian cavalry regiment and 42 guns on the
sea headed for Mesopotamia. Townshend had 8,500 fighting men in Kut,
but in the circumstances it was probable that a smaller number would
be required to contain him. The numbers actually available for attack
and defense in the relief of Kut were therefore almost equal at the
moment, but there was a strong probability that the balance would soon
incline in favor of the Turks, unless the Russians advanced quickly in
Persia, which winter weather, bad roads and mountainous country all
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Despite the seeming likelihood that a long delay would not be to
the British advantage, however, Aylmer's best choice would have been
to wait at least until the battalions on their way up to him had
reached Shaikh Sa l ad, as Kut was in no immediate danger. Meanwhile he
should have tried to induce the Turks to come forward to meet him again
in the open, for he would have a much better chance of beating them if
they had a flank he could turn. He took the opposite view, influenced
once more by Townshend's importuning, and decided to go after the Turks
into the difficult defile created by Suwaikieh Marsh at once. At 1 p.m.
on the 11th he telegraphed Nixon:
....I have been forced to remain here to await 2nd Rajputs
and 61st Howitzer Battery which have just arrived and to evac-
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advance tomorrow morning to Hanna bend....
After consulting Generals Younghusband and Kemball, I determined to continue the advance on Kut, but it is my distinct duty
to point out that it is a most precarious undertaking, for which
I, of course, accept full responsibility, as I consider the
situation demands a supreme effort to relieve Townshend.
Army Commander has full figures of enemy's strength and
possibly 4,000 may be allowed for his losses and desertions at
Shaikh Saad. My fighting strength amounts to about 10,000.
We have to pass up the defile between Suwaikiya marsh and
river, which is much narrower than shown on map. I have been
unable to locate anything but cavalry north of Ora....Enemy
reported... as occupying position in advance of Es Sinn at
narrowest part between Suwada and Suwaikiya marshes.
He added that radical measures must be taken at once to alleviate the
great sufferings of the wounded, and that the spirits of his troops
were understandably affected by their plight.
At 5 p.m. on the same day, Nixon replied that he was now very ill
and would leave the matter entirely in Aylmer's hands. He added that
four battalions would shortly reach the front, and that Aylmer could
quickly have another four if he could spare the bulk of his shipping for
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their transportation.
Then, suddenly, the situation changed. Either to gain time, or because of the absence of pursuit, or under pressure from Constantinople,
the Turks turned around and entrenched a large force on the Wadi River
on the left bank by Orah. At 10 p.m. on the 11th Aylmer, who had just
received the news, telegraphed Nixon and Townshend word of the Turks'
blunder in coming out into the open again where they had a turnable flank.
He informed them jubilantly:
....I am tonight taking up an entrenched position on the
left bank in advance of this, as if my intention were to remain
here. Tomorrow night I shall move well north with one division
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him in front with the remainder of my force. This has vastly
increased our probability of success--and I hope to give him a
good beating.
On the next day he told Nixon he could not send his shipping down for
the four battalions waiting at Basrah, as if the British were successful in the coming battle it would be needed for the rapid advance to
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Kut.

The 'Wadi' was a tributary of the Tigris some twenty yards wide,
with its source in a marsh at the foot of the Pusht-i-Kuh. Its real
name was the Changula; 'Wadi' is simply the Arabic for "ravine." And
that was precisely what it was at low water--a stream running between
vertical banks as much as twenty feet high. It was subject to violent
floods when it would rise with great rapidity and flood its banks, but
at the time of the battle it was quite shallow, and Arab agents reported
to the British that it was easily fordable and even almost dry in places
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above the Turkishposition.
The new position taken up by the Turks was about three and a half
miles east of the entrance to the long, narrow Hannah defile between
the river and Suwaikieh Marsh. They held a line along the western edge
of the Wadi for a distance of about two and a quarter miles inland from
the Tigris with the 35th Division (amalgamated 35th and 38th) on the
right and the 52nd on the left. Both divisions were very weak in numbers
owing to their losses at Shaikh Sa l ad, and together they numbered
scarcely 11,000 men. There was a Turkish detachment on the right bank
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opposite thisposition, but it only numbered 500 men.
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up a most dangerous position, for the entrance to Suwaikieh defile was
only a short distance behind. He was offering the British an easily
turnable flank, if the reports of the Arab agents about shallow fords
upstream on the Changula from the Turkish position were true. If the
British succeeded in rounding his flank and getting in behind him, as
was their intention, then they could hold the bottleneck at Umm-elHannah and trap the Turks irrevocably. It would have meant the loss of
two Turkish divisions, and an end to the Turkish resistance below Kut.
Aylmer issued his operation order on the evening of the 12th. The
turning attack was to be carried out by the Cavalry Brigade and the
7th Division under General Younghusband (for this battle the 28th Brigade was replaced by the 21st, probably because the 28th had suffered
such severe losses at Shaikh Sa'ad). This column was to move after dark
on the 12th to an assembly point about three miles east of the fords
at which it would cross the Wadi the next morning, which were about two
miles north of the Turkish left. The 28th Brigade would cross to the
left bank at dusk, and would advance towards the Turkish front during
the night, so as to be in a position to hold them in front and to cover
the Corps Artillery in the morning. The Corps Artillery--14 howitzers
and 2 heavy guns--would entrench itself behind the 28th Brigade. The
9th Brigade would remain near the camp on the left bank of the Tigris
as a General Reserve, and a small column of one cavalry regiment and a
half-battalion of infantry would stay on the right bank to protect the
British bridge from the minor Turkish detachment on that bank.
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the cavalry, with the divisional artillery, would move forward from their
point of assembly, cross the Wadi, and envelop the Turkish left by a
wide turning movement. The 28th Brigade would advance on the Turks
frontally to hold them to their trenches, and the Corps Artillery would
provide support for both movements. The small column on the right bank
would act as flank guard and protect the gunboats, which would pass
through the British bridge at 6:30 a.m., preceded by minesweepers, and
cooperate with the attack. All troops would carry two days' cooked
rations, and drinking water for the 7th Division would be provided by
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twenty transport carts.
It was a good plan. Had it been carried out boldly there can be
no doubt that it would have brought victory, though the forces were very
evenly matched. The only detail that could have been improved upon was
the disposition of the divisional artillery, which could almost as well
have been deployed on the south bank, thus eliminating the costly delay
in getting it across the fords of the Wadi which had much to do with
the British failure. But the greatest defect was that the British had
no good maps of the area and poor knowledge of the ground; in a country
so flat and featureless that navigation practices were little different
from those employed by mariners, there was a very good chance that the
turning movement, out of sight of the river, would get lost.
The night of the 12th/13th was cold and clear, and the moon was in
the second quarter. The turning attack reached its assembly point
uneventfully by 2:30 a.m., and settled down to wait for morning.

How-
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the Wadi with its left anchored on Chitab Fort, a strong walled enclosure, and so the 28th Brigade did not push forward to within reach of the
Turkish trenches on the Wadi that night. This was to be unfortunate,
for it meant that there would be no threat to their front to keep the
Turks from sending reinforcements to their left when the turning attack
began in the morning.
The dawn broke on the 13th to reveal a thick mist which obscured
everything. Instead of taking advantage of this to begin its turning
movement in concealment, the 7th Division postponed its advance until
it lifted at 7:30 a.m. The turning attack then advanced to the fords,
reaching them about 9:30, and by 10 all three brigades and the cavalry
were across. However, the steep-sided banks were such a great hindrance
to the guns and transport that all the artillery was not got across till
1 p.m., and the transport had not finished crossing by dark. Without
waiting for its guns, the 7th Division advanced in a south-westerly
direction to gain the entrance to the Hannah defile, in echelon of brigades from the left. The 21st Brigade was in the lead, the 19th Brigade
to its right rear, and the 35th Brigade to the right rear of that in
reserve; the Cavalry Brigade operated on the right flank in advance of
the infantry. The cavalry had driven off a body of mounted Arabs from
near the fords at 10 p.m., but they must have given the alarm, for shortly after the 7th Division began to advance the 21st Brigade on the left
began to meet opposition from small parties of the enemy.
At dawn the Corps Artillery had opened fire on the advanced Turkish
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Brigade the previous night, and in cooperation with the 28th and naval
gunfire from the river drove them back to their main line. By noon the
28th Brigade was in possession of the Turkish advanced position, having
suffered few losses, but it was still at this time over 3,000 yards
from the main Turkish position on the far side of the Wadi. It then
halted to await the development of Younghusband's turning maneuver before making its move.
This was a serious error. There was no necessity that the 28th
Brigade press a frontal assault home on the Turkish trenches, with the
serious losses that that would entail, but its role was to give the
impression that it might do just that, so that the Turks would be
obliged to keep their reserves facing their front. Khalil had steady
nerves and a justified confidence in the strength of his front, and as
a result of the 28th Brigade's inactivity he was able to ignore them
completely and begin shifting a large part of his force to his threatened
flank at once.
At 11 a.m. two Turkish field guns opened fire on the 21st Brigade
of the turning attack, and its advanced guard came under heavy rifle and
machine gun fire from its left front. A large body of Turkish troops
were seen advancing north up the right bank of the Wadi some two thousand yards away, and the 1/9th Gurkhas were deployed facing south to
counter their advance. As Turkish reinforcements were rushed north in
a steady stream during the next hour the entire 21st Brigade was put
into line battalion after battalion on the Gurkhas' right. This was
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21st had been designated to keep the Turkish left busy while the 19th
Brigade on its immediate right and the 35th and Cavalry Brigades further
north maneuvered against the enemy's rear. But it had not been expected
that the Turkish reaction would be so rapid or so violent.
What was happening was that, as the Turkish reinforcements arrived
at the northern end of their line, they were being fed into a long
irrigation cut with a bank which ran backwards from the left of their
line almost at right angles to the Wadi. As battalion after battalion
of the 21st Brigade swung round to face south and round the westward
extension of the Turkish flank, the Turks pushed their troops further
west along the conveniently situated irrigation cut to thwart them.
These reinforcements would then hurriedly dig themselves in along this
cut and begin to resist the British advance. The first two battalions
of the 21st, who had been committed before large Turkish reinforcements
began to arrive, had succeeded in advancing to within 350-500 yards of
the cut against skirmishers before these Turkish reinforcements got into
position and halted their advance. As British and Turkish movements extended the battle further west, however, the Turks began to get there
ahead of the British, and the last battalion of the 21st to be committed
was halted and had to dig in at a range of 600 yards.
At noon the 21st Brigade reported to headquarters that all its infantry was in action, and that the enemy was dug in to its front on
slightly rising ground. Younghusband then instructed the brigade to
check its advance until the guns, which were still delayed at the Wadi
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for the river was not visible for any distance and the mirage denied
him the sight of what few landmarks there were, and he believed that
the 21st Brigade was behind the Turkish left facing south-east, rather
than beside the Turkish left facing south as it was. It was on the
basis of this misunderstanding that he ordered the 19th Brigade to prolong the right of the 21st at this time, for he thought that simply by
extending his present right he would reach the river bank and cut off
the Turks.
By noon, then, thanks to some timidity and to poor navigation, the
two crucial British mistakes which lost the battle had been made. Certainly it would have been costly for the 21st Brigade to assault the
Turks before it without artillery support at noon, but it is unfortunately true that it is necessary to kill men in battles. By the time
the artillery came up an hour and a half later the Turks had so strongly
reinforced the irrigation cut that a successful assault was no longer
possible. And the belief that the British were facing south-east rather
than south meant that they simply extended their line further and further right to gain the river bank instead of swinging their right forward
as was necessary. By the end of the day they had three brigades in line
behind the Turkish left, all of them two-and-a-half to three miles from
the river.
By 1:30 p.m. all of Younghusband's artillery was in action, and the
19th Brigade was coming into action on the right of the 21st, which had
now reached a position within three hundred yards of the Turks. The
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which could have gained the river bank at any time up to then if
handled with decision, was stationed uselessly to the right rear. In
the next hour and a half the two engaged infantry brigades struggled
valiantly to close the Turks.
By 3 p.m. two battalions of the 19th Brigade had forced their way
to within 300 yards of the Turks, and on the 21st Brigade front a company of the 9th Bhopals and a company of the 41st Dogras had managed to
get within 150 yards, but they had suffered heavy losses from the accurate Turkish small-arms, fire. They were luckily spared most of the
Turkish artillery fire, which was concentrated on the divisional artillery at varying distances behind their front. Nevertheless, in the
next hour they were unable to make further progress, and the 21st Brigade reported large numbers of Turks moving across their front to extend
the threatened Turkish left. At 2:30 the only British aircraft had reported about 3,000 Turks leaving their front on the Wadi and pulling
back out of the sack along the river. This was not true, but when the
report reached Younghusband at 4 p.m. he decided that the Turks were on
the run, and ordered the Cavalry Brigade and the 35th Brigade to close
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the gap between the right of the 19th and the river.
The Turks were in fact so confident of their defense that even with
their flank turned several miles to the rear they held all day on the
Wadi line. The 28th Brigade had not fulfilled at all its role of tying
down Turkish reinforcements. Now, when it was already too late to prevent the Turks from reinforcing their northern flank, Kemball's brigade
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the Wadi. This order was given at 3 p.m., just after the aircraft had
reported 3,000 Turks falling back from their front, on the Staff's
assumption that the Turkish front must by now be lightly held and that
they had started to evacuate. Even had this been true, the order was
wrong, for it was not in the British interest to drive the Turks out
of their frong line until they had cut their line of retreat. As it
was, it was a death sentence for the brigade. The steep, shelving
banks of the Wadi, with a stream between, made a deadly obstacle at
the end of an advance across an open plain, and if any remnants had
crossed and reached the parapets alive they could still never have established a footing in the face of disciplined fire.
The Turkish position was invisible from the 28th Brigade's starting point, and there was a shallow irrigation cut fifty yards in front
of the Wadi which also could not be seen. The maps issued to the
regiments did not even show the Wadi. The 28th Brigade, though it
spread itself on as wide a frontage as possible, could not hope to cover
the front of a position two miles long, and it had to deliver its
assault only against the Turkish left center. It was unsupported on
either flank, and so would come under enfilade fire the whole way. The
56th Rifles formed the first line and the 53rd Sikhs and Leicestershire
the second, with the 51st Sikhs following the 53rd as a reserve. The
advance began from a distance of 2,500 yards about 4 p.m.
At 1,100 yards out the brigade came under hostile fire from the
Wadi, but pressed on rapidly. At 800 yards the leading battalion came
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above the ground and mowing the men down in swathes. The ground, which
was dotted with low bushes, had been cleared within 500 yards of the
Wadi and was bare of any cover; the Turks had marked the ranges on it
by sticks set up at every hundred metres. What remained of the 56th
Rifles and 53rd Sikhs reached the slight cover of the irrigation cut
and halted momentarily; both commanding officers were already dead.
Major Browne, the dead commanding officer of the 56th Rifles, had
explained the lay of the land to his troops in the absence of maps before the assault had started. In Hindustani he had told his officers
and sepoys that there was "a little water close to and in front of the
Turkish trenches." When the regiment had reached the irrigation ditch
they thought it was the water of which they had been warned, and with
magnificent fur forlorn gallantry they rose again and charged across
the remaining fifty-yard-wide strip of land through a deadly hail of
bullets. Most fell, but the survivors kept on--until suddenly, within
spitting distance of the trenches spouting fire at them, they saw the
deep Wadi in front of their feet. They fell back then, and eventually
the three attacking battalions merged in an irregular firing line 200300 yards from the Wadi, unable to move under a heavy crossfire of
machine guns. They were withdrawn after dark. The brigade, having lost
more than 1,000 at Shaikh Sa'ad, lost 648 more this day including three
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of the four battalion commanders.
At 4 p.m., it will be recalled, Younghusband had ordered the 35th
Brigade to prolong the right of the 19th Brigade and close the gap
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the remaining hour and a half until sunset the British failed to achieve
this goal, and part of the reason is that Younghusband was still under
the impression that simply prolonging the right of his line would let
him reach the river. But part of the blame must be borne by General
Rice, commanding the 35th Brigade, who at the time he came up to prolong
the 19th's right refused to accept the suggestion of the latter's
commander that they attack together at once to cut off the few Turks
on their front, who were as yet not strongly entrenched. Rice would not
take any action beyond his explicit instructions to prolong the right
of the 19th Brigade, and as a result the Turks were given time to shift
forces even further west and entrench them facing the 35th. Two
battalions, the 28th Punjabis on the right of the 19th and the 1/5th
Buffs on the left of the 35th, did finally assault at 5:30 p.m., ten
minutes past sunset, and they actually penetrated the Turkish position
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in the water cut, but they were driven out again by enfilade f ire.
Meanwhile, the British cavalry advanced on the river further out
on the right. They were met by Mahmud Fazil Pasha's cavalry brigade,
but they outnumbered it heavily. As the Turkish cavalry advanced to
oppose them, the British cavalry suddenly withdrew to either side to
reveal their armored cars and horse artillery. The concentrated closerange machine gun and shellfire caused 400 Turkish casualties in five
minutes, and the Turkish cavalry could have been crushed, but at nightfall the British cavalry unexpectedly withdrew. The Turkish cavalry
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were left in control of the mouth of Hannah defile.

-528The final British attack, that of the 35th Brigade, had been
checked before sunset while it was still two and a half miles north of
the river. The British position now extended for miles parallel to the
river at a distance averaging three miles, and the right-hand brigade
of the 7th Division was nearer Suwaikieh Marsh than it was to the Wadi.
The Turks, who were still holding their front on the Wadi at dark,
looked on the map (had the British had a map) to be in a desperately
precarious position. But the British commander of the turning force,
Younghusband, believed that his action in prolonging his right meant
that he must have reached almost to the river already. He was convinced
that the right of the 35th Brigade was within a mile of the river.
Therefore he did not order his troops to continue attacking the Turks
holding the irrigation cut so as to break through to the river and close
the bag. The British suspended all serious attempts to advance after
dark. At 6:40 p.m. Younghusband wired Aylmer: "My troops ring round
Turks except for small portion by river, which I hope to fill in shortly
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....Troops taking up positions they now hold for night."
The night of the 13th/14th was bitterly cold with some rain. The
British made no moves at all; they believed they had the Turks trapped,
but with the decimation of the 28th Brigade had no force immediately at
hand to drive the Turks back upon the 7th Division. There were some
outbursts of Turkish firing during the night, but these died away toward
dawn.
At nightfall on the 13th the whole of the 52nd Turkish Division
was spread out thinly holding back the British flank attack; its left
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the 52nd Division and the marsh was closed by the Turkish cavalry. The
original front on the Wadi was held only by four battalions of the 35th
Division, totaling less than 1,500 rifles; because of the long delay in
committing Kemball's brigade, the Turks had been able to shift all the
other battalions of the division to reinforce and support their left
flank. Whatever else Khalil may have been--and thousands of Armenians
would have had interesting opinions to offer on the topic, had not most
of them been dead--he was a fighter. Even in this impossible tactical
situation, he wanted to stay and fight. But von der Goltz considered
that the Turks would have little chance of holding off renewed British
attacks the next day, and ordered the entire force to retreat and take
up a prepared position six miles to the rear at Umm-el-Hannah, at the
entrance to the defile. The withdrawal was carried out successfully
without British interference, and the whole Turkish force was established in the Hannah trenches at daybreak.51
It had been another Pyrrhic victory for the British. They had
suffered 1,613 casualties, and had only succeeded in driving the Turks
back to their first real defensive position.

The British estimated

Turkish losses at 2,000, and there are no Turkish figures, but this
seems an exaggerated number of casualties for a force which was fighting from entrenchments against one in the open. In a single week the
R.F. had lost 6,000 of its 15,000 men, and some brigades, notably the
28th, had lost more than half their effectives; for this sacrifice,
Aylmer had only succeeded in driving in what were in reality no more
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of Kut's remaining food supply, he had little more than two weeks left
in which to break through the four main Turkish lines of resistance at
Hannah, Felahieh, Sanna-i-Yat and Es Sinn.

On learning on the morning of the 14th that the Turks had with-

drawn from their position on the Wadi from his cavalry and aircraft,
Aylmer ordered the 7th Division to advance and inflict as much damage
as possible on the Turks at Hannah. The 35th Brigade, the westernmost
in the line held by the British the previous night, reported at 10 a.m.
that the Turks were holding at Hannah, and had occupied a line 1,350
yards long with its flanks secured by the Tigris and Suwaikieh Marsh.
The other brigades closed up behind it, and Younghusband was making
preparations to attack at noon, when he was warned by Aylmer to wait for
an adequate artillery preparation.before attacking such a strong position frontally. This necessitated waiting until the artillery could be
brought up, and so there was no attack that day.
The weather was atrocious, with high winds and rain storms, and
the Tigris had risen to flood level. Aylmer order the boat-bridge at
Shaikh Sa'ad disassembled and towed up river to be put across above
Wadi, but the wild weather resulted in many of the pontoons and danacks
being swept away or sunk. In the early afternoon the gunboats tried
to run up alongside the Turkish trenches, but Gadfly was holed badly
by Turkish fire and had to be sent downstream, and the rest of the gunboats withdrew. The wind and the current prevented most of the ships
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few of the troops had anything to eat.
From the 14th through the 18th a heavy south-west gale with continual torrential rain blew continuously, and the ground everywhere
became inches deep in clogging, clinging mud. Aylmer at first rescheduled the 7th Division's attack for the 15th, but taking into consideration the impossible state of the ground and the weariness of the troops
he later cancelled it. Younghusband then told him that his troops were
in no condition to make a frontal assault, and during the 15th Aylmer
decided to transfer all his troops except the 7th Division to the right
bank to attempt to enfilade and outflank the Hannah trenches, as there
were few Turkish troops on that bank. He now received major reinforcements in the form of most of the 3rd (Lahore) Division, and he reorganized his force into two divisions. Besides the Cavalry Brigade, it
now consisted of the 3rd Division (7th, 9th and 28th Brigades) under
Major-General H. D' Urban Keary , and the 7th Division (19th, 21st and
35th Brigades) under Younghusband.
Aylmer's plan to put half his force on the right bank proved impossible however, for the boiling yellow flood of the Tigris defeated
every attempt of the engineers to put a new bridge across at Wadi. Four
times they built it, and each time it was broken immediately by the wind
and water. The last time it broke, on the morning of the 18th, so many
of the rotten danacks sank that all hope of putting a bridge across the
Tigris in the immediate future had to be abandoned. This meant that
the amount of artillery and troops that could be sent across to the
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the idea of a frontal attack had to be reinstated.
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Townshend now began nagging Aylmer again. On the 15th he telegraphed him expressing his anxiety at not having heard anything since
the victory at the Wadi on the 13th, and went on to say: "We are now the
15th of January, that is to say, the date which you laid down in
December as being hazardous to expect my to hold out beyond. I only
shut myself up at Kut on the distinct understanding that I was relieved
in a month and we have now been six weeks...." On the same night
Townshend informed Aylmer (at last!) that the siege of Kut was being
turned into a blockade, and that his rations would last till 7 February.
Aylmer was now greatly pessimistic. He had information that
Turkish forces released by the evacuation of the Dardanelles were on
their way to Mesopotamia (though none could arrive before the deadline
Townshend gave), and there seemed little chance that the garrison of
Kut could sortie to help him. On the night of the 16th/17th he wired
Nixon and Townshend his evaluation of the situation:
....The position of affairs must be frankly faced. The
enemy is blocking the entrance of the...defile with very strong
works and, judging of his dispositions within them, they have
been designed to resist a heavy bombardment from across the
river as well as attack in front....he may have with him the
whole 52nd Division and two regiments of the 35th and 38th
Divisions, but of course I cannot be certain of this. [The
Turkish force holding Hannah was the 52nd and 35th (amalgamated)
Divisions] Emplacements for nineteen guns have been seen,
eleven of which are designed to fire across the river....
It is impossible in my opinion to take [Hannah] by a coup,
demain
____ _without losing half the force. It was my intention
to cross the 3rd Division and Cavalry Brigade to right bank
directly bridge is finished and thus enfilade enemy's position.
Even by this means I do not think that our progress...can be
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The best plan seems to me for Townshend to cross river
during the night, with such able-bodied men as he has got, in
the mahailas and other river transport available and march well
round Es Sinn position (right bank). I would cross about one
division and cavalry brigade at same time and march to meet him
and bring him back here....
On 20 December Townshend informed me he had fifty mahailas
besides other river craft. If these still exist it should be
about sufficient for his purpose, though he would have to leave
sick unable to march and destroy most of his guns and material.
If Townshend thinks this possible, I shall issue orders for him
to do so.
Nixon at once replied from Basrah that he did not in any way agree
with Aylmer's appreciation. He was an extremely sick man, and he may be
forgiven for his dismissal of the opinion of the general of the spot
and for expressing'a blind and foolish optimism as to the situation of
the British at Hannah. He urged and admonished Aylmer to get on with
the relief at once by his original plan, and ended by remarking that
for Townshend to abandon Kut and his guns and wounded would be "disastrous from every point of view--to Townshend's force, to the whole of
the forces in Mesopotamia and to the Empire, and I cannot saction it."
Townshend also replied, suggesting that, instead of his breaking out,
Aylmer hold the Turks at Hannah with a minimum force and advance by
land up the right bank to opposite Kut, to let him transfer everything
to the right bank at his leisure.
Aylmer was the only man seeing things clearly. Based on the information available to him, particularly with reference to the date Kut's
food would give out, his alternative was the wise one however distasteful it might be to abandon the wounded. Furthermore, he. was right in
advancing it at once since it could only be a matter of time before
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to evacuate the town the Turks would be sure to assault and take it
when it had become half-denuded of troops. On the evening of the 17th
Aylmer had to give in to Nixon, however:
....I understand your telegram to mean that you desire me
to get to Kut in such a way as to hold that place together with
Townshend at least till his force can be removed entirely.
That is, that you do not wish that Townshend's breaking out
should form any portion of my plan....
The only way to relieve Townshend without the necessity
for his breaking out is for me to force the defile and join
hands with him by left bank. This I shall atempt to do by ...
crossing the river with part of my force, enfilading enemy
and then assaulting his position....The country round is a sea
of mud and animals can hardly move. I am using my utmost endeavor to expedite carrying out plans, but it must be recognized
that conditions have been extraordinarily unfavorable.
Nixon replied on the 18th that he wished Aylmer to re-establish and hold
a position at Kut when he arrived there. Any abandonment of Kut would
be disastrous to British prestige and quite uncalled for. He approved
of Aylmer's assaulting Hannah, and hoped that he could start at once.
With these instructions, Aylmer felt that he had no choice but to assault
Hannah at once, and began his preparations.
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This was the last order Nixon gave in Mesopotamia. On the 19th
he handed over to his successor, Lieutenant-General Sir Percy H. Lake,
and sailed from Basrah. He never held another command, and he was not
only a sick but a heart-broken man. The ordeal of the Mesopotamia
Commission and the severe censure he received in parliament and by the
public ruined him; he tried to write his memoirs but failed, and by 1921

-535he was dead. To the day he left Mesopotamia, however, he retained the
confidence and esteem of the rank and file of the expedition, and particularly of the Indian units, in several of whose languages he was
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exceedingly fluent.
There can be no doubt that Nixon over-reached himself, or that he
lacked the sense of moderation incumbent upon the commander of a strategic detachment, or that he was woefully neglectful of administrative
matters. But neither can there be any question that he displayed many
of the characteristics of a great commander, notably his drive and his
confidence and his willingness to accept responsibility. No commander
has ever achieved success without taking risks and making mistakes. And
it must be remembered that when the period of crisis struck in Mesopotamia he had become so sick that he was only a shadow of his former
self.
The new commander-in-chief, Sir Percy Lake, was the former Chief
of the Indian General Staff. He was sixty years old in 1916, and had
held mostly staff jobs since 1885; he was the ideal antidote to Nixon's
administration. Born of Canadian parents, he had graduated from the
Imperial Staff College in 1884 and had divided his service in the next
thirty years fairly equally between Canada and India. He was not a
popular appointee with the India Office, for he was not a colorful man.
Chamberlain wrote to Hardinge on getting news of his appointment: "I
was surprised....I wish you had had a better man at your disposal....
I feel sure that Lake's health and age render him unsuited for such a
responsibility in such a climate, and that some successor must be
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to him, in Field-Marshal Robertson's phrase, as "an Inspector-General
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of Communications. "
As is the case with most slanders, there is a certain amount of
truth in this. But Mesopotamia, in which the basic problem had always
been communications, needed such a man as it needed nothing else. On
his arrival in Mesopotamia Lake realized the extent to which India had
been deceived as to the state of affairs in the country, and set in
train the necessary remedies. They would take many months to bear
fruit, and the constantly critical situation at the front demanded most
of Lake's time, but by the time he had left eight months later he had
laid the groundwork for the final successful advance on Baghdad.
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Even after Aylmer informed Townshend that the battle at the Wadi
had not cleared the way to Kut and that another would be necessary,
with its attendant delay, Townshend still did not cut his troops'
rations. They continued to receive a full issue of everything except
potatoes and vegetables, which of course were not available within the
town. The first few cases of scurvy began to appear among the Indians
owing to the lack of fresh vegetables, but the garrison's health was
good generally.
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On the 16th of January Field-Marshal von der Goltz with his staff
of Turkish and German officers was seen inspecting the lines in front
of Kut. Townshend remarked:
One of our guns fired on this group, which took refuge in
a trench. I was very annoyed with the officer who ordered this
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without my orders, for I had a great respect for the man whom
I considered the leading strategist of Europe. I ordered the
fire to cease at once. I was told afterwards that the shell
nearly got the Field-Marshal.59
Trench warfare around Kut continued at its usual uneventful pace,
costing few casualties to either side. It was raining almost all the
time now, though, and the river was steadily rising. All through the
month the garrison and Arab work gangs worked constantly at constructing
protective bunds to prevent the flooding of the whole area and of the
town, for Kut was all low-lying land which was frequently inundated in
the winter and spring floods. Where the trenches faced each other at
the neck of the peninsula was the lowest land of all, and despite the
measures taken all the trenches were more or less permanently flooded.
This made life in them pretty miserable, for in the latter half of
January the temperature went as low as 21° F. early in the mornings,
and there would be a skim of ice over all the pools of standing water
every dawn.
There was a minor deviation from the Turkish tactics of blockade
on the night of 19th/20th January, when the Turks around Woolpress
made an attempt to assault the enclave, but they were eaily driven back.
The crest of the rain-floods (there were also snow-floods which came
down from the mountains in April) was now approaching, and in the 48
hours preceding dawn on the 21st the Tigris at Kut rose seven feet.
At 6:30 a.m. on the 21st the Tigris broke through many of the protective dams and burst into the first-line trenches on the north-west as
far as redoubt B, filling them neck-deep. A few men were drowned.
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opened fire, and a large number of men were lost while staggering back
across the mud laden with ammunition boxes and equipment. At 8 a.m.,
however, the Turks in their turn could take it no longer and pulled
back, taking similar losses from British fire.
From then on, the British front line ran from the fort to near
redoubt B and then back via the middle line to the river bank north of
the palm groves, a switch line being constructed to link the middle
line and B. The Turkish front was moved back to a distance of from
1,200 to 1,500 yards from this line, except north-east of the fort,
where advanced patrols were still maintained about 450 yards off. All
along the lines, now separated be a great 'lake' that nearly cut off
the peninsula, fighting came to an almost complete halt. The flooded
area dried up in February, but the Turks did not bother to advance
their lines again.
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On the 5th and 13th the British had played into Turkish hands by
launching unnecessary frontal attacks due to impatience, faulty intelligence and an unjustifiable contempt for the enemy's resources. Now
they were compelled to repeat the performance, for they believed there
was little time left to save Kut. There was no turnable flank at
Hannah, and their lack of a bridge precluded a large-scale operation
on the right bank.
The only conceivable alternative would have been an operation around
the north of huge Suwaikieh Marsh. Even had the transport for this
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ended at Suwada Marsh, where the Turks could quickly collect at least
10,000 men from Hannah, Es Sinn and Shumran. This would be at least
as strong as the strongest possible British force that transport
could be provided for, probably stronger. If the British were to lose
their battle--and they would be operating against entrenchments, and
could not hope for surprise as their march of two days would be reported by Arabs--their entire force would be forfeit. All drinking
water would have to be carried, and it would be a question of breaking
through to the river bank or surrendering. This operation was therefore
out of the question, and the R.F. was doomed to make another futile,
bloody frontal assault.
Aylmer began to close his infantry up for the assault on the
nights of the 17th and 18th, advancing the 35th and 19th Brigades to
within 1000 yards of the Turkish main line. The weather cleared on the
19th, and during the day the force he had been able to ferry to the
right bank, consisting of 14 guns and the 7th Brigade, advanced along
the bank until they came to a point opposite the Turkish trenches,
where they proceeded to dig themselves in. On the morning of the 20th
he issued his orders for the attack, which would take place on the
following day.
The British would have 14 guns on the right bank and 30 on the left;
since it was to be a simple frontal attack the heaviest artillery preparation that could be arranged was laid on. Only enough ammunition was
to be retained to allow for the further fighting that was to be expected
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be followed by bursts of heavy fire over the night of the 20th/21st.
At 6:30 a.m. on the 21st the artillery was to conduct a saturation
bombardment of the Turkish first line for ten minutes; during this time
the 7th Division would advance to within 150-200 yards of the Turkish
trenches if it had not already reached that point the preceding night.
Then the bombardment would lift to the second line and strike that for
ten minutes; its lifting to the second line would be the signal for the
7th Division to make its assault. The 7th Infantry Brigade on the
right bank would provide enfilading small arms fire with its rifles and
ten machine guns.
The infantry assault would be made on the left by the 35th Brigade
and on the right near the marsh by the 19th; the 7th Division had been
so weakened by its losses from the previous battles--it mustered only
3,700 rifles--that its third brigade, the 21st, had been broken up and
distributed between the other two. The main attack was to be on the
half of the enemy's front near the river, and so the 35th Brigade
would be closely supported by the 9th Brigade of the 3rd Division. The
remaining brigade of the British force, the 28th, which had suffered so
greatly in the last two battles, would be held back about two miles
from the Turkish lines as a General Reserve.
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By the 21st the Turkish position at Umm-el-Hannah had been very
strongly entrenched. The front line, a continuous trench running 1,350
yards from river to marsh, was covered by wire entanglements and sup-
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were reserve positions in the rear, with many subsidiary and communication trenches. It was held by the 52nd Division of 4,000 rifles, with
the 35th Division of 3,000 rifles in reserve. Fazil Pasha's cavalry-1400 lances--watched the British force on the right bank opposity. The
45th Division of 4500 men was watching Kut, and the 51st Division of
4000 men was Khalil's General Reserve at Shumran. One regiment of
Muntafiq auxiliaries was stationed just above Nasiriya to warn of an
advance via the Euphrates and the Shatt-al-Hai. The Turks had a total
of 74 guns, most of them light and old; the majority were in support at
Hannah.
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During the night of the 19th/20th the 7th Division advanced its
front line to within 600 yards of the Turks against heavy hostile fire.
On the 20th the weather remained fine though threatening, and the
ground was slowly drying out. The bombardment began as planned. During the night of the 20th/21st the 7th Division made further progress
on the left bank, and at dawn was within 250 yards of the Turkish firstline trench.
It was very weak for the task it was about to undertake. The 35th
Brigade which was to deliver the key attack was only 1,000 strong, despite the addition of two battalions from the dissolved 21st Brigade.
In its first line, at 250 yards from the Turkish trench, was the Black
Watch (left) and the 41st Dogras (right); 130 yards behind were the 6th
Jats (left) and the 37th Dogras (right). Three hundred yards behind
the second line were 97th Infantry (left) and the 1/5th Buffs (right).
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the previous battles, were given the position of honor in the assault;
the Black Watch, for example, had left only 120 men, less than a fifth
of its effectives.
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Owing to the usual morning mist the pre-attack bombardment did
not begin until 7:45 a.m., as the artillery wanted a half-hour of daylight to register their guns. Compared to previous bombardments in
Mesopotamia, it was impressive: "Columns of earth rose over the
Turkish lines, and pillars of smoke, green, white and brown and yellow,
and columns of water when a stray shell...plunged into the Tigris."
But it did not keep the Turks' heads down; as the 35th Brigade inched
forward some two hundred yards to shorten the distance they would have
to sprint when the guns lifted, they were met by rifle and maxim
bullets pouring across the shelterless plain in an unending stream. The
bombardment served mainly to indicate where the attack was to be expected, and the Turks simply moved towards their left and the marsh whence
they could enfilade the assault, or back to the second line from which
most of the frontal fire came.
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At 7:55 the artillery lifted to the second line, and the leading
battalions of the 35th Brigade dashed forward under a destructive
Turkish rifle fire over the still-soggy ground, to be cut down like
ripe grain. Some of the Dogras on the right of the first line reached
the Turkish wire, which had not been cut by the British shells as
planned, but only a few survived to get into the trench. From these
the Turks, fighting fiercely, soon drove them back and then, as the
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sent to ground, they were forced back to their front line trench.
On the British left along the river bank the wire had been well
destroyed and the attack was more successful. The Black Watch, attacking on a frontage of 250 yards, penetrated into the Turkish first line
trench and captured about 150 yards of it along with a few prisoners
and two machine guns; some few of the 6th Jats coming up behind them
followed them into the trench before the rest were forced to go to
ground or be killed. The only officer of the Black Watch to come out
of it alive and unwounded, a 20-year-old subaltern, told the story. As
they had stood up for the last rush, the adjutant, the only other
officer still with the regiment, had been hit in the head as he gave
the order. "Our men were falling all around me," the boy said. "I
saw eight rifles and bayonets all pointing at me, and the men's faces.
I was awful scared. I expected to go down in the next ten yards. I
felt the lead in my stomach....I thought I was done in." "Why didn't
they fire?" "I don't know. I suppose they were scared. I let off my
revolver at them, and it kicked up a lot of dust." The Turks dropped
their rifles and ran.
He had with him only about fifty men of the Black Watch and ten of
the 6th Jats. The Turkish trench was six to seven feet deep, with a
loopholed parapet and a parados some three feet high; a deep communication trench ran back along the river bank to the second line. A block
was put across this and held by the Jats, while the subaltern manned
the one captured Turkish machine gun that could be got to work and
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left. Soon they had secured the trench so that they were "as safe in
it as in a house."
At a terrible cost, the British had secured a foothold in the
Turkish trench. But all efforts to push in to the support of the Black
Watch failed. The 9th Brigade's five battalions had been pushed forward to right behind the 35th before the assault went in, and its two
leading battalions were sent ahead right on the heels of the front brigade. The 62nd Punjabis were to advance at about 250 yards' distance
from the river, and the 1/4th Hampshire Regiment was to follow slightly
to their left rear. Both battalions came under heavy fire as soon as
they began to move and suffered 'severe casualties. At Umm-el-Hannah
the river trends away to the south; from as short a distance inland as
250 yards it was not visible, and the Punjabis lost touch with it and
moved too far to the right. They ended up, having lost most of their
officers, in an unsupported position with unbroken wire in front of
them and were unable to maintain themselves; the survivors fell fack.
A remnant of the Hampshire eventually joined the right of the shattered
35th Brigade and was pinned down with it. Five minutes after the
attack, at 8 a.m., the 1/Connaught Rangers were sent forward by the 9th
Brigade after the 62nd Punjabis, but they also were decimated and ended
up stalled on the right of the 35th Brigade.
Communication back from the front of the 35th Brigade had broken
down almost at once, and Younghusband and Aylmer were dependent upon
reports from the right bank for their information. By 8:30 Younghusband
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success, and the Turkish artillery had stopped firing. The 19th
Brigade had advanced along the marsh as ordered, but its progress was
slow; it eventually got to within 100 yards of the hostile trenches,
but there was completely halted. It seemed to Aylmer that his attack
was on the way to being a success, and he ordered his General Reserve
to move forward a half-mile.
But already the Turks were preparing to counter-attack the captured trench, and none of the scattered remains of the 9th and 35th
Brigades were close enough to lend support. The subaltern manning the
machine gune in the stretch of trench held by the Black Watch "played
with the thing like a toy," until the Turks came bombing down the line
right to his traverse, when he put five shots in the maxim and cleared.
The Black Watch had no bombs, and they were gradually pushed down the
trench from traverse to traverse towards the river, where another
Turkish bombing party was pushing up along the communication trench.
The British were jammed in densely between these attacks and were literally squeezed over the parapet. As they fell back on their own trench
they came under a murderous fire, and lost more men than in the attack.
This was at about 9:10.
The British were now stalled in the open all along the Turkish
front, and there were few reserves left to be thrown in at the front.
The attack was already a failure. But communication with the rear was
extremely slow, and the reports were arriving at headquarters very much
out of date, if they arrived at all. At 9:10, as the Turks pushed the

-546Black Watch out of their stretch of captured trench, Aylmer received
word for the first time that the 35th Brigade had got into the Turkish
trench. Only at 9:30 did he receive word of the preparation of the
Turkish counter-attack which had succeeded a half-hour before. He determined to commit his General Reserve to preserve the advantage he thought
he had gained. At 9:45 a.m. the 28th Brigade was ordered to advance to
the support of the 19th Brigade near the marsh, on which he thought
the counter-attack would fall.
The 28th Brigade had to advance more than a mile, and since there
had not been time to dig communication trenches it would have to do
every inch of it across the naked plain. It came under fire at once,
and men fell with every step it advanced. Morale was not good in the
28th Brigade in the conventional sense of the word, any more than it
was in the rest of the force; the men could see nothing in the future
except more frontal attacks across endless, pitiless plains against an
unseen enemy until they were all dead or wounded. More than half the
men of the brigade had become casualties in the past week, and, knowing what lay in store for the wounded, it was difficult to say whether
they or the dead were better off. They felt doomed, but it brought out
in them a magnificent stoicism:
A small batch of Hants were seen to advance at a walking
pace some 1,800 yards without taking any cover. At 400 yards
from the enemy one officer and two men were left. They walked
coolly on and were within 300 yards of the Turkish trenches
when the officer, the last of that forlornest of forlorn hopes,
fell. Nothing could have been more gloriously perverse. It was
a kind of vicarious expiation. They must have been moved by an
obscure sense that somebody ought to make good, and in a spirit
of devotion they took upon themselves the full chastisement. It
was wrong-headed--but their utmost.

-547By 11:15 a.m. enough information had filtered back to Aylmer to
make him realize that the whole attack was definitely checked, and he
ordered the attack to be abandoned until a new bombardment had been
carried out. At this time the tattered remnant of the 28th Brigade was
at last nearing the position of the 19th Brigade, only to find that its
advance had been for nothing. Younghusband now issued orders to his
firing line to maintain the ground gained, and announced that a fresh
attack was to be made at 1 p.m. after ten minutes' intense artillery
bombardment.
The weather had held good for three days, but at 11:30 it broke
down again. The rain streamed down and the wind commenced to blow
heavily, and within half an hour the whole area had been transformed
into a glutinous morass of ankle-deep mud in which movement was next to
impossible. Telephonic communication had failed completely and orders
had to be passed by hand; since the casualties among orderlies were very
heavy, some of the units scattered haphazardly across the Turkish front
never did receive their orders to attack at 1 p.m. The artillery bombardment began at 12:50 as planned, but it had not great effect as all
communication between observers and guns had broken down. At 1 p.m.
the numbed survivors of the tragedy dragged themselves to their feet,
soaked and shivering in the cold, but many units which had not got their
orders made no move and in the wind and the mud, by now knee-deep in
places, the men could move no faster than a slow walk. The assault was
met with crushing Turkish fire, and it was tacitly abandoned within a
quarter-hour.

-548Through the early afternoon the troops crouched exhausted in the
freezing mud, within a few hundred yards of the Turkish line. Aylmer,
not yet aware of how desperate the state of his troops was, was determined to hold the forward positions won at such cost, but Younghusband
at the front decided it was essential that the men fall back as soon as
it was dark. Through a misunderstanding the withdrawal was begun before
Aylmer could countermand it, and by mid-evening the British troops were
all back in their former trenches 1300 yards from the Turkish position.
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British casulaties amounted to 2,741, including 78 British officers.
The 35th Brigade, which had only numbered 1,000 in the morning of the
action even with two additional battalions attached, came out of the
day with 550 men. Numbers of battalions lost more than fifty percent of
their strength, and several Indian battalions were left with no British
officers at all. In some cases the losses amounted to near-annihilation,
as in the case of the 6th Jats, with 92 percent losses, and the 1/4th
Hampshire, with 81 percent. Aylmer estimated the Turkish casualties at
2,000 but there can be no doubt that this wasgreatly exaggerated.
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There was no error that lost the battle; it had simply been lost
because, with the existing balance of forces, it could not have been
won. On the day it was fought there were 10,000 troops and 12 guns, a
force larger than that engaged, at Basrah waiting for transportation upstream, but it had been felt that Townshend's relief could not be postponed so much as two weeks. For the same reason the Relieving Force
had wasted its strength in hasty frontal attacks with inferior forces

-549for the past three weeks, losing more than fifty percent of its effec-.
tives, or 8,000 men, in bloody, indecisive engagements. No one would
have believed it then, if they had been told that Townshend would continue to hold out till the end of April, till the river had gone down
and risen again, till a new bridge of boats had been built and destroyed,
and a new army collected and wasted.
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In the trenches, filled waist-deep with water at the freezing
temperature, the men spent a miserable night; it was so cold that when
the wind dropped, the marsh froze. It was fortunate that there was no
shooting after dark, for a large proportion of the men's rifles had
become clogged with mud and were temporarily useless. There were many
cases of frostbite, and men were found dead of exposure in the morning
without a mark on them.
For the wounded, the night of the 21st was a repetition of the
tragedy of Shaikh Salad, with the added refinement of freezing rain and
mud. It had not been possible to bring in many of the wounded who had
fallen too near the Turkish lines, and a majority of these drowned or
died of exposure during the night. The Mesopotamia Commission reported:
Men lay out all night in pitiless, icy rain, dying from
exposure because the medical personnel--heroic in its efforts-was hopelessly inadequate to succor them. In the morning, many
sepoys were found dead...others were picked up and were slowly
jolted, petrified and sodden with freezing mud, in springless
carts to dressing stations which for hours had been nothing more
than a shambles....
There was no food, no blankets, not even enough tents. When evacuation
finally became possible, says the Mesopotamia Commission, "men arrived
at Amara with wounds which for eight days had remained untended--
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wounds which were putrifying, gangrenous and full of maggots."
On the night of the 21st Aylmer had first telegraphed Townshend
that his two assaults had failed but that he would renew the attack the
next day, though it appeared a rather forlorn hope. He asked Townshend,
if he could possibly do so, to make a sortie as soon as he could.
Early in the morning of the 22nd, however, he telegraphed again, saying that the rain, the condition of his men, and the retirement of
General Younghusband's front line had compelled him to abandon his intention of renewing the attack. Elaborating on this theme later on the
22nd, he added that: "The troops are not at present in a state to
assault such a position [as Hannah], even if only held by 3,000 men."69
Aylmer then sent a message to the new commander-in-chief, Lake,
announcing that he was shutting down the offensive for the present. He
said: "...there is not doubt that... we have suffered a severe reverse
in spite of the gallantry of the troops, and our losses have been very
heavy. The troops on retiring removed as many wounded as possible, but
many must still remain near the enemy's trenches. I am sending a request to the Turk for six hours' armistice to bury dead and bring away
wounded."70
The Turks proved willing to grant an armistice: unknown to the
British they had consumed almost all of their ammunition in the previous day's battle and needed time to bring more up to the front. The
truce began at noon on the 22nd. By then the ground was so deep in
mud that the four-mile walk from the British camp to the front took
two and a half hours, and consequently the evacuation of the British

-551wounded took place only very slowly. Those whom the Turks had not
taken in during the night were mostly found lying bruised and naked in
the mud under the freezing drizzle; the Turks were unfailingly courteous and did their best to keep the Arab hangers-on who swarmed over
the battlefield from stripping the wounded, but had little success.
Many even of the unarmed British officers supervising the truce were
beaten and robbed by the predatory 'loose-wallahs,' as the troops
called the Arabs. There was little fraternization between the British
and Indian ranks and the Turks who brought out the dead and wounded from
their trenches; mostly they just stared at each other in mutual fascination. The truce ended at 6 p.m., but both sides continued to observe
it all night.
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The failure at Umm-el-Hannah marked the end of the first relief
attempt. The battles had certainly not been tactical masterpieces, but
the hastily-adopted and unimaginative tactics of the R.F. were due to
the same ultimate cause as the inability of the force to await reinforcements before making its forlorn attacks. The real reason for the
failure of the first relief attempt was the belief that Townshend was on
the verge of having to surrender, and for that nobody but Townshend
himself was responsible. By the time it became possible to make a new
relief attempt the odds were stacked against the British in a way they
had not been in January: Turkish reinforcements had arrived, and had
had months to perfect their defenses; the weather had become a Turkish
ally; and Kut was really on the verge of starvation. In the final
analysis Kut was lost in the battles of January 7th, 13th and 22nd.
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CHAPTER XV
SECOND RELIEF ATTEMPT:
Dujailah Redoubt, March 1916
Aylmer now considered his position hopeless. He could not
possibly break through to Kut in the two weeks remaining before
Townshend's rations gave out entirely. After the failure of the
Wadi battle to bring success in mid-January, Chamberlain had
ordered India to prepare three more infantry brigades for service
in Mesopotamia at once, which would ultimately raise the strength
of the British in Mesopotamia to six divisions (including the 6th
in Kut). But as yet they had not even been designated, and they
could not leave India for Mesopotamia until an equal number of
Territorial troops arrived from England and India to take their
places. It was for this reason that the Tigris Corps commander
had urged Townshend on the 21st to make a sortie on a large scale,
as being almost the only move that could hold out hope of success
1
in thepresent situation.
Townshend, with only 6,450 bayonets remaining, considered a
sortie too dangerous by far; he might well lose Kut and be finished
off in the open. He at once replied to this effect, adding that
Kut had at present 14 days' rations left, but that by putting the
troops on half-rations he could last another 27 days. This would
give Aylmer time to receive at least those reinforcements which
were already in the country awaiting transport upstream -- a not
inconsiderable number -- before trying another assault. On the

-55821st he also ordered all the foodstuffs in the town in civilian
2
hands to begathered up.
Sir Percy Lake at Basrah wired Aylmer that, if he could not
continue his attack, he was to empty all his shipping and send it
back downstream for reinforcements and supplies, retaining only
two ships in case the Turks should withdraw above Kut voluntarily.
Almost immediately, however, Townshend sent another message which
temporarily suspended the execution of this order. On 23 January
he wired Aylmer and Lake giving three alternative courses he might
adopt if relief were unlikely. Alternative A, he suggested, would
be to break out by the right bank at night and meet Aylmer half-way;
however, he would only be able to get away 3,000-4,000 of his men
by this means, and would have to destroy all his guns. Alternative
B was to stay in Kut until the last bullet and bite had been consumed.
Alternative C would be to attempt to negotiate with the Turks, offering Kut in exchange for the force's relief. He considered A the
best plan.
Lake was not on his way up river to visit the front for the
first time. He replied that he still had hopes of relieving Townshend, though he would know better when he arrived at the front on
the 28th. Alternatives B and C were out of the question; Townshend
might secretly begin preparing plans to break out as he suggested,
but they were only to be put into effect in an extremity. Aylmer
on the scene was less sanguine. Also on the 23rd he replied:

-559I know Army Commander disagrees with me, but... in my
opinion ... as confirmed by recent experiences, I am not in
a position to reach Kut so as to effect entire relief of
Townshend. I believe, even after reinforcements now on way
arrive, we shall have very little chance of success. I have
now only 9,000 infantry left and have just suffered reverse.
I am very doubtful of moral of a good many of the Indian
troops, especially as I have now the gravest suspicion of extent of self-multilation among them. It is my deliberate
opinion, formed after the gravest consideration, that the
best course would be to adopt Townshend's plan, as suggested
by me originally and vetoed by [former] Army Corm Lander.
Aylmer wished the Army Commander's decision at once, as if the plan
were adopted he would have to retain all his shipping for the re3
treat after Townshendgot out of Kut.
Townshend wired on the 23rd that he was willing to make the
attempt, but that success would depend on "the spin of a coin."
He favoured instead Lake's suggestion of an advance by the main
body of the force up the right bank to opposite Kut, leaving a
minimum force on the left bank to contain Hannah. The Hai was
now in flood, and the Turks would be reluctant to put a large
force to the east of it with only one mahela bridge across it.
The earlier objection that the town would be overrun when halfempty no longer applied, for the floods across the northern
perimeter had made it almost impregnable.
The time of the great revelation was not at hand. To
bolster his argument in favour of waiting in Kut for relief,
Townshend added: "I have 22days'

food left now, but by collecting

all the atta [coarse-ground flour] in the town and eating up the
horses, we can last out much longer." During the next two days he
sent further messages, each indicating more clearly than the last

-560the extent to which he had misled the Relieving Force as to the
potential length of his resistance. By the 25th Townshend had
received an estimate of the food gathered by his staff in their
search of the town, and during the previous night he had considered
the matter carefully and come to the decision that breaking out
would be too chancy. He telegraphed on the 25th that he wished to
stay in Kut and wait for relief, and suggested that one or two "good
all-British divisions"be obtained to save Mesopotamia. He then
announced the astonishing news that he had food to hold on for 84
more day s.4
After being besieged almost two months, Townshend had at last
had a complete inventory made of the stores of food in the division's
possession, and conducted a house-to-house search for hoarded food
supplies. The Arabs were wise in the ways of concealment, and it
was necessary to break down walls and dig up floors to find the
hidden stocks of the wealthier class of citizens; 'all food beyond
that required to keep the owners alive until 1 May was confiscated.
All stocks in the hands of merchants were also taken over, and from
this time on the poorer Arabs were issued rations like the troops.
Counting the grain seized in Woolpress, for which the Air Force
dropped parts to build a grinding mill, and counting the 3,000
horses and mules available, which would provide the Europeans with
ample meat indefinitely at a rate of consumption of ten a day,
Townshend's supply section calculated with remarkable accuracy that
5
the food would last into the middle of April.

-561Tawnshend's bombshell had an immediate effect on the desperation-born suggestion that part of his garrison break its way out.
With admirable forbearance for a commander who had just lost 8,000
men to save a garrison supposedly on the verge of starvation,
Aylmer at once wired Townshend and Lake:
It must be acknowledged that Townshend's telegrams throw
a completely new light on the situation. I am delighted that
his food supplies are now found much better than I could know
from previous telegrams, which pointed to 17th February as
date to which he could subsist on half rations. I quite recognise that there are other factors besides with which he may
have to contend in his splendid defence, but this new information, had it been communicated to me before, would have
certainly modified much of what I have unsuccessfully attempted
to do and what I have proposed. I certainly no longer desire
to adopt plan (a) [Townshend's breaking out of Kut with half
his division]...
6
On the next day, the 25th, Lake confirmed Aylmer's decision to
wait and try another relief attempt. He directed Aylmer to return
all his shipping to take up reinforcements, and in the evening he
gave his plan for the new offensive. The Turkish troops at Hannah
were to be held fast by a minimum force supported by most of the
artillery, while a flying column would advance by the right bank
in the direction of the right flank of the old Es Sinn position on
the right bank. With this column Townshend was to cooperate if
possible, passing part of his force across the river by night.
This operation could not take place any earlier than 10 February,
when reinforcements had been got up and a bridge rebuilt across the
Tigris. "These reinforcements amount to 11,000 bayonets, 18 field
guns... and 6 howitzers manned by regulars, and 4 field guns by

-562Territorials, raising your total force to 20,000 bayonets, 1,300
sabres, and 74 guns."7
Up to the time of Shaikh Sal ad the Viceroy had been quite
complacent about the safety of Kut. He deprecated the use of such
terms as "besieged" and "relief", in fact, and for a long time
the news that Kut was surrounded was not made public. The Indian
General Staff had had a less rosy view of the matter, and in an
appreciation in early January had felt itself unable to offer definite assurances that Kut could be relieved; it had also expressed
puzzlement at the passive attitude adopted by Townshend. At home
there was less confidence too; on 13 January Field-Marshal Robertson,
The Chief of the Imperial General Staff, had warned Egypt that it
might be necessary to send one of the divisions evacuated there
from Gallipoli to Mesopotamia. News of the repulse at Hannah on
the 21st galvanised these doubts into action. On 26 January the
War Committee asked Robertson to prepare a paper on the military
situation in Mesopotamia and another on the control of the campaign,
and ordered Egypt to prepare a division for dispatch to the country.8
Robertson had very definite opinions about the curious system
of control over the military operations in Mesopotamia, and he had
only "hesitated to put [his] finger into the Mesopotamian pie"
earlier because it seemed there would be no time for a change of
command to have any good effect before Kut should be settled one
way or the other. In his opinion,
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arrangements for the maintenance of the long and precarious
line of communication in that country were notoriously bad
...operations were conducted by the Government of India
under instructions issued by the India Office...a sound system
of command is a requisite condition of success, and...no
worse system could have been devised than that of dividing
the control of the military forces of the Empire between
two separate departments (India Office and War Office) and
two separate army headquarters (Simla and London). British
officers can do most things, but no human being could have
made this vicious system work efficiently, and it is no
reflection on either the India authorities or the India
Office that it was bound to lead to serious trouble, if not
to disaster, as unfortunately it did.9
While Robertson's last remark was a disclaimer demanded by
courtesy, it is to be doubted that he really felt that India was
doing all it could to assist in theprosecution of the war.10
The War Committee met again on the 3rd February to discuss
Mesopotamia, and Robertson presented his papers. "I was...
compelled," said Robertson, "to point out to the War Committee
the impossibility of continuing the existing arrangement, and I
recommended, with Lord Kitchener's concurrence, that both operative
and administrative control should be taken over by the War Office
and be dealt with by it as in the case of all other campaigns.
After some discussion the recommendation was accepted..." Under
the new arrangement, Duff was no longer an independent commanderin-chief, but received his orders from Robertson in the same way
as did all the other theatre commanders. India remained the principal base of the force, which was now renamed the Mesopotamia
Expeditionary Force (MEF), and was only to indent the War Office
for supplies which were unavailable from Indian resources. Even
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better provided for. Much more important to the general scheme of
the war, India was no longer able to indulge in adventures of no
strategic significance that troops from elsewhere were needed to
bail her out of. The new command system went into effect on /6
11
February.

The weather at the Tigris front remained stormy until the end
of January, and no important operations were undertaken by either
side. On the 28th, however, Aylmer transferred
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brigades and

half his guns to the right bank. At the beginning of February,
in part because of Aylmer's new dispositions and in part by an
evaluation of his tactical opportunities, the Turks concluded
that his main effort next time would be made not at Hannah but
on the right bank. Accordingly, von der Goltz began to ferry the
35th Division across the Tigris to the right-bank Es Sinn position.
The 52nd Division was left at Hannah, and the 51st was posted as a
reserve on the left bank near Es Sinn. The 45th Division continued
to invest Kut, and, contrary to British information, neither of the
12
two reinforcing divisions had yet reached Mesopotamia.
Von der Goltz need have had no fear of the next British relief
attempt starting at once. The R.F.'s losses had been so severe that
it had to resort to the temporary expedient of amalgamating many of
13
its battalions,

and it was for thamoment numerically inferior

to the Turkish troops around Kut. Many of the essentials of modern
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Lake

was of the opinion that the advance could not take place until the
reinforcements now in the country and the three brigades promised
15
from India
reached the front, which would require a long time
16
with the river transport available in the country.

On 28 January

he communicated his views to India:
I had long discussions with Aylmer on situation today...
The date upon which he will again be able to contemplate
advance relief of Kut depends mainly on the arrival of a fresh
bridging train, which is his greatest need....As regards supplies,
we believe we can, largely in consequence of his heavy losses,
keep him supplied until he is again made up to war establishment
and the three new reinforcing brigades arrive. By that time
we hope that sufficient new river transport will have arrived
from India and elsewhere to meet the increased demand....As
bearing upon the question of Aylmer's future advance, I trust
the arrival of at least a portion of the three promised brigades can be expedited, otherwise I shall have no reserves in
hand to support him in case of a reverse...
17
Before Lake left the front on 29 January to return to Basrah he
appointed General Gorringe Major-General of the General Staff of
the Tigris Corps. Henceforward, Gorringe, in whom Lake reposed
great confidence, would play a large part in the planning and ex18
ecution of relief attempts.
At the beginning of February Aylmer had at the front a total
of 12,000 rifles and 46 guns, made up mostly of the wreckage of the
units shattered in the first relief attempt. There were 12,000
reinforcements on their way up the river to him (those units of the
3rd and 7th Divisions which had not yet arrived at the front, the
"Composite Division" sent from India in January, of which only one
brigade had reached the front in time for the first relief attempt,
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arrive. When they did arrive, Aylmer would have a force of 23,000
bayonets, 1,300 sabres and 76 guns at his disposal.19

The Turkish

forces around Kut were estimated at 24,500 bayonets, 1,500 sabres
and 78 guns. While it was generally considered that a numerical
superority of at least two to one was necessary sucessfully to
attack entrenchments, parity was about all the British could hope
for. The commander-in-chief in Mesopotamia therefore planned to
begin the second relief attempt as soon as it had been achieved.
Soon after he returned to Basrah, Lake took the most unusual
step of requesting an appraisal of the situation at the front not
from Aylmer, but from Gorringe. On 2 February Gorringe replied
that it was now certain that the Turks had moved forward on the
right bank. This was good, since the enemy's troops were more
widely distributed, and an opportunity presented itself to attack
"...material portions of his total force on the right bank while
holding the remainder of his advanced troops on the left bank with
minimum forces." Operations could begin as soon as the R.F. received its coming reinforcements and a boat-bridge. Aylmer's force
should advance to the Hai via the right bank and, after defeating
the Turks if they resisted, push on at least to Shumran. Since
there was no material in Kut to build another bridge, and since
the detached force advancing along the right bank could not bring
such material cross-country with it, operations would have to be
confined to the right bank. Kut's garrison could ferry across
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without which it could not maintain itself so far forward.
Gorringe finished by remarking that if the British were successful
the Turks would probably evacuate Hannah voluntarily, that he
thought the chances were good, and that he had shown the paper to
the Corps Commander, who agreed with him.
On 6 February Aylmer submitted his detailed plan to Army
Headquarters, sending a copy to Townshend. He estimated that the
Turks intended to occupy the Es Sinn position on the right bank
with one division and a cavalry brigade. He planned to advance
up the right bank by night with the Cavalry Brigade, 12,000 infantry and a strong force of artillery, leaving a minimum detachment
at Hannah. Supplies would be carried in transport for one day only,
with two more days' food on the soldiers. Since Gorringe's plan had
been submitted the obstacles to be overcome on the right bank had
increased: on the 5th an airman had reported that the Turks had
completed the construction of a bridge across the Hai, which would
allow them to reinforce Es Sinn from their camp at Shumran, and
Townshend had wired that the Turks had begun to entrench the right
bank of the Tigris east of the Hai so as completely to encircle the
garrison of Kut. Aylmer was therefore less confident of overwhelming
success than Gorringe had been and proposed two alternative courses
of action. If his success were great enough, he would follow the
Turks across the Hai and destroy Shumran camp, but if they rallied
on the other side of the Hai and stopped his advance, he would hold
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was evacuated to the right bank. Rations for the relieving force
would be provided by Kut, and, in the absence of bridging material
in Kut or with the R.F., flying bridges would be made use of. The
operation would take place about mid-February.
It was a good plan. The most encouraging aspect of it, from
a tactical point of view, was that the Turks, who had no bridge
across the Tigris below Shumran, were divided almost completely by
the Tigris. To transfer troops from Hannah to Es Sinn or vice
versa required either a fifty-mile march or else slowly ferrying
them across in driblets at Magasis below Kut. The Turkish central
reserve at Shumran was thirty miles from Hannah and twenty from
Es Sinn.
Townshend replied that he would cooperate, but that he could
not begin the passage of the Tigris until the R.F. reached the Hai.
He observed that 12,000 out of more than 20,000 troops who would
be with the R.F. by that time seemed a small maximum force, and
added: "Surely one brigade entrenched on the left bank is ample to
hold the Turkish force at Hannah in respect...If you have any doubt
as to the result, would it not be wiser to wait and unite all your
forces [i.e., further reinforcements coming from overseas] before
advancing...If this effort failed, it would be a grave affair."20
Sir Percy Lake, however, sanctioned the adoption of this plan
at once. He left the date of the advance to Aylmer's discretion.
He did this in spite of the fact that he was aware that there were
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fact that he had been informed on the 2nd of" February that the
13th British Division from Egypt and the 7th Mountain Artillery
Brigade from India would be arriving at Basrah between 27 February
and 12 March.2l

These forces, when they were all arrived, would

greatly augment the Tigris Corps to five full divisions, but he
was not at all sure that he would even then have the river craft
to get them up river. At any rate, they could not arrive at the
front until 15 March at the earliest. On the other hand, he had
intelligence from the British military attache with the Russians
in the Caucasus that a sixth Turkish division (the 2nd) would
arrive at Baghdad on 22 February, and a seventh (the 41st) on
12 March.
In an appreciation for Duff on 8 February, Lake elaborated
upon his reasoning. When the reinforcements now in the country
should arrive at the front about 15 February, he said, the British
would actually outnumber the Turks, for though the R.F.'s 23,000
rifles and 74 guns would be roughly balanced by the Turks' 24,000
men and 78 guns, the Turks had also to guard Townshend's 6,500
effectives in Kut. By the end of March, it was true, the two
reinforcing divisions from India and Egypt would have raised the
British total by 18,000 rifles and at least 76 guns, but the Turks
might be reinforced in the same period by four divisions numbering
30,000 rifles and 96 guns. Since furthermore it was impossible to
foretell whether the British would have enough transport in the
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he considered it unwise to wait for the reinforcements before
making the relief attempt for fear of losing what slight numerical
superiority he had.
Duff was willing to concede that, since Kut would tie down
part of the Turkish force, the R. F. would probably be faced with
only about 16,500 troops and 58 guns in its next relief attempt.
Bearing in mind Aylmer's deficiencies in guns and high-explosive
shells, however, he did not think this sufficient superiority. He
was optimistic that the reinforcing divisions would arrive earlier
than expected at Basrah, and felt therefore, that the British
should wait for them before advancing and run the risk of larger
Turkish reinforcements arriving at the same time. On 11 February
he wired Lake that both he and Robertson were agreed that the advance
should not take place before 15 March at the earliest, though the
final decision must rest with Lake.
There ensued a voluminous five-way correspondence between
Townshend, Aylmer, Lake, Duff and Robertson in which the pros and
cons of an early advance were argued interminably. Lake advanced the
argument he should have presented before, which was that after
March 15th the spring floods might come down the river at any time,
giving the Turks the ability to control inundations from their
upstream position and generally increasing the difficulties of relief
tenfold. Furthermore, his river craft could barely keep Aylmer's
present force supplied, and he feared that it would be a long time
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in the country -- he had already told Aylmer not to rely on receiving any large part of them before the end of March. Aylmer
pointed out that he would need land transport to advance on the
right bank, and that therefore the force he could utilize in his
relief attempt would be limited by his amount of transport whether
large reinforcements arrived at the front or not. Townshend reverted to his former behaviour and insistently urged that the
attempt be made sooner than soon, as he was sure the arrival of
the two extra Turkish divisions would make relief impossible.
Duff and Robertson were not wholly won over, but they refrained
from infringing on Lake's freedom of choice. Lake stood by his
promise to leave the decision up to Aylmer. On 17 February
Aylmer terminated the discussion by revealing that he had made
up his mind.
In a long telegram to Lake on that date, repeated to Townshend,
Aylmer explained that he considered that Turkish troop distribution
in the near future would be: at Hannah, 7,000-8,000 infantry; at
Es Sinn on the right bank, where he expected the Turks were now sure
the attack would come, 8,000 infantry; blockading Kut, 5,000 infantry, and a mobile reserve of 3,000-4,000 troops, which might
gradually be increased to 10,000 as reinforcements arrived,
stationed usually at Shumran. The numbers that could be employed
by the British were governed by the quantity of land transport
available. At the moment he was able to provide enough transport
to carry one day's food for a force of five brigades. Two additional
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against the front of Es Sinn by the river bank while the main
force moved inland on Jujailah Redoubt, there was no advantage
to be gained by waiting for the advent of very large reinforcements,
as they would only strengthen the containing force at Hannah, while
on the other hand, delay would enable the enemy's reserve to be
increased, his entrenchments at Es Sinn strengthened, and the time
remaining before the floods would grow shorter. (There would,
however, be no addition to the Turkish troops in the front lines, as
like the British, they already had the maximum there that they
could supply.)
Whether the attack on the right bank would be made or not,
Aylmer went on, would depend on the weather and the state of the
ground, which, after being soaked, did not dry sufficiently to
bear wheeled transport for several days. He added, "It rained
last night and the weather now is very threatening indeed." It
was intended to launch the assault as soon as an opportune moment
presented itself, but if there was a prospect of receiving two
infantry brigades within a reasonable period of time, operations
would be held in abeyance. If it finally turned out to be impossible by reason of weather and floods, he would attack instead
at Hannah.
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Aylmer's decision was unquestionably right. It was inconceivable that the British could concentrate an army on the Tigris
large enough and strong enough in artillery simply to blast its
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down sometime in March. Once they did come down, even blasting
through might not work, for even the most powerful offensives, it
had been amply demonstrated in France, could drown in mud. Therefore, an attempt had to be made soon, and with the forces available
to the British it would have to be an attempt based more on surprise and misdirection than on sheer manpower and firepower. Hence,
an attack away from the river, preceded by a secret night march.
There was another reason for attacking at the end of February.
In the Caucasus and in Persia, the Russians were on the move, and
all Turkish resources in the region were the'refore tied up. In
the Caucasus, the Turks had depended upon the winter to keep the
Russians quite, and had therefore stripped their 3rd Army of the
51st and 52nd Divisions (Khalil's corps) in the fall to save
Baghdad. This had left 55,000 Turkish troops, only sixty percent
of whom were trained, to face 159,000 Russians. The Turks might
have got away with their gamble, too, except that in the fall of
1915 the Grand Duke Nicholas, one of Russia's most competent and
agressive commanders, had been sent to command in the Caucasus.
Within months he shocked awake the somnolent Caucasian front, and
in January he smashed the Turkish line. Ploughing more than sixty
miles into Turk-held territory, on 15 February he seized the ancient
fortress city of Erzerum. The offensive continued at a slower pace
into mid-summer, and attracted many of the Turkish divisions which
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Within the Turkish VIth Army area the Russians were also
causing trouble. The Russian forces in Persia had risen by February
to 27,000 men and 42 guns; of this number 14,000 men (two-thirds
of them cavalry) and 28 guns under General N. N. Baratov faced the
weak German-Turkish-Persian force von der Goltz had managed to put
together in western Persia. Grand Duke Nicholas in January had
ordered Baratov to advance to draw forces away from the besieged
British force in Kut, and on 22 February Baratov broke through the
Turkish line east of Kermanshah. The German-trained Persian forces
cleared out without fighting and, resisted only by scattered Turkish
detachments, Baratov occupied Kermanshah on the 26th. There he
stopped, and the front stabilised between Kermanshah and Karind,
but von der Goltz was forced to divert the first four battalions of
the 2nd Division to Persia instead of sending them to reinforce
Khalil at Kut as had originally been planned. During the succeeding
month von der Goltz had to divert 6,000 more Turkish troops destined
for Mesopotamia to Persia to strengthen his front there, thereby
cutting deeply into the reinforcements on which Khalil had been
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counting.

Between, them, these two Russian offensives diverted enough
Turkish strength from Mesopotamia to give Aylmer a fighting chance
of breaking through to Kut, provided he moved before the floods began.
He decided to move at once.
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on the right bank. On the 19th he issued orders for the right-bank
detachment, composed of the 3rd Division and the 36th Brigade, to
move up the bank on the night of the 20th/21st to the Abu Rumman
mounds, from which position it could conduct a surprise bombardment
of the Hannah lines and Felahieh camp from behind the next morning.
There was to be a simultaneous demonstration by the two brigades
still left in the trenches at Hannah, and a force of one brigade
and six guns would move into the Suwaikieh Marsh north of Hannah
as if to turn the Turkish line. General Gorringe, in charge of the
right bank detachment, would carry with him dummy pontoons, to give
the impression that the British intended a crossing behind the Turkish lines which would cut Hannah off.
Rain caused the project to be delayed twenty-four hours, but
on the night of the 21st Gorringe advanced with 9,000 men and 36
guns to Abu Rumman and Mason's Mound, where a bend of the river
restricts the Suwaikieh defile to its narrowest at Felahieh. They
met with no opposition, for there were no Turks on the right bank
east of Es Sinn -- the only reason the British had not advanced up
to there before was that the river was unusable and land transport
was not sufficient to support a force large enough to be secure.
Each of Gorringe's guns had an assigned target and fifty rounds of
ammunition, and when they opened fire at first light the confusion
in the Turkish camp was tremendous. At once all the Turkish transport
stampeded, and a great brown mass of horses, mules, camels and donkeys
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within two thousand yards of the British guns. Great execution was
done. Three guns which by some chance had been limbered up were
seen to leave the Turkish camp, and soon opened an accurate and
heavy fire on the British gun positions, but due to all their
animals having stampeded the Turks were not able to get up other
guns to reply effectively all day long. On the left bank General
Norie and his brigade made a feint at crossing Suwaikieh Marsh to
the Turks' left rear, and the 7th Division drew heavy fire from the
Hannah trenches by a demonstration.
The turks were alarmed as far away as Shumran, and the demonstration was a great success. Part of Gorringe's column advanced
upstream to a point opposite the Sanna-i-Yat position on the left
bank, where they effectively sealed off the defile to reinforcements
trying to reach the trenches at Hannah. Gorringe stated in his
report that had. he had real pontoons instead of dummies, he could -taking advantage of the surprise he had effected -- have crossed the
river and shut the Turks into their Hannah position.
There was a great deal of controversy subsequently about the
Abu Rumman operation, and it all centered on this point. Admittedly
it was a resounding success, but if Gorringe was right the British
threw away an opportunity to win a great victory cheaply and break
through to Kut. Had a crossing to Felahieh been made in the morning,
the British could have got across perhaps a brigade by dark with the
aid of a flying bridge. The Turks at Hannah were known to have only
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surrender or leave their trenches and march to the rear to attack
the British force at Felahieh. In the latter case the British at
Hannah would have fallen on their rear, and in any case the British
artillery and machine guns on the twenty-foot high mounds at Abu
Rumman commanded the approaches to Felahieh from both directions.
Meanwhile other brigades would be crossing, and the Turks' only
hope would have been a sortie against Abu Rumman on the right bank
from Es Sinn -- which was exactly what the British wanted: a battle
in the open. So say Aylmer's critics, and accuse him of timidity for
not taking the bolder course of making a real crossing.
Aylmer had told Townshend to stand by to strike out from Kut
against the flank of Turks retreating from downstream, as it was
possible that the demonstration on the Turks' front and left flank
and the threat of a landing at Felahieh might induce them to vacate
Hannah, in which case the R.F. would pursue. This hope that the
Turks might clear out if threatened was one strong motive which
attracted Aylmer to the operation: to the very end, in spite of all
experience, the Staff of the Tigris Corps persisted in regarding the
Turk as a timid character who might be frightened into retreat by a
noisy demonstration of force. But Aylmer's critics were nevertheless
wrong. He had considered actually crossing the river, and he had
discarded the idea as the odds in favour of its success were not as
good as they were for his operation against Es Sinn. Armchair tacticians could point to might-have-beens, but Aylmer had had to consider
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river. He could only use flying bridges, so the force would have
to be built up gradually; meanwhile it would be under attack from
both directions. Furthermore, rain or a sudden rise in the level
of the river would cut the force entirely off from its base and
support. In the event the coincidence of the stampede led to the
Turks' being immobilised all day, so that a crossing might have
been feasible. But for Aylmer to forecast some such occurrence and
act on his forecast would have been irresponsible.
Aylmer's real motive, at least as he later stated it, was to
reduce the distance that would have to be covered in the night
advance to the attack of Es Sinn. It was to disguise the true
reason for this advance, since he could scarcely conceal it, that he
went to such great lengths to make it appear that the movement was
connected with an intended British attack on Hannah. He was not
altogether successful in his deception. The demonstration continued until the 27th (Gorringe was wounded on the 23rd and Keary
assumed command of the right bank forces), and the Turks dug trenches
all along the river bank with their usual industry to thwart a British
river-crossing. But they also began to construct a line of trenches
at Beit Aieesa running south from the river to the Es Sinn banks,
which would indicate that they were not wholly taken in by the
supposed British designs on Hannah.
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From the 23rd to the 27th reconnaissances were carried out on
both sides of Umm-al-Brahm to ascertain that the ground west of it
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was suitable for the passage of all arms, and new wells were sunk
and old ones cleaned. The forward position taken by the 3rd Division at Abu Rumman was entrenched, and an infantry brigade and the
Cavalry Brigade were posted some five thousand yards south of Ummal-Uruk. While the preparations for the assault on Es Sinn continued, Aylmer made his detailed plans.
On the 25th of February he to

Lake that he was most

anxious to attack before the river rose in flood, but that he
much needed another infantry brigade. Reinforcements from India
and Egypt had now begun to arrive in the country in large numbers,
and Lake was able to reply that the 37th Brigade from India with its
first-line transport would be sent forthwith. The 38th, the
leading brigade of the 31th Division, would follow -- it embarked
at Basrah on the 2nd of March for the front -- and within the next
few days 2,500 drafts would arrive at Wadi together with the balance
of the 13th Field Artillery Brigade (18 guns).
On the evening of the 26th Aylmer sent Townshend and Lake a
summary of his plan of attack. A force of six infantry brigades
would, in eight or nine days, advance by night from the forward
position south of Umm-al-Uruk to a point to the east of the right
flank of the Es Sinn position between Sinn Abtar and Dujailah
Redoubts. Two brigades would attack this position at drawn, two
more would march around the Turkish flank to deal with local reserves,
and the other two would act as the British reserve, ready either
to assist the others against Es Sinn or to meet Turkish reserves
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would demonstrate separately in a south-westerly direction from
Abu Rumman against the front of Es Sinn. Once Es Sinn had been
carried, the six-brigade British force would march up to the bank
opposite Kut, clear the area of Turks, and establish contact with
Kut. Whether it would subsequently advance against Shumran or
retreat bringing away the Kut garrison with it would depend on the
extent of its victory over the Turks at Es Sinn. Townshend might
26
cooperate in the attack on Es Sinn as he saw fit.

When the first relief attempt was known to have failed there
was great disappointment in Kut. Casualties within the perimeter
had amounted by the 26th of January to 2,225 men, exclusive of the
sick and deaths from disease, and the siege had lasted almost two
months. However, Townshend, like his idol Napoleon, had an instinctive ability of saying the right thing to build morale, and on
that day he released an extra-ordinary communique to his troops.
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It had an immediate and excellent effect on the spirits of his
discouraged troops. He said:
The Relief Force under General Aylmer has been unsuccessful
in its efforts to dislodge the Turks entrenched on the left
bank of the river, some fourteen miles below the position at
Es Sinn, where we defeated the Turks in September last, when
their strngth was greater than it is now...More reinforcements
are on their way up river, and I confidently expect to be
relieved some day during the first half...of February.
I desire all ranks to know why I decided to make a stand
at Kut...we are holding up the whole of the Turkish advance.
It...gives time for our reinforcements to come up river from
Basra and so restore success to our arms; it gives time to our
allies, the Russians, who are now overruning Persia, to move
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towards Baghdad...
I want to tell you now that, when I was ordered to advance
on Ctesiphon, I officially demanded an army corps, or at least
two divisions, to perform the task successfully. Having pointed
out the grave danger of attempting to do this with one division
only, I had done my duty. You know the result, and whether
I was right or not; and your name will go down to history as
the heroes of Ctesiphon, for heroes you proved yourselves in
that battle. Perhaps by right I should not have told you of
the above, but I feel I owe it to all of you to speak straightly and openly and to take you into my confidence. God knows I
felt our heavy losses, and the sufferings of my poor brave wounded, and I shall remember it as long as I live. I may truly
say that no General I know of has been more loyally obeyed and
served than I have been...These words are long, I am afraid,

but I speak straight from the heart, and you see I have thrown
all officialdom overboard. We will succeed , mark my words.
Save your ammunition as if it were gold.28
At the end of January the river began to recede from its flood
peak, and did not rise again until the snow-floods came down from the
north-west in March. Nevertheless trench warfare remained at a
very low level of activity. Sniping continued , of course , and on 19
February General Hamilton of the 18th Brigade was wounded on the
roof of his headquarters so severely that he had to relinquish
command of his brigade. But by and large Turkish artillery was also
relatively inactive in February, and far fewer shells fell into the
29
town than in previous months.

This was reflected in the casualty
30

figures which were less than 700 for the month.

Somthing new did turn up in the way of unpleasantness in February, however. On 13 February Kut experienced its first air-raid,
when a dark Turkish monoplane flew over at 9:15 a.m. and dropped a
few bombs from only 3 000 feet. The pilot was "a German of considerable daring whom we promptly nicknamed 'Fritz. "31 Rifle shots
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on all later raids and instead an anti-aircraft battery of sorts was
32
extemporised.

Throughout February the three or four fast Turkish

Fokkers retained complete superiority over the single reconnaissance
aircraft with the R.F. and bombed Kut almost daily, and occasionally
even hit the R.F. 's camp downstream at the Wadi. By early March
the R.F. received strong aerial reinforcements and was made up to
nine planes, though some were scarecely flyable, but at the same
time the Turks received a squadron of twelve new German aircraft
33
which restored their superiority.
In Kut, after the first raid, gun-cartridge cases were set
up as air-raid warning gongs and look-outs were posted to watch the
airfield four miles away upstream at Shumran. The daily air-raids
always followed the same pattern:
As soon as the aeroplane rose, the gongs were sounded and
everyone was on the ILIL vive. Fritz would then rise in spirals
-- a tiny speck in the distant sky -- and in a few minutes
would be coming along downstream, usually on a slanting course
from the right bank to which he had crossed when rising. The
menacing aeroplane would rapidly grow larger and larger to the
eye, and the hum of its engine grew distinct as'it swooped
down over Kut. Then, when it was getting close, the muffled
roar of a field gun would break the stillness, followed shortly
by a little white plume of smoke in the sky, seemingly far
from the racing monoplane, but very difficult to judge correctly.
Another, and another shell would shriek into the sky and explode far up in the blue, but still the aeroplane would race
along untouched. Then our group of anti-aircraft maxims would
start to chatter like a lot of magpies, belching forth a
stream of 3,000 bullets a minute into the sky, yet Fritz
would continue on his way undaunted, fly along the line of
Roads C and D, wheel about, and return over our house and upstream again as darkness fell. And as he traversed the town
his four bombs would come whining down in rapid succession,
each followed by the familiar crash and geyser of dark smoke,
telling often of a shattered house and mangled bodies in the
poorer quarters of the town.34

The first British retaliation came with a four-plane raid on the
airfield at Shumran on 26 February, but it was only a tip-and-run
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raid and was not repeated.
The main preoccupation of Kut's defenders from January 21st
until the end of the siege was not the activity of their enemy; it
was the anount of food available. The troops went on half rations
on January 21st, and by the end of the month certain kinds of food
had begun to disappear entirely. From this time until the surrender
at the end of April there was not only not enough food and not the
right kind of food, but a constantly diminishing daily ration and a
steady decrease in the variety of diet. During February the
British bread ration stayed fairly constant at three-quarters of a
pound a day, but sugar gave out at the beginning of the month, and
cheese, jam, butter and other dietary accessories were reduced
several times. For the Indians a scale of 12 pounds of atta was
maintained until 24 February, when it had to be reduced to 4 oz. of
atta and 10 oz. of barley; goor -- unrefined sugar -- lasted until
the beginning of March, and %LA. until the middle of March on a
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gradually reducing scale.
Kut was indeed starved into submission, but at the time it
surrendered there was still plenty of food within the perimeter.
The trouble was, it was not the right kind of food. There was
available from January 21st on as much meat as the soldiers cared to
eat, for it was a certainty that some of the division's animals would
starve to death from lack of fodder long before they could all be
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eaten even at the highest rates of consumption.

Most of the

British soldiers ate a pound or more of horse or mule meat a
day to satisy the hunger left by the issue of half-rations. But
it did not do them much good if their requirements for vegetables
and sugar and salt and other dietary necessities could not be met,
and once their systems really began to crave the missing items it
did not even give the sensation of satisying their hunger. They
were, in effect, starving slowly to death with full stomachs.
The Indian troops were much worse off. With the exception of
the Gurkhas, they were all Muslim or Hindu, and they steadfastly
declined to eat the horsemeat which would have given them at least
the bulk they needed. It was not precisely a question of religion,
since neither faith forbids the meat of horses or mules, but rather
one of sensibilities and community opinion. Should it become known
in the home villages of these men that they had eaten such food
they would suffer grave social handicaps, and might experience difficulty in marrying or settling back down there at the end of their
army careers. In previous instances where Indian troops had come
under siege it had been found that they would eat foods which were
distasteful but not forbidden by religion if ordered to do so, and
Townshend's two senior brigadiers, Melliss and Delamain, men with
great experience of Indian troops, urged Townshend to give such an
order as soon as rations had been cut.
Strangely, since he had had considerable experience with Indian
troops himself, Townshend seems to have misunderstood the nature of
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India to obtain statements from Muslim, Hindu and Sikh religious
authorities to the effect that there was no religious objection to
adherents of their faith eating horsemeat. By mid-February all
had replied that it was acceptable for their followers in Kut to
eat the horsemeat, and Townshend left it at that. It did no good
at all. No definite orders having been issued that Indians draw a
horsemeat ration, almost none of them did. By April, as a result,
they were dying like flies -- except the Gurkhas, who had no communal
scruples about diet and took advantage of the meat. By the middle
of February there were 140 cases of scurvy among the Indians, and
five new cases were coming in a day. However, the general health
of the British troops remained at least passable until the end of
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February.
For a time in early February the garrison took up the sport of
starling-hunting enthusiastically, after someone with a shotgun had
discovered how welcome a change "starling pie" was from horsemeat,
and the flocks of starlings which returned each evening to their
nests in the palm groves within the perimeter stared extinction in
the face. However, after a few pellets penetrated the hide of a
well-known general one evening bird-shooting was limited to a few
restricted areas. Fuel in the treeless town had long since disappeared, and the miserably cold and wet weather added to the
garrison's discomfort through February. On the 1st of March the
ration for British troops had to be reduced again, to the far-
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12 oz. of atta (only fifty percent grain that would normally be
considered edible), li oz. of dates and 1 oz. of jam. There were
no butter, eggs, sugar or milk (except canned, for the hospital),
and of course no vegetables. On the same day the Turks conducted
their first heavy bombardment in a month, combining with it a
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shuttle service by three bombers from the airfield nearby.
Nevertheless, Kut was lasting remarkably well for a town which had
been under siege three months, and if the relief attempt then
getting underway downstream had succeeded it would not even have
been long before the 6th Division could have been turned into a
fighting-fit organization once more.

By the beginning of March it was quite clear to the British
that Khalil had not been reinforced to the extent that they had
earlier feared, due to the trouble the Turks were experiencing in
the Caucasus and Persia. The most recent estimate of Turkish
strength considered that only the 2nd Division and perhaps a few
battalions of the 41st had arrived on the Tigris of the four that
had been thought possible, giving Khalil a total of 25,000 rifles,
1,500 sabres and 80 guns. In fact, even this was an overestimate:
only seven battalions of the 2nd Division had arrived, and none of
the 41st, and Turkish rifle strength was 4,000 less than the British
estimate. The 51st and 52nd Divisions were still in the Suwaikieh
defile, the 51st in the Hannah lines and the 52nd in reserve; the
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blockading Kut and in General Reserve at Shumran; in the Es Sinn
position were the 35th Division and the 1st Regiment of the 2nd
Division.
All the indications favoured the attack being made at once.
When the 37th Brigade Aylmer had requested be sent up at once arrived
at the front on 5 March, Aylmer's corps would have a strength of
24,000 rifles, 1,400 sabres and 92 guns. He would be able to operate with seven brigades and 68 guns against the Es Sinn position,
which would remain virtually isolated for hours by distance and
rivers, and which contained by British estimates at the most 10,000
or 11,000 troops. The Turks had no bridge across the Tigris below
Kut, but it seemed possible that they might be able to build one at
Magasis fairly soon (there were fourteen rafts on the bank there)
and once they did an attack on Es Sinn would have to face immediate
intervention by the 52nd Division from the left bank. Since the
beginning of the month the Turks had at last begun to extend the right
of the Es Sinn position from Dujailah to the Hai, and once they had
completed that project the attack might as well be abandoned. Finally,
the floods could be expected almost any day, and once they began
any British move would be subject to a check by Turkish-controlled
flooding from upstream. Deprecating the suggestion that the attack
be postponed until the 13th Division could arrive at the front in a
few weeks, Aylmer told Lake: "We have a good opportunity now, and
if we postpone matters and then are faced with insurmountable difficulties such as floods, it would be an eternal approach to everyone
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subject to alteration if rain made thegound impassable.40
The British did indeed have a good chance of breaking through
to Kut. At every other point they might choose to attack -- frontally
at Hannah once again, by means of a river crossing a Felahieh, or
even around the great area of Suwaikieh Marsh -- their chances against
an entrenched Turkish force of almost equal size were nil. In
January the Turks had stopped the R. F. fighting from lightly entrenched lines, including even Hannah; what chance would a British
frontal attack have now that they had elaborated an almost impregnable complex of .trenches filling the whole space from Hannah back
through the defile to Sanna-i-Yat and beyond to Es Sinn? The
same process was beginning on the right bank with the construction
of the Beit Aieesa trenches in the last week of February. But
Dujailah could be taken.
It could be taken because the Turks in their turn had grown too
confident and too contemptuous of British military capabilities.
The Es Sinn line on the right bank was a difficult one to hold in
any case; it was fourteen miles long and would have required an
army corps to hold in European warfare. With an army corps it would
be enormously strong, but all the Turks had on the'right bank to
hold it was the 35th Division of 3,000-4,000 men, one of whose
three regiments was out of the line in reserve, and four battalions
of the 2nd Divison numbering 2,000 men. There were 27 Turkish guns
on the right bank, most of them between Sinn Abtar and Dujailah
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at 500-yard intervals from Dujailah to the Hai. There was a
trench at point Y three and a half miles due east of the Dujailah
Redoubt which lay athwart the intended British line of advance and
could give the alarm, and there were 1,000 men on the east bank of
the Hai holding a bridgehead at Bassouia. But water was scarce as
far south of the Tigris as Dujailah, and since the British had
shown no activity and made no reconnaissances in this area, and
since it would be wholly out of keeping with their timid and tentative tactics to make a night advance over ground they had not
reconnoitred, the Turks had ceased to keep their force in the
southern half of the Es Sinn line at night. All but a few men were
withdrawn at sunset to the position of the reserve regiment at
Magasis. The trench at Y was not held after dark, nor were any
of the trenches south of Sinn Abtar, except for an eighty-man
garrison in the Dujailah Redoubt itself. The Turks had even ceased
to send out pickets and patrols to Jumailiat Ridge, or at least
these had become occasional andperfunctory.41
Aylmer's original intention had been to launch the attack on
Dujailah Redoubt within a few days of the termination of his diversionary Abu Rumman operation on the 27th of February, but it rained
heavily on the 29th and again on the 1st of March, necessitating
postponements of the main attack as the ground was made impassable
to wheeled vehicles. The weather stayed clear after that and the
ground began to dry out, so on 3 March he issued preliminary
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with in the attack, and stressing the necessity of extraordinary
march discipline in night marches. He did not reveal the object
of his plans in this order, however, for fear that it would fall
into the hands of the ubiquitous Arab spies, and continued to
pretend that his intention was to force a crossing of the Tigris
behind the Turkish lines on the left bank. During the succeeding
several days he continued his attempts to mislead the Turks by
conducting repeated artillery bombardments of the Hannah trenches,
by increased infantry activity in the British trenches facing
Hannah and in the marsh to their left, and by ostentatiously constructing the approaches to a bridge on the right bank upstream of
Hannah. The Turks were taken in by these demonstrations, even
though they had earlier been suspicious enough of British activities on the right bank to begin building the trenches at Beit
Aieesa and Chahela.
The operation order for the attack on Dujailah was finally
given out to the commanders on the 6th. It was an extremely complicated plan. The R.F. was to be divided into the same four groups
that had been promulgated on the 3rd. General Younghusband was
allotted the 19th and 21st Infantry Brigades, a total of 6,500
fighting men and 24 guns, to contain the Turks at Hannah and guard
the British bridges across the Wadi and the Tigris. The main body
of the force which would make the daring night march across the
desert, roughly 1,200 sabres, 19,000 rifles, and 68 guns, was
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The 35th Infantry Brigade under General Rice, 1,750 men and
two guns, was to take up a position on the right bank on the night
of the 7th to cover the concentration of the main body inland,
supposedly for the purpose of forcing a river crossing. The main
body proper was to rendezvous at dark in the vicinity of the Ruined
Hut, and be ready to march at 8:30 p.m. The first group, under the
command of General Kemball, would consist of two columns, one named
A comprising 2,200 men of the 36th Infantry Brigade and 6 guns under
Brigadier-General Christian, and the other named B made up of the
9th and 28th Infantry Brigades with 8,000 men and 24 guns directly
under General Kemball. These two columns would march parallel with
each other at the head of the British force. They would be followed
by the Cavalry Brigade with 1,150 sabres and 4 guns under BrigadierGeneral Stephen. The second major group, called column C, would
follow behind the cavalry; it would be made up of the 7th, 8th and
37th Infantry Brigades with 6,500 men and 32 guns under the command
of General Keary. The entire force would comprise a column with a
frontage of 160 yards and depth of almost two miles. It would be
the largest and longest night march in British history, carried out
across featureless desert which it had not been possible to reconnoitre beforehand for fear of giving away the British intentions.
Though the troops were not to leave their bivouacs by the river
until dusk, i.e., between 6:15 and 6:30 p.m., they were all to be
in their places by 8:30 p.m. formed up facing south-west about 500
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would be marked by a number of screened lamps,white for infantry
and red for cavalry, and the beam of a searchlight would be laid
to indicate the alignment of the left flank. All first-line transport would march with its group (350 pack animals per infantry brigade),
and there would be two mules with each battalion and one cart with
each brigade carrying hand grenades. Each soldier was to carry two
days' food and 250-300 rounds of ammunition.
Kemball's columns (A and B) would move off at 9 p.m. to point
X on a frontage of 160 yards and a depth of 1200 yards, followed
by the Cavalry Brigade with a depth of 450 yards, then the Corps
Commander and his headquarters, and lastly Keary's column (C) with
a depth of 1,000 yards. On reaching point X the whole force
would halt. Kemball's two columns would then move on to reach
point Z in the bed of the Dujailah Canal by 6:15 a.m. on the 8th,
followed by the cavalry. From Z the cavalry would move on to V
to protect the flank of Kemball's force from possible reinforcements
hurried across the Hai from the Turkish General Reserve at Shumran.
Column B of two brigades under Kemball would then deploy to
attack Duhailah from the south, covered on its western flank by
the single brigade of column A under Christian, which would
advance simultaneously to take the trenches extending southwest
from the redoubt. Keary would have,in the meantime, moved the
three brigades of Column C from point X into a position of
deployment 3,500 yards east of the trenches between Dujailah and
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with him, would at this time come directly under Aylmer as Corps
Artillery. Column C would not itself join in the attack on
Dujailah Recoubt, which would be undertaken strictly by column B
under Kemball from the south, but the 37th Brigade of Keary's column
would deploy at point T due east of the redoubt within effective
machine gun range to support Kemball's attack, at which time it also
would come directly under Aylmer. Another of Keary's brigades would
deploy within range of Sinn Abtar Redoubt to the right of the 37th
at point S , in readiness to assault it after Kemball had taken
Dujailah and progressed up to the bend in the Dujailah Canal just
north of there. The remaining brigade of column C would be formed
up as a reserve to the right of the Corps Artillery.at point W.
The seventh brigade to take part in the operation, Rice's 35th,
which had been left on the river bank the previous night to cover
the force's concentration, would set off at 6 a.m. from its night
position and escort the second-line transport and ammunition columns,
including a special water convoy of 140 pack mules, to point X, after
which it would still be responsible for the convoy's security. After
5 a.m., Corps Headquarters would be on the left flank of the Corps
Artillery.
After Dujailah Redoubt had been captured by column B and the
37th Brigade, Kemball was to push his right forward along the Turkish
trenches toward Sinn Abtar Redoubt. His advance would be covered
by the Corps Artillery around point W, but he was not to cross the
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column C would assault Sinn Abtar Redoubt from the east, supported
by the Corps Artillery and also by Kemball's guns. After the capture of Sinn Abtar Kemball's two columns would advance north along
the Sinn banks, clearing the Turks as they went, and take Magasis
Ferry. The signal for the beginning of the battle would be Kemball's
advance on Dujailah Redoubt from the south, which he would begin as
soon as he was ready after 6:15, and none of the rest of the force
would advance until he had secured Dujailah.
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This plan must be criticized in several of its aspects. First,
Aylmer had decided upon a night march to the attack because he felt
he needed a decisive victory over the Turks at Es Sinn in order to
be able to join hands safely with Townshend at Kut.
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Only

surprise could give him a good chance of successfully storming the
Turkish entrenchments, and so he could not begin to concentrate
his force until after dark. The column which would initiate the
action under Kemball would have to go 10i-- miles to its position of
deployment from the assembly point. It was setting an unreasonably tight schedule to expect Kemball to cover this distance in the
dark in nine and three-quarter hours, and if Kemball was late he
would lose the advantage of surprise. It would prorably have been
better to allow Keary's column to open the attack in order to take
advantage of the surprise appearance of a British force before the
Turkish trenches, even though Keary was faced with stronger lines
and was closer to the Turkish reserves at Magasis.
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night with sufficient speed to deliver them before Dujailah at
dawn was greatly exacerbated by the presence of animals and
transport in the column, for they quickly tend to lose distance, and
at night this means losing direction. Field Service Regulations
1909, reprinted 1914, has some excellent advice to offer on the
subject of night operations: they state definitely that in night
marches "all horses and vehicles should be kept well to rear...It
is not safe to count on troops moving in a preparatory formation
faster than one mile per hour." At 2 p.m. on the 7th Aylmer held
a conference at which his views were explained to the subordinate
commanders by his Chief of Staff, General Gorringe, and at this time
Kemball, who had the farthest to go, strongly objected to the inclusion of transport in his column. He was given permission to
place it at the rear, and issued orders to his troops to that
effect as soon as the conference was over, but the order was
not received soon enough to prevent the columns forming up as
originally planned. There was then no time to sort the transport
out, and the march had to be carried out as originally planned.44
Another error which was to have a serious effect was the composition of the vital turning attack under Kemball. There was a
complete division on the right bank, the 3rd, all of whose brigades
were included in the force, and had it been made the turning attack
it would have come equipped with a ready-made staff and officers
who were used to working with each other. Instead the turning
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improvised staff one day before the attack, made up of men who
frequently did not know each other or any of the brigade
commanders. Under such circumstances, it is hardly surprising
that there were a great many unnecessary hitches in the turning
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attack on the next day.
The greatest defect of Aylmer's plan by far was the sheer
detail of it. Admittedly, a great deal of organization is
necessary to carry out a night march successfully, but Aylmer
deliberately drew up his plans so as to leave little initiative
to his subordinates even after the battle had begun. In doing so
he was influenced by his experience in the three January battles,
for he felt that his delegation of too great initiative to his
subordinates then had been largely responsible for the lack of
success that attended them. He was right about the January
battles, and he was right to seek to have more control over the
course of the battle once it had begun. But he was going about it
in entirely the wrong way. An operation order should tell the
recipient nothing that he can or should arrange for himself.
Except in the unlikely case that a battle conforms exactly to the
commander's plan, a plan which goes into detail will have to be
modified to suit the circumstances. If, instead of being able to
react to a developing and unforeseen crisis with appropriate
measures, men are forced to attempt to remember minutely detailed
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much of their effectiveness. In addition, they are likely to conform to their orders if there is any possibility of suiting the
order to the situation, rather than chance a bold stroke for which
if unsuccessful their heads will roll. It was these escessively
detailed instructions which were largely responsible for the
first, worst mistake of the battle. Aylmer would have done far
better had he given his subordinates more general instructions
leaving them free to deal with the unforeseen opportunities and
dangers that will always occur in battle, and kept a reserve in
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his own hands to influence the course of the battle.
One final point must be mentioned. It will have been observed that Aylmer's battle plan assumed that the Turkish lines
would be manned, and therefore made provision for deployment and
a methodical advance to the attack, all of which would take time.
He was depending on surprise to let him carry the redoubts before
the Turkish reserve could man them; he had no idea that they would
be almost completely deserted at night and that a swift advance
in the morning might allow the British to seize them without
fighting. His restriction of the initiative of his commanders
was therefore doubly unfortunate, for it might cause them to take
the safer course and deploy as ordered even if they had cause to
suspect that the redoubts were not strongly held. This cannot
be held against him, as he had no reason to be

that the re-

doubts would be unmanned. But Gorringe, his Chief of Staff,
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to be lightly held from lack of water, and that most of the troops
told off for their defense were camped on the river bank four or
five miles away. As far as can be made out, he neglected to
inform Aylmer of this fact, and made no suggestion that the plans
be changed to take advantage of it. In that case, as will be seen
later, it is he and not the maligned Kemball who must bear most
of the responsibility for the blunder that was made on the morning of
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the 8th.

Aylmer had communicated his intentions to Townshend in the week
before the attack was to take place, and had asked what assistance
Kut could lend to tha operation. Townshend replied that he would not
begin his preparations actually to cross the river until he could
see Aylmer's turning attack rounding the flank of Dujailah Redoubt,
as it would obtherwise tip off the Turks that something was up on
the right bank; even then it would take three to five hours before
he could rig two flying bridges by which he could send across some
150 men an hour. By weakening his northern front he would be able
to concentrate two infantry brigades at the southern end of the
peninsula which he would hold ready to cross the river to Aylmer's
assistance unless, as seemed probable, the Turks were to attack the
northern front in force to draw these men back from the river. He
would also concentrate 21 of his guns to fire south and east at the
Hai and Magasis crossings. On the night of the 4th/5th three
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crossing the force over the river to the Turks, jeopardizing the
whole operation, and the next day the right bank opposite Kut was
reinforced, but apparently the Turks did not draw the right con48
clusion as to the reason for thesepreparations.
A continuous bombardment of the Hannah trenches was carried
out on the 6th and the 7th, reaching a crescendo of violence towards evening on the latter day. The Turks were completely fooled,
and their nervousness made it obvious that they expected an attack
there that night. By dusk on the 7th the whole British force was
bivouaced along the right bank between Abu Rumman and Orah, an
average of four miles from*the assembly point. That night there
was a two-day-old moon setting at 10 p.m., and the sky at first
was clear and bright, so most of the troops had arrived and formed
up at Ruined Hut by 8:30 p.m. as directed. The artillery, however,
had some heavy going and was as much as an hour late, with the
result that the head of the column did not start to move until
10:22 p.m. and column C did not begin to move until 11 p.m. The
force then marched off on a bearing of 206°, guided by two Engineer
officers who checked their dead reckoning with a bicycle wheel, three
pedometers and an improvised pace stick. The march discipline of
the troops was good, but checks began to develop at once.
In a column two miles long the effect of a moment's halt at
the head is infinitely multiplied, and fairly soon the rear of
the column was alternately standing and running to catch up. In such
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pace and become lost in the darkness, and this soon happened to
column C. After going only three miles the head of the column
had to halt to let C catch up, and whole force did not move off
again until 1 a.m. Despite the danger of some part of the force
becoming lost, it would have been better if the force had moved in
several smaller columns.
Kemball's brigades reached point X at 2:30, but column C
did not arrive there until two hours later. At X Kemball tried
to extricate the transport which he had earlier been unable to
exclude from his column, for he thought that the Turkish trench
at Y two miles ahead might have to be stormed, in which case the
animals would stampede. There is something utterly hypnotic about
moving through a warm, silent night in a marching column of men,
however, and most of the transport drivers had fallen heavily
asleep as soon as the column had halted. After losing more than
an hour in trying to wake the drivers up enough to get them out of
the column, Kemball gave up and continued to advance without them at
3:55 a.m.
Kemball's force lost even more time in deploying to approach
the Turkish trench, and after discovering it was empty in finding
a way around it, and they did not strike the Dujailah depression
until 5:10. There still remained a distance of three miles to be
covered to the force's designated position of deployment, so it was
clear that it would not reach it on schedule. Pushing on along the
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both flanks, but there was no time for delay and Kemball disregarded them. The first streaks of dawn appeared at 5:45, and by
the time Kemball arrived at what was taken to be point Z at
6:30 it was quite light. (Actually he halted 1,500 yards east of
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Z.)
The desert, which had been seared and brown only a week before,
was carpeted with grass. The column was halted by the Dujailah
depression, the ruin of an old high-level canal, which although in
the center it was fifteen feet below the level of the country and
afforded concealment from view, was several hundred yards wide and
scarcely perceptible from near at hand. In the near distance the
smooth plain was broken only by low mounds here and there, the
remains of a network of ancient irrigation canals. The only things
that stood out in the distance were the course of the Tigris far
to the north and of the Hai to the south, both of which followed
slightly higher ground. Between these the monotony of the view
was broken by the long sharp profile of the Es Sinn banks, which
were fifty feet high at the northern end, and by the minaret of the
shrine of Imam Ali Mansur to the west. Just to the right of the
minaret could be made out two groups of hillocks about twenty feet
high, the north one being Sinn Abtar Redoubt and the south one
Dujailah Redoubt.
There was no sign of Turkish activity anywhere on the plain.
There was an encampment of mounted troops or Arabs to the southwest
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neither this camp nor the solitary sentry visible on the parapet
of the redoubt 4,000 yards to the northwest seemed at all aware
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of the Britishpresence.
While Kemball had been moving on towards point Z in the
pre-dawn hours, column C had finally arrived at point X. Diverging from there at 4:40 a.m., by 6:30 it had reached its planned
position 4,000 yards to the east of Dujailah Redoubt. The Corps
Artillery took up its positions and passed under Aylmer's command,
and by 7 a.m. the 37th Brigade was well on its way to take up a
position within 800 yards of the redoubt to the southeast from
which it would support Kemball's attack from the south. By 7 a.m.
also the 7th Brigade of column C was in a position roughly a
mile due east of Dujailah Redoubt. The remaining brigade was held
back in reserve. Here the redoubt was even more clearly visible
than from Kemball's position, and again no movement had been seen,
no resistance encountered.
The Turkish dispositions at 7 a.m. on the 8th were as follows.
In the trenches at Beit Aieesa-Chahela was one regiment of the 35th
Division (1,000 rifles), with the remaining two regiments (2,000
rifles) in the Es Sinn position between Dujailah and the Tigris,
the great majority being at the northern end. Between the Es Sinn
position and the Hai was the Turkish cavalry brigade and some Arab
irregulars. Some distance behind the Turkish line in the Dujailah
area were four battalions of the 2nd Turkish Division (1st and 5th
Regiments), and three more battalions of this division were holding
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the left bank was the 51st Division (4,000 rifles), in the Hannah
trenches was the 52nd Division (4,000 rifles), and around Kut was
the 45th Division (3,000 rifles). The British, despite all the
delays of the night march and an approach in broad daylight, were
within fifteen minutes' walking distance of the Dujailah Redoubt,
manned by forty soldiers, and the Turks still did not know they
51
were there.
Kemball at 6:30 a.m. was caught in broad daylight in the cpen in
column; his formation was about a mile long and was such that it
could not easily be extended. To his leading battalion, the 26th
Punjabis, it seemed so clear that the Turkish redoubt was to be
had for the asking that they continued to advance when Kemball
halted the column. The Punjabis' commander, Colonel Walton, reported his reasons for doing so to his brigadier, General Christian,
who then moved up to the head of the advanced guard to see for himself.
Christian also came to the conclusion that the Turks were completely
surprised and still had not spotted the British, and so informed
Kemball. Kemball now had to decide quickly what action to take. He
had two alternatives. He could gamble that Walton and Christian
were right, wheel the 9th and 28th Brigades of column B into line
to face the redoubt, and shake them out into battle order as he
advanced, letting the artillery unlimber meanwhile to support him.
Or, he could follow his orders, send column A on to point V to
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cover his left, move the two brigades of column B down into the
shelter of the Dujailah depression right alongside him, and initiate
the usual preliminaries of an attack: reconnaissance, the taking of
bearings, the choice of positions for deployment, the ranging of
guns, etc. He would be damned either way if he took the wrong
decision.
The one thing he could not do a moment longer was stay as he
was. At any moment Turkish artillery might smash into the dense
masses of his columns on the open desert. He based his decision on
his experience. In almost every action he had seen in Mesopotamia,
it had appeared that the Turkish trenches were empty until they had
suddenly opened a heavy fire from them. This fear, combined with
the explicit nature of his instructions from Aylmer, made up his
mind. He ordered the whole of his force to take cover at once in the
depression, and at 6:35 he sent the following message to Corps
Headquarters: "We have succeeded in reaching bend of Dujaila depression apparently unperceived, and are forming up troops while
brigadiers reconnoitre and arrange deployment. This may take an
hour." By 7 a.m. the whole force was in the depression, the 36th
Brigade about a half mile short of the corner and the 9th and 28th
Brigades behind it to the east.
Kemball was dead wrong, and he was throwing away the best chance
the British ever had to relieve Kut, but he was acting in a justifiable
manner. It was somewhat reprehensible that he held so far to the
letter of his orders that he did not even borrow some of the cavalry
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(it was too far away for infantry scouts to be of use). But he has
been made the villain of the piece -- one noted military historian
excoriates him for his "diseased pedantry" and implicitly accuses him
of moral cowardice
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-- and this is not at all just.

Major Gerald Leachman, a political officer with the force, had
actually slipped into the Dujailah Redoubt in Arab disguise in the
pre-dawn darkness with a few mounted Arab companions, his personal
retainers, and at 7 a.m. he rode up to Kemball's position from
the direction of the redoubt (he was almost killed by machine gun
fire before he was recognised.) He told Kemball that there were
only forty men in the redoubt, and only two hundred anywhere in
its vicinity. Kemball was by now deeply involved in the difficult
task of sorting out and deploying his troops in the cramped quarters
of the depression and could not do anything about it at the moment
(or at least that was his opinion). He now gave verbal orders to
the 36th Brigade to move up the canal bed until northwest of Z, and
then to attack the Turkish trenches southwest of the redoubt, with
its right directed on Imam Ali Mansur. Meanwhile the 9th Brigade
would deploy with its right on the western bank of the depression
north of Z and advance against the redoubt. The 28th Brigade
would be echeloned back on its left to support but not to join in
its assault. After clearing the trenches southwest of the redoubt,
the 36th Brigade was to move north and regain touch with the left
of the 28th Brigade. Kemball informed Gorringe of these arrangements
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time before he would be able to initiate these movements.54
Presumably Kemball, either in this message or earlier, passed
on the information about the redoubt obtained by Leachman, though
it would appear from his continued preparation of a full-scale attack
that he himself did not entirely believe it. Meanwhile, however, the
first great advantage of the British had already been lost. At 7 a.m.
Aylmer, unable to believe that the Turks still had not seen the
British in plain view within a half-mile of their redoubt, and expecting from Kemball's 6:35 message that the southern attack would
begin in one half-hour, had ordered the Corps Artillery to open
fire on the redoubt and the Turkish camp to the south of it. Kemball's
guns joined in a 7:15. From the point of view of simple destruction
the bombardment produced a satisfying effect. The whole Turkish
force was actually asleep until the British sheels began to fall
into the camp. The gallant old Turkish cavalry leader, Fazil Pasha
(Muhammad Daghestani) was killed, and thereupon his irregular
cavalry fled in confusion towards the Hai. Some Turkish guns soon
came into action against the British, but their shooting was wild
and slight in volume. There was some scattered rifle fire from the
direction of Dujailah Redoubt against the 37th Brigade which was
at that time advancing to take up its designated position 800 yards
from the redoubt, on the lip of the Dujailah depression where it
passed in front of it, but it did not last long.55
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to retain the advantage of surprise that they had sought they must
move quickly before the Turkish reinforcements would arrive to make
the Es Sinn line a death-trap. By 7:30 Aylmer had "been informed
personally by Leachman of the incredible weakness of the redoubt.
He was receiving much the same information from the 37th Brigade
which was now at its assigned position, and from his other brigades
as well; they all reported that the Turkish redoubts and entrenchments were not at all strongly garrisoned. In view of the fact that
Kemball had not yet begun to advance, Aylmer's choice was crystal
clear: either he advanced with column C immediately and seized
the redoubts, or else they would be strongly manned by the time
that Kemball's columns A and B got around to advancing, and perhaps could not be taken at all. To make his decision Aylmer had
as much information as any commander has a right to expect in
battle, and yet he chose to wait for Kemball's attack to progress
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from the south according to plan.
As far as Kemball was concerned, it must be admitted that he
prepared his assault with a distinct lack or urgency. He ordered
General Christian not to start the attack of his 36th Brigade
toward Imam Ali Mansur till the 28th and 9th Brigades closed up to
him, but in the tired state of the men and animals, sorting the
units out in the limited space of the depression took the better
part of forever. The commander of the 9th Brigade went to see
him at 8:30 to represent to him the dangers involved in further
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their continuing disorganization. Kemball replied that he would
not approve a start until his arrangements were complete. It
was 9:35, three hours after British arrived at Dujailah, before
he commenced his advance on Dujailah Redoubt.57
The situation of the Turkish army on the right bank east of
the Hai had been desperately serious at down; outnumbered three to
one by the British force under Aylmer and caught out of their entrenchments, it looked a goner. When the British had revealed
their presence by opening up with their artillery, and had then
not followed with an immediate infantry attack, they had given
the Turks a fighting chance. If they would just postpone their
advance long enough to let the Turks man the crucial entrenchments,
everything could yet be saved. The 35th Divisional commander
wanted to retreat, but Khalil was as steady and unshakeable as
always. Upon hearing of the British advance against his right
at 7 a.m., me immediately withdrew the infantry regiment of the
35th Division which was holding the Beit Aieesa trenches along the
river bank, and sent it to strengthen his right. He ordered the
four battalions of the 2nd Division encamped a few miles behind
the Dujailah Redoubt to move up to strengthen his right and
cover his right flank, which had been uncovered by the flight of
the cavalry brigade. And he started to ferry across the 51st
Division from the left to the right bank at Magasis.
At 8:45 a British aircraft reported the progress of these
movements (though of course, it did not know what units were
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51st Division who were evidently beginning to be ferried across by
fourteen pontoons and twelve bellums, and another 1,000 men were
marching to join them. On the right bank, there were 1,000 men
behind the Es Sinn position about two miles south of the Tigris
(the 35th Division regiment withdrawn from Beit Aieesa). 1,200
men were at the bridge across the Hai, and 400 men were moving
towards Dujailah Redoubt along the line of trenches leading
from Dujailah to the Jai where digging was in progress; the latter
were at 8:45 about four miles from the Hai bridge. A column of
eighteen companies was moving down to Dujailah Redoubt (the four
battalions of the 2nd Division which had been camped behind it),
the head of the column being two miles northwest of the redoubt.
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Troops were being fallen in as far away as Shumran.
At 9 a.m. Corps Headquarters sent Kemball an order to "push
on", which it must be admitted was sorely needed, but Aylmer
steadfastly refused to alter his schedule and "push on" himself with
Keary's column to take the virtually undefended redoubt, which
was far closer to him than to Kemball. At 9 a.m. the four battalions
of the Turkish 2nd Division reached their goal; those belonging to
the 1st Regiment entered the redoubt itself and those of the 5th
Regiment went into the trenches beteen the two redoubts. From
the positions of the forward battalions of the 37th and 7th Brigades
some hundreds of yards to the east of the redoubt -- battalions
whose commanders were convinced that when they had come up in the
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morning they could have walked right into the redoubt

it was

possible actually to see the Turkish reinforcements coming up from
behind at a run. They could get just a glimpse of each head as

the man dived into the trench and disappeared.
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Finally at 9:35, the 36th Infantry Brigade advanced from
point

Z against the trenches between it and Imam Ali Mansur.

Ten minutes later the 9th and 28th Brigade"s moved north against the
redoubt from the same point, the 9th on the right with its right
on the depression. But the astonishing length of time it had taken

to prepare the attack here too had given the Turks"the time they
needed. As the neatly aligned ranks of Kemball brigades commenced
their advance north in a textbook attack formation, large numbers
of Turks were seen filing into trenches of dry canals to the south
of Dujailah Redoubt from which they opened a heavy rifle fire.60
At 10 a.m. the troops of the 9th Brigade were just coming

under effective fire; probably British casualties for the whole
force at this hour did not amount to a dozen. But the battle was
already lost , and had been since 9 when Turkish reinforcements had
begun to arrive at Dujailah in force. Indecision and procrastination
had thrown away the British advantage. The British might as well
have gone home; all that would be proved by the rest of the day
mpuld be that five men with five rifles do not necessarily equal
two men with two rifles and a trench. Rut a few thousand deaths
and wounds were still needful to persuade the British commanders
of this simple truth.
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pushed north towards the dry watercourses south of Dujailah Redoubt held by the Turks, and by 10:40 its left had been checked
by heavy rifle and machine gun fire from the left front. Turkish
infantry were also moving into position on the eastern side of the
depression to enfilade the 9th's left flank, and the brigade
commander had to move half of his machine guns to the eastern
bank to hold them off (these Turks were directly between the 9th
Brigade and the 37th Brigade at point T , with the result that
much of the supporting fire of the latter brigade fell not among the
Turks but into the 9th). By 11:30 the 9th had taken severe losses
and was stalled 500 yards from the watercuts held by the Turks.
The 28th Brigade had advanced in echelon on the left of the
9th about fifteen minutes after them, and until 10:40 met with
no opposition. The Dujailah Redoubt was a prominent target, and
was smothered by the fire of the Corps Artillery to the east, and
shortly after 10 some Turks were seen to leave it. However, they
did not withdraw, but rather advanced and occupied some entrenchments
or dry watercourses about 1400 yards to the front of the 28th, from
which position they began to resist the brigade's advance shortly
before 11. The 28th continued to advance at heavy'cost, clearing
three watercuts of Turks, but by noon they also had been brought to
a halt under a withering small arms fire at about 500 yards from
the Turks. They were now approximately even with the left of the
stalled 9th Brigade.
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was concentrated exclusively on the redoubt and the trenches immediately adjacent, and the Turks had simply moved south from the
redoubt to oppose the British advance in a more forward position
in which they were not bothered by the British artillery at all.
It was strictly an infantry battle, for the advancing British
brigades were not under Turkish artillery fire either, and the
Turkish infantry had simply fallen back from watercourse to watercourse until they had inflicted enough casualties to bring the
British to a standstill. At noon the two British brigades were
in line about 1500 yards south of the redoubt, and they could not
progress a step further.
The third brigade of Kemball's column, the 36th, had advanced on a divergent path to the northwest, and by 11:30 a.m.
they had succeeded in clearing the trenches about two miles southwest of the redoubt which were their objective. At noon Kemball
sent the brigade orders to swing round to the north and advance
to the aid of the left of the 28th Brigade. To do this it was
necessary to withdraw abouta mile, and the 36th Brigade did not
arrive on the 28th's left until almost 2 p.m.
Between noon and 2 p.m. the situation was most confused.
The fact of the matter was that the 9th, 28th and 36th Brigades
had been stopped entirely by about 3,000 infantry of the 1st and
5th Regiments of the 2nd Division, but neither Kemball nor Aylmer
realized what was going on, in part due to lengthy delays in the
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report from a battalion of the 9th Brigade that it was 500 yards
from the Dujailah Redoubt, when in fact it was 1500 yards away.
About noon Kemball had received a request from Aylmer to push home
the attack of the 9th Brigade, and at 12:20 p.m. the leading
battalions of the 37th Brigade had advanced to within four hundred
yards of the redoubt from the east to support this attack. Kemball
still had an optimistic view of the progress made by his attack,
since many of the messages sent back from the firing lines were
not getting through, and at 12:30 he asked Aylmer to provide
artillery support for a general assault on the redoubt at 1 p.m.
When the reserve battalion of the 9th Brigade was sent forward to
support the assault of the battalion which had reported itself
within 500 yards of the redoubt, however, it was discovered that
the real distance was almost a mile:
.
The assault was then set for 2:10 p.m., and though the 9th
Brigade headquarters at last got through to Kemball and reported
that it was impossible the attack went in as planned. At various
times between 2:10 and 2:20 the three brigades made their forlorn
attempts to advance, in every case to be cut to ribbons and sent to
ground again immediately. The British artillery was still concentrating its fire on the redoubt and leaving the Turks actually
opposing Kemball's attack entirely alone. None of Kemball's
brigades got closer than 1500 yards to the redoubt, and the Turks
were able at the same time to launch a counter-attack against the
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failed after some initial success, and by 2:30 p.m. the front
had stabilized all along the line.
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About 3 p.m. the situation was this. The 9th, 28th and 36th
Brigades were stopped by the Turks about 1500 yards from the
southern face of the Dujailah Redoubt, and were not able to get
nearer than 200-300 yards to the Turkish trenches. They had
suffered severe losses during the morning, and still greater ones
during the abortive assault just after 2 p.m. They were, in
the words of the 9th Brigade commander, "dead beat," and could not
advance another foot. All of Kemball's reserves had been committed
except one battalion. The British cavalry had hovered ineffectually
around the left rear of Kemball's force all day. The 37th Brigade
on the left of Keary's force was closer to the redoubt than anyone
else, at 400 yards from the eastern face, but it was also stalled
there. The other three brigades of Column C the 7th, 8th and 35th
(which had arrived with the transport convoy during the morning)
had not yet been engaged. The 7th Brigade was holding a line about
1500 yards east of Sinn Abtar Redoubt, and the 8th was behind the
37th at point T in support. The 35th was guarding the Corps
Artillery and transport further back.
At 3:30 Aylmer realized at last that Kemball's attack was stuck,
and that he could not capture Dujailah Redoubt unassisted. It
was now getting on towards evening; the original plan had failed,
the men were tired and water was low. Turkish reinforcements were
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assault, this time from the east and at 4 p.m. he ordered the 8th
and 37th Brigades to storm the redoubt at 4:45. The 8th Brigade

reported that it could not be ready by that time, however, and
the assault was postponed until 5:15. Kemball's 9th 28th and 36th
Brigades were to make a simultaneous attack from the south. An

artillery preparation was laid on, and when it lifted the 8th and
37th Brigades were to press the attack home at all costs. 62
The 8th Brigade began its advance from 3 200 yards at 4:30.
Advancing rapidly, it was met with little hostile fire until it

reached the Dujailah depression. Asit . neared the position of the
37th Brigade two of its battalions rose from their trenches and
joined them. As the troops entered the depression , however , they
were mown down in swathes by a murderous cross-fire from the
Turkish trenches north and south of the redoubt, and the Turkish
artillery barrage was so fierce and accurate that attackers with
experience of France compared it with German artillery. Terrible
losses were suffered in crossing the depression, but at 5:15 the
supporting British artillery switched its fire from the redoubt
to the trenches on either side of it, subduing the enfilading fire
enough to let the leading battalion, the Mancheste s charge across
the remaining space into the first two trenches of the redoubt.
They were joined moments later by parts of the 59th Scinde Rifles
the 2nd Rajputs and the 1/2nd Gurkhas. They met little immediate

resistance; the Turks, using the same tactics they had adopted with
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very lightly. At a cost of almost a third of their number, the
two brigades had gained the redoubt; now their problem was to secure
63
it,
Edmund Candler, the official "Eye-Witness" in Mesopotamia,
spoke bitterly of this attempt to retrieve by frontal assault
what the British command could have earlier gained at no cost at
all, had they had the initiative:
I reached General Keary's column just as the assault was
being launched. General Aylmer and General Gorringe and some
of the Corps Staff were standing on a sandhill watching it
with their glasses. It did not seem possible that the position could be carried after the earlier repulses. Nothing
had changed except that our troops were exhausted -- theirs,
encouraged and reinforced. The sandhills where we stood with
the Staff and watched the attack, the glory of the sunset,
and those distant figures of men larger than human against the
skyline, are bitter in the memory. The heart-sickening rattle
of musketry and machine guns which broke from the redoubt, a
solid wall of sound, as soon as our last gun had spoken, was
a knell with no solace of glory in it for those who looked
on -- imperishable glory for the thin wave of chivalry which
streamed over the glacis and was engulfed inside...It is hard
to speak of the order for the assault in dispassionate terms.
To repeat, when judgement is cooler, what was said at the
moment would seem immoderate. We saw no hope of success in
that last attack, and it seemed that all those lives were
being devoted as an extenuation of a blunder in command.64

Once in the trenches on the redoubt, the British advanced
right and left along them, bombing as they went, half blinded by
the setting sun and the dust and smoke of the concentrated shell
and rifle fire. But the stock of bombs was small, for most of
those carrying them had become casualties during the advance,
and the British bombing soon grew feeble. As the grenadiers fell
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from the left bank developed a counter-attack. They came on in
masses on both blanks, bombing with deadly effect, and, as on
January 21st, literally jammed the British out of their position.
The retreat back to the depression was carried out in good order
in the gathering darkness, but further heavy casualties were
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suffered.
At' the same time the 8th and 37th Brigades made their assault
from the east, the three brigades under Kemball made a gallant attempt to carry the trenches immediately in front of them, but the
whole of the British artillery was supporting the attack of the
8th and 37th Brigades on the redoubt, and they now had Turkish
artillery fire to contend with in addition to the lethal storm
of rifle and machine gun fire which had halted them before. After
a very short advance they were driven to ground, and the assault
on Dujailah fizzled out for good.
Hearing that the assault had failed, Aylmer ordered his whole
force to concentrate near the position of the Corps Artillery.
Kemball, whose infantry was at least managing to hold the line it
had gained, took exception to this, but it was unquestionably the
right decision. The British could not hold on in the desert so
far from their base for very long even if the Turks did not counterattack in force, and Aylmer rightly calculated that his troops,
after their exertions of the past thirty-six hours, had not enough
strength left to make another assault and, if unsuccessful still,
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at all good, the Turks were now well prepared, they had moved large
reinforcements to the right bank, and he did not think that the
enemy's reserve had yet been committed (the latter was wrong).
There was not enough water on the battlefield for the whole force.
At 9 p.m., therefore, he issued orders that the force be ready at
5 a.m. on the 9th to move off at short notice. If the Turks did
not evacuate the right bank during the night, the operation would
be abandoned.
During the night there was little firing, and most of the
clashes were caused by the discovery of British parties collecting
wounded near the Turkish lines. Kemball's brigades had not completed
this task until well after midnight, and the last of the three did
not withdraw from its trenches and head for the rendezvous until
4 a.m. A conference was called at 5, at which orders were given
for a retreat at 6, but this was subsequently postponed. Between
8:30 and 9 and aircraft reconnaissance reported to Aylmer that the
Turks were still in occupation of their line (in fact, they were
preparing a counter-attack), and the order was therefore given to
withdraw. The retreat began at 11:30. 66
Aylmer reached Wadi by 2:30 p.m., but the rest of the force,
following in two columns, did not all reach Orah until after midnight. The troops were utterly exhausted; they had marched as
much as fifty miles in fifty hours under a blazing sun, fought a
day-long battle, and were mostly without water since the night of
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previous occasions, but the same custom had been adhered to of
planning to evacuate them forward into the Dujailah Redoubt once
it had been captured. Most of the severe cases were accomodated
only by dumping all the stores and supplies with the force and
destroying them, and using the transport carts to carry them
back -- with the usual attendant suffering and deaihs. Even these
could not accomodate all of the several thousand wounded, however,
and some men had actually to be carried back by stretcher the full
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fourteen miles to Orah.
The Turks did not pursue closely. Arab irregulars harrassed
the columns part of the way back, but the artillery kept them at
a distance. One battery of Turkish horse artillery followed
Keary's column until 4:15 p.m., but then that dropped back too.
In the afternoon the Turkish 35th Division advanced along the
bank and occupied the position about the Abu Rumman mounds which
had been held by the 3rd Division before the battle.68
The assault on Dujailah Redoubt was by far the most discussed
and criticised battle of the campaign for the relief of Kut. It
was the only battle of that series of actions below Kut which was
not a frontal assault in conception, and its planning gave evidence
of a brand of tactical intelligence which had been sadly lacking
in the January battles. While the idea of a flanking attack was
not in itself brilliant -- any decent tactician would have arrived
at the same conclusion in similar circumstances -- the staff planning
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and the way in which Turkish attention was misdirected to the left
bank was praiseworthy. Although as in the January battles the
relief attempt was made while there were 12,000 men and 26 guns
at Basrah awaiting transport up river, of which the greater part,
the 13th Division, was all in camp at Shaikh Saf ad two weeks later,
there was no question of the relief attempt being launched pre69
maturely.

The limiting factor was the floods which might be

expected any day, and Aylmer was right not to wait.
Aylmer's plan worked to perfection until it came time to
fight. He should not have been able to lose. But Khalil's
decisive action, the stubborn courage of the greatly outnumbered
Turks, and above all the clumsy, belated and bungling actions of
Aylmer and Kemball threw it all away. Not only was the failure to
carry Dujailah a strategic defeat, in that it was the last and
perhaps the only clear chance of relieving Kut, but it was an
overwhelming tactical reverse. British casualties on the 8th and
9th of March were 3,474 out of a total of about 12,000 men who
were actually engaged; Turkish losses were a mere 1,285.
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When Aylmer got back to Wadi he at once telegraphed Lake
the results of the battle, and added that there was no reason that
the attempt to relieve Kut should not be resumed as soon as the
reinforcements on the way up river arrived at the front. But he
was not to participate in it. It was decided, in the tactful
words of the Official History, "to give another general a chance
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11 March he was superseded as Commander of the Tigris Corps by his
Chief of Staff, General Gorringe.
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This was hardly just, since

Gorringe bore at least as heavy a responsibility for the failure
at Dujailah as himself, but this was not realized at the time.
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On the next day he wrote pathetically to Townshend, his friend
of many years:
My dear Townshend,
The War Office says that my conduct of operations has
been unfortunate, and have ordemdmy suspension. I need not
tell you how deeply I grieve that I have not been able to
relieve you...I have had a harder task than most people
realize. It all looks very easy when you sit in an armchair
at the W. 0.! The business a few days ago very nearly came
off. I cannot tell you how much I admire the splendid way
in which you are defending Kut. I heartily pray that you
will gain your reward in speedy relief ...Good-bye and God
bless you all, and may you be more fortunate than myself.
73
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CHAPTER XVI
THE FINAL AGONY
The Last Relief Attempt and the End of the Siege
When Aylmer made his abortive attack on Dujailah Redoubt on
the 8th the garrison of Kut was wound tight with anticipation and
suspense, and could not only hear but see the artillery bursts
around the position. However, no moves were made by Townshend
beyond standing the division to arms for he had wired that he would
not begin to send his troops across the river until he saw Aylmer's
attack rounding the flank of the redoubt, and that moment never came .1
On mid-day of the 9th, when the firing to the southeast died away,
the garrison suspected the worst. Their suspicions were almost
immediately confirmed by a message that "Aylmer has not succeeded
in his great effort," and the disappointment was bitter. The troops
were quite sure that "Alphonse" would have got through, and altered
the name of the relieving general to Faylmer.

2

On realizing that the siege would be still further prolonged,
Townshend at once telegraphed that he was killing 1,100 animals
to save grain and enable him to hold out till 15th April. He was
leaving 1,300 animals alive, of which 900 would be required for meat
through the 7th of April, while those still alive on that date would
3
be incapable of any work.
On the next day, the 10th, Townshend issued another of his
morale-building communiques. He quoted in full the messages from
Aylmer announcing the failure of the attack despite the danger of
their getting into Turkish hands, and added:

-631I know you will all be deeply disappointed to hear this
news...Since 5th December you have passed three months of
cruel uncertainty, and to all men...uncertainty is intolerable
...on top of all this comes the second failure to relieve us.
I ask you to give a little sympathy to me...having promised
you relief on certain dates on the promise of those ordered
to relieve us. Not their fault, no doubt -- do not think that
I blame them! They are giving their lives freely, and deserve
our gratitude...I want you to help me again as before. I have
asked...for the next attempt...to bring such numbers as will
break down all resistance and leave no doubt of the issue....
In order to hold out...I have had to reduce your ration....I
am determined to hold out and I know that you are with me in
this heart and soul.
4
The rations for British troops were now cut to 10 oz. of very
coarse bread a day; the Indians were given an equivalent amount of
flour and made their chupatties as usual. The issue of jam, dates
and butter ceased altogether. Those who would eat horsement got
1 pound a day. Gloom spread rapidly in Kut now, and desertions
among Muslim troops increased (though remaining insignificant
numerically). Townshend reported that he had found it necessary to
mix Hindu and Muslim troops on night pickets, and it was evident
that his communique had not had the same good effect as the previous
one .

5
On the 10th also, an immaculately dressed Turkish officer pre-

sented himself before the British lines and was led through blindfolded. Taken to Townshend's headquarters, he presented him with a
box of good cigarettes as a present from Khalil and a message
which read (in French):
Your Excellency
The English forces which came to relieve you were compelled
to retreat after giving battle at [Hannah] and suffering 7,000

-632casualties.
After this retreat, General Aylmer, who was a month and
a half in making preparations, yesterday, when he thought he
was strong enough, resumed the offensive...on the right bank
of the Tigris, as you saw. But he was again compelled to retreat, with 4,000 casualties, and I am left with adequate
forces.
For your part, you have heroically fulfilled your
military duty.
From henceforth I see no likelihood that you will be relieved. According to your deserters I believe that you are
without food and that diseases are prevalent among your troops.
You are free to continue your resistance at Kut, or to
surrender to my forces, which are growing larger and larger...
Khalil
6
Townshend sent back a polite but firm refusal, but he was impressed
with Khalil's arguments nevertheless.
Townshend felt that, with the floods due on 16 March, there
remained little hope of relief, and on the same day he rejected
Khalil's surrender offer he wired Gorringe proposing that he begin
negotiations with the Turks. The purpose of holding Kut, he said,
had been to prevent the loss of the Basrah Vilayet and to allow
time for reinforcements to arrive from overseas. These aims had
now been accomplished, and with the R.F. up river and the floods
due there was no chance of a Turkish advance. If the third and
last relief attempt failed, as seemed quite possible, he would have
to surrender at once from lack of food or try to cut his way out,
and he doubted that he could save 300 men by the latter course.
So he proposed that he should enter into negotiations with Khalil
to try to obtain honourable terms, by exchanging Kut for permission
for his own force to march out with their arms, artillery and
ammunition to join the R.F. downstream, while the sick and wounded

-633went down by river. He quoted the evacuation of Lisbon as a precedent.
If negotiations were successful, all the British would relinquish
would be a grubby Arab town, and if they failed, the third relief
attempt could go ahead on schedule and nothing would be lost. He
stressed that in order to be able to negotiate anything but unconditional surrender he must begin while he still had food to
bargain with, and he urged that his proposal be placed before
6
Government.
Lake replied on the 13th that he disagreed with the proposal
entirely, and that he did not believe the chances of success for the
next` relief attempt were all that bad. Furthermore, he interpreted
Khalil's willingness to offer the force in Kut some sort of terms
as a sign that he wished to free his troops for other operations,
and that perhaps he would not even be able to stay around Kut for
the month necessary to starve Kut out, relief attempt or not. He
was sending Townshend's suggestion on, however, as he had requested.
Lake's reply to Townshend's suggestion, says the Official History,

"received the approval of the authorities in India and London," and
7
there the matterpresumably ended.
Unfortunately, this was not true. Townshend, despite a magnetic personality and commanding style, had always lacked a sense
of personal dignity; the most marked feature of his career was his
willingness to beg, cajole, pull strings, do whatever was necessary
in order to achieve his objective. Now he wanted to get out, and he
felt no shame in suggesting to the British government that it buy his

-634release from the Turks. The figure Townshend mentioned was one
million pounds. The War Office and the cabinet both accepted the
idea in principle, as a last resort if the third relief attempt
did not succeed. The Army Commander in Mesopotamia was not at
first notified, and when Sir Percy Cox learned of it he was disgusted and refused to have anything to do with it, but in the latter
part of March three men were chosen for the mission to Khalil and
the two not in Mesopotamia started for there.8

The three were

Colonel Beach, who was the Head of the Intelligence Branch in
Mesopotamia, Aubrey Herbert, M.P.,9 and a Captain T. E. Lawrence
10
from Cairo ,
Scurvy had been becoming a grave problem for the garrison by
the first half of March, for although there were vegetable gardens
enough to supply the needs of the hospitals there were no greens
left over for fit men—with the natural result that they developed
scurvy and required weeks in the hospital as well.

Fortunately

the heavy February rains and then the warming weather in March
stimulated the growth of grasses and herbs all over the plain between
the town and the trenches, and armed expeditions known as "grasscuts" were sent out to gather up everyting green and submit it for
inspection to a committee made up of the force's doctors. They
eliminated the poisonous types of weed and herb, and all the remaining plants were boiled together and served to the troops as a
kind of spinach. It tasted utterly wretched, but scurvy virtually
disappeared within a week. Mistakes were made, however, and numbers
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The grain estimates upon which Townshend had based his estimate
that the garrison could survive until April 15th proved to have been
over-optimistic in mid-March, as much grain was lost in the process
of cleaning it, and on 18 March the bread allowance had to be reduced
again to 8 oz. in order to maintain the original deadline. The
health of the men was now failing rapidly, and it was being demonstrated in a most vivid way that a large increase in the consumption
of nitrogenous matter (meat) could not compensate for a scarcity of
cereals. The troops, particularly the Indians who were not eating
meat, now began to suffer acutely from the pangs of hunger, and the
medical officers began to dispense opium pills (2 pounds of opium were
dropped into the perimeter by an aircraft) to deaden the pains. Towards the end of the month bronchitis, jaundice and gastro-enteritis
due to general dibility and starvation began to strike down some
of the troops, and in the hospitals it was noted that the healing
process in the wounded was slowing down or stopping altogether. Men
12
began to die of slight wounds.
On the night of the 15th/16th March the snow floods arrived at
Kut, and the front-line trenches on the northwest which had been
dry since the January floods had receded were filled with water
again. This had been foreseen, and the Royal Engineers had succeeded
in building enough dikes to keep most of the town dry. Another worry
now arose to trouble the commanders of the garrison, however. Rumors
had begun to reach Mesopotamia late in 1915 that two large-caliber

-636naval guns taken off the damaged battleship Goeben were on their
way from Constantinople, and on the 18th of March British observers
reported two enormous guns of about 8-inch caliber being mounted in
emplacements about 7,000 yards distance to the north of the town
(at point Z on map 12). 8-inch naval guns throw 200 lb. high
explosive shells, and these guns could quickly make Kut untenable.
There was great consternation in Kut, and all the troops were set
to work strengthening dugouts.
On the 22nd, just as the installation of the guns had been
completed, two 5-inch BL guns at the Brick Kilns fired seven rounds
at them. They were intended only for registration, three rounds
at one and four at the other, and were fired at extreme range, but
they were so accurate that one shell killed or wounded the whole
of the German naval detachment manning one gun, and another struck
the mounting of the other and ruined it permanently. On the next
day a spotting plane with a wireless aboard came up from the relief
force, and the British destroyed the remaining slightly damagedgun.
It was the greatest good luck for the British, whose remaining days
in Kut would otherwise have been few and miserable, and a tragedy
for the Turks, who had spent months dragging the guns at great
expense and labor 1500 miles across mountains, railway, river and
desert.
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The fighting around Kut now began to heat up again, and the
aerial bombing which did most of the damage in the town during
February and March intensified greatly. On March 18th dozens were

-637killed or injured when a bomb fell on the British General Hospital.14
In the first night air-raid, on the night of the 21st/22nd, a
Turkish pilot came down to within thirty feet of the river and
bombed the barges in the river which mounted 4.7-inch guns, nearly
sinking one and upsetting another. The first big "hate" in weeks
followed the bombardment and bombing lasting all through the day of
the 22nd and the succeeding night. Both British and Turks soon
had to turn to fight the rising floods, however, and hostilities
were suspended. On 26 March the Tigris, cresting two feet above
the highest January level, burst through the bunds around redoubt
B and in a rush flooded right up to and into redoubt A. The fort
was not isolated at the end of a narrow neck of uninundated land,
but there was little danger as all other approaches were entirely
under water. Except for the immediate river banks, the inner
perimeter of the Kut entrenched camp which was protected by dikes,
and isolated ridges and sand hills, the entire countryside usually
visible from Kut was not under water. Fortunately, the rive rose
no further, and about the beginning of April dropped back down
15
somewhat.
The floods now covered most of the plain between the town and
the trenches, and it became impossible to collect greens. Scurvy
rapidly reappeared among the troops, and by the end of the month
there were 580 cases among the Indian soldiers. On the 29th it was
discovered that further errors had been made in calculating how long
the grain would last, and that there were four days' less supplies
than had been expected. This necessitated another cut in the rations,

-638and when Townshend now wired urging the need for an immediate
relief he was no longer crying wolf

The men were nearing

the ends of their tethers. The principal Medical Officer's report read:
...men at fatigues, such as trench digging, after
ten minutes' work had to rest a while ...men on sentry-go
would drop down, those carrying loads would rest every few
hundred yards; men availed themselves of every opportunity
of...lying down. There were instances of Indians returning
from trench duty in the evening seemingly with nothing the
matter, who laid down and were found dead in the morning
--death due to starvation asthenia. Men in such a low state
of vitality can stand little in the shape of illness -- an
attack of diarrhoea that they would have got rid of in a day
or so at the beginning of the siege, often ended fatally -all recuperative power had gone.
The British soldiers had lost an average of 14 lbs., the
Indians 20. The temperature of the troops averaged 1.8 ° below
normal, and many Indians were as low as 95 ° or 96°. They could
not last much longer.

17

To 31 March there were in Kut 1504 dead

(958 killed or died of wounds, 546 died of disease), 1836 wounded
18
and 48 missing or deserted.
On 3 April the siege passed the record of 120 days set a Ladysmith in the South African War. The three veterans of that siege
presented at Kut celebrated with a formal dinner whose menu read:
Potage aux Os de Cheval
Starlings en Canape
Entrecote du Chameau
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Sauterelles Sautes
Filet de Mule
Rognons de Cheval a la Diable
Pain

In the retreat from Dujailah Redoubt on the 9th of March the
British had withdrawn all their forces on the right bank back to
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brigade in advance along the line of the Senna Canal (which is
marked Gannah Canal on map). Only a small Turkish force advanced
on that day to occupy the entrenchments formerly held by the British
at Abu Rumman, but General Keary in command of the British force
remaining on the right bank -- the Cavalry Brigade, the Corps
Artillery, the 3rd Division and the 37th Brigade -- obtained permission to launch an immediate operation to regain Thorny Nullah
before the Turks there were reinforced. For the time being, however, Aylmer instructed him not to advance as far as the lines at
Abu Rumman.

A reconnaissance on the afternoon of the 10th re-

vealed that only 300 Turks were holding Abu Rumman, with an
advanced detachment at Mason's Mounds, and Keary issued orders
for an advance the next morning. The 92nd Punjabis were to occupy
Thorny Nullah for a mile north from the Pools of Siloam at 5:30 a.m.,
and two battalions of the 7th Brigade would simultaneously occupy
the nullah from there north to the river.
The advance began at 5 a.m. on 11 March, and the 92nd Punjabis
occupied their section of the nullah without resistance. To their
north, on the left of the 7th Brigade advance, the 1/Connaught
Rangers also overran the shallow nullah, against only slight
resistance. Pushing on in the dark, the Connaughts ran onto the
southeast end of the Abu Rumman trenches near where they intersect
Thorny Nullah. The Connaughts were as surprised as the Turks holding
these trenches, but they charged immediately and took the trench in
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other battalion of the 7th Brigade, the 89th Punjabis, also overran the nullah and came up against the Turkish-held trenches at
Abu Rumman. The leading two companies captured the Turkish first
line, but were checked by the second; a fierce firefight ensured
and the Turks began to counter-attack on both flanks. Messages
for reinforcements and more ammunition miscarried, and the Punjabis,
having lost 75 percent of their number, were forced to withdraw to
the nullah. The brigadier in charge of the assault, mindful of
his orders not to take Abu Rumman, decided to withdraw the Connaughts as well, leaving only a detachment to hold the southeast
end of the trench where it joined the nullah, protected by a double
block.
When Keary heard of the successful advances on Abu Rumman he
immediately ordered reinforcements forward to capture the position,
but it was too late. Heavy rain had begun to fall, and movement
became so difficult that the project was abandoned for the time being.
20
The whole affair had cost 300 British casualties.
Meanwhile the main body of the R. F. on the left bank continued
to sap up to the Turkish trenches at Hannah. Aylmer's plan for the
Dujailah operation had been daring and imaginative; nevertheless it
had failed, and since it had depended on secrecy and deception a
repetition offered little hope of success. His intention now was
to bull his way through the successive narrow and strongly-held
lines between Suwaikieh Marsh and the Tigris, depending on the arrival
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took over the command on the 11th he did not immediately abandon
this plan;

21
on the 13th he met with General Maude of the 13th

Division, which would not all be arrived for another ten days, and
told him that he intended to use his division in a direct assault on
the Hannah position about March 25th. Meanwhile the division was
to remain at Shaikh Sa l ad and train its raw replacement drafts for
the task they would soon face.22

To regain the flanking position on

the right bank opposite the Hannah position which the British had
held in the January 21st attack, Keary was to continue his operations
to regain the Abu Rumman lines and Mason's Mounds. 23On the night of the 14th/15th, however, the river came down in
flood as predicted. The British boat-bridge was heavily damaged
and had to be closed to traffic; the road between Shaikh Sa'ad and
Wadi camp was inunadated; the area in front of the Turkish trenches
at Abu Rumman was flooded; and the Turks cut the river embankments
and flooded the ground in front of their Hannah trenches, including
considerable British trench. As a result Keary's operations against
Abu Rumman, already postponed several times due to rain, had to be
abandoned, and the British had to cease their sapping operations in
front of Hannah. The embankments along both banks of the river were
now holding back water at a higher level than most of the surrounding
country, and all offensive intentions had to be temperarily abandoned
while every available man on both sides was turned to to strengthen
them.

24
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In a summary of the situation submitted for the information of the
authorities in India and Britain on 15 March, Gorringe estimated
that the total Turkish force on the Tigris was 25,000 men and 75
guns. 9,100 of these troops and 24 guns were holding the left
bank positions from Hannah batk to Es Sinn, and 12,000 men with 27
guns were holding the right bank at Es Sinn and to the east of there.
It was unlikely that Khalil would receive further reinforcements,
and reports had been received that a division intended for Mesopotamia had been diverted to the Caucasus. Gorringe believed that the
approaching floods would force the Turks to transfer their line of
supply to the right bank, owing to its greater immunity from inundation, and that it would also be more suitable for operations by
his own force. He had therefore come to the conclusion, he reported,
that his best course would be to turn the Turks' right flank as
in Aylmer's operation just past, to cross the Hai west of there, and
to force his way to Shumran to capture the enemy's bridge and supplies.
Gorringe calculated that when the wheeled transport coming with the
13th Division reached the front, he would be able to reach the Hai
with at least 30,000 rifles, 100 guns, ten days' supplies and
sufficient ammunition.
Special mention should be made of these flood conditions which
determined Gorringe's plan. Normally, heavy rain was most improbable
in late March and early April; the real problem was melting snow.
The Tigris usually reached its high flood level at the end of March
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twelve or fifteen days and falling somewhat in between. Many of the
streams which brought down the snow-water had their sources in Kurdistan between Lakes Van and Urmia, where the presence of Russian
forces enabled the British attache with them to telegraph periodic
weather reports. These allowed Gorringe to calculate approximately
when each rise would reach his neighborhood, and he hoped to be able
to arrange his attacks to take place immediately after a fall in the
river began. This expectation, in combination with local reports
that the flood would be lower than usual and that the right bank route
between Shaikh Sa'ad and Kut would remain free from inundation, was
25
what decided Gorringe upon his changed strategy.
This strategy, like Aylmer's before it, was aimed not only to
extricate Townshend from Kut and cut the British losses in Mesopotamia; it was intended to link up with him in Kut, drive the Turks
upstream, and restore the British position in Mesopotamia as it had
26
As much as any single factor this over-ambeen before Ctesiphon.
bitiousness in the British plans was responsible for the repeated
failures to relieve Kut: it was the reason that the Kut garrison
had not tried to break out in the days when it had still had the
strength, and it had doomed Aylmer to a frontal attack on Dujailah
Redoubt instead of a bloodless flank march around the Es Sinn line
down to the river opposite Kut. The Sykes-Picot Agreement alloting
Mesopotamia to Britain's post-war Near Eastern empire was not signed
until 6 May 1916, but the intentions of the British government with
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. 27
clear to the army in Mesopotamia.

And so the relief battles were

not fought merely for the limited aim of freeing the garrison of
Kut, which might possibly have been accomplished; they were fought
with the ultimate aim, impossible of achievement given the strategic
balance of forces and positions in Mesopotamia in mid-1916, of reconquering the whole of upper Mesopotamia, and as a result even the
more moderate aim was not achieved.
Gorringe soon had once again to alter his plans for achieving
this aim, however. A careful reconnaissance on the 18th of March
revealed that, contrary to his earlier belief, the route between
Abu Rumman and Orah was in several places lower than the Tigris'
right bank, and therefore subject to inundation. Furthermore, he
was informed that the 13th Division transport would not reach him
on the date expected, and with Kut's absolutely final date of resistance being given as the 15th April it would not do to postpone
the resumption of relief operations. These two facts placed his
right-bank plan in doubt, and on the other hand heavy artillery
and more aircraft were scheduled to reach the front soon, and the
sapping operations which had been resumed before Hannah had made
good progress. Accordingly, on the 21st, he discussed the situation with Lake and adopted a new plan of operations.
He would now attack Hannah and then Sanna-i-Yat before tackling
Es Sinn. On the first day of his renewed operations the 13th
Division, supported by the 7th, and with the 3rd Divison and Corps
Artillery cooperating from the right bank, would seize the Hannah
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to a point just above Thorny Nullah, and would make a second bridge
at the same point with pontoons which had recently arrived in the
country. Using both these bridges he should be able to transfer a
division from one bank to the other in four hours, while under the
most favorable conditions the Turks could only transfer 3,000 men
at the Magasis ferry in twelve hours. Having carried Sanna-i-Yat,
he would move the 7th Division swiftly across the river, and by
the fourth or fifth day of the operation he expected the 3rd Division
with the 7th in support to have captured the Abu Rumman position on
the right bank. Moving the 7th Division back to the left bank to
the support of the 13th, he would then take the position at Sanna-iYat by the sixth or seventh day. The British would then have emerged
from the Suwaikieh defile, and the Turks would have a much longer
line of trench to hold on the left bank; with the Turkish forces
spread thin Gorringe hoped then to be able to establish himself
successively in the Beit Aieesa-Chahela lines on the right bank
and in the Nalhailat lines on the left bank in advance of Es Sinn.
This would conclude the first phase of the operations, since Townshend's food would not last past the 15th it should be finished by
the 8th.
The second phase of the operations was not so explicitly detailed.
The Turks by that time would have been driven back to Es Sinn on both
banks, and would have to hold a front of sixteen miles on both banks
extending from Suwaikieh Marsh on the north to the Hai bridge on the
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Gorringe's greatly superior capability of transferring troops from
one bank to the other ought to afford him the opportunity of striking
a decisive and successful blow which would shatter the line and finally
break through to Kut.
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Gorringe now bent all his energies to completing his preparations
for the commencement of the attempt by April 1st, and from the date
that the boat-bridge was reopened to traffic on the 23rd the preparations for the assault at Hannah were pushed at top speed.
The position that Gorringe proposed to penetrate has been
described previously, but by the beginning of April constant
digging and the flooding of the countryside had made it even more
formidable. The Hannah fortifications, at the eastern entrance to
the defile, consisted of five lines of entrenchments whose width had
been reduced to 1,000 yards by the rain-caused rise in the level of
Suwaikieh Marsh and the flooded Tigris. Three miles behind lay
the Felahieh position, not so strongly fortified, whose approaches
had also been constricted to 1,000 yards by the rains and flooding.
Finally, three miles further west, the Sanna-i-Yat line guarded the
western exit from the defile and was the Main Line of Resistance.
It was a bit wider -- fifteen hundred yards -- but its frontage was
liable to be narrowed substantially whenever a north wind caused
the marsh to overflow to the south across the front of the line, and
it was strongly held in depth. Behind Sanna-i-Yat again was a longer
line from Nakhailat past Cleary's Post to the Suwaikieh Marsh (not
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at Abu Rumman, not strongly held; the first strong position was the
Beit Aieesa line one and a half miles above Sanna-i-Yat, closely
backed by the Chahela trenches. From these trenches the Turks

•

controlled embankments along the river which if breached would
flood the desert between Es Sinn and Abu Rumman, making an operation
against Es Sinn impossible unless they were cleared first. Finally,
on both banks came the Es Sinn position itself, strengthened since
it had come back under Turkish control, with its flanks resting on
the Suwaikieh Marsh and the flooding Shatt-al-Hai.
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The Turkish complex of defenses was indeed formidable, but a
memorandum written to German headquarters on 23 March gives a revealing picture of the disadvantages with which the Turks had to
contend in their resistance to the R. F. Von der Goltz called the
Turkish position around Kut daring and so peculiar as to have
scarcely a parallel in military history. Numerically weaker than
even the British relieving force, the 'Iraq group, as he termed it,
was investing Kut weakly and at the same time holding off the relief
force in a position close by. In that position the Turks were
astride the 300-yard-wide Tigris, with their two forces connected
only by a ferry which was often prevented from working by rough
weather and which was under artillery fire from Kut. The only lines
of retreat from this position lay past Kut or over the Hai bridge,
and the force was absolutely dependent for reinforcements and munitions
on an uncertain line of communication 1,250 miles long. But the
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the greatest tranquillity and did not allow his attitute to be in
30
the least influenced by them.
On the 25th of March Gorringe heard from Robertson that, owing
to the absolute lack of supplies in the Kermanshah-Khaniqin area
and the transport difficulties over the snow-covered passes, Baratov
found it impossible to make an advance in the direction of Baghdad
as a diversion. On the same day he heard that the steamers bringing
up the heavy artillery he would need at Hannah would be two days
late in arriving, and had therefore to postpone the commencement of
operations to the 3rd of April. By the 28th of March the British
sapheads on the left bank had reached within 150 yards of the Hannah
trenches, and the following night the machine guns of three brigades
were massed on the right bank opposite Hannah to give support for
the assault, but the operation had to be postponed to the 4th on the
following day as three airplanes which would be essential to spot
artillery fire would not arrive until that day. On the 2nd came
news that the Grand Duke'Nicholas had ordered Baratov to advance on
Khaniqin with all his forces, including reserves, notwithstanding
his difficulties. On the same day, however, Basrah informed Gorringe
that, in making a maximum effort to supply him with the needed troops
and armament in time for the relief attempt the reserve of food at the
front had been allowed to drop to seven or eight days, and that the
32 guns and 3,000 troops now on the river would have to be left where
they were while the shipment of food was given priority. Thus, once
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available force had been concentrated.

Nevertheless, the river was

falling, and with a force of just over 30,000 rifles and 127 guns

under his command Gorringe anticipated that he would complete the
firstphase of operations as scheduled on 8 April.
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By the 31st of March British gunfire had cut most of the wire

in front of Hannah , and during the succeeding night Gorringe began to
move up the 13th Division to take over the trenches before Hannah
preparatory to making the assault. During the 1st of April the 38th
and 40th Brigades of the all-British division came up fiom Wadi and
took over the front-line trenches from the 7th Division, and on the
next night the 39th Brigade followed the others into thellne. To
prevent the Turks discovering this change , some Indian ranks were
kept in the front-line trenches. Maude had already carried out a
thorough reconnaissance of the Hannah position from the 7th Division
trenches and from the right bank opposite; besides arranging with
General Younghusband of the 7th that his division should sap up as
close to the Turkish trenches as possible before handing over, he
had constructed a plan of the British and Turkish positions to
scale and rehearsed the 13th Division on it until all the units were
letter-perfect in their tasks. This was trench warfare no different
from that in France, and Maude was at last applying some of the lessons
learned in France to it. All was in readiness for the assault , and
the 13th Division , which had made itself a shining reputation on Sari
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Maude himself had accompanied his brigades into the trenches on
the 1st and set up his headquarters there the same night. However
the rain, which had let up for quite a few days, took up where it
had left off, and he reports "...we were soon sitting in a bog.
Got my tent pitched in the trench and with difficulty managed to
get a shovel, with which I worked for one and a quarter hours...
Wretched cold and wet night lying in the mud..."33

The rain con-

tinued into the 2nd of April, and the ground became impassable.
Accordingly the attack was postponed to the 5th. By the evening of
the 4th all the British artillery and infantry was in position, and
the ground had dried sufficiently to allow final orders for the
assault to be issued for the next morning.
Gorringe's orders were for the attack on Hannah to begin fifty
minutes before sunrise at 4:55 a.m. on 5 April; after securing Hannah
the troops were to entrench an advanced position at Felahieh bend
and to push forward along the enemy's communication trenches and river
bund as far as possible preparatory to attacking Sanna-i-Yat. There
would be no preliminary bombardment. The first assault wave of the
13th Division would creep forward silently, with its bombing parties
in front, and seize the first line of Hannah by surprise. As soon
as the first wave got into the trenches, the second wave would pass
through them and hit the second line of trenches, while the bombardment
would fall with crushing weight on the third. The available weight
of metal had doubled since January 21st, and the guns had had two
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During this time also the British had dug a labyrinth of trenches
saps (16 miles in all, on a front of 1,200 yards), and their jumpoff points were only 70 yards from the Turkish wire and 100 from his
trenches. Bloody losses were expected, but the position would be
34
taken.
Directly in support of the 13th Division was the 7th, ready to
pass through it as soon as it lost momentum. The 3rd Division on the
right bank was to contain the enemy front at Abu Rumman, and to prevent any movement on the left bank past Felahieh from its enfilading
position. There were 77 guns on the right bank, most of them emplaced to enfilade Hannah, and also the machine guns of three brigades;
on the left bank there were 46 more guns. The whole Turkish force
on the Tigris was about 20,000 infantry, to oppose a total British
strength (combining Kut and the Relieving Force) of about 37,000
rifles, the Turks were weak in artillery and riddled with disease.
In the lines from Hannah back to Sanna-i-Yat were two of Khalil's
five weak divisions, the 51st and the 52nd.35

They had not a prayer

of holding Hannah against the avalanche of men and steel about to
engulf it.
Townshend was not told until the evening of 4th April that the
assault would be the next morning, for reasons of security. It
had not worked, however; Townshend wired back wishing Gorringe good
luck, but noting that the Turks at Es Sinn had just shown a green
light to their rear, which meant "ammunition wanted", and a red one,
36
which meant "British advancing."
A further indication that the Turks
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up on the parapet of the trench at Hannah and made a speech across
no—man's land in Turkish or Kurdish or some tongue unknown to the
listeners; his tone was defiant, and the men in the trenches wondered
whether this was the equivalent of "come on..37
It may have been. During the night the Turks evacuated all
but 100 of their men and a few machine gunes from the Hannah trenches,
leaving behind an ironic sign reading "Au revoir a la prochaine
bataille." At 4:55 a.m. indistinguishable gray shapes emerged from
the British line and moved forward across the still-soggy ground;
three minutes later the artillery shattered the pre-dawn silence
with a lethal barrage that fastened onto the Turkish reserve trenches
and tore them apart. The scattered rattle of small-arms fire from
a few places along the first Turkish trench was drowned in the numbing
noise of the bombardment. Casualties were few for the British, but
the handful of Turks left in the line had little chance to surrender,
for the infantry were keyed up to the highest pitch, they wanted a
fight, and they were looking for someone to kill. The rearguard for
the most part died well and swiftly.
The men of the 13th Division were as much disappointed as relieved by the position's emptiness. The British advance wq3 held up
until 5:35 by the artillery barrage, since the artillery observers
did not know that there was no enemy oppostion and could not distinguish the infantry signals in the dim light, but by 7 a.m. all five
lines of the Hannah position had been taken almost without cost. By
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and marsh some 2,000 yards eastward of the Felahieh position while
the other two brigades reorganized; the divisional artillery was
shortly sent forward to support them. As the 40th Brigade advanced
they came under a gradually increasing rifle, machine gun and gunfire,
but they pushed on to a line somewhat in advance of the one they
had been ordered to. Here, while digging in in the open, they
sustained fairly heavy casualties. On the right bank, meanwhile,
the Turks had also withdrawn during the night and early morning,
and by noon the Abu Rumman trenches were in the hands of the 3rd
38
Division, no serious opposition having been encountered.

By

noon half of the objectives of Gorringe's first phase of operations
had been taken, at the cost of a few dozen casualties.
The 13th Division were surprised, coming from Gallipoli, that
the Turks had not put up a better fight. But the Turks were doing
exactly the right thing. They had sold the barren stretch of ground
between Shaikh Sa'ad and Hannah for a price of the better part of
two divisions. They did not allow pins on a map to take on an importance they did not intrinsically possess; their only purpose in
defending so far below Kut had been to delay the Relief Force until
Kut fell, and their obvious strategy was therefore hold and withdraw.
They had held at Hannah for two and a half months while the British
attack was meticulously prepared, and at the last possible moment they

had saved themselves heavy casualties and a possible breakthough by
pulling back. Their prepared positions at Sanna-i-Yat and at Beit
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Rumman, and instead of jumping off from saps one or two hundred
yards from the wire the British infantry would be compelled to
attack across the open as in the January battles.
Three miles behind Hannah the main Turkish communication
trench splayed out north and south to form the series of disconnected
trenches known as the Felahieh position before continuing back to
Sanna-i-Yat. Felahieh was not a deep or a particularly powerful
position, but by 10 a.m., when the rest of the 13th Division had
closed up behind the 40th Brigade on a line varying from 1,000 to
2,000 yards in front of it, it was obvious that the Turks intended
to hold it at least until the main body of their force withdrawn from
Hannah was established safely in Sanna-i-Yat. At that time Gorringe
ordered the 13th Division to attack the position at mid-day, and
instructed the 7th Division to be ready afterwards to pass through
the 13th and attack the northern half of the Sanna-i-Yat line at
dawn. Maude accordingly ordered his division to assault at 12:30
p.m. At 11 a.m., however, Gorringe went forward and saw the situation forhimself. The three brigades of the 13th Division were
pinned down in the open at long distances from the Turkish trench,
the day had grown hot and the mirage had become strong, which meant
that artillery support would not be effective, and the attack would
be necessarily a stmightforward frontal charge across ground denuded
of cover. To save his troops Gorringe ordered the 13th Divisions's
assault postponed until nightfall, the infantry meanwhile to hold
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their advancedpositions.
Through the afternoon of the 5th the 13th Division reorganized
for a night attack. On the right bank the 3rd Division in its
captured Abu Rumman trenches was threatened by a counter-attack from
the Es Sinn line shortly after mid-day, but it was not pressed in a
determined manner and Keary kept it at a distance without much
trouble. By evening most of the Turks involved had withdrawn again
to their lines upstream. Most of the Turkish effort was instead
devoted to reinforcing the left bank to meet the main British thrust:
during the afternoon aircraft reported to Gorringe that both the
Sanna-i-Yat and Felahieh positions were being strongly reinforced
40
from Es Sinn.
This was only partly true in fact; Khalil was displaying an
instinctive mastery of the difficult art of trench warfare and he
had no intention of trying to hold permanently at Felahieh any more
than he had at Hannah in the morning. In France it took several
years of trial and error before it was realized that in defensive
fighting in trenches depth was the key. It had taken even more time
before Generals trained to hold their ground could be brought to
make their main defense only in the third or fourth line, after
the lightly-held forward positions had sacrificed themselves to
blund the cutting edge of the enemy attack and after the enemy infantry had moved beyond the area in which they had close , pre-registered artillery support into relatively open , unknown territory.
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was shifting forces to meet it. The meticulously planned attack
at Hannah, the Turkish first line, had wasd itself on thin air.
The British at Felahieh would have to start their assault from far
out, with artillery support less effective because unregistered;
he would put into the trenches there three battalions to face three
brigades. They would not be able to stop the British, but they would
slow them and cause them bloody losses. By the time the British
ran up against his Main Line of Resistance at Sanna-i-Yat they
would be depleted in numbers and energy, they would be advancing
altogether in the open, and they would have even less effective
artillery cooperation; Khalil, on the other hand, would have had time
to strengthen his line to whatever extent he thought necessary.

Kut had been told at once of Gorringe's success at Hannah in
the morning, and as the day wore on and no further news was received
the suspense grew in the town. After dark most of the garrison of
the town went up onto the roof-tops to watch -- they were safe
there now, for the air-raids on Kut had ceased almost entirely now
that all the Turkish aircraft were busy down river. One observer
reported:
...at dusk the noise of the intermittent firing grew in
intensity and finally became an incessant roar. As darkness
fell, the horizon to the east was a wonderful spectacle; the
unceasing explosions of the shells -- bursting, often , in
salvoes of six or more -- lit up the distant plains as though
a gigantic fireworks display was in progress, while in the
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by the Turkish forces, indicated to us whether the enemy
was calling for reinforcements or for ammunition.41
The pre-attack bombardment began at 7:15 p.m., at 7:35 Maude's
as

went forward in the swiftly gathering dark with the 38th

and 39th Brigades in line.
The hopelessly outnumbered Turkish defenders played their
allotted role of expendable shock-absorbers for the main line
faithfully and well; they hung on doggedly and waited for the
bayonet. It was pitch dark by the time the assaulting lines got
to within a few hundred yards of the trenches, and the Turkish machine
gunners took a heavy toll. The 13th Division floundered a bit in
its lunge forward, but with the aid of enfilading fire by Keary's
division from the right bank they swarmed on into the line. The
three Turkish battalions sold themselves dearly, but they were overrun: "The Leicesters took a machine gun. The officer manning it held
on to the last. A long swathe of our dead lay in front, the men
nearest it were riddled with bullets, but our wave never broke. We
pushed right through and consolidated our line some eight hundred
yards in advance of the line the Turks held." Some few of the Turks
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escaped back to the main communication trench.
For the entire day the 13th Division had suffered 1,868 casualties,
all but a few of them in the infantry melles at Felahieh in the dark,
but everyone in the R. F. was greatly pleased with the attack's
progress. The 13th Division had gone well beyond its objectives,
and in a single day Gorringe had covered six of the twenty-six miles
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lines of trenches which had been calculated to require a large
expenditure of time and blood to secure. Maude observed of the
Felahieh assault that "there were the usual log of panic-mongers
who came in and spoke of every one having been killed, but nothing
could have been better than the work of the division ....throughout the day." This was the general opinion. It was not realized
at this time that Khalil was deliberately refusing decisive battle
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short of Sanna-i-Yat.

Gorringe was convinced that he had the Turks on the run, and
so he was eager to press his advantage at once. Furthermore, aerial
reconnaissance photographs showed that the Turks had no trenches
on the northern end of their line at Sanna-i7Yat, which had previously been covered by the waters of Suwaikieh Marsh. This gap
offered him an opportunity to turn the Turkish line, but he had to
move quickly or else the Turks would close the gap or the wind would
shift and the marsh would recover it. He believed that the Turkish
Main Line of Resistance was Es Sinn, and therefore decided to reserve
the 13th Division for an attack on that; the Sanna-i-Yat position
would be carried by the 7th Division. At 7:30 p.m. on the 5th
Younghusband issued his orders to the 19th and 28th Brigades of
his division, to advance during the night through the position of
the 13th Division and make a surprise assault on Sanna-i-Yat at dawn.
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distance in reserve. The two lead brigades would advance in line
against the left of the Turkish line only, to take advantage of the
gap between the Turkish left and the marsh to turn the Turkish entrenchment; to maintain their direction in the dim light before
dawn the left-hand battalion of the British advance would keep its
left on the main communication trench running back from Felahieh
to the approximate centre of the Sanna-i-Yat position. The attack
was planned on the same basis as the previous morning's. There would
be no artillery preparation, and the success of the assault would
once again depend on the shock effect of a sudden, unexpected
charge at first light by troops infiltrated far forward in the night.
There was a Turkish picquet in the communication trench, and
there were observers lying far out in front of the Turkish lines
with telephones to warn of just such an attempt, so that there
would in reality be no shock effect. Furthermore, the Turks were
not on the run, and the weak 7th Division alone was not strong
enough in all probability to push the Turks out of Sanna-i-Yat
now that they had dug their heels in. But the 7th Division's
ideas of success, however slim, were completely destroyed during the
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night approach to the front.
As the 19th and 28th Brigades of the 7th Division advanced in
preparatory formation from a point of assembly east of Felahieh,
they came upon the troops of the 13th Division, some returning in
battalions to their bivouacs by the river, others lying exhausted
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of route and were delayed almost an hour. Then they lost their
way twice in the maze of unfamiliar trenches at Felahieh; here they
had to leave their machine guns behind. From Felahieh to Sanna-iYat was still more than three miles, and at 4:30 a.m. the hour
designated for their attack, they were still far from the point at
Which the attack was to begin. In the growing light the two
brigades advanced for the next hour across the coverless plain;
General Kemball of'the Staff was of the opinion that at 5:30 the
attacking lines were still more than a mile from the Turkish trenches
and recommended that they dig in at full daylight wherever they
were. Younghusband , the divisional commander , disagreed and
thought the distance was considerably less (actually it was more);
he ordered the advance to continue. As full daylight came at 5:30,
however, it revealed another obstacle; early in the morning the
wind had shifted to the northwest and had moved the waters of the
marsh back to the south, shutting the gap on the Turkish left flank
and contracting the Ottoman trench north of the communication trench
to 350-400 yards.
The fully alerted Turks waited another five minutes while the
two brigades struggled across the soggy, flat ground to within 800
yards of their lines. Then they unleashed "a torrent of death" on
the division, some of whose battalions had not yet even deployed.
The machine gun and rifle fire was so heavy that it seemed men could
lean into it as they would into a high wind. The attack was launched
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and the leading units managed to stagger forward another hundred
yards, but they were cut to ribbons. Two battalions even managed to
get within 600 yards of the Turkish trenches, but the main body of
the attack had already lost 25 percent of its men when it reached
the irrigation channels 900 yards short of the enemy's position.
When it had borne all that it could the attack dissolved into individuals, suddenly become aware of their terrible frailty and aloneness, who picked their way back out of the storm in a temporary
breakdown of authority and discipline. Kemball, himself wounded,
recognized the hopelessness of a further attempt to alliance before
artillery and machine gun support came up and ordered the brigades
to dig in wherever their battalions were, from 600 to 1,500 yards
out. In the first few minutes more than a thousand men had fallen
without ever coming within a quarter-mile of a Turk. The battalion
which had got closes; the Oxfords, lost all of its 13 officers and
all but 46 of its 266 men, and others had losses nearly as grave.
By 7 a.m. the divisional artillery had found its way forward to
a point from which it could support the 7th Divison lying helpless
on the naked plain, but still no movement was possible. General
Younghusband reported to headquarters at this time: "Situation as
follows. Front line got within about four hundred yards of enemy.
It cannot advance or retire and cannot be reinforced. My troops
are now dug in but require entrenching tools to dig better cover...
Hostile fire, both infantry and artillery, has been very heavy, and
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Turkish fire slackened, and some of the exposed troops furthest
forward were able to pull back to a safer distance. Collection of
the wounded went on all day, it being the general experience that
the Turks carefully avoided firing on stretcher parties. The remaining survivors of the first wave were able to pull back across
the bullet-swept plain at night fall and rejoin the stalled main
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body of the division in digging in at 1,500 yards.

The attack had told Gorringe at least one things -- the Turks
were not on the run. At 9:15 a.m. the Corps Commander came up to
Younghusband's headquarters behind the 28th Brigade, and as a result
of their discussion he issued orders that the 7th Divison and the
40th Brigade of the 13th Division would attack again during the night
of the 6th/7th. But nature now allied itself with the Turks.
Contrary to expectations, the river instead of falling for a week or
ten days had begun to rise again on the 4th. It continued through
the next days, and by the afternoon of the 6th had risen 3 feet 2
inches in 24 hours; by the 7th it had passed the March high by
several inches; at Kut the town came within half an inch of being
flooded out entirely. These floods forced the suspension of Gorringe's
offensive on the 7th and 8th as far as all-out attacks were concerned,
and gave Khalil time to put all of his reserves into the line, leaving
only 2,000 men of the 45th Division to blockade three times their
number of fighting men in Kut. When Gorringe was again able to
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had opposed him on the 6th.
The 40th Brigade went forward to Felahieh during the morning
of the 6th to join in the planned attack that evening, but the northwest wind pushed the marsh waters into the trenches on the right
of the 7th Division and the Tigris rose so high that there was a
danger of its breaking over the bank and meeting with the marsh.
All efforts had to be devoted to preventing this, and early in the
afternoon Gorringe had no choice but to cancel the planned attack.
During the evening the 3rd Division advanced against minimal opposition on the right bank into a position from which it could enfilade
the Turkish trenches at Sanna-i-Yat, but on the night of the 6th the
Tigris overflowed near Abu Rumman behind its right and moved toward
Umm-al-Brahm Marsh, threatening to cut off the 3rd Divison from the
rear entirely. Early on the 7th of April Gorringe conferred with
Younghusband as to the possibility of an attack by the 7th Division
on Sanna-i-Yat that day, but Younghusband reported that his advanced
trenches were still too far from the Turks for an assault from them
to hold out much hope of success. Furthermore, the floods had so
contracted the Turkish front here that an attack would have only one
possible line of approach, which the Turks would certainly have
covered with every automatic weapon at their disposal.
Gorringe nevertheless felt that he had no choice. Townshend
had telegraphed that further errors had been made in calculating the
grain remaining, and that he could only hold out until the 13th.

-664The high wind, rough water and rising flood in the river had pre-

vented the British from bringing up the bridges which they had
proposed to put across at Felahieh so as to be able to switch their

strength rapidly from bank to bank, and the inundations behind the
3rd Divison on the right bank made it impossible to reinforce it
from Wadi camp to its rear. The date on which the first phase of
the relief operations was to have been completed was only one day
off , and if it were impossible to shift the attack to the right bank
as planned then the British would have to continue attacking on the

left bank despite all the arguments against it. Gorringe therefore
ordered Younghusband to advance his 7th Division as far as possible
towards the Sanna-i-Yat trenches preparatory to an assault during
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the ensuing night.
Younghusband returned to his headquarters and gave orders for
the advance to commence at 9:15 a.m. on the 7th. The 19th and 28th
Brigades were to push forward from their present positions to the
north of the main communication trench , and the 21st Brigade which
had previously been in reserve was to advance on the left and fill
in the gap between there and the river. All day the terribly depleted
brigades of the 7th Division crept forward under a terrific Turkish
fire , across a shelterless plain so devoid of landmarks that compasses
had to be consulted constantly to travel even a short distance. Only
a few hundred yards could be gained , and the 21st Brigade, which had
to advance from a greater distance than the other two, suffered losses
as grave as had the other brigades on the previous day. Merely to
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the 125th Napier's Rifles lost 61 percent of their effectives. The
advance could have been made after dark at one-fifth of the cost -as a matter of fact the British line advanced another 200 yards
after dark with few further casualties -- but it was felt that not
a moment could be spared if the R. F. was to get through to Townshend
by the rapidly nearing deadline.
Late in the afternoon of the 7th, Younghusband reported to Gorringe that his brigades had not been able to advance their line close
enough to make an assault that night at all likely to succeed, and
recommended that it be postponed another 24 hours. Left with no
alternative, Gorringe decided to cancel the planned attack and
ordered instead that the 13th and 7th Divisions would assault Sannai-Yat at dawn on the 9th. In fact, he would not be able to use the
7th Division in the assault: in the daylight attack on the morning of
the 6th and in digging itself in in front of the Turkish lines on
the 7th the Meerut Division had uselessly lost 2,650 men and it
was in no shape to make an attack. If instead of making the premature
and piecemeal attacks of the 6th and 7th which crippled it as far as
further battle was concerned, the 7th Division had been brought forward
safely at night and thrown into the assault with the 13th Division on
the 9th, just possibly the Sanna-i-Yat lines could have been carried.
As so often before, the blame must rest largely on Townshend. The
date he gave of the 13th, which forced the R.F.to attack on the 6th
and 7th before it was properly prepared, was not true. Presumably
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fact that by cutting his rations further he could last for at least
a week past that date; in keeping this to himself he had once
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again doomed the relief attempt to failure.
During the 8th the bridge across the Tigris at Felahieh was
completed, but the floods had by now completely cut off the 3rd
Division from the rear and it was not possible to reach it from the
bridge landing on the right bank. For the next several days, in
fact, the division could be supplied only by mahelas stealing up
the river after dark, until sappers could rebuild the bund along
the river bank and construct an above-flood-level road forward to
it from Orah. Shifting the attack to the right bank was therefore
still out of the question. On the left bank the day of the 8th
was spent in reconnaissance, artillery registration, wire cutting
and other preparations for the attack the next dawn. At 3 p.m.
Gorringe issued his operation order. After dark the 13th Division
would replace the 7th in the forward trenches, forming up on a
frontage of 600 yards with their left 600 yards from the Tigris.
The 7th Division would give fire support from the right near the
marsh on a frontage of 200 yards. The 13th Division was to advance so as to reach the Turkish first line at 4:45 a.m., and was
then to press on and capture the enemy's second and third lines,
clearing out towards either flank by bombing as it went. The
artillery on the left bank would open fire on the trenches on either
blank of the point of assault at the moment the attack went in;
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the position from the rear. The 3rd Division machine guns would
keep up an enfilading fire from the from the right bank opposite.
The rifle strength of the 13th Division_was just over 7,000; the
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7th Division in support numbered only 3,250.

During the 8th, the 13th Division moved up from its downstream riverside campsite to a position behind the front; Maude
and his brigadier carried out a thorough reconnaissance of their
objective from Keary's trenches on the right bank opposite
and behind the Turkish front line. It was hoped that the completion
of the bridge at Felahieh would deceive the Turks into thinking that
the next big push was coming on the right bank, but on the narrow
front on the left bank no deception was possible. In the early part
of the night there was moonlight, and neither side did any firing
as the 13th Division relieved the 7th in the front trenches. The
distance to be crossed by the asaault was about 650 yards; the brigades
were to commence their advance at 4:20, breaking into a double when
within charging distance of the enemy line. The 38th and 40th Brigades were side by side in the lead, and the 39th behind. The two
leading lines of the 38th and 40th were to take and hold the Turkish
first line, the two following the second line; the 39th Brigade
would pass through them and storm the third line. An artillery preparation was foregone, as there was enough heavy artillery to
carry out a heavy bombardment and tip off the Turks that an attack
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it was hoped that at least part of the approach could be made undiscovered in the darkness.
The deployment of the 13th Division was carried out without
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incident by 3 a.m., the start line having been marked with pickets,
•••

and the men settled down to wait in the very cold night. At 4:20 a.m.
the lines of men began to move forward noiselessly to the assault,
and by 4:28 had got to within 100 yards of the Turkish first line
without being discovered in the pitch blackness. Suddenly a red
flare went up from the Turkish left. These were young soldiers,
and the division had lost 40 percent of its officers at Felahieh;
the first line continued on, but the second line faltered and got
mixed up with the third, shocked by the sudden light. Half a minute
later a green flare went up from the Turkish right, and a heavy
burst of gun, rifle and machine gun fire erupted from the Turkish
lines. Most of it went high, as usually happens in the dark, and
the first line pressed on. However, the second line, numbed with
cold and far enough out to receive the full effect of the fire,
hesitated, and despite the strenous efforts of its officers to rally
it, fell back, carrying several following lines with it. Blue flares
now lit the whole Turkish front and every weapon in the Turkish
trenches was spewing out death, but the first line was too close
to be stopped. Those troops who survived the last hundred yards
poured into the Turkish trench and established a footing.
In night battles panic is a hazard even in the best troops,
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Turkish first trench, lightly held as usual, was swiftly cleared by
6th North Lancashire, 6th King's Own, 8th Royal Welch Fusiliers
and 5th Wiltshires, but the officers with the second and succeeding
lines were unable to rally their men despite the greatest personal
gallantry. As it got light the Turkish fire became so deadly
as to make any advance impossible, and the Turks launched a
counter-attack against the British troops left unsupported in
their front line. Bombing forward from the second line 75 yards
in the rear, they gradually gained ground as the British supply
of grenades gave out. Exactly what happened is not clear, for
most of the men who had got into the Turkish trenches did not emerge
alive, but by about 6 a.m. the shattered remnant of the British
first line was driven out and fell back to a line some 400 yards
off.
The attack was a definite failure, and the division was now
scattered in disorganized clumps all across the Turkish front and
was trapped there by the coming of daylight. The troops dug into
the soft earth as best they could and clung to their precarious
positions through the long day. They were spared a counter-attack
which might have annihilated them, and at dark they withdrew to the
trenches from which they had started in the morning. The division
was badly shattered, and had suffered 1,807 casualties. When these
were added to its losses earlier in the week, Maude was faced with
such a serious manpower shortage that he could not long postpone the
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might be to morale.
After the attack Maude felt that he had come much closer to
success than might appear from the results and casualty lists. He
was almost sure he would have been successful if he had had two
or three more days to sap up close to the Turkish lines and thus
cut out the dangerous and unnerving advance by night across the
wide expanse of no-man's land devoid of all cover. Khalil agreed,
in a later conversation with Townshend; he told him that the
attack had failed only because there were no troops following
closely in support. "There was no depth in it," he said.
Gorringe therefore decided to attempt another attack on Sanna-i-Yat
sapping forward, which would require several days. In this decision he was governed by two main considerations. Once Sanna-iYat had been carried, he felt the British would have emerged
from the defile, and would be able to press operations to a rapid
conclusion against the long lines at Es Sinn where their superior
strength could be brought to bear. Besides, it had not been possible
to complete the second bridge planned for Felahieh, and during the
9th the Tigris flood on the right bank joined up with the Umm-alBrahm, entirely isolating the 3rd Division, so there was little
prospect of success in operations on the right bank. He telegraphed
Townshend that his Sanna-i-Yat attack had failed, and that he was
"digging in again."

-671Lake now intervened from Basrah. Townshend's immediate
relief was the main object of the operations, he felt, and
digging could only mean delay. Notwithstanding the floods,
he ordered the attack to be continued on the right bank.
Gorringe accordingly began to make arrangements to shift his
attack. On the 10th Lake also telegraphed Townshend that
relief by the 15th seemed highly unlikely, and asked if it
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were possible to increase thegarrison's limit of resistance.

No military activity took place in Kut during April; the
only movement of significance was the virtual evacuation of the
troops in Woolpress by Sumana on the night of the 7th, when the
floods had made it completely an island. A single regiment only
was left to hold the buildings near the river bank. The great
question was: could Kut hold out on its food until the relief
force broke through to it? Townshend began to suspect that the
answer was no after the check received by the R.F. before Sannai-Yat on the 6th and 7th, and on the 8th he consulted with his
medical officer as to what the result would be of a further reduction
of the rations so that Kut could wait a little longer for Gorringe
to break through. Colonel Hehir replied unequivocally "that the
men were now on starvation rations, in the technical sense of the
income being greatly below the kinetic output, [and] that even
the present rations continued for a fortnight more would lead to
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many deaths."
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Gorringe' s repulse at Sanna- -Yat on the 9th, he immediately
reduced rations to seven ounces of barley, extending Kut's endurance
to the 17th of April. Facing the fact that Gorringe might fail altogether , he also wired suggesting that Sumana attempt to run down
to the R.F. with the 600 or 700 men of the division most valuable
to the state, and characteristically inquired if he should accompany
it. He was sure there would be no terms available to the garrison
if the third relief attempt failed , and urged that if there were
any doubt that Gorringe would succeed then he should be allowed to
begin negotiations at once , while he still had some food left. He
pointed out that there was not the slightest chance of any of his
force being able to break out overland, as flooded Turkish trenches
11 feet deep and 6 feet wide surrounded Kut and his troops were
very weak.
Later on the 9th, Gorringe reported that he was "digging in
again'. Townshend considered this the height of folly, as the
Turks were much better at digging than the British, and he said so.
He added that the was further reducing his force's ration to five
ounces of barley a day, no longer favouring the non-meat-eating
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Indians in this rega d so as to be able to last until the 21st.
On the lOth Townshend published a communique informing his
division of what had happened, and in particular urging his Indian
troops to begin eating meat.

-673...the Relief Force has not yet won its way through,
but is entrenched close up to the Turks ...I have no other
details. However, you will see that I must not run any risk
over the date calculated to which our rations would last -namely 15 April. As you will understand, digging means delay.
I am compelled therefore to appeal to you all to make a
determined effort to eke out our scanty means so that I can
hold out for certain until our comrades arrive...
I have then to reduce our rations to five ounces of meal
for all ranks, British and Indian. In this way I can hold
out until April 21st, if it becomes necessary. I am very
sorry I can no longer favor the Indian soldiers in the matter
of meal, but there is no possibility of doing so now. It
must be remembered that there is plenty of horsemeat which
they have been authorized by their religious leaders to eat,
and I have to recall with sorrow that by not having taken
advantage of this wise and just dispensation, they have
weakened my power of resistance by one month....
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Townshend thus took at the last moment the step he should
have taken at the first: he virtually ordered the Indians to eat
meat. On the next day half of the Indians had begun to eat the
horsemeat. Colonel Hehir, his Principal Medical Officer, reported
to him that, if food did not reach Kut until the 21st, a large
number of the Indians still not eating horsemeat would die; already
a certain number were dying daily from want of food, strain, anxiety
and dejection. Even if food arrived tomorrow, Hehir added, 50
percent of the Indian troops and a smaller percentage of the
British would die or be invalided if they were kept in Mesopotamia
over the summer. This moved Townshend to publish another communique
to the Indian members of his force on the 12th, to which he appended
the medical officer's report:
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-674I again issue an appeal to every man of you to stand by
your King, your rulers, and the Government that protects'you,
by taking heed of the warning note of the A.D.M.S.[Hehir]...
5135 of you now see their duty plain and clear, and are already
eating horsemeat to preserve their health and strength... I
wish it to be clearly understood that I shall replace all nonmeat-eaters, who become too feeble to do their duty efficiently
as officers or non-commissioned officers, by other men who
eat meat and remain strong. In the case of all officers and
men to fail in their duty to the State, I shall...lay those
names before the Government of India for such action as
Government may think fit."
It would have been ludicrous had it not been tragic begging
people to eat while they were starving to death. By the night
of the 12th, 7,054 Indians were eating meat; two days later the
number had climbed to 9,329, with only about 1,500 still abstaining.57
For many of the Indians who now began to eat meat it was
already too late; they were too weak to benefit from it. During
the last weeks of the siege acute intestinal upsets and virulent
breed of dysentery decimated all ranks, but the Indians in
particular. General Hoghton, who had been unable to eat the
horsemeat for physical reasons, was among the first victims; he
died the night of the 12th/13th April. Together with their five
ounces of barley the garrison were now consuming the enormous amount
of a pound and a half of meat per man per day to fill the aching void,
but it would not satisfy the intense craving for sugar or any
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starch which now afflicted everybody.
On the 10th of April, when Lake ordered Gorringe to switch his
next effort to the right bank, he also suggested two alternatives
to Townshend for lengthening the duration of his resistance in Kut.

-675One was to try to run up supply ships to Kut at night; this
offered little hope of success but might be tried as a last
resort. The second was to expell all the townspeople, and on this
Lake requested a report. Townshend replied on the next day that
it was impossible. The Turks, having discovered early in the siege
that Townshend had been so foolish as to lock up 6,000 townspeople
with him had then proceeded to ensure that he could not later
rectify his mistake and lengthen his endurance by announcing
that any Arabs trying to leave the town would be shot at sight.
They enforced this ban effectively, and Townshend, quoting several
recent cases of people killed in this way, regretfully replied that
he could not now rid himself of his burden without bringing on a
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wholesale massacre.
All of Townshend's chickens were not coming home to roost.
He had consistently exaggerated the seriousness of his position and
underestimated the length of time he could hold out, with the result
that he now found himself at the ragged end of his rope while the
relief force was still stalled far downstream. He had kept his men
on full .rations for almost two months and had not ordered the Indians
to eat horsement, with the result that now his men were starving
and it was too late for the Indians to recover their strength. He
had not evicted the townspeople when he had had the chance, and now
he was stuck with them. It is difficult to see how he could have
more thoroughly mismanaged the siege.

-676On the 12th Lake telegraphed the novel suggestion that the
attempt be made to supply Kut with flour by air (there was still
plenty of meat in the town). The Air Force commander estimated
that he could drop 5,000 lbs. a day into the town, given favorable
weather, and would start in two or three days as soon as fittings
had been designed for the air-drops. To provide 6 ozs. of flour a
day per head for the garrison and the Arabs -- 5,000 lbs -- would
require at least sixteen trips per day by the six available aircraft,
carrying 300 lbs per trip during daylight, but the Air Force commander
thought this could be managed. Townshend replied on the 14th that
this seemed to be the answer; by making the emergency rations last
two days instead of one he couldhold out until the 24th, and his
meat would last until the 29th. If the air-drops could supply the
rest then the town should be able to hold out until the end of the
month, which would be ample time for the relief force to break
through.
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On the 14th all the grain in the possession of the town population was finished, and the military governor had to arrange to feed
them on the donkeys aid ponies belonging to the inhabitants. The Turks
sent in word once again that they would shoot all Arabs leaving the
town. The British announced this to the town, and added that they
would shoot any Arabs who tried to return after leaving, but from
this time on every night numbers of Arabs tried to leave, building
makeshift rafts on which the women and children huddled while the
men swam along pushing them. The majority of the Arabs attempting

-677to escape were killed.
Yet night after night the loaded rafts drifted away
downstream before the moon rose, and night after night the
roll of musketry below told of Arab corpses floating down
the river on riddled and sinking wreckage...The noise at the
fort was extraordinary on some nights. A submerged sandbank
divided the river-channel about 600 yards upstream of the fort,
and some refugees got safely into the right bank current and
landed opposite the fort, but a number were caught in the
swift current on the left bank and came past the fort close
inshore, shouting to each other and to their friends who had
safely reached the right bank. These unfortunate folk near
the left bank were swept inshore close to the Turkish picquets lower down the river... and from the cries and shots and
general uprorar...few survived.
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By the 15th the R. F. had not yet made good progress on the
right bank, and Townshend felt compelled to reduce the ration once
again. The inundated, shell-shattered town still hung on, but
each man was not receiving only four ounces of coarse, damp bread
per day. The last two days' emergency rations were distributed on
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this day, to be kept until further orders.

Gorringe's plan, after he had been ordered to operate on the
right bank by Lake on the 10th, was to advance with the 3rd Division
up to the Turkish trenches at Be it Aieesa from his present position
in advance of Abu Rumman, pushing in the Turkish outpost lines as
he went. Then he would assault the Beit Aieesa lines with the
3rd Division, relieve it with the 13th brought over from the left
bank, and launch an attack on the Es Sinn line to the rear. Breaking
through there would let him get through to Kut. Meanwhile, the 7th
Division would contain the Turks on the left bank at Sanna-i-Yat.
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did not bar a direct approach to Es Sinn. However, the Turks had
the ability to flood the desert,:to the east of Es Sinn through
their control of the river embankment just to the east of Beit
Aieesa, and in the event :of a British advance against Es Sinn
could have cut the bunds and let in the river behind them, leaving
them hopelessly in the air. It was therefore necessary to gain
control of this embankment before the British made their assault
on Es Sinn. The first attack of the 3rd Division to close up the
Beit Aieesa lines was scheduled for the 12th; meanwhile the 13th
Division would be transferred to the right bank via the bridge at
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Felahieh on various dates between the 12th and the 16th.
This new attack seemed to hold out some hope of success if the
weather could be prevailed upon to cooperate, for at least the
British would not be trapped into predictable frontal attacks as
they had been in the Suwaikieh defile. But in fact, the leaders
of the R.F. were more or less convinced that it was impossible to
relieve Kut in the time left. When Rear-Admiral Wester "Rosy"
Wemyss (Commander-in-Chief East Indies Station, with headquarters
in Egypt for the duration of the war) visited Lake's headquarters
on 11 April, he reported that Lake seemed to regard the fall of
Kut as inevitable and was just going through the motions. His
fighting general, Gorringe, was cheerful and optimistic, and still
believed that he could get through in time, but generally morale was
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not good.
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opposing armies below Kut were visited by a thunderstorm of extraordinary violence, and during the afternoon of the 12th the troops
were subjected to a waterspout, a hailstorm and a wild gale. The
trenches before Sanna-i-Yat were flooded out:
The spray was leaping 4 ft. high in the Tigris on our
left; and on our right the Suwacha Marsh treatened to come in
and join the river and flood our camp. We watched the yellow
waves rising above the level of our tents, and the bund would
not have saved us had not the wind suddenly veered. At sunset it broke into our forward trenches and the Turkish positions
facing them, a wave of water coming over the bund like a wall,
swamping kit, rations and entrenching tools. Some of the
brigade on our right had to swim.
The same fate befell the Turks, and as the trenches on either
side were flooded out the evacuating denizens were opened up on
by enemy fire, suffering moderate to severe casualties. "Then
just before dark the wind died down, the marsh receded, and everything was quiet. Our own and the Turkish front line, temporarily
shortened, were lengthened out again...For the time being our
narrow, water-logged front at Sannaiyat became a recognised impasse." 65
Despite the weather the 3rd Division's attack on the right bank
went ahead on schedule. Advancing in driving rain, the attacking
lines had to cross between 500 and 1,200 yards of inundated ground
deeply cut by gullies concealed in the general flood, but they got
through against only light resistance and pushed the Turkish detachments in observation forward of Beit Aieesa back from one and a
half to as much as three miles in places. By the morning of the
13th the 3rd Division was established in a line only a half-mile
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cost of only 400 casualties. The division then dug in and began to
reconnoitre the main Beit Aieesa position as best it could. On
the evening of the 13th Keary, the divisional commander, issued orders
that an attack would be made on the Turkish trenches slightly in
advance of the main line, at Twin Pimples on the morning of the 15th.
Through the 14th preparations continued, but it proved impossible
to register the 71 guns which would support the attack as the full
gale that was blowing prevented the aircraft from taking off. 66
Reference has already been made to a suggestion by Sir Percy
Lake that as a last resort the R.F. try to run a steamer up to Kut
loaded with supplies to lengthen the besieged town's resistance.
Lake now took this up with Admiral Wemyss; he was convinced that
the recent failures had been more the fault of the weather than of
the Turks' fighting powers, he explained, and felt that if the
resistance of Kut could be prolonged to allow for proper preparation
of future attacks then the

R.F.

would stand a better chance of success.

Wemyss went into the question at once, and on the 13th informed Lake
that the chances of success were so small that he wished to be assured,
before he sent out a call for volunteers which would surely be answered,
that the attempt would add definitely to the chances of relief. On
receiving Lake's assurance that it would, Wemyss selected Julnar
as the "least unsuitable" steamer for the purpose, and on the 14th
he issued orders for its secret preparation at 'Amarah for the
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death-or-glory trip.
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on the morning of the 15th was an outwork of Beit Aieesa running
south about 800 yards from Twin Pimples, only a few hundred yards
in advance of the main position. The attack was to be carried out
by two battalions each of the 7th and 9th Brigades in line before
dawn without artillery support. They would have to cover about
400 yards from their present position, and it was believed that the
position to be taken was held in strength. The other three brigades
in the British line, the 8th, the 37th and the 38th, would stay in
their present lines to the right and left of the two attacking
brigades.
The night was dark and cloudy, and just before 3 a.m. a violent
thunderstorm broke. Heavy rain continued right through the attack
until 8 a.m. The advance commenced at 4:45 on a compass bearing of
280°. The compasses, however, were made useless by the lightning
and the troops' fixed bayonetg.;, and the advance went astray at
once. The majority of the troops wandered around ineffectually in
the darkness, and had there been a strong Turkish garrison in the
Trench in front the advance would have met with disaster. Fortunately
for the British the trench was hardly held at all, and a part of 260
men eventually stumbled into it and secured it. Others followed them
into it after it became light, and by the time the Turks realized what
had happened the British held the trench in strength. A weak counterattack was beaten off at about 11 a.m. Meanwhile the 37th and 8th

-682Brigades to the north advanced their lines to conform to the forward
movement of the British left.
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From the 21th to the 15th the 3rd Division had advanced almost
three miles. Opposition had been light, and the divison s total
casualties had amounted only to 615, but the difficult operations in
flood and bad weather had put a great strain on the division.

The

attack on the main Beit Aieesa line was now scheduled for dawn on
the 17th of April.

It would be made by the same two brigades which

had just carried Twin Pimples, the 7th and the 9th.
The final objective would be a series of six canals to the
west of the Turkish line. The left of the 9th Brigade would be
directed along the canal extending from the Tigris through the
Turkish position and passing south of Twin Pimples , and the right

of the 7th Brigade would be guided by a similar canal some 700 yards
to the north. The distance from the start point to the Turkish
trenches was about 1,000 yards, and during the intense 20 minute preattack bombardment which would begin at 6:45 a.m. the brigades were
to cover as much of this distance as possible. After capturing the
stretch of trench which was the initial objective the 7th Brigade
would clear the Turkish front line up to the Tigris , and would then
occupy a point on the river bank to the west of the series of canals
and consolidate a north-south line to connect with the right of
the 9th Brigade. The 9th Brigade after taking its section of the
Turkish trenches would clear south along the Turkish front line
which also served as a communication trench back to the Chahela
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would occupy the line of canals running southeast towards Twin
Pimples and put it into a state of defense as a fire trench facing
southwest, to link up the newly captured trench with that captured
on the 15th, as soon as possible after the assault went in.69
On the morning of the 17th the massed artillery opened fire on
the Turkish trenches at 6:45 a.m. as planned. The two assaulting
brigades began their advance ten minutes later; from any distance
they were indistinguishable in the light early morning mist. This
mist must be the explanation of what happened next. The British
advanced across 1,000 yards of featureless, coverless plain at no
cost at all; the Turks did not spot them coming, incredible as it
may seem. The bombardment was not scheduled to lift until 7:10, but
the leading battalions reached the area under bombardment five minutes
before that. There the officers in charge of the attack were greeted
with the astonishing sight of a line of bayonets along the enemy's
trench, apparently attached to rifles leaning against the parapet
whose owners were crouching at the bottom of the trench waiting for
the bombardment to cease. Deciding to seize this opportunity to
surprise the Turks even at the cost of charging through their own
artillery barrage, the British made their assault at once.
The 9th Brigade was in the trenches before the bombardment
lifted, the 7th moments after. The Turks were taken utterly by
surprise. The 1st and 9th Gurkhas, the leading line of the 9th
Brigade, killed almost every Turk in the first trench, mostly with
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cleared the second line with more carnage. The Turkish third
line did not wait; they bolted en masse, "the Gurkhas pursuing
until they found themselves on the fringe of our artillery barrage,
which had lifted 500 yards at 7:30. Here, to crown all, they
captured two Turkish field guns." Meanwhile, a bombing party of
the 9th cleared 500 yards of the main communication trench which
leads up to the Chahela position andheld it while the engineers put
up a double block (A6 on map 21). On the right the 7th Brigade,
with the Connaught Rangers and the 89th Punjabis in the lead, carried
line Al-A3, swept along the river bank, and captured the forward
channels Al5 and Alb which were the limit of their objective. All
the trenches the division had been ordered to take were not in its
hands, and it had paid a very light price. By contrast, 300 Turkish
dead were found in their trenches, and 180 men and eight machine guns
in all were captured. Many of the officers with the attacking
brigades were certain that the Turks had been so surprised and demoralized by the unexpected attack that with a little support the
British could have seized and held the Chahela position without
difficulty as well. At any rate, it was a most successful attack.70
Be it Aieesa was the first major Turkish line breached since
the 5th of April, and it had been almost as easy as Hannah. The
attackers at once set about putting it in, order to repel the
Turkish counterattack they felt was inevitable. An observer reported
that in the lines taken by the slouch-hatted Gurkhas, "the little
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with blood on their bayonets and clothes, bringing up ammunition
and carrying baskets of bombs as happy and keen and busy as ferrets.
...They had put up a block and were just going to bomb dawn a
communication trench. I saw one of them pull up the body of a
British Tommy who had been attached to the regiment as a signaller
and was bombed into a mess. The Gurkha patted him on the shoulder
and disappeared behind the traverse without a word."71
As expected, the Turks began a counterattack about 8 a.m. The
Turkish officers exposed themselves gallantly urging their men on,
but the 35th Division was now a broken unit. The attack made no
headway against the British artillery and machine gun fire, and
withered away just before 10 a.m. A second threatened counterattack between 11 and 1 did not even develop to thepoint of shooting.72
At mid-day on the 17th Gorringe held a conference,after which
he ordered that the 13th Division, now all arrived on the right bank,
was to replace the 3rd in the lines at Beit Aieesa that night, preparatory to assaulting the Chahela position on the next day. Part
of the replaced division would go into reserve, and the rest would
commence to advance against the Es Sinn line which was Gorringe's
real objective. It is difficult to understand why Gorringe did not
devote his whole strength to the latter project, as his capture of
Beit Aieesa and the crucial bunds there now made it feasible. In
the evening he issued more detailed instructions; the 13th Infantry
was to take over the 3rd's trenches at dusk, and make its attack
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giving the Turkish observation planes a clue that a replacement
operation was taking place, however, the 13th Division was to
remain in camp at Abu Rumman until dark and only then begin moving
up to the front line. This meant that the actual relief operation
would not take place until much later in the evening, and was to
havegrave consequences . 73

Khalil reacted violently to the loss of Beit Aieesa. With the
control of the bunds along the river bank there the British gained
the greedom of the right bank, and a direct attack on Es Sinn became possible. It can hardly be said that the British seized upon
this opportunity with alacrity, but Khalil knew that they would make
the attempt sooner or later, and that he did not have enough troops
to hold the whole long line at Es Sinn. The embankments which controlled the floods must be recaptured. During the day Khalil gathered together all the men in the Magais-Sinn banks area and ferried
more across the river; at dusk he prepared to counter-attack the
British with 10,000 men, a number which included almost every single
Turk on the right bank. The famed 2nd Division, veterans of the
Balkan Wars and Gallipoli, would head the attack; they would be
supported by what was left of the 35th Division which had been
evicted that morning and by one battalion of the 45th Division
from before Kut. It was a counter-attack that had to be won if
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the Turks weregoing to continue to blockade Kut.
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which the Turks had apparently not been able to get away in the
morning assault. As it proved impossible to get them back within
the British lines in the remaining daylight, a company of Gurkhas
was entrenched to secure them where they were for the night. As
night approached, the British dispositions were as follows. On
the British right along the river the line was held by the 7th
Brigade. From the river south the three battalions in line along
the dry canal A15 which was the British front line were the 89th
Punjabis, the Connaught Rangers and the 27th Punjabis. Brigade
reserve was the 128th Pioneers behind the 27th Punjabis, and
Brigadier-General Egerton's headquarters was to the rear at
the blunt salient in the old Turkish first line (A3). The 7th
Brigade line was carried on to the south by the 9th Brigade with
the 1/1st and 1/9 th Gurkhas in line, the former to the north. It
had been intended originally that the 9th Brigade line bend back
towards Z , where it would connect with the left of the 8th at
Twin Pimples, but the Gurkhas in the excitement of the morning's
assault had created a salient. The left of the 9th Brigade in
fact was a long narrow salient projecting forward along the Turkish
main communication trench to point D; in addition there was the
detached advanced post 300 yards in front of the line guarding the
captured guns which has just been mentioned. The 93rd Burma
Infantry were in support near point Z, and the brigade's fourth
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3rd Division, the 8th, had charge of the trenches from Twin Pimples
south. In the stretch of trench XY there were two battalions, the
47th Sikhs on the right and the 59th Rifles on the left; the rest
of the brigade was holding a mile of trench to the south of Y and
did not figure in the battle on the night of 17th/18th April at all. 75
The British position thus offered several advantages to an
attacker. The projecing salient and the detached company of the
9th Brigade were doomed in any serious counter-attack, and if the
salient fell the British line would be in grave danger. Both the
canals running north from around point D and the main communication trench itself offered ideal avenues for the advance of flank
attacks which would roll up the 7th Brigade, and the weakness of the
join between the 9th and 8th Brigades offered an attacker the
possibility of driving straight east from the salient and cutting
the British line in two at Twin Pimples.
The Turkish artillery opened fire at 5:30 p.m., just as the 3rd
Division was preparing to hand over its forward trenches to advanced
parties of the 13th; it is not known whether the coincidence of the
Turkish counter-attack and the intended replacement of the 3rd
Division was deliberate on the part of the Turks or not. In any case,
the counter-attack was well timed and directed, and it struck the
British at a time of disorganization owing to the impending relief.
The first indication the British received that a counter-attack was
on the way was a report from the 59th Rifles at Y that a large
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Reports of large Turkish troop movements soon began to come in
from other battalions as well, and just before sunset at 6:30 p.m.
the British artillery was alerted that a counter-attack was imminent
and was requested to lay down a barrage in front of the British lines.
It appears not to have been very effective, owing mostly to the
setting sun having been in the eyes of the forward artillery
observers.
The Turkish counter-attack smashed at the British line from
the west just as the last twilight faded from the sky around 7 p.m.
The first shock was taken by the small Gurkha detachment holding
the captured guns, who were wiped out in minutes. Then the brunt
of the assault rolled on and fell upon the two Gurkha battalions
holding the front of the 9th Brigade between Al2 and point D.
For a time the Gurkhas held, all the while sending urgent messages
to 9th Brigade headquarters for reinforcements and ammunition and
to the units on either side of them' for ammunition. . The heaviest
assault hit at the weakest point, pressing in on three sides of the
salient held by the 9th Gurkhas at point D. The Turks attacked
in mass with bombs, and after about twenty minutes the Gurkhas ran
short of ammunition. The Turks got in among them then, and began
bombing up the main communication trench and the canals parallel
to it. With their left flank crushed in and under heavy attack from
the front, both Gurkha battalions gave way and fell back just before
7:30, carrying with them the other two battalions of the 9th Brigade
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the 9th Brigade was in full and disorganized retreat to the east
and northeast, pursued by an equally disorganized mass of Turkish
troops.
At this point the Turkish attack split, half of it pushing
north against the flank of the 7th Brigade and half driving east
against the remnants of the 9th Brigade and wouth against the
two battalions of the 8th Brigade holding the trench to the south
of Twin Pimples. The battle became two separate actions, and can
best be treated as such.
The southern half of the Turkish attack pushed east, intermingled with the retreating 9th Brigade, and overran the line of
trench XZ. An observer reported:
It was the most promiscuous melee. The killing was done with
bayonets, rifle butts and revolvers. The Turks had exhausted
their bombs, and here we had them at a disadvantage, but it was
difficult to tell who was who. One dared not shoot...It was the
greatcoat that proclaimed the infidel, and the absence of turban
or helmet. A subaltern was walking by the side of a man he
thought was a sepoy when he noticed that he was wearing a cap.
The fellow had no doubt blundered into the wrong crowd, and,
seeing the odds were against him, was waiting for the chance of
an inconspicuous change of milieu when his companion of the march
quietly drew his revolver and shot him without changing his step.
The Turks pressed on east from the line XZ towards the 9th
Brigade headquarters near Twin Pimples, the last British line of
resistance. Colonel Campbell of the 9th gathered every rifleman
he could find and rushed to Twin Pimples, where he began to rally
the broken line. As the Turks advanced in a dark mass, firing very
little and no doubt feeling lost and worried in the dark, Campbell
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there, and had his men give a far from spontaneous cheer. At the
same time, two shells by chance arced overhead and burst in the
midst of the Turks. It was too much for the numerically far superior Turks, who were at a psychological disadvantage on unknown
ground without a definite goal, and they began to retire on their
captured trench.
Meanwhile the two battalions of the 8th Brigade in the trench
to the south were in a precarious situation. They had lost five
of their machine guns in the captured stretch of trench to the
north, and the Turks on the north had pushed a short distance down
their trench from X. All that could be done was to order the men
on that flank to hold to the last, for at 7:50 heavy masses of
Turks emerged from the scrub to the 8th Brigade front and attacked.
It was the beginning of a long night for the two battalions; before
5 a.m. they repelled five separate Turkish attacks, each delivered
in a strength far outnumbering their own. But with the aid of four
mountain guns which were worked almost in the trenches, and of the
bright moonlight which gave them perfect targets, they withstood
every assault. From midnight they were more secure, however, for
two battalions sent forward by the 39th Brigade of the 13th Division
cleared the Turks out of the trenches on their right and began
pushing north through the old 9th Brigade lines. Even after this,
the Turks pushed home their assaults with the utmost determination,
at times getting within 20 yards of the British line, and in the
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yards of the 8th Brigade lines. The southern half of the Turkish
assault had failed.
The northern half did better. The 9th Brigade in its flight
swept along most of the 128th Pioneers and the 27th Punjabis on the
7th Brigade left, and flooded on back towards 7th Brigade headquarters at A 3. There they were rallied by General Egerton and
his staff, but some of the Turks who had smashed the salient came
bombing up the trench after them and captured Egerton's headquarters.
The British fell back north 300 yards towards the Tigris, where
they reorganized and fought their way back down the trench. They
drove the Turks before them, stubbornly contesting each traverse,
and by midnight had recaptured brigade headquarters and cleared
the trench for 150 yards south of there. A lull then set in in
the fighting in this area.
Meanwhile the actual line held by the 7th Brigade along canal
A15, to the west of the trench held by Egerton, came under heavy
attack as well. The only troops left there were the Connaught
Rangers and the 89th Punjabis, plus one company of the 27th Punjabis which had not been swept away by the 9th Brigade's retreat.
The Turks came bombing up the nullah towards them. The Connaughts
bombed them back 100 yards, but while they held the Turks there
others left the nullahs and went round the Connaughts' line in
front and in rear. The two British battalions were now surrounded
on three sides while in a line; the only front on which they were
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They manned both banks of the nullahs they were holding in, and
got a machine gun down into the trench to sweep the Turks as they
came up along their flank of 25 yards' width. Between them and
brigade headquarters in the main trench (Al, A3) there was confused
fire between assorted groups.
When the Turkish counter-attack had first penetrated the 3rd Division's line Keary had asked Maude to push two brigades of his
13th Division forward to his support immediately. However, when
later reports revealed the situation to be so serious that there
seemed a chance that the British line would break, the instructions
had been changed and the 13th Division had been ordered to dig in
in a second line to the rear of the 3rd Divison in case the Turks
broke through. This it did around 10 p.m. When it became evident
that the line was going to hold, and when it was realized that the
7th Brigade had not been wiped out or dispersed as had been believed
at first (contact had been lost shortly after the Turkish attack
began), several battalions of the 13th Division were sent to Egerton's
aid and others started to clear the trenches from point Z up to
him. The reinforcements dispatched to the aid of the 7th Brigade
did not arrive until 2:30 or 3 a.m., however, for it was difficult
to find one's way through the maze of trenches, and the bombing
parties working their way north to link up with it did not get
through till even later.
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nor reinforcements since the beginning of the attack, decided about
2 a.m. that steps must be taken to consolidate a position in which
his left flank would be secure before daylight revealed his weakness.
Shortly after he succeeded in getting in touch with the beleagured
Connaughts and Punjabis in the forward nullahs by means of orderlies,
and he ordered them to withdraw from their desperately precarious
position before daylight came. Just after the order had been
dispatched Egerton received word that reinforcements were on their
way, which might let him hold onto his present position in the
forward nullahs, but in the existing state of communications he
considered that it was too late to cancel his order for withdrawal.
About 3:45 the Connaughts and Punjabis withdrew back to the main
trench, leaving the nullahs in the hands of the Turks.
With the coming of daylight about 5:30 a.m. on the 18th the
Turks ceased their attacks all along the line and withdrew voluntarily from those trenches from which they had not already been
bombed, except for the trenches around point Z, to which they
clung tenaciously. The counter-offensive, though it had been
completely unexpected and had taken the British altogether by
surprise, was a tactical failure. Turkish casualties are not accurately known, but Gorringe estimated the total at between four and
five thousand; this seems a conservative figure even if one allows
for exaggeration in the figure of 1200-1500 dead lying near the 8th
Brigade trenches in the morning. It was more Turkish casualties than
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the time of Sanna-i-Yat combined. British losses were only 1,600
men and 15 machine guns, plus the recapture of the guns taken from
the Turks in the assault of the previous morning. On the fact of
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it it seemed agreat British success.
In fact the Turkish counter-attack was successful in its main
aim, and it had a decisive effect on the relief attempt; even at
the price Khalil paid in men, it was worth it. For in withdrawing
his battalions from the forward nullahs during the night Egerton
had abandoned the one thing of value in the Beit Aieesa position:
the control of the bunds which if broken could flood the desert
east of Es Sinn and make it unassailable. The British held or
regained almost all of the ground they had held in the evening
of the 17th, but they were not able to retake the vital stretch of
river bank at Al5 which alone would make an operation against Es
Sinn possible in the flood season. Failing that, they would ultimately have to switch their attack back to the left bank, and
there was no more hope of success at Sanna-i-Yat in the latter
half of April than there had been in the first half.

After the fighting died away and the front was stabilized on
the 18th, the 13th Division was fed completely into the front line,
with which the Turks were maintaining close contact. Units were
gradually sorted out as circumstances permitted so that the 13th
Division held the northern half of the line and the 3rd Division
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all day, and grew severe around the disputed point Z during the
afternoon, but no major advances were made by either side. In the
evening Lake and Gorringe, having come to the conclusion that in
reinforcing Be it Aieesa the Turks must have reduced their strength
at Sanna-i-Yat, decided that the only hope of breaking through in
time to succour Kut was another attack on Sanna-i-Yat. Even that
would only lead to the desired results in the unlikely case the
the assaulting British troops could not only carry Sanna-i-Yat
but arrive at the lines further back at the same time as the retiring enemy, in order to avert the necessity of further operations
against these lines. This would be an unheard-of occurrence in
trench warfare, particularly since only one division was now on the
left bank, and it is to be suspected that the commanders simply
felt that they had to do something, however unsuccessful it was
likely to be, as long as Kut was still holding out. Orders were
issued for the 7th Division to make the assault on 20 April,
supported by the 35th and 36th Brigades.77
On the morning of April 19th, Maude attempted to retake by
assault the riverside trenches that the 3rd Division had won and
lost again in the past 72 hours. The Turks immediately put to
work their newly recovered ability to cause floods, and so flooded
was the ground over which his troops had to pass that not only the
usual percentage of wounded drowned, but also fit men who stumbled
into the submerged trenches and shell-holes and were borne down by
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was made in subsequent attacks on the 20th and 21st; the cost of
these actions was about 600 casualties to the British. It was
little wonder that they did not succeed; apart altogether from the
terrain and the Turks, the 13th Division had sustained 4500 casualties
in two weeks at this point, and had almost no junior officers left.78
The drama of Kut was dragging to an end now, and there was little
doubt as to the outcome. It made little difference, therefore, when
one of the principal actors left the stage. On the 10th of April
Field-Marshal von der Goltz, worn out and discouraged by the demands for action in Persia with which he was bombarded by the armchair geopoliticians in Germany, fell ill of typhus after 4 wet
trip to the front at Kut. The prognosis was bad, for he was a very
old man. On the 16th General von Gleich, the Chief-of-Staff whom
the German General Staff had tried unsuccessfully to impose upon
the Turkish VIth Army, arrived at Baghdad after being delayed for
months by Turkish obstruction. The Field-Marshal was delirious,
but he did recognize von Gleich. He spoke a few words to him in
Turkish. On the 18th Khalil was appointed second-in-command for
the sick von der Goltz; Kiazim Bey became the commander of the XVIIIth
Corps, and von Gleich was made his chief of staff. Early in the
morning of the 19th of April von der Goltz died. His body was brought
back to Constantinople, where he was buried in the grounds of the
German Embassy. Turkish officers provided a guard of honor and bore
the coffin; the band. of the Goeben played the hymn "Ich hatte ein

-698Kamerad/Einen besseren findst du nicht." It was true; with his
passing died the strongest link of history and emotion uniting the
Turks and the Germans.
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Maude still held enough of the river bank to take Khalil's
troops in the flank and rear at Sanna-i-Yat, and a battery of 35
machine guns was installed at Crof ton's Post to rake the Turkish
lines when the 7th Division made its assault. Two machine guns at
a time were fired continuously for several days, so that by the time
of the attack all of them were registered without the Turks' realising that there were a large number there. However, on April
19th the attack had to be postponed, for the water was across the
British front six inches deep, with ankle-deep mud underneath. The
wind then changed and blew the marsh across the front of the lines
as well, and a further postponement was necessary. Despite the
postponements Maude carried out violent bombardments of the Sannai-Yat lines from the rear with the Corps Artillery on the 20th and
21st. On the morning of the 21st Gorringe held a conference of the
7th Division brigadiers, and it was decided that the water on the
600-yard strip over which the advance would actually take place was
not too deep to be impractical. An operation order was issued for
the attack at 7 a.m. the next morning.
The 7th Division would make the assault, with the 35th and 36th
Brigades held back in reserve. The first advance would be made by
the 21st and 19th Brigades, each on a front of 300 yards; they were
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lines, while the 28th Brigade coming up behind would consolidate
the first line. After taking Sanna-i-Yat, Younghusband was to
push on two miles west, as a preliminary to an assault on the
Nakhailat trenches. The artillery would commence registration at
6 a.m., begin a slow bombardment at 6:20, and carry out an intense
bombardment with shrapnel and high explosive from 7 to 7:09, when
the leading brigades should have reached the Turkish trenches. It
would then establish a barrage in front of the 7th Division and assist
its further advance. The effective rifle strength of the division
was only 5,966; the number of Turks in the opposing trenches was
approximately the same.
The first two Turkish trenches, 100 yards apart, were known to
be filled with water and weakly held; little was known about the
third. It was not realized that the Turks had built a dam across
all three of their trenches some distance south of the marsh at D,
and that the trenches to the north of there were completely inundated
and hardly held at all. The attack of the 21st Brigade would be a
straightforward advance to its front, but because of an impassable
marsh directly to its front the 11th Brigade would have to include
right to reach its designated objective.
Early on the morning of the 22nd Maude carried out a bombardment
of Beit Aieesa to deceivel the Turks, and at 6 the bombardment of
Sanna-i-Yat commenced. Though there was still water across the front
of the 21st Brigade, it had receded somewhat, and the ground in front
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as the artillery began to register, however, Younghusband received
a telephone report from the 21st Brigade saying that the water on
its front was too deep to allow much of an advance, and requesting
that the assault be made only by the 19th Brigade. This was inexplicable, since the water was definitely shallower than it had been
when the advance had been agreed upon the night before. Nevertheless,
Younghusband assented, and informed the 19th Brigade that it would
be advancing along. This was the death blow for the attack, really,
because a one-brigade front was so narrow that it .could easily
be enveloped by a counter-attack.
At 7 a.m. Maude's artillery bombardment reached a sudden,
roraring crescendo, and the 19th Brigade began its advance. The
advance was extremely rapid, and the infantry could be seen furiously
waving red flags to hurry up the lifting of the British artillery,
which was actually holding them back. The Turkish fire from the
southern end of their trenches was fairly heavy, but at first few
casualties were suffered. When the 19th Brigade reached the Turkish
first line they found that it was flooded and had no troops in it;
the second-line trenches were neck-deep in water also, the numerous
communication trenches and dugouts between these trenches were also
flooded, and as a result the intervening ground was a deep quagmire
in which the infantry progress was slowed greatly, many of the troops
sinking up to their armpits in mud and water. As the leading battalions,
the Highlanders and the 92nd Punjabis, reached and crossed the second
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terrific fire. Most of them had fallen in the mud at least once,
and the breeches and barrels of their rifles had become jammed with
mud; they could not return the fire.
What had happened was that the brigade, which had been obliged
to swing somewhat right in its advance anyway, had veered right 15°
too far under the influence of the heavy ground to its left and the
lack of supporting troops to its right. They had, therefore, gone
into the Turkish trenches on the wrong (i.e., northern) side of the
bund. It was the worst possible terrain: men slipping into waterfilled shell-holes in full kit had to be strong swimmers to survive,
and there were also concealed beneath the flood shell-holes which
were filled with soft mud in which wounded and nonwounded alike
might suffocate.
When it had begun its advance the 19th Brigade had requested the
21st at least should send troops forward as soon as the former got
into the Turkish lines if it did not think it possible to partici7
pate in the initial assault. The 21st Brigade began to advance
at 7:35 as the 19th Brigade penetrated the Turkish second line, but
it lost considerable time in just crossing the flooded trenches of
its own front line. Once over these, it continued to advance across
the heavy ground, but it was still slow going and the distance between platoons doubled as the machine guns scythed back and forth
among them. "The going was terribly heavy, and the men had to try
and double through ten to twelve inches of water with mud below."
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During the next half-hour the 21st Brigade struggled forward to the
support of the 19th, but it had not even come up on its right by
8 a.m.
At 7:20, meanwhile, a Turkish counter-attack had developed
against the leading battalions of the 19th Brigade mired between
the Turkish second and third lines. It came from the Turks' right
rear along the river where the ground was dry, mostly from the communication trench angling up to the right of the Turkish third line. From
the position of the 19th Brigade nothing could be seen of these troops
until they reached the bund at D and clambered across, urged on by
an officer cooly standing on it outlined against the skyline waving
his cane to gilie the attack direction. Once across, the Turks
opened a heavy fire on the Highlanders and Punjabis, who were not
able to give any answer until they closed to arm's length as almost
all their rifles were jammed. The British troops suffeied heavy
casualties as they stood waiting for the Turks to close, up to
their knees or deeper in mud, but they were fiercely determined
that this time there would be no failure. They refused to fall back.
The supports coming up foi both sides were suffering severely
from the machine gun batteries of the enemy. The 19th Brigade's
reserves and the men coming up from the 21st Brigade line were cut
up badly by a battery of machine guns on the Turkish right which was
screened from the British battery on the other side of the Tigris.
The Turkish counter-attack suffered even worse losses from the massed
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all indirect fire controlled by telephone, visual signalling and
officer orderlies from a high central observation post, and during
the battle 165,000 rounds were fired. From the observation post
the Turkish counter-attack was plainly visible: "It was sporadic;
there was no continuous line. Parties of fifty would jump up from
the communication trench and rush across the open. They were
apparently independent of each other. It is doubtful if they
realized the nature of the zone through which they had to pass.
Their line was quickly thinned; some thirty out of every batch of
fifty would fall before they reached the bund.1!
With magnificent gallantry the Highlanders stood their ground
and waited for the Turkish counter-attacks to close to bayonet
distance without tl power to reply to the Turkish fire, and then
repelled them in hand-to-hand fighting in the deep mud. By 7:35
the Turks stopped counter-attacking for a time. But meanwhile the
supporting battalions of the 19th Brigade were stalled by Turkish
fire only a few hundred yards in front of their own trench, and the
28th Brigade was at least half a mile further back. Just before
8 a.m. the "Norsets" battalion of the 21st Brigade at last began
to near the line held by the 19th Brigade in the Turkish trenches,
but it was moving to the north of the other British troops and the
water was much deeper there; some officer concluded that it was
impossible to advance further and gave the order to retire.
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order, uncovering the left of the Punjabis, who also began to
retire. Meanwhile the Turks launched another heavy counter-attack
against the left of the Highlanders, and they were forced to fall
back, their flanks exposed. Once Younghusband's troops began to
give way before the Turkish pressure the momentum of their retreat
could not be checked. It was not possible to halt in either of
the two captured Turkish lines as the trenches were full of water;
the entanged masses of men streamed past and out into no-man's land.
The further eastward advance of the Turks was only stopped by Maude's
artillery, which "got good targets and did great execution" and
enabled the retreating 7th to disengage and get back to its trenches
minus its pursuers. The Turks abandoned their counter-attack under
Maude's murderous fire and returned to their shattered trenches, and
by mid-morning the last battle for• the relief of Kut had died away
to an occasional stutter of machine gun fire. It was so obviously
over that at 11:45. a.m. the Red Crescent (Turkish Red Cross) flag
went up over the Turkish trenches and the Turks set about collecting
their dead and their own and British wounded lying beyond the
second trench; the British were allowed to claim their own wounded
east of that line. The truce lasted until 2 p.m.; the quiet lasted
for six months.
There are grounds for belief that Gorringe and Lake were only
making what they thought to be a necessary gesture in the Sanna-i-Yat
attack on the 22nd. Though the units engaged suffered very heavily--
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less than in other battles the relief force had fought. Yet the
British abandoned the attack while they still had four brigades
in reserve. It must have been realized that even had the Sannai-Yat attack been a success there was little hope of getting
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through the remaining lines in the time left.
Later that day, in an interview with General Lake, Gorringe
said that to call on the men for further efforts, within the time
limit imposed by the food supply of Kut, could no longer give any
prospect of success, and that it was necessary to face the situation and abandon any further attempts at relief. Lake, though
he instructed Gorringe to continue operations on the south bank with
a view to an attempt to break through the Es Sinn position, agreed,
and considered that unless more food could somehow be got into
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Kut thegarrison would have to surrender.
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The air drops of food into Kut had begun on the 16th,
but
from the first the tiny, light planes never manawd to approach the
Air Force commander's optimistic estimate of 5,000 lbs. of food a
day. The aircraft could carry the weight of 300 lbs. of flour, but
they could not handle its bulk. On the best day they only succeeded
in dropping 2,159 lbs. into the perimeter, and most days it was much
less. During the entire operation which lasted until 29 April, the
total amount of food dropped into Kut was only 15,975 lbs. (some
medical stores and mail were dropped also), scarcely enough to
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for two days .
It soon became evident that the air-drops could extend the
resistance of Kut for only a couple of days. After the battle on
the night of 17th/18th April at Beit Aieesa ended in a British
withdrawal of a half-mile or more, the conviction that surrender
was inevitable finally began to spread in Kut. On the 20th Lake
sent a message: "Stick to it. Gorringe will relieve you in a few
days," and Kut did stick to it, but two days later its hoarded
food was absolutely exhausted. Nothing remained but two days'
emergency rations and whatever the planes could drop. On Easter
Sunday, the 23rd, a message informed Kut that Younghusband's final
desperate assault on Sanna-i-Yat had failed, and on the same day
the gaunt troops consumed half of their first day's emergency ration.
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There was only one forlorn hope left for the 6th Division.
Julnar had been hurriedly fitted out with some thin armour
plating at 'Amarah after Lake's conversation with Wemyss on the 13th,
and she was now loaded with 270 tons of food, about three weeks'
supplies for starving Kut, until she lay low in the water. Volunteers
were called for (no married man was permitted to volunteer), and the
call was answered by almost every officer and man in the river
flotilla, including all of the civilians in Lynch Company's employ.
Lt. 0. B. Firman, R.N., was chosen to command a crew consisting
of Engr. Sub-Lt. Louis Reed, R.N.R., and twelve naval ratings, and
Captain Cowley, a civilian employee of Lynch's holding a reserve
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personally "that I considered the chance of success as one in a
hundred, but the gallant fellows were all sure that the one chance
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would be theirs."
Aubrey Herbert was on hand on the evening of the 24th to see
them go:
I saw old Cowley, an old friend...He has been thirtythree years on this river. He is a proper Englishman. He
laughed and chaffed with...me on the Julnar before starting.
Firman was very glad to have got the job, and felt the responsibility. Everybody wanted go. The sailors were moved.
No cheers were allowed. They pushed off, almost stationary,
into the river, that was a glory of light with the graceful
mahailas in an avenue on both sides of it, with masts and
rigging a filigree against the glorious sunset. The faint
bagpipes and the desert wind were the only music at their
going..•
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A feint attack was made under cover of a heavy bombardment at
the time the vessel was expected to near the Turkish batteries to
divert attention from her, but the Turks had been forewarned by
the Arabs as Wemyss predicted. Julnar came under heavy rifle fire
from the moment she passed the outpost lines at Sanna-i-Yat. Firman held on steadily at six knots for the better part of an hour
under a continual storm of small-arms fire, but as he came opposite
the Es Sinn position an intense artillery fire was opened on the
ship. She was hidden in splashes as the Turkish gunners quickly
bracketed her. Before she reached the Magasis bend a shell exploded
directly on the bridge and killed Firman; Cowley took command at
once though he was severely wounded by the same explosion. In a
few more minutes the crippled Julnar struck the cable of the
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helplessly onto the right bank near the fort. It was impossible
to get her off, and Cowley surrendered with the survivors to save
them from being battered to pieces at the Turkish artillery's
leisure as they lay helplessly mired in the mud. He did not survive
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the night.
At dawn on the 25th Julnar's wreckage was spotted from the roof
of Townshendl s headquarters in Kut. The remainder of the first day's
emergency ration had gone on the 24th, and each meal now depended
on what could be dropped from the air in the preceding hours. Everyone in the division knew it was all up. Even the air supplies could
not be counted on, for fast new German fighters had recently made
an appearance in the theatre, Fokker triplanes, and on the 26th they
broke up many of the drop runs and shot down at least one of the
British supply planes.88
Townshend had been ordered by Lake to open surrender negotiations
--"the onus not lying on yourself"--after the failure of Gorringe's
attack on the 22nd, but he did not act on it until he was sure that
the Julnar attempt had failed. He delayed through the day of the
25th, but on the next day, with the air-dropped supplies coming to
an end, he received an envoy from Khalil bearing surrender terms.
Townshend was extremely bitter about being forced to undertake the
negotiations himself -- he felt that was the province of the Army
Commander, who could still threaten to resume hostilities if some
sort of terms were not forthcoming -- but he had no choice. "Had
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food at once or all my men would lie dawn and die." Twenty men were
now dying of starvation in Kut every day. "The result was that, much
against my will, on 26th April, I had to negotiate with Khalil Pasha,
knowing that I had not a biscuit up my sleeve to argue with, and
knowing that Khalil Pasha knew that I was in extremis for food." The
Turkish envoy spent the night of the 26th in Kut (being much discomfitted by a Turkish bombardment that kept the town in cellars and
slit-trenches most of the night), and on the morning of the 27th
Townshend went to meet Khalil in a steam launch. The two conferred
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on the river.
Townshend had been offered the assistance of the three men
previously mentioned in his negotiations, and had been told to
stipulate a guarantee of immunity from Turkish vengeance for those
of the civil population of Kut who had cooperated with the British
occupation. The point did not come up, however, and it was only
after the surrender that the trio of special negotiators participated
in the discussions with Khalil. In a letter to Khalil prior to the
meeting, Townshend had already proposed, with cabinet authorization,
that his force be released on parole, in return for which he would
surrender his 40 guns and pay the Turks 1,000,000 pounds. He had
further suggested an exchange of prisoners, Turkish for English,
Arab for Indian.
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to assist the Turkish government in the prosecution of the war all the participants in the disgraceful episode were afterwards
extremely close-mouthed about it. There was not nearly that amount
in specie available in Mesopotamia or India, and the Turks would
hardly have accepted British paper; it may be presumed that Ibis
Majesty's government would have opened credits in this amount in
the United States in favor of the Turkish government, which would
in turn have authorized the German government to draw on it for
its needs. This unprecedented offer was in any case foredoomed to
failure; its political effects, as Cox predicted, were a severe loss
of British prestige. British newspapers made no mention of it, but
everywhere in the enemy and neutral world it was a great propaganda
point. It can hardly be good policy in the middle of a war to
supply an enemy with cash and guns to protect invalids, however gallant,
from the fortunes of war.
According to German accounts, Khalil recommended that the force
be paroled, but Enver emphatically refused, offering parole only for
Townshend himself if Kut handed over its guns and military stores
intact. In a separate telegram, Enver added that Turkey did not want
money, and reminded Khalil that 10,000 Turkish lives had been lost
at Kut (an exaggeration). On this being reported to London, the
cabinet upped the ante to 2,000,000 pounds. This also was refused.
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though he was most complimentary about Townshend's defense, revealed
that he had orders from Enver to insist on unconditional surrender.
Before any food could be brought up the British must march out of
Kut into camp. While the negotiations went on through that day and
the next a truce let the subterranean inhabitants of Kut walk freely
in the open air for the first time in five months.
Even Townshend realized that he could not accept Enver's offer
of his personal freedom in return for the division's guns and stores.
Since the garrison ate the last half of the last day's emergency
rations, the last edible material in the town, on the 23th Townshend
had no choice but to accept Khalil's terms. He could only extract
two concessions from the Turks. Arrangements were made to send the
sickest and worst-wounded members of the garrison down to the R.F.,
and 1,100 were eventually freed this way. The rest had to go into
captivity, but Khalil promised that they would be sent to Baghdad
by ship, as most of them were too weak to survive a march in their
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present condition.
On the 29th Kut surrendered. A survivor of the siege reports:
[At 2 p.m.]...we heard in the distance the muffled sound
of drums beating a lively march... and in due course a column of
thickset, dusty, dirty and tired-looking Turkish infantry, laden
with their full field-service- Acits, poured out of the town onto
the river-front...shuffling along in their thick uniforms of
every conceivable pattern, and with their puttees wound round
their legs like those of [a] brigand in a melodrama. They
formed into line at the word of command, and, after posting
sentries in various places, piled arms and removed their
packs. Kut was in the hands of the Turks and we were
prisoners.
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Of the wounded treated in the hospital 488 died, and 1,696 were
returned to duty (frequently a euphemism for no room). The
total deaths to the force were 1,746, the difference being made up
by deaths from sickness and starvation. Townshend surrendered to
Khalil 277 British officers (including five generals), 204 Indian
officers, 2,592 British soldiers, 6,988 Indian soldiers and 3,248
Indian followers, for a total of 13,309 men. All the force's
guns and stores were destroyed before the surrender.91
Khalil came to see Townshend in Kut on the 29th, and Townshend
offered him his sword and pistols. Khalil refused them, saying:
"They are as much yours as they ever were." He told him that he would
be sent to Constantinople, where he would be treated as "the honored
guest of the Turkish nation." On the next day the division was
marched out of Kut to Shumran eight miles away (the march took eight
hours). It was there that Townshend last saw them, as he passed up
river on his way to Baghdad in a launch Khalil has put at his disposal. "...As we passed the place where the remnant of the gallant
old Sixth Division was encamped, officers and men lined the bank
and cheered me long as I went by. Tears filled my eyes as I stood
at attention at the salute. Never shall I have such a command again.
Never had any man a finer command. I loved the Sixth Division with
all my heart, and they gave me their confidence to the last."92
Their confidence in his provision for them was somewhat misplaced. They were made to lie on the ground, ringed by sentries.
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unhusked barley with some earth mixed in, hard as iron, and many
green with mold. They were devoured by the starving men, and within
the first few days there over 300 men died in agony of gastroenteritis. Few of them were even buried; most were simply thrown
in a nearby ravine. After a few days the Turks realized that precious few of their captives would see Baghdad alive if they did not
get better food, and Gorringe was permitted to send up some supplies.
After further negotiations in which Khalil tried to fulfill his
promise to send his captives to Baghdad by ship by getting the
British to provide the shipping (to be returned after the one trip),
they were started on the long march to European Turkey. Few of them
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would survive.
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EPILOGUE
The 6th Division was marched across half of Asia Minor at the
height of summer with little food or water, and the toll was dreadful. The men were "herded like animals ...flogged, kicked, raped,
tortured..." A great number died, and the death rate continued high
in the prison camps from the effects of the wretched Turkish rations
on men already so debilitated. Before the end of the war more than
two-thirds of the British rank and file captured at Kut were dead,
and a somewhat smaller percentage of the Indians .l

The Turks were

not vindictive or deliberately cruel, except for the brutally sadistic Kurdish guards who were employed to escort the columns of
marching prisoners across the desert to Ras-al-Ain. It was just
that they treated the prisoners with the same disregard for individuals and fed them with the same food and gave them the same
medical care that they gave to their own soldiers. Most of them
died of it.
Townshend, by embarrassing contrast, was greeted by a reception
on his arrival at Constantinople and was comfortably interned on
the island of Prinkipo near Constantinople at the expense of the
Turkish Government. He was given the honors and salutes of an
army corps commander, and was left free to goxAherever he wished
around Constantinople, and even to go shooting unescorted. He
was not even asked far his parole, and Enver tried to arrange for his
wife and daughter to come and live with him (this fell through because
Austria refused to allow them transit). As far as can be ascertained

-724he never made any effort to alleviate the conditions under which his
division was being slowly wiped out, though they were drawn to his
attention. He makes only one reference to the men of his division
after the surrender of Kut in his book, in which he exonerates the
Turks from blame for what happened. He was released by the Turks
to help in the armistice negotiations in 1918. After the war he
returned to England as a somewhat questionable hero, but he never
held another appointment in the Army. Though subjected to severe
criticism for his indifference to the plight of his men, he was
elected to a backbencher's seat in parliament in 1920. He devoted
most of his time to lobbying for the Turks at a time when Britain
was backing the Greeks, but he had little effect on government
policy, since Lloyd George hated him. He died in Paris on 18 May
2
1924.

In the last three weeks of the relief attempt the R.F. lost
10,000 men, a quarter of its force. The cost of all the attempts
to relieve Kut was 23,000 battle casualties, exclusive of sick;
60 percent of the troops who formed part of the Tigris Corps at any
time between January and April became casualties. In certain units
the total of losses amounted to 100 percent and even 190 percent
of their establishnents, the casualty lists swallowing up not only
the original members but a large proportion of the reinforcements
as well. From first to last, counting the men of the Kut garrison,

-726Kut cost the British Empire 40,000 men, of whom 8,000 were killed
3
or died.
"No troops -- not even those before Passchendaele in
1917 -- were so sorely tried by their commanders and by physical
conditions. The Anatolian Turk again, as in Gallipoli, showed the
4
rock-like solidity of his defensive endurance."
With the fall of Kut the offensive operations of the R.F. were
immediately closed down. The British had at last learned the costly
lesson Townshend had paid for, and Kitchener enunciated the new
official attitude:
At present our policy in Mesopotamia is defensive and
we do not attach any importance to the possession of Kut
or the occupation of Baghdad.
Although it was for the moment advisable "to maintain as forward
a position as can be made secure tactically" so as to minimize the
propaganda effects of Kut's fall and to assist the Russians under
Baratov in Persia, the army might if necessary fall back to 'Amarh
5
or even toQurnah.
At the beginning of May Lake was still in the same lines he
had held on April 22nd, the last day of fighting, and cholera had
broken out in the trenches at Beit Aieesa. "The temperature was
too high even for the weaker spirits among the flies. The sandfly
6
alone retained his fullpowers of annoyance."

Thus it stayed all

summer and well into the fall.
Over the summer the entire staff of commanders changed. Maude
had succeeded to Gorringe's post as Commander of the Tigris Corps
shortly after the fall of Kut, and late August he replaced the ailing

-727General Lake as Commander-in-Chief Mesopotamia. An overwhelming
influx of new men and new divisions changed the whole character
of the original force, and in India Sir Charles Monro succeeded to
the command. By late fall of 1916 Lloyd George had become Prime
Minister, and he readopted an offensive policy in Mesopotamia to
conquer Britain's share of the post-war spoils promised in the
Sykes-Picot Agreement.

7

The new advance was a model of the logistical art; of nearly
half a million troops who crowded the country for the new offensive,
more than two-thirds were noncombatants maintaining the lines of
communication. The reforms instituted by Lake had borne fruit, and
Maude's force was amply supplied with everything it needed. The
British practically remade the whole country in order to be able to
support their army in it. They built railways, ports, roads; they
poured steamers of all kinds into the country and lighted the narrow
stretches of the river to allow them to continue navigating at night.
The remnant of the Turkish army defending Mesopotamia at Kut never
had a chance; it had been gutted to provide troops for Enver's and
Germany's Persian adventures over the summer of 1916, and it was
operating with the same line of supply that had served it in the
previous campaign around Kut.
The Turkish army at Kut made a truly heroic stand; for four
months, from December 1916 to March 1917 it held off a betterequipped army that outnumbered it four to one. But by mid-1917

-728Baghdad was in British hands and all the serious fighting in

Mesopotamia and Persia was over. To the end of the war , nevertheless, the number of British troops in Mesopotamia did not
appreciably diminish.

Under Maude's command the Mesopotamian force attained the
goal Townshend had been sacrificed for -- Baghdad--but how much could
have been done in France, where everything hung in the balance and
where the Entente came so perilously close to defeat , with the troops
that spent their war in Mesopotamia. Victory in France meant
victory everywhere; victory in fifty subsidiary theatres and defeat
in France meant defeat everywhere. For the tinsel of Baghdad and
a tenuous colonial dominion which had to be abandoned by the early
1920

8

the British paid a price of 92 561 casualties.

bad bargain.

It was a
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APPENDIX I
TURKISH CORPS DISPOSITIONS IN NOVEMBER 1914
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APPENDIX III
Types of Native Craft*
Mahela - a dhow. Varies much in size, carying from 15 to 100
tons. Medium ones about 70 feet long, 18-20 feet wide,
carrying 30-35 tons. Single spar mast 50-70 feet high
with pronounced forward rake, rigged with large lateen
sail. High prow, and lofty poop with cabin of sorts.
Carries anchors and has keel.
Bellum - usual name for smaller boats without keels, propelled
by paddling. 30-40 feet long, 4-5 feet wide. Strong but
heavy, will carry 15-25 men. Have scrolls at bow and stern
as ornamentation. Larger ones carry mast and sails.
Danack - Boat resembling a gondola, 36-40 feet long, 5-72 feet
wide. Very light and rather flimsy, shallow draft. Propelled
by paddles, will hold 15 men. Light planking covered with
bitumen.
Mashoof - lighter, smaller, flimsier danack used by marsh Arabs.

* From Sandes, Kut and Captivity, p. 462.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE
There is a most extensive literature on the first two years
in Mesopotamia. Because of the parliamentary investigation into
the Mesopotamian

campaign conducted in 1916-19171 which resulted in

a published book-length report, the first-hand accounts (or defences)
of most of the British protagonists are available. Also, some of
the leading figures in the campaign published books giving their
sides of the story just after the war, and they would probably not
have done so had not the recriminations over the disaster received
such wide pliblicity. Probably because of the exotic nature of the
campaign, it sometimes seems as if half the junior officers with the
force kept diaries which they later published. Useful though these
are, a problem arises in their use additional to the usual limitations of one man's view: i.e., during the five month's siege of Kut
the author was either inside the town, or he was with the Relief
Force, not both.
Turkish accounts are unfortunately scarce, due largely to
the chaos which prevailed in Turkey for years after the war. Despite some helpful German material this aide of the campaign is not
well known.
As for secondary accounts, the sole comprehensive work is
Lieutenant-General Moberly's four-volume official history. It is
an excellent work in great detail, but besides its unwieldly size
it has the disadvantage of having been published before all personal
accounts and documents had become available (the history of the first
two years was in print by

1925). Also, of course, it suffers from

the handicap of having been an official history, with the necessary

restraint in making judgements and. assigning motives that that im1
plies. There are a number of good tactical studies of single batties by far the best being General Bires analysis of the crucial
battles of Ctesiphon and Dujailah, A Chapter of Misfortunep.
To my knowledge no work has been done on Mesopotamia during
the war since the last of the personal accounts ceased to appear more
than thirty years ago. First World War historiography has at

t

come back into favor. Perhaps this thesis can in a smA31 way help
to fill the gap in studies of the war in the East.

/See Field Marshall Robertson' s remarks on the tribulations of the
soldiers ordered. to write the official histories of the variouB campaigns of World. War I. Sir William Robertson, Bart., G.C.B.,
From Private to Field Marshall (London, 1921 1 pp. 119
et peg..

